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GOOD
TREE.

Structural damage to buildings caused by the 83 fallen
trees continues to be repaired.

Kacey Cockerill lakes her
place in the director's chair
p. 9
Golf teams win on individual
and team levels at PLU
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ABOUTUS

VOLUME 105, ISSUE 1
The Whitworthian has sensed as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 250
words.
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The annual Stewart Lawn Dance was
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"Torchbearers" library exhibit features many
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figures important to the university.
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work of artist Larry Ellingson.
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NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell will go
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his inaction in the Ray Rice incident.
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Cleanup from summer storms continues on campus
Robert Giffin
StaffWriter

Kari Johnson | h
Potographer

The Whitworth Community Church sustained some of the heaviest damage
from the storms this summer.

In the wake of severe windstorms on
July 23 and Aug. 2, 8 3 of Wh itworth's
trees had to be removed, either be
cause they were torn from the ground
or they posed a continuing danger to
the Whitworth community. It was an
unprecedented disaster — the perfect
storm, groundskeeper Will Mellott
said.
While the storm caused significant
infrastructural damage, there were no
injuries among those staying on cam
pus during the storms.
The monetary cost of the cleanup
process is estimated to be $250,000.
Only $50,000 of that price tag deals
directly with the cleanup and removal
of trees, said Christopher Eichorst, the
director of facilities services.
Besides the structural damage to
buildings, much of the irrigation on
campus had to be redone, along with
the re-sodding of the damaged ground
and the repaving of sections of the uni
versity's sidewalks and concrete.
The structural damage to buildings
has been repaired, with only the Kirsch
House, a theme house on Hawthorne
Road, being the most severely dam
aged property on campus. The Warren
parapet has been fixed, after a tree 36
inches in diameter fell on the southern
side of the building. Wind damage on
all of t he building's rooftops has also
been fixed.
Although the damage to campus
was severe, Whitworth is not paying
the $250,000 price tag entirely out of
pocket. Many of the trees in the Loop
and other landscaped areas around

campus are completely reimbursable,
Eichorst said.
The university's insurance policy
with the Educational and Institutional
Insurance Administration, a non-profit insurance company serving a multi
tude of universities, includes complete
coverage of structural damage and
cleanup of fallen trees. One might call
it "tree insurance."
"We are insured as one university
among a large group of others. This
helps lower our insurance rate and de
ductible," Eichorst said.
A major goal of facilities services is
to replant all of the fallen trees with
fresh saplings, Eichorst said. Many
of the trees that fell or were cut down
have been on Whitworth's campus
since its founding.
"Not all trees are created equal;
I spent whole days in those trees,
pimped them out, made them look
awesome," Mellott said.
Even though major windstorms are
irregular occurrences, they still pose a
danger to people on campus. However,
there are no plans to remove trees that
may pose a threat to Whitworth build
ings and students.
After the first storm several inspec
tions were done on the trees on cam
pus to see if they were still structurally
sound. By the time the second storm
tore through Spokane many of the
trees that were deemed dangerous
remained untouched, while those un
likely to fallwere torn from the ground.
"Neither of t he storms discriminat
ed," Eichorst said.
Now that the storms have passed
through the Whitworth campus, the
entire dynamic of groups of trees have
continued on p. 6
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Changes made to annual
StewVille dance

9

Carly Colby|Graphic Artist

McKinley Powers
Staff Writer

FREAKY FAST DELIVERY!
"2013 JIMMY JOHN'S FRANCHISE. LLC All B IGHTSRESERVED.
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The Whitworthian

Kicking off a new school year is always full of tra ditions and changes. One of
those traditions went through some major changes. The StewVille Mystery Mix
took on a whole new look and even a new name.
Previously known as the Stewart Lawn Dance, the StewVille tradition took
place on the Stewart lawn and was open to anyone and everyone who wanted to
attend.
"It is a way to connect people at the beginning of the year," StewVille senator
Aly Brooks said.
In addition to the new name, the dance was held at the tennis courts instead of
the Stewart lawn, it was on a Saturday ins
tead of a Friday and h
t ere was a lot more
security this year, Brooks said.
Another entirely new concept of the StewVille Mystery Mix was the incorpora
tion of the "mystery" location. The actual location of the dance was not revealed
until the day of t he event, and included many hints given at different events
during Traditiation week and in emails.
"It got a lot of people excited," Brooks said. "It also made it different and fun."
The StewVille lawn dance experienced some issues in the past, including many
violations of the BigThree policies. Many of the changes that occurred were made
with students' safety in mind and to ensure that the issues that had been experi
enced in the past would be avoided.
"I felt a lot safer, and there was a lot more room," Naji Saker, an RA in Duvall
said. "Last year it was on the StewVille lawn but this year it was on the tennis
courts so there were no cars driving by."
Not only did the location change to ensure easier monitoring, StewVille lead
ership also had security and supervisors in the parking lot, walking the perimeter
of the tennis courts and checking Whitworth IDs at the gate.
"After the past years, the security was needed and it built a safer environment
for everybody," Saker said.
Ultimately, the StewVille Mystery Mix received mostly positive feedback from
Whitworth students.
"When the DJ played "Ihis is How We Do It' because everyone was going hard,"
freshmen Kieran Doherty said.
Whether the dance will remain the StewVille Mystery Mixor return to the Stew
art Lawn Dance is yet tobe known.
Contact McKinley Powers at
mpowersl 8@my.whitworth. edu
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Exhibit celebrates
Whitworth with 125
years of history
Sasha Siclait
Staff Writer
It's a historic year to be at Whitworth University as the university celebrating the
125th anniversary. Throughout the year there will be events held in honor of the
125th anniversary, not just in Spokane, but also in two other major cities; Portland,
Ore. and Seattle.
An exhibit called "Torchbearers" featured in the library and put together by senior
Brandon Emerson and librarian Janet Hauck. This exhibit features 125 stories about
125 Whitworth people, events and history.
These stories featured in the exhibit as well as online at the Whitworth website are
stories about people and events that have made Whitworth University what it is to
day, emphasizing an education of a 125 -year-long mission of "Mind and Heart. The
creation of the exhibit began in mid-May and lasted until the last week of August.
Further, the exhibit has categories that discuss different areas of impact on Whit
worth over the years. Those categories include builders, believers, competitors, rev
elers, scholars, creatives and visionaries.
Famous alumni, including relatives of G eorge Whitworth, are covered in those
stories as well as a multitude of d istinguished alumni who have made a mark on
Whitworth history. Missionaries, civil rights activists, athletes and more are all peo
ple who have walked the paths of Whitworth University and made an impact on the
Whitworth experience today _
"My favorite part of the exhibit has to be Leonard Oakland's typewriter and glass
es" Emerson said. "They are just a great showcase of his personality and the glasses
just especially capture just how iconic he is in Whitworth's history."
Before the school was called Whitworth University, it was called Whitworth Col
lege with routered wood signs, which gave Whitworth the nickname "Camp Whit
worth." Interesting facts such as this can be found in the exhibit in the library open
every day during library hours.
On Whitworth University's 125th anniversary, students are reminded of all the
Whitworthians who came before. Amy Johns Ryan, who was a co-editor of student
newspapers, The Gleanor and The New Era, left a quote to pass on to future gener
ations of Whitworth students: "And with hearts filled with emotion, we now thank
them one and all, for the start in life we've found here, in the Whitworth College
Hall."
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A group of Northwest colleges and universities are collaborating to feature some
of each other's articles in online a
nd print editions.

Graduation after 4 years
unlikely for 29 percent
According to the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) 71 percent of
Willamette students who began pursuing their bachelor's degrees in 2007 gradu
ated in four years.
Vice President of Enrollment and University Communications Michael Beseda
said that matching students with a college or university that fits their academic
profile is important for ensuring student success.

For.the full story from The Willamette Collegian, go to thewhitworthian.com

College walks thin line
balancing tuition/salaries
In the face of an increasingly grim financial situation for the American middle
class, Whitman College tries to walk a narrow line between satisfying its students
on the one hand and its faculty and administrators on the other. The college has
raised tuition dramatically over the past decade to maintain competitive salaries
and academic programs, even as the average family's income decreased.

For the full story from Whitman's The Pioneer, go to thewhitworthian.com

Contact Sasha Siclait at
ssiclaitl 6@my.whitworth.edu
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Above: Leonard Oakland's personal Underwood No. Rdesktop manual
typewriter sits next toan old film reel, Westminster Dorm memorabilia and
various programs in Whitworth's Torchbearers exhibit. Left: Alumnus Ray
Washburn's old baseball jersey. Washburn went on to play as a Cardinal in
St. Louis for nine years. Both artifacts can be found in the exhibit.
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Printing budget cut in half

NEWSihBRIEF

Suicide bomber kills 16 people

A suicide bomber targeted a meeting
between Iraqi security forces and Sunni
militiamen in Duluiyah, a small town north
of Baghdad, killing at least 16 people. A
major Sunni tribe, the Al-Jabour, has sided
with Iraqi forces in the battle against the
militants from the Islamic State group, a
breakaway group of al Qaeda, hence the
reason for the attack. After the bombing,
militants tried to overtake the town.

Moses Lake resident shot in
attempted drug arrest

Hannah Walker | G
raphic Artist

Elodie Potier-Roudil
Staff Writer
Last year, Whitworth had to cut and adjust its budget,
affecting the costs and performance of dif ferent Whit
worth amenities. One area that was especially affected
by the budget cuts was the cost of on-campus printing
money per student.
The amount of money was changed from $25 to
$12.50 worth of printing per semester. Students can use
the money to print necessary documents such as home
work or lecture notes.
This fact came as a surprise to most students. Many
of th e returning students were not aware the amount
changed.
"We were not officially told," sophomore Itunu Olonade said.
Most of the freshmen were not aware there is a print
ing budget at all.
"I found out there was a budget the first time I want
ed to print," freshman Jason Pinales said. "I had no idea
before that."
Senior biology major Seth Flanders is unsure what
the ultimate reason is for the change in printing money.
"The $1.3 million deficit last year is a probable rea
son," he said.
Senior Daniel Scheibe, on the other hand, took an
ecological view.

"Schools want to stop using so much paper," Scheibe
said.
How this change affects the students varies among
class standing and majors. In some classes, such as psy
chology or English, printing is done frequently and this
new amount may be used quickly.
"As I am a senior in biology, I think it will be enough,
but it would not have been enough other years and oth
er majors and classes require a lot more printing than
others," Flanders said.
Other students, such as Olonade and Scheibe, print
more often. Scheibe used all his printing money in a
week, he said. Olonade prints 300 pages per semester
and might have to pay for more printing, she said.
Students may have to adjust their printing habits in
order adhere to the $12.50 spending limit. Olonade will
print less than last year and will only print what is really
important, she said. Others may not have that option.
"$20 would be better than $12.50," Pinales said.
Not many options are available for college students
since buying a printer or going to a printing service is
expensive.
"It could be interesting to adapt, according to the ma
jor of each student," Scheibe said.
Regardless of the changes made, having a printing
budget at all is appreciated, Flanders and Pinales said.
Contact Elodie Potier-Roudil at
epotier-roudill 8@my.whitworth.edu

Cleanup:
continued from p. 3

changed, Mellott said. Different problems arise in the trees with extreme frequency so it would be almost impos
sible to inspect the trees on a continual basis. For instance, when exposed to wind storms the trunks of completely
safe trees will twist and morph, making them dangerous.
The danger of falling trees and their costly cleanup is something that simply comes with the territory, Eichorst
said.
"Trees are a part of the Whitworth identity," he said.
Although this disaster was unprecedented, the Whitworth community must remember that the safety of stu
dents, faculty and those that make our Whitworth experience possible is foremost in the minds of FacilitiesServices
and the cleanup process, Eichorst and Mellott said.
"We value our trees, but we value the safety of our Pirates above all," Mellott said.
Contact Robert Giffln at
rgijfinl 8@my.whitworth.edu

follow us on twitter

A 36-year-old man was shot by police in
Moses Lake, Wash, during his attempted
arrest for drug trafficking. Investigators
found 5.7 pounds of methamphetamine
' and cash at his residence. When the officers
tried to arrest him, he rammed two police
cruisers with his vehicle. He was taken to
Harborview Medical Center in Seattle for
treatment.

Americans join terrorist groups in
Syria
A 19-year-old woman left her family in
Minneapolis to join ISIS forces in Syria. She
is one of the 40 people from Minneapolis
who have moved to the Middle East and
joined the militants. About 100 Americans
have been recruited by the jihadists,
who use social media to spread their
propaganda.
Sources | N
ew York Daily News and the SpokesmanReview

ASWU UPDATE
• The Swing and Ballroom Dance Club host
ed its first swing dance event on Sept. 13. On
Sept. 25 the club will host a Prime Time in
Baldwin-Jenkins. Increasing its Prime Time
presence and general attendance are the
club's goals for this year, as well as collabo
rating with Jubilation.
• Representatives of the Student Sympo
sium spoke about their goals this year: to
promote intellectual passion, courage and
curiosity. The Symposium, in its second
year of operation, is a five-part lecture series
by students. Any student can apply to give a
lecture.
• ASWU charted the American Chemical
Society (ACS) Club, with the stipulation
that the club will have a finalized adviser by
Sept. 17. The club is open to all science ma
jors. They also hope to get Whitworth ACS
certified.
• Jordan Dale, intramural coordinator, req
uisitioned ASWU for $979.36 to buy iPads,
iPad case and an app. They will be used to
keep track of stats and plays during intra
mural games, especially basketball.

ARTS&CULTURE

New cultural events coordinator calls for awareness
Kyla Parkins
Staff Writer
Senior Ashton Skinner has taken on the role of Cul
tural EventCoordinator (CEC) for the 2014-2015school
year. Her job as CEC is three-fold, the first part involv
ing events themselves.
"Basically, I 'm in charge of bringing in a speaker,
artist or performance group of a cultural nature and
diverse opinion based on what students want and the
student representation that we have," Skinner said.
As far as events are concerned, students do have a
say in what takes place. "A lot of people are passionate
about something and they want to see it come to the
surface. I'm a person to talk to for a lot of these things,
whether it's a conversation about race or a speaker
from a certain identity. The ideas just come flooding
into my email box,"Skinner said.

"There are people who think,
'Sure, I'm male, straight,
Christian, white...! don't have any
diversity.' That's not true."
— ASHTON SKINNER

Cultural Events Coordinator
What events can Whitworth look forward to? On
Sept. 25, M arkie Hancock is speaking and playing a
documentary film about LGBT st udents at Christian
colleges.
"She went to school when it was a lot harder to
be open about being a gay student so she talks a lot
about her experiences. Plus, she shares the research
she's done since then about how these students have
come to reconcile their faith, the education that they
want to have at a small Christian university, and the
Bible-based homophobia that comes with some neg
ativity," Skinner said. Hancock will be on campus for
longer than the presentation so that students have the
opportunity to connect with her.
On Oct. 2, Sister Outsider will be here.
"They're the 2013-2014winners of the Women of the
World poetry slam competition. A lot of students want
to see slam poets because it's a Northwest culture and
a lot of our student body is actually dabbling more in
poetry performance," Skinner said.
Skinner does more than just events. She also serves
as a member of the ASWU assembly, speaking up on
behalf of Whitworth's diverse population.
"This includes students from any minority group or
identity...Itryto be the voice at the tab
le who says, "Ihis
is who we're forgetting," Skinner said.
There are two other committees that Skinner serves
on, the first being the Institutional Diversity Commit
tee. That is an advisory committee to the office of th e
President.
"We try to make sure that all groups are represented
fairly in the decisions that President Taylor and his of
fice are making. We don't have any actionable results
from what we say, but President Taylor can act based
on our recommendations," Skinner said.
The last committee Skinner serves is the Multicultur
al Advocacy Council, which is an opportunity for club
presidents and officers of diverse clubs to com
e togeth
er and support each other every month.
What makes the role of C ultural Events Coordina
tor important? "There are people who think, 'Sure, I'm and learn from each other and to be more
male, straight, Christian, white...I don't have any diver prepared as global citizens for graduation,"
sity! That's not true. There are so many thing
s that make Skinner said.
people different and so many experiences that are
Contact Kyla Parkins at
unique to each individual in their time and place. It's
just so important to share those stories and to connect
kparkinsl 8@my.whitworth.edu

luliana Zajicek | Phot
ographer
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DIY: Dorm decor for spatially challenged students
Jacob Millay
Staff Writer

Hannah Palmer | hotographer
P

A new school year is upon us and students are mov
ing into the many dormitories on Whitworth's campus.
Everyone will have clothes, books, electronics, post
ers, furniture, pictures and various other items that
need to be moved into their rooms.
It seems almost physically impossible to fit such a
mass of stuff into such small rooms, but students al
ways seem to find a way. How they do this is creative,
and sometimes even dangerous.
The first and most common way to set up a room
to save space is by bunking the beds. This very simple
solution saves a lot of space and allows for quite a few
activities within the now open space. A rarer version of
this would be the triple bunk, which is only possible in
certain rooms. Three beds, high ceilings,and a daring
attitude is required to attempt the triple bunk.
One of the finer luxuries in a dorm room is the own
ership of a couch. These are big space consumers, so
planning can be more difficult. Bunking the beds is al
most always a must when a couch is involved; however,
there are several other options available as well.
There is the bunk couch. This involves bunking the
beds and replacing the bottom mattress with a couch.

A raised couch will save some room and allow for am
ple relaxation, but then the issue of a loose mattress
needs to be resolved.
Along similar lines of the bunk
couch are the bunk dresser, bunk
desk, and bunk bookshelf. They all
follow the same guidelines as the
bunk couch but with various other
items of furniture.
In dorms with high ceilings, it is
possible to stack a closet on top of
the dresser that is provided in some
rooms. An even better way to save
space is to stack a bed on top of the
dresser/closet stack.
You could also try to fit a mattress
inside the closet. The mattress would
be vertical, and the user would have
to sleep standing up, leaning against
the wail of the closet. But just imag
ine the space that would be saved!
Now you might be thinking "these
ideas sure do sound great, but also very
dangerous." Well, you are correct. They are very dan
gerous. And foolish in general. They are totally ridicu
lous and none of them should ever be attempted.
However, there are a lot of ways to save space in a
dorm room and make it look good at the same time.
Dorm rooms seem like a big white prison cell at first,
but is easy to change that.
You can hang fun decorations with simple magnetic
strips available for purchase at most stores and Kosher
to mount on dorm walls. Pictures, assignments, notes,
keys and a myriad of other things attach to these mag
nets. It keeps you organized, saves valuable desk space
and can brighten up the room's,walls.
Another cool product that can save space is mesh
hanging shelves. These can hang in the closet or on the
back of th e door. It provides five or six shelves where
you could store anything. There are a lot of d ifferent
colors and varieties available.
Finally, if yo u really want to get crazy with saving
space, look at the interiors of boats. They have tiny
compartments, but they have to be made for living on
potentially long journeys. The inside is incredibly functional and stylish.

Hopefully you can save some space and make your
room feel more like a home.
And remember, never, ever try the triple bunk.
Contact Jacob Millay at
jmillayl 6@my.whitworth.edu

Hannah Palmer | hotographer
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ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

FOOD; COOKING FOR THE STARS: CATERED
DISHES FOR THE HOLLYWOOD ELITE

COMMUNITY: BARTFEST POSTER SHOW

10:30 a.m.
Blanchard Community Center
685 Rusho Road,- Blanchard, Idaho

The Bartlett
228 W. Sprague Ave.

Learn how to cook what the stars eat
from a man who has made it all!

CAMPUS: CONSTITUTION DAY 2014
7 p.m.
Weyerhauser RTT

An interactive media event that
discusses the clash between
copyright and modern technology.

4 p.m.

co

33 different Spokane artists show
original posters for the 33 bands
playing at Bartfest.

LECTURE: POLITICAL CARTOONING:
YESTERDAY. TODAY AND TOMORROW
5:30 p.m.
Neill Public Library
210 N. Grand Ave., Pullman

A conversation about political
cartoons featuring Milt Priggee,
nationally syndicated cartoonist.

a.
Lkl

to
>-T

THEATRE: "FIDDLER ON THE ROOF"

COMMUNITY: GL

7:30 p.m. I $22-$30
Spokane Civic Theater
1020 N. Howard St.

6 p.m. I $39
Starts at Spokan

This classic musical opens on a Friday
night and continues for a month at
the Spokane Civic Theatre.

COMMUNITY: MUSINGS, MUSIC AND
MARTINIS WITH JENNIFER LARUE

6 p.m.
Manic Moon & More
1007 W. Augusta Ave.

Opening of local artist Jennifer Larue.

ca

5K glow-in-the-c
downtown Spoki
dancing and fooi

MUSIC: BATTLE 01
GO

A p.m. I $10
The Knitting Fact
919 W. Sprague J

Watch local bant
musical dominai

the whitworthian
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Artist Spotlight: Kacey Cockerill takes to the stage
Courtney Murphy

Cockerill said.

Staff Writer

As she was part of Frosh her
freshman year, she was happy to
take on the commitment even
though directing is new to her.

Name: Kacey Cockerill, director of the
Frosh On Stage production of
"Where the Wild Things Are"

"[As dir ector] I g ather the cast
by holding auditions and organize
what we do with the script," Cock
erill said.

Grade: Junior
Major: Theater

Another part of her job is giving
her interpretation of the story to
the cast and crew in the way she
envisions the audience will love
best. As for whether she enjoys
acting or directing more, Cockerill
is unsure.

Whitworth isfull of talented artists—from
painters to musicians and everything in
between. A prominent artist on campus
this fall is junior Kacey Cockerill, theater
lover and director of the Frosh On Stage
production of "Where the Wild Things Are."
Frosh On Stage is a short, student-directed
production that the Whitworth theater de
partment puts on every year featuring an
all-freshman cast.

"I'll decide when I'm done—
both are equally fulfilling," Cock
erill said.
The most rewarding thing about
theater is that it's not just perform
ing on stage, it's getting a group
of people together and creating
something beautiful out of almost
nothing, Cockerill said.

"[Theater is] getting a
group of people together
and creating something
beautiful out of almost

Cockerill has high aspirations
for her theater career. After she
graduates from Whitworth in 2016,
she wants to move to a big city like
New York or Los Angeles and work
at a major theater. In the future,
she wants to use her degree and
experience to work on costuming
for Disney or even be a Disney
Princess herself.

nothing."
— KACEY COCKERILL

Director, Frosh on Stage
Cockerill became involved in theater
during high school, playing characters
such as Miss Maudie from'"To Kill a Mock
ingbird," and continued her involvement
here at Whitworth in many different ways.

Cockerill's Frosh On Stage pro
duction of "Where the Wild Things
Are" opens Oct. 5 in Stage Two at
4 p.m.

"I've been on the acting track and taken
classes and have been part of costuming,"
Cockerill said. "It's mostly been the per
formance and costuming, but I've tried to
learn stage tech and I've just started direct
ing".

"It's going to be a lot of fun and
a good relief from homework so
everyone should come," Cockerill
said.

Directing Frosh On Stage has been a
completely new experience for Cockerill.
"Because of my attitude and love of
the department, they asked me to direct,"
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COMMUNITY: SL AMMAJAMMA
PICKLEBALL TOURNAMENT
8:30 a.m. / $5-$20
HUB Sports Center
19619 E Cataldo Ave, Liberty Lake
Tournament for doubles. Classic
pickleball.

MUSIC: ANDREW BELLE AND SUGAR AND
THE HI LOWS
8 p.m. I $1 0
The Bartlett
228 IV. Spr ague Ave.
Sugar and the Hi Lows o pens for
Chicago-based singer/songwriter
Andrew Belle.

Contact Courtney Murphy at
cmurphyl 8@my. whitworth.edu
Janik Emmendorfer | h
Potographer

COMMUNITY: LEGACY OF EXPO 74

MUSIC: DAVE RAWLINGS MACHINE

10 a.m.
Chase Gallery at City Hall
808 W. Spokane Falls Blvd.
Art exhibition presents a cultural and
historical journey through the past.

8 p.m. I $32.50
Bing Crosby Theater
901 W Sprague Ave
Experience the style of singer/
songwriter and guitar artist Dave
Rawlings.

MUSIC: TOBY KEITH WITH JOE NICHOLS
7:30 p.m. I $7 5-$115
Northern Quest Resort and Casino
100 N Ha yford Rd, Airway Heights
Grammy-nominated country artist
Toby Keith performs new hits.

COMMUNITY: BETH CAMP READING
7 p.m.
Auntie's Bookstore
402 IV. Ma in Ave.
Award-winning indie author Beth
Camp reads from her historical fiction
on the links between 19th century
Australia and Scotland.

1 sice
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Whitworthian about town:
"Walls cm Walls"

{I SAW 1}

Alyssa Saari
Staff Writer

Content in the "I Saw You" section comes
from student submissions and does not
necessarily reflect the opinion of The
Whitworthian.

Zzzzzzzzz
I saw you taking a nap in your car in the
parking lot outside Stewart...quick nap in
between classes? I support that!

Smooth Move
I saw you throw your ID card to your
friend so they could get into SAGA for
free. Super smooth, bro!

Say Cheese!
Alyssa Saari | hPotographer

Art. Usually painted or hung on a wall. Who knew the
wall itself could be art? On the far off and unknown side
of downtown Spokane, art enthusiast Larry Ellingson dis
plays an art of his own. Throughout his travels around the
world, Ellingson finds new ways of se eing the ordinary
and commonplace.
"Many of us daydream and wander through our imagi
nations, I bring back souvenirs," Ellingson said. Ellingson
sees beauty in everyday objects, and in this case, walls.
The exhibit, "Walls o n Walls," h osted by Saranac Art
Projects, was nearly mind blowing. Never before has a
rusty, red wall or a city storm drain seemed so inspiring.
Not only are ordinary images portrayed in his works, but
also famous landmarks.
Ellingson's work was captured in myriad locations,
including Budapest, Italy, Bhutan, India, Iran and many
more. With the cultural diversity of these locations, each
photo creates a story of its own.
To th e amazement of respectable photographers, El
lingson's choice of camera is astonishing—a simple pointand-shoot. For just using the basics, Ellingson has mas
tered the art of macro-photography.

This exhibit has been quite successful since it
opened Sept. 5, with several photos already sold. The
exhibit will be shown until Sept. 27. For all the pho
tographers and art enthusiasts, be sure to stop in soon
and have your mind blown.

Contact Alyssa Saari at
asaaril 8@my.whitworth.edu

I sawyou taking Snapchats in the coffee
shop. Not obvious at all...

Oops.
I sawyou throw away a dish in SAGA and
leave it. I probably would have done the
same thing.

Flashback
I saw you reading a Judy Blume book in
the library. Are you nineteen or nine?

Door Snobs
I heard you complain that Whitworth girls
don't say thank you when you hold the
door for them. I guess you've never held
the door open for me.

Awe!
I saw you text your mom, "I love you." So
cute! •

Gimpy
I sawyou limping from the theater to
your car. Did you fall off the stage? I hope
you're okay!

Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your "I Saw You"
( u p t o 7 5 wo rds) on line b y sending a
private message to The Whitworthian's
Facebook page.

Alyssa Saari | hotographer
P

+

Alyssa Saari | h
Potographer

LETTER TO THE EDITOR:

NFL commissioner fumbles Rice incident
Goodell would.
Now, to talk about Ray Rice... Where should I
start? Should I go on a long, fiery rant for the femi
COLUMNIST
nists? Should I use some kind of big language to de
scribe a disturbing and almost haunting video clip?
I don't need to do any of that. Ray Rice punched his
After seve ral years of controversial rule changes wife multiple times in an elevator, and knocked her
and a tight grasp on the reigns of t he league, NFL out cold with a left hook. She fell, hit her head on the
Commissioner Roger Goodell is scrambling in the elevator rail and lay limp onhe
t floor. Itis a horrifying
pocket.
crime no matter how you describe it. Ray Rice, just
With Cleveland Browns wide receiver Josh Gordon like anyone else who has done something like this,
suing the NFL for a yearlong suspension for violating should be in jail.
the league's substance abuse pol
As the NFL t ries to gather
icy by using marijuana, the NFL
themselves from a reality check
"Roger Goodell will go
was already taking heat for the
that has sent the League jolting
two-game suspension of Ray Rice
into the 21st century, Goodell,
for domestic violence. The conver down in history has one of for the first time, has seen that
sation was brought to a climax on
the worst commissioners he is not invincible. At a certain
Monday when the video of Rice
point, common sense and rea
punching his wife, Janay Rice sur
son will prevail, and the out
in the history of the
faced on the Internet.
rage at this situation manifests
NFL. With all of the rule
As if that weren't enough, word
that clearly. Here at Whitworth
,
our
community
does
an
excel
has gotten out in the media realm
changes and attention
lent job of avo iding situations
that the NFL was sent the footage
like this with programs like
in April, although the claim has
that Goodell has put on
Green Dot and the emergency
been denied by Goodell and the
penalties during his time call systems around campus.
League. The NFL is off to a terrible
But unfortunately, it is still an
start this season and something
as the commissioner; he is issue in our world, no matter
has to change,
what you do for a living or how
Roger Goodell will go down as
drunk with power,"
much money you make prt
one of the worst commissioners in
year. With all ofthat being said,
the history of the NFL. With all of
I will conclude with this. If you
the rule changes and attention that
Goodell has put on penalties during his time as the play fantasy football, my opinion is that you should
commissioner; he is drunk with power. Regardless of pick up the CURRENTLY susp ended Josh Gordon.
whether or not the League had the footage, I am con Just saying...
fident that a general consensus would agree with
me in saying that striking a woman is a much greater CARTER is a junior majoring in journalism. Com
crime than smoking the ol' reefer. Would anybody ments can be sent tomcarteri6@my.whitworth.edu
care to disagree? According to his decision, Roger

More diversity needed in
Core 350

MAX
CARTER

Whitworth Community,
Last semester, I studied in the Czech Republic,
where I was provided with literature by a variety of au 
thors, with different backgrounds and perspectives. I felt
as though my knowledge of o ther cultures, worldviews
and opinions grew tremendously as I was forced to read
from a perspective I had not considered before, or defend
my views against an opinion I had not faced before.
As I hea d back to Whitworth for my final year, I
am faced once again with learning from a single, biased
perspective. This surfaced after receiving my Core 350
reading packet. I flipped through it and realized that not
one passage was written by a woman. It is primarily writ
ten by white Christian men (who I assume to be straight
and cisgender). For me, a bisexual white woman, to feel
frustration and exhaustion about this, must be nothing
compared to students who are, for example, hispanic,
black, atheist, transgender or gay, and are learning from
professors and authors who are nothing like them. This
problem is not isolated to Core 350; it is just one of th e
many Whitworth courses that lack diversity.
I ask that professors be thoughtful when decid
ing what literature to use, and be proactive in assuring
that Whitworth provides students with a well-rounded,
its diverse and challenging education. This can only occur
if perspectives of all kinds are examined, leading students
to form a worldview that comes from critical thinking,
rather than acceptance of a "norm."
Sincerely,
Megan Hinzdel

Tuition reform is mtidecl t® keep student debt down
provide a tremendous amount of financial aid to itsstu
dents. The average financial aid for an incoming fresh
men this school year is $31,897,and, remarkably, 100%
of the class is receiving aid. With nearly $32,000 de
ducted from the $47,908, the cost of Whitworth would
appear to be roughly $16,000 a year—a price relatively
According to the National Center of Education Sta low when compared to other private institutions and
tistics, the national average of a private, four-year col even some state universities. Wendy Olson, Director of
lege was $6,330 in 1981. Taking inflation into account, Financial Aid stated, "The 2014 graduates from Whit
the equivalent cost of $6,330 to day would be $15,306, worth, who began as a freshmen and borrowed student
yet in 2012the national average was $33,716. Even with loans, will be leaving with $26,132 in average student
accounting for inflation, the cost of coll ege has more loan debt. This includes every type of student loan that
the student borrowed, whether from the federal De
than doubled in three decades.
How does this apply to Whitworth? I love everything partment of Edu cation or a private lender. This figure
about Whitworth—that's why I'm here. Everything, does not include any federal PLUS loans which would
that is, except for the money. One would expect that, have been borrowed by a parent."
Whitworth does indeed do a lot for its students and
after paying almost $50K, that would be the end of his
it
can
do even more. It can make its bookstore a place
or her college-related expenses. Yet dispersed around
student life are many exasperating trivialities to further that students actually want to spend money, instead
sap your bank account after you've already handed of a place that they use only as a distasteful last resort.
Provide better, or at the very least, similar prices on
over your life savings.
Three-ring binders and spiral notebooks at the Whit supplies and books than the competition! Drop the ex
worth bookstore are more than twice the price of sim traneous charges for printing paper and laundry! Still,
ilar quality material that can be found at nearby chain these measurements are but small steps. What about
stores, which is to say nothing of the cost of th e text the big picture, the disproportionate inflation of c ol
books themselves. Surely the $4,000 you forked over lege costs as a whole?
What I'd love to say is that Whitworth could lead the
for half a bedroom covers your laundry expenses? No?
charge
in dropping tuition prices to reflect what they
Does the $33,000 of tu ition money cover the cost of
printing assignments for your classes? Nope. It s these should be, but I don't hold any real hope for that in the
minor expenditures, these little ways to slowly drain near future. The cost of coll ege is a national problem,
and will take a national movement to resolve. Whether
you to your last cent, that rile me.
To speak favorably of our beloved Whitworth, it does the state or federal government will take action is for

MATTHEW
BOARDMEN

the constituents to decide. Whitworth's students have a
history of being activists instead of bystanders. Let the
recovery of affordable college—that doesn't haunt you
with debt—be the next great endeavor. Publicly protest
the rising cost of college that is disproportionate to in
flation. Social media, emails and letters to government
officials, o rganized discussions and solution-seeking:
All are excellent methods for taking a stand. Only when
the muttering under your breath is shouted will it be
heard.

Hannah Walker I Graphic
BOARDMEN is a freshman majoring in English. Com

ments can be sent to mboardmenl8@my.whitworth.
edu
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Enaction of Obamacare to have unintended
negative impact on student employment
LINDSEY
HUBBART
COLUMNIST

hours a week, I know that I could not have sustained
myself on that income. To hit a minimum living wage
in King County, where I worked, one would need to
make $20,054 per year before taxes according to the
MIT Living Wage Calculator. If a child is added to
the equation, the minimum living wage escalates to
$42,711. According to my calculations, 40 hours per
week at minimum wage ($9.32) would only provide
$19,386 before taxes. If a n employee's hours get cut

When Congress passed the Affordable Care Act
(ACA) in 2010, a cloud of mystery surrounded the
bill. People of all political persuasions spewed out di
visive rhetoric, leaving many Americans, including
myself, uncertain about how the bill would impact
our country's tepid economy. Lawmakers were con
fused about what the bill actually meant. Nancy Pelosi, the speaker of the house at the time, infamous
ly stated, "We have to pass the bill so that we can
find out what is init."
Now, as the bill is finally being enacted, we can
get a clearer picture of what to expect. So far, it does
MINIMUM WAGE
not look promising. As a senior who will soon face
the realities of the job hunt, I have many concerns
about the effects of the bill, but its impact on the la
bor market troubles me the most.
Beginning Jan. 1, 2015, all employers will be re
quired to pay for health insurance if they have more
than 50 full-time workers (defined as 30 horns per
week) or face a penalty. Unfortunately, many em
ployers will maneuver around this law in one of two
ways. They will either cut horns to below 30, or small
Hannah Walker | Graphic Artist
companies will keep less than 50 employees, reduc
ing growth.
A Gallup poll in 2013 found that 41 percent of small down to 29, he or she will only make $14,055. Clearly,
companies have retracted plans to hire new employ this level of income is not sustainable.
While this bill was crafted with the purpose of bet
ees and 19 percent have already laid off p art of their
workforce. Additionally, a report from the Cato Insti tering the state of o ur health care, it is riddled with
tute claims that "Americans working 25 to 29 hours unintended consequences. Ultimately, it will create a
per week in their primary job rose by 119,000, or 2.7 vicious cycle of unemployment and financial depen
percent." The House Ways and Means Committee dence. As companies adjust their employment strat
issued a report that stated our economy has added egies, those of us entering the labor force will find a
seven part-time workers for every full-time worker, sparse full-time job market. Many will end up either
indicating that employers are reluctant to hire full- with a job that does not make ends meet or complete
ly jobless. As a result, they will have to rely on either
time workers.
While I had seen statistics such as these in the government assistance or their families to pay the
news, bleak reality of the law finally hit me this sum bills. For some, this will remove the incentive to find
mer. As a team member at Jamba Juice, I heard my full-time employment. Thus, we need to reform our
manager explicitly state that she planned to cut ev healthcare system in a way that empowers compa
eryone's hours below 30 in the fall to avoid penalties nies to hire and maintain full-time workers.
come Jan. 1.
For those working a minimum wage job, such HUBBART is a senior majoring in economics and
as my Jamba Juice position, cutting workers' hours English. Comments can be sent to lhubbartl5@
could be detrimental. Despite working a full 40 my.whitworth.edu
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"I liked it. I think it was really good. Good
security. I mean it went really well. It was a
good change,"
— Haley Goodnight, sophomore

"I haven't heard much about it,"
— S amantha Smith, freshman

EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP
StewVille dance should
transition to freshmanonly event
The StewVille Mystery Mix made steps in the right
direction toward improving the experience and repu
tation of the Stewart Lawn Dance. However, taking the
modifications further by restricting the dance to only
freshmen in future years would be beneficial to stu
dents, easier for security and favorable for StewVille's
reputation.
An all-campus dance seems like a fun and exciting
way for freshman to connect with returning students.
However, most of the attendees are freshman.
Even if all grades were represented evenly, dances
are much more fun and energetic than they are social.
This approach to integrate freshman with the upperclassman may not be effective. Having an all-freshman
dance would also be an appropriate climax to the fresh
man orientation events that precede it.
This year, the location was moved to a closed-in space
and security checked identification before allowing stu
dents to enter. The changes were meant to address the
safety issues and non-Whitworth students attending,
which were both particularly problematic last year.
While these changes were successful and managed
well, they would hardly be necessary if only freshmen
attended. The dance seemed geared toward freshmen
this year anyway, based on the marketing of t he Mys
tery Mix, which involved clues given in the orientation
packet and during orientation at freshmen-only events.
Making this change would allow the traditional
dance to continue, but would also allow for animprove
ment in safety by keeping non-Whitworth students or
unscrupulous upperclassmen from taking advantage of
freshmen. It would also provide a way for freshmen to
be integrated into university life more effectively.
Last year's events significantly damaged the reputa
tion of the Stewart Lawn Dance. Reputations and trust
are not easy to get back. If the event were to be renovat
ed completely, by making it an all-freshman event, it
could repair the identity of the dance.

Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect the majority
opinion of the Editorial Board, comprised of five editors.

What do you think of the changes made
to the Stewart Lawn Dance?

"I think it was a step in the right direction,
but it could still use some modifications."
— Kat Duarte, sophomore

"I heard it was not as sketchy as last year.
I heard there were sketchy things that
happened last year and it was a lot better
with the checking IDs and stuff. It was a lot
more fun,"
— Hannah Langbehn, sophomore

We want to have a football family
and that takes being honest and
vulnerable and open. I have to be
authentic and real and share my
struggles and problems."
— RO D SA N D B E R G

head coach

vJr^x

Andrew Rollins| Photographer

Head Coach Rod Sandberg addressed the team last Thursday before they head off for California for their nonconference game against Whittier last Saturday.

New captain on deck for Whitworth pirate football
Sandberg starts new season with wins against Lewis & Clark and Whittier
alien to many players on the team.
"I got here and no players came in
to the offices. I'm here for like a month
and my coaches that I brought with me
Head Coach Rod Sandberg's office from the program I was at were saying,
has the faint smell of vegetables when 'Where is everybody?"' Sandberg said.
I walk in, as he removes a plastic food "I interviewed every single player in
container from the table he had been this office for about 45 minutes and you
don't know how many of t hem told me
sitting at.
"I never miss a meal," Sandberg said.
that they had never even been in here
As I sit down, I notice the poster of before."
Walter Payton low on the wall next to his
In addition, much like his embracedesk with a caption that describes him ment of open-door policies, Sandberg
as the greatest Chicago Bear of all time. brings in a new set of philo
sophies to the
Sandberg's Whitworth
program.
"I have a vision.
Pirates jacket hangs on
a peg behind the door. "[The team] really bought The vision for Whit
worth football is
Sandberg's
office
in to his methods of
that it should be
looks typical of those
inhabited by coach
doing things because he's life-changing for
the players that are
es highly invested
a fantastic leader and
in our program,"
in their job, with pa
Sandberg
said.
perwork
scattered
someone you can trust,
"That's pretty wide
on tables and picture
frames filled with im someone who reaches out open, and the rea
son I like that is
ages of former players
that it becomes not
from his time at Wheaand makes personal
about what the ath
ton hanging from the
connections."
lete can do for us,
wall across from his
but it puts it on our
desk. There are stacks
—BRYAN PETERSON
coaching staff [to
of folders filled with
say] 'what can we
seemingly
infinite
senior
do for the athlete?
bundles of p aper next
How can we invest
to his keyboard and
on the ground when he seemed to run in him, get to know him and maximize
out of sp ace. There are a few comfort all the incredible opportunities that exist
able looking chairs in front of his desk at a school like Whitworth.'"
Sandberg has even instilled a motto
and a few at a small coffee table he eats
his lunch at. With all of these attributes, for this season of "We Believe." It is dis 
Sandberg's office is an office that seems played proudly on a banner above the
to invite conversation for those who en back door of Graves Gym in capitalized
ter it However, it is also an office that red, block letters. The motto applies to
Sandberg said has historically been the team and to the season ahead of

Connor Soudani
Sports Editor

However, even with the resignation of
them, Sandberg said.
"We don't want to have a football long-time Head Coach John Tully com
team. Football teams are not special. ing after a 4-6 overall record last year,
There's a thousand million trillion foot some aspects of th e program remained
ball teams," Sandberg said. "We want the same. For instance, 11111/5 son Jay
to have a football family and that takes was kept on the coaching staff along with
being honest and vulnerable and open. I a number of other assistant coaches.
"I think the biggest challenge is be
have to be authentic and real and share
coming a part of a
my struggles and
problems."
"I interviewed every sin new coaching staff,
understanding the
Sandberg laid out
his four program goals gle player in this office for new routines and
expectations. Just
in a letter he gave to
about 45 minutes and you making sure that I
his players. In it, he
emphasized
Faith,
don't know how many of fulfill the expecta
tions that he has for
Future, Family and
me as an assistant
them told me that they
Fun. Sandberg writes
coach," Tully said.
that if he does not
had never even been in
Despite the new
feel as though he Or
energy and atti
his coaching staff has
here before."
tude that Sandberg
lived up to challenging
brings to prac
the players on all of
—ROD SANDBERG
tice, the team and
these fronts, "we will
head coach
coaches are not fo
feel like we failed him
cused so much on
[the athlete]."
winning as they are
Even
with
the
change, the team took to Sandberg right on achieving their goals.
"As far as the record goes, each week
from the start, senior quarterback Bryan
we are trying to better ourselves and
Peterson said.
"[The team] really bought in to his that's not necessarily going to speak in
methods of doing things because he's a record," Peterson said. "If we improve
fantastic leader and someone you can each week and we do the things [we
trust, someone who reaches out and need to do] and win our own battles, the
makes personal connections," Peterson record should speak for itself."
With two wins already in the books,
said.
On the practice field, Sandberg brings Sandberg and the revitalized Pirates
a high level of enthusiasm to the pro will take on La Verne in California next
gram every day, Peterson said.
weekend in an effort to remain unde
"He's always in a good mood, always feated.
full of e nthusiasm and that just lifts me
up and makes me feel better. So that's a
great quality he has and I really appreci Contact Connor Soudani at
ate that about him," Peterson said.
csoudanil 6@my.whitworth.edu

Women's soccer avoids shutout in NWC loss
Leah Drassler

than games in the past."
Two Whitman goals early in the sec
Staff Writer
ond half put the Pirates in a tough spot.
"I think the defense did well even
This weekend's game proved to be a though [Whitman] scored twice," soph
struggle for the women's soccer team omore forward Megan McCart said.
as they faced off ag ainst the Whitman "Overall, it was a good team effort."
Missionaries for their first official North
McCart succeeded in targeting Whit
west Conference game of the season. Af man's forward Kelsey Peck and shutting
ter splitting a set of g ames in Texas last down her attempts to distribute the ball
week, the Pirates lost to the Missionar across the field.
ies, 1-2, bringing their record to 1-3-1
To a void the shutout, the Pirates ag
overall.
gressively took
The Pirates
the ball down
"Overall
our
focus
today
was
hit
focused on a
the field, earn
highly defen
ting clean shots, which I think we ing three more
sive
strate
fouls as a result
did better than in games past."
gy; however,
of a last push
junior
goal
by the offense.
—TIARA PAJIMOLA
keeper Andrea
No more shots
were
made
Stump ended
junior
up saving the
until the final
net three times
minute of the
in the first 40 minutes.
game, in which McCart scored her first
"We know how Whitman plays, so our goal this season with a free kick, avoid
strategy was to recognize which areas ing a complete shutout by Whitman.
they're weak in and exploit those areas
"Maybe a different team would say
while at the same time trying to defend '2-0 down. We're not going to play any
against what they're good at. We tried to more.' But we fought back with the goal
fight back the whole game. I think our down to the last minute. I think if w e
resilience was really our strong point," continue that we'll only get stronger and
Stump said.
stronger," Head Coach Jael Haggerott
The Pirates continued defending said.
shots and increased their offensive tem
The team is hoping to adapt players to
po, with junior Tiara Pajimola taking two different roles so they can improve upon
unsuccessful wide shots at Whitman's their fifth place finish in conference play
goalkeeper, Haley Case. The first period last season, McCart said. The women
ended with no goals for either side.
play at home this Saturday in another
"Coming out stronger in the first ha lf NWC game against Lewis & Clark.
and having energy last through the du
ration of the game are some areas we are
working on as a team," Pajimola said.
"But overall our focus today was hitting Contact Leah Drassler at
clean shots, which I think we did better Idrasslerl 8@my.whitworth.edu

Kelly Logie|Graphic Artist

Men's Soccer continues winning streak in Oregon
From there, the Pirates continued their offensive second half, but ultimately, they played through and
tempo, increasing the gap even more less than 20 min finished with the one goal advantage.
Sports Editor
"We are getting much closer to seeing how well we
utes later. Senior Colin Shockman knocked in a long
ball from outside the box off of an assist from junior can play when we're excellent on the field in every as
Three first half goals proved to be enough as the Samual Jarrett to bring the lead to two. However, not pect," Cathey said." "I think in the first half especially we
Whitworth Pirates edged the UCSC Banana Slugs 3-2
25 seconds later did Ramos return to saw how dangerous we can be when we're in the game
the goal area to put one in off an as from the start and when we bring everything we can."
to secure their fifth
. The men's soccer team now looks towards confer
sist from freshman Kyle Cacoyannis.
consecutive win fol
"Mainly, we work very well as a
ence play and
lowing an exhibition
"Mainly,
we
the challenges
game against Trinity unit and for me to be able to attack work very well as
"I think in the first half especially we
that await, but
Western last month.
a unit and for me
more than I defend allows me to
saw how dangerous we can be when
Cathey
thinks
Despite allowing a
to be able to at
they are ready.
14-6 advantage to
get in spaces where I can not only tack more than I
we're
in
the
game
from
the
start
and
"For us it's
the Slugs in shots,
defend allows me
create but also score goals."
learning
from the
including a 9-1 ad
to get in spaces
when we bring everything we can."
non-conference
vantage in shots for
where I can not
—MICHEAL RAMOS
games
which
the second half, the
—MORGAN CATHEY
only create but
we have done a
Pirate defense held
also score goals,"
senior
head coach
and they finished off
lot," Cathey said.
Ramos said.
"We've learned a
non-conference play
However,
undefeated.
Head Coach Morgan Cathey thinks that the team's pro lot about ourselves and we know now that step one is
Senior Eduardo Lopez and senior Micheal Ramos duction in the first half is something that they can im behind us and step two for us really is our conference
made an impact on the game early with a Ramos assist prove on even more.
schedule which is within our control to win and go to
to Lopez for a header into the net. The goal marked the
"Today we scored three in the first half," Cathey said. the NCAA tournament."
first of his Whitworth career for Lopez, who transferred "I think we could have scored another three in the sec
The Pirates take on the Linfield Wildcats this Satur
from Cal State Stanislaus after last year.
ond half if we were really clinical, but we have some day at 2:30 p.m. in the Pine Bowl.
"It was very good. It was a good experience and I'm amazing attacking players and we should be creating
happy that I was finally able to net," Lopez said in re some more clear cut opportunities."
Contact Connor Soudani at
gard to his first goal.
The opportunities dwindled for the Pirates in the csoudanil6@my.whitworth.edu

Connor Soudani
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Golf teams close
out PLU Tourney
with wins across
the board
Rudnicki and Bayley take
individual player victories
Connor Soudani
Sports Editor
Whitworth golf made a strong drive onto the NWC
golf sce ne last weekend with first place finishes from
both the men's and women's teams.
The Pirate women found themselves ahead of t heir
PLU hosts by 11shots with a team score of 318 following
the first day of competition. Junior Chelsea Bayley held
on to first place in the individual player standings after
Hannah Walker | Graphic Artist
hitting a two over par score of 74. Sophomore Michal
Schuster was close behind with a score of 76 to finish
bounds," Bayley said. "That was probably the most diffi
second in the player standings after the first day. Senior cult shot I had all day."
Nicole Lomax was tied for seventh with 81 while fresh
Despite her strong driving on the first day, Bayley
man Katie Ochoa shot an 87 with junior Yvonne LaCour- turned to a different part of her game to secure her sec
siere rounding the day out for Whitworth with an 88.
ond 74.
"I definitely putted
In addition to the
success of the women
well today. I hit the ball
"For me, as opposed to the other tour
well yesterday but I hit
after the first day, the ju
naments these past two weeks, it was my
some putts today to keep
nior-heavy
Whitworth
the scores the same,"
men held their own to
putting. I was hitting quite few putts that I Bayley said.
secure a 295 team score.
Much like the women,
Junior Oliver Rudnicki haven't really made in other tournaments."
the men's team contin
held on to the lead with
ued their sharp shooting
a three under score of 69,
—OLIVER RUDNICK I
on the second day with
while junior Tyler Mcjunior
another team score un
Quilken landed in fifth
der 300 as they secured
with 74.Tied for sixth was
the team victory. The Pirates edged out George Fox and
junior Samson Martinez
with 75, f ollowed by junior Austin Billeter and junior Puget Sound despite low team scores from both squads
on the second outing. Rudnicki clinched the individu
Andrew Dodge with 77 each.
"First tournament of the year, just wanted to see how al player victory with a second 69, while Martinez came
everyone was playing," Head Coach Warren Friedrichs back to hit a 74 to end up tied for sixth. Billeter Shot 76,
said. "We've got new people in the lineup on a more reg McQuilken shot 80 and Dodge pulled out an 82 to give
the Pirates a score of 299 for the
ular basis depending on what they've seen in the past."
second outing.
Friedrichs went on to say that
"For me, as opposed to the other
there was no specific point total
I definitely putted well to
tournaments these past two weeks,
they were aiming for as teams after
day. I hit the ball well
it was my putting. I was hitting
the first day.
quite a few putts that I haven't re
"You never know how the course
yesterday but I hit some
ally made in other tournaments,"
is playing, [especially] because we
Rudnicki said.
haven't played here in a long time
putts today to keep the
Rudnicki also said that there was
so I didn't remember the course. It
scores the same."
a fair amount of p lanning for the
was pretty dry in the rough area so
approach.to each hole.
the ball runs out," Friedrichs said.
—CHELSEA BAYLEY
"We talked about what kind of
The second day proved to be al
shots we wanted to hit off the tees
most a mirror image of the first as
junior
on certain holes and not be too
far as scores went. Both teams held
aggressive, but the course wasn't a
on to their leads and went on to
really difficult course," Rudnicki said. "The fairways wer
e
win the tournament.
t ere was plenty of holes you could Birdie,
Bayley shot another 74 to retainfirst place in the play pretty hard so h
er standings, while Schuster tied for second with two so you just kind of n eeded to get past the tough holes
golfers from Lewis &Clark. The rest ofthe women s team to give yourself an opportunity to score on the easiest
improved upon their scores from the previous day, high holes."
Both golf teams travel to Oregon this weekend to
lighted by Lomax coming back to hit a 75. In addition,
Ochoa dropped six strokes from her first outing to finish compete in the Pacific University Invite on Saturday and
the second day with 82, while LaCoursiere dropped two Sunday.
strokes to finish with 86.
"I was three under through 11, and then on 12 I hit a
good drive and I had the ball below my feet for the sec Contact Connor Soudani at
ond shot into the par 5 and I ended up hooking it out of csoudanil 6@my.whitworth.edu

SCHEDULE FOR UPCOMING EVENTS
MEN'S SOCCER

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Saturday, Sept. 20, Noon
Lewis & Clark (Home)

Saturday, Sept 20,2:30 p.m.
Lmfield (Home)

VOLLEYBALL

FOOTBALL
Saturday, Sept. 20,12:30 p.m.
La Verne (Away)

Friday, Sept 19,7 p.m.
Pacific Lutheran (Away)

MEN'S GOLF

WOMEN'S GOLF
Saturday,Sept 20,11a.m.
Pacific University Invite (Away)

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday, Sept. 20
Sundodger Invitational (Away)
R. Soul/E. Anderson Invite (Away)

Saturday,Sept20,11a.m.
Pacific University Invite (Away)

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday, Sept. 20
Sundodger Invitational (Away)
R. Soul/E. Anderson Invite

SPORTS'N BRIEF
Football secures second win of
the season against Whittier
The Pirates held on to a 23-0 lead they
built up in the first half to overcome the
Poets, 30-17. Sophomore quarterback
Ian Kolste threw for 250 yards and 2
touchdowns to nine different receivers.
Whitworth finished with a narrow 350317 advantage in total yards of offense.
Despite two interceptions from the
Whittier defense, it would not prove
enough as Duke DeGaetno, Kolste and
Griffin Hare combined for 100 yards on
the ground to give the Pirates the edge.
The Pirates take on La Verne this
Saturday in California as they look to
increase their win streak to three.
For the full article on the Pirates' win
against Whittier, check out Josh Omdal's
article online at thewhitworthian.com.
Connor Soudani | Spo
rts Editor
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OPINION?
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WHITPICS

. .The Hands That Feed Us
G E T T O KNOW THE

PEOPLE OF

ABOVE LEFT: Yleen Phanco works full-time in the baking department and is inher third year at Sodexo.

S O DE X O

Janik Emmendorfer |Photographer

ABOVE CENTER: Sandee Ciccarello (left) has worked for Sodexo for 25 years and at Whitworth for the last 14. One of her 25 grandchildren just got married, and
her first great-grandchild is on the way. Nancy Bell (right) has been at Whitworth for one year and hopes for nine more.

Janik Emmendorfer |Photographer

ABOVE RIGHT: Tanis Patterson has been with Sodexo for nine years and she currently works full time as a member of the kitchen staff, dealing mainly with cold
catering.
. „ , ,

Janik Emmendorfer |Photographer

BELOW LEFT: Dan King, Food Service Manager, has worked with Sodexo for 13 years, nine of which have been at Whitworth University. He is in charge of Human
Resources, operations and service.

Juliana Zajicek | hotographer
P

BELOW RIGHT: Lauretta Hughes, known as Sodexo's chief omelet, breakfast sandwich and sandwich maker is inher tenth year at Whitworth University. Her
favorite part of working on campus is the students.

Juliana Zajicek | hotographer
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Students create lectures
The Whitworth Student Symposium invites students to
present their own ideas in a lecture-based format.

Cooking and eating healthy
in the dorm, it can be done!
p. 10
Peterson leads football to
victory with NCAA records

ABOUTUS

VOLUME 105, ISSUE 2
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
"student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns/editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

09 STUDENT ARTIST

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com

Senior Tayler Wood expresses her thouglud
and concerns about society on canvas.

QUESTIONS?
kshawl 7@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to kshawi7@my.whitw9rth.edu. Limit to 250
words.
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04 CAMPUS SECURITY

Security services work to make campus
secure for Whitworth students. Check out
ten tips for daily campus safety.

05 UNIVERSITY ADDRESS

President Beck Taylor presents a collection
of facts, figures and plans for the university
to ASWU leadership team.

07 CULTURAL FILM EVENT

As part of Fiesta Spokane, Whitworth hosted
a screening of the film, "Monsenor: The Last
Journey of Oscar Romero."

08 POST ROCK REVIEW
Staff writer, Jacob Millay explores the work
of post rock music group, This Will Destroy
You, and responds.

11 MBA VS. NFL

Major League Baseball has taken a hit
in popularity in the face of the National
Football League— a mistake.

12 ANIMAL CRUELTY

Factory farms treat animals inhumanely and
atrociously, which supports vegetarianism
or at least purchaser education.

13 VOLLEYBALL FALLS

Volleyball loses two games on the road to
conference opponents UPS and PLU to snap
a seven-game winning streak.

15

CROW'S NEST

Senior Christina Williams seeks to utilize
her skill and attitude towards success to lead
her team to an appearance at nationals.

Cover Artist: Hannah Walker

Community Building Day fulfills the Whitworth mission
Students, faculty and staff
come together to serve
the Spokane community
McKinley Powers
StaffWriter
On Tuesday, Sept. 16, Whitworth students and staff
loaded into buses and headed to various nonprofit orga
nizations located all throughout Spokane community for
Community Building Day, a four-hour period in which
Whitworth gives back to the Spokane community.
"The current purpose [of Community Building Day] is to
help fulfill the university's mission of bringing Whitworth
students, faculty and staff to serve humanity and engage
with agencies in Spokane to meet community needs," said
"Ross" Brooke Watts, Whitworth director of the Center for
Service-Learning and Community Engagement.
About 1,100 students, faculty and staff p articipated on
Tuesday. Each group was sent to a nonprofit agency in the
Spokane area.
"There were sites just for Whitworth staff, sites for firstyear and transfer seminar classes and just for upperclassmen and faculty that had participated before and wanted
to participate again," Watts said.
When assigning sites for first-year and transfer semi
nar classes, the committee makes an effort for Commu
nity Building Day to be a valuable learning experience for
students. Because first-year and transfer seminar classes
are classified by majors, the classes would be assigned to
a place where they can relate to the work they are doing,
Watts said.
For example, nursing students were able to spend the
day at Sacred Heart Hospital. They were able to experience
the environment that they themselves may experience in
their futures.
"It has given me a bigger perspective on how furthering
my education and worldview can enhance and build the
community," freshman Colin Lempert said.
Lempert spent the day at the Women's Hearth Transi
tions Center where he cleaned tables and chairs and inter
acted with the women at the shelter. Freshmen Ethan Holt
also spent his day at the Women's Hearth and also was able
to interact with the women he was helping.
"[By volunteering] it shows them that young.people do
care and want to make a difference," Holt said.
Watts and Kasey Culmback, program coordinator for
Service-Learning and Community Engagement, were a
large part of t he event coming together. They also had'a
large staff who contributed to the day.
"It was five months of intensive planning, mainly started
at the beginning of May all the way up to September. It was
altogether a 12-month planning process, but especially in
tense in those five months," Watts said.
According to the Independent Sector, a coalition of non
profits, foundations, and corporate giving programs, the
value of a v olunteer's time is $26.72 per hour in the state
of Washington. Multiply $26.72 by Whitworth's 1,100 vol
unteers, and multiply that by the four hours each volun
teer worked on Community Building Day and the amount
equals $117,568. T hat means that in just four hours on
Tuesday, Whitworth students, faculty and staff ge nerated
$117,568 worth of work forvarious nonprofit organizations
in Spokane.
"It's enough just to go out and do the best I can to serve
the community that has given Whitworth so much," Lem
pert said.

Above: Karrina Dehle, resident director of Boppell, helps
serve lunch during Community Building Day atHouse of
Charity.
Left: Freshman Anna Lipton cleans the windows of apart
ments in an elderly home.
Below: Student leaders pose with Beck Taylor during the
Community Building Day BBQ.

Hannah Palmer | hotographer
P

Contact McKinley Powers at
mpowersl 8@my. whitworth.edu

Juliana Zajicek |Photographer
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Security services are provided t© make campus safe
Elodie Potier-Roudil
StaffWriter

Hannah Walker| Graphic Artist

OLLEGE CAMPUS

AFETY GUIDELINES
Avoid walking alone and always carry a cell phone.
2
J

Stay alert.

Listen to your instincts.

4
U

Tell your roommates and friends where
you will be and for how long.

Use campus security services.

6
//

Do not give out too much personal information,
including lock combinations.

Do not put your name or address on key rings.
Park and walk in well-lit areas at night.

Qj

Do not meet up with a sti-angei- without background information.
roommates this information.

Tell your friends and

10

Whitworth students might be used to seeing security
car rounds and Blue Light emergency poles that can call
campus security or 911.
One can also see on the Whitworth website, under
the section "safety and security," that video surveillance
cameras are installed in many locations around campus
as a means of crime prevention and deterrence. Coverage
areas include 360-degree views surrounding the Blue
Light emergency poles. All those safety measures help the
students to feel safe oncampus.
"I never worry about my safety," senior Daniel Scheibe
said.
Moreover, campus security can be called at anytime.
Students can ask a security officer to walk withthem if
they don't want to walk alone at night on campus. Security
can also be called if a suspicious person is seen walking
around.
"One day during [the] night, a creepy guy was walking
around McMillan," sophomore Benjmin Olson said. "He
was waiting for someone to go out or in because he didn't
have a card fo open the door, he was around 35 or 40 years
old, we called the security because he was toobizarre."
Despite such measures, theft has occurred on campus.
"I've had two pairs of sunglasses which were worth $400
in total, a pair of headphones and a scooter stolen," Schei
be said. My roommate had her car stolen in our freshman
year. That was really upsetting."
To prevent theft, key tips are to keep an eye on your
expensive possessions, take your wallet with you or lock
up your stuff, Scheibe said.
Of course, not everyone is going to try to tseal your
things, but to help prevent it, there are acouple of mea
sures you can take.
"Always lock your room door," Olson said. "Make sure
people use a good lock for their bikes. Always lock your
car."
A lost and found service is also available in the HUB.
In the event of something of a greater caliber happening
on the Whitworth campus, the school's website provides
helpful videos to educate students on how to protect
themselves.
Even at Whitworth, which has a record as a relatively
safe college campus, unpredictable events can occur. The
videos are a precautionary to prepare students for those
types of predicaments.
"I'm not really afraid of it, though I know it happens,"
Olson said.
All those measures keep Whitworth University safe
and permit it to have a secure learning environment for
everyone on campus. Regardless, Pirates, always keep an
eye open.
Never forget the emergency phone number 911, and if
you want to call 911 with aphone that is in your dorm, dial
3911.
To contact campus security call:
509.777.4444 or 509.777.3256

Memorize tbe location of emergency phones in
buildings and Blue Light phones on campus.

Hannah Walker | Graphic Artist

1,100

Number of students who
volunteered for Whitworth
Community Building Day.
p. 3

Contact Elodie Potier-Roudil at
epotier-roudill 8@my.whitworth.edu

4

The percent of tuition increase from
last year to this year.
p. 6

9

Number of tracks on the newest "We
Will Destroy You" album.
p. 8
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Students encouraged
to share ideas through
their own lectures
Sasha Siclait
StaffWritter

Hannah Palmer | Photographer

Senior Andrew Wheeler majors in Inte
rnational Studies, Political Studies
and Peace Studies.

A group of Northwest colleges and universities are collaborating to feature some
of each other's articles in online and print editions.

Economic diversity conversa
tion continues
Discussion about socioeconomic diversity and college affordability is still
simmering in the Whitman community after a New YorkTimes article published
last Monday ranked Whitman last in economic diversity on a list of top U.S.
colleges.
This past week, President George Bridges and the Board of Trustees have
released separate statements to students, faculty and alumni addressing the
situation. Meanwhile, student groups are mobilizing to protest Whitman's lack
of diversity over alumni weekend.
"Broadly speaking, making a Whitman education affordable is the num
ber-one challenge we face,"said Chairman of the Board of Trustees Brad McMurchie. "The question of increasing access for students from a broad range of
socioeconomic classes has been on our minds for a long time... It's a problem
for every college in the country."
Some members of the college contend that while increasing affordability is an
ongoing concern for Whitman, the data published in the New York Times is not
the best measure of Whitman's economic diversity, nor its accessibility.
The New York Times calculated its "College Access Index" for each school
based on the number of Pell grants given tofirst-years in 2008 and 2012-2014,
as well as the net price of attendance for students in middle- and lower-income
brackets.
According to Director of Financial Aid Marilyn Ponti, the numbers for Whit
man are accurate, but they don't give the whole picture of Whitman's affordabil
ity compared to peer institutions.
For the full story from Whitman's The Pioneer, go to thewhitworthian.com

5

Original number of
cooking club members
last spring,
p.10

31%

Of students surveyed who
feel "extremely safe" on
campus at night.
p. 12

Through Whitworth Student Symposium, students are able to share their ideas
and experiences in an attempt to engage and enlighten theft peers. Sponsored by
the philosophy department, the organization's mission is to "develop and foster
intellectual culture at Whitworth."
"My goal in starting this lecture series was to get Whitworth students to engage
with ideas in a meaningful way," senior and Symposium founder Sam Director said.
"In short, I wanted students at Whitworth to see that ideas are not just abstract and
academic, but that ideas are vital and essential to an examined and ethical life."
Although last year was Director's first year starting the Symposium, he has been
on the speech and debate team for three years.
Before students are able to give a lecture, they must complete an application pro
cess to be approved by a board of directors of students and faculty. Students who
were selected to be on the board of directors first observe the Whitworth Sympo
sium in the fall and then take on lectures in the spring. This ensures that students
on the board will have enough experience to participate on the board the following
year.
"We have a board of directors and student faculty who work on approving
proposals," Director said. "Our first lecture this year is from a student who studied
in the Middle East. His lecture will be onjust and unjust wars in Islam, and I'm
beyond excited for that."
Last year, five lectures consisted of topics such as agricultural discourse, sexual
assault in the military, feminist research and more, representing students from
seven majors ranging from math to English.
Senior Niko Aberle had the opportunity last year to give a lecture on U.S. agricul
tural policy, genetically modified foods and organic farming. Aberle was the second
lecturer last year and had a turnout of 52 people at his lecture.
"I would encourage other students to apply because it's an awesoine opportu
nity. It's demanding, but it's a relatively low-pressure environment for this sort of
thing," Aberle said.
The lectures usually last for about 25 to 30 minutes and often have a Q-and-A at
the end of the lecture as well. The total attendance overall for the lectures last year
was 193 people with an average of 38.6 people per lecture.
The lectures have even been offered as Core extra credit and Director noted that
the Core 350 team has been has been especially supportive.
"Professors have been incredibly supportive from the get go and the strong wave
of faculty support has been really great on our end," Director said.
Not only has there been positive feedback and support from staff, but from stu
dents as well.
"I'm really excited to hear the leetures and read the research. I think it's coura
geous to go up there and share your ideas," ASWU liaison Eli Casteel said.
Whitworth Student Symposium is an opportunity for students to share ideas they
are passionate about, and encourages all students to be apart of the experience
whether they give a lecture or attend the lectures.
"We're a conduit for intellectual conversations on campus and a platform for
passions, " Casteel said. "They are inclusive and intellectual conversations."
The first Symposium of the year is Sept. 24 at 7p.m. in the Robinson Teaching
Theatre.

Contact Sasha Siclait at
ssiclaitl 6@my. whitworth.edu

75%

Of Sodexo eggs are cage free.
p. 12

59

NCAA record number of pass com
pletions made by senior QB Bryan
Peterson in the win against La Verne
p. 14
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Whitworth president presents
state of university address atAWSU meeting
Rebekah Bresee
News Editor
Current affairs, ongoing issues and future plans
for Whitworth was the topic of th e ASWU meeting on
Wednesday, Sept. 17. President Beck Taylor presented
the State of University Address, a collection of facts and
figures relating to Whitworth affairs.
The first issue addressed was the destruction of t he
trees. Taylor talked about the work of the grounds crew
over the summer and the plan to diversify the Whit
worth canopy by reforesting a variety of trees.
A large part of the presentation covered the budget
challenges of last year. The $2.5 million budget cut was
due to missed enrollment targets, financial aid expense
and not fully incorporating an undergrad enrollment
plan.
A bu dget cut meant putting maintenance items on
hold, reducing insurance, leaving some faculty and staff
lines open and one-time expense reductions across all
divisions. All of th ose changes come back this year, as
they were temporary expense reductions.
The budget shortage for this year is projected to be
$1.7 million which had to be covered by making deci
sions such as closing the Costa Rica center, implement
ing a student fee for the Health Center and decreasing
the printing page allotment, Taylor s aid. A tas k force
that included student leadership and university council
input was responsible for making the decisions.
Those cuts added up to about $1.3 million. The dif
ference was made up by a 4 percent increase in tuition,
the lowest increase in 13 years. The hope is to keep the
tuition increase as low as possible, Taylor said.
On the 10th day of class es, an enrollment census is
taken of all the students. The institutional headcount
is currently 2,983 students, the second-largest enroll
ment in Whitworth history. The freshman class has 619

students, and full-time day students account for 2,260
of the overall enrollment. Whitworth's rate of first-year
students returning a second year is 85 percent.
Taylor also composed a list of highlights from the
2013-2014 school year. The list included the Million
Meals campaign, the Pirates winning their seventh
straight Mcllroy-Lewis Trophy and Whitworth being
named third best regional university values in the west
ern United States.
Campus safety and security has become more urgent
in response to the shooting at Seattle Pacific University
in June. A full-scale SWAT exercise and simulation was
performed on campus over the summer. A campus ac
tive shooter drill will be performed on Nov. 6 so that fac
ulty, staff and students are aware of how to react should
a threat appear. The hope is that the drill will ex pose
weaknesses in the Whitworth security systems so they
can be fixed.
Other security services are being improved, Taylor
said. Up to this point, students have had an option to
receive Rave alert emergency texts and emails, a system
similar to AMBER Alert. Soon this will be a mandatory
service for every student unless one specifically asks to
have his or her phone number removed from the ser
vice list. The blue poles around campus have the ability
to broadcast messages, new video monitors are being
installed around campus and interior locks will be put
into classrooms. Preparation for weather emergencies
such as snow and storms are being improved as well.
More information on the breakdown of funds, the
Costa Rica center and the active shooter drill will be
made public after further discussion with task forces
and university councils, Taylor said.

11

StaffWriter
Modern communications technology sometimes
clashes with old creeds of the U.S.Constitution, profes
sor Erika Salkin said last Friday.
Salkin's multimedia presentation on copyright law
began with an introduction of the Greek legend Pyramus and Thisbe. This story of "star-crossed lovers" was
created 1,500 years before Shakespeare borrowed the
idea to create Romeo and Juliet. Four hundred years
later Hollywood copied this idea again to create West
Side Story. How was this possible? The idea of "starcrossed lovers" cannot be copyrighted, Salkin said.
The idea throughout the presentation was showing
the ways that students could respect the laws put forth
in the U.S. Constitution while still using their creativity
to create new media forms. Mash-ups, remixes and
parodies were just a few ofthe art forms mentioned.
The increasing length of time for something to enter
+

the "public domain" was a major trend mentioned in
Salkin's presentation. The first draft of the Constitution
of the United States set the to enter the public domain
at 40 years. However, with the passing of the Copyright
Term Extension Act in 1998 that time has increased to
70 years after the death of the publisher.
The laws that bind our nation in the Constitu
tion make room for common sense, Salkin said. For
instance the copyright song "Happy Birthday" actu
ally belongs to Time Warner Entertainment, but that
doesn't mean.you have to pay a dollar every time you
sing the song at a niece's party? As long as the song is
sung in private then there is no problem, Salkin said. A
business that uses the song however, would likely have
to pay for the right to use it.
For the full story, visit thewhitworthian.com
Contact Robert Giffin at
rgijfinl 8@my.whitworth.edu

700,000 Syrian flee Into Turkey

On Friday, Sept 26, Islamic State fighters
seized dozens of villages close to the Turkey
border and advanced on the frontier town
of Ayn al-Arab, known as Kobani in Kurdish.
Islamic State has seized at least 64 villages
around Kobani. The Turkish authorities and
United Nations are preparing the surge of
refugees.

Killer couple sentenced for life

H

In Sunbury, Pa. a newlywed couple was
sentenced to life in prison for murdering a
stranger after he responded to the wife's
Craigslist ad offering fernale companionship.
The couple strangled and stabbed the man to
death then dumped his body in an alleyway.

U.S. troops will help Syrian Rebels
Congress has approved President Obama's
request to arm and train Syrian rebels
against ISIS. No American troops will touch
Iraq soil but U.S. military airstrikes will
continue.

CDA kidnapping investigated
On Sunday, Sept, 21 the Coeur d'AJene
Police detectives are investigating a
possible kidnapping after a 27-year-old
woman said she was held several hours, but
not harmed, by two males. Both men were
described as white and in their mid-20s.
Sources | New York Daily News, MSN and the
Spokesman Review

ASWU UPDATE

Contact Rebekah Bresee at
rbreseel 6@my.whitworth.edu

Professor explores the role of
copyright in "Digital Age
Robert Giffin

NEWSINBRIEF

• President Beck Taylor presented the State
of University Address which highlighted
current issues as well as future plans for
Whitworth. Campus security was addressed
and Taylor revealed that a campus active
shooter drill will take place Nov. 6.
• A census taken on the 10th day of class
es presented the university's headcount to
be 2,983 students, including part-time and
graduate students.
rsH ;
• The task force in charge of the Costa Rica
Center will deliver its report within the
week. This report will help the decision
whether the center will open again.

• Reforestation of Whitworth's canopy in re
sponse to the summer storms will begin in
the fall. However, most of the planting will
occur in the spring. A variety of tree species
will be planted.
• Sports Events/Tournaments Coordinator
Jacob Dansereau announced that Booty
Club shirts will be available by Sept. 27 the
HUB Info desk. Sign-ups are reopened for
those who still want to order.

ARTS&CULTURE
Cultural Event Review: Fiesta Spokane Presents
"Monsenor: The Last Journey of Oscar Romero"
Alyssa Saari
Staff Writer
"My mission is for the oppressed," said Oscar Rome
ro, Archbishop of El Salva dor in the film "Monsenor:
The Last Journey of Oscar Romero." During the 1970s,
Romero declared his religious and humanitarian mis
sion, the main focus of the movie, shown Thursday,
Sept. 18 in Robinson Teaching Theatre.
Rafaela Acevedo-Field, assistant professor in the his
tory department who also oversees the Latin American
studies minor, introduced the film to about 40 attend
ees.
"It's important that you understand some back
ground history," Acevedo-Field said before the film be
gan, launching into aninformational timeline of Salvadoran history to improve the au
dience's understanding
of the film's cultural context.
Romero preached to raise the spirits of the poverty-

"Romero is one of my heroes
representing faith and discipline."
—RAFAELA ACEVEDO-FIELD

Latin Studies Professor

followers supported his vision for peace until the end.
"What do we do? Form together and together we'll
organize," Romero said in the film, as he worked to in
still the value of togetherness and faith in the hearts
of t he fearful citizens. He introduced a new concept
known as liberation theology, which consisted of th e
idea that Christ is part of our everyday lives and cir
cumstances out of our control.
"The Kingdom of God is not in heaven, but here on
Earth," said one of Romero's parish members in the
film. The idea that God is present on Earth and within
common people, motivated and carried the Salvadoran peasants forward to protest and fight for their rights
as human beings. Romero led the people through his
preaching and God's word, building their faith and
strength in order to march, congregate during mass,
and eventually go to war.
After recapping some important concepts of the cul
tural differences, Acevedo-Field held a Q-and-A ses
sion.
"Why would the government allow these protests to
go on as long as they did?" one student asked.
Acevedo-Field responded, "The Catholic Church
was very powerful and simply untouchable."
Other students contributed to the discussion, bring
ing up the idea that history repeats itself on a global
level and regardless of race or religion, humanity is
all one in the same. In life, everyone is bound to face
common struggles; it's who leads the way through the
conflict who makes the difference.
The film was shown as part of a community-wide
program called Fiesta Spokane, designed to celebrate

stricken souls of El Sa lvador and form a union strong
enough to overcome the dictating oligarchy in control.
During the 1970s, El Salvador was considered a re
public, but was instead ruled by a wealthy family-gen
erated oligarchy that terrorized the poor and everyday
"The Catholic Church was very
people of El Salvador. The military and church also
played a major role in the oppression of society. Gov
powerful and simply untouchable."
ernment officials oppressed the people in almost every
way possible: burning public buses, kidnapping and
—RAFAELA ACEVEDO-FIELD
killing children, physical abuse, threats and even assas
sination of church officials, including Romero himself.
Latin studies professor
"Romero is one of my heroes representing faith and
discipline, and you'll see why,"Acevedo-Field said.
The film demonstrated her statement. Romero kept
his faith regardless of the obstacles he and his followers Hispanic culture. Fiesta Spokane will be sponsoring
faced. He and his growing flock of s heep gathered in events throughout the month of September.
worship despite the government's oppression. Disre
garding government reprimandation, Romero's faithful Contact Alyssa Saari at
asaaril 8@my.whitworth.edu

Gretchen Van Lith|Graphic Artist

Hannah Walker|Graphic Artist
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Review: New album from This Will Destroy You
Jacob Millay
Staff Writer
To describe the music of the band This Will Destroy
You as atmospheric would be an understatement. The
atmosphere is built around the music that this fourpiece band from Texas creates.
This Will Destroy You is part of a sub-genre of music
called post-rock. Typical post-rock songs are long, in
strumental songs with guitars providing texture to the
music rather than the more traditional rhythmic and
chordal role of a guitar in rock music.
This Will Destroy You is one of the more prominent
bands that has come out of th e post-rock movement.
However, they have not stopped evolving since their
first album, "Young Mountain." That first album has
been one of t he most characteristic albums of postrock music. It features guitar riffs with heavy delay
and reverb, crescendos and brutal distortion when the
songs kick into high gear.

"While some bands stagnate
over time, This Will Destroy You
has pushed themselves into deep
er corners with each new release.
Their latest album, 'Another Lan
guage,' is no different."
As the years have gone on, the band has continued
to change and evolve. While some bands stagnate over
time, This WillDestroy You has pushed themselves into
deeper corners with each new release. Their latest al
bum, "Another Language," is no different.
There are a total of n ine tracks on the album, and
each one drips with noise. There is a startling amount
of reverb on the album, which also features many sam
ples, loops, electronic drum tracks and synthesizer
reminiscent of a n 1980's pop band. These add to the
already impressive chemistry the band has for making
loud, guitar-laden, nasty music when they want to.
Parts of this album will make listeners feel like they
are drifting through the cosmos with only the stars as
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Hannah Walker|Graphic Artist

such as MyBloody Valentine and The Pixies. Each track
builds on a reverb home, but adds a new swell or a dif
ferent drum sound or a different sample. Each level
builds off of the others.
It really is an amazing album and will be on repeat
on my computer for at least the next year. I would defi
nitely recommend listening to this album in one shot.
Artist: This Will Destroy You
Album: "Another Language"
Release Date: Sept. 16, 2014
Sounds Like: Mogwai, True Widow, Caspian, Red
Sparowes
Listen When: Doing homework, on a drive through
the countryside, trying to fall asleep or doing laundry.

Contact Jacob Millay at
Jmillayl6@my.whitworth.edu

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

COMMUNITY: JEDLINIOK: POLISH FOLK
AND AMERICAN SQUARE DANCING

LO
CM

6:30 p.m.
Western Dance Center
1901 N. Sullivan Rd„ Spokane Valley

CO

Learn classic American and Polish folk
dancing. Everyone welcome!

CO

MUSIC: TAKING BACK SUNDAY
7:30 p.m. I $25
Knitting Factory
919 W.'Sprague Ave.

Amityville, NY-based rock band
performs downtown.

+

their company.
The beginning
of "War Prayer"
has this feeling
laden within it.
The open guitar
picking with the
quiet ambient
swells and minimalistic drums
create a mood
that lets the lis
tener be carried
away.
However, just
when the listen
er gets comfort
able with the
direction of the
song, This Will
Destroy
You
will take them
in a whole new
direction. "War
Prayer"
ends
with a big cre
scendo featur
ing screeching guitars and a sample—a superimposed
sound-clip of in coherent speech—leaving the listener
straining to understand. It comes out of left field and
adds to the texture of the song. Suddenly instead of
drifting through space you are caught in a wormhole
that is pulling you underneath.
This idea ofdoing the unexpected is the main th
ing to
take away from this album as well as the whole (tocog
raphy of This Will Destroy You. Don't get me wrong—
they still make guitar-heavy instrumental music. They
are not going to come out with an R&B album next (I
think), but they are finding ways to add new textures to
the base of post-rock that already exists for them.
A lot other bands never found a way to push them
selves out of their comfort zone, but with each new re
lease, This Will Destroy You does that very thing. And,
as a listener, you will be pushed as well.
The album is truly jaw-dropping. It is occasionally
reminiscent of the "shoegaze" movement, which came
out of the U.K.in the late 1980s and gave birt
h to groups

FILM: MARKIE HANCOCK DOCUMENTARY
7 p.m.
Weyerhauser RTT

Documentary about gay students at
Christian universities with a 0 & A
session at the end with the director.

COMMUNITY: LILAC CITY FAIRYTALES
7 p.m. I $17
Bing Crosby Theater
901 W. Sprague Ave.

Presentation of original songs and
tales from local artists.

CO
CM

o_
LU

CO
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MUSIC: TANZER4 ROCK OFF BATTLE OF
THE BANDS

CM

COMMUNITY: HAI

All Day I $35 (51
(half-marathon)
Riverside State f
A celebration of

All Day / $10-$15
The Big Di pper
171 S. Washington St.

CO

Watch local bands battle to dominate.

ca

through a run.

CO

MUSIC: SPOKANE
SUPERPOPS NO. 1

MUSIC: SAID THE WHALE, TERA MELOS
8 p.m. I $10-$12
The Bartlett
228 W. Sprague Ave.

Vancouver-based indie-rock band
performs downtown.

8 p.m. I $155-$l
Martin Woldson
1001 W. SpragU'

Full symphony c
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Artist Spotlight: Yayler Wood speaks in image
Kyla Parkins
StaffWriter
Name: Tayler Wood
Grade: Senior
Major: Fine Arts
Minor: English Writing
Tayler Wood discovered art at a very young age.
"I started drawing as soon as I was able to hold a
pencil and actually make markings. I've always drawn
something, whether it was something I saw or some-

thing I thought of. I think the first r eal thing that I
drew was my cat at the time. He was a polydactyl
and he had seven toes so I n amed him Mittens,"
Wood said.
Today, Wood's work has evolved from the ab
normal toes of a cat to a discussion of social issues
through an outlet she calls "flower language."
"By flower language, I mean the symbols and met
aphors associated with those flowers," Wood said.
. For example, Wood created a piece featuring an
exposed woman surrounded by vibrant flowers and
the remains of a dismembered raven. The flow
ers that surrounded the depicted woman—lupine,
buttercups and forget-me-nots—hold a symbolic
meaning, as "flower language" sug
gests.
"Lupine is a milkweed that is tox
ic to animals, but there's a symbol
ism behind it meaning imagination,"
Wood said. Buttercups are a symbol
for childhood and forget-me-nots kind
of speak for themselves. Ravens mean
creativity, but also trickery in animism.
. The idea is that she was robbing some
thing from the raven and is being ex
posed for that.
Wood is currently working on anoth
er piece that willshowcase a young girl
wearing sheepskin.
"The message is going to be about
how we have shortened childhood,
Wood said. Everything is so accessi
ble....sex, drugs, technology. The mag
ic of childhood and that innocence is
being lessened. I think that can be a
social issue, so I'm addressing that by
having this young, delicate girl wear
ing a sheepskin and she's going to be
fading into this wallpaper that's going
to be the flowers.
When composing a new piece, Wood
draws inspiration through several
channels.
"I take a lot of inspiration from the
concepts found in literature. Some
times I take from my own personal
experiences. Sometimes I'll draw my
inspiration from dreams I have and I'll
try to fit those dreams into a real-world
situation. But I think the biggest well
of ins piration for me is the fantasy of

Janik Emmendorfer | h
Potographer

metaphor and symbolism."
"For the most part, I want to challenge my audience
and make them think about what I'm putting down,"
Wood said.
Wood doesn't just challenge her audience through
artwork, but also herself.
"My greatest challenge is probably doubting myself.
I doubt myself constantly and it's because of a social
programming that I underwent with my family. I a l
ways ask myself, 'Is this going to look OK? Are people
going to like it?' But I know it doesn't matter if other
people like it. It's about if I like it.At the same time, art
is so much more complicated than 'I like this! It's more
about why you like it, what stimulated this, how does
this relate?" Wood said.
Despite that challenge, Wood is determined to make
her way in the art world.
"My family has not always appreciated my talent. It's
more like, 'Do you really want to do this as your occu
pation?' But the way I see it, saw
I so many times grow
ing up that my mom was upset about her job and I was
a little kid soaking all this up. So, Idecided I don't want
to do that. I don't want to be that. I want to do some
thing that I love even if it means that I'm not necessar
ily going to make bank."
To explore some of Wood's artwork, visit her art
blog at passion001.tumblr.com.

Contact Kyla Parkins at
kparkinsl 8@my.whitworth.edu
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Y GIRLS RUN

MUSIC: C ONNOR OBERST

$45 (10k), $85

8 p.m. I $ 25
Knitting Factory
919 IV. SpragueAve.
Front man of indie-pop band Bright
Eyes performs downtown.

rk
syand health

SYMPHONY
HE MUSIC OF ELVIS

16

heater at the Fox
Ave.
chestra performs
by the King.

CO

CO

COMMUNITY: DUCK WADDLE (2014)
12:30 p.m. I $1 5
Riverside State Park
Annual family-oriented 5k through
the park.

S

LECTURE: " HIS OWN RECEIVED HIM NOT"
WITH RANDALL BALMER

"

7 p.m.
Weyerhauser RTF
An exploration of the radical
evangelistic political movement in
the 1970s in America.

CO

MUSIC: CHUCK RAGAN
8 p.m. I $1 5-$ 17
The Bartlett
228 W. Sprague Ave.
Guitarist performs downtown.

CO

o.
LU
CO

MUSIC: CASTING CROWNS
7 p.m. I $ 15-$25
Spokane Arena
Christian music concert at the
Spokane Arena.

ea

CO

FILM: FIESTA SPOKANE PRESENTS
"CENTRAL STATION"
6:30 p.m. I $ 5
Ring Crosby Theater
901 W. Sprague Ave.
Screening of the Oscar-nominated
drama from northern Brazil. Part of a
series to increase cultural awareness.

+.
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Cooking healthy in the dorm
Courtney Murphy
Staff Writer
College students are not well-known for being
health-conscious chefs, often choosing french fries over
carrot sticks, and fast food over home-cooked meals.
However, some students do not fit this paradigm, tran
scending the difficulties of cooking in cramped dorm
kitchens.
Lana Ferris, the president of the cooking club, is one
of those students.
"My mom had us in the kitchen since we were tod
dlers. She'd have us make pies and we'd take pieces of
dough and roll them out into miniature pies, or she'd have
us crack eggs into cookie dough or help with stirring," Fer
ris said.
Cooking has been important to Ferris since she was
young. She did not let college impede on that portion of
her life.
"I [wanted] to be pa
rt of a cooking club and there wasn't
one, so I started one," Ferris said.
She started the club last spring. Originally, the club had
five members who regularly attended, Ferris said.
"Cooking has become a big part of mysocial life," Ferris
said.
She regularly cooks for and with other people, and has
taco nights with her roommate.
Students in the dorms will always love to eat home
made food. However, dorm cooking also provides chal
lenges. Cramped space?, limited supplies, old appliances
and low budgets can rhake cooking an inconvenience.
Ferris found that with a bit of i ngenuity and planning,
dorm-cooked meals are a tasty possibility.
"I did a lot of garage sale-ing before I came, so I was
pretty well-stocked [with utensils]," Ferris said. "I brought
my own crockpot, so that's helped a lot."
In addition to bringing her own cooking equipment,
Ferris has found ways to eat home-cooked meals every
day without much hassle or time spent.
"On Sunday, I cook two huge dishes and alternate be
tween leftovers every night, so that helps time-wise," Fer
ris said.
For students who are too busy to cook every night but
would like to spend some meals away from Sodexo, Ferris
has some tips.
For those in dorms with a more limited kitchen there
are some ways to easily cook favorite meals with ver
y little
equipment needed.
Many common kitchen items can be used for alternate
purposes, and students can get creative to utilize them to
their full potential.
"I've done the good old using a glass for a rolling pin,"
Ferris said.

If time is an issue, many easy meals can be prepared
quickly and easily at a low cost. Google "easy meals for
college students" for inspiration.
Ferris recommends making miniature pizzas if you
don't have much time. English muffins work well for
crust.

{I SAW 1}
Content in the "I Saw You" section comes
from student submissions and does not
necessarily reflect the opinion of The
Whitworthian.

"Cooking in the dorms has advan
tages. Students in the dorms will al
ways love to eat home-made food.
However, dorm cooking also provides

Soda Pop Stop
I saw you leaving SAGA balancing 12
glasses of soda in two trips. You are
serious about your hydration.

challenges."

Beard Envy
This year, the cooking club is gaining momentum
and plans to host several events throughout the year.
"We've been interested in doing cooking classes,
and maybe partnering with Sodexo," Ferris said.
The club is planning a potluck in the spring where
participants can share their recipes with others. Ferris
said they will possibly have a cook-off or bake-off. Ih
ey
hope to educate students on cooking and hopefully
promote interest in the activity.
The cooking club meets from 4-6 p.m. on Sunday af
ternoons in the East kitchen.

I heard you asking your friend to rub his
5 o'clock scruff on your neck. You scratch
that itch!

Ginger Love
I saw you walking into the HUB, and I
have to say, your ginger hair was glorious!

Bubble Trouble
I saw you blowing bubbles with your gum
and one popped and got stuck in your
hair. I hope you didn't have to cut it out!

To Munch, or Not to
Munch...
I saw you staring at the vending machine
in Weyerhauser for likefive minutes.
Tough decision, huh?

Contact Courtney Murphy at
cmurphyl 8@my.whitworth.edu

Half-Gallon Gal
I saw you in the Mind & Hearth drinking
tea out of a mug the size of a bucket of ice
cream! I'm amazed you haven't died of
caffeine poisoning, but at the same time I
kinda want that mug...
Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your "I Saw You"
( u p t o 7 5 wo rds) onlin e b y send ing a
private message to The Whitworthian's
Facebook page (accessible below).

Naomi Guidry | raphic
G
Artist

OPINIONS
Christian Libertarianism a viable option
impose Biblical values on society. Humans are inher
ently sinful, including those trying to impose rules on
.others. Thus, what deems them responsible for or ca
pable of carrying out the Bible's message on a socie
tal level? Doesn't the Bible command us to focus on
the log in our own eye rather than the splinter in our
When I first heard the term Christian Libertarian, neighbor's? We are all free individuals, and for those
it sounded like an oxymoron. Libertarians essential- of us who consider ourselves to be Christians, we
~ ly are fiscally conservative and socially liberal, which need to embody God's word for ourselves, not rely
rejects the two primary classes of traditional Chris on a government to tell us how to live it out.
tian political thought. Libertarians disagree with the
I also believe that economic freedom is essential
conservative notion that the state can legislate mo to our well-being. In fact, the free market is the only
rality. Ihey also disagree with the liberal idea that the system that empowers people to rise out of poverty.
state can fulfill the Bible's mandate to support those The government's attempts to help the poor have
in poverty. It is possible, and
been largely ineffective. According to Michael Tan
I would argue Biblical, for
ner of th e Cato Institute, the government has spent
Christians to advocate for
nearly $15trillion since President Lyndon B. Johnson
holisdc freedom; we do not
waged his War on Poverty in 1964. This year alone,
have to choose between eco
between federal, state and local governments, we
nomic and social freedom.
have spent nearly $1 trillion, Tanner said. Where has
this gotten us? The poverty rate has remained rough
As a Christian who also
ly the same.
identifies as a Libertarian, I
Of cou rse, I d o not advocate the abolishment of
do not believe it is the gov
welfare. It plays a critical role in helping people stay
ernment's duty to impose
afloat during desperate times. But we must re-ex
traditional or Biblical values
amine our means of fighting poverty at large. The
upon society. Rather, govern
Bible repeatedly calls us to help the poor and the op
ment's role is to protect us
pressed, and we are not doing our duty as Christians
from each"other. If some
one acts in a way that im- Hannah Walker | Graphic Artist if we force people in need to rely ona broken system.
poses on my personal freedom, the government has That is not offering freedom. We must band together
a legitimate reason to become involved. For e xam as a church and support the people in our communi
ple, actions such as murder, theft, rape and assault ty, our country and our world. Stepping up to serve
must be outlawed. In a sense, the government should those in need and empowering people to pull them
selves out of po verty through the power of th e free
pass laws in a way that honors the "Golden Rule."
However, more problems arise when the govern market is the only effective way of abolishing poverty
ment begins to impose moral values onto society. and allowing everyone to live truly free.
As a Christian, I a m working toward living out the
commands of the Bible in my personal life and how HUBBART is a senior majoring in Englishand
I interact in my community. That does not mean that economics. Comments can be sent to lhubbartl5@
a powerful central government should come in and my.whitworth.edu

LINDSEY
HUBBART

LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
StewVille Mystery Mix
should be left untouched
The Whitworthian's editorial board recently proposed
the StewVille Mystery Mix be an all freshmen dance. I
would have to disagree with many of the reasons and po
tential benefits they cite.
Orientation and Traditiation are structured such that
they have their own extremely well-planned climax. The
StewVille dance aims to welcome students as they pre
pare to enjoy another year at together. Freshmen and new
students spend all of orientation together. By th e end,
they are ready to be accepted as full-fledged members of
the Whitworth community. Isolating them would imply
that they are not yet mature enough to engage in college
life at Whitworth.
Residents of a freshmen dorm community highly value
chances to interact with upperclassmen. It was cited that
"most of the attendees are freshmen" which is an inaccu
rate blanket statement. As a student leader who worked
the gate for half of the dance, I can attest that of those in
attendance there was a large contingent of re
Security procedures would be advised to remain the
same regardless of attendees. Whitworth identification
would be checked and the dance staged in a closed en
vironment. There could still be non-Whitworth students
trying to enter. That does not change based upon an only
freshmen event or an all campus event.
This being said, as the student leader in charge of the
dance, I remain open to input. If I heard of any instanc
es where students felt unsafe or uncomfortable, I would
work to put them at ease and make their voice heard.
Respectfully,
Aly Brooks
StewVille Sentator
abrooksl7@my.whitworth.edu

Baseball should males shift to compete with NFL
MAX
CARTER
COLUMNIST

Every fall, Major League Baseball takes a seat on the
bench, as the National Football League shakes off the
rust and takes the field. According to a survey by the
Harris Poll, the NFL is the most DODular profe ssional
sport in America
'
for the 30th straight
year, with 35 percent
of fans choosing the
NFL as their favorite
and 14 percent of
fans choosing MLB.
Every fall, the heat
of the MLB playoff
race is doused like
Matt Damon during
the ALS I ce Bucket
Challenge.
Let me preface
the rest of this col
umn with a dis
claimer. I am a huge
baseball fan, and
Kelly Logie|Graphic Artist
admit that I may have a
bias towards Major League
Baseball. That being said, we are talking about Ameri
ca's Pastime' here. As Chevrolet once said it, "Baseball,
apple pie, and Chevrolet..."
ibis MLB season has been incredible. We have

**
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*
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Mike Trout and Clayton Kershaw being compared students knew when the MLB playoffs start. This is by
to the Mick and Sandy Koufax, a scintillating race for no means conclusive evidence, but does suggest that
the American League Wild Card spots, and the emer there could be a connection there.
Baseball has been a major sport in the U.S. for over a
gence of a dominant American League West Division
for the first time since the early 2000s. For those who century, and has always had potential to dominate the
have followed the season closely, these next two weeks sports scene. My proposal is that MLB start their sea
are going to be like a roller coaster at Six Flags, as each son a month earlier, in March rather than April. That
n
contending team looks to make a climactic late Sep way, the heat of the playoff race would still be in thea
tember push toward the playoffs. But what dominates tional s potlight through August, with the playoffs start
ing in September rather than October. Ad
the headlines this time of
ditionally, the weight of the playoffs would
year? The NFL's regular
naturally draw more attention to the MLB
"This isn't meant to be a
season start.
when the NFL is starting up their season.
This, isn't meant to
sob story for Major League
Perhaps I am just a baseball nut blow
be a sob story for Major
steam, but when I was a young child,
League Baseball, and I
Baseball, and I will include ing
it seemed that the game had much more
will include that undoubt
that undoubtedly, the NFL power in our nation. Maybe that's because
edly, the NFL is a larger
my team, the Seattle Mariners, was actu
market in the U.S. than
is a larger market in the
ally good, but I digress. There is no doubt
the MLB. As of 2014, the
that the general sports culture in the U.S.,
average team value in the
United States than the
as well as at Whitworth, is oriented toward
MLB was a paltry $811
the NFL. But I c an't help wondering how
million compared to the
MLB."
that would change with a shift in the MLB
booming $1.43 billion av
season.
erage in the NFL. All I am
It is doubtful that the MLB, being a
saying is that baseball is a
great American sport, and that the overlap between the league of tradition and history, would ever make a
end of the MLB season and the beginning of the NFL change like this, but with a new commissioner coming
into office in 2015, who knows? Either way, I im plore
season very well may damage the power of the MLB.
To support my claim, I a sked 25 students at Whit you to remember, baseball is 'America's Pastime! and it
worth two simple yes or no questions: Do you know deserves more respect.
what month the Major League Baseball playoffs start?
Do you know what month the NFL regular season CARTER is a junior majoring in journalism. Comments
starts? 68 percent of the students knew which month can be sent tomcarterl6@my.whitworth.edu
the NFL reg ular starts, while only 40 percent of the
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Studies show factory farms harm health
in conditions so abysmal that they would otherwise
die if it were not for the antibiotics being pumped
into their bodies. A resulting risk of the extensive use
of antibiotics is the development of drug-resistant
bacteria. The majority of federal and state laws, in
cluding Washington State as defined in West's RCWA
In recent years, the media has frenzied over new 16.52.185, exclude farm animals from anti-cruel
studies concerned with the pros and cons of con ty laws, allowing the horrific treatment to continue
suming red meat or processed meat, such as those unchecked. The consumption of m eat is far from a
published in the Harvard Health Publications and condemnable act, but the inhumane treatment of
the Scientific Advisory Committee on Nutrition's creatures that are biologically capable of registering
Iron and Health Report from 2011. Such studies have pain is another matter entirely.
In recent years, attention has been drawn to the
made many' allegations of b oth benefits and detri
sickening conditions factory farms provide. Accord
ments from eating red meat or processed meat.
According to the American Institute for Cancer ing to ASPCA, "[pig] pe ns are too small and crowd
Research, "Studies show we can eat up to 18 ounces ed for adequate movement and exercise. Ammonia
fumes rise to dangerous, uncomfortable levels due
a week of red meat with
to the pigs' waste." Consequently, meat and animal
out raising cancer risk.
products have begun to be labeled in order to pro
Research on processed
mote awareness, thereby allowing consumers to
meat shows cancer risk
choose what treatment of animals they believe to be
starts to increase with
acceptable. An informational and user-friendlylabel
any portion." Essential
guide can be found at www.stopfactoryfarms.org.
ly, eating the appropri
How is this information applicable to you? Exec
ate portions of red meat
utive chef of Sodexo Timothy Grayson said Sodexo
is perfectly healthy, it is
currently does not distinguish Whitworth's meat
only the consumption of
suppliers based upon the conditions the animals are
processed meat that pos
es immediate detrimen
Carly Colby| Graphic Artist raised in, but roughly 75% of its eggs are cage-free.
When it comes down to it, converting to only pasture
tal effects.
So why even consider,becofning vegetarian, when raised meat is not a realistic option for Whitworth,
the most important step for healthy eating in regard to due to the lack of availability and significant cost
red meat is portion control? My reason for renounc differences, Grayson said. However, Sodexo has ex
ing meat is not related to religion or centered around panded its vegetarian offerings at Whitworth, which
health benefits; it is based upon the treatment of the makes reducing one's meat intake a much more fea
animals before they are killed. Regardless of whether- sible adjustment.
I don't ask or expect you to renounce meat. I sim
you attribute faith or science as the cause, humans
exert dominion over other creatures, and with au ply desire consumers to be educated in their deci
thority over other life comes the duty to exercise it sions. What choice they make is entirely up to them
responsibly. Humankind, through advancements in selves. My h ope is that one day all meat products
technology, philosophy and understanding, are ne may be appropriately labeled at Whitworth and all
cessitated to act as the stewards of th e planet. The animal product vendors. Let the consumers decide
current widespread practice of factory farming is an what kind of an imal treatment they choose to sup
port. Decisions should always walk hand-in-hand
appalling abuse of that power.
As with all b usinesses, the minimization of co sts with knowledge.
for the maximization of pr ofits is the ultimate endgoal. In factory farms, this practice had been radical
ized to extremes at the expense of th e animals. Ac BOARDMAN is a freshman majoring in English.
cording to the American Society for the Prevention Comments can be sent to mboardmanl8@my.whitof Cruelty to Animals, animals are confined to cages worth.edu
for the overwhelming majority of their lives, and live

MATTHEW
BOARDMAN
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EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP
NFL response to domestic
violence too little too late
In response to the domestic violence incident involv
ing former NFL running back Ray Rice and the league's
poor response system, the NFL recently hired three do
mestic violence experts as league advisors in addition to
a former White House official as senior vice president of
public policy and affairs. They also promoted their vice
president of community affairs and philanthropy to vice
president of social affairs and responsibility. All five of
them are women.
This news comes amidst the onslaught of recently
revealed domestic violence cases concerning NFL play
ers and the highly criticized methods of punishment
involved. In addition to Ray Rice, players such as Ray
McDonald, Adrian Peterson and Greg Hardy have been
cited for domestic violence. A media storm has risen
in response to these incidents branching out to several
advertisers seeking to lessen or sever ties with various
teams.
While all recent appointees boast extensive qualifica
tions in multiple branches of domestic violence preven
tion, these efforts to curb the waves of criticism die NFL
received are not going to be enough. This may be a step
in the right direction, but in order for the NFL to show us
in believable fashion that they truly wish to end domestic
violence cases in the league, they need to do much more.
They need to go to the source of th e problem. They
should send a message to Pop Warner football teams, Di
vision I collegiate teams and everything in between that
as a man, you need to have the wherewithal to respect
women, children and people in general.
The NFL is doing great things by appointing these ex
perts and advisers, but the critics and the disappointed
fans will not become a thing of the past until the NFL
works with current league players and begins to active
ly engage with future professionals denouncing horrible
acts.
Until then, the NFL will continue to be a league who
does not make a priority of denouncing basic character
flaws in its employees.
Editorials in the "In the Loop"section reflect the majority
opinion of the Editorial Board, comprised of five editors.

How safe do you feel on campus at
night?

"Every student should take safety precautions because
you never know what can happen even at Whitworth
which has a proven record of being a relatively safe col
lege campus..."
"Video surveillance cameras are installed in many lo
cations around campus as a means of crime prevention
and deterrence,"
-Elodie Potier-Roudil
For the full story see page 4
Extremely
safe

Qiitesafe Moderately Slightly safe Not at all
safe
safe

Email survey of 100 Whitworth students

+

SPORTS
Volleyball falls short in matchups with PLU and UPS
Leah Dassler
StaffWriter
This w eekend, Whitworth Volleyball
broke their seven-game winning streak
in their first two Northwest Conference
games of the season, bringing their over
all re cord to 7-4. They narrowly lost to
Pacific Lutheran University in a fifth set
Friday night and pushed Puget Sound
University to a fourth set on Saturday.
The Pirates started off s trong in the
first set, leading until the 18th point
when PLU pulled ahead 19-18.
Whitworth kept up with the Lutes un
til the 20th point in which PLU put down
four subsequent kills. Freshman Cassy
Mendoza earned one more point for the
Pirates with a kill from the outside left
side. The Lutes, however, finished off the
first set with another kill.
PLU gained a four-point lead right
from the start of t he second set due to
three attack errors by Whitworth and a
kill by PLU. Whitworth trailed behind
PLU, but narrowed a six-point gap to
11-9 with a series of successful outside
attacks from sophomore Haley Vick.
The r ebound did not last long though,
as PLU quickly racked up 12 more points
from eight kills as well as Pirate service
OllUUll X UX OUAUV | M. u uivgiupuu
and blocking errors.
"We d idn't get the same touches as Junior Maddye Dinsmore jumps to blocka spike from a Linfield player during the last game of the 2013 season.
we were able to get early on in the sea
son. Our defense was running around the Lutes closed in 17-21 but the Bucs the Pirates dug in defensively, running second set with their best set hitting av
several long rallies with Dinsmore's 30th erage of the night- .227.
and not playing in control," Head Coach won with a final kill from Mendoza.
Although Dinsmore made a service
Kati Bodecker said. "We need to break it
"We needed to change our serving. dig of the night. Both teams made 12 at
down, get in more reps at practice, and We w eren't serving tough enough. We tacks each, but PLU cam e out stronger ace in the first minutes of play, the third
bring it back to the basics which made also changed our passing, mentality, with one more successful kill t han the set went to the Loggers 25-19 after a se
us successful [defensively] in the first
and attitude to become One unit," Dins Bucs. The Pirates consistently fought but ries of successful attacks. The Loggers
could not overcome PLU's seven-point finished the fourth set 25-23, shutting
place."
more said.
out any possibility of
The third set was the turning point for
Picking up momentum, the Bucs held run after the change
a Pirate comeback.
Whitworth. Their hit
off PLU during the over, losing 12-15.
"We believe that playing Bruil made six of her
"I'd say our main
fourth set. Focusing
ting percentage im
kills in this set,
"We
didn't
get
the
same
strength
was
our
de
on
defensive
strate
proved from 0.06 in
together as a team is the 17
Mendoza put down
the second set to 0.25 touches as we were able to gies again to counter fense and determi
best way to play and our 15 kills for the night
the Lutes' 22 attacks, nation. In the first
in the third set. Two
and Leonard fin
Mils ea ch from Vick get early on in the season. the Bucs took a 14-9 two games we strug
success will come from
ished with 10 kills.
lead only to let the gled to come togeth
and junior Nicole
"We believe that
Our defense was running Lutes come close at er as a team. Wewant
Leonard contributed
doing the little things."
playing together as
15-16. Sophomore to be a unified team
to a 7-1 run in which
around and not playing in Brenna Bruil's ninth and a good defensive
a team is the best
—BRENNA BRUIL
the Bucs took the
way t o play and our
team,
really
focusing
kill
of
the
night
tied
lead. Adding to their
control."
success will come
sophomore
the match 2-2, set on working hard with
comeback,
junior
from doing the little
ting the teams up for every ball and play
—KATI BODECKER
Maddye Dinsmore
things," Bruil said.
ing together," Dins
a close tiebreaker.
assisted Leonard in
The Pirates play Whitman at home to
head coach
"We came out in more said.
making six of h er 15
On Saturday night, the Bucs lost again, night, Sept. 24, at 6 p.m.
the third, fourth and
kills of the night.
"We've faced Whitman already in a
fifth game ready to compete. Now we this time to Puget Sound. Although these
"We were down
2-0 and we had to come back. I'd say know we can compete with one of t he games were closer than games the night tournament and they're a great match
before, the Pirates' 59 kills couldn't over up—Our ex pectations for this Wednes
that third match was a really high point best teams in the league," Bruil said.
Whitworth initially took a two-point come UPS's .244 hitting percentage. In day, if we can put together two solid
for o ur team to come together and get
that win," Dinsmore said. "We are fight lead but attack and service errors al the first set, UPS took advantage of sev practices Monday and Tuesday, are to
ers and we're not going down without a lowed the Lutes to gain a three-point eral Pirate attack errors, moving ahead play well and win," Bodecker said.
lead, bringing the score to 10-7. Re in a nine-point run and eventually win Contact Leah Dassler at
fight."
Taking advantage of Buc attack errors, sponding to PLU's aggressive approach, ning 25-17. The Pirates came back in the Idasslerl 8@my.whitworth. edu
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courtesy of Cenex-Zip Trip. Come cheer on the Chiefs as they kick off t he 2014-2015 season.
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Pirates kick off NWC games with tie and win
Jessica Razanadrakoto

the field better ip the second half.
"In the first half, we were forcing balls
Staff Writer
into the players' feet, but in the sec
ond half they pressed us a litde higher,"
The undefeated Pirates went into their Cathey said. "Their backline was very
sixth and seventh games of t he season connected and we had a lot of space to
last weekend tying 1-1 against visiting pull our center forward wide."
Linfield Wildcats on Saturday afternoon
Willamette had different strengths
and winning 1-0 against Willamette on than Linfield, Cathey said, so the Pirates
Sunday.
had to play differently as a result.
On Saturday afternoon, the Pirate
Ramos re
sharpshooters
ceived an assist
went to work,
"We were starting to work better from Engie in
targeting the
,
„ i .
the 26th minas a team, moving the ball a lot
ute of piay and
Wildcats for an
11 to four shots
ma de tde
and we knew that against
this
on goal advan
°
and, only ^
goal
tage.
team we could exploit the wide
of the game.
Junior Sam
Ramos and seM
Engle gave the
areas.
nior
Nathan
Pirates a lead
_,
„
Fosket said that
-MORGAN CATHEY
^ ATTRLBUTE
at the 61st
minute of the
the goal t0 the
head coach
game. Fresh
team's
hard
man Eric Espiwork.
noza kicked a long ball to senio
r Micheal
"We were starting to work better as a
Ramos, who shot the ball toward the net. team, moving the ball a lot and we knew
The Wildcat goalie blocked it while re that against this team we could exploit
turning the ball back to the field of play, the wide areas," Ramos said. "Our high
where Engle came from behind and est players were getting wide more often
scored the ball on the left lower corner and we ended up getting the ball in tran
of the net.
sition. I happened to be in one of those
With only 13 minutes left in the game, wide spaces and Engle played a good
the Wildcats tied the score. One clear ball in and tucked it away."
shot is all it took to give the opposing
Whitworth travels to George Fox o n
team a chance to score, Head Coach Saturday, Sept. 27 to continue their con
Morgan Cathey said.
ference play.
On Sunday afternoon, the ball was
played mainly in the Willamette territo
ry for the first half, leading to the Pirates'
Karl Jonnson |rnotograpner
24-8 shots advantage. Willamette, how Contact Jessica Razanadrakoto at
Senior Eduardo Lopez fights for possession against Willamette last Sunday.
ever, was not outdone, and went wide on jrazanadrakotol 7@my.whitworth.edu

Football sets records in shootout win with La Verne
said. "We had to get the ball out quick to our receivers.
Once they started to get sucked in on the short passes,
Staff Writer
it opened up the deep ball."
The Whitworth receiving core demonstrated plen
Heading back down to Calif., the Pirates engaged in ty of d epth with five different players scoring touch
an offensive shootout last Saturday against the LaVerne downs. Freshman wide receiver Nick Kiourkas led the
Leopards. The game ended in a hard-fought fourth team in receiving yards with eight catches for 117yards
and one touchdown.
quarter featuring a game-win
"Nick has been continuing to
ning catch by junior Anthony
Fullman and a 50-48 Pirate win.
grow, getting bigger and stron
After the second game of the
ger each year," Offensive Co
2014 season, the Pirates decid
ordinator Alan Stanfield said.
ed to gowith senior quarterback
"He is a big target so we look to
Bryan Peterson as the starter af
throw the ball to him over the
Bryan Peterson/14
ter sophomore quarterback Ian
middle."
Kolste played most of the snaps
The game remained close
Peterson set
in the first two games.
going into the fourth quarter.
NCAA records for
Peterson and the Whitworth
With 1:44 left in the game, the
most completions
offense came alive scoring 50
Pirates were down 48-44. Start
and consecutive
points with 651 total yards of
ing at their own 38-yard line,
offense. Peterson completed
Whitworth was able to move
passes without an
59 of his 83 passing attempts
the ball deep into the La Verne
interceptions in a
to rack up a colossal 589 pass
territory
after converting some
single game.
ing yards, while setting NCAA
key third and fourth down con
single-game records for most
versions. With 34 seconds left
completions and consecutive
in the game, Whitworth found
passes without an interception.
themselves with a third and
He also broke the school record for Whitworth passing goal situation.
yardage, completions and attempts in a single game.
Off of a miraculous jump ball pass in the front left
The Whitworth offense had a considerable amount of corner of the end zone, Peterson completed his pass to
big plays throughout the game that led to their success. Fullman for a Whitworth score and lead. After missing
"They were cautious against the big play," Peterson the extra point, the score was 50-48.

Josh Omdal

SPOTLIGHT

"Peterson, our quarterback, and I already have a
good connection so we just played toss and catch
during that play. The defense was out of position and
I was able to go up there and make the play," Fullman
said.
Fullman, who was injured throughout last season,
made a gametime decision to play on Saturday against
La Verne after taking a few hits last game against Whittier. Fullman is off to a strong start this season, scor
ing a team high of five touchdowns including the two
scores against La Verne.
With 30 seconds left on the clock, the Pirates kicked
the ball off an d allowed a 38-yard return. Playing in
spired defense, Whitworth was able to break up a Hail
Mary pass with three seconds left in the game.
After a stellar offensive performance by the Pirates,
there is still room for improvement according to Stanfield.
"We are still new in this offense. This was only our
third game," Stanfield said. "Every week we can get bet
ter by just doing the little things right like continuing to
play faster. Each week we have had more plays because
we are becoming more and more comfortable with a
high tempo offense."
The Pirates are 3-0 this season and play at home
against the Panthers of Chapman University on Satur
day, Sept. 27 at 1 p.m.
t
Contact Josh Omdal at
jpmdall 7@my.whitworth.edu
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SCHEDULE FOR UPCOMING EVENTS
MEN'S SOCCER
Saturday, Sept 27,2:30 p.m.
George Fox (Away)

Saturday, Sept 27, Noon
Linfield (Away)

VOLLEYBALL

FOOTBALL

Wednesday, Sept. 24,6 p.m.
Whitman (Home)

Saturday, Oct 4,1 p.m.
Whitworth Invitational (Away)

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday, Oct 4,9:30 a.m.
Willamette Invitational (Away)

SPORTS
Simon Puzankov | Photographer

Connor Soudani

get to lead by example," Williams said. "We have such a
good team and to be a part of the leadership of that team
Sports Editor
is awesome."
Junior Kellyn Roiko, one of Williams' co-captains
There are those who run cross country for the oppor along with junior Amanda Blankenship, said that Wil
tunity to be on a close-knit team. There are those who liams is really intentional about running.
run cross country because they like to race. Then there
"Every practice she comes and thinks about the work
are those who run cross country to win. Senior Christina out and really focuses on it, but she's also very intention
Williams is one of those people.
al about encouraging everyone on the team and being
"I th ink everybody is different, but winning is a big positive," Roiko said.
deal [for her]. That's just blunt honest. She likes to win,"
Her husband echoed those words.
Head Coach Toby Schwarz said.
"Running means a lot to her, so it's a big deal if she
After fin ishing out her high school career with two doesn't go out on a run every day,"Jon Williams said. "As
years at Northwest Christian in which she was named she's gotten older, I think it's just become something she
team MVP her senior year and broke the school's 5k re wants to do for the rest of her life."
cord, Williams moved on to Whitworth. Since then, she
While Williams admits that she is glad she is a
has been a dominating force for the Pirates.
goal-oriented person, she also admits that sometimes
Williams is one of t he team captains this year oh a
that characteristic can hurt her if she's not careful. How
team that has goals of going to nationals. After a sum
ever, Roi ko b elieves that Williams
mer that included an injury, Wil
does a good job of keeping her atti
liams remains confident that she
'Winning is a big deal [for
tude balanced after a race, regard
can help the women's team get to
less of the outcome.
her]. That's just blunt
nationals.
"[Her attitudes] are different
"Toby [Schwarz] has told us
but she's not drastically upset or
honest.
She
likes
to
win."
several times that he thinks we're
negative if she doesn't do well in a
the best women's team that [Whit
race," Roiko said. "She's a construc
—TOBY SCHWARZ
worth] has ever had and there's
tive person so she'll take what she
head coach
been a team that's gotten sixth in
didn't do well and figure out how
the nation before," Williams said.
to change that but she doesn't let
Williams also said she has per
that affect other people around her."
sonal reasons for wanting the team to get to the national
Williams' high school coach at Northwest Christian,
stage.
Terry Meyer, served as both her cross country coach and
"If that's our potential, I'm not going to be content un as her AP Chemistry teacher. Meyer said Williams was
less we get there," Williams said.
very much the same in the classroom as she was in cross
Williams also said the cross country program here at country.
Whitworth dictated her goals to a great extent.
"She was an incredible student, very thorough, really
"The focus is much more on nationals so I think com a delight to have in class," Meyer said. "She seemed to
ing in as a freshman I kind of knew that and ever since enjoy class and took chemistry to the extra step and was
I've been a freshman that's been a goal," Williams said.
always doing above and beyond. As an athlete, that kind
Jon Williams, Christina's husband, said that Christina of marks who she is as well."
has become more frustrated with the injuries than in the
Meyer said he grew to have a certain level of expecta
past because this is her senior year. However, Jon Wil tion with anything Williams did.
liams said she has stayed positive.
"Each area that I watched her in, I could just expect
"I think for her, she's just glad she can do it," Williams that whatever she was going to do, she woul
d do 100 per
said. "There was a while where it was pretty bad over the cent," Meyer said.
summer injury wise and [she realizes] just being able to
Williams hopes to use her winner's mentality this sea
compete in cross country meets is awesome."
son as a driving force behind the women's team's goal,
After being one of th e three team captains last year, and William's goal, of q ualifying for cross country na
Williams is the only returning captain of the three this tionals.
year. Williams said she continues to feel humbled by the
Contact Connor Soudani at
opportunity.
"It's just an honor that I get to do that and hopefully I csoudanil6@my.whitworth.edu

MEN'S GOLF
Sunday,0ct5,TBA
Whitman Invitational (Away)

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday, Oct 4,9:30 a.m.
Willamette Invitational (Away)

m

WOMEN'S GOLF

CO
go

Saturday, Sept 27,1 p.m.
Chapman (Home)

Senior Christina Williams hopes to help lead the women's cross country team to an appearance at nationals.

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Cross country continues season
in Spokane and Seattle
The Whitworth men's team took 11th
and the women's team took seventh in
the team rankings last Saturday at the
Sundodger Invitational in Seattle. The
men finished behind Puget Sound and
Lewis & Clark, while edging out Linfield
by one point in the team standings. The
men's top four runners finished under
27 minutes with junior Chris MacMurray
crossing the line in 26:11.
In addition, the women's team finished
behind Whitman and was edged out
by three points to Puget Sound. Junior
Kellyn Roiko led the way for the Pirate
women with a time of 23 minutes flat.
The women also sent a team of six
runners to the Runner's Soul/Erik
Anderson Invite in Spokane at Plantes
Ferry Park. The smaller women's team
finished seventh out of eight teams.
Both teams will take a week off before
heading to the Willamette Invitational
on Oct. 4 in Salem, Ore.
Connor Soudani | Sports Editor

Golf teams face-off against NWC
teams at Pacific Invite
The men's and women's golf teams
took home first and third place finishes
respectively at the Pacific Invite last
weekend. The women improved on their
334 team score from the first day with a
328 to move them up to third in the final
standings.
Meanwhile, the men held onto their
lead over Willamette in the first round
to take the tournament title with a team
score of 576 over both rounds.
The women's team will compete again
on Oct. 4 at the Whitworth Invite while
the men will pick up competition on
Oct. 5 at the Whitman Invitational.
Connor Soudani | Spor
ts Editor

WHITPICS

Kipoe Harvest Festival

TOP: Students listen to B-Mac resident director Matthew Baker as he reads a poem byWendell Berry during the Harvest Festival on Sunday, Sept. 21.
Juliana Zajicek | hotographer
P

ABOVE LEFT: Seniors Quincy Cooper and lessica Bronte perform at the Kipos Harvest Party at the Kipos garden on North Lola Lane.

Kari Johnson | h
Potographer

ABOVE RIGHT: Freshmen Hannah Fulton and Emma Harms sign up to be on the Kipos mailing list during the harvest festival.
Juliana Zajicek |Photographer

BELOW LEFT: The Kipos Harvest Party showcased the variety of produce grown in the garden as well as Whitworth student performers and games.
Kari Johnson |Photographer

BELOW RIGHT: Alumni Matt Comi, Jana Wipf, Audrey Evans and Rebecca Markley partake in a potato sack race during the games portion of the harvest festival.
Juliana Zajicek | hotographer
P
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Artist Spotlight Series
Part of an ongoing series celebrating student artists,
King Dawidalle speaks all about that (upright) bass.

•

ASWU fall survey results
express student opinion

Volleyball wins first two
NWC home games

ABOUTUS

VOLUME 105, ISSUE 3
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's_content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU. > OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
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PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

13 FOOTBALL

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitwortlirdn.com
'

Pirates unable to hold off the Chapman
offense at home and suffer first loss.

$£&

QUESTIONS?
kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu.
<c
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues, jofinterest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 250
words.
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9 W.FM UPDATES

FEATURED

03 VEHICLE CRIMES

11 IDEALISTIC CAPITALISM

A large amount of vehicle-related crimes
have been occurring on campus. Students
are encourages to take extra precautions.

Millennials turn to social entrepreneurship
to capitalize on flexibility, autonomy and
creativity.

04 FAIR TRADE SODEXO

12 DIVERSITY MATTERS

Sodexo makes small changes in order to
create a sustainable dining experience. Fair
trade produce may be the next step.

07 LGBTQ FILM SCREENING
Documentary maker Markie Hancock
presents her film on homosexual students
struggling with faith, "Queers in the
Kingdom: Let Your Light Shine."

10 PJS & PICTURE BOOKS
Westminster Round's first event of the year,
PJs and Picture Books got the year off to a
sleepy start—in a good way.

Students play an important role in the
diversity of the university, and working
toward Vision 2021.

14 VOLLEYBALL WINS
Women's volleyball dominated Pacific
University. They will play Willamette on
Friday, Oct. 3.

15 CROW'S NEST
Junior Nicole Leonard forms strong
relationships in volleyball and in her
education program to be successful.

Cover Photo: Hope Barnes

Student opinion revealed through ASWU fall survey
Results from student survey may enact various policy changes for Whitworth
Robert Giffin
Staff Writer
Multiple Associated Students of Whit
worth University affiliates including coordi
nators and senators went out into the Whit
worth community to survey students for the
annual ASWU Fall S urvey on Sept. 17. The
survey covered a variety of topics, including
fair trade food at Sodexo and protecting les
bian, gay and bisexual faculty at Whitworth
from discrimination.
The survey questions, which are decid
ed by the Executive Board each year and
tweaked by the ASWU leadership, are based
on current hot topics around campus. Ihe
survey not only takes into account the con
cerns of students, but faculty andstaff also.
Question one of the survey asked stu
dents about issues they would like to dis
cuss, events that they would like planned.
The results for this question vary and will be
explained in detail at the ASWU meeting on
Oct. 1, ASWU President Ian Robins said.
"They are ideas, suggestions and general
topics students are interested in and help
shape our programming," Robins said.
The second question of th e survey asked
students whether they would like all ASWU
information sent by email, or if the y would
make use of a n app that gave them infor
mation based on their interests. A m ajority
of stu dents, 365 to 215 ratio, said that they
would rather receive all information through
email.
In the 2014 Whitworth Faculty Handbook,
there are currently no protections against
discrimination based on someone's sexu
al orientation, even though 3 percent of the
Whitworth faculty identify as lesbian, gay or
bisexual. Question three of the survey asked
students if the re should be a new article in

the handbook that protects faculty from this
form of dis crimination. The majority of stu
dents, 315 to 86 (30 having voiced no opin
ion), said that they would be in favor of such
a measure.
"I found it interesting that the majority of
the students who were questioned and that
chose to answer felt that sexual orientation
should be a protected identity on the Whit
worth campus," Robins said. "I amexcited to
see what our assembly thinks of all the results
as they are the decision-makers in ASWU."
The final question of the survey asked
if students want Sodexo to embrace more
locally grown and Fair Trade options, if i t
meant an increase in the price of meal plans.
A majority of 215 to 148 students stated that
they would not approve of such a measure.
However, the opinions are varied as 16 stu
dents couldn't decide, and 11 saying it would
depend on the price.
"This can give ASWU som e idea on how
students are feeling on campus on some is
sues, and these results can then lead to cer
tain focuses or more planning within specific
areas," Robins said.
Enacting policy change on a campus-wide
basis is a long and time-consuming process.
For now those issues will remain a point of
conversation and debate amongst the Whit
worth community and ASWU leadership.
However, the discussion among student
leadership will begin soon.
"I plan to present these results and start a
conversation as soon as I can with our team
to see where our priorities and energies
should lie, or if we should further our work
on any of these topics," Robins said.

Contact Robert Giffin at
rgiffinl 8@my.whitworth.edu

Carly Colby| Graphic Artist

Vehicle-related crime occurring on campus
Katie Shaw & Henry Stelter
Editor-in-Chief and Guest Writer
A public service announcement about car break-ins and car theft on campus was
sent out to students recently. Students may think that the beautiful campus is isolat
ed from crime, Security Supervisor Jacquelyn Christensen said; this is not the case.
There have been five vehicle-related crimes this September, according to Christensen's information. In three incidents, windows were smashed. Perpetrators stole
clothes from one car and $2,500 worth of items from another, including a stereo. All
cars were old models.
On Sept. 18, a Honda was stolen from parking lot Gl. While it has not yet been re
covered, security has low-quality footage of a white male and a while female around
the time the car was stolen. The suspects dumped a stolen Acura for the Honda,
Christensen said. Thisand all other security footage has been turned over to the Spo
kane County Sheriff detectives, who are investigating the theft.
Car prowling often occurs in teams so one or two people can keep a lookout, Se
curity Officer William Davis said. In addition, the north side of campus is being tar
geted; four out of the five vehicles robbed were parked in lot Gl, which is adjacent to
Graves Gym and behind McMillan Hall.
In response, security is concentrating especially onpatrolling certain areas, Davis
said.
"We're more aware of p eople coming on campus and if someone doesn t look
right, especially at late hours," Davis said.
The worst time for crime on campus is the beginning of the school year, although
car prowling can go on all year,Davis said. Thisyear, vehicle crimes have been higher

than normal.
According to recent crime data released by the FBI, Spokane has one of the high
est crime rates in America, with an average crime rate of 93.75 crimes, per 1,000 peo
ple. Twenty-five on-campus crimes have been reported this year, from car theft to
backpack theft to students stealing unattended money at the gym.
However, there is no way of counting unreported crimes, and frequently students
will not report small thefts, as they do not believe Whitworth security can do any
thing to help them. Junior Scott Mayfield is one such example. Last week, his back
pack was stolen from the dining area. After checking the lost and found on several
occasions, he eventually gave up hope, and did not report the theft.
Security can only do so m
uch, but Christensen has several tips for new and return
ing students:
• Always lock vehicles and never leave valuables in sight; take them out or lock
them in your trunk.
• Never leave purses or wallets unattended and never keep social security cards or
PIN numbers in your wallet.
• Keep a list of credit cards you have and phone numbers to call in case they are
stolen.
• Lock dorm rooms and don't prop open doors.
• Lock your bike with a thickU-Bolt. Bring a cheap bike to campus.
Students can help security by reporting suspicious people and any other suspect
ed criminal activity on campus to security.
Contact Katie Shaw at
kshawl 7@my.whitworth.edu

Contact Henry Stelter at
hstelterl 6@my.whitworth.edit
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Sodexo works to create
sustainable food services

Summer heat causes
fungus outbreak on
athletic fields
Justin Maxwell
Guest Writer

Kelly Logie | raphic
G
Artist

Sasha Siclait
Staff Writer
Members of student leadership approached students with a short survey. One of
the questions oh the survey asked, "If Sodexo were to purchase only locally grown
or Fair Trade food at Whitworth for the dining hall, would you be willing to pay
more in meal plans?" The result: most students would not be willing to pay more
for meal plans even if Whitworth purchase only locally grown or Fair Trade food
items.
However, Sodexo already makes an effort to purchase locally grown or fair trade
foods.
"Sodexo recently started a campaign called 'Get Local in the Dining Hall' which
displays all of the places where Whitworth buys locally," Sodexo marketing intern
Larissa Bitton said.
"Our professionally trained chefs write our menus to take advantage of the fresh
fruits and vegetables that are naturally in season in the Northwest," according to
the Whitworth Dining website.
Sustainability efforts have been also on the rise in the dining hall. A few years
ago, Whitworth got rid of serving trays in order to conserve water being used to
wash the trays as well as to reduce the amount of food waste. Within the last couple
of years, napkin dispensers have been removed from tables and placed near the
eating utensils.
"We do that so students don't overuse the napkins, and we have ended up using
less napkins than in years past," Bitton said.
According to the Whitworth Dining website, all of the napkins are also made
from 100 percent recycled material and less power is used to recycle paper prod
ucts rather than to make them from virgin material.
Sustainability efforts are happening outside of the dining hall as well. The Mind
& Hearth no longer sells bottled water. Students can also find reusable mugs in the
coffee shop free to use in place of paper cups for their beverages.
Sodexo continues to strive for a sustainable dining experience. Further efforts
depend on student interest, funding and accessibility.

Before any of the soccer or football teams had a game here at Whitworth, the
grounds team had a victory of their own taking on pythium blight, a fungus that
sprung up on campus at the end of June.
Pythium blight is a fungus that requires what is called "the disease triangle,"
said Steve Nead, Whitworth grounds keeper in charge of all athletic fields. A dis
ease triangle occurs when a susceptible host (the grass) and a present pathogen
(pythium blight) combine with proper conditions for fungus to grow. The high
number of consecutive days with temperatures above 90 degrees with 60 per
cent humidity or higher provided the perfect conditions for the fields to contract
pythium blight, he said.
The fungus eats at the roots of grass and looks like small pieces of cotton. It
began growing this summer, at the end of June when temperatures soared and
thunderstorms began to roll in causing the humidity to rise. When Nead, who
has a degree in sports turf management from Penn State, heard that he had a
fungus taking over his fields he sent a sample of the fungus to a biological exam
iner in Texas.
Nead was relieved when the results came back that the fungus was pythium
blight because it has no health hazards to people, he said.
The grass was treated on numerous occasions with a contact fungicide which
soaks into the roots and treats the fungus. However, the fungicide can be haz
ardous to people if ingested, but only at high amounts, Nead said.
The fungicide is regulated by the government and other agencies to keep it as
safe as possible.
Pythium blight also affected the Liberty Lake Golf Course and other turf sur
faces in Spokane, Nead said.
Contact Justin Maxwell at
jmaxwelll 6@my.whitworth.edu

Contact Sasha Siclait at
ssiclaitl 6@my.whitworth.edu
Hannah Walker | G
raphic Artist
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New faculty and staff share their stories
McKinley Powers
StaffWriter

Robin Henager

Visiting assistant professor of economics, school of business

Robin Henager has lived the past 20 years in a
town north of Atlanta, Ga. Originally from the Tri-Cities, Henager moved to Georgia after she got a job at
Lockey Martin as a financial forecast analyst after grad
school.
Henager has two daughters. Her oldest daughter is
currently in college back in Georgia where her hus
band also is, and her youngest daughter is a student
here at Whitworth. Once her daughters were born, she
started looking for a part time job. She then started
working in a ministry that did work counseling fami

lies in finance as a non-profit organization. She had
always dreamed about being a professor at a univer
sity so she decided to go back to school and get her
doctorate, she said.
With her new degree, she started teaching at a
private liberal-arts college north of Atlanta and also
taught and did research at the University of Adanta.
Because Henager is originally from Washington, she
started to miss the Pacific Northwest, she said. When
the opportunity came up to be a visiting professor at
Whitworth, she decided to take it.

"By being at Whitworth, I feel that it is adding value
to my life and I appreciate the community," Henager
said.
She feels that she brings experience to Whitworth
because of her background in the corporate world
combined with her knowledge of finance, non-profit
work and also experience in ministry, she said.
"I have already experienced an enriching experi
ence here at Whitworth, and all the faculty has treated
me like family. I hope this is the feeling that continues
with my time here," Henager said.

Ahyana King

Assistant dean of intercultural student development, student life

One of the newest additions to the Whitworth fac
ulty is Ayhana King, the assistant dean of intercul
tural student development. Originally from Phila
delphia, King went to her undergraduate school at
Messiah College in Pennsylvania and finished her
degree at Walden University in Minnesota. She has
a background in counseling and has worked with
foster care, HIV and AIDs victims and also sexual
abuse victims. She is one of fivesiblings and had a
diverse upbringing, which she feels lead her to value
diversity even more, and looks forward to being here
at Whitworth, King said.
Before King came to Whitworth, she worked at
Pennsylvania State University at the Brandywine
campus, where she did mental health work with the
students there. She realized she enjoyed this type of

work and wanted to pursue it further in her career,
she said.
King decided she wanted a break from counsel
ing, which led her to apply for the job at Whitworth.
As the assistant dean of intercultural student devel
opment, she feels that she can help bring a certain
level of creativity to Whitworth that can be helpful in
fostering cross cultural collaboration and under
standing, she said.
"I look forward to being in communication and
celebrating various differences and similarities that
every person brings to Whitworth," King said.
She believes that Whitworth is unique because
its students are excellent leaders, and she looks for
ward to seeing how specifically Whitworth accom
plishes this and being a part of it, she said.

Hannah Palmer | Photographer

Monica WMtlock

Director of counseling center/assistant professor, school of ed/student life
Another addition to the Whitworth faculty team
is Monica Whitlock, the director of the counseling
center and assistant professor.
Originally from San Diego, Calif., she has a
husband and two daughters, one of whom attends
Mead High School and the other Westmont Col
lege. Because Whitlock lived in San Diego most of
her life, she misses the ocean and is nervous for
winter, she said.
She has been a professor in sociology, criminol
ogy, marriage and family therapy and worked in a
college counseling center.
Because she teaches in the graduate program,
she hopes to pass on her passion and be helpful

$2 MIL
The amount Chase
Adam raised to help
1,000 people afford
medical care.
p.ll

to her students as they go off to work in different
settings and become "competent and caring coun
selors," she said.
"I also hope to help students get unstuck when
things interfere with their plans for their lives,"
Whidock said.
Whitlock hopes that this experience here at
Whitworth will involve building a strong commu
nity and that she will help students grow and learn,
she said.
Contact McKinley Powers at
mpowersl 8@my.whitworth.edu
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15 injured during Miamishooting
Around 100 shots were fired inside a Miami
nightclub on Sunday, Sept. 28. Victims
ranged in ages between 11 and 25. Police are
investigating what led to the incident.

Drug trafficker captured in Seattle
A group of Northwest colleges and universities are collaborating to feature some of each other's articles in online and
print editions.

From Emmy's to 'Emily'
The question every Lute is trying to answer: "What
will you do with your one wild and precious life?"
funiors Camille Adams and Rachel Diebel are on their
way, and students get to watch.
Diebel and Adams started answering the question in
their freshman year. On assignment from The Mooring
Mast, they created a video package together to accom
pany a story.
Former General Manager Storm Gerlock found out
that Adams wanted to be a screenwriter. She encour
aged Adams and Diebel to write and produce a show
for Mast TV and they liked the idea.
"We literally just decided to," Diebel said. "If we had
known what it entailed, we would have never had done
it. But since we were so naive, we were like 'we can just
film a thing,' like 'that's fine!'"
Two years later, Adams and Diebel are best friends,
housemates and entering their third year writing origi
nal series for Mast TV.
Last year, their second show, "Impressions," con
tained six episodes, totaling sixty minutes of content.
These sophomores' attempt proved to be quality.
"We submitted for a couple awards at the end of the
year, and Camille [Adams] ended up getting nominated

for a Northwest Emmy," Diebel said.
She's making Adams a T-shirt about her Emmy
nomination.
This fact is not well-known around campus, getting
lost in the shuffle during end-of-year activities, so
take note now. This is the first time inPacific Lutheran
University history that anyone has been nominated
for a Pacific Northwest College Emmy in the Writing
Category.
"We couldn't believe we were able to be there,"
Adams said. "Hearing all the speeches of professionals
who have been in the business for twenty years, and
this is [the professionals'] first Emmy, and they've been
nominated and nominated just waiting for this... It
was phenomenal to think that we were just at the very
beginning of that process at [the age of] twenty."
Their nomination has only fueled their wild ambi
tion. Diebel, the director and producer said this year
will be the most ambitious project yet.
For the full story from PLU's The Mast, go to thewhitworthian.com

Students protest lack of
economic diversity over alumni weekend
Protests against the lack of socioeconomic diversity
on campus continued throughout the day on Saturday,
as students worked to alert alumni visiting campus of
the lack of socioeconomic diversity at the college.
The first action of the day took place when First
Generation & Working Class students distributed
pamphlets explaining theirs goals and what different
members of the Whitman community could do to take
action.
Students hoped to be able to distribute the pam
phlets during the March of the Classes, when alumni
marched across campus. While this was scheduled
to begin at 10:30, its time was shif
ted forward signifi
cantly, and activists only managed to catch up when it
reached its final destination at Cordiner Hall.
Alumni's responses to fliers varied, with many ex
pressing support for students and frustration at the lack
of diversity on campus.
"It think [the administration has] done a better
job with this than with some other things issues that
have come up over the last year, I think they've been
more proactive about posting comments and sharing
e-mails, but saying you're going to do something and
then actually doing it is very different an
d I'm a believ
er in action. We need to see the change, we need to see

steps taken," said Samantha Howell '04.
Other alumni feel socioeconomic diversity was not
a serious problem, and other schools faced the same
challenge. Some felt there were other problems the
college needs to address.
"I think the solution, in all seriousness, is the school
has to find a way to cut the cost [of tuition] by ten
grand," said Steve Enfield '83. "If they don't learn how
to cut their cost, they're going to implode, as are many
other colleges, because the price-tag for college has
gotten way too high to be affordable."
Protesters feel the college's response to the frus
tration of students, staff, faculty andalumni has been
inadequate. The administration has put forward several
statements over the last several days, claiming to
remain committed to diversity and offering statistics
which contest whether Whitman is less diverse than
other schools. While the administration and Board of
Trustees may consider changes in the coming months,
no concrete policies have been announced thus far.
For the full story from Whitman's The Pioneer, goto
thewhitworthian.com

Agents of Homeland Security Investigators
in Seattle arrested the leader of a drug
and gun trafficking organization. The
31-year-old directed the smuggling of
methamphetamine and heroin from Mexico
and smuggling guns into Mexico. He was
sentenced to 27 years in federal prison.

Fires in Spokane County and
Spokane Valley found suspicious
Twenty-one brush fires and two house fires
occurred in the past week. Spokane County
and Spokane Valley fire crews suspect a
serial arsonist is responsible for the blazes.

Protests in Hong Kongcontinue
Hong Kong residents are angry with
Chinese government plans to vet candidates
in the 2017 elections. Thousands of
protesters are camping in the streets,
blocking major roads. Chinese police tactics
of using batons, tear gas and pepper spray
have had varying success.
Sources | New York Dai
ly News, BBC News and the
Spokesman Review

ASWU UPDATE
• The homecoming theme this year is
"Homecoming From the Past." Instead of
homecoming royalty, dorms will compete
for points. Competitions include designing
a banner, a badminton tournament and a
1920s fashion show. Homecoming dance
will be Saturday, Oct. 11, at 8:30 p.m. to 12
a.m. at the HUB.
• Graham Silcher, the off-campus represen
tative, talked about modifications made to
the Central American Study Program. The
program has been reduced to eight stu
dents. Mexico has been a no-travel zone for
a long time but will open up this year.
• Tim Demant, the new athletics director,
introduced himself and shared his vision for
the athletics department. He plans to focus
the athletic department to value athletic ex
cellence, academic achievement, character
development and leadership development.
• Disney on Ice tickets are available at the
HUB Info Desk. Sixty tickets are on reserve
for an estimated priceof$15 each. The event
is Nov. 7-9.

ARTS&CULTURE
Film maker Markie Hancock explores the role of
'Queers in the Kingdom/ on college campuses
Courtney Murphy
Staff Writer
"I couldn't get a roommate," said Hank Chen, Wheaton College class of 2006.
"Being gay was the worst sin," said Deb Twigg,
Wheaton College class of 1979.
These are just the few of the memories Wheaton
College alumni shared in the film "Queers in the King
dom: Let Your Light Shine" that was screened in Rob
inson Teaching Theatre on Thursday. The film, which
is by Markie Hancock, documents the college careers
of several Wheaton alumni who experienced persecu
tion, oppression sometimes resulting in suicide, simply
because they were gay:
"I didn't know anyone on campus that could have
possibly identified as LGBTQ," Hancock, who graduat
ed from Wheaton in 1981, said. "It just wasn't possible
back then."
Many of th e students featured in the documentary
had no idea that being homosexual was a possibility,
and simply thought they were imagining their feelings,
or that something was wrong with them.
What the students experienced was felt "in [their]
head, by [themselves]," said one documentary partici
pant, and the lack of asupport system was detrimental.
However, through the power of social media, many
Wheaton alumni and current students who identified
as LGBTQ and allies united to form a Facebook group

called OneWheaton.
"I was absolutely astounded to see this whole
growing collective," Hancock said.
This Facebook group, and the desire for this story
to "transcend Wheaton," Hancock said, proved to be
the catalyst for the conception of "Queers in the King
dom." Hancock is not new to the LGBTQ documenta
ry genre. Her previous film, "Born Again" looks at the
struggle of being born evangelical and coming out as a
lesbian, Hancock said.
Hancock spent time both at Wheaton and Princ
eton Seminary before travelling to Europe for several
years.
"I was very lost and had no idea what to do," Han
cock said. She began frequently attending the Berlin
Film Festival, and decided to pursue filmmaking.
In the midst of her confusion, a former professor at
Wheaton asked her what she really wanted to do.
"I'd really like to make movies, so I enrolled at Co
lumbia College that semester, right away," H ancock
said.
"You're always looking for interesting projects and
you're always looking for ways to fund them," Hancock
said about being an independent documentary film
maker. "It's a very up and down business."
"Queers in the Kingdom" has done very well so far,
and is currently playing at several prestigious film fes
tivals, m ost of wh ich are mainstream and not strictly
LGBTQ. It is being shown at the St. Louis Internation
al Film Festival, the Austin LGBT Film Festival and the

Kansas International Film Festival, where it is up for a
Social Justice Award, Hancock said.
So far, Whitworth is the first and only Christian col
lege to screen "Queers in the Kingdom" on campus,
which is "animpressive sign of progress and openness,"
Hancock said.
The Robinson Teaching Theatre was full during the
showing and most students stayed for the question and
answer session following the event. Many students dis
cussed with Hancock ways to make Whitworth a more
accepting community.
"My views that equality is necessary and that every
body should be treated equal have been strengthened,"
freshman Ryan Karpenko said, as he described the im
pact that watching "Queers in the Kingdom" and par
ticipating in the following discussion had on him.
To promote equality as a community, we must start
conversations with each other and work through issues
together, Karpenko said.
"My big hope was that the film would transcend
Wheaton," Hancock said. "It's something so much big
ger that impacts so many young people and students
at colleges."
This is a story that could be told through so many
colleges, and she is glad the film has reached as far as it
has, Hancock said.
Contact Courtney Murphy at
cmurphyl 8@my.whitworth.edu

Teams walk to raise awareness for Crohn's disease
ing disease.
"I feel likepeople have been afraid to
Staff Writer
tell their story. Like breast cancer, it just
isn't something people feel compelled to
Groups of s upporters clustered in talk about," Douglas said. "Our company
Mirabeau Point Park, each represent has given people the voice they need to
ing their own artistic outlook to raise share their story."
awareness for the Spokane 2014 Take
Crohn's and Colitis Foundation of
Steps 2.65 mile walk on Saturday Sept. America (CCFA) established the Take
27. Each team, totaling about 120 reg Steps program six years ago to raise
istered walkers in all, created their own awareness of the disease nationwide.
T-shirts and miniature banners to share There are 145 walks per year ail over the
their story and to urge the growth of nation and CCFA is optimistic in seeing
awareness.
the growth continue.
Inflammatory bowel disease causes
"We are still a young and small event
two main diseases: Crohn's disease and compared to March of D imes or some
ulcerative colitis. Although these dis of the other larger walks." Douglas said.
eases are very different, they are both She described a steady growth across
autoimmune diseases where the body the board for each event and recapped
attacks its own digestive system. As that just last year alone they raised $11
common as these diseases are, affecting
million.
1.4 million Americans, they lack a cure.
Douglas emphasized the importance
Not only have these diseases affected of how the money raised is broken down
older individuals, but have begun affect for spending. For every dollar raised,
ing younger children. Severe or mild, it's 82 cents goes toward the mission. The
a life-altering disease.
mission mainly consists of research, but
Kathy Douglas, national manager for also includes educational resources of
Take Steps, has great hopes for what the diseases to the public through class
the future will bring through the grow es, call centers, and online websites. The
ing awareness and donations collected: leftover money is distributed between
"I do believe in our lifetime we'll see a the faculty members as salary.
cure," Douglas said.
"For a nonprofit, that's quite amazing,"
A few of the teams were compr
ised of
Douglas said.
many younger children who are Crohn's
From this event alone, the teams
disease patients. This demonstrates the have raised $22,000 donations online,
importance of raising awareness and doubling last year's amount raised, and
providing education throughout the na with a steady line of personal donations,
tion, among all ages, sopatients have the CFFA wa s only $800 short of reaching
tools they need to live with this life alter

Alyssa Saari

their $25,000
goal. The clos
ing
deadline
for donations
is December,
and with the
time available,
Douglas said
she is confident
that the Spo
kane event will
achieve their
goal.
After ail
120
walkers
crossed the fin
ish line, they
rejoiced with
Alyssa Saari|Photographer
Fiber One bars
Crohn's
disease
patients
and
lo
ved
ones
walk to raise funds.
and bananas
at the success
of their event.
Awards were dispersed among the most there is a TakeSteps walk in Seattle com
successful teams, including, current ing up in the spring of 2015. If you know
Crohn's disease fighter Leslie Busch. She anyone with Crohn's or would just like
received a first place award for the larg to support, register to walk in support
est team comprised of 26 participants of all IBD patients. Of course, donations
and third place for the most amount of are always welcome. If yo u would like
money raised with $828, just $172 short to help Spokane reach their 2014 g oal
of $25,000, contact Kathy Douglas at
of her goal.
"I want to thank my team because they kdouglas@ccfa.org.
are the reason I finished today...
and this is only my first year of many for
the Spokane Take Steps events," Busch
said, giving the first Crohn's disease tes
tament as she received her award.
The next Spokane event will not be Contact Alyssa Saari at
until the end of next September, but asaaril 8@my.whitworth.edu
4
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Artist Spotlight: King Dawidalle plays (from the soul
Kyla Parkins

King Dawidalle has been playing the upright
bass since he was 10 years old.
"My dad put the bass in my hand," Dawidal
le said. "I didn't want to at first, because I was
more into drumming. Then Istarted to realize I
was really good at bass. It just came easy to me
so I started playing and got more into it."
In high school he joined concert band for
his first
year, Dawidal
le said. When sophomore
year came, he joined jazz
band and has stuck with it
ever since. However, things
could have turned out very
differently for Dawidalle.
"If I did not switch school
districts, I would be a violist right now, so I'm kind of
glad things worked the way
they did," Dawidalle said.
Now that the bass is his main
instrument, Dawidalle said it's
very important, especially in a jazz
setting.
"It's very melodic and you're pret
ty much the leader. You have to play
a lot of root chords," Dawidalle said.
"Without our stable guidance, the
rest of t he band can't follow. It's a
very important responsibility and
I'm grateful to have the ability and
discipline to do it."
Dawidalle said he takes inspiration
from many big names, including Ron
Carter, Charles Mingus, Cecil Mcbee
and Marcus Miller. How ever, one of
his greatest inspirations is his dad.
"My dad's the reason why I play a
lot too. He's a musician..'..Every day
he's emailing me something new to
listen to. He plays guitar, he used to
play saxophone, and he's a singer/
songwriter," Dawidalle said.
Dawidalle has dabbled in compos
ing his own music as well.
"I have a band back home called
Dysfunction and all we do is orig
inals," Dawidalle said. "I've pret
ty much named 99 percent of our
songs, and I guess that comes from
Hope Barnes | Photo
grapher
my writing creativity to be able to ex

Staff Writer
Name: King Dawidalle
Grade: Sophomore
Major: Writing
Minor: Music

EVENTS

press my ideas through words if I have to."
Last year at a combo concert, Dawidalle played a
song he wrote titled "Vision." He said this piece was
inspired by wanting to go to Italy and watching his
dreams unfold in a certain way.
"That was my vision. So that's just an example of how
I get my ideas when I'm writing a song," Dawidalle said.
Dawidalle pulls from various styles in his musical jour
ney.
"When it comes to music, I like grooves. I like dark
stuff.... Stuff like that is very appe
aling to me,"Dawidal
le said. "I get a lot of hip-hop influences too. I like any
thing that sounds good. I use it to my advantage."
Music has become such a staple in Dawidaile's life
that he said he can't do anything, including homework,
without music in the background.
"It pretty much tells the story of my life. It's always
been a part of me. Ultimately, I want music to take
over when I'm done with school and going into the big
world of things," Dawidalle said. "Without music, hon
estly, 75 percent of the world's entertainment and life
and how we view things wouldn't exist. I just find it's a
very powerful thing and it needs to be continued and I
want to be able to implement that."

Contact Kyla Parkins at
kparkinsl 8@my.whitworth.edu

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

MUSIC: SEBADOH. LITERATURE

CO

Hope names |rnoiograpner

8 p.m. I $25
The Bartlett
228 IV. Sprague Ave.
90s Low-Fi band performs downtown.

COMMUNITY: LOST & FOUND: RESEARCH
ON NAZI-ERA LOOTING
6:30 p.m.
Northwest Museum of Arts & Culture
2316 W. First Ave.
An exploration of looting and the
search for ancient art, literature and
monuments.

CM

CAMPUS: LINDAMAN CHAIR LECTURE
7 p.m.
Weyerhauser RTT
Julia Stronks, Whitworth professor
and Lindaman Chair, will lecture on
"Christians, Public Policy and Sexual
Identity: Why Loving the SinnerDoesn't Do It for Me Anymore."

COMMUNITY:SHANN RAY READING
7 p.m.
Auntie's Bookstore
402 W. Main Ave.
Reading and book signing with local
author Shann Ray.

CO

ac

ART: TERRAIN 7

THEATRE.EUGENE

5 p.m.
Washington Cracker Co. Building
304 W. Pacific
Art exhibit featuring over 250 pieces
of painting, photography, music,
theatre, poetry, comedy and more.

2 p.m. and 7:30

Martin Woldson
1001 W. Spragut
The classic fairyi

COMMUNITY: WHI
CO

MUSIC:PIXIES. ROYAL BLOOD
8 p.m. I $4 0-$60
INB Performing Arts Center
334 W. Spokane Falls Blvd.
Influential 80s alt./rock band
performs downtown.

5:30 p.m. I $7-$Riverfront Park
705 N. Howards
A roller derby to
shelters in Spok
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W.FM launches new ideas for this academic year
Jacob Millay

about the radio station. That position is held by sopho have four people listening to your show," Parker said.
more Taylor Oddino.
"If we can broadcast around campus, suddenly you
Along with these structural changes, they have also don't know who is listening to you anymore, and that is
created a new logo with the new direction for the stu very exciting," Parker said.
dio. The logo features the stylized figure of a person
On Wednesday, Sept. 24, ASWU granted Whitworth.
with a radio for a head, superimposed over an out-of- fm the money required to make the station play in the
focus background in neutral tones with hints of hot cafeteria, the coffee shop and the MPR. There are also
pink. "W.FM," is emblazoned across the image.
possible plans to try to broadcast the station in the
"It is really just a re-imagining for the whole station lounges of the dorms around campus at certain times
to show that the student is the radio station," Parker of the day as well.
said about the new logo.
With this new ideal of students being more involved,
Parker said that anyone who wants to help out at the
station can. While the roles may be different than sim
ply hosting a show, student involvement is key to the
Contact Jacob Millay at
success of the show. Students could help run events,
Hannah Brekke |Photographer
make playlists for the air, suggest songs to the station,
jmillayl 6@my.whitworth.edu
help in the public relations sphere,
or even cohost show. A student
Whitworth.fm has been a consistent part of Whit- who wants to host a show alone
worth's campus for many years. It originally started as a does have to be enrolled in the
traditional radio studio, broadcasting at 90.3 under the radio class, which meets on Tues
name KWRS. However, in 2010 Whitworth.fm switched days from 5-5:40 p.m. in the ABC
from a traditional broadcast to an online broadcast at Conference Room, upstairs in the
HUB. Anyone can come to the
www.whitworth.fm.
The station is entirely student led, from the general class and participate, even without
manager to the show hosts. This layout gives the station being enrolled in the class.
"Live shows are the lifeblood of
a lot of flexibility. Eac h year can have an entirely new
Whitworth.ffn," Parker said, "but
staff, so the content can be varied from year to year.
This year, senior Danny Parker has taken over the we need things to fill in the gaps,
helm as general manager of Whitworth.fm. He has al and prerecorded shows and music
ready made a substantial number of changes to the sta playlists help to make the station
tion, and plans for more changes that are underway as great to listen no matter what time
it is."
the station grows and evolves.
Another step that Whitworth.
"The station has been struggling since we went off
the airwaves," Parker said. "No one knew what a inter fm is trying to make is getting the
radio into high traffic areas around
net-only radio station really looked like at Whitworth."
Parker said that in the past Whitworth.fm has tried campus. Mind & Hearth, the cafe
to emulate what other college radio stations are doing, teria and the Multi Purpose Room
would be good fits for Whitworth.
but it hasn't yielded the same results.
So Parker and the rest of the Whitworth.fm team are fin, Parker said.
"We have an audience that is
trying to approach the station with a new direction.
Hannah Brekke | hPotographer
This year they have a new, revamped website designed right next to us that we cannot get
by junior Alec Moore; improvements in the radio to right now. Part of the beauty of radio is you never Senior Danny Parker and the team of W.FM take
booth and they have even created a brand-new posi know who is listening to your show, and that was very Whitworth radio in a new direction*
tion this year called the Public Relations Manager, who present When the station was on the airwaves. But with
is responsible for getting people involved and excited internet radio, you can look over and see that you only
Staff Writer

1ALLET; CINDERELLA
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MUSIC: AARON CARTER

m.l$l5-$41
heater at The Fox
Ave.

8 p.m. I $1 5-$50
Knitting Factory
919 W. SpragueAve.

le ballet.

Relive your teenage years at this
concert at the Knitting Factory.

LET THE BELLES OUT?

>enefit the animal
ie.

CO

MUSIC:FIT FOR A KING
6:30 p.m. I $13
The Hop!
706 N. Monroe St.
Christian metal band from Texas
performs downtown.

CO

CO

P0ETRY:B.H. FAIRCHILD READING
7 p.m.
Hixson Union Building
Award-winning poet B.H. Fa irchild
shares his poetry on the Midwest and
the people who live there.

FILMiBATTLE OF THE STRANDS LIVE
8 p.m. I $12.50
Regal Cinemas
4750 N. Division
Screening of the finales for the
International Salon Competition.

«
5j

tij
i—

LECTURE: NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC LIVE:
CORAL KINGDOMS & EMPIRES OF ICE
7 p.m. I $4 1.50
INB Performing Arts Center
334 VJ. Spokane Falls Blvd.
An exploration of the deep sea with
some of the best photographers in
the world.

MUSIC:LESS THAN JAKE
7:30 p.m. / $21
Knitting Factory
919 W. Sprague Ave.
Ska/punk band from Florida performs
downtown.

10 A&C
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Sheri Jacobson performs on flute
years ago.
"My husband and I just felt likewe could fit this into
the schedule this year and it was about time we did it
again," Jacobson said. "I like to do it because it makes
Ihe walls of the Music Building Recital Hall filled with me practice. It's like a school class. You're not going
the light lilt of a flute mingling with the strong melody to study if you don't have a test in the same way you
of the piano. The crowd perched upon their seats silent would study if you had one...I might keep up to a cer
ly. Pages fluttered as they were turned and notes sailed tain level but doing a recital really makes you focus. It
across the open space.
improves me as a teacher and a player."
This was the scene on Sept. 24 at the Faculty Recital
Jacobson's choice to become a flute instructor was
starring flute professor Sheri lacobson. She was accom influenced by one of her role models.
panied by her husband Gordon Jacobson on piano.
"The instigator for making this more of a profession
At 8 p.m., the duo filed onstage to begin a night of mu al decision was my college flute teacher...her name
sic. The seven selections included pieces from various was Frances Risdon. She used to be the first flute here
time periods, creating a cultural experience of dif fering in Spokane actually. She inspired me and that got me
eras. Throughout the night, Sheri and Gordon Jacobson started," Jacobson said.
also explored the melodic contrasts of both energetic and
She said she instructed in various venues before
flowing songs.
coming to Spokane. After she moved to Spokane, jobs
These diverse selections included "Hamburger Sonata became available at Gonzaga and Whitworth.
Wq. 133" by C.P.E. Bach, "The Old Men Admiring Them
"It was a combination of the job being there and be
selves in the Water" by Robert Beaser and "Six Studies in ing something I really wanted to do," Jacobson said.
English Folk Song" by Ralph Vaughan Williams.
Jacobson is just one of many faculty members who
"I choose pieces to perform based on what I would like have the option to perform in a series of free faculty
my students to have experience hearing and partly just recitals. Coming up on Oct. 15 is a horn recital star
what I really love to play," Sheri Jacobson said. "I like any ring Jennifer Scriggins-Brummett. This event will take
of the music that has reference to song so I really liked the place at 8 p.m. in the Music Building Recital Hall..
six folksongs."
Jacobson said that their Faculty Recital is not an annu
Contact Kyla Parkins at
al event, although it does recur-every once in awhile. The
kparkinsl 8@my.whitworth.edu
last time Sheri and Gordon Jacobson performed was two

Kyla Parkins
StaffWriter

Book lovers throwback to youth
Rachelle Robley
StaffWriter
Whitworth students of bo th English and non-English
majors were reminded of their childhood at the first En
glish department event of the year, PJ's and Picture Books.
On Friday, Sept. 26 students were invited to hang out in
the second-floor lounge of Westminster Hall and enjoy
classic childhood stories while in their PJ's.
The event was hosted by the English Department's stu
dent-run club, Westminster Round. Laid out blankets
and sweet smells of cookies and tea created a welcoming,
warm atmosphere. Students were genuinely interested in
the children's stories being read and discussed them with
fun, yet analytical perspectives. However, most of the at
tention was focused on the children running around, tell
ing their own stories. When all the children's books had
been read and the children left, the room was filled with
a variety of conversations about dinosaurs, Daniel Tosh
and struggles in the Russian literature class.
"I thought it was awesome to meet new people. It was
like a little community, but open and relaxing," freshman
Thais Pedro said. Though she is a biology and chemistry
double major on the pre-med track, Pedro said she loves
writing and would consider being an English major.
English department events are known to have a familial
atmosphere and provide English majors as well as enthu
siasts, with opportunities to bond over their love for writ
ing and reading.
"Freshmen can meet older English majors and get to
know professors more at Westminster events," junior Ka
tie Cunningham said.
"Students set aside the stress of homework for a given
time period to attend an event and everyone there knows
that each of u s has made that decision," senior Joanna
Szabo said. Events will sometimes be held at a professor
or student's house, and faculty members will bring their
families to create a general closeness among members
of the department. Though Westminster Round is a stu
dent-run club, faculty members are really involved and
will sometimes be the motivation for students to attend.
"I like being able to identify characters and motives. I
like interaction through story and the art in that," fresh

+

man Chad Shayotovich said. Shayotovich attended
two other colleges before transferring to Whitworth
and enjoys Whitworth and the English program here.
The tight-knit community of th e English department
is representative of the Mind and Heart philosophy
Whitworth advocates.
"Usually non-English majors will come to the Bad
Love Poetry and Poetry and Pie events," Cunningham
said. Cunningham is one of the pre
sidents of Westmin
ster Round. They keep their scheduled events open to
English majors, minors and enthusiasts, Cunningham
said.
At Bad Love Poetry, located in the Mind and Hearth
Coffee House and scheduled around Valentine's Day,
slam poets will usually attend to share their poems.
Since Poetry and Pie is usually in the HUB, students
will stop in and close to a hundred people will attend.
Another fun event hosted by Westminster Round is
Literary Live Ac tion Clue, in which clues are hidden
throughout Westminster Hall and students will go on
a scavenger hunt to look for them.
The next upcoming event will be the Harvest Festival,
in which students and faculty will gather to reconnect.
For more information, look at the events calendar
posted in Westminster Hall.

Contact Rachelle Robley at
rrobleyl 6@my.whitworth.edu

Naomi Guidry|Graphic Artist

{I SAW!}
Content in the "ISaw You" section comes
from student submissions and does not
necessarily reflect the opinion of The
Whitworthian.

Mirror, Mirror on the Dining
Hall Wall...
I saw you check yourself out in the mirror
and not even grab silverware.

Getting Ahead of Yourself
I saw you take an extra senior class dis
tinction shirt when we both know you're
just a sophomore.

Daddy Issues
I saw you fighting with your dad between
the library and Arend. I hope you guys
figured it out. I'm sure he just wants the
best for you.

Please Don't Fall...
I saw you playing frisbee in the trees out
side Mac. I was scared for your life.

Walk of Shame
I saw you and your friends stumbling
back up the path from the Back 40.1 bet
you wouldn't have been able to say the
alphabet backwards if I'd asked you to.
Make sure to hydrate!

YAWP!
I heard your victory yell outside West
minster. Were you capturing the flag, or
the enemy trenches?

Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your "I Saw You"
(up to 75 words) online by sending a
private message to The Whitworthian's
Facebook page (accessible below).

OPINIONS
Business an option to create social change LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
LINDSEY
HUBBART

its website, "What began as a simple idea has evolved
into a powerful business model helping address need,
COLUMNIST
and also advance health, education and economic op
portunity for children and their communities around
the world." It is important to emphasize that this is a
Undoubtedly, the recession has wreaked havoc on
business model, not a charity. Through their business,
society at large and on individuals, leaving millions which focuses on the sale of shoes, clothes and coffee,
unemployed and many more struggling to make ends they can use the drive for profit to ignite social change.
meet. However, closer examination reveals one re
The rise of social entrepreneurs has not gone unno
deeming quality: it has forced many, particularly those ticed. Forbes has even released a list of "30 Under 30
of the millennial generation, into a new paradigm for Social Entrepreneurs," celebrating the young people
business and social change.
who have adopted this new paradigm of business. This
Our generation's idealism in-the face of econom list highlights a wide variety of endeavors. Chase Adam,
ic turmoil, has forced many to
27, launched a website "where donors can directly
forge their own way and estab
fund high-impact medical care for people in need," and
lish themselves as entrepre
has raised over $2 million to help 1,000 patients. Kamel
neurs, creating small companies
Al-Asmar, 29, developed Nakweh, "the first volunteer
that are both profit-oriented and
network for the Arab world." Christopher Ategeka, 29,
charitable. This movement has
sells bikes and motorcycles to Ugandan health centers
largely been referred to as social
to provide quicker access to medical care. Brian Baum,
entrepreneurship. Elizabeth No
24, "raffles off once-in-a-lifetime prizes...that raise
lan Brown of "Reason" magazine
funds for charities." The list continues on to highlight
refers to this movement as "hip
many more creative, strategic individuals who truly
ster capitalism." These entrepreHannah Walker
strive to make a difference in the world in their own
neurs reject both the "commune"
Graphic Artist
way that capitalizes on their personal strengths and
lifestyle and "rugged individualism," favoring a busi interests.
ness model that celebrates the good of capitalism while
According to Brown, millennials value "flexibility
rejecting its ruthless qualities, Brown said.
and autonomy" and prefer jobs in which they can as
Historically, businesses have a purely results-ori sert their creativity. We don't need to force ourselves
ented mindset. They have their goals—primarily profit into the old paradigm of business. Rather, we can lever
and growth, and they create systematic approaches for age these natural instincts along with our idealism to
achieving those goals. The business sector has succeed make a difference. Business does not have to be viewed
ed in creating unprecedented amounts of wealth and as "selling out" and profit does not have to be associat
has allowed our society to flourish in many respects. ed with greed. By harnessing the power of capitalism,
When this drive for results is paired with non-profits' we can combine our need to earn a living with our ide
goals to provide hope for people who are suffering and alistic nature to make substantial, lasting impacts in
bring tangible social change, the results can be power our communities.
ful. Many people from our generation have gladly taken
on the challenge or merging these two mindsets.
HUBBART is a senior majoring in English and
The popular brand TOMS Shoes exemplifies the rise economics. Comments can be sent to lhubbartl5@
of social entrepreneurship companies. According to my.whitworth.edu

Men should take an
active role in domestic
violence prevention

Domestic violence presents a call-to-action for all
good men to righteously oppose it. For the cause of
safer communities, healthier relationships and better
lives let us encourage all men to improve their health
care and conflict resolution skills to become a new
generation of healthy community curators.
A man who treats himself kindly will be better
equipped to manage the many conflicts of his life.
Failure for men to connect to his community, in a
meaningful and healthy way, results in a string of
unpleasant emotions. An unhappy, restless and un
derutilized man becomes a community problem
when his private self-destructive behaviors seep into
the domestic sphere. This is not just about rape, as
sault, abuse, ignorance and rage, but preventing vio
lence by working on how men manage their personal
health.
Self-care skills alone cannot stop domestic vio
lence. It requires a penetration into the vernacular
of masculinity so that words of anti-violence be
come more pervasive than words of violence. #DickLossPrevention is a satirical online forum to act in
fierce opposition to reckless male behavior. By sati
rizing the crude language of a macho philosophy we
can steal back the power of intimidating, guttural and
ferocious language that is used to enforce violence.
As the school year begins it is mportant
i
to remind
all students to be mindful of their mental and physi
cal health. There are numerous health resources in
your area. Schools and universities are simply one of
the best places to find your personal power and your
voice. Use it. Stop domestic violence.
Ryan Levis
ryan.levis.theatre@gmail.com

Hope Sole to play despite domestic violence charges
MAX
CARTER
COLUMNIST

Legendary U.S. goalkeeper Hope Solo is the source
of yet more controversy surrounding domestic vio
lence policies in the sports world, as U.S. Soccer will
let her play despite pending charges of fourth-degree
domestic violence.
On June 21, Solo allegedly got in a fist fight with her
17-year-old nephew, and punched her sister-in-law in
the face when she tried to break up the fight. Solo has
pleaded not guilty to the charges, and her trial will be
held on Nov. 4. If found guilty, Solo could face up to six
months in jail.
The National Football League has recently experi
enced two high-profile domestic violence cases, one
regarding Vikings running back Adrian Peterson and
another regarding Ravens running back Ray Rice.
When a video of Rice's act surfaced earlier this month,
the NFL was hit with scrutiny for its two-game suspen
sion of the Pro Bowler. The NFL responded by suspend
ing Rice for the entire season. Similarly, when Peter
son's case showed up shortly after, he was immediately
deactivated by the Vikings. Moral of the story? The NFL
got the point.
Now, with the announcement that U.S. Soccer will
let Solo play, the world of soccer has just popped a
squat onto the hot seat.
While I understand that the U.S. team wants to
confirm the allegations before they punish Solo, the
non-action is surprising in light of the recent NFL situ

ations. Two issues come to mind regarding this lack of
punishment for Solo.
First, this is amatter of policy in U.S. Soccer. The NFL
has responded to the outrage at the Rice situation with
newly crafted rules regarding domestic violence in the
league. One would
think, when the
largest profession
al sports league in
the country makes
a change like this,
the rest of the pro
fessional
sports
world would hop
on board. But by
this failure to act
at all on this situ
ation, whether in
tended or not, U.S.
Soccer has indi
cated that they do
not feel as strongly
about domestic vi
olence as the NFL
Hannah Walker| Graphic Artist
now suddenly does.
Second, this is a matter of gender equality in our na
tion. In an age pushing towards greater societal status
for women, in my eyes this is a step backwards. Accord
ing to the allegations, Solo punched her sister-in-law
in the face, just like Rice did to his wife. With that be
ing said, there was video evidence of Rice's outburst,
and Solo has yet to be found guilty. But Peterson had
not been found guilty of child abuse charges when the
Minnesota Vikings deactivated him indefinitely. While

the Peterson situation is unique in that Peterson chose
to take paid leave to deal with the situation and avoid
distracting the team, Solo's supposed act was much
more violent than Peterson's tree branch spanking.
To me, this perpetuates the sad truth that our society
as a whole still sees women differently than men. The
main issue here is that Solo is continuing to play soc
cer after supposedly landing a punch in the face of her
in-law, while Peterson himself decided to take leave
from football after his violent punishment. The bottom
line is that U.S. Soccer did not exercise good judgment
when it chose to let Solo play.
The NFL has realized how seriously society takes do
mestic violence, and despite all of the news the league
has made, the women's national team has not received
the memo. I like Solo just as much as anybody, believe
me, but all athletes should be treated equally. Solo
should have received some kind of punishment, if not
at least a short suspension, but this is a case of stardom
helping an athlete out. While I think that gender played
a large role in the grand scheme of this situation, being
named Hope Solo won't hurt her case.
After the happenings in the NFL in this past month,
it seems that the sports world will no longer turn their
heads on athlete crime, especially domestic violence.
Hopefully, the U.S. soccer team will make the right call
in this scenario, otherwise, U.S. Soccer Federation Pres
ident Sunil Gulati may being getting coffee with NFL
Commissioner Roger Goodell some time very soon.

CARTER is a junior majoring in journalism. Comments
can be sent to mcarterl6@my.whitworth.edu
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Students should work to promote diversity
economic disparities in society."
Thankfully, actively encouraging racial, cultural
MATTHEW
and gender superiority is not nearly as widespread as
BOARDMAN
it once was in the U.S., but it still persists to this day.
COLUMNIST
The difference is that instead of being actively encour
aged, it ispassively practiced. This inheritance of pow
Last year, Whitworth conducted the Whitworth er and privilege is much harder to critique and address
Campus Experience Survey as a preparatory action for because the majority of i ts practitioners are simply
its Vision 2021 plan. The purpose of the campus expe unaware that what they are receiving (and eventual
rience survey is to measure Whitworth's current situa ly dispersing) is indeed preferential treatment based
tion with regard to encouraging, advocating and sup upon race, culture or gender.
Self-evaluation can be incredibly challenging, and
porting diversity on campus. The project was headed
by the Institutional Diversity Committee (IDC) and while worthwhile, external sources can be more in
surveyed faculty, staff and students. To achieve a formative. Whitworth currently requires students to
take Core, one of the main objectives of which is "to
higher level of objectivity,
equip and encourage students to explore the param
Whitworth hired Halualeters of their own worldview," according to the Whit
ani & Associates to create
worth E-Catalog. Lawrence Burnley, assistant vice
and analyze the survey. In
president for diversity and intercultural relations, said
accordance with Goal 4 of
he believes that Core needs to include a greater range
Vision 2021, Whitworth
of diversity. It predominantly focuses on the heritage
will use the findings of
of European rationalism, but has largely neglected
the campus experience
to cover the perspectives of n on-European cultures.
survey to propose an in
What Core currendy teaches should continue to be
clusive "diversity master
taught, but there are many equally valuable stories
plan," which will provide
that have yet tobe included, Burnley said.
"recommended actions,
Whitworth has taken other measures to support di
rationales, assignments of
Gretchen Van Lith
versity in its community, such as requiring students to
responsibility across the
Graphic Artist
take 10 diversity credits. Student leaders are encour
university, timelines, ac
countability processes, clearly defined methods and aged to make diversity, equity and inclusion a priority
criteria for measuring progress, and a budget," ac throughout campus life. On Tuesday, Sept. 30, Whit
worth will host Brenda Allen in the Robinson Teach
cording to the IDC.
Hearing the word diversity in political speeches, the ing Theatre in Weyerhaeuser Hall at 7:00 p.m., where
workplace and classrooms has become a commonal she will be giving a lecture on diversity, leadership
ity. Diversity can include race/ethnicity, culture, gen and why difference matters.
I dare say that all of u s want to create Dr. Martin
der and sexual orientation, among others. We have all
heard of t he importance of diversity, but according Luther King Jr.'s vision of a society where people, "will
to the Executive Summary of the campus experience not be judged by the color of their skin, but by the con
survey, 79 percent of faculty , 70 percent of staff and tent of their character." It is my belief that this goal can
66 percent of s tudents "feel that many people lack and should be expanded to include not only race, but
an understanding of th e problems that people from also gender, religion and sexual orientation. Each and
other racial/ethnic groups face." All three respondent every person is a fellow human being, entfrled to the
categories acknowledged that diversity is important, same human rights as you, and deserves to be treat
and I im agine most can explain why it is so. Where ed as such. Humanity can be terrible or beautiful, and
Whitworth is lacking is in its understanding of how each person's perception of it is affected by the behav
to see diversity. According to Halualani & Associates, ior of those around them.
"Whitworth's delivery of an education of the mind and
heart would be enhanced by helping students across BOARDMAN is a freshman majoring in English. Com
multiple disciplines to critique power and privilege ments can be sent to mboardmanl8@my.whitworth.
and to develop an understanding of persistent socio edu

WHITW0RTHI0UT

Email survey of 100 Whitworth students

EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP
Equal pay should be
reached to promote
equality nationally
Gender equality has long been an issue not only
in the U.S., but around the world. Back in April 2014,
senate Republicans voted against equal pay for men
and women— an unthinkable act of d iscrimination
in this era.
Even though the .bill w as voted against back in
April, it continues to be a contentious topic. Consid
ering that the average working woman in America
earns around 70 c ents for every dollar that a man
earns in the same job, working the same amount of
hours, it's confusing as to how this is still an issue.
Republicans have said that the bill that was present
ed was redundant, according to the Ne\v York Times.
If it was redundant, we would not have the need to
present a bill to close the pay gap.
The bill, c alled the Paycheck Fairness Act, would
remove the illegality of discussing wages in the
workplace and require workplaces to submit what
they pay employees to the Equal Opportunity Com
mission. This would bring transparency to workers'
pay and allow workers who are in the same or simi
lar position to others in their company or workplace
to demand fair and equal pay, regardless of gender,
beliefs or any other discriminatory levels.
Equality is not a cat-and-mouse game for political
parties to play. It should not be a ploy to win votes or
to gain investment and capital for their parties. It is
not about more women being Democrats or males
being conservative. It is not something to employ
stereotypes to garner support.
Everyone should be allowed the opportunity to
receive equal pay, regardless of one's gender, re
gardless if one decides to have a child, regardless of
anything that could impact pay unfairly. It's 2014.It's
time we see equal opportunity and equal pay in the
workplace. We shouldn't have to plead, beg or pro
test.

Editorials in the "In the Loop"section reflect the ma
jority opinion of the Editorial Board, comprised of five
editors.

How much extra would you be willing to pay
through tuition to keep the Costa Rica Center?

43%
44%
14%

$0
$250-500
$1,000-3,000

2%

$4,000-6,000

See next weeks issue of The Whitworthian
for an in-depth look at the future of the
Costa Rica Center.
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Freshman Avega Siolo puts his shoulder down on a run against the visiting Chapman Panthers last Saturday in the Pine Bowl in which the Pirates fell 49-34.

Turnovers prove too much for Pirates to overcome
a specific timetable for recovery as of
now," Hare said.
Staff Writer
Whitworth's first score was a rushing
touchdown by senior quarterback Bryan
"Ihe Whitworth Pirates suffered Peterson. While diving through the au
their first loss of t he season this week to avoid a tackle, Peterson was hit and
end to the Chapman Panthers, 49-34. flipped over, landing in the end zone for
Chapman, coming off of a close loss to the score. Touchdowns from sophomore
NCAA Division III powerhouse Linfield running back Duke DeGaetano and
College, dominated the Pine Bowl l ast breakout freshman wide receiver Nick
Kiourkas kept the Pi
weekend, the Pi
rates struggled heav
"Every game we want to rates in the game go
ing into the half.
ily throughout the
run a fast-pace offense.
"Our game plan
game on both sides
was simply just to
of th e ball giving up
That
means
running
90play our game," Pe
big plays on defense
and turnovers on of plus plays a game with ten terson said. "Every
game we want to run
fense.
percent or more of those a fast-pace offense.
With a Chapman
That means running
lead of 28-20 go
plays being explosive, big 90-plus plays a game
ing into the half, it
with 10 percent or
seemed as though
plays."
more of those plays
Whitworth had en
being explosive, big
tered into another
—BRYAN PETERSON
plays."
offensive shootout
senior
Junior wide re
similar to their re
ceiver Anthony Fullcord-setting game
man continued to
last week against La
Verne. Both teams scored on their first demonstrate his athletic ability with an
outstanding 12-yard sideline catch to
three possessions of the game.
Earlier in the first quarter, starting ward the end of the second quarter. The
sophomore running back Griffin Hare catch was made possible by jumping up
suffered a sprained right ankle on the for the ball and dragging his right foot
first play from scrimmage forWhitworth. inbounds for the first down, which led to
Hare did not play the rest of t he game a Kiourkas touchdown.
Whitworth was able to effectively run
and is uncertain if he will be healthy for
their offense in the first half but ran into
Pacific this weekend.
"It's a day to day thing. There isn't difficulty entering the second half. The

Joshua Omdal

Pirates' struggles truly began in the third McCune. McCune came into the game
on fire throwing two touchdown pass
quarter.
Receiving the ball to start the second es to junior wide receiver Connor Wil
half, the Whitworth offense began then- liams and freshman wide receiver Alvin
drive on the 20-yard line. On a pass play, Welch, placing the score at 49-34.
Peterson threw an interception to Chap
After the last Whitworth score with
1:51 left on the clock,
man's Drew DeMarco downing the ball
the Pirates attempt
at the Whitworth 30- "Our coaches prepared us ed an onside kick.
yard line, eventually
kickoff rolled
well for this game, we just The
out of bounds for a
leading to a Chap
Chapman
posses
man score.
did not execute our
In total, the Pi
sion. Whitworth's de
assignments on defense." fense held Chapman
rates' offense gave
up three turnovers in
and got the ball back
—PAUL MILLER
the third quarter and
with 22 s econds left
Chapman scored off
on the clock.
senior
all three. Two in
The Pirates were
terceptions and one
unable to drive down
fumble in the Chapman red zone placed the field and convert, while time expired
the score at 49-20.
with a final score of 49-34.
"They had us on one big play. There
"Hats off to Chapman, they are a real
was a miscommunication in the second ly good team. I thought our offense had
ary that let up a touchdown. Our coach a great first half. Defense played hard in
es prepared us well for this game, we the first half, but couldn't get stops on
just did not execute our assignments on third down," Head Coach Rod Sandberg
defense," senior cornerback Paul Miller said. "I learned a lot about the team's
said.
character in the fourth quarter when
Miller led Whitworth in tackles with they refused to quit and kept fighting t o
14.
the end. We can learn a lot about where
After a mistake-filled third quarter, we need to improve from playing this
the Pirates began to clean up their act quality of an opponent"
with a stellar fourth quarter effort.
The Pirates play away this weekend
Early in the fourth quarter, Peterson against Pacific University in Oregon.
limped off the field with a hip injury af
ter taking a shot on a pass play. Peter
son did not play the rest of the game and Contact Joshua Omdal at
was replaced by senior backup Michael jomdall 7@my.whitworth.edu
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Volleyball dominates in weekend matchup
Leah Dassler
StaffWriter
Following their narrow win over
Whitman last Wednesday, the Pirates
dominated Pacific University volleyball
last Saturday night. Whitworth's strong
offense and accurate blocking over
took the Pacific Boxers 3-0, bringing the
women's Northwest Conference record
this season to 2-2.
Hitting a much-improved percentage
of .393 in the entire match, Whitworth's
offense took the lead in all three match
es. Junior Nicole Leonard led the team
with 13 kills; while freshman Cassandra
Mendoza followed closely behind with
12 kills and the highest hitting percent
age of the night—.706. These kills along
with junior Shawna Korshavn's seven
kills and junior setter Maddye Dinsmore's 37 assists delivered the solid
offense that the Pirates needed to shut
down Pacific. Pacific's defense and .141
hitting average could not keep the score
close.
"We were really focused on playing
our game instead of worrying about
what [Pacific University] was going to
throw at us,"sophomore Haley Vick said.
The Pirate's offensive focus at prac
tice this week paid off, pulling the team
together for the win, Vicksaid.
Whitworth's early six-point lead in the
first set started off the team's upward

Janik Emmendorfer | Photographer

Junior Maddye Dinsmore gives instructions to her team in the Whitman game.
momentum. Although several attack
errors on the Pirate side allowed the
Boxers to tie the score 12-12, Mendoza,
sophomore Brenna Brail, and Leonard's
combined nine kills in the second half of
the game regained the Pirate lead. Pacif
ic's game point attack error finished the
set 25-19.
"We came in with the focus tonight
that we wanted to find our rhythm offen
sively. We're a team that when we play

well offensively, everything else kind of
comes together," Head Coach Kati Bodecker said.
Pacific's well-placed tips in the be
ginning of th e second set initially chal
lenged Whitworth's defense, as the
teams stayed within one point of e ach
other for five points. Dinsmore, howev
er, moved the Pirates ahead with a sec
ond-touch tip over Pacific's blockers.
Vick and Leonard then targeted Pacific's

left back defense, making two kills.
Lack of c ommunication between Pa
cific's players became obvious when
they dropped a ball and made two net
errors. Whitworth's aggressive blocking
as well as Mendoza's and Korshavn's hit
ting efforts left Pacific's defense scram
bling, and the Pirates proceeded to win
25-11.
"Our main key tonight was to play free
and compete. I think we did that. When
you all commit to the same thing and
play selflessly, then it gets really easy to
get excited about everyone's awesome
kills o r their awesome digs," Din smore
said.
Dinsmore again tipped several balls
over the Boxers' blockers in the third
game. This, along with two kills from
Mendoza, pushed the Pirates three
points ahead of the Boxers. The Boxers'
offense, although inconsistent at first
when they hit several balls out, tied up
the score 12-12, challenging the Pirate
defense with kills over blockers' reach.
Mendoza's solid kills eventually over
came Pacific's blockers, and she fin
ished the Pirate sweep with a kill to the
left back.
The women will challenge the Willa
mette Bearcats in Salem, Ore. on Friday.
They hope to approach the game with
hard work in practice this week so they
can beat Willamette, Bodecker said.
Contact Leah Dassler at
Idasslerl 8@my. whitworth.edu

Men's soccer keeps undefeated streak alive on road
Berriman and junior Sam Engle. The final goal came
from Ramos on a one-on-one with the Bruins' goalie.
Ramos ended up tying the school record for points in
a game with 10, while tying the scho
ol record for assists
Senior Micheal Ramos' four assists and three unas in a game with four.
The game on Sunday proved to be just as lopsided.
sisted goals to tie twoschool records highlighted the Pi
Whitworth took the lead on the 23rd minute when
rates' 7-1 victory against the Bruins last Saturday, while
the Pirates finished the weekend with a 4-1 win against Muelheims had an unassisted goal off a crossbar re
bound after a shot by Ramos. However, 14 minutes
the Boxers.
Traveling on the road, scoring three goals early on in later, junior Samual Jarrett took the ball himself from
the game against George Fox gave Whitworth an edge. 10 yards out from the net and kicked it to the lower left
The Pirates played how they wanted to play by reach corner, putting the Pirates up two.
"We decided to limit their ability to play through the
ing out to their forwards and distributing the ball, ju
back by high pressing their defense," Muelheims said.
nior David Starkovich said.
The Bucs scored in h
t e 14th minute of the game with "This forced them to kick it long, where Sam Engle had
an unassisted goal by Ramos, setting the game's tone. a height advantage in the midfield. All we had to do was
Less than 30 seconds later, another cross ball assisted win the second ball and attack their defense."
Pacific scored their only goal in the 55th minute in
by Ramos to junior Karl Muelheims was scored.
"We were going at their defense," Muelheims said. the second half. However, to secure the lead, Muelhe
"Ramos was on the left side of the field and he played ims gave another point to Whitworth with less than 10
the ball to the back post, and I kicked it with my right minutes off an assist by Berriman.
Bringing the game to a close, Ramos scored the Pi
foot."
The Pirates' third goal came in the 28th minute off rates' fourth and last goal by freshman Eric Espinoza's
of Ramos' penalty kick. The fourth goal occurred in the assist.
57th minute when Ramos assisted sophomore Rylan
"[Ramos] grows every time he's on the field and
brings everybody into the game," Head Coach Morgan
Berriman.
•
"[Ramos]'s distribution was really good. He moved Cathey said. "He showed a lot more desire to put the
the field quite a bit [and] switched the balls a lot,"Muel ball in the back and that purpose was noticeable this
heims said. "He sets up other players to succeed."
weekend."
The early scores caused the Pirates to lose focus,
The Pirates improved to 8-0-1 overall and 3-0-1 in
which allowed the Bruins to score in the 75th minute, the NWC.
Starkovich said.
Whitworth begins a stretch of home games this
"Everybody needed to stay focused," Muelheims weekend by hosting Pacific Lutheran on Saturday at
said. "We dropped off because we were up 3 or 4 and 2:30 p.m.
we were satisfied about how the game was going rather
than think about what to take more from this team."
The other three goals came within a 10-minute pe Contact Jessica Razanadrakoto at
riod with two goals assisted by Ramos and scored by jrazanadrakotol 7@my.whitworth.edu

Jessica Razanadrakoto
StaffWriter

GOAL LEADERS
M i c h a e l R a mo s

Karl Muelheit

R y l a n Be r r i m a n

Sam Enyle

Samual Jarrett
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SPOTTEI FROM
THE CROW'S
NEST:
Nicole Leonard

Leah Dassler
StaffWriter
When spectators see junior Nicole Leonard compete
at volleyball, there is no doubt she has a fighter's spirit.
Her skill on the court earned her 801 digs over the past
two seasons along with 579 kills and 30 aces. However,
what stands out the most to the people who know her
best is her commitment to building strong relationships
in all aspects of her life. Whether she's leading her team
mates in matches, working as a youth leader at St. Luke
Lutheran Church, or connecting with elementary school
students through Whitworth's education program,
Leonard invests in people.
"Building relationships is really important to me. With
that, it goes through friendships, family, volleyball, and
the youth group. With volleyball, if you don't have a
good relationship with a girl on the court, it's not going
to work out well. You're not going to play well as a team,"
Leonard said. "My family's super important to me. They
come up and support me all the time."
For the 2014 season, Leonard moved up the leader
ship ranks on the team. With no seniors, she is one of
only six upperclassmen. As a result, her leadership and
rare two years of e xperience are key motivators for her
teammates.
"She has a lot of qualities that make her a great leader
Simon Puzankov |Photographer
but also her experience. Players look to her," Head Coach
Kati Bodecker said. "She leads through actions but also Junior Nicole Leonard puts emphasis on forming
does a great job communicating with her team mates, relationships in volleyball and in the classroom.
letting them know the expectations of the program. She
ard so that she plays a foundational role as a teammate,
lets her actions speak first."
As a freshman, Leonard started in all 23 matches youth leader, and friend.
"In Nicole I see a lot of strength. She's a very strong
and as a sophomore, she continued building the team
person. She has had to battle and overcome injuries and
dynamic when she started in all 28 matches. Her in
she does her best not to let that affect her performance
volvement cemented friendships with her teammates,
or her attitude out on the court," Head Coach Kati Bo
especially with her fellow Californian and Pirate rightdecker said. "There's a lot of times, I think, where she's
side player, junior Shawna Korshavn. After growing up
actually in a lot of pain but I would not even notice be
in the same church in Thousand Oaks and playing club
cause she doesn't make that a point of focus."
volleyball together, Korshavn's friendship with Leonard
For Leonard, the focus is on others needs. When
T
r nncoinn tOT
speaks to Leonard's passion for
freshman Gracie Meiners joined
making connections with others.
the team this year, her first impres
'Ever
sinde
I
got
to
hang
out
"She helps out with the
sions of Leonard revealed Leon
high-schoolers andmiddle-schools
ard's people-centered outlook.
with kids, I knew it was a
[at our church]. They were actually
•|
|. 1
"What's most important to Ni
at the game [last Wednesday] and
done deal. I'm going to be a cole is making sure our team dy
they were pumped to see her play"
namic is good. [She] makes sure
teacher. I love it so much."
Korshavn said. "With her being
we're all working together and hav
older—a junior on the team—she
ing a good time while still working
LEONARD
wants the freshmen
to look up
hard," Meiners said. "When I first
to her more as a person than as a
met Nicole, she made me feel wel
junior
skilled volleyball player. I think she
come and [she] always encouraged
really tries to praise God through
me to do my best. Skill-wise she's
her play and praise people through her play, by really extremely good, so watching her be a role model and set
lifting up the team and being a good role model."
that high standard made me want to push myself and
Although Leonard knew she always wanted to be a work harder too."
teacher, it was Whitworth's education program that so
Leonard plans to carry her relational focus and inner
lidified Leonard's decision to connect with younger chil strength into her vocation as a future elementary school
dren at a personal level. Getting into the classroom and teacher and as an athlete striving with her teammates
interacting with the students brought out her passion for for an NWC title this season.
working with youth, Leonard said.
"Ever since I got to hang out with the kids, I knew it
was a done deal. I'm going to be a teacher. I love it so
much," Leonard said.
This passion for people combined with a competi Contact Leah Dassler at
tive nature developed through years of playing not only Idasslerl 8@my.whitworth.edu
volleyball but softball as well, have strengthened Leon-
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SCHEDULE FOR UPCOMING EVENTS
MEN'S SOCCER

Saturday, Oct 4,2:30 p.m.
Pacific Lutheran (Home)

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Saturday, Oct. 4, Noon
Pacific Lutheran (Home)

FOOTBALL

VOLLEYBALL

Saturday, Oct. 4,1p.m.
Pacific (Away)

Friday, Oct 3,7 p.m.
Willamette (Away)

WOMEN'S GOLF
Saturday, Oct. 4,1 p.m.
Whitworth Invitational (Away)

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday, Oct. 4,9:30 a.m.
Willamette Invitational (Away)

MEN'S GOLF
Sunday, Oct. 5, TBA
Whitman Invitational (Away)

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday, Oct 4,9:30 a.m.
Willamette Invitational (Away)

SPORTS |NBRIEF
Women's soccer rallies to win
Sunday game against Pacific
After a 1-0 loss to Linfield on Saturday,
the women's soccer team came back for
another road game on Sunday and beat
Pacific 1-0. Junior Tiara Pajimola scored
the only goal for the Pirates, but it would
prove to be enough as Pacific could not
capitalize on their opportunities. Junior
Andre Stump also made two saves as
part of her second shutout win of the
year. The win marks the first NWC win
for the Pirates this season and ends a
five-game losing streak.
The women continue their NWC
play with a home game against Pacific
Lutheran on Saturday at noon.
Connor Soudani | ports
S Editor

Tennis at ITAFall Classic
The women's tennis team started their
season at the ITA Fall Classic this past
weekend. Freshman Jenny Adams, the
16th seed in the tournament, made her
way through upset matches to the final
where she lost to Whitman's Courtney
Lawless.
The women will attend the LCSC
Grass Court Tournament this weekend
in Baker City, Ore. for their last fall
competition before the spring season.
Connor Soudani|Sports Editor

we know you're on twitter

follow @TheWhitworthian
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...and even if you didn't
ABOVE LEFT: Fr eshmen Gracie Miller and Carter Hudson perform at Unplugged on Monday, Sept. 22.
Simon Puzankov |Photographer

ABOVE RIGHT: Senior Rebecca Korf recites her own poetry at last week's Unplugged event; she placed third.

Simon Puzankov |Photographer

LEFT: Senior Andrew Wheeler spoke about Islamic Just War as Applied to ISIS atthe Student Symposium on
Wednesday, Sept. 24 in the Robinson Teaching Theatre.

Hannah Palmer | h
Potographer

BELOW LEFT: Freshman Danny Butler performs a magic trick at Unplugged in the HUB MPR.
Kari Johnson |Photographer

BELOW CENTER: Sophomore Dylan Schmidt sings and plays guitar at this year's first Unplugged event.
Simon Puzankov |Photographer

BELOW RIGHT: Markie Hancock, producer of Queers in the Kingdom, answers questions following a
screening of her documentary on Thursday, Sept. 25 in the R
obinson Teaching Theatre.
Juliana Zajicek| Photographer

+

Costa Rica Center Report
T h e C o s t a Ri c a T a s k F o r c e R e p o r t c o n c l ud e s t he
C o s t a R ic a C e n t e r s h o u l d be c l o s e d d ue t o t h e l a c ko f
f i n a n c i a l s u p p o r t W h i t w o r t h c a n o f f e rt h e p r o gr a m .

Saranac Public House
moves into college culture
Men's soccer ends
undefeated streak

ABOUTUS

VOLUME 105, ISSUE A
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhihvorthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns^ editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 250
words.
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05 NEW MAJOR

11 WAGE RAISE PROBLEMS

Continuing studies added a new major to its
program on Sept. 29. The major will focus
on public service and policy changes.

Unintended consequences to arise from
raising the minimum wage in Seattle,
despite some benefits.

06 LINDAMAN LECTUR E

12 STANDARD SOLUTIONS

Lindaman Chair Lecturer Julia Stronks
talks about Christianity and the LGBT
community in her last Lindaman Lecture.

Implementing the Common Core to schools
will provide better standards to judge
students.

07 FROSH ON STAGE

14 XC TEAMS IMPROVE

This year's Frosh on Stage production,
'Where the Wild Things Are,' introduced new
actors to the Whitworth theater scene.

09 ARTIST SPOTLIGHT
Senior Erin Kreycik uses the written word in
the form of poetry to communicate about
art and life.

Runners such as Amanda Blankenship and
Colton Berry perform well at Willamette
races.

15 CROW'S NEST
Senior Brodrick Hirai returns for the 2014
season after being granted an extra year of
eligibility for medical hardship.

Cover Graphic: Hannah Walker

Task Force Report: 'put Costa Rica Center up for sale'
Sasha Siclait
Staff Writer
After a n ongoing process to make a
tough decision for Whitworth, the Cos
ta Rica Task Force Report came out
two weeks ago, followed by faculty and
ASWU meeting this week both discuss
ing the matter.
According to the Task F orce Report,
the Costa Rica Center is not financially
viable given the program's current struc
ture and operating cost. After interviews
with faculty, and faculty and student
surveys, the 40 acres of the property lo
cated in San Rafael de Heredia, the CRC
may be up for sale.
The CRC was established four years
ago. The sister campus of Whitworth is
located in the mountains of San Rafael
in the middle of a forest with greenery
that covers the campus.
"Whitworth believes in the narrow
ridge, a serious attempt to unite Chris
tian faith and academic scholarship,"
said Lindy Scott, director of the CRC. "At
the CRC, we w orked hard to think and
act Christianly in all that we did. Secu
lar overseas programs, like International
Student Exchange Programs, can pro
vide a fairly good overseas opportunity
for our students, but it doesn't claim to
provide any spiritual insights."
There has been consistent numerical
growth in numbers of students who have
spent time in the CRC. In t he first year
there were 63 students who went to the
CRC and 65 in the second year. Numbers
rose to 81 students in the third year and
104 students this past year, Scott said.

However, there will st ill be students
traveling to the CRC this Jan-Term, and
some of them participating in intern
ships as well.
"Sadly, the CRC will close just as it
was beginning to bear fruit. The num
ber of students who will be able to study
abroad in a Whitworth program will
drastically plummet to about half of the
number that participated last year," Scott
said.
Senior Amanda Muchmore planned to
study at the Costa Rica C enter this fall
in order to complete her Spanish major,
but due to the closing of the CRC for se
mester programs, she will not have the
opportunity.
"My program planning was so tight and
this was the only option I had to study
abroad and this was the only option I
had for meeting all my gen-ed and ma
jor-requirements," Muchmore said. "The
CRC was the only opportunity for me to
finish my major that I had been studying
since freshman year of high school."
Some may remember a survey sent out
last fall in an attempt to get student in
put before closing the Costa Rica Center.
Some of the questions included whether
students were likely to spend a semes
ter abroad at the Costa Rica Center and
how likely students were to take courses
that were either a part of their major or
minor at the Costa Rica Center. Biology,
Core 350, sociology and Spanish were
some courses taught at the Costa Rica
Center to name a few.
"I feel like I got mixed messages from
Whitworth in that they really value study
abroad but it wasn't really communicat
ed that way," Muchmore said.

Abby Nyberg | raphic
G
Artist

Not only were students surveyed, but
also Whitworth faculty was interviewed
and had a more extensive survey of their
own. When asked if Wh itworth faculty
would be willing to teach in Costa Rica,
31 faculty member said they would not
be willing to do so. The following ques
tion asked faculty what would make
them want to teach in Costa Rica, and
some responses included extra pay, ad
ministration support and a large num
ber of responses included family accom
modations.

The Administration is aware of th e ten
sion surrounding such a decision, how
ever they recommend collaborative and
transparent coordination between Ad
ministration and faculty, according to
the Costa Rica Task Force Report.

Contact Sasha Siclait at
ssiclaitl 6@my. whitworth.edu

SEMESTER LONG-FACULTY-LED PROGRAMS
PROGRAM
CRC
CHINA
TANZANIA

COST TO STUDENT COST TO WHITWORTH

COST TO WHITWORTH
PER STUDENT

$22,567

$629,705

$41,980

$25,160

$37,871

$2,525

$22,360

$43,782

$3,649

Information from the Costa Rica Ta
sk Force Report, p. 14.

Hannah Walker | raphic
G
Artist

Presbyterian General Assembly supports same-sex
marriage, professor resigns as
minister
McKinley Powers
Staff Writer
Whitworth professor James Edwards
read a letter of resignation to the Presby
terian General Assembly approximately
a week after it announced it's decision
the denomination would support and
approve of same-sex marriages. The
General Assembly announced its deci
sion on June 27.
"I did not resign from the church, but I
did resign my status as an ordained min
ister in the PCUSA [Presbyterian Church
(U.S.A.)]," Edwards said.
Edwards became am ordained minister
of the Presbyterian Church in 1971 and
this year would have been his 43rd year
serving. As an ordained minister, Ed
ward was required to "endorse the gov
ernance of the church" and because he
felt that he could not endorse the change
in theology and governance, he believed
that the honest thing to do was to resign
his ordination in the denomination.
"The denomination, of course, knows
that its decision puts it in conflict with
the Scriptural and confession tradition"
Edwards said, adding that it "prefers to
describe that conflict as 'tension.'"
Edwards said he believes that the 2014
General Assembly made a legal position
that violates both the teaching of Scrip
ture and the theological confessions of
•the PCUSA.
Edwards attended Whitworth from
1963-1967. He originally was reluctant
to attend college but his YoungLife lead
er told him about Whitworth and en
couraged him to go. Edward said it was
"probably the best advice I ever received
in my life."
When he first started attending Whit
worth, he was a devoted Episcopalian,
but was influenced by several profes
sors in the theology department. Two of
these professors were David Dilworth
and Howard Redmond. They played a
large role in his conversion to Presbyterianism. He cannot recall the exact time
during his time at Whitworth where he
mentally switched to Presbyterianism,
but he officially joined the denomina
tion-while he was a student at Princeton
Seminary in the late 1960s.
"The thing that attracted me to the
Presbyterian Church—converted me
actually—was its evangelical warmth
and its intellectual rigor at the time," Ed
wards said.

Theology professor Dr. James Edwardshas taught at Whitworth for 17 years and wa
s an ordained minister for 43 years.
His decision to resign as an elder was
not easily made, he said. He had to de
cide whether to follow the denomina
tion that had knowingly made a decision
that was in conflict with scripture and
tradition, or to followhis conscience and
best understanding of its theological tra
dition.
Edwards has experienced a strong
sense of support from his family, and
has had two different responses from
his friends and people who have heard
about his actions, he said. Among his
friends, most have shown "a warm out
pouring of support."
He has also heard from people he does
not know, many from different places in
the country, and even the world, show
ing their support for him, whether they
agree with his decision or not. The sec
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Amount it costs Whitworth
to send one student to Costa
Rica for a semester.
p. 3

ond response that he has experienced is
silence, which Edwards said is "harder
to interpret."
"I appreciate, of course, the expressed
support, but I also understand the si
lence," Edwards said.
Greg Orwig, Whitworth's Vice Presi
dent for Admissions and Financial Aid,
said the sexual preference or sexual ori
entation of a prospective student is not
known when the application is being
reviewed because there is no questions
related to sexual orientation on the ap
plication.
"I feel honored to be given the oppor
tunity to speak to such a wide range of
students," Edwards said. He added that
he does not know the sexual histories
or attitudes of most of his students, and
this is one of thejoys of teaching at Whit

worth because he "gets the opportunity
to make a case for the truth and joy of
scripture to whoever will listen."
His decision regarding the Presbyte
rian Church is separate from his teach
ing in the theology department at Whit
worth, Edwards said.
"I was not hired because I was a pastor
or because I was Presbyterian," Edwards
said. "Iwas hired because I am a compe
tent New Testament scholar and I strive
to continue to be that."

Contact McKinley Powers at
mpowersl 8@my. whitworth.edu

39
Number of credits in the new continuing studies major, public service
administration.
p. 5

Noah Gundersen's score on
Metacritic.
p 8
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Major added to continuing studies program
tance, according to the Spokesman-Review.
Whitworth service. It fits perfectly," Anderson said.
The degree is available at two other universities, Rut
Public service is something that is done to help peo
StaffWriter
ple rather than to make a profit, such as governmental gers University and Arizona State University. Accord
and non-profit work. The creation of su ch a program ing to the ASU website, the program is designed to cre
ate strong leaders in the public and nonprofit sectors
This week, Whitworth added a new program in the was not easy.
"I was watching the news and I kept hearing several through comprehensive coverage of topics in public
continuing studies department: public service admin
istration. The 39-credit major was approved by the uni people talking about public service. So I did some re policy, public leadership and management and urban
search and then a focus group met at Whitworth to talk studies. The group of focus at Whitworth took this idea
versity on Monday, Sept. 29.
to create their new degree.
The degree is for students in their third and fourth about it," Anderson said.
The School of Continuing Studies wanted the degree
year of their bachelor's who are at least 23 years old and The goal of the focus group was to create a program
to be unique but also wanted it to mirror
work. The classes are held in the evening. Continuing that gave students the opportunity to gain a
the goals of t he two other universities: to
studies can fit perfectly with a schedule of s omeone combination of quantitative and qualitative
prepare students for a career in the public
who works but who still wants to obtain a bachelor's skills that are needed in the public sector.
"This degree is designed for public sector
sector, and to seek positions that are ad
degree.
ministrative rather than service delivery.
"[The] School of Continuing Studies is a nontradi- such as government or non-governmental
Students will have full o pportunity to
tional school for students who work and couldn't finish organizations," Anderson said.
The program brochure says that the pro
participate in this new program, as it will
their studies. They go back to school to have a bache
be permanent.
lor's," the Associate Dean of Continuing Studies Chris gram is a perfect fit for those who work in
the public sector or who may be interested
"Faculty approved it on Monday so yes,
tie Anderson said.
in how government works.
it will be permanent and it's good because
Courses in the program include Introduction to
"It is designed for students to get a job in
Public Service, Lawand Society, Human Behavior in
students have been very interested in it,"
the government as an administrator for ex
Organizations and Community Intercultural Rela
Anderson said.
ample," Anderson said.
tions.
The government is an important employer
Whitworth accepted the new program because it fits
Contact Elodie Potier-Roudil at
in Spokane and this sector is second in to Hannah Walker
the ideas of the university.
epotier-roudill 8@my.whitworth.edu
Graphic
Artist
"There's a need in the community, combined with tal jobs concerning health and social assis

Elodie Potier-Roudil

You are invited to participate in 125th anniversary events
this week (and all yearlong)!

W
Look for buttons like these at events beginning Oct. 9 and thro ughout the year
(CREATIVE at arts events, COMPETITOR at athletics contests, BELIEVER at worship, etc.]
Collect all seven and win 125th Anniversary Celebration swag!
Learn more about the descriptors (and the funky colo rs) by checking out
www.whitworth.edu/125Aorchbearers or visiting the exhibit in the library.

CELEBRATE

WHITWORTH I

1910
The year the Saranac
Public House was
constructed.
p.10

42.32

1

4

The percent of Whitworth
students who would support
taking a class taught by an openly
LGBTQ professor.
p. 12

Number of goals scored by the
UPS men's soccer team in their
shutout of Whitworth to break
the Pirate win streak.
p. 13

Place finished by the women's cross
country team in the Willamette Invite
last weekend.
p. 14
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Final Lindaman Chair
Lecture urges the Christian
community to support LGBT

NEWS<<<BRIEF
Condition of U.S. Ebola patient is
critical, others under surveillance
Ebola patient Thomas Eric Duncan was
admitted to the Texas Health Presbyterian
Hospital Dallas after he began showing
symptoms of the disease. The hospital
released his condition has worsened and
Duncan is in critical condition. Health
officials say they are monitoring about 50
people who may have come in contact with
Duncan for signs of the deadly disease.

Parents of ISIShostage send plea
The parents of Islamic State hostage Peter
Kassig sent a three-minute video to ISIS,
pleading for the fighters to "show mercy and
use their power" to release their son. Kassig
was revealed to be the next ISIS victim after
the terrorists released a video depicting
the beheading of British aid worker Alan
Henning on Friday, Oct. 3. Kassig, a
soldier-turned-humanitarian worker was
kidnapped on Oct. 1,2013, in eastern Syria.
"

Spokane police under investigation

Simon Puzonkov | Pho
tographer

Professor Julia Stronks shares opinion on the role of
Christian faith in public policy and social issues
Robert Giffin
Staff Writer

Dr. Julia Stronks delivered her fourth and final Lin After her last lecture on the Christian view of LGBT,
daman Chair Lecture on Thursday, Oct. 2. The lec Stronks received criticism because of her belief that
ture argued that the Christian community should Christians should support the LGBT community.
Freshman Sonia House enjoyed
be aggressive in supporting the
the lecture and thinks Whitworth
LGBT community. Stronks has
"A biblical view of
should make more of an effort
been a professor of political sci
ence at Whitworth for 20 years. government means justice to include lectures which center
on controversial issues, she said."
The Lindaman Chair is a posi
"It challenged our perspec
tion that changes every four years
for everybody, not just
tives, an d it is always a good thing
among members of the Whitworth
for the student body to come
people like you."
faculty. This was Stronks' fourth
and learn together," she said.
year as the Lindaman Chair and as
—JULIA STRONKS
An aspect of Whitworth's mission
such the position will change next
is
preparing
its students to "Honor
year. While the Lindaman Chair ex
Lindaman Chair Lecturer
God, follow Christ, and serve human
perience gave he r "great opportu
ity" through an education of Mind
nities" to work o n faith and public
and Heart, according to the univer
policy, she is eager to return to the classroom, she said.
"Being the Lindaman Chair has allowed me to travel sity's website. The lecture by Julia Stronks succeeded in
and developthat publicaspect of my career," Stronks said. achieving this level of excellence, according to House.
"Through addressing controversial issues we
According to Stronks, she dedicated seven years
of her life learning about different attitudes which gain an education of Mind and Heart," House
Christians take towards the LGBT community. said. "The mind encompasses the social aspect,
Being a political sc ience professor at a private while the Heart consists of compassion for others."
Christian university requires a special blend of both
passion for major social issues and a strong faith
background. Throughout the lecture Stronks ex
pressed her own faith journey and what she be
lieves a biblical view of government looks like.
"A biblical view of government means justice for Contact Robert Giffin at
everybody, not just people like you," Stronks said. rgiffinl 8@my.whitworth.edu
+

Two Spokane police officers, who are
a married couple, are under federal
investigation for illegal steroids. The
U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration
contacted police in January to report the
Taylors had received steroids at their home.
The FBI interviewed the Taylors as recently
as last week. Taylor then came to the chief
offering to retire.
Sources | New York Daily News, BBC News andeth
Spokesman Review

ASWU UPDATE
•Another survey is being created in hopes of
obtaining a more accurate student opinion
on current issues and topics.
• Executive VP and Provost Dr. Carol Simon
explained the Costa Rica Task Force Report.
The task force was asked to find a way to
bring the cost of the Costa Rica program in
proportion with the cost of other semester
programs. Compared to other semester pro
grams, the CRC is significantly more expen
sive than other semester-long programs.
• Simon also explained that a major differ
ence between the costs of the Costa Rica
program and others is that Whitworth owns
the property and must pay for utilities,
maintenance, etc. Therefore, the CRC is be
ing paid for even when it's not full to capaci
ty or students are staying in home stays.
• The task force has decided the Costa Rica
Center should remained closed and the
property should be sold.
•Two clubs have been chartered: Whitworth
Fencing Club and Fly Fishing Club.

ARTS&CULTURE
Frosh on Stage brings out the
'wild' in new theater majors

the actors made the story come alive with creative cho
reography and costuming, each playing roles such as
the ocean and narrator in addition to their castings as
wild things.
"It was weird having the audience so close and not
looking at them and acting like a wild animal," Bajema
said.
"Sometimes it was hard to figure character things
Courtney Murphy
out, and giraffes don't make many noises, so it was
in his imagination to a land full ofWild Things.
Staff Writer
Although the Wild Things crown him as king, he hard to figure out an alternative to that," Johnson said.
Despite these challenges, the actors enjoyed their
soon realizes he would rather be where someone loves
roles and felt that their director Cockerill "cast [them]
"Let the wild rumpus begin!" freshman Annika Brat- him best, and travels back home.
Frosh On Stage was a positive experience for the cast very well," Bajema said.
ton said while playing the character, Max. Directed by
"It wascool seeing our characters transform through
junior Kacey Cockerill, the Frosh On Stage production members.
out the rehearsals, and we all sort of became our char
"I liked being able to meet new people," freshman
of "Where the Wild Things Are" gathered a large crowd
Melissa Johnson said. Johnson, who played a giraffe-in- acters in real life,"Johnson said. Where the WildThings
on Stage II of CowlesAuditorium.
The play, which is based on a familiar children's spired Wild Thing; is no stranger to the stage. She has Are was Cockerill's first production as director.
Before the main show, students from Acting I and
book, follows the story of Max, a rambunctious litde been in countless shows through community theater,
boy, as he issent to his room without dinner and travels junior high, high school and church, and loves musi Performance Theory classes performed two short
cals best, Johnson said. sketches titled Variations on a Snowball and One
"It's a live experience Scene, Two Stories: Catch and Release and Crack the
instead of just watching Safe.
"It's important to give freshmen opportunities on
something," Johnson
said regarding her love stage," freshman Emily Wilson said in response to the
event. Audience members such as Wilson and others
of theater.
Freshman Kayla Ba- harbored positive reviews of the show, commenting on
jema, who portrayed its appealing minimalist nature and compelling chore
a cat-inspired Wild ography.
Other audience members were impressed with the
Thing, has also had
much theater experi show.
"It was crazy that they were able to do a show that
ence. Her favorite role
to date was the lead in in just a month of practice," freshman Rachel Henson
White Christmas, Judy said.
The actors also had similar thoughts about the show,
Haynes.
"I loved it," Bajema noting that it is often hard for freshmen to get into big
shows, Bajema said. Frosh on Stage is good exposure
said.
"My favorite parts [of for them to enter into college-level theater.
"I wasn't planning on doing theater, but because of
theater] are the dancing
and choreography and this opportunity I'm planning on continuing," Johnson
all the costumes that said. The actors would like to thank everyone who at
go with it," Bajema said, tended "Where the Wild Things Are."
"and I like learning new
Hope Barnes | hotographer
P
Contact Courtney Murphy at
dances."
cmurphyl 8@my. whitworth.edu
Stage II is small, but
e Wild Things Are as Max.
Freshman Annika Bratton starred in the Where th

Sister Outsider duo performs edifying slam poetry
Rachelle Robley
Staff Writer
"This is your house, make us feel
comfortable," Denice Frohman said. On
Oct. 2 at 9:00 p.m., spoken word poets
Denice Frohman and Dominique Chris
tina of th e duo Sister Outsider brought
an energy of social change to the HUB
MPR. "Th ere is a tension between the
relativity of sisters and being an outsider.
A sister is familiar, anoutsider is not. We
are at once, familiar and foreign," Chris
tina said, in describing the meaning of
their duo's name.
"Social issues will never be over-em
phasized. We have to keep talking about
it because these are real problems," se
nior Ashton Skinner, the cultural events
coordinator, said. The first topic of t he
night was education reform. Sister Out
sider performed their poem, "No Child
Left Behind" a poem that combined
both Frohman and Christina's written
works about the Philadelphia and Den
ver education systems, respectively.
"I think the event was culturally im
portant because it was a conversation
about social issues. In class, these issues
are often listed as facts," sophomore
Krystiana Morales said.
The duo covered a variety of to pics

A

from t he concept of ho me to misrepre tity issues thinking, 'Who am I? How do the importance of having the courage to
sentation of minorities and the LGBT I be true to that?' They need people vali speak up.
Both Frohman and Christina were
dating their questions, people who have
community.
very open about their awareness to dis
"You kill everyth ing that's different, I celebrated that journey," Skinner said.
"Here is a poem, and I hope you feel comfort within the audience.
preserve it," Frohman said, in her poem
"Dear Straight People." The poemwasn't disrupted by it," Frohman said, prior to
continued on p. 10
directed toward all straight people, but reciting a Muhammad Ah po em about
specifically toward straight people
who go out of their way to make
gay people feel uncomfortable.
"It's important for people to learn
about opinions of others and know
that not everyone has the same
views, but that's okay," freshman
Nick Fuller said.
Students cheered in agreement,
but were also quiet during poems.
There seemed to be a mutual un
derstanding that what was being
said was important, and that their
words needed to be heard and un
derstood.
"I tried it out, but I still felt like
there was something missing. I
was worried I was broken because I
didn't like boys,"Frohman said pri
or to performing her poem about
her first kiss with a woman. The
duo's poetic real talk allowed stu
dents to feel a sense of comfort in
not always having all aspects of life
Simon Puzankov | Ph
otographer
figured out.
Denice Frohman of Sister Outsider advocates social change through slam poetry.
"People are struggling with iden

+
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Concert Review:
Noah Gunderson
Jacob Millay
Staff Writer
Noah Gunderson has been a consistent figure on
campus for the last couple of years, as well in the rest of
the Pacific Northwest. Everycouple of months, he stops
by to play a show in various venues around campus.
This is not a complaint. In fact, it is just the opposite.
Although this is not the first time Gunderson has
played on campus, the turnout for his concert was as
good or better than many of the other concerts around
campus. And this year was no different, with around
125 people showing up for his concert.
Noah Gunderson has been playing music since
roughly 2006. This entire time has been mish mash of
different bands and projects for Gunderson, although
his solo work seems to have gotten him the most ac
claim. His most recent album, Ledges, was released in
February, 2014. The album has gotten mostly positive
reviews, and it has a 72 overall score on Metacritic.
He is also releasing a new extended play (mini album)
on this fall tour.
Furthermore, if you missed his free show on Whit
worth's campus, you could have seen him at the Bart

lett on Oct. 13, but his show is sold out. Bummer.
The show was held at Pirate's Cove, which is a
hidden little stage with some grandstands behind
East Hall toward the Back 40. It was an outdoor
concert, and it was a chilly night. The temperature
was 45 degrees, although it seemed that everyone
who attended the concert came prepared.
"It was a brisk night," freshman Amy Chang said.
"But the concert was still really good."
Noah Gunderson played for around and hour
and a half and he played songs from all of his al
bums, including one from his new E.P. and a cov
er/rewriting of the Nirvana classic Smells Like
Teen Spirit. His sister Abbi Gunderson accompa
nied him for the majority of the songs, playing vi
olin and adding vocal harmonies.
Gunderson is very comfortable on the stage, and
even though most of his songs have a melancholy
feel, that didn't stop him from cracking some
jokes in between songs. In one instance, Gunder
son said that even though it was cold, the sadness
of h is songs would keep the listeners warm. He
also compared the stage he was playing on to a
camp talent show, with his sister and him being
the counselors displaying their talents.
The show itself was succinct and flew by. The
sound was done well, and despite being outside
with ambient noise around, it was easy to hea
r the
individual parts of each song, although there were
not many parts to be heard because the set was
stripped down to only two instruments and two
voices.
The only distraction for the show was the lights
that were used to light the
stage. Between each song,
the color of the lights would
change. In a larger setting,
this may have passed off
as background information, but
on a small stage, outside, in the
dark, it was very obvious when
the lights would change. Rather
than adding an interesting ef
fect to each song, it only served
to distract the audience. At cer
tain points, the color would shift
from a soft white to a glaring pur
ple or green in the blink of t he
eye, and it only distracted from
the main attraction of the event,
which was the music.
Outside from the light work,
the show was very smooth, and
Gunderson put on a great, sim
ple show that people could come

Simon Puzankov | Photog
rapher

and enjoy regardless of if they were familiar with his
music.
"Seeing Noah Gunderson is kind of a prerequisite for
attending Whitworth," sophomore Riley Loudenback
said. "It was a super cool show."
Gunderson even remarked on how many times he
has played at Whitworth, saying that this was probably
"the millionth time." But if h e keeps on coming back,
people will still come out to see him.

Contact Jacob Millay at
jmillayl6@whitworth.edu

Simon Puzankov | Fiiotograpner

EVENTS

I
>

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

FILM: WISDOM EARNED: A MOUNTAIN
u CLIMBER'S PERSPECTIVE
7:30 p.m. I $1 7
Bing Crosby Theater
901 \N. Sprague Ave.
A documentary about the 12th man in
the world to climb the highest peak
on every continent.

FILM: COLLECT SPOKANE
7 p.m.
The BartLett
228 \N. Sprague Ave.
A movie about the performances
of local musicians put together by
Collect Spokane.
+

CAMPUS: WHITWORTH PRESIDENT'S
LEADERSHIP FORUM: C0ND0LEEZZA RICE

CAMPUS: WHITWORTH 125TH
ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION

12 p.m. I $ 60
Spokane Convention Center
Whitworth University is proud to
welcome Condoleezza Rice as the
featured speaker for their President's
Leadership Forum.

All Day
Campus

COMMUNITY: DR. ZORBA PASTER
7 p.m. I $2 0-$23
Bing Crosby Theater
901 W. Sprague Ave.
Dr. Zorba Paster, host of the radio
show "Zorba Paster On Your Health"
leads a Q Et A ses sion.

Various celebrations around
Whitworth's campus for Whitworth's
125th anniversary.

THEATRE: DROWSY CHAPERONE
7:30 p.m. I $ 10
Cowles Auditorium
Whitworth's fall mainstage
production runs Friday, Saturday and
Sunday this week, and Friday and
Saturday next week.

MUSIC: 0FM0NTR|
o

8 p.m. I $15
Knitting Factor]
919 W. Sprague /
Georgia-based rc
the Knitting Facti

S

MUSIC: SALLIEF0
8 p.m. I $12-$14
The Bartlett
228 W. Sprague L
Portland-based:
performs at the

+
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Artist Spotlight: Erin Kreycik's life of poetry
K
Kyla Parkins

Staff Writer

Name: Erin Kreycik
Year: Senior
Major: English: Writing Track
Senior Erin Kreycik said she's always
communicated better on paper. She said
it helps her express things she couldn't
otherwise process.
As a sophomore walking into her In
tro to Creative Writing class, Kreycik had
no plans to major in writing. Before that
day, she said she wanted to study liter
ature. Yet as her journey with Professor
Thorn Caraway advanced, Kreycik s aid
she realized she would rather write.
"I just began to see it as a feasible
future. I could go to school three more
years and get involved with other people
who actually do this for a living,"Kreycik
said.
Speaking of people who write for a
living, some of Kreyci k's greatest inspi
rations include the voices she's been
exposed to. These writers include B.H.
Fairchild and Jack Gilbert.
Some of her inspirations deliver spo
ken word, as well as written word. Krey
cik said she has never performed spoken
word, but sees the importance of it.
"I think it's probably the future of po
etry because I think it reaches people in
a way that just picking up a poetry book
doesn't," Kreycik said. "I'd love to get
involved in it eventually, but I'm not an
actor and I feel like to be good at perfor
mance art, you have to have that aspect
of acting along with the words. I only
want to do it if I can do it well."
From a non-performance perspec
tive, Kreycik s aid attending workshops
broadens her outlook and helps her
grow as a writer. In this setting, she gets
to comment on other people's work, as
well as receive input on her own.
"That's really helped me to realize
how the mechanics work, how the writ
ing process goes, how you write it over

£
O
>-"
and performs at

Q
^

r-songwriter

Itt.

fe

and over again to make it the best that
you possibly can," Kreycik said. "Also,
how you have to stop at some point be
cause obviously it's never going to be
perfect."
Kreycik sa id that traveling also con
tributes to her growth.
"As fa r as people that I know and

THEATER: V ANYA AND SONIA AND
MASHA AND SPIKE
2 p.m. I $13-$15
Ignite Community Theatre
1081A E. Broadway Ave.
Premiere of Tony Award winning play
about two adult siblings.

places that I travel, I want to try and
process that because it's beautiful and I
want to capture it," Kreycik said. "I want
it to mean something to someone else.
Usually it'll take me a few mo
nths to pro
cess and then I'll finally write it out."
Of her travels, Kreycik said London
was the most interesting.

"It's English-speaking so there's not
the language barrier, but it's so culturally
rich and there's so much literary history
there," Kreycik said.
Even w hen she's not traveling, Krey
cik said the setting for her best writing
varies.
'
"They always tell you to have this time
where you sit down and write. It always
happens to me when I'm riding a bus or
sitting out in the middle of a field some
where," Kreycik said. "The words start to
come together. I've also done some very
good composing in the middle of thun
derstorms."
When she writes, Kreycik said that
one of her main themes is mental health
and the way it's still a stigma.
"I think most messed up people be
come artists and writers," Kreycik said.
"Half the time their brains are eat
ing them alive and they have to work
through that somehow."
Kreycik said the problem for these
people isn't lack of inspiration, but
struggling to communicate effectively.
"That's how it is to have a mind that
doesn't necessarily work the same as
everyone else's," Kreycik said. "There's
pain but there's also colors. It's an odd
sort of twisted beauty, so I want to com
municate that to as many people as pos
sible. "
Communicating through her writing,
Kreycik said she enjoys passing ideas
to other people and possibly changing
their perspective.
"The interplay between life and art
ists is interesting to me. You tak e life
and turn it into art but I think it works
the other way too," Kreycik said. "What
you read and your influences are going
to shape the way you live. You then take
that and turn it around into more art
which maybe someone else is going to
read and that might change the way they
live life."

Contact Kyla Parkins at
kparkinsl 8@my.whitworth.edu

^

LECTURE: TEDXSPOKANE

—

MUSIC: NOAH GUNDERSEN

£3

9 a.m. I $30

£3
o
>-"
5

8 p.m. I $14-$17
The Bartlett
228 IV. Sprague Ave.
Olympia native and Whitworth
favorite performs at the Bartlett.

o
>-'
S
35

o

Saint George's School
2929 W. Waikiki Rd.
Local and national speakers present
brief talks,

COMMUNITY: SPOKANE MARATHON

MUSIC: GONZAGA SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA CONCERT

All D ay / $ 15-$95
Riverfront Park
705 N. Howard St.
Annual race offering marathons, half
marathons, and 10k options.

7:30 p.m. I $1 3
Martin Woldson Theater at The Fox
1001 IV. Sprague
Orchestra concert featuring violinist
Kurt Nikkanen.

=3

MUSIC: MATISYAHU
8 p.m. I $28
Knitting Factory
919 IV. Sprague Ave.
Alternative reggae rapper performs at
the Knitting Factory.

+
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Cultural Review: At Saranac
the music boasts a mix of indie songs.
The restaurant also has a family-friend
ly background. When Blanchat decided
to open the restaurant, he asked a few of
his friends to work for him. Blanchat and
his friends all worked together at another
place for several years, so when he asked
for their help to work at his restaurant, it
was a no brainer. They all left t heir jobs
to continue their life journey together, a
waitress at the restaurant said.
The restaurant is definitely one of th e
places to be, but the theater and art gal
lery are also must-see destinations. The
Magic Lantern theater has been a part
of Spokane history since 1931 and has a
constant flow ofindependent and foreign
films. For more information on movie
selections, times and film festivals, visit
www.magiclanternspokane.com
The art gallery, Saranac Art Projects,
Alyssa Saari|Photographer
also has a constant change of exhibits
and numerous showings. To learn more
Alyssa Saari
about the Saranac Art Projects mission, view previous
Staff Writer
art samples and check out upcoming exhibits, visit saranacartprojects.wordpress.com.
"Saranac. Saranac? What is that?" That is the question
most Whitworth students ask when their "What's up?"
text is responded with "I'm at Saranac!" Saranac Public Contact Alyssa Saari at
House is a well known and highly respected local piece asaaril 8@my. whitworth.edu
of Spokane history, but is almost unknown by the college
communities of Spokane.
The building was constructed by Hiram "Harry" Hutton in 1910, during Spokane's booming growth period, as
a single room occupancy facility. Saranac became home
for many working class members; nationalities ranging
from Japanese, Swedish, Italian, French and Polish, who
were often new to Spokane. Eventually businesses occu
continued from p. 7
pied the building: City Hand Laundry, Background Music
Services, the Glass Hospital, Johnny Carpet Cleaners the
"Challenges to make the audience feel un
Longhom Trading Post amongst others.
comfortable help you grow,"Frohman said. Con
Ownership of the building changed hands numerous
sidering the first p oem was about education re
times and in 2005 itfell into the hands of JimSheehan, the
form and the last about bloody vaginas, the duo
current owner. Sheehan commenced a $4 million reno
evidently planned for a transition into intense
vation of the building, creating today's Saranac Public
topics. In Christina's "Summer of Violence"
House. It was designed according to U.S. Green Building
poem, she speaks about the emotional impact
Council's Leadership in Energy and Environmental De
she experienced as a college student when she
sign (LEED) Platinum standards. Saranac was equipped
attended the funerals of four friends whom she
with extensive energy and resource-saving technology,
lost to gang violence.
making it one of th e greenest buildings in Washington.
"It's good for Whitworth to open our eyes be
One significant building structure is the large sola
r panels
cause there really is a Pinecone Curtain and we
on the building's roof.
. can get too comfortable behind it. But this event
The building is now comprised of a restaurant, art gal
made us uncomfortable in a great way," sopho
lery, movie theater, an upstairs rooftop venue area and a
more Alysia Morales said. The duo was aware of
community building to tie them all together. Each area
the effect they were having on the audience and
has its own unique and individual feel, but perfectly com
the growing discomfort they were creating.
plements the others.
"They were conversational, but not confronta
The restaurant, owned by Brandon Blanchat and busi
tional," s ophomore Kaley Alness said. Students
ness partner Eric Johnson, serves exceptional food on a
may have felt this way during Christina's last
small scale menu but with a variety ofoptions. Their menu
poem, "The Period Poem," in which she speaks
is seasonal—consisting of a fall-winter and spring-sum
openly about the pride a woman should have in
mer menu and is constantly changing. They serve every
having her period and why men should be more
thing from appetizers to salads, pasta and seafood—and
accepting
of that.
don't forget about dessert.
The next cultural event will be the Liberty of
The dishes are created using the most locally-grown or
North Korea, or LiNK, event on Oct. 29 from 6:30
produced products and as organic as possible. The egg
to
9:30 p.m.. There will b e a film screening and
and dairy products they receive are cage-free and pasture
discussion about the organization's mission and
-raised and are free of h ormones and antibiotics. Most
how people can get involved with bringing free
of the dishes are vegetarian or vegan. Their coffee is fair
dom
to North Korea. On Nov. 21 at 7:00 p .m. in
trade and locally roasted and their teas are organic. Even
the HUB MPR, I nternational Festival will take
their carry out containers are compostable, made com
place. Sodexo will serve a variety of foo ds from
pletely out of recycled materials.
different
countries and international students
Some of the most popular menu items include the pret
will share poems, songs and fashion native to
zels and macaroni and cheese, one waitress said, when
their countries. For more information about
asked what she recommended.
cultural events, contact Skinner at askinnerl5@
The atmosphere is very relaxing with its dim lighting,
my.whitworth.edu.
partial brick walls and earth tone colors. The side wall is
completely made up of large glass windows with a door
Contact Rachelle Robley at
leading to an outside patio, giving a very open and spa
rrobleyl 6@my.whitworth.edu
cious feel to the cozy roo
m. The decor is very mod
ern and

Sister Outsider

{I SAW 1}
Content in the "ISaw You" section comes
from student submissions and does not
necessarily reflect the opinion of The
Whitworthian.

Stocking up on your
Vitamin C?
I saw you sneaking out the back doors of
SAGA carrying like 10 oranges. You must
be really worried about getting sick!

Oblivious!
I saw you kissing in the middle of the
road. There was even a car waiting to
drive through. I can't decide if that's really
cute, or really dangerous.

Fashionista
I saw you rockin' a neon green, yellow,
pink and orange print dress. Keep being
fabulous!

Focus on the Family
I saw you with both sets of grandparents
drinking coffee and talking. So cute!

Let the Games Begin!
I saw you all running around in the
HUB shooting nerf guns and yelling like
maniacs. Do I want to know why?

Nap Time
I saw you snoozing hard and drooling in a
coffee shop chair. There's gotta be comfier
places to take a nap around campus...

Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your "I Saw You"
(up to 75 words) online by sending a
private message to The Whitworthian's
Facebook page (accessible below).

+

OPINIONS
Raise of minimum wage will cause harm
LINDSEY
HUBBART

ciation claimed that the Seattle minimum wage law
"unfairly and irrationally discriminates against inter
COLUMNIST
state commerce generally, and small businesses that
operate under the franchise business model specifical
ly." Franchises will take the biggest hit because the size
To ra ise concerns about minimum wage and fair of th e company, and thus the speed with which they
compensation, the natural inclination is to turn to ei must comply with the law, is determined by the parent
ther the government or the labor unions. We assume company, not the franchise itself. USA Today provides
that these entities would stand up for the needs of the the example of "an independently owned Holiday Inn
people, while businesses only seek to pad their bottom Express in Seattle with 28 workers." This independent
lines. Some workers will certainly benefit
Holiday Inn willhave a much
from an increased minimum wage. How
shorter timetable to adjust
ever, an increase can also lead to devastat
its wages than other busi
ing effects for workers, particularly those
nesses of its size because
whom the law seeks to protect.
Holiday Inn as a whole has
Beginning April 2015, the city of Semore than 500 employees.
atde faces the implementation of a $15
In effect, this will create
minimum wage, which is the highest in
an unfriendly business en
the country. The legislation calls for small
vironment in Seattle, and
companies with fewer than 500 employ
the effects will reach beyond
ees to reach a $15 wage by Ian. 1, 2021,
the city. Businesses will not
want to establish themselves
and larger companies to provide $15 by Hannah Walker | Graphic Artist
Jan. 1, 2017. Gov. Bill Mu rray claims the
in the city because of the increased bur
law is "a powerful tool for helping low-in
den. Former U.S. Solicitor General Paul
come workers and families in their communities."
Clement claims that the law crosses into dubious legal
On the surface, this law appears to bring positive territory because it negatively impacts companies out
changes to minimum wage workers in Seattle, but the side of Seattle, and Congress is the only governmental
unintended consequences far outweigh the benefits. organization that can regulate interstate commerce.
We need to look to the free market to raise wages.
Nobel P rize-winning economist Milton Friedman, in
his book "Free to Choose," claims that "the minimum When we rely on governments or unions to increase
wage law requires employers to discriminate against the minimum wage, it must come at the expense of ei
persons withlow skills." Many companies will choose to ther businesses or the taxpayers. However, Friedman
forgo hiring low-skilled workers if they must pay more. emphasizes that higher wages don't come at anyone's
This contributes to the widespread unemployment that expense when they result from "higher productivity,
many teenagers face, particularly African-American greater capital investment, more widely diffused skills."
teenagers, which Milton claims is"both a scandal and a As a result, "there's more for the worker, but there's also
serious source of social unrest." Rather than mandating more for the employer, the investor, the consumer, and
higher wages, it would be more effective to allow teen even the tax collector."Raising the minimum wage does
agers to work at lower-wage jobs to gain the necessary more harm than good; we must seek out a solution that
skills that will help them become more employable in improves the quality of lifefor everyone.
the future.
Additionally, minimum wage laws take a strong
toll on small businesses. In fact, small businesses HUBBART is a senior majoring in Englishand
have filed a federal lawsuit against the city of Seattle. economics. Comments can be sent to lhubbartl5@
Within the lawsuit, the International Franchise Asso my.whitworth.edu

LETTER TO THE EDITOR:

Response to "Queers
in the Kingdom."
Christians should show
love like Christ did
Dear Editor,

Last Thursday, I attended a Q&A session with Markie Hancock, the director of "Queers in the Kingdom."
Hancock, who attended an evangelical Christian col
lege and is lesbian, shared how she's no longer close
with her friend from college who is Christian and
doesn't approve of her getting married. When asked
if she would accept the love of someone who didn't
agree with her lifestyle, Hancock responded that she
wouldn't consider that love. She explained that she
just can't be friends with someone who won't fully
accept her.
I hope Hancock can put herself in the shoes of
Christians (as painful as that may be) and try to un
derstand the type of lov e they're attempting to live
out. For Christians, love is what Christ did. As th e
aposde Paul explained,"... God demonstrates his own
love for us in this: W/hile we were still sinners, Christ
died for us."The point is not that gay and lesbian peo
ple are sinners; the point is that a sinless God chose to
love people he fundamentally disagreed with.
Christians don't claim to be sinless like Christ.
They do claim the responsibility to love like Christ.
I'm not suggesting it should be easy for Hancock to
get all buddy-buddy with her Christian friend who
doesn't support her being lesbian. I do hope that
Hancock will consider accepting her friend's love, re
alizing that it's based on something far stronger than
their most divisive disagreement.
Sincerely,
Micah Alfred
mallredl7@my.whitworth.edu

Fairweather Mariners fans show promise in support
perennial superstar like Cano, arguably the best pitch
er in the league Felix Hernandez and a winning record,
you would think that Seattle could muster more than
25,485 fans per game. To give some perspective, Safeco
COLUMNIST
Field has a maximum capacity of 47,116. In 2001 when
the Mariners tied the all-time record with 116 wins, the
Yet anot her season has ended for the Seattle Mar average home attendance was 43,362.
It is frustrat
iners, with the club missing the playoffs for the 13th
ing as a fan to
straight year.
This season was different though as the M's stayed see a team do
in playoff contention until the very last game of the ing well, yet
2014 campaign. Under the stoic leadership of first-year failing to re
manager Lloyd McClendon and the on-field presence ceive the sup
of six-time All-Star Robinson Cano, the oudook of the port from fans
Mariners organization took a 180-degree turn. Now the that most play
off contending
team just needs some fans.
In the early 2000s when the Mariners were seeing teams receive.
great success, their fans were frequently referred to as The Kansas City
the best fans in baseball. From 2000 to 2003, the Mari Royals had the
ners averaged over 98 wins per season with an average same issue in
annual attendance of nearly 3.4million. Since 2010,the early Septem
Mariners have averaged just over 72 wins per season, ber, but after
and consequendy the average annual attendance has being called out
been just over 1.9 million. Obviously it is not as fun to by team man
Kelly Logie|Graphic Artist
be a fan when your team is doing poorly, but come on, ager Ned Yost, the fans
if that does not scream "fairweather fans then I do not responded and turned out
for their recendy crowned American League wild card
know what does.
Even this season, when the Mariners established champions.
After 13 straight years of failing to reach the playoffs,
through their all-star break that they would contend for
the playoffs, attendance at games still struggled. With a maybe I am being too hard on Mariners fans. But after

MAX
CARTER

all of those years of complaints about a losing team, it
seems hypocritical to lack support for the team when
they are finally winning. That being said, the final three
-game series of the season was a major bright spot in
fan turnout for the organization.
With three games left against their rivals the Los An
geles Angels, the Mariners headed home from a tough
road trip, but still had a chance to make the playoffs for
the first time since 2001. They were greeted by a strong
turnout in all three games, capped by a packed house
of 41,000 fa ns on Sunday, Sept. 22. The M's had their
king Felix Hernandez on the mound, with the team
needing a win and an Oakland Athletics loss to force a
one game playoff for the second wild card spot.
This provided some hope for an organization trying
to get back to the culture of excellence that it once had.
Forty-one thousand fans is still not maximum capacity
at Safeco, but it is pretty darn close, and much higher
than the rest of the season's average attendance. While
I believe the Mariners would have won a couple more
games had their home crowd been stronger all season,
if the attendance in that final game is any indication of
what it will be like next year—there is some electricity
waiting to be turned on at Safeco Field in 2015.

CARTER is a junior majoring in journalism. Comments
can be sent to mcarterl6@my.whitworth.edu
+
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Common Core provides standard judgment
MATTHEW
BOARDMAN
COLUMNIST

Common Core will reform the standards for En
glish language arts and mathematics in grades K-12,
and is controversial for a variety of reasons, Common
Core State Standards has been adopted by 43 states,
including Washington. Washington adopted Com
mon Core on July 20, 2011, with the goal of full imple
mentation by the 2014-2015 school year, according to
the Common Core State Standards Initiative (CCSSI)
website.
Informa
tion about Common
Core in Washing
ton Can be found
at www.kl2.wa.us/
corestandards. Op
ponents of Co mmon
Core have cited the
costs, quality and
legality of its imple
mentation as reasons
for not adopting it.
According to Pio
neer Institute, Com- Gretchen Van Lith| Graphic Artist
mon Core could cost
upwards of $15.8 billion over the course of seven
years, of which states would largely be responsible for.
California "is projected to incur significantly higher
state assessment costs of a pproximately $35 million
each year," according to Pioneer Institute. According
to CCSSI, "there will be some additional costs associ
ated with the Common Core."
By uniforming state standards, opponents fear
that Common Core will c reate a standard based on
the lowest common denominator. States with higher
quality education standards would be taking a step
back for the sake of uniformity. However, according to
CCSSI, "The standards are designed to build upon the
most advanced current thinking about preparing all
students for success in college, career and life."
Public education is a reserved power in the U.S.
Constitution. Opponents of C ommon Core have ar
gued that Common Core will be directed by the feder
al government, thereby violating state rights. Accord
ing to CCSSI, Common Core is a voluntarily adopted
set of st andards. The states retain the right of str uc

EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP

Hong Kong protesters
represent a good example
for those facing injustice

turing curriculum to reach the standards. "The Com
mon Core is not a curriculum. It is a clear set of shared
goals and expectations for what knowledge and skills
will help our students succeed. Local teachers, princi
pals, superintendents and others will decide how the
standards are to be met," according to CCSSI.
Even amid the disorder, I find myself favoring Com
mon Core. I don't believe Common Core will neces
sarily be a drastically better system than its prede
cessor, nor do I believe it will be worse. I anticipate
Common Core merely to be different. The uniformed
standard allows for colleges and employers to com
pare applicants on an equal scale. The effort and un
derstanding required to earn a specific grade will be
equivalent across all participating states, without di
minishing college readiness.
That said, the implementation of Common Core
in Washington has been poorly executed. Martha
Gady, head of math education in the mathematics
and computer sciences department, said "the weak
ness of Common Core is with its implementation." In
Washington, Common Core has been phased into full
implementation in school districts this year. Students
taught from K-10 on the previous system are expected
to enter junior year having mastered all previous Com
mon Core standards. It's simply not realistic, practi
cal or reasonable. "The deadlines were not thought
through," Gady said. "Though it would have taken far
longer, Common Core should have begun with a new
class of K indergarteners, and implemented the new
standards at a yearly pace,"Gady said. In that way, stu
dents, teachers and curriculum alike could develop.
Whitworth's undergraduate teacher-education
program "has one of th e highest placement rates in
the state," according to the Whitworth website. Many
students at Whitworth have or will become teachers,
and the implementation of C ommon Core will have
noticeable effects. For recent math education grad
uates, Common Core is attempting to implement a
new method of problem-solving in geometry called
rigid transformations. Currently, there is a severe lack
of tex tbooks to teach the new standardized material
from. Common Core is a time of change in public ed
ucation, and the accompanying upheaval will make
the transition from studying how to teach to teaching
a challenging one.

Thousands of youth protesters have crowded the
streets the past weeks in central Hong Kong, de
manding increased democracy and universal suf
frage.
Protesters are responding to China's refusal to
allow open selection of candidates for the leader of
Hong Kong, according to USAToday. The first "dem
ocratic" election is scheduled for 2017, for which a
panel of Chinese officials will select the candidates.
One banner created by protesters read, "don't want
fake democracy."
Although issues in the U.S. are usually not as se
vere as China's untrustworthy Communist regime,
the youth culture here can stilllearn from student-led
protests. Students in America are not as involved in
politics as students in other countries are, or at least
not as involved as they should be. For example, in
2012, only 38 percent of citizens aged 18-24 voted in
the presidential election, and that is not the lowest
percentage, according to the U.S. Census Bureau.
Hong Kong citizen and 17-year-old Joshua Wong
has been called the symbol of democracy across the
city by the New YorkTimes, and is one of the leaders
of the protests. This student, not even, of voting age,
exemplifies what students should be in any govern
ment.
Many of the older generation in Hong Kong, espe
cially those old enough to remember the massacre
at Tiananmen Square in 1989, do not approve of the
protests for fear of aggr avating the Chinese govern
ment for what they believe to be a lost cause, accord
ing to a TIME article.
While people have reason to be wary, the protest
ers are right and brave in their decisions to stand
firm in their positions. If the government resorts
to force to remove them from the streets, hopefully
they will have the sense to keep themselves safe. Un
til then, those students remain powerful role models
for anyone who is faced with an injustice.

BOARDMAN is a freshman majoring in English.Com
ments can be sent to mboardmanl8@my.whitworth.
edu

Editorials in the "In the Loop"section reflect the ma
jority opinion of the Editorial Board, comprised of five
editors.
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is your opinion on taking a class taught
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Lindaman Chair Dr. Julia Stronks
gave a lecture titled "Christians,
Public Policy and Sexual Identity:
Why Loving the Sinner Doesn't
Do It for Me Anymore," on Oct. 2.

I w ould support
it

It wouldn't
bother me

I do n't have an
opinion

I w ould be a
I w ould be
little
totally
uncomfortable uncomfortable
with it
with it

Email survey of 345 Whitworth students

Seepage 6 for full story on the
Lindaman Chair

SPORTS

Kari Johnson I P hotographer

Junior forward Karl Muelheims tries to keep the ball away from a PLUdefender in an offensive possession during the Pirates' 1-0 shutout of PLU on Saturday.

Men's soccer suffers first loss of the season at home
In addition, the Puget Sound Loggers fer a long time, though the Pirates gave
the defensive players' uphill struggle by
clearing the balls to the opposite side of had an early goal by senior forward An the Loggers a lot of chances in the first 15
StaffWriter
the field, but also from sophomore Tim- drew White assisted by defender Sam minutes of the game, Cathey said.
"They defended like animals," Cathey
Naatz less than 5 minutes into the first
my Costa's three saves for the Pirates.
"The focus was more on the defensive half on Sunday. As a result of the early said.
Junior forward Karl Muelheims ex
Despite the score, the Pirates outshot
tended the Whitworth Pirates' winning end where we thought that the offense goal for the Loggers, the Pirates had a
streak with the only goal of the game would come naturally," junior defender much more difficult time maintaining the Loggers 19-9 and had more corner
kicks 5-1.
control of the game.
and his fifth of the season against the Spencer Wolfe said.
"The great thing is now, hopefully the
"We didn't come out defensively with
The Pirates' offensive players outshot
visiting Pacific Lutheran Lutes for a 1-0
guys will play
victory on Saturday afternoon. How the Lutes 17-7 throughout the game, giv a mindset [of] de
more freely, but
ever, Sun day's game against previously ing the Lutes fewer opportunities to tie sire and passion
also play with
that we did [Sat
or take the lead.
second-ranked UPS, ended with the Pi
more desire, not
Muelheims' unas urday]," Cathey
rates' first loss of the
feeling like they
said.
"[Saturday]
sisted
goal
from
the
"The great thing is now,
season, 0-2.
have to go unde
left side of the net was such a good
Compared to last
Karl M uelheims,'16
feated the whole
hopefully
the
guys
will
understanding
of
was
scored
10
min
year's 4-1 win on Oct.
year, but more
utes into the second how we needed
20 against the Lutes,
play more freely, but also half
Junior forward Karl
desire to defend
when the ball to defend, how
this match proved to
Muelheims scored
and to battle with
we
needed
to
was
mostly
pla
yed
on
be a more difficult play with more desire, not
everything they
be
at
our
best
to
the
only
goal
of
the
Whitworth
offen
battle for the Pirates.
have,"
Cathey
stop them, and
the weekend for
feeling like they have to sive side.
The Bucs had to neu
said.
[Sunday],
some
"A
lot
of
the
things
the
Pirates
in
the
tralize their oppo
go undefeated the whole that happened in of our guys right
The actions the
nents' strengths to
Saturday victory
Pirates showed
that goal was just from the start
have more freedom
year, but more desire to desire. At halftime weren't in the
over PLU at home.
in the first 20-25
to play, Head Coach
minutes on the
game
defensively
we
just
said
that
we
defend and to battle with
Morgan Cathey said.
field did not rep
needed some shots," and these are de
Though the Pirates
resent how they
everything they have."
Muelheims
said. fensive players."
only scored one goal,
Senior midfielder Connor Laferriere prepared in practice, junior midfielder
"[Junior
midfielder
they were proud of
—MORGAN CATHEY
Sam Engle] tried to doubled the lead for the Loggers with an Samuel Jarrett said.
their third shutout
"We're going to look at what went
shoot it, but ended unassisted goal in the 26th minute.
of the season, giving
head coach
"The second one was just a poor pass wrong this week at practice and look out
up
popping
up
right
credit to the defense,
to me and I kind of in midfield right to their player, which for next week," Jarrett said.
assistant coach Bry
The Pirates dropped to 9-1-1 overall
took a touch and it didn't even need to happen," Cathey
an Olson said.
said. "The guys have to be sharper, the and 4-1-1 in the NWC.
went
in.
We
wanted
"Our overall team
Whitworth hosts Pacific Lutheran
guys have to bring more and understand
goal was to get a clean sheet: to not let it in the box more than they did."
The Pirates took a hit on the offen that they can't let themselves get away during Homecoming weekend this Sat
them score," Muelheims said. "We knew
it was going to be a dogfight before the sive side of t he ball for Sunday's game with sleeping for just even a second, urday, Oct. 11 at 2:30p.m.
game, that it's going to test our will, that as Muelheims was injured and senior shutting off for even a second."
The sign of a championship team is to
forward Micheal Ramos was not able to
it's going to test our desire."
Contact Jessica Razanadrakoto at
not give anything to the opposite team
This clean sheet not only came from play.
jrazanadrakotol 7@my.whitworth.edu

Jessica Razanadrakoto

SPOTLIGHT

14
Cross country teams improve at Willamette
Connor Soudani
Soudani
Connor

ChristiDespite not having senior Christi
A the
na Williams on the race-day squad,
Sports Editor
women were able to edge out Whitman
and UPS in spite of losing to them at
The men's and women's cross country the Sundodger Invite. Junior Amanda
teams had strong performances against Blankenship finished 21st with a time
conference teams at the Willamette In of 18:38.5 and was closely followed
vitational last Saturday. The men fin by junior Kellyn Roiko with a time of
ished 11th out of 14 teams in the 8K race 18:39.8 for 24th place. Sophomore Krisand fourth out of
ten
Schoenike
seven NWC op
finished next in
ponents behind
27th with a time
Willamette, UPS
of 18:42.6.
"Our strate
and Whitman.
gy was to go out
The women had
Amanda Blankenship,'15
a litde bit faster
an even stronger
than we're com
showing in the
fortable usually
5K with a fourth
Blankenship led
going out with,
place finish out
the Pirate women
and trying to rec
of 16 teams and
to a fourth place
ognize who was
second in confer
overall finish
in our confer
ence opponents
-with her time of
ence and focus
behind
Willa
18:38.5 to take
ing on passing
mette.
people in our
"We learned
2lst place.
conference," Roi
stuff from Simko said.
dodger,
we
The absence of
worked on those
things over the last two weeks and Williams might have been a setback for
then we executed it," Head Coach Toby the women's team, but sophomore AlSchwarz said. "Thebest thing isgoing out lie Wood and sophomore Kendall Chin
there, learning some things and I think rounded out the scoring for the women
as athletes and as a team we worked on to help them finish well.
things and those things paid off."
"I feel like we are probably one of the

SPOTLIGHT

deepest teams in the conference. We and
and hopefully
hopefully beat
beat some
some of
of ti he teams
closer
e
just have ac i„t
lot r,f
of ctrnncr
strong runners that are that beat us today and come even
in the middle of ou r team and so that's to Willamette."
Dudley said he is excited about the
really exciting," Roiko said.
The men increased their stock in the fact that the men raced more as a team
NWC ran kings by beating out Lewis & than as individuals at this meet, which
Clark, who defeated them at Sundodg was something the team had trouble
er. Sophomore Pirate ffontrunner Chris with throughout last year. "We're also
MacMurray
just racing a
dropped out of
'I feel like we are probably one of lot better as a
the race after
team, especial
two miles due
the deepest teams in the
ly in the front
to complica
we were
tions with pre
conference. We just have a lot of pack
able to pack up
existing plan
a couple times.
strong runners that are in the
tar
fasciitis.
Taylor and I
Junior Colton
middle of our team and so that's ran together
Berry crossed
pretty
much
the line first
really exciting."
the whole race
for the men's
and we were
team with a
—KELLYN ROIKO
able to pack up
46th place fin
with Colton for
junior
ish and a time
a little bit of it
of 26:10.6. Se
too,"
Dudley
nior
Taylor
Steele came in next with a 52nd place said.
The Pirate teams will take a week off
finish and a time of 26.19.32. T hen, se
nior Trent Dudley finished in 59th with a from c ompetition and return on Oct. 18
to compete in the Lewis & Clark Invita
time of 26:25.9.
"[Our performance] shows that we're tional in Oregon.
getting better every week. We're getting
better at racing," Dudley said. "I think it
helps us with our confidence and we can Contact Connor Soudani at
go to Lewis &Clark two weeks from now csoudanil 6@my.whitworth.edu

Women split NWC games at Whitworth Soccer Field
Leah Dassler
StaffWriter
The women's soccer team split wins during their
sixth and seventh Northwest Conference games this
season, bringing their conference record to 2-5. Satur
day's game against Pacific Lutheran University resulted
in a 3-0 loss, but with improved defense in Sunday's
game, the Pirates pulled off a victory against the Uni
versity of Puget Sound.
During a scoreless first half, Whitworth kept the ball
mainly in PLU territory. PLU's contentious offense
fought back, outdoing the Pirates in goal attempts six to
two. Freshman Katie Bischoff attempted Whitworth's
two shots on the goal, but both went wide. Junior goal
keeper Andrea Stump saved three out of six PLU shots.
The remaining shots hit wide and high.
PLU's agg ressive offensive play following halftime
ended in the penalty box before PLUcould make a goal.
Four minutes into the period, PLU took the ball up the
right side of Whitworth territory, shooting the ball wide
off the goal post but then scoring off of the rebound.
"PLU's strategy was to kick [the ball] to their wide
players and to overlap the outside backs to cross in the
back side. We just weren't tracking the back side," Bis
choff said.
PLU tar geted Stump's open left side for their first
goal. Junior Tiara Pajimola, in response, dug in offen
sively with an ineffective high shot. PLU scored again
in the 77th minute, with another left-side play. A foul
on Whitworth resulted in a penalty kickand PLU's third
goal in the 84th minute. This is the only time this sea
son another team has scored more than twice on the
Pirates.
"We had an excellent first half today in terms of our
possession and the opportunities we generated on the
goal," Head Coach Jael Hagerott said. "Today was not
a bad game despite the score. Once you're 1-0 behind,
you have to take risks in order to score, and we ended

Kari Johnson | Photographer

Junior DeNae Vandam fights for possession during Saturday's 0-3 loss to Pacific Lutheran at home.
up paying for it."
On Sunday, Pajimola started the Pirates off with a
goal on University of Puget Sound in the second min
ute. She continued the Pirate's possession and offensive
focus, stealing the ball from UPS defense and taking a
high shot at the goal. Stump saved four shots in the first
sixteen minutes. The Pirates scrambled for a successful
defensive play to deflect a corner kick from UPS. UPS'
offense pushed possession in favor of the Loggers, who
outshot the Pirates 15 to two in h
t e first half.
Sophomore Hannah Langbehn led Whitworth de
fensively in the second half, thwarting five of PLU's
unsuccessful shots on the goal. UPS' defense protected

their goal equally as well as the Pirates, shutting down
all of P ajimola's and sophomore Megan McCart's of
fensive movements.
"[Saturday] we took risks. I don't think it was de
fense, I just think it was the way we were tryi
ng to score
after we got down. [On Sunday], I'd say we were play
ing tougher and we didn't let up like we did a couple of
times yesterday," Langbehn said.
The Pirates will play George Fox University in Ore
gon on Saturday at noon.
Contact Leah Dassler at
Idasslerl 8@my. whitworth.edu
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SCHEDULE FOR UPCOMING EVENTS
WOMEN'S SOCCER

MEN'S SOCCER

Saturday, Oct 11, Noon
George Fox (Away)

Saturday, Oct 11,2:30 p.m.
Whitman (Home)

[f'l

C? •}

VOLLEYBALL

FOOTBALL

Wednesday, Oct. 8,7 p.m.
Lewis-Clark State (Away)

Saturday, Oct,1 p.m.
Willamette (Home)

MEN'S GOLF

WOMEN'S GOLF
Sunday, Oct. 12,9a.m.
North Idaho Invitational (Away)

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday, Oct 18,11 a.m.
Lewis & Clark Invitational (Away)

Janik Emmendorfer |Photographer

Senior Brodrick Hirai returns this season to finish out his fourth year of football after an injury last year.

SPOTTED Mi THE CROW'S NEST:
Brodrick Hirai

fore in preseason training camp leading up to the game,"
Hirai said.
Staff Writer
After the injury, Hirai underwent surgery for menis
cus, ACL and MCL repair. Hirai began light rehabilita
From first glance on a football field, senior Brodrick tion just two weeks after the surgery at the Whitworth
Hirai embodies the ideal physical stature of an elite athletic training center. Through a nine-month recovery
defensive lineman. Standing at 6'1 and weighing in at process, Hirai was able to receive full athletic clearance
255 p ounds, Hirai leads the Whitworth defensive line on his knee.
against some of the most explosive offenses in NCAA
"I learned from my injury to never take things for
Division III football.
granted. A task as simple as carrying my food in SAGA
However, what most people don't see on Saturdays was difficult for me without my left leg,"Hirai said.
are the long hours and stress he has gone through just to
In his senior season, Hirai faced a decision regarding
be able to be on the field this season.
his academic eligibility. After getting back to full health,
Hirai first came to Whitworth as freshman in the Fall according to the NCAA, Hirai still had a year left of ath
of 2010 during the John Tully football era.
letic eligibility.
"I liked the school when I first visited," Hirai said. "I
"I wanted to end [my football career] on my own
liked the program, the feel ofthe campus, and I knew alot terms," Hirai said. "I wanted to play that final season. I
of people who had come here already. When I sat down wanted to be with the guys. Watching the entire year last
with my parents, we all agreed that
year, I needed to play again."
Hirai made the decision to ac
a school like Whitworth would be "Whether it was in practice,
cept his eligibility and enroll for
perfect for me, and we were right."
one more semester at Whitworth.
From his first season at Whit
in the weight room, or on
His triumphs on the field were
worth, Hirai split time on the de
the football field, we knew
complementary to his excellence
fensive line, lettering his freshmen
in the classroom. Hirai's academic
year. Hirai earned his starting ros
that he was going to give us pursuits were dedicated to biology
ter spot his sophomore year. At
and the pre-medicine track. With
the culmination of th e season, he
his all."
the dream of one day becoming
was named Northwest Conference
a family doctor, Hirai excelled in
—JASON TOBECK
honorable mention.
his classes throughout his college
"Brodrick is an extremely de
recruiting coordinator
career earning a 3.89 GPA through
pendable player. We knew exactly
rigorous science courses.
what he was going to give the team
"He is very caring guy who is always learn
ing and will
ever since his freshman year," re
cruiting coordinator Jason Tobeck said. "Whether it was ing to learn. He sits in on classes just because he wants
in practice, in the weight room, or on the football field, to help those around him achieve," senior defensive
we knew that he was going to give us his all.'
lineman Kyle Warr said.
Hirai's willingness to help others is noticed by many
With such a successful underclassman performance,
Hirai did not stop there. After his junior season, Hirai was around him, including his head football coach.
"Brodrick greatly values his teammates. It's not all
named Northwest Conference honorable mention for
defensive line along with the CoSIDA academic All-Dis about him, it's about the cause," Head Coach Rod Sandtrict honoree award. Following his junior season, Hirai berg said. "He is willing to have relationships with the
ect him and
was named Northwest Conference honorable mention players on the team and that is why they resp
as well as one of four captains for the 2013 season.
follow him."
After the season comes to a close, Hirai plans on
With the captain position and starting spot to his
name, Hirai's senior season came to an early end after continuing the process of ap plying to medical schools
tearing his lateral meniscus, ACL and MCL in his left around the country. As of now Hirai's top choice is the
knee during Whitworth's first game against St.Scholasti- University of Washington Medical School in Seattle.
ca in the 2013 season.
"Late in the third quarter, my left knee planted and Contact Joshua Omdal at
jomdall 7@my.whitworth.edu
gave out funny. I remember it had been bugging me e

Joshua Omdal

Sunday, Oct. 12,9 a.m.
North Idaho Invitational (Away)

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday, Oct 18,11 a.m.
Lewis & Clark Invitational (Away)

SPORTS w BRIEF
Golf competes against NWC
competition at invitationals
The men's and women's golf teams
competed in separate tournaments last
weekend as they continue to get a sense
for the level of competition they will face
at the NWC Fall Classic later this month.
The women competed in the Whitworth
Invitational on Saturday and Sunday
and finished second behind Whitman
after being tied at 318 after the first day.
Sophomore Michal Schuster came in
second overall with scores of 7 5 and 82
and senior Nicole Lomax tied for 10th
with scores of 78 and 87.
Meanwhile the men competed on
Sunday and Monday at the Whitman
Invitational. After the first
day of
competition, junior Oliver Rudnicki was
tied in the overall men's scoring with 70,
but the men were behind UPS 296 to 292
for the first time this season.
Due to Whitworthian press time, we
are not able to provide the outcome of
the men's tournament here. However,
you can check out the full article on the
results of both teams at thewhitworthian.
com.
Connor Soudani | Sp
orts Editor

Football loses second straight
game inloss to Pacific
After allowing 49 points in the loss to
Chapman the week before, Whitworth
allowed 29 points in their second loss of
the season to Pacific.
The Pirates were unable to contain a
Boxer running game that amassed 327
total yards and more than doubled the
Pirate offense in total time of possession.
While senior quarterback Bryan
Peterson threw for 260 yards and a
touchdown, he was sacked three times
and committed two fumbles.
The Pirates play Willamette on Saturday
for the Homecoming game.
Connor Soudani | Spo
rts Editor

WHITPICS

YOU'VE
GOT
MAIL

LEFT: Junior Niehls
Ingram is the ASWU
outdoor rec. coordinator,
and he enjoys planning
trips, executing them
successfully and
seeing students enjoy
them. Trips this year
have included hikes,
backpacking trips,
and stand-up paddle
boarding.
Juliana Zajicek
Photographer

BELOW: Dayna
Coleman-Jones is
the assistant dean of
students and director
of HUB and student
activities, and she works
with all of the ASWU
leaders.
Hope Barnes
Photographer

inbox
BOTTOM LEFT: Senior Jacob
Dansereau is the ASWU Sports
Events/Tournaments coordinator
for the 2014-2015 school year;
he organizes the Booty Club and
events like the Sept. 6 pre-game
football block party.
Tanner Scholten | h
Potographer

ABOVE: Sophomore Jordan Dale is this year's ASWU
intramural coordinator and is in charge of Whitworth's
intramural sports leagues, which include basketball, flag
football, soccer, tennis, ultimate frisbee and volleyball.
Andrew Rollins|Photographer
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BOTTOM RIGHT: Senior Raleigh
Addington is the ASWUspecial
events coordinator, and this year
he has organized such events
as Unplugged and Bingo, and
also secures discounted concert
and event tickets for Whitworth
students.
Hope Barnes | h
Potographer
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125th Whitworth Anniversary
Whitworth students, faculty and alumni celebrate
Whitworth's anniversary at the Spokane Convention
Center with music, speeches and acknowledgments

Main stage production 'The
Drowsy Chaperone' opens

Football returns to winning
form vs. Willamette

+

+

ABOUTUS

VOLUME 105, ISSUE 5
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 250
words.
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CLARIFICATIONS & CORRECTIONS
• In Issue 4 of The Whitworthian, a graphic depicted information drawn from
the Costa Rica Center Task Force Report. It failed to note that the information
in the chart was based on estimates, as stated in the report's footnotes. Thank
you to Carol Simon for pointing out this error.

we know you're on twitter

15 MARTINEZ

mimm

03 CONDOLEEZZA RICE

More money and smaller class sizes will
not guarantee a better educational system;
students will benefit more from quality.

05 MCMILLAN BIRTHDAY

12 WHITWORTH FOR ALL

Current McMillan residents and past
"Mac Men" gather for a short celebration
commemorating Mac's 100th birthday.

08 DIY MIRROR MOSAIC

follow @TheWhitworthian

11 ED. STANDARDS

The former Secretary of State visited
Whitworth for a Q&A session in Cowles
Auditorium on Thursday, Oct. 9.

Non-Christians attending Whitworth
are getting a fantastic education and a
beneficial exposure to different views.

14 MEN'S SOCCER ROLLS

Students come up with a plethora of creative
ways to repurpose unusual objects. Here is
one idea you may not have heard before.

After suffering the first loss of the season the
week before, the men's soccer team faced
Whitman in a Pirate offensive showcase.

09 ARTIST SPOTLIGHT

15 CROW'S NEST

Junior Nate Strain directs of Cool Whip, acts
in "The Drowsy Chaperone' as George and
double majors in physics and theater.

Junior Samson Martinez epitomizes a
family man who strives to form positive
relationships in all aspects of his life.

Cover Graphic: Hannah Walker; Photograph by Tanner Scholten

NEWS
Condoleezza Rice visits Mtworth for Q&A session
Rebekah Bresee
News Editor
Cowles Auditorium was filled with
the standing ovation of 1,910 audience
members as former Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice took the stage for a
Q&A on Oct. 9.
For the past year, President Beck Tay
lor and his advisors worked with Rice
and her team to bring her to Whitworth
as part of the President's Leadership Fo
rum. The series brings speakers to Whit
worth who discuss current and relevant
topics, Taylor said.
"She rose to be a very powerful and
influential leader and any time we get to
highlight that is exciting,"Taylor said.
Rice was chosen because of her com
pelling and interesting story as well as
her role as an influential leader in poli
tics in the past two decades, Taylor said.
The questions asked were a compi
lation of questions from students and
political science professors Julia Stronks
and Kathy Lee.
Rice addressed her upbringing in
segregated Birmingham, Ala., her faith,
education and how she became in
volved in politics. She talked about her
involvement in Soviet Russian studies,
race relations in the U.S. and the Sept. 11
crisis as well as the war that followed.
"I think people are eager to hear from
someone who was in the ring and dealt
with controversial issues," Taylor said.
As a Presbyterian, Rice discussed
how her faith related and sometimes
conflicted with her political work. She
argued that faith and reason should be
compatible concepts, not contradict
ing ones. Taylor related that concept to
Whitworth's mission of providing "an
education of mind and heart."
"Her leadership, faith and ideas res
onate with the Whitworth mission," Tay
lor said.
The Q&A ended with Rice discussing
her new role in the inaugural College
Football Playoff committee. Students
were invited to a book signing following
the Q&A.
Ninety-five percent of the expense for
Rice's appearance was covered through
sponsors and ticket prices with a small
amount for advertising paid by the uni
versity, said Maxine Lammers, the di
rector of corporate and foundation rela
tions.
Lammers' job is to build relation
ships with corporations and foundations
so that she may easily find sponsors to
compensate for the cost of b ringing in
national speakers to Whitworth.
"As I look atsponsorships, I always try
to find a good match that applies to the
speaker," Lammers said.
A contract between Rice and the uni
versity that stated the cost of th e event
could not be announced, that Rice
needed a private jet, food and drink
preferences and that she would not stay
over night, Lammers said.
Edward and Beatriz Schweitzer, lo
cated in Pullman, provided the jet ser
vice for Rice, Lammers said. Other spon
sors included Wells Fargo, Avista, STCU
and Greater Spokane Incorporated, to

name a few.
"I approached [those sponsors] be
cause it is a solid fit with what they're
doing in the community," Lammers said.
In return, each sponsor was pro
vided a table for 10 people at the Pres
ident's Leadership Forum, a downtown
luncheon at which about 2,300 people
heard Rice speak. Sponsors were also in
vited to a private reception with Rice as
a way to say "thank you" for their partic
ipation, Lammers said.
Extra security measures were im
plemented for Rice's visit. Local law
enforcement and Rice's security team
worked together to make the event safe
and civil, Taylor said.
"We've been working for a month
with local security, campus security and
we've talked with the Spokane Sheriff,"
Taylor said.
The university received a "thank you"
note from the Washington Speaker's Bu
reau as a result of positive comments
about Whitworth made by Rice and her
aides, Lammers said.
"I think it was sucha privilege to have
her," Lammers said.

Contact Rebekah Bresee at
rbreseel 6@my.whitworth. edu

RIGHT: Condoleezza Rice, discusses
her upbringing in a segregated state
and former role as Secretary of State.
BELOW: President Beck Taylor asked
multiple questions composed by fac
ulty, students and himself.

Tanner Scholten | hotographer
P

Tanner Scholten | Photographer
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Homecoming transports students through decades
McKinley Powers
Staff Writer

Kari Johnson |Photographer

ABOVE: Stewville freshman Ian Fisher goes up for a return while freshman
teammate David Cooper looks on during the Tuesday badminton tournament.
BELOW: Students enjoy the "Decades" Homecoming dance on Saturday night.
BELOW RIGHT: Senior Brandy King (left) and freshman Emma Harms pose on
the catwalk during the dorm swimsuit competition in the HUB on Wednesday.

Arend Hall took first place in the "Decades: Homecoming from the Past" dorm
competition that was held last week, Oct. 6-11. Dorms went head to head in com
petitions throughout the week to earn bragging rights for the next year.
The first dorm competition on Monday was banner hanging; each dorm cre
ated a banner that was displayed in the HUB throughout the week. The banners
were judged on how well they represented their dorm, how well they represented
the dorm's chosen decade and whether the judges guessed the right decade on
the banner. The points awarded for the banner portion of the competition counted
for one-third of the total points earned throughout the week. Members of ASWU
judged the banners.
The second competition was a badminton tournament on Tuesday, taking place
in the UREC.The competing teams were two representatives divided by dorm. First
place in the tournament was awarded 10 points, second place was eight points and
third place was six points.
A swimsuit competition took place on Wednesday in the HUB. Each dorm had
two representatives who dressed according to a certain decade. Thecouple showed
off the ir outfits on the catwalk. The judges were Dayna Jones and other ASWU
members. Points were awarded based off quality of costume and how well it repre
sented the decade of the dorm's choice. Creativity of the costume was also judged.
They were also awarded on overall performance of the person walking the catwalk.
The winning dorm was announced Saturday at the football game during halftime.
The week wrapped up with the Homecoming dance in the HUB Saturday night.
The theme of th e dance was "Decades" and students were encouraged to come
dressed as if they lived in their favorite decade.
Raleigh Addington, senior and ASWU Special Events Coordinator, has been
working and coordinating Homecoming activities for three weeks with about a
month of b rainstorming and planning. Addington was the head of the planning
committee for Homecoming; however, the entire week was an ASWU—sponsored
event and could not have been possible without their support.
This year's Homecoming festivities experienced many changes, Addington said.
The largest difference, Addington said, is the choice to not elect dorm royalty. In
previous years, each dorm would elect royalty and the two royals would represent
their dorm in the competitions throughout the week.
"The change was due to student feedback," Addington said. "Students said dorm
versus dorm competition is more fun, and this way any student who wants to par
ticipate can."

Contact McKinley Powers at
mpowersl 8@my. whitworth.edu

Kari Johnson | hPotographer

Number of people who
attended the Condoleezza
Rice Q&A, at Whitworth.
p. 3
+

Jonny Brat | Ph
otographer

The year McMillan Hall was built.
p. 5

Number of musical numbers in "The
Drowsy Chaperone."
p. 7
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Mac Men celebrate 100 years
tions, new ones are constantly being created. Taco Bell
Thursday is one of these new creations where the resi
Staff Writer
dents on the first floor of Mac get together to indulge in
greasy fast food.
The Mac Men are careful about telling outsiders
Last Saturday, Whitworth alumni, students and fac
ulty gathered in front of McMillan Hall to celebrate 100 about their traditions. For those who have not gone
through Traditiation and have transformed from Preyears of history, brotherhood and tradition.
Built in 1914, McMillan Hall, commonly known as Men to Mac Men, then there is very little chance that
"Mac" among Whitworth students, was not always a they will ever know what happens behind Mac's doors,
Hannah Palmer | Photog
rapher
dormitory. It was Whitworth's first academic building, Lee explained.
"I'm excited to see how the traditions continue Past and present Mac Men gathered around the
then became an all-female dorm and finally home to
for the next 100 years," Tanner Scholten, a four—year front of Mac and chanted the McMillan Hall chant.
the "Men of Mac."
"It feels good to not just be a part of a dorm but his Mac Man, said at the end of his speech detailing his
and dean of students, spoke during Mac's 100-birthday
tory," said Sukwoo Lee, a freshman Mac Man. "Hearing experience in McMillan.
For Lee, his favorite tradition in Mac is the feeling celebration. History and secrecy has and always will
the stories of allthe alumni from Mac made me feel like
of brotherhood that is cultivated amongst the students give a mystique to the dorm, he said.
I was a part of something bigger than myself."
Over its 100 years of exi stence, McMillan Hall has and staff there, he said.
"The No. 1 reason why I like Mac is because not only
developed traditions that are as old as its history. This
includes everything from the Mac Haunted House, a does it feel like a brotherhood, but it feels like family,"
spooky tradition that is a Whitworth staple, to jargon Lee said. "Whitworth embodies thatfeeling offamily as
a whole as well, not just one dorm."
Contact Robert Giffln at
that only Mac Men will understand.
Dick Mandeville, assistant director of s tudent life rgifp.nl 8@my.whitworth.edu
While the Men of Mac are sticking to age-old tradi
Robert Giffin
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Whitworth community reminisces
past 125 years during celebration

NEWSfBRIEF
Thousands evacuated as Cyclone
Hudhud approaches India's coast
Authorities evacuated thousands of people
from the port city Visakhapatnam, India
,on Saturday, Oct. 11. Cyclone Hudhud was
described as "very severe" with winds of 120
miles per hour.

Second U.S. Ebola case confirmed
A female nurse who treated Thomas Eric
Duncan, the first person to die from Ebola
in the U.S., tested positive for Ebola on
Saturday, Oct. 11. She was wearing full
protective gear while she treated Duncan
at Texas Health Presbyterian Hospital. The
CDC believes a breach of protocol occurred,
causing the nurse to contract the virus.
She was listed in stable condition under
isolation.
Tanner Scholten | Photographer

ABOVE: Whitworth choir performs at celebration.
BELOW: Leonard Oakland was one of three fea
tured speakers for the anniversary ceremony.

Tanner Scholten | Phot
ographer

Elodie Potier-Roudil & Katie Shaw
Staff Writer and Editor-in-Chief

said.
Alumnus and former faculty Tammy Reid ('60) said
that the appearance of the campus is one of the biggest
differences from when she attended— besides the tui
tion, which was about $1,000 per year at the time.
"In terms of the kinds of students and faculty and the
experience, it's what we experienced 50 years ago," Reid
said.
The university grew but kept its ideals—building a
community, engaging the world and providing an excel
lence in education of mind and heart.
"It always feels a little bit like home," alumnus Kandi
Brody (class of 2000) said. "It felt likea big chunk of time
in our lives that we were here, even though it was only
four years. It doesn't feel like it's been 15 years since we
graduated."
Indeed, the sense of community is strong on campus
and according to the short film presented at the event,
with that spirit, there is still much to be done.
"Every morning I wa ke up with the awareness that
I've been entrusted with leading this incredible uni
versity," Taylor said in his closing speech. "I ask myself
regularly, 'Beck, what will you do as a steward of this in
stitution and its noble mission? What will you leave be
hind?' I ask each of you to consider the same question:
What will you do for Whitworth University, its mission,
its students?"
Taylor officially announced the Campaign for Whit
worth, a fundraiser with a goal of $100 million to fund
scholarships, endowments, faculty development and a
new music building. The campaign has already collect
ed $56 million in the leadership phase, which began July
2010.

Students and alumni, parents and friends and staff
and faculty all joined Whitworth University in celebrat
ing its 125th anniversary at the Convention Center in
downtown Spokane on Oct. 11. Attendees enjoyed food,
drinks and conversation.
The night began with music played by Whitworth
students. The program included music from Whitworth
choir, orchestra and jazz ensemble; speeches from Pro
fessor Leonard Oakland and senior Sena Hughes; a film
about the university and a speech from President Beck
Taylor.
"In Whitworth I have made a home and had been
welcomed in a family... For 125 years, this has been
Whitworth and by God's grace, we will c elebrate 125
more," Hughes said.
In celebrating 125 years, the Whitworth community
has been realizing how things have grown and changed.
"Whitworth lived through so many changes, such
growth. If I h ad to make a slide, I would tell you about
an era of confused restlessness when I arrived and the
wonderful engaged students of the moment," Oakland

The Cowles Music Center will be paid for by the do
nations to the university by the Cowles Foundation and
Cowles family. Walt and Kay Oliver are also donors.
In addition to financial donation, Taylor encouraged
alumni and families to participate in a new program
called Whitworth Serves. Anyone who is or has been
part of the Whitworth community will soon be able to
track and submit hours of service completed. March 21,
2015 will be the first "Whitworth Serves Day," which will
be a time for the community to serve together.
The evening concluded with the singing of "Amazing
Grace."
Watch a video of the full program at http://portal.
stretchinternet.com/whitworthadmin/full.htm?eventId=171766&streamType=video#
Contact Elodie Potier-Roudil at
epotier-roudill 8@my.whitworth.edu
Contact Katie Shaw at
kshawl 7@my.whitworth.edu

Freak accident kills high school
student in "zombie" corn maze
A senior at West Valley High School was
killed Friday, Oct. 10, at die Incredible Corn
Maze at Hauser Lake in a freak accident. The
Halloween attraction featured a "zombie
slayer bus" this year. The high school student
was playing a zombie. He stumbled out of
his spot and was accidentally hit by the bus.
He died at the scene.
Sources | New York Daily News and th
e Spokesman
Review

ASWU UPDATE
• Chris Eichorst, the director of facilities,
talked about an emergency response plan
being implemented in case of a natural di
saster, power outage, campus shooter, etc.
This plan can be found on the Whitworth
website. Students can search "Emergency
Response" and find backup information,
contact information, map and plans.
• On Nov. 6 at 1:55 p.m. an emergency re
sponse drill will occur, Eichorst said. The
plan is to have everyone on campus partic
ipate. The sheriff's department will observe
the procedure. The drill will last 10-15 min
utes.
• Kipos has formed a compost task force.
Led by Kylie Steele, a group of students are
in the research phase looking at what other
schools are doing for composting. The next
step would be to get some information to
present to facilities, to see if they are inter
ested in funding a student position to man
age a composting service.
• Inorder to compensate for the large num
ber of club charters, ASWU moved to initiate
a club chartering committee. Clubs looking
to charter would go to the committee first
to present a description of the club and be
asked questions. The committee would
then release a synopsis of what the club is
to ASWU.

ARTS&CULTURE
Audience roars at main stage musical
Jacob Millay

of the many moving parts of this production.
Perhaps the crowd favorite from the night was Aldolpho, the womanizing Spanish man who seduces
"Hie Drowsy Chaperone," Whitworth Theatre's fall the chaperone under the pretense of her being the
production, is a comedy. Or a musical. Or both. As the bride. Played by sophomore Tommy Bochi, the accent,
dim-wittedness and clumsy antics kept the crowd en
tagline says, it is a "musical inside a comedy."
Directed by Brooke Kiener, the play focuses on a tertained in all the scenes where Aldolpho is present.
However, the sheer talent of all the characters was
man who is listening to old musical records in his
apartment. The man, played by senior Mitch Heid, be pretty staggering.
"The play was really good," junior Jansen Leggett
comes the guide and interrupter of the musical that is
said. "Even though my high school did it was still really
playing on his old record.
The musical unfolds before the audience, and it con fun to watch."
The play was fun and was looking for laughs. How
stantly pokes fun at stereotypical musicals from the
1920s. It features stereotypical characters such as the ever, at the very end of the play, it even is able to pull
gangsters who deal primarily in puns, drunken dam on the audience's heartstrings a little bit. The man who
is leading the audience through the musical suddenly
sels and slightly racist women seducers.
The musical within the play, aptly titled "The Drowsy reveals why he has such an affinity for a cheesy musical
Chaperone," follows a young couple on the verge of get from 1928. This point is hit home surprisingly well, de
ting married, although Janet Van de Graaff, played by spite the general goofiness of the play.
The Whitworth theater department will also have
senior Lise Hafso, is having second thoughts between
her successful career on the stage and the marriage several more productions coming up throughout this
which would cause her to dismiss her career. There are year. If you want to get involved or find more informa
tion, the theater department is located in Cowles Au
various capers and goofiness related to the marriage.
The main piece to the musical, believe it or not, were ditorium or more information can be found on Whitthe musical pieces that were performed throughout the worth's website.
"It is really great that we don't need to travel very far
night. The live pit band, featuring 11 current or former
Whitworth students and led by Scott Miller, played var to see great productions," junior Savanna Jenkins said.
ious instruments and songs to keep up with the actors "We don't have to go to Broadway or anything like that
to have fun."
and actresses on stage.
"The Drowsy Chaperone" will continue to run on
A total of 12 songs were performed during the play;
each one had choreography, lyrics and set pieces that campus until Saturday, Oct. 18.
were added and subtracted throughout. The memori
zation of the entire production alone is impressive.
The cast, featuring 17 students, had a steady grasp on
the play as far as the audience could tell, as well as the Contact Jacob Millay at
crew who ran the lights, the sets, the costumes and all jmillayl 6@whitworth.edu
Staff Writer

Janik Emmendorfer | h
Potographer

Senior Sarah Nadreau as the Drowsy Chape
rone.

Diversity 125 ytairs later
entation or interests. Clubs span from
Na Pu-uwai O Hawai'i to Pirate PRIDE
Staff Writer
to Chess Club.
"I've seen lots of d ifferent events,
As Whitworth celebrates its 125-year lots of differ ent gatherings where they
anniversary, we also celebrate the prog bring us together and talk about diver
ress made in diversity on campus. But sity," said Claire Petersen, program as
what is diversity?
sistant in communication studies. "I've
"There are many kinds of divers ity. been through trainings that make us
We can talk about diversity in terms of aware of things we say and do that we
culture, race, socio-economics, theology aren't aware of."
and other factors," Ron Pyle said.
After 125 years, Whitworth is
Pyle is a faculty member in
still striving for improve
communication studies.
ment. That is where the
Pyle also said that since
Whitworth 2021 strategic
his arrival at Whitworth
plan comes in. The fourth
in 1988, racial and cultural
goal of Whitworth 2021
diversity have increased. Ac
is to demonstrate coura
cording to Whitworth's website,
Hannah Walker geous leadership in an in
the 29 different countries repre
creasingly diverse world,
Graphic Artist
sented on campus exemplify this
according to the Whit
trend.
worth website.
Kira Austin, fac ulty in the School of
Whitworth has set up five objectives
Education department said that there's to accomplish that goal, including es
more diversity on the Whitworth cam tablishing a permanent representative
pus than the surrounding area.
council and supporting a commitment
"I'm from the East Coast so I just to intercultural competency.
moved here from a la rge city. My h us
"Our community aspires to provid
band and I were actually shocked by the ing an education that embraces differ
lack of diversity in the greater Spokane ence and fosters respect that extends
area," Austin said.
beyond the classroom to all university
However, she's seen a different per spaces and to local and global commu
spective at Whitworth.
nities," President BeckTaylor said in his
"I haven't had any experience on cam President's Message on Whitworth's
pus where people don't understand or website.
accept diversity," Austin said.
Results of Whitworth's growing diver Contact Kyla Parkins at
sity are the clubs and events that cele kparkinsl 8@my.whitworth.edu
brate differences in culture, sexual ori

Kyla Parkins
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DIY: Students transform unusual materials into art
Courtney Murphy
Staff Writer
Art ned not be formal or traditional; it can come from
materials least expected. This is very true around cam
pus, where masterpieces of sorts made of u nconven
tional materials are cropping up.
Mosaics constructed of Post-It notes adorn the walls
of th e HUB and many academic buildings. Each stu
dent in the Intro to Photoshop class, including fresh
man Domenica Cooke-Tassone, created the murals as
part of a project to learn about pixels.
Each project is created out of approximately 500
Post-It notes, and each note is divided into nine sec
tions, said Cooke-Tassone, who pieced together a pia
no on the band room wall. Because of the limited color
scheme Post-It notes provide, the project was "artistic
because you had to do your own interpretation of the
colors," Cooke-Tassone said.
Hannah Walker | Gr
aphic Artist
"When you're close to it, it doesn't look like anything.
You have to stand back to see the picture," Cooke-Tas
two every time I passed it and it became a bird. There's
sone said.
always a way to reuse things," Ulnick said.
In a similar vein, a bird created out of mirror shards
Creating art out of ga rbage, or simply any unused
decorates the lounge wall ofBallard's second floor. Cre
materials that you already possess, does not have to be
ated by sophomore Katrina Ulnick, the bird represents
difficult and is not only for people who identify them
the culture of "upcycling" and finding beauty in unlike
selves as artistic. For example, if you want to make
ly places.
something beautiful out of nothing, there are many
When she stepped on and broke her new mirror, she
simple, functional and artistic projects utilizing com
debated for days about what to do with it, since she
monplace materials to get you started.
did not want to throw it away, Ulnick said. Inspired by
Picture frames are originally used to hold art or pho
"Freak Alley" in Boise, an alley covered in street art and
tography, and are easily transformed into creative yet
mirror mosaics, Ulnick started with the wing and the
functional decor for your dorm room. Whether you
project grew from there.
are artistic or not, using a picture frame to create a
"Over a period of three days I'd just add a piece or

dry erase message board is an easy way to repurpose
existing materials into something useful. This project
should require minimal or no purchases.
Materials:
A used picture frame with glass intact—any size or
shape can work
Paint (optional)
Fabric or paper
Glue
Step One:
Disassemble the frame. If desired, paint the frame any
color of your choice or sand it to create a distressed ef
fect.
Step Two:
Cover one side of the cardboard inside the frame
with fabric, (this can be from the store, an old shirt or
sheets—any pattern or color that you like, although
a lighter color will b e easier to see) wrapping paper,
scrapbook paper or tissue paper, like you would when
wrapping a present. Glue around the edges of the fabric
or paper to attach them to the cardboard. Hot glue or
tacky glue works best, but Elmer's will suffice since the
glass of the frame will hold it together.
Step Three:
Assemble the frame like you would if it contained a
picture, and you are done. Use the new and creative
dry erase board to leave reminders for yourself or write
notes to your roommate.
An online tutorial of this idea can be found at www.
makeit-loveit.com/2009/03/picture-frame-dry-eraseboard.html
Contact Courtney Murphy at
cmurphyl 8@my.whitworth.edu

English faculty salvage problematic poifry reading
Samantha Starkey
Arts & Culture Editor
"As the wind rises,/your legs shake
and you remember learning/that lan
guage has power. What need for fists,/in
the face ofsuch force?" English professor
Thom Caraway said in his original poem
"Hard Wind, End of the Block,"which he
presented as part of the English depart
ment poetry reading Monday, Oct. 6 in

the HUB Multipurpose Room.
Award-winning poet B.H. Fairchild
had been scheduled last spring to read
his work at the event, but he cancelled
his trip to Spokane a week before the
reading on doctors' orders.
"Mr. Fairchild sends his profuse apol
ogies," Caraway said. "We send him
our best wishes and prayers." Caraway
opened the reading with the first part of
Fairchild's four-part poem about preju
dice entitled "Beauty."

In an effort to salvage the long-await
ed and highly publicized evening, the
English department gathered a handful
of local poets to read in lieu of Fairchild.
Nicole Sheets, an assistant professor of
English and Cathy Bobb, the wife of En
glish professor Vic Bobb joined Caraway
in the presentation of their original cre
ative works.
Students, faculty and community
members filled rows of chairs and tables
in the Multipurpose room to hear the

poetry.
"These are brilliant writers, and
they're part of our Whitworth communi
ty. It's wonderful to come together and
listen to their work," associate professor
of En glish Fred Johnson said. All th ree
of th e substitute readers have extensive
bibliographies.
continued on p. 10

E V E N T S ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN
LO
CO

GO

POLITICS: WASHINGTON STATE
LEGISLATOR CANDIDATE FORUM
3 p.m.
Riverpoint Campus
600 N. Riverpoint Blvd.
Hear candidates from the House of
Representatives and State Senate
discuss their campaign platforms.

LECTURE: VISITING ARTIST LECTURE
SERIES: CHIP THOMAS

11:30 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
Northwest Museum of Arts & Culture
2316 W. First Ave.

Hear Chip Thomas discuss his new
work, "The Painted Desert Project."

CO

GO

CAMPUS LECTURE: THE STRUGGLE FOR
JUSTICE IN PALESTINE

COMMUNITY: BEDTIME STORIES

7 p.m.
Weyerhauser Hall, RTT

6 p.m. I $75
Spokane Club
1002 W. Riverside Ave.

Kelly Lynn Lunde will share stories as
a photojournalist in Palestine.

Washington writers present original
short stories to the public.

COMMUNITY: S POKANE IS READING'
WITH KAREN RUSSELL

POLITICS: SPOKANE COUNTY SHERIFF
CANDIDATE DEBATE

7 p.m.
Bing Crosby Theater
901 W. Sprague Ave.
Reading initiative function featuring
the author of "Swamplandia."

oo
CO

MUSIC: BURGER I
STARS TOUR

8 p.m. I $13-$l lThe Bartlett
228 W. Sprague

Burger Record's
band tour come:

GO

ART: SUPERSATU

7 a.m. I $35
Mirabeau Park Hotel
1100 N. Sullivan Rd.

11 p.m. I $10
Northwest Musei
2316 W. First Av

Debate between the two candidates
running for Spokane County Sheriff.

Every third Sunc
events celebrati
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Artist Spotlight: Nate Strain imagines more
Rachelle Robley
Staff Writer

Name: Nate Strain
Year: Junior
Major: Physics/Theater
Junior Nate Strain couldn't pick just
one passion to follow, so he decided to
major in physics and theater. As a child,
he took theater classes one summer and
realized his love for performing. He en
joys the interactive aspect of performing
and receiving feedback from the audi
ence.
"I like making people feel. Watching
a performance can help people find
something new about life and them
selves. It can be escape for them, but
also introspective," Strain said.
Strain explained how he can apply
what he learns in physics classes to the
ater and vice versa. Theater classes have
encouraged him to think outside of th e
box for problem solving in physics, as
physics classes have helped him think
methodically when developing charac
ters. Physics classes have also helped
him with adapting to performance spac
es and knowing how to project his voice
effectively, he said.
Strain plans to apply for engineering
graduate programs, as well as fine arts
master's programs. Ideally, he'd like
to pursue a career that combines both
passions. He is interested in theatrical
ly e nthused engineering, stunt designs
for movies, and designing performance
spaces. He's looking into an internship
with Walt Disney's Imagineering pro
gram, he said.
Strain believes theater can often be a
way of conveying important messages to
audiences. This year, he plays the char
acter George, the main character's best
man, in Whitworth's production of "The
Drowsy Chaperone."
"If you want to play a character truth
fully and honestly, you can't judge the
character. You give a piece of yourself to
the character, the character gives some
thing back, and you give that to the audi

JORDS CARAVAN OF

S2
£3

3 p.m. I $12-$20

Martin Woldson Theater at The Fox
1001 W. Sprague Ave.

>ast-to-coast, multio Spokane.

3j

/, the MAC p resents
jthe arts.

MUSIC: S POKANE STRING QUARTET:
LONDON HONORS

>-"
q

n of Arts & Culture

ence," Strain said.
In the spring main stage production
his freshman year, the "Laramie Project,"
Strain played nine characters with very
different personalities, from an Eastern
European man with an accent to a trou
bled, young gay man.
"With 'The Laramie Project,' it spoke
to a lot of p eople and they weren't ex
pecting it," he said.
Understanding characters has al
lowed him to appreciate all different
types of people and be less judgmental,

<=>

>e.

JAY AT THE MAC

Nate Strain tap-dances as George, the best man in "Ihe Drowsy Chaperone.'

co

A concert featuring guest pianist
Armen Guzetimian and a program of
English composers.

THEATER: NEIL LABUTE
2 p .m. I$ i o

Stage Left Theater
108 W. Third Ave.
Performance of two one-act plays by
American screenwriter, playwright
and film director Neil Labute.

Strain said, adding that he can look at
people more honestly and sympathize.
He also appreciate all genres of plays.
"There is a co-existent relationship
between you and the audience that is di
rectly proportional. The energy you give
the audience is the energy you get back.
The more excited you are, the more ex
cited they are to see you," Strain said.
Strain said he tries not to let the size of
an audience determine the quality of his Contact Rachelle Robley at
performance, but always loves seeing a rrobleyl 6@my.whitworth.edu
big crowd when the curtains open.

S
i——

COMEDY: ERIK ESCOBAR & FRIENDS
COMEDY TOUR

ej

9 p.m. I $10
Blue Door Theatre
815 W. Garland Ave.

g
Z

§2

When Strain traveled to London, he
saw fifteen plays during his stay and
the overall experience reinvigorated his
passion for performance, he said. After
watching the performance of the Shake
spearean tragedy "Coriolanius," the
actors embodied something he would
want to become if he were to pursue acting after Whitworth. Actors Kevin
Spacey, Daniel Day Lewis and Tom Hiddleston also serve as inspirations for
him.
Though Strain enjoys reading plays
and dissecting characters, he also holds
a great appreciation for light and sound
design. Lighting sets the mood for a lot
of th e performance and he appreciates
the small factors of a performance that
often go unnoticed, he said.
In theater, backstage technicians and
actors can hold stigmas toward each
other because of a lack of app reciation
for each other's craft.
"I like how liberal arts learning ap
plies in the art department," Strain said.
"Actors are forced to take classes on
lighting and sound and light and sound
technicians take acting classes. We gain
an appreciation for each other and what
we do."
Strain acknowledges the cohesive and
friendly atmosphere that exists within
Whitworth productions.
"Improv is definitely my biggest re
lease for stress," Strain said.
As director of the improv group Cool
Whip, Strain says they've been trying to
develop a collective mentality this year.
He feels different about being the person
to give rather than receive advice and
appreciates how receptive the members
have been.
On Oct. 22, Cool Whip willhost a joint
primetime in Arend and Warren. The
first official Cool Whip performance will
be on Oct. 30 on Stage II,a small space in
Cowles Auditorium.

Comedian from NBC's'Last Comic
Standing' at the Blue Door Theatre.

CM

CO

MUSIC: THE MAD CADDIES. FACEDOWN,
OH SNAP!
7:30 p.m. I $12
Knitting Factory
919 W. Sprague Ave.
Three pop bands perform at the
Knitting Factory.

MUSIC: SARAH MCQUAID

FILM: CITIZEN KOCH

7:30p.m. I $20
Indie Air Radio
1514 S. Cedar St.

6 p.m. I $10

Singer-songwriter, Sarah McQuaid
performs at Indie Air Radio.

Bing Crosby Theater
901 W. Sprague Ave.
Screening of a documentary
examining the Koch Brothers' political
exploits. Panel following.
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Green Bluff celebrates harvest
Alyssa Saari

{«SIW1}

Staff Writer
Fall is in the air—the aroma of freshly baked apples
fills the parking lot and dry grass crunches underfoot as
crowds of people make their wayto the festivities at Green
Bluff Harvest House.
"It seemed like a cool thing to do on such a beautiful Sat
urday," freshman Connor Nason said. Nason heard about
the Harvest Festival from a few Warren residents, decided
to tell a few friends and make an adventure out of it.
"What I liked the most was the adventure of doing every
thing," Nason said. The Harvest Festival had a lot to offer:
the "Get Lost" corn maze, bounce houses, various food
stands representing almost every sort of cuisine (Italian,
BBQ, gourmet grilled cheese, pizza), little boutiques, the
Harvest country store and kitchen, games, a hayride and
the "Pumpkin Land" pumpkin patch.
With every pumpkin patch, there's a pumpkin princess.
Hayden Roberts from Mount Spokane High School is this
season's pumpkin princess.
"I make the pumpkins, so they made me the pumpkin
princess," Roberts said when children asked how she be
came a princess.
"It's awesome. Anything you could think a Disney Prin
cess would do, I do! I love the look on all the litde girls'
faces and how they come sprinting when they see me,"
Roberts said, explaining her princess duties and what she
loves most about her part-time crown.
"The pumpkin patch is one of my favorite things at Green
Bluff, especiall y when they bring out the pumpkin can
non," said sophomore Meghan McMichael, a current
Whitworth student. She explained how they shoot pump
kins from a cannon to try tohit various targets. "It's funny
because they never actually hit anything!"
McMichael found out about Green Bluff two y ears ago
from friends who were originally from Spokane. She has
come back every year since and this year, asan RAfor East
2nd West, decided that the Harvest Festival made a per
fect hall outing event and brought all the girls withher.
"Everyone's just having a good time," McMichael said as
she waited in line for the Harvest House's famous pump-

Content in the "I Saw You" section comes
from student submissions and does not
necessarily reflect the opinion of The
Whitworthian.
Jessie Wyant |Photographer

Student's and community members at Greenbluff.
kin donuts and homemade apple cider. The pumpkin
donuts are famous and a secret Beck family recipe.
"The pumpkin donuts were really good," Nason said.
His friends had bought a few and shared one with him.
"If I had cash on me, I definitely would have bought
one for myself."
The Beck family has owned the Green Bluff Har
vest House since 1983. Gordon Beck, with a long line
of farming in his blood dating back to the 1920s, left
the family farm to pursue a career in construction.
He soon couldn't resist the desire to farm and found
Green Bluff, making it into what it is today. The orchard
is'a family-run farm and business. Beck's son, Todd,
fives on the property with his wife and kids and helps
to run the orchard. Todd and his wife will e ventually
take over the family business and pass it down through
the next generation of Becks.
/ The Harvest Festival will continue every weekend up
until the last weekend of Octo ber. For more informa
tion, go to www.greenblufffarms.com

Due to a lack of submissions
this week, we are not
printing 'I SawYou's.'
Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your "I Saw You"
( u p t o 7 5 wo rds) on line b y sending a
private message to The Whitworthian's
Facebook page (accessible below).

Contact Alyssa Saari at
asaaril 8@my.whitworth.edu

English Faculty salvage problematic p®®try reading
continued from p. 8

Simon Puzankov | hotographer
P

Professor Nicole Sheets reads original prose.

In addition to teaching alongside Johnson in the
English department, Caraway is also the poet-laure
ate of Spo kane. He read several poems last Monday,
including "Hard Wind, End of the Block," which is set
in fyis own neighborhood in west-central Spokane. The
poem examines the struggles of a father who has been
court-ordered away from his family, and who shows
up once in a while, ghostlike, to curse at them from the
street until the police chase him away.
Sheets has had work published in a variety of jour
nals including "Image" and writes a blog called WanderChic about travel, fashion and everything in be
tween. She presented a piece of autobiographical
prose in six parts dealing with her relationship with her
mother, her perceptions of salvation and an orange kit
ten.

Bobb recently received the Violet Re ed Haas Prize
for Poetry for her book, "Among the Missing." She read
a series of poems from the collection. Her poetry fo
cused on loss; the death of her daughter and her strug
gles with mental health were foremost in her subject
matter. Near the end of he r reading she made a po int
to say how blessed she felt, in spite of the ha
rdships she
had faced.
Though the evening did not go as planned, Spo
kane's tight-knit literary community turned out to sup
port the event anyway.
"Even when things don't work out we can still pull
something together," junior English major Nick Avery
said.

Contact Samantha Starkey at
sstarkeyl 6@my.whitworth.edu

flu- Whitworth Board ol Trusters wishes to join d ie university's administration in expressing its gratitude to all who have
solved, and those who eontinue lo serve, \\ hit worth I niversily through the ( osla Rica ( enter, most especially Drs. I.indv
and Dinorah Scott. Whitworth students who studied at the CRC have been pwvided with valuable educational and
cross-cultural experiences through the high quality programs olfcred there. 1 lie Board also wishes to express its gratitude
to the members of the (losla Rica Task Force for (heir diligence in working to jiroduce their thorough report.

-THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

OPINIONS
Smaller class siies will not ensure educational success
LINDSEY
HUBBART

tion in class size is not the most effective means of
improving educational outcomes. According to Eric
Hanushek, researcher at the Hoover Institution at Stan
COLUMNIST
ford University, "between 1950 and 1995, pupil-teacher
ratios fell by 35 percent, from about 27:1 to about 17:1
In 2012, the Washington State Supreme Court ruled overall." Hanushek found that these initiatives are the
in McCleary v. State of Washington that the state leg primary cause of educational spending increases. Un
islature failed to fulfill its duty to fully fund education. fortunately, students have not reaped the benefits of
According to our state's constitution, "it is the para this spending. Student test scores show "stagnant per
mount duty of the state to make ample provision for the formance" throughout this time period.
California and Florida both at
education of all children residing within
tempted to reduce class sizes in
its borders." The court mandated that the
the 1990s. The Washington Policy
legislature ramp up spending in order to
Center claims that "the billions of
fulfill its constitutional duty.
dollars spent in the two states on
One proposal for the state to increase
class-size reduction efforts failed
spending on education is through de
to yield positive results for student
creasing class sizes. In November, Wash
learning." Florida, recognizing the
ington voters will decide on Initiative
ineffectiveness of the measure,
1351, which mandates a decrease in class
Hannah Walker | Graphic Artist
"exempt[ed] school districts from
size to 15-17 students in K-3 classrooms
class-size caps."
and 22-25 students in 4-12 classrooms. To ac
Additionally, Hanushek found that many foreign
commodate, schools will need to hire 12,000 additional
teachers and support staff, such as counselors and li countries that outperform the U.S. have larger class siz
brarians. The Washington Office of Financial Manage es. For example, he claims that "Asian countries...gen
erally have class sizes of 30-40 students." Supporters of
ment estimates that this measure will cost $4.7 billion.
The first problem with this initiative is its tremen Initiative 1351 claim that small class sizes are especial
dous cost. According to a Seattle Times editorial, the ly important in math and science classes, but students
bill will not raise taxes to cover the cost, which places in many Asian countries have much higher scores in
the already cash-strapped state legislature in a bind to these subjects. While many factors play into the suc
cess of students in Asian countries, such as the cultural
figure out how to appropriately accumulate funds.
Looking beyond the tremendous cost, the reduc importance of student success, the fact that these chil

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR:

Corrections to CRC
numbers: costs are
misleading due to
Whitworth investment

Dear Editor,
I would like to provide some additional informa
tion for the graphic that was included in last week's
article about the Costa Rica Center. It mentions the
cost to Whitworth per CRC student as $41,980. A
closer reading of the task force report would reveal
that this figure includes costs related to the purchase
of the campus and the maintenance of the cam
pus buildings. The task force states, "Clearly, it cost
Whitworth more to run the CRC program due to the
substantial investment of capital assets in Costa Rica
and the cost to maintain those assets" (p. 15). As far
as I know, this is the only program at Whitworth in
which buildings are considered as part of the cost per
student. Just imagine if the cost of our new science
building were charged to our science majors on a cost
per student basis. Generally, universities have capital
campaigns that are designed to pay for the buildings.
If we had such a campaign and raised $3,000,000 for
the CRC, the cost per student for a semester would
be quite comparable to Whitworth's other semester
programs. If we eliminate these capital investment
charges, the task force has calculated that the average
cost per CRC student is between $3,910 and $4,718 (p.
12). Given that the enrollment numbers at the CRC
have been significantly higher these last two years,
the cost per student has been substantially lower.
I am fully aware that the CRC campus will be put
up for sale. Nevertheless, I provide this information
for the sake of accuracy.
Thank you,
Lindy Scott
lscott@whitworth.edu

dren excel while in larger classes demonstrates that
class size does not necessarily correlate with greater
achievement.
In order to truly benefit students, we need to look at
the most effective means of enhancing education. Ac
cording to the Washington Policy Center, "any benefit
that might be gained from reducing class sizes is mini
mal to the demonstrated educational benefit of giving
every student access to a high-quality teacher." Thus,
government spending should focus on improving the
quality of teachers, not merely hiring more. The mon
ey that the Washington State Supreme Court mandates
to be spent on education could be used to increase
teacher salary and benefits, as well as provide addi
tional training. A student will benefit more from a high
quality teacher who will help students engage with the
material and make important connections than simply
having fewer classmates.
I am a firm supporter of education. All children de
serve an education that will challenge them and help
them grow to become more productive, engaged and
compassionate members of society. The problem lies
in our philosophy toward improving education. It is
fundamentally flawed to assume that more money
translates into greater student success. Through means
such as improving teacher quality, we can improve ed
ucation standards without spending $4.7 billion.
HUBBART is a senior majoring in English and
economics. Comments can be sent to lhubbartl5@
my .whitworth.edu

Discrimination thrives
on Whitworth campus

A response to Christian
Libertarianism

Dear Editor,
Last week The Whitworthian sent out an opinion
poll about openly LGBTQ professors. Even though
the responses were overwhelmingly supportive, the
question bothers me. I find the available answers
to be indicative of the culture of discrimination this
campus has allowed to thrive; it seems to say that you
can't support what you find uncomfortable. There
are students on campus facing discrimination every
day because they make someone uncomfortable.
That doesn't make the discrimination right. Person
ally, I Think it is about time this university stood up
and told its student body (and Trustees) that they can
take their discrimination and discomfort and shove
it... shove it aside to make room for acceptance and
inclusion; face facts, some Christians are gay.
This should have been a question about continuing
a policy of discrimination against fellow Christians.
We already know that there are people who are un
comfortable with the LGBTQ on campus. Professors
find it acceptable to use the term "bull dyke" in front
of students, students feel they have the right to call
their classmates "fags." Which makes the very con
versation uncomfortable for both sides, but we have
to keep talking.
I never encountered such overt and open discrim
ination until I became a student here at Whitworth. I
had such hope when the wording was changed in the
student handbook, and I was proud when Dr. Stronks
gave her presentation. Segregation and employment
discrimination weren't right before and they aren't
right now. One core value of this institution includes
respect for differences, maybe we should start acting
like it.

Dear Editor,
Christian Libertarianism is an oxymoron. Liber
tarianism is a viable political opinion, but it is not one
that can be legitimately derived from the Christian
perspective. In the article Christian Libertarianism a
Viable Option (Vol. 3, Issue 2), Lindsey Hubbart pres
ents the idea that the government should pass laws
that honor the "Golden Rule." However, we argue that
this is contradictory to the ideological viewpoints of
Libertarianism because the "Silver Rule" more accu
rately represents the essence of Libertarianism.
Essentially, the "Silver Rule" instructs people, "do
not do onto others as you would not want done to
you." As Christians we are called to follow the "Gold
en Rule," which compels us to instigate action in soci
ety which benefits humanity, while the "Silver Rule"
falls short of calling us to be the light and salt of the
world.
In Hubbart's article, she idealizes free markets as a
means of alleviating poverty. However, free markets
are not fair markets. Theoretically, free markets may
seem logically sound, but in practicality these forces
in the U.S. have actually increased the gap between
the poor and rich . It is surprising that, as a woman,
Hubbart would agree with these free markets that
perpetuate systemic privileges for the dominant
class, such as women receiving only 78.3 cents per
dollar that a man make. For someone who doesn't
want systems to impose morals, the free market sys
tem excels at encouraging the idea of greed by cre
ating a consumeristic culture, which is incongruent
with the ideas of following Christ and self-sacrifice.
We, as Christians who abide by the "Golden Rule,"
are compelled to reject the ideas of Libertarianism
and pursue political perspectives that move beyond
simply protecting ourselves, and to seek betterment
for those less fortunate than ourselves.

With hope,
Shannon James-Kozlovich
skozlovichl4@my.whitworth.edu

Eli Casteel and Kevin Gleim
ecasteell5@my.whitworth.edu
kgleim 15@my.whitworth.edu
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Whitworth a strong choice for non-Christians
MATTHEW
BOARDMAN

Whitworth consists of Christians from many de
nominations, so a non-Christian attending Whitworth
witnesses an expansive portion of the spectrum of
Christianity. The diversity of Christian beliefs goes
above and beyond the student body to also include
According to the Whitworth website, "Whitworth faculty. New faculty are asked to "articulate a clear
is a private, residential, liberal arts institution affili Christian commitment," instead of signing a doctrinal
ated with the Presbyterian Church." One of its mottos statement, according to Whitworth's website, because
is to "honor God, follow Christ and serve humanity." "to do so would limit the rich mix of denominational
It is, at its core, a Christian university. However, this and theological diversity that Whitworth has enjoyed
fact does not prevent Whitworth from cultivating a since its founding." This allows for the denomination
diverse student body of varying backgrounds. Sub ally varied faculty to "engage one another on the wid
scribers to myriad beliefs attend Whitworth, including est variety of important intellectual and social issues,"
both Christians and non-Christians. I myself, in broad according to Whitworth's website. Consequently,
both Christian and non-Christian
terms, am an agnostic theist—
students benefit from exposure
though I will spare you from a
to numerous perspectives on a
lengthy deluge of the particulars
single theological topic. The dif
of my personal beliefs. So, what
ferent interpretations and their
is it about a Presbyterian-affili
applications encourages students
ated university that appeals to a
to consider each perspective care
non-Christian?
fully. Students can compare the
For purely academic reasons,
various perspectives to their own
Whitworth is an exception
preconceptions, thus promoting
al school. For 15 consecutive
individualistic thinking. In my
years, Whitworth has been listed
AbbyNyberg | Graphic Artist experience, this results in a more
in U.S. News & World Report's
'
personal validation and genuine
top 10 best private colleges and
universities in the West. The Class of 2018's average conviction in the conclusion, whatever it may be. The
GPA was 3.76, and less than 15 percent of applicants diversity of W hitworth's community promotes indi
were enrolled at Whitworth this year, according to the vidual growth, something that each person, regardless
Whitworth website. Whitworth is a selective school, of belief, can benefit from.
As a non-Christian at Whitworth, I find myself
and one to be proud to be admitted to.
Part of Whitworth's general education require grateful for the openness and free thinking Whitworth
ments is taking three credits of biblical literature. That promotes. Exposure to the differences in Christianity
fact seems natural enough for a Christian university, leads me to consider my own beliefs, and amend or
but that does not negate the importance of the credit uphold them as I deem necessary. I believe that the
requirement for non-theological reasons. Historically, reverse takes place as well. Having non-Christians
Christianity has been present in the U.S. since its con ask hard questions causes Christians to confront
ception. References to Christian beliefs, both praising their own beliefs. They can determine whether they
and criticizing them, are dispersed throughout liter need to be amended, or, if not, their beliefs have been
ature of al l kinds. As an English major, taking a class strengthened on a personal level. In this mixture of
on biblical literature will be crucial to understanding beliefs and hospitality of diversity, Whitworth makes
references in the books I have read or will read in the itself home to a community of personal and social
future. According to Gordon-Conwell Theological growth, and it is for that reason, I believe, that Whit
Seminary, one-third of th e world population identi worth distinguishes itself from the majority of Chris
fies as Christian. Exposure to Christianity, as well as tian universities.
other religions, is important for understanding and
successfully working with people who differ from
yourself, particularly in social, economical or political BOARDMAN is a freshman majoring in English. Com
ments can be sent tomboardmanl8@my.whitworth.edu
interactions.

WHITW0RTH10UT

EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP
Efforts to bring
Condoleezza Rice to
Whitworth were worth
the challenge
It took a lot of effort from faculty, staff and admin
istration to facilitate former Secretary of State Condo
leezza Rice to Spokane and to Whitworth. While the
editorial board was initially skeptical of her visit and
the effort, costs and controversy associated with it, we
have come to the conclusion that the work undertak
en to bring her to Whitworth was beneficial.
Whitworth gains publicity from the visit of s uch
a high-profile figure. Last year, the fall Presidential
Leadership Forum hosted Doris Kearns Goodwin, a
Pulitzer Prize-winning author, and attracted an au
dience of nearly 900 people, according to a Whitwor
thian article. For Rice, 2,300 people attended, said
Maxine Lammers, the director of corporate and foun
dation relations at Whitworth. It is impressive that,
despite Whitworth's small size, it hosted someone
who commands such a high level of attention.
In addition, the event was largely donor-sponsored.
Rice could not have been a cheap guest to accommo
date, but student tuition money and the budget were
not impacted by bringing her.
Rice's actions as secretary of state, particularly
concerning the war in Iraq, made her a controversial
speaker. TheUniversity's actions to bring Riceto speak
do not mean that it agrees with her politics or actions,
but rather that it is willing to bring potentially contro
versial topics to campus conversation. A Spokesman
Review article criticized the University's choice of
speaker, and there were protesters outside of the con
vention center on the day Rice spoke. This controversy
should not be seen as a bad thing. Students at Whit
worth are conscientious enough to realize the differ
ence between what is right and what is wrong when it
comes to such blatant ethical and moral violations as
those Rice committed.
Editorials in the "In the Loop"section reflect the ma
jority opinion of the Editorial Board, comprised of five
editors.

If you could live in another decade, which
would it be?

"The week wrapped up with the
Homecoming dance in the HUB
Saturday night. The theme of the dance
was 'Decades' and students were
encouraged to come dressed as if they
lived in their favorite decade."

1920s

1940s

1950s

1960s

Email survey of 210 Whitworth students

+

1980s

Seepage 4for a story on Homecoming
festivities.

+

SPORTS
Offenses ligEhiS up scoreboard in Pirate home victory
Joshua Omdal

On the kickoff after the first Willamette touchdown,
Whitworth freshman wide receiver Brett Moser re
ceived and returned a kick off for a touchdown putting
the score at 7-7.
With alumni, students and parents packed into the
Whitworth started to get their high-tempo offense in
Pine Bowl Satu rday afternoon, the Pirates kicked off motion late in the fourth quarter. With 6:26 left in the
Homecoming weekend against the previously unde first, W hitworth was able to score three unanswered
feated Willamette Bearcats with a high-scoring 61-45 touchdowns due to takeaways by the defense, placing
victory. For Whitworth, the
them in excellent field posi
win was their first Homecom
tion for the scores.
ing win since 2008.
"The defense really stepped it up
Sophomore running back
Along with Homecoming,
Duke
DeGaetano had two
in the second half."
Whitworth celebrated its in
rushing touchdowns from the
ductees into the Whitworth
goal line and senior quarter
—DALIN MCDONNELL
Heritage Hall of Fame who
back Bryan Peterson threw
were recognized in a halfdme
sophomore
one 9-yard touchdown pass
ceremony.
to senior wide receiver Drew
Coming off of their first
Clausen.
conference loss, the Pirates needed a win to keep their
"We put that play in practice this week, and every
season on track. Whitworth demonstrated a strong of time we ran it I was wide open, when we ran it in the
fensive and defensive presence throughout the game.
game Drew's pass gave me the opportunity to make a
Willamette was the first team on the board, scoring play on the ball," senior quarterback Bryan Peterson
a 67-yard rushing touchdown by running back Dylan said.
Jones. Jones had a breakout game for Willamette, rush
The first quarter was the most productive offensive
ing for 350 yards, a litde less than half of W illamette's quarter, placing the score at 28-14 going into the sec
offensive attack.
ond quarter.
Former starting running back sophomore Griffin
The second quarter featured a touchdown by senior
Hare and starting senior wide receiver Anthony Full- wide receiver Connor Williams and two field goals by
man both did not suit up for the game due to injuries.
freshman place kicker Michael Zeng. Whitworth was
Whitworth's defense continues to give up a large to able to maintain a 41-35 lead after giving up three
tal of yards this season. The Pirates have allowed a little touchdowns to Willamette going into the half.
over 1,200 yards and 74 points in the past two games.
Whitworth came out at halfdme firing on all cyl
Although the Pirates did give up big plays, they re
sponded with an explosive effort on special teams and
offense.
Staff Writer

inders. After several big stops on defense, the Pirates
held Willamette to only ten points in the second half.
"The defense really stepped it up in the second half,"
sophomore outside linebacker Dalin McDonnell said.
"We met up on the sidelines in between drives and
concluded that the team that is going to win h
t is game
is the team that makes the most defensive stops, and
we were that team for the rest of the game."
From a pair of to uchdowns by junior Connor Wil
liams and one rushing touchdown by DeGaetano, the
game ended with a final score of 61-45 in the Pirates'
favor.
Williams led the team with 15 catches for 163 yards
and 3 touchdowns. DeGaetano had the best game of
his collegiate career after leading the team in rushing
with 141 yards and three touchdowns.
"We had our best week of practice of the season go
ing into this game," Head Coach Rod Sandberg said.
"We worked on how we could just get better, as a team,
individually, and as coaching staff. We worked hard,
had a lot of fun andit showed in the game today."
Whitworth took their second NWC win ofthe season
while Willamette suffered their first loss.
The 4-2 Pirates travel down to Oregon this Saturday,
Oct. 18 to play against fifth-ranked and undefeated
Linfield University for their fourth conference game of
the season.
Contact Joshua Omdal at
jomdall 7@my. whitworth.edu

lanlk Emmendorfer |Photographer

MMMMM'SHOCKTOBERFEST,
SATURDAY 10/18 vs. EVERETT SILVERT IPS
Join us at 4:00 before the Chiefs game for Hocktoberfest and enter to win a weekend trip for two to Leavenworth.
Sponsored By:

•or Tickets Call 509.535.PUCK
crB0a.3ZS.SBAT

INLANDER tfinity.
www.SPOKANECHIEFS.cam

7PM

Game Time:

14
Volleyball takes

wms on Homecoming
tw©
stretch

of the match, but the Bruin hitters could
not overcome the Pirates' six-point lead.
StaffWriter
Freshman Cassy Mendoza finished the
match with a final kill.
During Homecoming last week
During the second game, Whitworth
end, the volleyball team defeated both started off strong with a 9-0 run. Soph
George Fox and Lewis & Clark at home. omore Brenna Bruil dominated on
In the past, the Pirates have tended to defense with six successful attacks. Al
split wins on Homecoming weekend, though George Fox attempted to make a
but this week
comeback to 24-17
end marked the
near the end of the
"Our
intensity
was
a
really
first
Homecom
game, their service
ing since 2011 in strong point. The other team error led to another
which the volley
Pirate win.
"Our intensity
ball team earned did a really good job tipping,
was a really strong
two wins at home.
The women now but I also felt that we were in point. The other
team did a really
stand second in
control the whole game."
good job tipping,
the
Northwest
but I also felt that
Conference, hold
—NICOLE LEONARD
we were in control
ing six wins and
junior
the whole game,"
two losses in con
Leonard said.
ference play.
The
Bruins
On Friday night,
the women shut down George Fox in fought back in the third set, gaining a
three games. In the first set, the Bru two-point lead before the Pirates moved
ins managed to stay two points behind ahead with a 5-2 run due to several Bru
Whitworth until the Pirates strung to in errors. Bruil finished the match with
gether an 11-4 run. Junior Shawna Kor- her twelfth kill of the night. Junior Ni
shavn led the team with four kills. The cole Leonard led the team with 18 digs
teams exchanged kills in the last minutes while junior Mallorie Schoesler followed

Leah Dassler

that in practice. Getting more touches
closely behind with 14 digs.
On Saturday night, Lewis & Clark on the blocks really helped us with our
challenged the Pirate defense with 14 defense."
During the fourth set, Lewis & Clark
kills in the first set. The Pioneers took a
five-point lead early on while Whitworth gained a narrow lead until Leonard and
struggled to overcome attack errors. The junior Shawna Korshavn made a com
bined three kills
Pirates
climbed
to take the lead.
back up to 22-24
"This weekend we were
Mendoza
made
but the Pioneers
focused on playing like we five successful kills
prevailed with a
after that, while
kill.
have something to prove
Leonard wrapped
The
Pirates
the Pirate win
came back in the
because we're second in the up
with her sixteenth
second set, im
kill of the night.
conference right now."
proving their hit
"We knew that
ting
percentage
—MALLORIE SCHOESLER
Lewis & Clark was
from .044 to .105.
going to match up
Freshman outside
junior
well with us well
hitter Cassandra
defensively and so
Mendoza
made
four kills in the first ten points, as each we were going to have to earn uor points.
team struggled to gain a lead. The teams I think we were prepared for that battle
tied at 19-19 but Whitworth won on a 6-3 tonight," Head Coach Kati Bodecker
run. In the third set, the Pirates shut out said.
Overall, the Pirates out-blocked the
Pioneer attacks with four blocks. The Pi
Pioneers 10 to six—theirhighest number
rates won on Mendoza's service ace.
"This weekend we were focusing on of blocks this season. They will play Pa
playing like we have something to prove cific Lutheran at home on Friday night.
because we're second in the conference
right now," Schoesler said. "Tonight, our Contact Leah Dassler at
blocking improved. Wereally focused on Idasslerl 8@my.whitworth.edu

Men's soccer trounces Whitman in (blowout vicftoiry
Jessica Razanadrakoto
StaffWriter
After six goals scored and four assists performed by
10 d ifferent Pirate players, the Whitworth men's soc
cer team took home a 6-1 victory against the Whitman
Missionaries during Homecoming Weekend.
"All week, we focused on desire and purpose, which
were what we focused on [Saturday]," senior Michael
Ramos said.
This made Saturday's game a positive response to
their first loss on the previous weekend, junior mid
fielder Sam Engle said.
The Pirates' first two goals came in the first half, sim
ilar to their Whitman game last year played on Nov. 9.
Sophomore forward Rylan Berriman gave the Pi
rates a lead off of an assist from junior defender Spen
cer Wolf in the seventh minute of the game. Whitman's
goalkeeper moved forward into the field hoping to pick
up the ball, but the ball went past him to Berriman.
Berriman kicked the ball with his left foot and found
the left corner of the net.
"The game opened up and we had a lot more room
for us to attack. Wewent to the ball and had better scor
ing positions," Engle said.
Hannah Palmer | Photographer
Pirate forwards and midfielders came together in
the box in front of Whitman defenders. After three at Sophomore Sam Donaldson charges for the ball to try and retain possession against Whitman on Saturday.
tempts, a fourth kick by freshman midfielder Jonah
Snyder led the ball to find the back of the middle of the who gave the Pirates their third goal with his first career goal gave the Pirates their sixth and final goal of th e
game.
goal as Pirate.
net for his first career goal.
"We fo und good spaces and pockets then goal af
The key to success on the scoring play could be at
The score, off of an assist from freshman midfielder
Kash Choudhray, doubled the lead for the Pirates with tributed to unselfish play and putting trust in other ter goal came and this is what we need going into next
weekend: confidence and knowing that we did our
players, Ramos said.
only six minutes left to play in the first half.
"We got a bunch of guys in the score sheets," Engle best," Cathey said.
"Great performance from everybody, especially the
The Pirates improved to 10-1-1 overall and 5-1-1 in
guys in the back in the first half where they were so said.
Less than three minutes later, Berriman scored the the NWC.
good to not let problems arise," Head Coach Morgan
Whitworth travels to Tacoma to play Puget Sound on
Cathey said. "They solved, they learned, they grew and Pirates' fourth goal off of an assist from Engle.
The Missionaries scored their first and only goal in Saturday, Oct. 18 at 2:30 p.m.
then from there, in the second half, we could see then
that in the third goal, [the way the players scored] was the 73rd minute. However, less than five seconds later,
Ramos scored the fifth goal for the Pirates, unassisted.
more confident."
With le$s than six minutes left to play in the game, Contact Jessica Razanadrakoto at
In the 64th minute, Ramos kicked the ball across
from the right to the left side of the net to Choudhray, sophomore midfielder Sam Donaldson's unassisted jrazanadrakotol 7@my.whitworth.edu
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SPORTS IS
SCHEDULE FOR UPCOMING EVENTS
WOMEN'S SOCCER

MEN'S SOCCER

Wednesday, Oct. 15,1:30 p.m.
Whitman (Home)

Saturday, Oct. 18,2:30 p.m.
Puget Sound (Away)

VOLLEYBALL

FOOTBALL

Friday, Oct. 17,7 p.m.
Pacific Lutheran (Home)

Saturday, Oct 18,1:30 p.m.
Linfield ( Away)

MEN'S GOLF

WOMEN'S GOLF

Saturday, Oct. 25,10 a.m.
NWC Fall Classic (Away)

Saturday, Oct. 25,10 a.m.
NWC Fall Classic (Away)

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday, Oct 18,11 a.m.
Lewis & Clark Invitational (Away)

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday, Oct. 18,11 a.m.
Lewis & Clark Invitational (Away)

SPORTS in BRIEF
Women's Soccer falls short on
the road at George Fox

Janik Emmendorfer j Photographer
Junior Samson Martinez brings familial relationships to the people involved with the priorities in his life.

watch them play tournaments they feel like an added
pressure or they don't like it," j unior Oliver Rudnicki
said. "Not the case at all with Samson, he likes them be
ing there and being able to watch him."
Junior Samson Martinez defines "family" in his own
However, with all of t he commitments Martinez has,
special way. He refers to it as a verb rather than a noun. it is still important for him to make everything a priority.
Family relates to the people he's close to, to the people
"The last thing I w ould ever want is to be with my
that support him through his life, his struggles and his teammates or be with my residents and have them get
successes. He considers his closest friends to be family this vibe that I'm not fully invested in them," Martinez
even though they are not blood-related, Martinez said.
said. "The best way to make an impact on the people
Martinez's list of priorities is straightforward: God, around you is to fullyinvest in them and have their com
family, work and school, friends and golf. Yes, golf is last plete focus or have your complete focus on them."
on that list. However, Martinez said the relationships he
Even his coach has taken notice of the way Martinez
forms with his teammates go far beyond the sport itself. keeps balance in his life.
"They're not just my golf teammates, they're like a
"From my vantage point, he manages it all pretty well.
family to me and I would do anything for them. We care I mean he'll hit the books, he'll tell me [he'll be study
for each other like brothers," Mar
ing] four hours on a Friday night
because he knew the weekend was
tinez said.
"They're not just my golf
With so many high priorities
busy and we had a tournament,"
Head Coach Warren Friedrichs
in his life, M artinez said that golf
teammates,
they're
like
a
said. "He will hammer through
practice allows him the opportu
nity to work on a variety of o ther family to me and I would do a class while everyone else is out
there having a good time."
priorities in his life.
anything for them."
Despite the great deal of time
"For me, golf practice, although
and effort Martinez has to invest in
it's really hard and vigorous and
—SAMSON MARTINEZ
order to push himself in everything
makes me want to get better at my
he does, it is undoubtedly worth it
game, it's also my social hours be
junior
in the end, Martinez said.
cause I'm just out there for two and
"People have asked me to sac
a half hours with some of my best
rifice a couple things but I just can't get myself to do it
friends at Whitworth and it makes
for a great time," Martinez said. "Golf helps me to fulfill because every single thing I'm involved in right now has
changed my life in an amazing way," Martinez said.
those priorities."
Everything Martinez involves himself heavily in,
However, on the days when things do not go the way
whether it be golf, academics, being a resident advisor Martinez expects them to, at least in golf, he leaves a re
or filling in as a babysitter, Martinez involves himself in minder for himself on the head cover for one of his driv
because he sees the opportunity to develop the familial ers.
Jeremiah 29:11 states, "For I know the plans I have for
relationships in them, Martinez said.
"I just have this belief that when you 'family' each oth you, plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to
er, when you grow as brothers and not just friends, that give you hope and a future."
bond allows you to accept that we're not going to always
"Life's not always going to be perfect, but I have
believe the same thing, we're not always going to agree a hope that God has a plan for me that's better than I
with one another, we're not always going to like each think," Martinez said.
other but we will always be there for each other and we
If that plan is any better than what Martinez is living
will always support each other through our life events,
out right now, then it should be pretty good.
Martinez said.
.
That mentality istaken direcdy from the way Martinez
Contact Connor Soudani at
interacts with his own family.
csoudanil 6@my. whitworth.edu
"Some people feel like when their family comes to

Connor Soudani
Sports Editor

The women's soccer team fell to George
Fox in Newberg, Oregon last Saturday.
This game marked the Bruins' first win
of the season and the Pirates' sixth
conference loss.
The Pirate defense held off two shots on
goal in the first half. Junior goalkeeper
Andrea Stump made one save while
junior forward Tiara Pajimola made three
unsuccessful shots on George Fox's goal.
The Pirates outshot the Bruins five to two
in the first forty-five minutes.
George Fox, however, picked up its
offensive game in the second half, netting
their first and only goal of the game in the
forty-seventh minute. Taking advantage
of Stump's open middle, the Bruins
crossed back and scored. Hie Bruins also
took four shots on the goal. One flew high
but Stump saved the remaining three
shots. Whitworth responded with two
shots from Pajimola, a wide shot from
freshman Katie Bischoff, and a headshot
from sophomore Megan McCart. All
attempts to score were unsuccessful,
though, as George Fox's goalkeeper
saved one shot and the defense blocked
the remaining balls. The Bruins achieved
their win after the remaining 21 minutes
of play resulted in no shots or scores.
The Pirates hope to make a comeback
when they play Whitman at home on
Wednesday, Oct. 15 at 1:30.
Leah Dassler | Staff Wri
ter

Golf competes at North Idaho
College Tournament
The Whitworth golf teams continued
then successful season in North Idaho
last weekend. Due to Whitworthian
press time, the full results cannot be
listed here in this print edition.
Check out thewhitworthian.com
for full results of both teams at the
tournament.
Connor Soudani|Sports Editor

+
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WHITPICS
HOME COURT ADVANTAGE

ABOVE: Ju nior Mallorie Schoesler passes the ball during the Pirates' 3-0 victory over George Fox in the Fieldhouse on Friday, Oct. to.
r

Tanner Scholten |Photographer

P i r a t e s w i n a t h o m e du r i n g ho m e c o m i n g w e e k e n d

m
ABOVE: Seniors Chris Rothrock (left) and Michael Ramos
(right) celebrate Ramos' goal in Whitworth's 6-1 victory over
Whitman on Saturday, Oct.11 at Whitworth Soccer Field.
Hannah Palmer | h
Potographer

ABOVE RIGHT: Junior Maddye Dinsmore sets the ball to
Sophomore Brenna Bruil against George Fox.
Simon Puzankov |Photographer

RIGHT: Sophomore Duke DeGaetano runs 20 yards to score
the final touchdown in Saturday's 61-45 win over Willamette.
Tanner Scholten |Photographer
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Volleyball in the NWC hunt
W h i t w o r t h v o l le y b a l l d e f e a t s 1 7 t h - r an k e d P L U o n
F r i d a y a n d U P S o n S a t ur d a y t o p u t t h e ms e l v e s i n a t i e
f o r f i r s t p l a c e i n t h e c o n f e r en c e s t a n d in g s .

p. 13

Wednesday Wisdom talks
deal with vocation
Ground forces should be
used in ISIS fight

+

ABOUTUS

VOLUME 105, ISSUE 6
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff .
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

09 ARTIST SPOTLIGHT

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com

Christa Prentiss paints with oils while
pursuing medicine.

QUESTIONS?
kshawl 7@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 250
words.
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03 CHARTER COMMITTEE

11 RESPONSE TO LETTER

A committee has been formed in order to
filter through the large amount of clubs
wanting to charter.

In response to a letter to the editor printed
in Issue 5: Christians should be held
responsible for social change.

04 TRADING ROOM

12 GAY MARRIAGE

The Whitworth Student Investment Group
practice trading stock and handling real
money in the club's new trading room.

The U.S. airstrikes against ISIS sue
insufficient; ground forces should be
deployed to destroy it with efficiency..

08 POP CULTURE LECTURE

14 CROSS COUNTRY

English faculty members discuss
scholarship in pop culture, referencing
Batman, Bono and Stephen Colbert.

The women's cross country team wins the
Lewis & Clark Invitational, while the men's
team settles for an eighth place finish.

10 WISDOM WEDNESDAYS

15 CROW'S NEST

A series of faculty discussions this year are
designed to encourage students to explore
their vocations.

Senior Eduardo Lopez is off to a fast start in
his first year at Whitworth after transferring
from California to play for Morgan Cathey.

Cover Photo: Simon Puzankov
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Board of Trustees approves $100 million campaign
Robert Giffin
Staff Writer
During Thursday and Friday of last
week, the Whitworth Board of Trustees
met and authorized the Campaign for
Whitworth among other decisions. The
$100 mi llion campaign will ra ise mon
ey for everything from faculty and staff
development to enhancing the school's
honors programs.
Since the private or "quiet" phase of
the Campaign began on July 1 of 2010,
it has raised $56 million, more than half
of th e Campaign's mission. During this
phase, the most significant and long
standing donors were asked togive mon
ey. The success that the Campaign has
been seeing so far is indicative of ho w
much support there is for Whitworth's
mission, said Tad Wisenor, campaign di
rector in institutional advancement.
The public phase of th e project will
continue for another three years, end
ing on June 30, 2017. During this time,
anybody is allowed to donate money to
any of the eight projects that are part of
the Campaign for Whitworth. Among
these are faculty development, honors
programs and scholarships. A full list of
these projects and links for donation can
be found on www.whitworth.edu/125.
"The whole reason for going public
is to get everyone from the Whitworth
family involved in these projects," Wise
nor said.
One major project which the Cam
paign will ra ise money for is the reno

Gretchen Van Lith | G
raphic Artist

vation and construction of the Music
Building on campus. The $13.5 million
renovation will expand the Music Build
ing, adding new classrooms and perfor
mance spaces for students.
If the $13.5 million is raised, con
struction will begin in the spring or
summer of 2015. Full c ompletion of the
project is projected to be finished by fall
of 2016.
"The whole music department is ex

ment," DeBray said. "They have their
stuff together and from what 1 have
heard and seen of them they should
have a good building."
The $100 m illion goal for the Cam
paign for Whitworth is the largest in
school history. The large amount of re
sources needed to complete Whitworth
125, the 10 year development plan for
Whitworth, prompted action. The tim
ing for the public phase of the Campaign
also coincided with Whitworth's 125 cel
ebration, Wisenor said.
Although the Campaign may seem
like a fundraiser in which only the
wealthy can make a difference, it is im
portant to remember that everyone has
a part to play in it, Gemmill said. Whit
worth is not alone in its struggle to reach
$100 million; it is a mission in which the
entire Spokane community has become
involved in.
"All p eople play an important role,"
Gemmill said.
While the Campaign for Whitworth
will not be completed for another three
years, the long term goals from the fundraising, if successful, will provide ser
vices for Whitworth students for years to

tremely important," Gerald Gemmill,
vice president of fin ance and adminis
tration and music building design com
mittee member said. "In many ways it is
the face of Whitworth."
It will be very exciting to see how a
new music building will continue to
improve the music department here at
Whitworth, freshman Jeff DeBray said.
"Short term, it will be very beneficial Contact Robert Giffin at
to the music students and the depart rgiffinl 8@my.whitworth.edu

Committee created to filter chartering clubs
McKinley Powers
Staff Writer
Associate Students of Whitworth
University approved a new committee
on Wednesday, Oct. 15 with the goal of
making weekly ASWU meetings more
efficient.
The Club Chartering Committee is
now responsible for making recommen
dations to the assembly on the charter
ing of ASWU clubs by providing a meet
ing prior to formal ASWU meetings,
according to section VIII of t he ASWU
Constitution.
Those meetings will ensure that each
club has an advisor, a clear structure, a
considerable amount of future mem
bers and potential activities. Each club
must meet those criteria in order to get
a recommendation from the committee
passed on to ASWU. Clubs must have the
approval from Dick Mandeville, the vice
president of student life, before moving
on to ASWU for final vote.
Preceding to the Club Chartering
Committee, the process of cha rtering a
club included the prospective club con
tacting ASWU Fin ancial Vice Pre sident
Kevin G leim and submitting a charter
online. After the information had been
checked, the group of students wanting

tered,

to start the club were invit
ed to attend the next
ASWU
assembly
meeting
and
give a five

the members of
ASWU ask ques
tions. Then, the
club founders
are
asked

APPROVED
to
10-minute
presentation on
their club's mission and
planned activities.
After presenting why
the club should be char-

Carly Colby | raphic
G
Artist

to leave the
room so ASWU
members can discuss
and vote on chartering
the club. A majority vote
charters the club.

However, after the approval of the
Club Chartering Committee, students
wanting to charter a club are required
to follow a new procedure. The process
is essentially the same, Gleim said, but
now it is much more time efficient.
Coming up with the club idea, filling
out a charter online and a preparing a
presentation will remain the same, but
rather than coining to an ASWU meet
ing to present the idea, the group of stu
dents will meet with the Club Chartering
Committee.
The ASWU FVP, two assembly mem
bers and two members of the student
body appointed by the FVP chair the
committee.
When meeting with the committee,
the group will present its idea along with
all the same information that would
have been presented at the ASWU a s
sembly meeting.
After earning the committee's ap
proval, one representative from the pro
spective club will attend the next ASWU
assembly meeting, where the commit
tee would present the recommendation.
The ASWU as sembly will still have the
final vote on whether to charter the club
or not.
continued on p. 6

04
Investment Group handles real
money and stock in trading room

ELECTION
HIGHLIGHTS
Initiative

Measure No.591 .-firearms

This measure would prohibit government
agencies from confiscating guns or other
firearms from citizens without due process,
or from requiring background checks on
firearm recipients unless a uniform national
standard is required.

Initiative Measure No. 594:
background checks for firearm
sales and transfers
This measure would apply currently used
criminal and public safety background
checks by licensed dealers to all firearm
sales and transfers, including gun show and
online sales, with specific exceptions.

Initiative Measure No. 1351: K-12
education
Gretchen Van Lith | Gr
aphic Artist

Sievers said. "In our big group meetings we talk more
about sector specific events and choose stocks. We re
Staff Writer
search these stocks and decide which to pitch."
Sievers is the one of seven co-founders of WSIG.
Students may have noticed a new room on the sec
WSIG has seven different sectors, which consist
ond floor of Weyerhaeuser full of n ew screens display of industrials, healthcare, energy, financials, utilities,
ing a collection of numbers. It is the Whitworth Student technology and consumer. Every Thursday, the big
Investment Group's new trading room.
group meeting held where all of WSIG a ttend while
Not to be confused with the Whitworth business club, small sector meeting are held during different times of
WSIG was started just over two
the week. These small sector meeting
years ago by a small group of
have smaller groups of pe ople work
'We have the most dedication ing
students and has grown to a
within the sectors.
group of 35 students and con
The search for a space and the
of
any
group
o
n
campus,
and
sisting of more than 10 dif
funds for a trading room began with
ferent majors who manage a
some days it is hard to get up a pitch from group officers to the uni
portfolio of $110,000.
versity leadership and potential do
for a 6:15 a.m. meeting, but nors
WSIG meets every Thurs
last spring.
day at 6:15 a.m., but also has
Although trading will still be done
the
rewards
from
the
hours
weekly sector meetings out
online, the trading room will provide
side of the regular meeting
essential space needed for meetings
worked
are
exponential."
time to discuss certain events
and research in which WSIG decides
and stock within their sector.
—ASHLEY SIEVERS
which stocks they are going to pitch.
"We have the most dedica
The computers in the trading room
WSIG
President
tion of any group on campus,
also have specific software that will
and some days it is hard to get
assist in helping with research.
up for a 6:15 a.m. meeting, but
"Anyone interested in investing can attend our meet
the rewards from the hours worked are exponential," ings as an affiliate and if they would like, apply later to
WSIG President Ashley Sievers said.
be an analyst. We welcome and encourage all majors
Inside the trading room is an interactive screen, tick across campus," Sievers said.
er, software package and nine work stations. The new
trading room will not only be used to do their research,
but also used as a meeting space. The space is dedicated
to WSIG in order to prevent conflict with other classes
and lab times.
"In our big sector meetings we have current events
discussions, continue learning, speakers from the com Contact Sasha Siclait at
munity and, of course, stock pitches followed by Q&A," ssiclaitl 6@my. whitworth.edu

Sasha Siclait

This measure would direct the legislature
to allocate funds to reduce class sizes and
increase staffing support for students in
all K-12 grades, with additional class-size
reductions and staffing increases in highpoverty schools.

City of Spokane Proposition No. 1
The Spokane City Council adopted
Resolution No. 2014-0085, approving a
levy proposition to improve and repair the
city's streets and terminate the use of the
existing $0.57 property tax assessment for
repayment of the 2004 street bond. This
proposition would authorize a property tax
levy lid lift commencing in 2015 of $0.57
per $1,000 of assessed valuation, resulting
in no net increase in the 2015 tax rate. The
levy funds would be used to pay for street
repairs and improvements and would be the
basis for subsequent levies for 20 years, all as
provided in the resolution.

Fire District No. 2 Proposition No.1
Shall Spokane County Fire Protection
District No. 2 be authorized to levy a regular
property tax in the u
s m of $0.50 per $1,000.00
of assessed valuation beginning in 2014
for six consecutive years, to be collected
in 2015 through 2020 inclusive, for the
provision of emergency medical services to
include Basic Life Support medical services,
CPR training, education, support services,
training and equipment as provided in
District Resolution No. 2014-05?

S56MIL. 6:15A.M.
Amount Whitworth has
raised so far in the $100
million campaign.
p. 3

The meeting time of Whitworth Stu
dents Investment Group on Thurs
day mornings.
p. 4

Source | Sp
okane County Auditor
Read more at thewhitworthian.com
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Number of service-learning spring
break trips for 2015.
p. 5
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Students embrace opportunities to serve
McKensey Richmond
Guest Writer
Whitworth's
Center
for
Ser
vice-Learning and Community Engage
ment has three Spring Break service
trips available for next March. Any inter
ested students can apply for one of th e
week-long trips to Eden, Jamaica; Wash
ington, D.C.; and Put Down Roots, Spo
kane. Originally, a trip to Los Angel es,
Calif, w as included, but was canceled
due to a lack ofinterest.
Although the initial application dead
line has passed, applications for the Put
Down Roots will b e accepted until the
end of January.
Meredith Devey, the program coordi
nator for student leadership for the Ser
vice-Learning Center and Community

Engagement, said these trips are "an op
portunity for students to encounter the
larger world and to see and be a part of a
different community, a different culture,

God, follow Christ, and serve humanity"
and Devey said, "It's hard to serve if you
don't know who you are serving or what
you are doing." Therefore, they partner
with other organizations who are "better
equipped to know what is happening in
the communities," Devey said.
The trip to Eden, Jamaica, which will
be led by staff leader Jack D unbar and
student leader Elizabeth Porter, will
partner with an organization called Mis
sion Discovery. Students will work at
one of twowork sites: the Jamaica Chris
tian School for the Deaf, where students
will build new classrooms, and the Blos
Hannah Walker | Graphic Artist som Garden Children's Home, where
the students will help and play with the
a different way of living, so that h
t ey can children in the orphanage.
expand who they are and how they en
gage the world."
continued on p. 6
It is Whitworth's mission to "honor

1DTS
Teach Truth. Love Well.

USE UNDERGRAD TRAINING TO GET INTO MINISTRY FASTER

Drop by our booth and learn about our new Advanced Standing program.
Ybu may qualify for up toone year (25%) off your sdminaty d#greej

Thursday, Nov. 6
10 a.m. until 2 p.m.
Hixson Union Building (MPR)
SEMINARY

Age of youngest local
author presenting work
at Hastings downtown.
p. 10

Percentage of students who said they
agreed or strongly agreed sexual
orientation should be added to list of
protected identities at Whitworth.
p. 12

The conference standing of the
women's volleyball team after
defeating PLU and UPS last
weekend.
p. 13

Place of the women's cross country
team in the Lewis and Clark Invite
on Saturday.
p. 14
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Club chartering committee
"It is kind of a filtering process,"
Gleim said. "The former process
took up too much time at ASWU
meetings, so we created this com
mittee to save time and be more ef
ficient."
One downside of the committee
however is that the whole ASWU
assembly doesn't get to hear the
prospective club's full talk, they only
get to hear a recommendation from

the committee in order to save time,
Gleim said.
"Clubs provide community and
inclusion at Whitworth," freshman
Duvall/East zone representative
Elaine Nabua said. "They give stu
dents a place to feel like they be
long."
Club Chartering Committee
meetings are held when neces
sary to review a prospective club

Spring break trips
The estimated cost for the Ja
maica trip is $2,150, but Devey said
it will be lower after participants
fundraise.
Staff leader Cristopher Tietsort
and student leaders Laura Kesler
and Brianna Herron will lead the
trip to Washington, D.C. Th ey will
partner with the Center for Stu
dent Missions and students will
serve the homeless, help out at an

after-school children's club and ex
plore the city throughout the week,
Tietsort said.
The estimated cost for the D.C.
trip is $1,300 before fundraising.
The Spokane trip is the cheapest,
costing only $70. The trip will part
ner with Spokane's First Presbyteri
an church. Student leader Bethany
Grenfell will lead the trip.
"My hope is that these wouldn't
just be typical missions trips, but

and give a recommendation to the
ASWU assembly. Students interest
ed in starting a new club on campus
should contact Kevin Gleim to start
the process.

Contact McKinley Powers at
mpowersl 8@my.whitworth.edu

||f SikBRIEF
Spokane City Council considers
registry for abandoned homes
On Monday, the Spokane City Council will
consider an ordinance put forth by Spokane
City Councilwoman Amber Waldref that will
prevent abandoned homes from collapsing
into such states of disrepair. If passed, the
ordinance would require banks or other
responsible parties to register all abandoned
homes within city limits and provide a local
contact to monitor house deterioration.

Pope Francis defends gay marriage
continued from p. 5

for every trip that goes out, the stu
dents would be able to listen to the
community in which they are going
to engage and partner with them
to meet the community's identified
needs," Devey said.
Guatemala is being looked into
as feasible trip for this year or for fu
ture years, Devey said.
Contact McKensey Richmond at
mrichmondl 8@my. whitworth.edu

Pope Francis has closed an assembly of
Catholic bishops that revealed deep divisions
on how to respond to homosexuality and
divorce, saying on Sunday, Oct. 19 the
Church should not be afraid of change and
new challenges.

Ebola outbreak in Senegal ends
The World Health Organization officially
declared on Friday, Oct. 17 an end to the
Ebola outbreak in Senegal, a country in West
Africa. Cases are still spreading in Liberia,
Sierra Leone and Guinea, with more than
4,500 deaths total in those regions.
Sources | The World Post and th
e Spokesman
Review

ASWU UPDATE
• Extension to the Music Building will
cost $13.5 million. $10.6 million has been
pledged. Construction could start as early
as May if the cost is met.

A group of Northwest colleges and universities is collaborating to feature some of each other s articles in online
and print editions. Content found in the "Around the Northwest" section is written by non-Whitworth students
and does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian. Content is used with permission from the listed
newspaper.

Lutes' poster campaign spreads across South Sound
My Language My Choice is
taking to the streets of Pierce,
Thurston and King counties.
The passive poster campaign that
began at Pacific Lutheran University
is teaming with Clear Channel Com
munications to release a "Words
Can Hurt" public service announce
ment. There will be 112 billboards
around the Puget Sound area spot

lighting the MyLanguage MyChoice
(MLMC) challenge: to accept per
sonal responsibility for your words.
In 2012, Diversity Center director
Angie Hambrick and designer Lace
Smith began a poster campaign
focusing on everyday derogatory
language with funding from a grant
by the Seattle Pride Foundation.
The posters feature PLUstudents,

staff and alumni ripping through
the word or phrase of th eir choice.
The project started with "That's
so gay," " B—" and "Illegal" and
has grown to include "Exotic," "Re
tarded" and "Ghetto" to name a few.
For the full story from PLU's The
Mast, go to thewhitworthian.com

Racism hides beneath surface professional sports
I have been a fan of professional
sports for as long as can
I remember.
Watching college and professional
football every weekend hasn't been
a hobby; it's been an obsession.
Growing up, my heroes were Jer
ry Rice, Jeff Garcia and Julian Pe
terson. I never read comic books,
because my superheroes were
real, and they played on Sundays.
+

I remained under the illusion that
sports was simply about compet
ing with your teammates and that
winning was the only thing that
mattered. It took me longer than
I ca re to admit to realize the injus
tices faced by individuals, and how
archaic the system can appear.
A recent study by besttickets.
com, which has been featured on

Deadspin, ESPN and the Huffington Post, ran a piece titled "The
Unofficial 2014 NFL Player Census"

For the full story from Whitman's
The Pioneer, go to
thewhitworthian.com

• Facilities has been using a project called
Compost Tea which uses compost to make a
natural fertilizer to spread on the grass with
no chemicals.
• Kipos is sponsoring a Whitworth farmer's
market. Local farmers and crafters will be
in Lied Square on Oct. 30, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Fresh produce and other items will be avail
able for purchase.
• LGB Faculty Survey Results; Answers
ranged from "we shouldn't hire or protect
faculty and staff who identify as LGB if we
are a Christian organization" to "It's 2014,
it needs to happen." ASWU considers what
steps to take in response to the 70 percent
approval to change the faculty handbook
in regards to protection for faculty and staff
. who identify as LGB.
• President and vice president of the Whit
worth Student Investment Group presented
the club's goals and activities achieved and
projected for the year. The officers gave in
sight on the H.H. "Larry" Larison Trading
Room, located in Weyerhaeuser.
• Warren senator Alicen Freeman is organiz
ing the service project Operation Christmas
Cfiild. It will take place Nov. 17-24. More in
formation to come.

•"}-
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Freshmen Fall Fest relieves midterm stress

Jonny Bratt |Photographer

Students participated in fall-themed activities.

Rachelle Robley
StaffWriter
About 50 freshmen students gathered on the BJlawn
and inside BJ and Stewart on Oct. 17 at 6 p.m. to cele
brate the onset of the fall season.

Freshmen students were thrilled to see pies being
thrown at President Beck Taylor's face continuously for
about thirty minutes at the first annual Freshmen Fall
Fest. Money collected from the pie throwing went to
ward donations for the Spokanimals foundation.
"We liked face-pieing Snickers," said freshman Josh
ua Standridge and Dominic Chiabotti. Although he was
on the receiving end, freshman Eamonn Eppinga-Neff
said he enjoyed the face pie booth.
Students bonded through games of volleyball and
frisbee played on the grass. But even more students
swing- and line-danced to country music played loud
ly in front of BJ. At one point, everyone line danced to
"Cotton Eyed Joe" by Rednex.
"I'm from a country town, so I loved the country
music playing and instructing the swing dancing. It re
minded me of where I'm from," freshman Taylor Hillmick said.
Other activities, such as sack races, jump roping,
face painting and apple bobbing occurred throughout
the night. People were brave enough to bob for apples,
even though the night was chilly and the water was
freezing cold.
In the Stewart lounge, students decorated pump
kins, ate caramel apples and drank apple cider:
Pictures taken at the event were tagged with the
hashtag #freshmenfallfest to be shared on Instagram
and were played as a slideshow in the middle of the BJ
lounge. Students were also able to have their pictures
taken with a variety of fall themed props, such as farm
er straw hats, pumpkins and autumn leaves.
"I like how Whitworth tries to get students involved.
It can be hard to find things to do, but the Whitworth
events are always comfortable and accessible," fresh
man Amy Cheng said.
The event was intended for freshmen only, so there

was a feeling of familiarity and students seemed very
comfortable with each other in knowing they were all
in the same boat.
"Having this freshmen-only event opens communi
cation and relatability. We can get to know freshmen
from other dorms," Cheng said.
The main attraction of the night was the puppies,
brought by the animal rescue organization Power of
the Paw. Students sat in two circles in the BJ
lounge and
enjoyed puppies jumping and kissing them.
"I loved the puppies, almost too much. I had to get
away from them. The fluffy one was my favorite," Hillmick said.

President Beck Taylortakes a pie to the face
.
After a week of stressful midterms, there was a gen
eral consensus that loving from cute puppies was ex
actly what everyone needed. Overall, freshmen loved
coming together from different dorms after a stressful
time to get to know each other and participate in fall
activities.
Contact Rachelle Robley at
rrobley@my.whitworth.edu
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English faculty speak on scholarship in pop culture
Kyia Parkins
StaffWriter
How do Batman, Bono and Stephen Colbert relate to
scholarship? On Oct. 14, Fred Johnson and John Pell,
professors in the English department, explored those
connections in a presentation called Scholarship in
Pop Culture.
Room 102 of the Lied Center for the Visual Arts over
flowed with attentive spectators, some forced to stand
or sit upon tables in the back.
At 7 p.m., Johnson began with Batman. He showed
the audience illustrations created by various artists.
"There are so many different kinds of drawings of Bat
man that you can really easily put two up against each
other and think about the differences, so it makes a re
ally vivid example," Johnson said.
Although the pictures were diverse in style, he ex
plained that Batman was still recognizable because of
criterial aspects. If he's wearing the Bat Suit and fits the
criteria, Johnson said we generally infer that Batman is
pictured.
"When you look at a comic, you're reading the image
almost as fast as you're reading the words," Johnson
said.
Because of th is, we read an image to be Batman.
However, what happens when a character changes too
much?
Johnson talked about that with his next pop culture
example. Bono is the frontman of t he band U2. Ac
cording to Johnson, Bono has undergone numerous
changes in identity and the ways in which he re
presents
himself. He explained that when U2 started out, they
were characterized by an iconic image and the public
viewed them in a specific way. Seeking reinvention,
Johnson said U2 fully changed their style.
"How far can you go before it's not Bono or not U2?"
Johnson said.
They became so different that Johnson claimed the
old version of U2 would never have agreed with the
new version. Likewise, the new version would never
agree with the old. Johnson said this creates a lot of
confusion about who U2 really is.
In fact, Johnson said that U2 virtually does not exist
because the band has changed too much to have a core
identity. The U2 on one album is different than the U2
on the next, so a real U2 isn't sustained.
When Johnson finished, it was Pell'sturn to talk about
scholarship and pop culture. His example was TV per
sonality Stephen Colbert.
"I think when you do rhetorical studies like I do, it's

EVENTS
LU
ea

better to pick examples that people have access to,"
Pell said. "One of the things when you talk about polit
ical rhetoric is that it can make people uncomfortable
because you talk about policy and parties and these
big issues. But I think if you show a clip of the Colbert
Report...It allows a little bit of release. It helps people
wrestle with these ideas and not get offended politically."
Pell explained that Colbert's humorous style allows
him to mock corrupt processes in a subtle way. For
example, Pell shared a clip of Colbert's Super PAC ad
starring Buddy Roemer. Roemer said that the Super
PAC paid for the ad even though they aren't supposed
to coordinate with candidates. However, because the
ad is presented as an issue ad, Roemer stated that he
can star in it regardless. In the end of th e ad, Colbert
appears with a unicorn. The ad mocked Super PAC ad
vertising.
"The point is that his mocking of that process is com
pletely indistinguishable from the process," Pell said.

Colbert's humor has the capability to teach us things,
Pell said.
"I think humor is pretty serious, actually. I think it's
actually an important human mechanism for getting at
truth," Pell said. "I think we don't talk about it enough.
We sort of see it as that tearing down process of making
fun of but I hope we also see humor as inventive and
constructive."
Overall, the presentation offered Johnson's and Pell's
perspectives on scholarship in pop culture for the au
dience's interpretation.
"This presentation taught me the importance of sto
rytelling and how we are influenced by pop culture.
Also, how everything we see in pop culture is more or
less a fagade," senior Kaurie Albert said.

Contact Kyla Parkins at
kparkinsl 8@my.whitworth.edu

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

MUSIC: JASON MRAZ

CO

lanik Emmendorfer | Phot
ographer

Associate Professor and Chair of the English Department, Fred Johnson speaks on rhetoric Pop Culture.

8 p.m. I $25-$75
INB Perf orming Arts Center
334 IV. Spokane Falls Blvd.
American singer-songwriter performs
in Spokane with L.A. b ased group
Raining lane.

MUSIC: POLECAT. COMMUNIST
DAUGHTER, THE HOLY BROKE
8 p.m. I $8 -$10
The Bartlett
228 W. Sprague Ave.
Three Indie-Rock bands perform
original music downtown.

CO

CAMPUS: DR. ELAINE INGHAM

LECTURE: DAVID BARSAMIAN

7 p.m.
Weyerhauser RTT
Nationally recognized biologist
speaks to Whitworth about her work
on soil microbiology.

7 p.m. I $1 0
Unitarian Universalist Church
4340 W. Fort G eorge Wright Dr.
Alternative Radio founder David
Barsamian speaks.

FILM: POMPEII FROM THE BRITISH
MUSEUM SCREENING

MUSIC: MUDHONEY. BARTON CARROLL

7 p.m. I $1 0
Regal Cinemas
4750 N. Division
Special screening of a documentary
about the British Museum's exhibit.

8 p.m. I $2 5-$30
The Bartlett
228 W. Sprague Ave.
Grunge rock from the 90's makes a
resurgence at The Bartlett.

COMMUNITY: PA
CJ
ca

CO

All Day Event I
Spokane Conve
334 W. Spokan
First annual coi
convention in
William Shatm
all weekend.

COMMUNITY: R
9 a.m.
Spokane
The fourth ann
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Artist Spotlight: Christa Prentiss seeks depth
Courtney Murphy
Staff Writer

Name: Christa Prentiss
Year: Senior
Major: Art (pre-med track)
Art is not meant to be kept in a box; it should flow
into different aspects of life as well. A p rime example
of this artistic way of thinking, senior Christa Prentiss
infuses her art into everything she does in subtle and
effective ways.
Prentiss is on the 2D art trac
k with afocusonoil paint
ing. Currently, she is working on a series of pieces for
her 400-level oil class, she said.

Andrew Rollins | Photographer

!CON SPOKANE
20-$100

ition Center
Falls Blvd.
nic and pop-culture
pokane, featuring
and Stan Lee. Runs

C-3

CO

"It's largely a lot of personal work," Prentiss said, "We
choose a theme and create pieces within that theme."
Prentiss places a large emphasis on the human figure
in much of her work, which she describes as realism.
"I see what I want to do in my mind when I'm given
an idea," Prentiss said, in regard to her creative process.
After he r initial inspiration, Prentiss does many con
cept sketches in order to fully form her idea.
"Usually I just go for it and play with the idea as I'm
working on it. It's a very process-oriented approach to
art," Prentiss said.
Using this method, Prentiss has created many pieces
she is proud of, including a recent oil painting featuring
birds and glass bottles
In addition to studying 2D art at Whitworth, Prentiss
maintains a busy extracurricular schedule. She has an
illustration job, takes a painting class at another college
and often works on personal projects.
However, being an artist is not Prentiss' only career
focus.
Prentiss is also studying pre-medicine. While art and
medicine may seem to be polar opposites to many peo
ple, to Prentiss they are complementary disciplines.
Her heavy focus on the human figure in her oil paint
ings and her current illustration job have proven to be
useful in her pre-medicine studies, because she is able
to create medical illustrations, Prentiss said.
"Art is how I see things, for example, I illustrate things
I learn in class because it helps me understand," Pren
tiss said. In the medical field, it is essential to be able
to visualize the process, especially during surgery and
plastics, Prentiss said.
Her visualization and illustration methods transfer
well to the medical field, which is generally thought to
be based mostly on science and math.
"[Art] adds life and depth to our culture-it's not
dry. People for the most part are really visual, and so
art plays into a fundamental aspect of be ing human,"
Prentiss said.
Because of this reason, art is able to permeate every
aspect of life and be in some way applicable to the ma
jority of career choices.
"Don't let someone else determine what your inter
est in art is," Prentiss said, as advice to aspiring artists
or those who wish to incorporate art into their various
separate careers or activities.
Each person's artistic style is unique and through it,
everyone finds their own way to express themselves,
because "art connects with people in a way other th
ings
cannot," Prentiss said.
"I'll use art in whatever my career ends up being,"
Prentiss said. As Prentiss does, it is important to incor-

COMMUNITY: M ASQUERADE BALL
CHARITY DANCE
3 p.m. I $25
Lincoln Center
1316 N. Lincoln St.
Line dancing and appetizers to
support Vanessa Behan Crisis Nursery.

MUSIC: WAYNE HANCOCK
FOREST SPOKANE DAY
ial event seeks to
iver Spokane to
urban forest.

8 p.m. I $15
The Bartlett
228 \N. Sprague Ave.
Country musician Wayne "The Train"
Hancock performs downtown.

Andrew Rollins | h
Potographer

Prentiss is working on an oil series in realism.
porate art and creativity into our pursuits, to remain
connected and cultivated people.
Contact Courtney Murphy at
cmurphyl 8@my. whitworth.edu

MUSIC: CHASE RICE WITH OLD DOMINION
8 p.m. I $2 0
Martin Woldson Theater at The Fox
1001 W. Sprague Ave.

CO
CNI
CO

Country music at The Fox.
GO

CAMPUS: JOURNALISM EDUCATORS
ASSOCIATION CONFERENCE
8 a.m.
Weyerhauser RTT
2nd Annual Washington Journalism
Educators Association Conference cosponsored by Dr. Erica S alkin of the
communication studies department.

MUSIC: IN THIS MOMENT, TWELVE FOOT
NINJA. STARSET, 3 PILL MORNING
7:30 p.m. I $1 2
Knitting Factory
919 W. Sprague Ave.
Heavy Metal/Pop mix concert at the
Knitting Factory.

FILM: HALLOWEEN MOVIE NIGHT
8 p.m.
Eric Johnston Science Center 233
Enjoy a Halloween movie night with
friends and classmates on campus.

+
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Wisdom talks deal with vocation

Hannah Palmer | h
Potographer

Education Professor Jann Leppien speaks about her
vocation with students in the Crow's Nest.

Jacob Millay
StaffWriter
"A vocation should be something where you wake up
every day and are happy to pursue," said Jann Leppien,
associate professor of the Whitworth school of education.
That is just one of the topics of conversation that rises
from Wednesday Wisdom, a weekly meeting that takes
place in the Crow's Nest (upstairs in the dining hall exten
sion) at noon.
The purpose of the meetings is to further integrate facul
ty with students. One faculty member each week is at the
meetings and he/she tells die story about his/her life in
an informal setting.
History Professor Dale Soden champions the event. He
described the time as a way to get inside the mind of the
faculty and get to know them better. Not only does the
time allow for students to get to know faculty on a more
personal level, but is also allows stud
ents to ask questions

about a field or vocation, as well as get exposed to sto
ries they never would have heard elsewhere.
On Wednesday Oct. 15, the host was associate pro
fessor and Margo Long Chair of the education depart
ment Jann Leppien. Leppien is in her second year at
Whitworth. She specializes in the education of gifted
and talented students.
The students who were present were able to hear
Leppien talk about her life a nd how she got to be at
Whitworth. Leppien originally was planning on being
an engineer, but when she was an assistant for a chem
istry class, she found out that she enjoyed teaching.
Later on in her career as a teacher, she met a young
boy who was incredibly gifted at mathematics. At 4
years old, he was at the pre-calculus level for math.
Wanting to help that boy, Leppien started to learn
about specialized education, which she later got her
doctorate in.
That led her to teaching abroad in Ethiopia as well as
being a professor back in the states.
"You don't have to find something you are good at,
but something that you iove," Leppien said. "You can
work on getting good at something."
Those types of stories are shared every week.
"I was trying to find joy in things because I was so
worried about unrealistic expectations in my career
field," Soden said about choosing to pursue history as
a career.
Conversations between Whitworth faculty and stu
dents are one of the foundational distinctions between
Whitworth and other universities, and meetings like
this make it a possibility to get to know faculty for ev
eryone, regardless of major or grade.
In the next couple of weeks, the speakers will be Rod
Sandberg, Dale Hammond, Vange Ocasio, Jim Ed
wards, Beth Abbey and Mark Killian.

{B SAW!}
Content in the "ISaw You" section comes
from student submissions and does not
necessarily reflect the opinion of The
Whitworthian.

Due to a lack of submissions
this week, we are not
printing 'I SawYou's.'
Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your "I Saw You"
( u p t o 7 5 word s) onlin e b y send ing a
private message to The Whitworthian's
Facebook page (accessible below).

Contact Jacob Millay at
jmillayl 6@my.whitworth.edu

Cultural Review: Local writers share signing
Alyssa Saari
StaffWriter
What would be a better way to spend a
Saturday afternoon than to share in the
imaginative and inspirational works of
local Spokane authors? At Hastings En
tertainment, located on 29fh Avenue,
about 10 authors were set up at formally
dressed tables, presenting some of their
works and talking with fans and interest
ed passers-by.
The first author Alexander C. Morley,
welcomed anyone that came to his table.
A s imple man, Morley only displayed
one book: "Fergus Day or The Inevitable
Meeting of a Man and Himself," his most
recently published book. He proudly ex
claimed that the reason he only had the
two books was because he was pretty
much sold out.
Morley has written seven novels, some
printed and some still in production.
Morley started young as an amateur
writer as a kid and began writing profes
sionally in 2007. He began as a self-pub
lisher in high school, binding at least a
thousand of his own books and moved
onto a small publisher with his broth
er, and also began working with a large
publisher, Permuted Press.

Most of Morle/s works are unique and
eccentric. His book "Langseil," due to
be released in 2015, was one of his most
difficult books for him to write, Morley
said. He put himself in the book as the
main character—a sort of autobiograph
ical satire, with characters from his
books flooding his mind, confusing and
disillusioning Morley's reality and his
imagination.
• "I wa nted a way to
express my ideas and
imagination and it's a
sort of outlet for me
to be able to express
.my weirdness in a
unique way," /Mor
ley said. "It's always
so hard for me to
find the words to ex
press what I'm trying
Naomi Guidry |
to say, and I always
learn more about
yourself as a writer."
Morle/s words of wisdom for aspiring
authors are to keep writing and write
about what you enjoy.
"Always write. It's going to feel like you
have homework the rest of your life, but
it's worth it. I continuously have ideas

floating through my head. I already have
at least seven books finished in my head;
now I just have to physically write them,"
Morley said.
"No one can teach you how to write.
Yeah, you can be taught grammar, sen
tence structures and the process of writ
ing, but writing is different for everyone,"
Morley said.
As for S. L. Jennings,
another local author, her
personal views on writingare almost identical. Writ
ing is an emotional oudet;
the common theme and
universal concept con
necting all writers despite
the creative genre and
forms of works.
"It's how I process.
Writing helps me express
myself and is an emo
raphic
G
Artist
tional and mental outlet,"
Jennings said, "All of my
books are a grueling process, but for dif
ferent reasons."
She explained how each book has a dif
ferent process and the difficulties with
each. Whether for personal experience
reasons, structure or just writer's block,
Jennings admitted that writing isn't easy.

Jennings has been professionally pub
lished for about two years. She writes
mainly contemporary romances and
displayed her trilogy, including a small
novella, called the "Dark Light Series."
When finishing a book, Jennings be
comes emotional, she said.
"It's like raising a child and sending
them off to college. You're sad that it's
over, but you're proud of what you've ac
complished," Jennings said.
With authors ranging in age from 25 to
83, the idea of creativity and determi
nation holds true. Local author Jo Stern
began writing her book, "Holy One Tell
Me: Lessons From a Journey Through
Life" about 30 years ago, just published
her first book this past year. She is in the
process of p rinting her third set of 100
books.
"You are never too old to pursue your
dreams," Stern said, honing in on the
idea to always create dreams and pursue
them, no matter where you are in your
life, and to never give up.

Contact Alyssa Saari at
asaaril 8@my.whitworth.edu

OPINIONS
Christians should be responsible for making social change
LINDSEY
HUBBART
I would like to thank Eli C asteel and Kevin Gleim
for articulating a letter to the editor in response to my
article defending the Christian libertarian ideology. As
Christians, feeling free and empowered to respond to
and engage in politics is incredibly important, and I
hope that this topic spurs wider conversation amongst
the student body.
With that said, I continue to stand firmly behind
my belief that libertarianism is a legitimate derivative
of Ch ristianity. I understand how Gleim and Casteel
could view libertarianism as a "Silver Rule" ideology,
or in other words, an ideology that merely does no
harm but does not actively pursue good. In fact, many
libertarians are atheists who approach politics from a
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Hannah Walker| Graphic Artist

"Silver Rule" perspective. However, that does not dele- don that impedes the success of businesses.
However, I do not idealize the free market, as Casteel
gitimize the Christians who embrace libertarianism as
a means of actively improving our society and helping and Gleim assert. It is absolutely not a perfect system,
but it is the most efficient system we have at our dis
those less fortunate.
An essential element of carrying out the "Golden posal. Many libertarians, particularly those of the "Sil
Rule" in politics is using effective means to help people ver Rule" mindset, may be content with accepting the
problems that Casteel and Gleim
in need. When the govern
point out, such as systematic op- -ment gives money to those
"The only way to rise above
pression. However, this is where
in poverty, it does not often
we, as Christians, can become
lead self-sufficiency. I sup
poverty is to become gainfully
the light and the salt to the world.
port a limited welfare sys
It is our responsibility as citi
employed, and employment
tem that functions to help
zens and as brothers and sisters
people weather devastating
depends on a strong free market in Christ to band together to
economic circumstances or
help those in need, and we have
to help those who absolute
economy. When businesses
the power to do so. Wecan rise to
ly cannot help themselves.
However, welfare merely flourish, more people can obtain positions in business and make
the choice to not pay women
serves as a Band-Aid and
78.3 cents for every dollar that
jobs
to
become
self-sufficient
and
can perpetuate long-term
males earn and to treat workers
poverty among able-bodied
productive members of society." fairly. We can feed our neighbors
welfare recipients.
who cannot afford to put dinner
The only way to rise above
on the table. We can start non
poverty is to become gain
fully employed and employment depends on a strong profits to support those who have been pushed to the
free-market economy. When businesses flourish, more outskirts of socie ty. We can love and help those who
people can obtain jobs to become self-sufficient and experience the brunt of ra cism, sexism and all other
productive members of society. Those who are em forms of discrimination. We can choose to reject greed
ployed then have more discretionary income. When and commercialism.
If we truly want carry out God's missio
n, wemust step
individuals spend this money, it re-enters the econo
my which provides more jobs for people in need and up as Christians and as individuals to fulfillthe deepest
needs of our society. In most cases, the government is
perpetuates a cycle of growth.
rginalized. While the
Of co urse, the government can provide some jobs, incapable of truly lifting up the ma
but the salaries for these positions come from taxpayer state can, and should, provide some necessary services
dollars. As a result, the stronger the business climate, to those in need, we are not performing our duties as
the more positions the government can provide. Ad Christians if we place the bulk of respo nsibility in the
ditionally, when more individuals find employment hands of large government bureaucracies. We must
and earn more money, they pay more in taxes to help take responsibility for enacting social change.
fund welfare programs to help people in need. Clearly,
sh and
a thriving free market plays an essentia] role in active HUBBART is a senior majoring in Engli
ly improving our overall quality of life, which is why I economics. Comments can be sent to lhubbartl5@
oppose excessive government intervention and regula- my.whiitworth.edu

Ground forcts needei t® confront and handOe QSQS

effective forces against ISIS have actually been Syrian seems that ISIS c ould be stopped before they can do
more devastating damage to the people in Syria, Iraq
Kurdish fighters.
I don't think that one could strongly argue against and Turkey. Granted, I am not a strategic expert in the
ways of war, but
COLUMNIST
the U.S. involvement against ISIS, as it
it frustrates me—
seems apparent that Iraq and Syria need
and I am sure I am
help
in
defending
their
people
and
respec
With the Islamist terror group Islamic State of Iraq
not alone—to hear
tive
c
ountries.
However,
there
is
an
appar
and Syria reportedly about to take control of th e Syr
about mass execu
ian city of Kobani, questions have been raised about ent lack of collaboration between the Unit
tion after mass ex
ed States and its allies in the Middle East.
the effectiveness of U.S. airst rikes in Syria a nd Iraq. I
ecution and all of
While the Syrian Kurds have had some suc
am in support of the air strikes, but rather than relying
the most powerful
cess in holding off ISIS from overtak
armed forces in
on them, I think that they
ing Kobani, our nation's Rear Admi
"At certain point,
the world can do
need to be more supple
ral lohn Kirby and President Obama
is fly overhead and
mental with intention
have
emphasized
the
importance
of
when were are already
drop bombs on in
al and strategic ground
ground support from their allies in
nocent cities.
attacks being the main
committed to the
the Middle East.
There is never
point of attack for the
"The ground forces that matter the
an easy solution to
conflict, it is the
U.S. and its allies.
most are indigenous ground forces,
stopping a heart
For years, the Unit
and we don't have a willing, capable,
less force like ISIS,
ed States' involvement responsibility of the U.S. effective partner on the ground in
and I absolute
in the Middle East has
to put its foot down and side Syria right now— it's just a fact,"
ly
value the lives
been surrounded by
Kirby said to a CNN reporter.
Hannah Walker| Graphic Artist and safety of u s
controversy—particu
end the killing."
It is encouraging that Syrian Kurds have
larly regarding innocent
had some success in fending off ISIS, but a reb troops around the world. But at a certain point, when
civilian casualties due
.. el militia is not going to be enough to thwart this evil we are already committed to the conflict, it is the re
to both ground and air operations. Although the U.S. force. While British forces have provided some support sponsibility of the U.S. to put its foot do
wn and end the
military expressed apathy toward the taking o o am, in Syria and Iraq, I sit here wondering why more has killing I just can't help but wonder how many more
the move would be strategically crucial for the group, not been done. Our world has systems established to innocent people will die in the Middle East before the
as it would establish an expanse of 62 miles near the react to situations like this, such as the United Nations U.S. and its allies deploy ground troops to wipe out the
border of Turkey, right between ISIS' decl ared capital and other alliances between powerful nations. Why merciless ISIS and put an end to its twisted visions.
of Raqqa, Syria and the Syrian city of Aleppo.
then have the U.S. and other super powers mustered
The question at hand is whether the an strikes are
little else other than air strikes?
making enough difference in Iraq and Syria to counter
Between the Syrian Kurdish militia, Iraqi govern CARTER is a junior majoring in journalism. Comments
act the damage that they are capable of domg topeople ment forces, the U.S. and the forces of Great Britain, it can be sent tomcarterl6@my.whitworth.edu
and land. According to many news sources, the most
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Sexual orientation should get protected status EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP
MATTHEW
BOARDMAN

but it's a starting point for us," ASWU Presi dent Ian
Robins said.
ASWU is in the process of planning an information
al forum to clarify any questions from students, staff
For the first time in U.S. his tory, the majority of and faculty about the current protected identities pol
states have lifted their ban on same-sex marriage. icy, and it will likely occur within the first two weeks of
According to the organization Freedom to Marry, 30 November. The topic of sexual orientation is a recur
states and Washington, D.C., have legalized same-sex ring one in ASWU, but the last time it went so far as a
marriages, and in an additional five states having "fed survey was in the 2001-2002 school year, Robins said.
eral appellate rulings have set a binding precedent in At Whitworth and abroad, active measures need to be
favor of t he freedom to marry, meaning the path is taken to create a secure atmosphere for constructive
cleared for the freedom to marry there." Naturally, the interactions regarding gender and sexual orientation.
"ASWU ha s advocated for diversity among Whit
controversial progress has met with some opposition,
worth faculty. Diversity in color, race, gender—it's
but the momentum is building.
The separation of ch urch and state forbids the de all important, because students want to identify with
their professors. LGBT s tudents cannot
nial of legal rights based
identify with faculty or staff currently be
on religious beliefs. With
cause they do not have the security to be
that in mind, to oppose
open," Robins said.
the constitutionality of
Protecting the personal and occupa
same-sex marriage for
tional security of LGBT faculty and staff
religious reasons is a
would perform the same function as oth
legalistically flawed ar
er diversity traits. Students that identify
gument. Every person is
entided to disagree with
Abby Nyberg | Graphic Artist as LGBT or that know LGBT individuals
would benefit from having professors
another's lifestyle and
can do so based upon anything, including religion. who could safely discuss it from a personal perspec
However, that disagreement or disapproval is not ac tive.
Furthermore, the Presbyterian Church (USA) re
companied by the right to deny fellow human beings
their legal and social equality. The argument that it cently passed a vote which enables Presbyterian min
does is dangerously reminiscent of arguments made isters to officiate same-sex marriages in states that
allow them, according to the Washington Post. As a
by supremacists of the past.
Associated Students of Whitworth University re Presbyterian-affiliated university, Whitworth would
cently conducted a survey related to LGBT rights. The not violate its Christian alignment by adding gender
survey asked students whether or not they felt sexual and sexual orientation to the list of protected identi
orientation should be added to the list of p rotected ties for faculty and staff. At last, Whitworth could treat
identities for faculty andstaff. Of the 468 respondents, LGBT members like the equal human beings they are
65 percent agreed or strongly agreed that sexual orien by formally providing LGBT members equal labor
tation should be added to the list of protected identi rights.
Where does that leave us? Between the community
ties for Whitworth faculty and staff. Additionally, 70.1
percent of re spondents answered yes when asked if support implied by the survey, the additional diversity
they would be willing to sign a petition in support of traits students could connect with professors over and
adding sexual orientation to the list of protected iden the fact that Whitworth would not violate its Presby
tities. Students at Whitworth are already protected terian affiliation by protecting LGBT staff and faculty
from discrimination based on gender or sexual orien from discrimination, the next step should be to make
tation, according to the 2013-2014 Student Handbook the reform a reality.
(page 37).
"The survey is a first step, gauging student opinions. BOARDMAN is a freshman majoring in English.Com
468 isn't enough to represent every student's opinion, ments can be sent to mboardmanl8@my.whitworth.
edu

WHITWORTH I0UT
DO YOU THINK WHITWORTH IS A GOOD PLACE
FOR THOSE WHO DON'T IDENTIFY AS CHRISTIAN?

YES
(41.181b)

The Trustees made the recommendation forWhit
worth to close the Costa Rica c ampus and sell the
property. We think that while it is unfortunate that
the university will lose an asset, it is a good decision.
The Costa Rica Center opened in fall of 2010, bu t
did not meet expectations in regards to student and
faculty involvement.
While the goal of the Costa-Rica Center involved
"advancing a long-term university goal to increase
cross-cultural learning opportunities for students
while also adding affordable capacity for anticipated
enrollment growth," according to a Whitworth press
release, the impact was limited to the few students
who took advantage of the additional campus, al
though the students who have attended certainly
contributed to that goal.
None of the decision makers involved ever ex
pressed a doubt about the quality of the program
ming/ which is what made the issue so difficult. Ifthe
quality and future of the university as a whole is sac
rificed for a program with a relatively low percentage
of student and faculty involvement, such a program
is an overall disadvantage to the university.
Whitworth would be better served to increase de
velopment of its real estate in Spokane in order to
account for the goal of an increased student popu
lation. Perhaps the funds generated from the selling
of the Costa Rica property will allow the university to
move forward with that goal here in Spokane.
Additionally, with the budget no longer in crisis,
the university will be able to focus on increasing
the quality of other programs. This will hopefully
include other off-campus studies programs the uni
versity offers.

Editorials in the "In the Loop"section reflect the ma
jority opinion of the Editorial Board, comprised of five
editors.

Faith identification at Whitworth

00 YOU IDENTIFY AS CHRISTIAN?
,N0'
'[32.08%)

Decision to close Costa
Rica Center unfortunate,
but ultimately necessary

YES,
(67.92%)

DO YOU THINK WHITWORTH IS A GOOD PLACE
FOR THOSE WHO DO IDENTIFY AS CHRISTIAN?

YES • NO

"Exposure to Christianity, as well
as other religions, is important for
understanding and successfully
working with people who differ
from yourself, particularly in social,
economical or political interactions.
Whitworth consists of Christians
from many denominations, so a
non-Christian attending Whitworth
witnesses an expansive portion of the
spectrum of Christianity."

(66.67%]

Survey of 53 Whitworth students

See last week's issue for a story
on faith at Whitworth, or head to
www.thewhitworthian.com

SPORTS

Volleyball wins
big home games
to tie PLU for
lead in NifC
Leah Dassler
StaffWriter
After a quick shutout on Friday night and a close win
on Saturday, the volleyball team has their first chance
at a conference title since the 2011-2012 season. The
team is now tied with Pacific Lutheran University for
first place in the conference. Pressure mounted in this
important weekend for the team as they took on rivals
for the tide—PLU and University of Puget Sound.
Whitworth took a lead over PLU in the first set and
never let up. Solid blocks from sophomore Brenna
Bruil, sophomore Haley Vick, and junior Nicole Leon
ard challenged PLU's outside hitters, who hit a .000 hit
ting average. Vick and Leonard also made several early
kills, leading to an initial six-point gap which PLU could
not close. Leonard made two service aces halfway
through the match which only added to the high level
of energ y circulating in Pirate territory. As the match
point approached, PLU climbed back with a four-point
streak, tipping the ball into the Pirate's open center and
capitalizing off of Pirate errors. Leonard finally finished
off the set for the Pirates with a kill.
"All this week at practice we focused on blocking and
it carried over hugely in the game tonight, Bruil said.
Freshman Cassandra Mendoza started the second
set off with two kills, and the Pirates quickly accumu
lated a three-point lead. PLU tied up the game at 10-10
after they targeted the Whitworth defense s weak point
with more tipping, while improving their blocking to
counter Whitworth's strong left-side hitting. Following
a timeout, Whitworth regained the advantage in the
match by concentrating a series of kills to the Lute s left
back. Bruil put down two subsequent kills after long
rallies, giving the Pirates another win.
"We came back [after the tie] with the mentality that
we really have nothing to lose. Ever since I've played
here we've never beaten PLU, so we just went after it
with that 'nothing-to-lose mentality,'" junior Elizabeth
Ginley said.
During the final match, PLU drove Whitworth to
many long rallies in which their hitters aimed success
fully at Whitworth's open left front side. Whitworth
struggled to keep up on the scoreboard as both teams
exchanged digs and kills. PLU again relied heavily on
tipping to earn points, but Whitworth finally pulled
ahead after service aces from both Bruil and Ginley.
Vick topped off the scoreboard with her 10th kill of the
night and hit the highest individual hitting percent for
the team—.412. Ginley led the Pirates in number of
digs, making 18 overall.
"PLU really played to our past weakness of the short
er tip balls in the shallow part of the court," Ginley said.
"I think what we did better against them this game
versus the last time we played them is we really [read]
the hitters, and we were able to anticipate the shorter
balls."
...
On Saturday night, Whitworth went toe to toe with
UPS. Coming into the game, both teams came into the
match tied for second place in the conference along
side Pacific Lutheran. The Pirates suffered a loss in the
first game due to repeated blocking errors. UPS solid
hitting sent Pirate defense scrambling and the women
couldn't make many successful plays. UPS n arrowly
won 25-23.
"[After the first set] we were focusing on our errors

1

Simon Puzankov | Ph
otographer

Sophomore Brenna Bruil spikes the ball over the hands of PLU defenders last Friday night at hom
e.

Students clap and cheer during Whitworth's 3-0 win < er PLU in the Fieldhouse last Friday night.
and the point behind us. We had the conversation of
looking forward and focusing on that next point be
cause we play well when we're enthusiastic, and I
thought we did that," Head Coach Kati Bodecker said.
UPS continued making kills on the Pirates' open
right back and center. Korshavn and freshman Karina
Lees made much-needed offensive plays, tying up the
game at 23 points. Lees made the most of her time off
the bench, leading her team with 15 kills. K orshavn,
Lees and Bruil made the final three kills which led to
the Pirate's close win at 26-24.
The Pirates managed to take an early five-point lead
with stronger hitting after halftime. Outside hitters
Korshavn and Leonard swung harder to get the ball
past UPS's wall of blockers and successfully targeted
open spots in UPS' right side. Junior setter Maddye
Dinsmore dropped a strategic tip into UPS' left side to

maintain the Pirates' three-point advantage and Leon
ard finished with a low kill.
In the final match, UPS fought back, putting up their
best blockers to counter Vick's, L ee's and Leonard's
powerful attacks. Neither team could gain advantage
until UPS hit three subsequent attack errors. Korshavn
and Bruil blocked out UPS' final attack to tie up the
game at 23 points. Dinsmore then made her third ser
vice ace of the night to give the Pirates the advantage.
A final attack error by UPS' attackers gave the Pirates
their third narrow win.
The Pirates play Whitman in Walla Walla, Washing
ton on Wednesday, Oct. 22, at 6 p.m.
Contact Leah Dassler at
Idasslerl 8@my. whitworth.edu
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Cross country caps off Oregon trip against NWC foes
Connor Soudani

"I kind of got out slower, but Trent [Dudley], Chris
and Junior Katie McKay were within seconds of Scott,
[MacMurray] and Taylor [Steele] were leading it for
finishing in 23:36.1 and 23:37.3, respectfully.
Sports Editor
"There are two 3K laps on this course, and so it's es the guys up through the first mile," junior Colton Berry
said. "The race got out a little bit
pecially hard to stay focused and
The c ross country teams are approaching the con make the choice to keep trying
slow for the first mile, but our top
"We
just
need
those
people
clusion of their season and each meet is starting to be to move up on the second lap,"
guys came through at five [min
more indicative of where they are talent-wise com Schoenike said. "I think that was
utes] flat."
to run what they've done
pared to other NWC teams.
"We're pretty much the fourththe biggest factor for me was Just
earlier in the year and other best team in the conference and
At the Lewis &Clark Invitational last Saturday, those staying focused during the sec
results were true to form, Head Coach Toby Schwarz ond lap."
kind of proved that over the
people to do what they did we've
said.
last several meets," Schwarz said.
The women finished first de
The women finished first of
The difference came with the
spite soph today and we should be fine."
12 teams and the men finished
finishes of ju nior Chris MacMur
omore Allie
"There are two 3K laps
—TOBY SCHWARZ
eighth of 14 teams behind con
ray who came through outside of
Wood fin
ference opponents Whitman and
the team scoring with a 27:28.4,
ishing 10th
on
this
course,
and
so
it's
head coach
University of Puget Sound.
and of freshman Grant Bingham
on the team
The women won the invita
who finished with 28:58.4.
especially hard to stay
and junior
tional for the second year in a
"We just need those people to run what they've done
captain Amanda Blankenship fin
row despite not having three of focused and make the choice ishing in the 12th team spot.
earlier in the year and other people to do what they did
their top five runners to finish in
On the men's side, the team today and we should be fine," Schwarz said.
to keep trying to move up on
scoring position. Of th ose three,
Both teams will take their customary break from
had uncharacteristic finishes
the Pirates were missing senior
from their top five scorers. Senior competition and return for the NWC Cha mpionship
the second lap."
Christina Williams due to a stress
Taylor S teele crossed the line in meet in Salem, Oregon on Nov. 1 at 10 a.m. The wom
—KRISTEN SCHOENIKE
fracture in her pelvis. Williams
28th place for the Bucs in a time en will be looking to take on defending conference
won the meet as an individual last
of26:35.2 for the 8Kcourse. Junior champion Willamette, while the men will look to move
sophomore
year.
Colton Berry was next through up and improve on their fourth-place ranking in con
Junior Kellyn Roiko finished
the tape in 26:47.5 for 34th place, ference as they eye Whitman, UPS and the defending
third overall for the 6Kcourse with a time of22:47.6, fol followed closely by senior Trent Dudley in 26:48.2 men's champion, Willamette.
lowed closely bysophomore Kristen Schoenike in sixth for 35th. Freshman Logan Veasy finished well with a
place with a time of 23:22.9. Freshman Bailey Scott had 27:11.5, while junior Matt Ferris rounded out the men's Contact Connor Soudani at
csoudanil 6@my. whitworth.edu
one of the best races of her season after finishing 12th team scoring with a 27:21.8.
overall with a time of 23:34.8. Sophomore Kendall Chin

Football falls to fifth-ranked Linfield in McMinnville
Joshua Omdai

down from Peterson to senior wide re
ceiver Drew Clausen.
Staff Writer
Before the first half was over, Linfield
tacked on two more scores to bring the
The Whitworth Pirates were unable lead to 35-7.
to stop the fifth-ranked and undefeated
Whitworth's defense was unable to
Linfield College Wildcats, losing 65-13. stop Linfield's aerial attack led by soph
Whitworth struggled on the defensive omore quarterback Sam Riddle. Riddle
end of the ball,
threw for three
giving up over 709
touchdowns
in
"We are constantly trying
yards in total of
the second half by
fense to Linfield.
spreading the ball
to improve ourselves each
In mid-season
out to three differ
Northwest Confer
ent receivers.
week. We try to win the
ence play, Linfield
"I've been in the
picked up their battles against ourselves and Division III level
fifth win improving
of coaching for a
to 5-0 overall and learn from our mistakes and while now, and
leading the confer
Linfield is definite
successes."
ence with a record
ly the best team
of 3-0.
—BRYAN PETERSON
top to bottom,"
The Linfield de
Head Coach Rod
fense established
se lor
Sandberg
said.
dominance early in
"We learned a lot
the game, slowing
about the big picture aspect of o ur pro
down Whitworth's normally fast-paced gram. This game was a great motivating
and productive offense. Linfield sacked factor for next season."
Whitworth senior quarterback Bryan
With three more games left in the reg
Peterson five times and forced two in ular season, The Pirates currently stand
terceptions. The Pirates were held to a at fifth place in the Northwest Confer
season-low 264 yards.
ence, but are still in the running for the
"We are constantly trying to improve second place spot.
ourselves each week. We try t o win the
Whitworth plays at home against Uni
battles against ourselves and learn from versity of Puget Sound this Saturday,
our mistakes and successes," Peterson Oct. 25, in the Pine Bowl at 1 p.m.
said. "On Saturday we lost the battle
against ourselves and it showed in the
game."
Linfield took an early lead over the Pi
rates, 20-0, early in the second quarter.
Whitworth finally placed a score on the Contact Joshua Omdal at
board thanks to a 29-yard passing touch jomdall 7@my.whitworth.edu

Sunday, Nov. 1, 3 p.m.
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SCHEDULE FOR UPCOMING EVENTS
MEN'S SOCCER
Saturday, Oct. 25,2:30 p.m.
Pacific (Home)

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Saturday, Oct 25, Noon
Pacific (Home)

FOOTBALL

VOLLEYBALL

Saturday, Oct. 25,1:00 p.m.
UPS (Home)

Wednesday, Oct. 22,6 p.m.
Whitman (Away)

WOMEN'S GOLF
Saturday, Oct. 25,10 a.m.
NWC Fall Classic (Away)

MEN'S GOLF
Saturday, Oct. 25,10 a.m.
NWC Fall Classic (Away)

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday, Nov. 1,10a.m.
NWC Championships (Away)

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday, Nov 1,10 a.m.
NWC Championships (Away)

SPORTS1" BRIEF
Men's soccer continues fight
against top-ranked UPS

Juliana Zajicek | h
Potographer
Senior Eduardo Lopez hopes to make an impact on Whitworth's performance after transferring in this year.

Jessica Razanadrakoto

Lopez visited in the spring of 2014 with his father and
his sister Laura Lopez, while staying with Whitworth
soccer team member Wolfe.
"[When Lopez] came, we went out for dinner... so I got
Men's soccer Head Coach Morgan Cathey brought a to know him a little bit before the rest of the team did,"
distinct coaching philosophy with him when he came Wolfe said. "I thought he was a good fit then, and ever
to Whitworth, but he also attracted some talent. Senior since he came I thought he was an even better fit."
Eduardo Lopez followed his former assistant coach,
It is important for Cathey to let the players know that
Cathey, from California State University Stanislaus to he has their best interest at heart, not just on the field,
Whitworth University, where he has put his talent to but also off the field, Cathey said.
work for the men's team.
"It is important for [Lopez] to know that I care about
"A coach can make a lot of impact on a player,"sopho [him] and that I am going to do veerything I can to make
more defender Spencer Wolfe said. "The ability to come sure that he is successful on the soccer field, in the class
up here and play again for Morgan
room, and more importantly to
[Cathey] so they could build on
"The ability to come up here make sure that he is successful in
that personal relationship, but also
life," Cathey said.
that soccer relationship that they
and play again for Morgan
This season, Lopez wants to have
had built, played a big role in get
a senior year in which he gets to
[Cathey] so they could build fully experience college, as it is his
ting Eddie [Lopez] up here."
Lopez redshirted his freshman
first year living away from his fami
year, which was common at CSUS, on that personal relationship ly, Lopez said.
to help the freshmen learn how
that they had built, played
"It was mixed emotions for me.
to play college level soccer, as it is
He has always lived at home, [and]
different from playing high school
a big role in getting Eddie
didn't have too much responsi
soccer, Lopez said.
bility besides just being a college
[Lopez] up here."
Lopez competed in 16 matches
student and a soccer player. So, I
and made five starts through his
was worried, but I never doubted
—SPENCER WOLFE
last two seasons at CSUS, a Divi
his capability," Laura Lopez said.
sion n School.
sophomore
"I was jealous that he did what he
Cathey not only impacted Lopez
did... in a good way, because I wish
as a player, but also as a person.
I would have done what he did. I
"He's been the best coach I've ever been coached by," am extremely proud of him."
Lopez said. "He's just a great person on and off the field.
Having a player like Lopez come in and start makes a
If I ha d any questions, I would go straight to him. I re difference, Wolfe said.
ally like his vision, the way he wants his team to play.
Cathey believes that one of Lopez' strengths is the
He [is] always positive. If yo u did something good, he ability to step into the midfield and defend a forward or
acknowledged you for it,which makes you want to strive a midfield player that has dropped off in t he defensive
for more."
line.
When Cathey announced he was taking the Whit
"I knew that he would enjoy our soccer environment.
worth job in the spring of 2013, Lopez was devastated.
I knew that he would enjoy the school," Cathey said.
After a year without Cathey as part of his college soc
cer experience, Lopez contacted his former assistant
coach, asking him if th ere was room for him at Whit Contact Jessica Razanadrakoto at
jrazanadrakotol 7@my.whitworth.edu
worth, to which Cathey said, "Definitely," Lopez said.

Staff Writer

Two sets of overtime did not give visiting
Whitworth enough time to pull out a
victory in their second matchup against
Puget Sound, ending their game in a 1-1
tie on Saturday afternoon.
The Loggers took the lead in the 11th
minute of the first half on a goal scored by
senior midfielder Sean Ryan.
However, the Pirates did not want to
experience the same story from two
weeks ago on Oct. 5 with a 2-0 loss, and
thus, their offense and defense kicked in.
Six minutes after the Loggers' goal,
freshman Kyle Cacoyannis tied the game
off an assist from junior midfielder Sam
Engle. The score would not change
for either team despite two overtime
periods, and the Pirates would have to
settle for the draw.
The Sunday game proved to be a
completely different outcome as the
Pirates would defeat Pacific Lutheran on
the road, 4-3. Junior Sam Engle ended up
scoring on two of his three shots on goal,
while Tyler Clarke and Micheal Ramos
each tapped one in to hold off a highscoring game from Pacific Lutheran.
The Pirates will take on Pacific at home
on Oct. 25 at 2:30 p.m. as they continue to
fight for the top-seed in the NWC.
Jessica Razanadrakoto | Staff riter
W

Women's soccer cannot find the
net in weekend NWC losses
The Whitworth women's soccer team
gave up five goals in two matches this
weekend to UPS and PLU without any
goal conversions of their own.
Both games followed a 1-0 victory over
Whitman, who they had lost to earlier in
the season.
The women are now 3-8 in conference
play and 4-10-1 overall on the season.
They will take on Pacific at home on
Saturday, Oct. 25 at noon.
Connor Soudani|Sports Editor

WHITPIQS
A P I R A T 1i ' S L I F E F O Ii M E

S e a s o n a l s c e n e s f r o m around Whitworth's c a m p u s

TOP LEFT: Students walk toward the HUB
from the east side of campus in the warm
afternoon sun on Sunday, Oct. 19.
Hannah Palmer | h
Potographer

TOP RIGHT: Fall colors are present on the
deciduous trees in front of McMillan Hall.
lanik Emmendorfer j Pho tographer

ABOVE: A fire truck parks between Ballard
Hall and McMillan Hall as firefighters
respond to resolve a minor emergency on
the evening of Friday, Oct. 17.
Simon Puzankov |Photographer

RIGHT: A squirrel pauses on a curb outside
of the Village on Sunday, Oct. 19.
Hannah Palmer|Photographer

FAR RIGHT: The Freshmen Fall Fest
at Baldwin-Jenkins on Friday, Oct. 17,
included caramel apples and other treats.
Hannah Palmer |Photographer

Mximmm

Madness in the Fieldhouse
Whitworth basketball teams kicked off the 20142015 season with games and festivities for fans in the
Fieldhouse on Saturday night.

Campus security on alert
after student is assaulted

Grammy Award winner
joins Whitworth's jazz band

+

ABOUTUS

VOLUME 105, ISSUE 7
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 250
words.
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04 MUSIC BUILDING
Funding for extension of the MusicBuilding
continues. Construction may startas early
as summer 2015.

05 CASP PRESENTATION
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•eelt. click It. know It.

Students who participated on the Central
America Study Program discussed the
cultural and emotional experiences.

07 OVER THE RHINE
Folk songwriters visit Whitworth. Sponsored
by the English department, the concert and
lecture drew students from all majors.

11 BAD MEDIA COVERAGE
Recent media coverage of the Ebola scare in
the U.S. has been handled irresponsibly and
has spawned unnecessary panic.

12 SEXUAL ASSAULT
University puts too much pressure on
victims of assault to decide the fate ofthe
perpetrator.

13 SWIM SMACKING
Whitworth swim teams dominate Northwest
conference competition in the only meets of
the season at the WhitworthAquatic Center.

08 SHAKESPEARE CONCERT 15 SOCCER SHUTOUT
Whitworth University's Orchestra
performed a concert ofmusic inspired by
the works of the bard.

Men's soccer defeats Whitman totake
command of the lead in the NWCrace and
head into the first round of the playoffs.

Cover Photo: Kari Johnson
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Campus security en high alert after student assault
Katie Shaw
Editor-in-Chief
A Whitworth student was the victim
of ass ault near the soccer field just be
fore midnight on Nov. 3.
The victim, who wishes to remain
anonymous, is getting the care and at
tention needed from Student Life se r
vices, said Dick Ma ndeville, vice presi
dent for student life.
"We take the safety and security of
our students very seriously," Mandeville
said. "We deeply regret when anything
like this happens, and we are very sorry
for what happened to the student. We're
doing the best we can to prevent any
thing like this from happening again."
Student Life an d Security are coop
erating with the sheriff's department to
find out who the perpetrator was, and
are unable to say whether or not it was
a Whitworth student. There is no indi
cation that it was a sexual assault, Man
deville said.
Other incidents related to the assault
are part of the ongoing investigation as
well, Security supervisor Jacquelyn Mc
Cord said. She did not reveal what those
Incidents were.
"It's specific to a very small group of

people," McCord said of the incident. "If
you're in that group, you'll know, and
if not , I d on't think you need to worry
about it."
For victims of assault or violence,
Student Life p rovides many resources,
McCord said. If a n incident requires a
hospital trip, a Residence Assistant or
Resident Director and a friend accom
panies the victim. Student Life provides
counseling, and offers to escort the stu
dent to and from classes or help him or
her change housing.
If the student is a willing victim,
meaning if he or she knows who the at
tacker is and is willing to give testimo
ny, a friend can be present during the
conversation with Student Life, McCord
said.
"The victim drives the investigation,"
McCord said.
Statistically, sex crimes and assaults
go unreported because victims handle it
alone or because they are embarrassed
or scared, McCord said. Although the
Nov. 3 incident has been the only of its
kind this year, there is no way of knowing
what crimes have gone unreported.
"If you end up drunk, and someone
beats you iip, don't be afraid to call for
help and report it," McCor d said. "Our
concern is your safety."

McCord's advice to stay safe: travel
in pairs, be aware of your surroundings,
keep your cell phone with you and let
people know where you're going and
when you'll be back, especially if it's late.
Use a key chain flashlight in dark park
ing lots and have your keys in hand be
fore you get to your car.
"If you don't have to be out at odd
hours, don't be," she said.
As f ar as increasing campus safety,
Security has a few ideas, some of which
are already in the works.
Students participated in an active
shooter drill on campus Thursday, Nov.
6, which went well overall, McCord said.
"I was in Dixon and everyone scur
ried in their classrooms," she said. "They
were super quiet."
The Bluelight speakers were not as
clear as they could be, she said. Chief In
formation Officer Ken Brown will search
for a solution.
Security will make internal adjust
ments as well. The location will soon
be moved to Graham House, where the
marriage and counseling center is, for
more room, and the department is in
the process of hir ing a new officer. This
week, a panel of five, including McCord,
will d ecide who- out of a pool of a bout
40 applicants to invite for an interview.

McCord said she hopes to have the new
officer hired by December.
Other ideas include putting clocks
with digital reader boards in all class
rooms. They could display emergency
messages concerning active shooters,
since the RAVE system is not effective if
a student's phone is not turned on. They
could also give weather warnings about
things like ice or wind storms or power
outages.
McCord also hopes to have a repre
sentative from security and the crime
prevention office from the city or county
sheriff to address students during ori
entation about safety. Such a talk would
cover everything from how to deal with
and how to block threatening texts and
Facebook messages, how to stay safe on
campus and what cases need a search
warrant, among other topics.
"Every university I've been at, they
have that during orientation," McCord
said.

Contact Katie Shaw at
kshawl 7@my.whitworth. edu

FROM SECURITY SUPERVISOR JACQUELYN MCCORD

ADVICE FOR STAYING SAFE
BE AWARE OF YOUR SURROUNDINGS
KEEP YOUR CELL PHONE WITH YOU
LET PEOPLE KNOW WHERE YOU'RE GOING
LET PEOPLE KNOW WHEN YOU'LL BE BACK
USE A KEYCHAIN FLASHLIGHT IN PARKING LOTS
HAVE YOUR KEYS IN HAND BEFORE YOU GET TO YOUR CAR

DON'T BE OUT AT ODD HOURS

v. 15, 5 p.m.
Cowles Auditorium "509.777.3280 • Ff€e admissi

Hannah Walker | G
raphic Artist

04
Music Building extension to
completed by 2016 fall semester

81 ELECTION
4 RESULTS

G.O.P. expands control in Congress
Republicans gained their first Senate
majority since 2006 on Tuesday, Nov. 4.
Seven seats in the Senate were taken over
by Republicans. They also expanded their
hold on the House, taking over 12 seats.
Republicans took over Democratic Senate
seats in North Carolina, Colorado, Iowa,
West Virginia, Arkansas, Montana and South
Dakota. Republicans have 31 state governors
and Democrats have 17 governors, giving
the Republicans three more seats. The
Senate is now 46 percent Democratic and
52 percent Republican with two votes were
undecided. The House is now made up of
244 Republican seats and 184 Democratic
seats and seven seats are undecided.

Initiative MeasureNo. 591: firearms
Kelly Logie | Gra
phic Artist

Sasha Siclait

ing performances and I'm really excited that we will
have a facility that can show off the work that happens
here," sophomore music student Alexis Pursel said.
Cowles Music Center willfeature new practice rooms
Exciting news has been buzzing around the music and new teaching studios. The budget for the new build
department for current and future music students of ing is $13.5 million and will occupy 21,481 square feet.
Whitworth about the addition of a new music building.
15,625 square feet of the current building will be remod
The construction of the new music building will be eled and the new space will be attached to the current
gin as soon as this summer if fundbuilding.
raising goes as planned. All do
"The construction should not
"The music students work affect music classes and students,
nations come from foundations,
alumni and other supporters of
so hard to produce amazing since the renovation of the cur
Whitworth. The new addition will
rent building will likely happen
performances and I'm
take about 15 months to finish,
during the summer when classes
therefore if construction begins
really excited that we will are not in session," Brody said.
this summer it should be complet
Many of the current music stu
ed by fall of 2016.
have a facility that can show dents are looking forward to the
"The timeline is dependent
extension of the new music build
on fundraising, but could start as off the work that happens ing, as spaces for rehearsals and
soon as this summer," music pro
performances are limited.
here."
fessor Ben Brody said.
"We don't have a choir re
—ALEXIS PURSEL
Since the music building is paid
hearsal room right now, so it will
for entirely by donations, the costs
be especially amazing for the
SOPHOMORE
of the building should not affect
choirs to have a space that they
any of the current costs that music
can make their own," Pursel said.
students already pay.
"The building will provide much needed rehearsal,
The announcement of a $2 million dollar donation teaching, and practice space for student musicians,"
from the Harriet Cheney Cowles Foundation happened Brody said. "In addition, the space will be much more
over Whitworth's 125th anniversary weekend on Oct. open and inviting, with many places for students to con
11. The Cowles family has been a long time donor to gregate and study."
the university, according to a recent article on the Whit
worth website. In honor of their generous donation, the
name of the new music building will be the "Cowles Mu
sic Center."
Contact Sasha Siclait at
"The music students work so hard to produce amaz- ssiclaitl 6@my. whitworth.edu

Staff Writer

Measure seeking to prevent Washington
from expanding gun-sale background
checks beyond federal law has been rejected
by voters.
Yes: 45.2 percent
No: 54.8 percent

Initiative Measure No. 594:
background checks for firearm
sales and transfers
Nearly 60 percent of voters supported
1-594, a measure to extend background
checks in Washington to private sales and
transfers. The measure was winning in eight
of the 10 largest counties in the state.
Yes 58.9 percent
No 41.1 percent

Initiative Measure No. 1351: K-12
education
Initiative 1351, which would require
smaller class sizes and more teachers, was
trailing statewide by about 12,000 votes on
election night and has advanced since then.
Election results posted on the Washington
secretary of state's website on the evening of
Nov. 6 showed the measure ahead by 4,660
votes.
Yes: 50.5 percent
No: 49.5 percent
Source | eattle
S
Times arid the Spokesman Review

25

450

Number of years Over the
Rhine has been
performing.
p. 7

Number of years since Shakespeare
was born.

41:59
Ratio of male to female of the class of
2018.

p. 11
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Students share the
impact of serving
and studying in
Central America
point working to send money back to
their families.
Staff Writer
"My experience with CASP has
been challenging but so eruichitig,"
Eight Whitworth students spent Grant said. •
Jan Term and Spring Semester of the
A pre sentation put on by the stu
2014 school year in Guatemala, Nic dent participants of CASP was given
aragua and the Costa Rica Center as
in the Robinson
a part of the Central
Teaching Theatre
American
Service
"I'll be living
oh Nov. 3.
and Study Program.
As each stu
While participating
differently for the dent
presented
in the program, each
their
experience
rest
of
my
life
because
student was given the
with CASP, each
opportunity to work in
student
brought
of
CASP."
an internship specif
to attention a dif
ic to his or her major
—LIZZIE WILLIAMS
ferent view on life
while staying with a
and the things they
JUNIOR
host family and learn
learned while par
ing from them.
ticipating in this
The students started out in Guate program. Some focused on what the
mala where they each attended oral experienced and saw while in Central
school in Spanish— sometimes even America, some focused on the emo
up to five hours a day. Toward the tional impact the experience has on
end of Janua ry, the students went to
them.
Nicaragua to
Others
participate in
discussed
internships
the service
specific
to
portion of
their majors.
the
pro
After Nicara
gram and
gua, the stu
the impor
dents
spent
tance
of
time at the
vocation.
Costa
Rica
The
pre
Center for a
sentation
debrief of the
concluded
program.
with an en"It really in
couragespired me and
Juliana Zajicek I Photographer
ment
for
inspired whatl Ei8ht students delivered the presentation.
students to
want to do with
study abroad.
my life," Mirra Matheson, a junior
"I'll be living differently for the rest
majoring in Spanish and sociology, of my life because of GASP," junior
said. CASP was intimidating at first Lizzie Williams said.
because of the Spanish-speaking por
tion of the program but she knew she
wanted to do it, Matheson said.
Graduate Kelsey Grant also par
ticipated in the program. While in
Guatemala, Grant took great notice
to the role that immigration played
in the lives around her. She noticed
how a male from every familyshe was
around was either living in the United Contact McKinley Powers at
States or had lived in the U.S. at one mpowersl 8@my.whitworth.

McKinley Powers

81
Cents on the dollar
amount women make
compared to men.
p. 11

Juliana Zajicek | hotographer
P

Students share their individual experiences with CASP.

1976
The year Ebola was discovered in the
Democratic Republic of Congo.
p. 11
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Number of wins the men's
soccer team has in the regular
season.
p. 15

Number of NWC titles the volleyball
team has won since 2002.
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NEWS<<<BRIEF
Fourth victim of Marysville
Pilchuck HighSchool shooting dies
A fourth victim from
the Marysville
Pilchuck High School shooting died at
Harborview Medical Center on Friday, Nov.
7. AndrewFryberg, 15, was hospitalized after
the Oct. 24 shooting. His death brings the
total fatalities to five, including the gunman.
A group of Northwest colleges and universities is collaborating to feature some of each other's articles in online
and print editions. Contentfound in the "Around the Northwest" section is written by non-Whitworth students
and does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian. Content is used with permission from the listed
newspaper.
'

Everyone can be a feminist: A male perspective
Social equality is what the fem
inist movement stands for, but
this has not always been the case.
Whenever 1 have identified myself
as a feminist to my male friends, I
am usually met with blank stares,
quick judgments or indifference.
As a middle-class white male,
I thought that no one would re
spect or want to hear my opinions
on equality because I thought they
wouldn't be welcomed. Femi
nism has been portrayed in our
society and through social me
dia as men being on trial, not
about fair treatment of all people.
A few years ago when I was
talking to a close friend, I de
scribed my beliefs in equality. She
said that I was essentially a fem
inist. To which I said, "I am not
a woman, so that is impossible."
The label "feminist" leads many
men away from feminism, be
cause they see it being exclusively
for women. This is not the inten
tion of the word. It is supposed
to be different from "chauvinist,"

who is someone who believes a year for the HeForShe campaign,
member of one sex or group of urging men and women alike to
people is superior to another and simply recognize equality and
thus deserves better treatment. become advocates for change.
The feminist movement has not
"If th ere is one thing I know for
portrayed and advertised itself in a certain it is that this [feminism be
way that has been welco
ming tomen. ing considered man-hating] has to
This is because the movement stop," Watson said. "For the record,
has been interpreted as femi feminism by definition is the belief
nist hating men and them no that men and women should have
longer wanting ordinary white equal rights and opportunities. I
males to have a say in equality. think it is right that I should be paid
Social media campaigns like the same as my male counterparts,
#YesAllWomen, a Twitter hashtag I think it is right that I should be
in which users share examples able to make decisions about my
of mistreatment toward women, own body, I think it is right that
have made many men think that women be involved in the policies
they are not allowed to be femi and decisions that affect my life."
nists and feminists do not accept
Watson worded this beautiful
them because of their gender. ly in her speech. Whether female
This is something that needs or male, as humans we deserve
to change. The feminist move to have our voices heard in so
ment needs to be about equal ciety, so that no one gets left be
ity. That is what many femi hind, has to suffer or is mistreated
nists are striving to do now. for who he or she was created as.
Actress Emma Watson gave
a speech on gender equality to For the full story from PLU's The
the United Nations earlier this Mast, go to thewhitworthian.com

Whitman swimmers drench feet in early meets
The Whitman men's and wom
en's swimming teams have begun
their 2014-2015 season last week
end with a successful showing at the
first meet of the season in Salem,
Ore. As a team, Whitman placed
third out of six in the relays and in
the sprint meet the men and wom
en placed one and three, respec
tively. In the relay competition,
Whitman was a mere one point
from achieving a three-way tie for
first place. Whitman finished with
63 points, while both Whitworth
and Pacific Lutheran garnered 64.
Pacific, W illamette and Linfield all
finished with less than 40 points.
"I believe I speak for the team
when I s ay that both the women's
and men's teams were very happy
with our performance thisweekend,"
said junior Captain Samuel Starr.
Beyond being pleased with just
the strong results of the weekend,
-incoming first-year swimmer Noah
Schlenk expressed that the team enjoyedtheirfirstmeetasateamaswell.
"We also were able to func
tion well as a team and had

a

ton of fun," said Schlenk.
The results of this meet do not
contribute to final
conference
standings, but the meet is notewor
thy for other reasons. It serves as
an important opportunity for the
first-years o n the team to gain expe
rience competing at a college level.
While this experience is valuable,
Whitman's young swimmers did not
need much of a n adjustment peri
od, as a number of first-years fin
ished in the top 10 in various events.
First year Tara Stahlecker placed
fifth in the Women's 100 Meter IM
and Clark Sun placed third in the
Men's 50 Meter Butterfly and ninth
in the Men's 50 Meter Backstroke.
Johanna Brunner, a junior cap
tain for the women's team, noted
another purpose of t he event — to
get a better feel for the competition.
"To figure out who the compe
tition is, I think that's one of the
big things we see this weekend.
We h ave these meets with the en
tire conference so we're seeing all
the people we're going to be see
ing in the season, it lets us feel out

the competition," said Brunner.
The last important part of the
meet for the team was just for ev
eryone on the team to get expe
rience swimming competitively.
"It's a good chance to get some
practice racing, we haven't real
ly had much practice. We had onemeet with the alumni, but this is
the first real chance to compete
with our conference and to prac
tice that competition," said Brunner.
On all fronts the team did excep
tionally well. Though two schools
were not represented (Lewis and
Clark and the University of the Puget
Sound), the team was certainly ex
posed to some of the major compet
itors in the conference (particularly
Whitworth on the men's side). Per
haps more notably, the team proved
its capacity to successfully compete
against the best teams in the confer
ence. Schlenk expressed his excite
ment about the upcoming season.
For the full story from Whitman's
The Pioneer, go to
thewhitworthian.com

Americans freed by North Korea
Kenneth Bae and Matthew Todd Miller,
the last two American citizens known to be
held by North Korea, arrived on U.S. soil on
Saturday, Nov. 8 after North Korean leader
Kim Jong Un ordered their release. They
were freed following a rare visit from a top
U.S. off icial who brought with him a letter
from President Barack Obama.

Arctic storm heading southward
A massive storm fueled by the remnants of
Typhoon Nuri that surged through Alaska is
forecast to send frigid temperatures to the
lower states, starting with eastern Montana
and the Dakotas. High temperatures are
forecasted to be below freezing on across
much of Wyoming to Minnesota and parts
of Iowa. The high in Great Falls, Montana,
is expected to be seven degrees and by
Wednesday, high temperatures will struggle
to get out of the low 30s in Texas and
Oklahoma. The storm is predicted to surpass
the intensity of 2012's Superstorm Sandy as
measured by pressure.
Sources | CNN and the Sp
okesman Review

ASWU UPDATE

• Security Supervisor Jacquelyn McCord
addressed concerns regarding recent vehi
cle thefts and break-ins. She said security
has a video from a vehicle theft on Sept. 18
showing a white male in a red hoodie and a
female waiting in a stolen sedan. The group
works in fours, a couple of males and a cou
ple of females. They arrive in stolen vehicles.
They are not students but felons in the com
munity.

• McCord said security needs new cameras.
Security and worked with the IT team and
camera vendors last week and replaced
cameras. Each camera is about $1,000. She
said investments are needed to update the
system. McCord suggests students park
where the lighting is better, lock cars, do
not leave valuables where people can see
them and report suspicious activity. If a
place needs lighting, send McCord or Chris
Eichorst an email.
•Two more town halls regarding the change
of policy for LGB faculty are scheduled, one
before Christmas break and one during Jan
Term. The first will be on theological under
standings of the issue. Then the second will
be on those affected both those who identi
fy as LGB and those who are maybe against
this change in policy.

ARTS & CULTURE
Whitworth Jazz Program hits a Over the
Rhine meets
high note in the 2014 season
Whitworth

Hannah Palmer |Photographer

Founding duo of Over the Rhine, Linford
Detweiler and Karin Bergquist perform
in the HUB Multipurpose room.

Jacob Millay
Staff Writer
Hope Barnes | hotographer
P

Grammy award winner Arturo Sandoval, speaks in Cowles as part of the ja
zz program's commitment to excellence.

Rachelle Robley

their ability to finish the piece flawlessly.
"When people are writing jazz compositions and aren't
Staff Writer
On Oct. 30, 2014 at 8 p.m. in the recital hall of the Music sure what to do with the percussion portion, I'll often help
Building, about 80 people showed up to watch and listen them with it," Leggett said.
On Nov. 6 at 5:30 p .m., Grammy Award winner Artu
to the Jazz Combos in Concert. Half of th e audience were
ro Sandoval celebrated his 65th birthday with Whitworth
parents, and the other half were students.
"There were a few more people than usual," sophomore students and middle and high schoolers from the Spokane
area for a jazz c linic. Sandoval came from a poor family
Lauren Trittin said.
The first segment was of th e band Tricom consisting of and did not have any connection to music as a young child.
When he was 10 years old, he joined a marching band in
the guitar, piano and bass instruments.
The second segment featured the band Cold Mukluk his village.
"You can be rich of money but poor of heart," Sandoval
Time, which had alto sax, tenor sax, guitar, bass, vibes
said.
and drums instruments. Audience
Sandoval mainly learned to play
members, including parents, were
"When you're passionate
music by ear and had few formal les
nodding their heads to the fast and
upbeat song "Fall" byWayne Shorter.
about something, it brings sons. He explained his belief that to
become a good musician, you must
The Jazz Ensemble program focus
balance to your life."
first imitate your idols, then emulate
es on the fundamentals of jazz, while
their sound, and then create music
incorporating improvisation and
—JANSEN LEGGETT
yourself. During the clinic, he heard
swing style. Throughout performanc
a cell phone ring that sounded like a
es, each musician was given time to
Junior, jazz drums and vibes
bird, and then played a song based on
skillfully play one or more solo piec
the sound on the piano that he made
es.
"I'm a psychology and theology double major, but Icome up on the spot.
On Nov. 7 at 8 p.m., Whitworth students and people of
to these performances because my friends are in them and
the Spokane community filled Cowles auditorium to watch
I like jazz in general," Trittin said.
Many of the musicians were freshmen, performing in a the Whitworth Jazz Ensemble play alongside Sandoval.
small group setting for the first time. The last song played They laughed and cheered to Sandoval's skilled bebop stylby the Tricom band was called "11 and 3" and was written ings. Sandoval also played an improvisational piano piece
by freshman Denin Koch, who explained that the song was that made everyone feel as though they were part of an im
inspired by how often he believed the number three hap portant moment in Whitworth history.
Sandoval was the protege of jazz master Dizzy Gillespie,
pened in daily life.
"I was nervous, but it was exciting. I'm usually more who was the first musician to bring Latin influences into
comfortable playing in a big band," freshman Josh Nay, American jazz. Sandoval has played for many award shows
with famous musicians such as Celine Dion, Justin Timberwho was on percussion, said.
The musicians' passions for music were evident in their lake and Alicia Keys. Not only is he an incredibly talented
performance. The jazz e nsemble musicians take private jazz trumpeter, but he is also known for his extensive skills
lessons independently, then reconvene with each Other to as a fluegelhorn player, pianist, composer and overall clas
sical artist. He regularly performs with leadings symphony
practice more and go through what they've each learned.
"When you're passionate about something, it brings bal orchestras around the world.
The next Jazz Combos in Concert performance will b e
ance to your life.With the insanity of school, I look forward
to practicing for an hour or getting to beat on a drumset on Nov. 12 at 8 p.m. in the Music Recital Hall in the Music
for a rehearsal," junior Jansen Leggett, w ho played vibes, Building.
said.
There was also a sense of com radery between the mu
sicians. Whenever one musician was performing a solo Contact Rachelle Robley at
piece, the others would watch and smile in assurance of rrobley@my.whitworth.edu

Over the Rhine is not a new band. They
have performed for 25 years, but that
doesn't stop them from making more mu
sic and touring.
Their current tour is what brought them
to Whitworth on Wednesday, Nov. 5 for a
concert as well as a lecture hosted by En
glish professor Fred Johnson. Although
this wasn't the first time Linford Detweiler
and Karin Bergquist, members of Over the
Rhine, played at Whitworth, the last time
was nearly 15 years ago. Detweiler com
mented during the performance that the
first time they came to Spokane, they played
at "a litde place called Whitworth College."
The lecture was in the chapel and it al
lowed for the duo to discuss their music
and their songwriting in a more intimate
setting with the students and fans who at
tended.
"Once the band started to sing at the lec
ture, it solidified a lot of a ttendance at the
concert. They capture something special in
live music." Johnson said.
The actual performance took place in the
MPR at 7:00. Detweiler and Bergquist were
accompanied by a third member, Bradly
Meinerding, who played a myriad of i n
struments throughout the night including
the mandolin, resonator, banjo, and guitar.
The band played several different se
lections of songs from their discography. A
good portion of th e songs were from Meet
Me At The Edge of t he World, one of the
more recent releases from the band. There
was also a song played from the newest
album, Blood Orange in the Snow, which
is the group's Christmas album. It was re
leased the day before the concert at Whit
worth on Nov. 4.

continued on p. 10
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Artist Spotlight: Maggie Montague drafts
her career as a professional freelance author
Kyla Parkins
Staff Writer

Name: Nfgggie Montague
Year: Senior
Major: EnSsh

It all started with a monkey queen.
A young Maggie Montague invented
the furry character in her first story. Now
a senior, Montague has published sever
al fiction and nonfiction pieces.
"Stories have always been a part of
my life," Mo ntague said. "When I was
little, my dad and I would create stories,
usually rhyming and ridiculous, be
fore bedtime each night. And my mom
would always read me fairytales."
Implementing her story background,
Montague self-published a book in high
school. She described the book as a fic
tion fantasy coming-of-age story.
"There were dwarves and elves and
that type of thing," Montague said. "But
it was about a girl who leaves home
when she's 13 because of a deal her par
ents made a long time ago...I still have
people who come up to me and their
kids are reading my book and they say,
'My son stayed up all night reading this.'"
Beyond the book, a few of Mon
tague's pieces have appeared in literary
journals. Two of her works were pub
lished in Script, the student-run literary
journal on campus.
"My advice to students who are
looking for ways to get their writing out
there is to take advantage of Sc ript on
our campus," Montague said. "Script of
fers students the chance to submit their
work and is a good place to start build
ing up confidence in your work, even if
it's just in the Whitworth community."
Montague also had a creative nonfic-

fACH AND TE AGUE
MT RECITAL

CO

Students in Whitworth's top wind
ensemble perform at this annual fall
concert on campus.

a joint violin and
:ampus.

s: A Novel of A
ick Lee presents his
>ok signing.

MUSIC: W HITWORTH WIND SYMPHONY
3 p.m. I $5
Cowles Auditorium

•cital Hall

IICK LEE SIGNING

tion piece titled "From One Synapse to
Another" published in Apeiron Review,
an online journal based in Philadelphia.
What's the next step? Montague is
currendy working on a young adult tril
ogy"I would describe it as Indiana Jones
meets the Avengers," Montague said.
"The only thing I have left is to finish
revising book three and then I have to
look more into literary agents and pub
lishers."
Although she used to consider herself
a fiction writer, Montague said she has
found a new voice in creative nonfiction.
"I like creative nonfiction because it
lets you look at the world from your own
perspective in new ways, which sounds
strange, but you see new parallels and
new connections that even when you
were living in the moment, you didn't
see," Montague said. When writing a
piece, Montague said inspiration can
come from anything someone says, or
even an unusual scene.
"The other day I saw a nun driving
in a car and for some reason, that just
struck me," M ontague said. "I mean, I
know nuns drive cars, but I just had nev
er really thought about it and it caught
my attention."
Montague said her initial inspira
tions can take her down unexpected
pathways.
"I never know exacdy where the in
spiration will take me," Montague said.
"Sometimes you end up at a place that's
completely unrelated and you wonder
how you even got there."
Although the path can be unpredict
able, Montague said writing helps her
make sense of life and her experiences.
"It's a way of t ranslating the things I
see in the world, or perhaps what I wish
I would see in the world, into something
that means more than the summation of
its parts," Montague said.
Writing also alleviates Montague's

CO

THEATER: DR. JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE
2 p.m. I $22
Spokane Civic Theatre
1020 N. Howard St.
Don't miss the final showing of this
play based on the classic Robert Louis
Stevenson novel.

stress level. She said it helps her regain
sanity and composure.
In addition to that benefit, Montague
said writing helps her learn how to live
an effective life.
"Writing teaches you the value of be
ing in community and of engaging with
new perspectives," Montague said. "In

POETRY: SPOKANE POETRY SLAM
SPECIAL EDITION: COMMUNITY COVER

CO

COMMUNITY: CANDLE-LIGHT VIGIL
AGAINST POVERTY
5:30 p.m.
House of Charity
32 W. Pacific Ave.
Community vigil to increase
awareness of local poverty.

Contact Kyla Parkins at
kparkinsl 8@my.whitworth.edu

MUSIC: WHITWORTH CONCERT BAND AND
JAZZ BAND II
8 p.m.
Cowles Auditorium

7 p.m. I $5
The Bartlett
228 W. Sprague Ave.
Slam poets cover popular local poets'
work at this special edition slam.

order to write, you can't shut yourself off
from the world; instead, you have to in
teract with the world around you. If you
write in isolation, what' new thoughts
can you offer the world?"

CO

Students perform in two Whitworth
music ensembles at this annual fall
concert on campus.

MUSIC: GAELIC STORM
8 p.m. I $2 5
Ring Crosby Theater
901 W. Sprague Ave.
This multinational Celtic-rock band
tours internationally and is featured
in academy award-winning, "Titanic."

+
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Over the Rhine meets Whitworth
continued from p. 7
The band not only writes and records their own music,
but they also release it themselves on their own music la
bel that they operate, Great Speckled Dog.
The songwriting of the band lyrically is perhaps the
centerpiece for the group. While talented musically, the
lyrics really lead the songs. Topics of the songs include a
sense of home, love, the country and family.
The band's lyrics have references to literature. For ex
ample, Over the Rhine's first album, "Till We Hav e Fac
es," was named after C.S. Lewis' book of the same name.
That prompted the English department to head the event
and sponsor the band's visit to Whitworth. The depart
ment helped with security, ran the merchandise table
and helped load the band's equipment before and after
the show.
The concert ran for roughly an hour and fifteen min
utes. Not only was there music, but the exchanges be
tween the husband and wife and the crowd added to the
overall atmosphere of the concert and showed then profi
ciency with language.
"It was like whenever they talked they were reciting
poetry" senior Caleb Dreschel said.
If you missed the Over the Rhine concert on campus,
they are playing two shows over the weekend in Seattle at
the Triple Door. Tickets are $35 each.

Contact Jacob Millay at
jmillayl6@my.whitworth.edu

{I SAW 1}
Content in the "J Saw You"section comes
from student submissions and does not
necessarily reflect the opinion of The
Whitworthian.

Faceplant
I saw you faceplant on a treadmill in the
URec. Even though your face turned pink
as your shirt, you handled it like a champ.
Keep on running, girl.
Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your "I Saw You"
(up to 75 words) online by sending a
private message to The Whitworthian's
Facebook page.

Hannah Palmer | hotographer
P

Bradly Meinerding joined Detweiler and Bergquist.

Hannah Walker|Graphic Artist

v

Alyssa Saari
StaffWriter
Do you really know Spokane? How
many of you will venture off-campus
and will have first-hand experience of
the places about to be introduced in this
article?
For those who have not gone off-cam
pus or do so very seldomly, downtown
Spokane is home to many small and
locally owned boutiques, restaurants,
pubs and theaters, as well as other and
more commonly known chains.
The entertainment district of d own
town, excluding the Spokane Conven
tion center, is located off of Sprague Av
enue. The most popular venues include
Bing Crosby Theater, Fox T heater and
the Knitting Factory Concert House.
Bing Crosby Theater hosts a hodge
podge of events including Broad
way-like productions, comedy compe
titions, concerts, movie premieres and
film festivals and much more. The Fox
Theater is known primarily for local
symphonies, such as the Spokane Sym
phony and local university symphonies,
including Whitworth's Christmas Fes:

tival. The Knitting Factory is primarily upscale restaurants located downtown
a concert venue ranging in artists such include The Old Spaghetti Factory, The
as Drowning Pool, Eric Hutchinson and Melting Pot, P.F. Changs and Shogun.
Of course, any restaurant will have
Odesza. Tickets are fairly cheap, begin
ning anywhere from $10 to $13 per tick its own supply of dessert selections, but
et, depending on the artist you wish to some other local sweet spots are Bruttles
Gourmet Candy, Spokane Cheesecakes,
see.
It's recommended that before any of Sweet Frostings and quite a few other
the above mentioned events, one should dessert/coffee shops. Bruttles Gourmet
fill one's stomach. There are numer Candy shop will have any sweet tooth
ous downtown restaurants to Choose wanting to fall head over heels and not
leave the store
from. Some smallDowntown is also filled with without buying
er-scale and more
half of t he store's
intimate hotspots
tons of undiscovered bou
inventory.
include Wild Sage
For the in
American Bistro,
tiques, gag stores and a
dividuals
who
Nudo, Zola, Sawould like to
ranac, Boots and
market store."
avoid the cliche
Method Organic
"freshman
15"
Juice Cafe, just to
name a few. Saranac, Boots and Meth there are small and privately owned
od are popular vegetarian and vegan dance studios, for example, Simply
inspired restaurants with very creative Dance Studio, home of the Saturday
and cozy environments. For any stu Night Salsa and yoga houses, such as
dents who are planning to have their Lila's.
There are also many classy downtown
own apartment and need some feng
shui ideas on how to match their mis hotels which house popular lounges and
matched furniture and spruce up the contain historic architecture, mini ex
place, Boots is the perfect place to gain hibits and themes. The Davenport Hotel
some inspiration. Some famous and is an upscale hotel with very intricate

architectural work, including the Grand
Pennington Hall of Doges.
Downtown is also filled with tons
of undiscovered boutiques, gag stores
and a market store. A great boutique for
formal dresses is Finders Keepers II on
Main Avenue, across from Saranac Pub
lic House. Looking for that perfect gift
for your best goofy pal? Boo Radley's isa
novelty shop named after the character
in "To Kill A Mockingbird " who collects
random and bizarre things.
One important store that the Whit
worth community should be aware of is
Auntie's bookstore, where you can buy
new and used books and sell unneeded
textbooks or novels from past English
classes for a little extra pocket change or
store credit.
Don't just research and Google plac
es and events, get out and explore your
community! There are masses of min or
scale places or famously unknown plac
es the Internet might miss. You may be
surprised at what you will find.

Contact Alyssa Saari at
asaaril 8@my.whitworth.edu

OPINIONS
Gender equality disparity due to lack of individualism
MATTHEW
BOARDMAN
The importance placed on individualism is direcdy
related to the remaining gender disparities.
Gender equality is a phrase that has become in
creasingly common in discussions concerning educa
tion, the workforce and politics. In comparison to other
parts of the world, gender equality in.the U.S. has made
admirable progress in recent decades, but it still has
many obstacles left to overcome. In America, perhaps
the most predominant issue of gender equality is equal
pay for equal work.
"Today,
women
earn about 81 cents
on the dollar comB MARRIED PARENTS
pared to men —a gap
that results in hun
• UNMARRIED PARENTS
dreds of thousands of
• FATHER ONLY

£"$£££

- MOTHER ONLY

ican women and
Latinas, the pay gap
is even greater," ac
cording to the United
States Department of
Labor.
Because
gender
equality in America
has
comparatively
progressed, the re
maining disparities
between genders ex
ist largely unseen or
discounted. Gender
inequality persists in
the U.S., and the ram

ifications of it reverberate throughout political, eco
nomic and social spheres.
"Equal pay is a family issue. Women make up nearly
half of the U.S.labor force and are a growing number of
breadwinners in their families. More women are also
working in positions and fields that have been tradi
tionally occupied by men. When women are not paid
fairly, not only do they suffer, but so do their families,"
according to a government report.
With today's challenging job market, many house
holds forgo traditional gender roles and rely on what
ever income is available to them, regardless of whether
it comes from the man, woman or both. Not providing
equal pay for equal work is detrimental to families that
rely entirely or partly on a woman's income. In 2012,
single-parent fami
lies made up almost
32 percent of the
family groups with
children under the
age of 18, according
to the United States
Census Bureau, 84
percent of which
were maintained by
single mothers.
The class of 2018
has a male-female
ratio of 41:59, ac
cording to Whitworth's website, and
I fear many will face
an uphill battle in
the workforce. Poli
tics aside, equal pay
is undeniably a fam
ily issue.
Not only is the
Hannah Walker| Graphic
Artist
denial of equal pay

detrimental financially, it's made even worse for the
larger social implication that treating women as infe
rior to men is acceptable behavior. Individual merit
should be the most significant factor when hiring or
promoting a worker, but sadly, old practices still bias
many of today's employers.
It is my belief that the disparity between genderequality is directly related to the lack of value placed on
individualism. The expectation and pressure for wom
en and men to assume traditional gender roles perpet
uates gender inequalities in the workforce. By reducing
female workers to one dimension, employers are en
abled to ignore unique abilities and individual merit,
and rob women workers of equal treatment and pay.
Victimizing an impersonal group is easier than cheat
ing an individual.
The greatest contributor to gender disparities is the
continued promotion of and compliance to gender
roles. Gender roles have unnecessarily isolated many
traits to one gender or the other, needlessly polariz
ing men and women. This polarization has resulted in
many gender-based biases, and consequently needs to
be reformed.
Reforming gender roles does not mean that all dif
ferences between men and women are to be cast aside.
There are plenty of physiological differences between
men and women that should be fully appreciated and
even celebrated. However, there are traits and interests
that should be interchangeable between genders, such
as intrapersonal disposition, prospective career fields
or leisure pursuits. Neither men nor women should be
taught to suppress intrinsic parts of themselves, their
passions or interests for the sake of conforming to tra
ditional gender roles. Individuality should be valued
above all else.
BOARDMAN is a freshman majoring in English. Com
ments can be sent to mboardmanl8@my.whitworth.
edu

Media irresponsibly mishandled the Ebola crisis
MAX
CARTER
COLUMNIST

For the first time, the Ebola virus has infil
trated the previously supposedly impenetrable walls
of the United States' health system. Now, in a culture
obsessed with post-apocalyptic thoughts and zombie
culture, the news media have abused their power, and
sent many people into a naive frenzy.
On Sept. 20, T homas Eric Duncan arrived back in
the United States from Liberia, having no idea what he
was about to put in motion. Several days after arriving,
Duncan began exhibiting symptoms of Ebola and was
isolated immediately. However, two of the nurses who
treated Duncan, Nina Pham and Amber Vinson, were
infected with the virus as well due to a breach in pro
tocol during the treatment. Since then, the only thing
that has spread quickly is national news coverage on
the story.
Indeed, the Ebola virus is a terrible, deadly infec
tion that has plagued many African countries since
its discovery in the Democratic Republic of Congo in
1976. People in the United States have become aware
of the se issues outside of ou r borders and have been
active in supplying help to those in need. However,
now that the virus has threatened our own nation, the
U.S. as a whole has become much more proactive in
addressing the issue.
On Monday, Oct. 21, the United States began testing
a Canadian-made vaccine for the Ebola virus. This is
positive news, as the epidemic has now taken nearly

5,000 lives worldwide. More good news hit on Monday that the media are, they gobbled it all right up. Unfor
when 43 people who had contact with Duncan were tunately, this is confirmation of a historically corrupted
cleared of Ebola through the three-week monitoring media. Many times we do a fantastic job and provide
period. In an interview with NBC Clay Jenkins, the top news and entertainment in an ethical manner. But al
elected official in Dallas County, assured the public though there has been no media law broken during the
that "there's zero risk that any of those people that have Ebola outbreak, poor judgement was used by the me
been marked off the list have Ebola." These people will dia as a whole.
I would like to end by reminding you all that Ebo
now be allowed back to their jobs and schools.
la is a very serious virus. I
However,
there
would advise us all (myself
in lies the problem.
included) as students to stay
Why do we all need to
caught up on this issue and
know about this? Why
to be aware of how we can be
do I, here in Spokane,
involved. Lastly, I would like
Washington, need to
to hopefully ease any worknow that there are
C.
| ried
minds with this: There
43 other people in
are on'y two PeoP'e in the
risUM
Texas that might have
United States that are cura deadly disease that
flBUab
rently infected with the vicould destroy our race
I
rus and both are improving
if contained poorly?
fjl
in health. Small numbers of
To me, the media have
4%pr
people have been exposed at
been
irresponsible
one point to one of die three
with the Ebola crisis.
AbbyNyberg Graphic Artist people that are or were in
They have spawned
fected. They are being closely
fear and questions
across the whole country about a very concerning top monitored and contained from exposure to anybody
ic. All that we need to know is that one man has died else. As of Nov. 8, any one who was exposed to the vi
from Ebola in the United States and two women who rus iscleared of any chance of infection according to an
treated him have been infected and are receiving treat article from The Atlantic. Remember, this is America,
ment. There is nobody else in this great nation that has we've got science on our side.
the Ebola virus.
If I were the media as a whole, I would have watched CARTER is a junior majoring in journalism. Comments
my steps and left it at that. But being the Hungry Hippo can be sent tomcarterl6@my.whitworth.edu
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University sexual assault policies need revision
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go see a school counselor and talk with Student Life.
They were very helpful with the counseling that typi
cally goes along with traumatic experiences, but the
GUEST COLUMNIST
one thing that bothered me quite a bit was the fact that
they kept asking me what I wcinted to do. Did I want to
press charges? Did I want the person who assaulted me
Last year, I wrote an article documenting sexual as to face suspension or other disciplinary measures?
I was in the state of mind where I could not make a
sault I experienced at an off-campus party thrown by
Whitworth students. At the time, I h esitated to write life-changing decision like that. At the time, I thought
it—I did not want to be victimized or garner sympa that if I pressed charges through the police, I would
thy. What I wanted to do was to raise awareness; even have to go to court, testify and take
though we go to what can be generalized as a safe time out of my already jam-packed
school, we cannot always be safe. We cannot always be life. If I had the school punish him,
I could face backlash from his
behind the Pinecone Curtain.
friends— they were peo
Sexual assault is
ple I knew, people who
not something new at
"The one thing that
said he was a good per
universities, even at
son. There was a ridicu
Whitworth. The New
bothered me quite a bit
lous amount of p ressure
York Times recently
from all sides for ME t o
published an article
was the fact that they kept
make a decision.
discussing the rise
If neither of us had
asking me what I wanted
in sexual assault and
been university students,
rape cases on college
to do. Did I want to press
I believe it would have
campuses across the
been a lot easier for me
country. One in five
charges? Did I want the
to press charges. I would
women, according to
not have hesitated to
a government report,
person who assaulted me
press charges had I not
will face a sexual as
to face suspension or other
had so much pressure to,
sault of some kind
and even more pressure to
while attending uni
disciplinary measures?"
think about the consequences for him. If we
versity. With this rise
had been anyone other than university stu
in sexual assault and
dents, who would have handled this? The police and
rape, many schools
have taken it upon themselves to determine the fate of their specialized departments, just like any other pri
the arbitrators rather than the proper citizen authori vate citizen. If my case was immediately handed to the
ties; the police. Furthermore, they rely on the victim to proper authorities who have experts regarding these
matters, I believe I would have pressed charges and I
decide whether or notto press charges.
After the incident was reported, Student Life be would have not regretted it. I didn't press charges be
gan questioning those who were at the party and my cause of the pressure, and that's a decision that I have
close friends that had helped me home. I was asked to to live with.

SHELBY
HARDING

There needs to be less pressure on the victims of sex
ual assault and rape to press charges, especially with
university students. What universities really need to
focus on is the mental welfare of those who have been
hurt, rather than trying to implement a justice system
that should not be in-their hands. Sexual assault and
rape are criminal acts and not something that a univer
sity should handle. When a student is sexually assault
ed or raped, it is not a matter of maintaining image. It
is a matter of protecting students, and the current way
of handling these
cases is not pro
tecting them, nor
is it giving univer
sities a very good
image.
Universities,
including Whit
worth, need to
step up and be
brave. Allow the
authorities to be
the first to inter
vene and make
academic punish
ment a second
ary punishment
rather than the
primary. Univer
Hannah Walker | raphic
G
Artist
sities should be
outraged by students committing atrocious acts and
crimes, and stop lessening the blow to the perpetrators
by allowing them to bypass the law and authorities. It's
time to change the policy and focus on what really mat
ters: helping affected students return to their normal
fives.
HARDING is a senior majoring in journalism. Com
ments can be sent toshardingl5@my.whitworth.edu

Income inequality does not mean low qjuaSity of life

also claims that "a society's least-privileged class can cumulated wealth without exploiting person B. O ne's
fare very well in a highly unequal society (such as in ability to afford basic necessities matters much more
the United States) and fare dismally in a highly equal than the actual value of his or her income. An individ
COLUMNIST
society (such as Ethiopia)." Thus, a society's level dis ual's ability to achieve sufficiency matters much more
parity in income does not correlate with quality of life. than whether or not he or she has a high income.
If person B finds him or herself in poverty, the prob
Of course, income inequality can come as a result of
lems run much deeper than
In the wake of Occ upy Wall Street protests and in injustice. If so meone has accumu
whether or not person A ha s
creasing criticism of th e so-called "one percent," the lated wealth through exploitation,
"Failing schools,
a higher income. According
the
justice
system
must
address
that
rising income inequality in America has garnered sig
to Wilkenson, our focus on
discrimination and other
nificant attention recently. Undoubtedly, the gap be person on an individual basis. Cas
"income inequality is a dan
tween the wealthy and the poor has grown larger in re es of e xploitation do not require a
cent history. According to the Pew Researc
h Center, the revolution of ou r economic system problems that prevent people gerous' distraction from the
real problems: poverty, lack
as members of the Occupy
top one percent received
from achieving economic
of ec onomic opportunity and
movement and others have
"nearly 22.5% of all pretax
called for.
income," while the bottom
self-sufficiency ought to be systematic injustice." We must
shift our focus away from the
Additionally, income itself
90 percent took in 49.6
is an incomplete statistic. our focus, not how much one difference in income between
percent. President Obama
the two people and look more
Income can only measure
declared income inequal
how much an employer has person makes in comparison closely at the root- problems
ity "the defining challenge
that have driven person B into
agreed to pay an employee,
of our age." Paul Krugman,
to another."
poverty. For example, he or
which can vary drastically
Nobel Prize-winning econ
she may have been trapped
depending on the compa
omist and New York Times
in a failing education system.
ny's resources, the location
columnist, claims Ameri
of the company, the industry, the employee's Person B could also have faced discrimination of some
ca has the potential for "a
skills and education, among a host of other fac form.
transformation into a per
Failing schools, discrimination and other problems
tors. Income can reflect a person's talent or hard
manently unequal society."
work, but it can also come as a result of sheer that prevent people from achieving economic self-suf
To remedy the inequality,
ficiency ought to be our focus, not how much one per
luck.
many people have called
A clearer picture of well-being requires a son makes in comparison to another. To es tablish a
for greater redistribution of
more thorough analysis than just examin- truly just society, we must concentrate on lifting peo
wealth, primarily through
Hannah Walker | raphic
G
Artist
£ng income. For example, if person A mak es ple out of poverty, not on equalizing incomes through
heavy taxation of the wealth
$500,000 per year and person B makes $30,000 per redistributing wealth.
iest Americans.
However, income inequality is not inherently unjust. year, person A's income reveals nothing about person
According to Will Wilkinson of the Cato Institute, "the B's quality of fife. While person B probably cannot af HUBBART is a senior majoring in English and
level of economic inequality is a reliable indicator of ford yachts or luxury cars like person A can, that is not economics. Comments can be sent to lhubbartl5@
neither individual well-being nor social justice." H e inherently problematic, assuming that person A a c my.whitworth.edu

LINDSEY
HUBBART
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Janik Emmendorfer|Photographer

Senior Alisa Stang inhales for a deep breath after finishing a race against Willamette on Friday in the Whitworth Aquatic Center.

Swimmiing swamps competition at home
and senior Alisa Sta ng took the 200 medley
relay with a time of 1:53.74.Freshman Makayla Barringer, Holmes, sophomore Jerusha
Dressel, and Stang won the 200 freestyle relay
The Whitworth Pirates' swimming teams with a time of 1:42.68.
"We had a lot of girl ffeestylers in th
e sprint
won their only two home meets of th e sea
son against the Willamette Bearcats on Friday events that dropped a lot of time and that was
night and against the Linfield Wildcats on an area we needed to improve," Schadt said.
"There were live or six women that all im
Saturday afternoon.
Similar to last season's meet, the Pirates proved in that area from where they were a
swept the Bearcats with the Pirate women couple of weeks ago."
Junior Malia Santos
winning 10 of the 11
took the Bearcats' only
events, outscoring them
Racing the teammates and
victory in the 50-yard
144-60. In addition, the
freestyle with a time of
men seized all 11 events
working hard these past
25.83.
instead of 10, blowing
"We've been training
couple of weeks [were key]."
Willamette out of the
really hard and I've been
water, 155-49. The per
—LOGAN STREIT
working on a few key
formance the next day
things with my speed,"
was more of the same
sophomore
Walton said. "For my
against Linfield where
freestyle, I was working
the Pirate women won
on the correct underwater distance to swim
136-69 and the men won 164-41.
"Racing the teammates and working hard before I came up to the surface."
The Pirates' main goal for the season is to
these past couple of weeks [were key]," soph
take home the top spots in each event in the
omore Logan Streit said.
The Pirate men took both relays on Friday conference meet, and the Pirates proved they
night. Juniors Wes Walton, Kyle Wicks, Lucas were capable after this weekend, Streit said.
• On Saturday afternoon, freshman Patrick
Lin and senior Wes Tatum won the opening
200 yard medley relay with a time of 1:35.98, Wilbur led a 1-2-3 finish for the Pirates in
while Walton, Wicks, Lin a nd senior Callum the 200-yard freestyle with a time of 1:48.64,
MacKintosh won the closing 200-yard free junior Kevin Moore led another one in the
500-yard freestyle with a time of 4:55.11, and
style relay with a time of 1:27.80.
The Pirate women freshman Jane Holmes, junior Trevor Case led the 200-yard breastsophomore Jackie Beal, junior Bridget Louis stroke with a time of 2:14.10.

Jessica Razanadrakoto
Staff Writer
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"We all stepped up and tried to go 1,2,3 for
all the events, [which] we did very well, so I
hope we continue the momentum," Streit
said.
Walton, Tatum, Case and Wicks t ook the
first 400-yard medley relay with a time of
3:33.48, ending with the closing win of the
400-yard freestyle relay led by Wilber, Streit,
Lin and Mackintosh.
The Pirate women won the opening 400yard medley relay and all nine individual
events.
"I really love relays, they're my favorite
parts of swim meets," Dressel said. "When I
dive into the water, I'm not just swimming for
myself, but for the other three girls."
Wildcats sophomore Rita Cohen, Eliza
beth Fry, Erin Nelson and Nikki Overton took
Linfield's only victory in the closing 400-yard
freestyle relay (3:46.18 - 3:46.64).
Eight different swimmers combined to
win all nine individual events on both days.
Streit took first place in the 200-yard freestyle
(1:47.49) and the 100-yard Freestyle (49.12)
on Friday night, while Walton was the dou
ble winner for both the 200 yard individual
medley (1:57.49) and the 200 yard backstroke
(1:55.05) on Saturday afternoon.
Both Pirate teams improved to 2-0.
Whitworth Pirates travel to Pacific next Fri
day, Oct. 14 and Lewis & Clark on Saturday,
Oct. 15 for their next competition.
Contact Jessica Razanadrakoto at
jrazanadrakotol 7@my.whitworth.edu
+

Senior Adam Wilks finishes a dunk backwards during the dunk contest at Midnight Madness on Saturday night. Sophomore Forrest Baker won the contest.

The men's team entertained the crowd with a dunk
contest between sophomore Forrest Baker, sophomore
StaffWriter
Riley Moreen, and senior Adam Wilks. The judges—in
cluding President Beck Taylor and several members of
Never is the Whitworth Fieldhouse so packed with the student body—named Baker the winner.
"I think my favorite event was the dunking competi
fans as it is during a basketball game. But last Saturday's
event was not just a basketball game. Students packed tion," sophomore spectator Katrina Ulnich said. "I came
the stands in Pirate garb and with excited expectations because I like the energy of the event. I don't usually go
to cheer on their 2014-2015 men's and women's basket to sporting events but I think it's really fun coming to
Midnight Madness and meeting the players."
ball teams during Midnight Madness.
In anticipation of th e upcoming season, Associated
The teams also engaged in a battle of the sexes during
Students of Whitworth University and the basketball a three-point contest between Baker and junior Briann
Maley. Baker won again. The cheer
teams partnered to put on the annual event in celebra
squad then took the crowd's atten
tion of ba sketball, Pirate pride and
"Tonight is a celebration— tion with a halftime performance
a new season of competition.
created especially for Midnight
"Midnight Madness is a way to
get the campus excited about bas an opportunity to introduce Madness. To wrap up the night and
prepare the audience to support
ketball season. It's a long-held tra
our players to the students, the
teams this season, the emcees
dition on a lot of campuses across
taught the crowd cheers.
the country," men's basketball
and let them as the season
"There's a lot of excitement this
Head Coach Matt Logie said. "To
kicks off."
year because [the women's basket
night is a celebration—an oppor
ball team] is ranked nationally for
tunity to introduce our players to
—MATT LOGIE
the first time in pre-season," soph
the students, and to let them know
omore point guard lessica Thoens
who's representing them as the
head coach
said. "We're 24th, so this year we
season kicks off."
want to get people to come out to
The teams started the night with
warm-ups before selected crowd members competed in our games to support us, and to give them a reason to
a dodgeball game. Thegame was only one of many com
 come out—to see us actually play and compete."
petitions involving fans. ASWU went to great lengths to
Both teams' captains asked the student body to come
include the crowd in the festivities. Raffle winners had to the Fieldhouse on Saturday, Nov. 15, to support them
chances to compete in a dance-off, a half-,court shot for in their season openers. The women will pla y Eastern
a chance to win one semester's tuition and blindfolded Oregon University at 5 p.m. and he
t men will followwith
musical chairs. Competition winners received new bicy a game against D'Youville College at 7 p.m.
cles, iPads, and gift cards.
"People come for the free T-shirts and giveaways.
Mostly it's the tradition of the basketball program,
though, that allows [Midnight Madness] to be what it is
and [draws] the crowds in," jun ior point guard George Contact Leah Dassler at
Idasslerl 8@my. whitworth.edu
Valle said.

Leah Dassler
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FOOTBALL|N BRIEF
Football ends season with
high-scoring loss to PLU and
Peterson record
In their final game of the 2014
season, the Whitworth Pirates lost to
Pacific Lutheran, 41-27. After finishing
the regular season in fourth place, the
Pirates failed to qualify for the NCAA Dili
playoffs.
The game featured the culmination
to a record-setting season by senior
quarterback Bryan Peterson. Peterson
set the Dili record for the highest season
average number ofcompletions per game.
Peterson surpassed the previous record
average of 32.1 completions per game
with 34 completions per game.
The Pirates finished the season with a
6-4 overall record, fourth in the Northwest
Conference. Under the new management
of head coach Rod Sandberg, the Pirates
showed great improvement compared
to their 2013 season. Whitworth also
improved dramatically on the offensive
side of the ball, leading the Northwest
Conference in total yards of offense with
4,521.
Whitworth now enters its first full
offseason with Sandberg at the helm.
Joshua Omdal | Staf
fWriter
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Soccer shuts out Whitman for title
Jessica Razanadrakoto

tried to make the field as wide as possible and depended
a lot on our midfielders for this. This way we were able
StaffWriter
to exploit spaces that opened up on the field. Now we
After 14 victories, three ties and one loss, the Whit- continue to grind on to the next game at [the national
worth men's soccer team closed out their 2014 regu tournament] with a hard week of training.''
As the Pirates enter the national tournament next
lar season with their 15th win. With a final score of 3-0
against Whitman, the men secured their fifth NWC title weekend with a one-loss elimination format, they need
to be prepared, sharp and patient, Choudhary said.
in the last eight years.
"[Head Coach Morgan Cathey] mentioned [the cham
"The whole week coming into this game, we knew
pionship] a lot and that we as a team have been working
what had to be done, what our mission was, what our job
for a year to put ourselves in the
was: Our determination and our
best position to win [conference]
discipline to go out there and get
"I think we are playing good and continue on to play-offs,"
what [was] ours," freshman mid
freshman goalkeeper Tony Watfielder Kash Choudhary said. "We
soccer at the moment. We
ters said. "[Last Saturday's game]
came in with hunger. This [was]
an incredible experience and
scored quite a bit of goals in was
our time and nobody could take it
it was the best soccer of t he year
from us."
because we played the Whitworth
the past five games. We're
Freshman forward Eric Espinostyle, the Whitworth way: possess
za gave the Pirates a lead off of a
strong, fit and healthy, and ing the ball and being in control of
rebound from senior forward Mi
the game."
chael Ramos in the 24th minute of
we are in the right position
The Pirates outshot the Mission
the game.
aries 20-9 with two equal corner
going
into
the
national
"The changing formation al
opportunities.
lowed our offense to stay high
Watters made three saves for the
tournament."
er," Espin oza said. "For my role, I
Pirates' sixth shutout.
needed to not just fly up, meaning
—MORGAN CATHEY
«. "We played with a solid defense.
not just run to score, so I was lucky
We had three in the back tracking
head coach
enough to get a rebound to make
the attacking forwards and a lot of
the goal go in."
it was what the guys were doing in
Senior midfielder Tyler Clarke
front of me," Watters said.
doubled the score for the Pirates when the ball crossed
"I think we are playing good soccer at the moment.
from the left to the right side of the net, volleyed into the We scored quite a bit of go als in the past five games,"
goal and found the back of the net in the 32nd minute.
Cathey said. "We're strong, fit and healthy, and we are in
The final goal found the back of the net on the 69th the right position going into the national tournament."
minute by Choudhary with his third goal of the season
off of a rebound from junior defender Spencer Wolfe, for
his third assist of the season.
"After watching the film from the last time we played
this team, we decided to add wingers into our formation Contact Jessica Razanadrakoto at
and go with three forwards," Choudhary said. "We also jrazanadrakotol 7@my.whitworth.edu
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Pirates dominate en route to
first place conference finish
The Whitworth volleyball team claimed
their fourth Northwest Conference
win since 2002 last Saturday in a match
against Lewis & Clark College.
In Friday's opening match, Whitworth's
blockers kept George Fox's hitters at a
.000 hitting average. The Pirates outblocked George Fox ten to two and
freshman
Cassandra Mendoza led
Whitworth with nine kills. Long rallies
and initial struggles to gain the lead
characterized the first two games, but
Whitworth pulled through both with
strong offensive play from junior Nicole
Leonard and sophomore Brenna Bruil.
In the last game Whitworth pulled ahead
with four kills from Leonard and several
Bruin errors.
On Saturday, Whitworth defeated
the Pioneers soundly in the first two
matches, but Lewis & Clark fought back
in the third match. The teams exchanged
kills, staying within one point of each
other until Mendoza gave the Pirates a
three-point lead with four well-timed
kills, ending the match and solidifying
the team's longest winning streak in the
university's history.
Whitworth will continue on to play
a head-to-head tiebreaker in the first
round of the NCAA Tournament.
Leah Dassler I StaffWriter

FALL SPORTS RESULTS
TEAM

CONFERENCE MARK

WHAT TO WATCH FOR

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

2ND

NOV. 15 NCAA Dill WEST REGIONAL (AWAY)

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

4TH

NOV. 15 NCAA Dill WEST REGIONAL (AWAY)

F00TBAU.

4TH

SEASON OVER

MEN'S GOLF

1ST

FALL SEASON OVER

WOMEN'S GOLF

3RD

FALL SEASON OVER

MEN'S SOCCER

1ST

1ST ROUND PLAYOFF (CHECK WHITW0RTHPIRATES.COM)

WOMEN'S SOCCER

6TH

SEASON OVER

VOLLEYBALL

1ST (TIED WITH PLUI

1ST ROUND PLAYOFF (CHECK WHITW0RTHPIRATES.COM)

WHITPICS

Sophomore Jessica Thoens makes her entrance to the Fieldhouse at the beginning of Saturday night's event to kick off the men's and women's basketball seasons.

M I D N I G H T

M A D N E S S

Jonny Bratt| Photographer

This year's Midnight Madness event was held on Saturday, Nov. 8 at 7 p.m
. in the Fieldhouse.

Jonny Bratt |Photographer

Whitworth's cheer squad stunts in its routine on Saturday.

Hannah Palmer |Photographer

Students compete for prizes including $100 gift cards and an iPad during Midnight Madness.
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Forensics team stays on top
Whitworth Forensics team wins four consecutive
tournaments in the Northwest, finishing the semster in
in Linfield, Oregon.

P. 4

w nit worm community

mourns Alex Sengoba

Men's soccer powers past
first two rounds

ABOUTUS

VOLUME 105, ISSUE 8
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
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or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
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creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its •
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
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Spokane, WA 99251
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CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to kshawl7@my.whjtworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 250
words.
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CLARIFICATIONS & CORRECTIONS
The Whitworthian apoligizes for the misleading headline in Issue 7: a head
line in the news section read, "Music Building extention to be completed by2016 fall semester"; it is important to note that the completion date of this
project is dependent on when the funds come in.
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05 BEYOND THE PINES

A student-run Public Relations group
encourages students to interact through
projects in the Spokane community.

06 HONEYBUCS
The Transforming Leadership class is
conducting a fundraiser for sanitation
awareness in third-world countries.

10 THIS WHITWORTH LIFE

Whitworth community is invited to join the
English department in experiencing the
untold stories of students and faculty.

10 COFFEE & CHOCOLATE

follow @The Whit worth ian

Spokane business owners collaborate with
Spokane library to present the history,
culture and benefits of coffee and chocolate.

11 MARRIAGE CONTRACTS
Marriage should not be policed by the
government. Couples should be free to
decide their standards for marriage.

12 NEGATIVE INCOME TAX
A negative income tax would allow the
government to shrink to a smaller size and
also lessen poverty in America.

14 BASKETBALL BOOM
The women's team came back from an early
deficit to win, while the men dominated to
make some noise in the season opener.

15 SWIMMING ADAPTS
After being limited in travel by the weather,
the Whitworth swim teams participated in
an adapted quadrangular meet.
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Forensics team wins four consecutive tournaments
McKinley Powers
Staff Writer

been doing well. I am excited about the
excellence continuing."
This year marks the speech and de
bate team's fourth year back at Whitworth, the 13th year overall after a 14
year gap where the funding was not

provided by the administration. Unlike
other sports on campus, the speech and
debate team is not held back by school
size or level. The tournaments and com
petitions they participate in often have
division 1schools in attendance, such as

Whitworth's forensics team has had
an incredible season so far in the 20142015 school year.
The team has won four consecutive
tournaments in a row, including tak
ing first place out of 55 schools from 13
states at Lewis and Clark College in Ore
gon. The team also saw victory at Lower
Columbia University and Pacific Univer
sity in tournaments earlier this year.
"This is an academic team where the
students get the opportunity to develop
exceptional skills in public speaking and
argumentation," Mike Ingram, professor
in the communications department and
coach of the debate team, said.
Ingram's favorite part of being the
coach of the team is getting to work so
closely with high achieving students
and seeing them be so successful in the
tournaments and competitions they
participate in, he said. Many of the stu
dents who are on the team often go on
to graduate school or find occupations
after graduation using many of the skills
that they have acquired while participat
ing on the team.
"I am exceptionally proud of the sev
en seniors who provide leadership for
Photo courtesy of Lilly Davis
the rest of the team," Ingramadded. "We
also have three new freshmen who have The forensics team after finishing the tournament at Linfield College.

ASWU: GOING GREEN
Katie Shaw
Editor-in-Chief
In its Nov. 5 meeting, ASWU
added new regulations to its FSOPs
(financial standards and operation
procedures) stating that any ASWUsponsored transportation of people
by fossil fuels will require a small
payment to offset carbon emissions.
"In any action that we take when
we use fossil fuels—like driving or
flying—we are emitting a certain
amount of gre enhouse gases," said
Sustainability Coordinator Matt
Keiper, who was partly responsible
for the idea. "In order to be respon
sible for our direct actions, we need
to have an opposite action to offset
that."
ASWU will us e the carbon foot
print calculator from the company
TerraPass to determine how much
money is needed to compensate
for fossil fuels used. The maximum
amount that would be charged is
$10, which would offset a roundtrip
flight from Spokane to New York,
Keiper said. Car rides are offset b y
$1.

Trees eat up carbon dioxide, so
the money accumulated during the
rest of the year will be used to plant
trees or help in similar projects, ei
ther through a company like TerraPass, or by ASWU.
"The hope is that through this,
people will be more aware of when

they're using fossil fuels, how
often they're driving and how of
ten they fly and things like that."
Whitworth has an institution
al goal of becoming carbon neu
tral. Although the goal's date of
completion has not been set, the
university needs to start taking
steps, Sustainability Committee
Chair Patrick Van Inwegen said.
"I think it's a great idea," Van
Inwegen said. "It helps to put a
signal on every transaction that
says that our transportation
leads to carbon emissions."
Keiper estimates that by the
end of th e year, t he carbon off
sets account will have about
$300-$400.
"I'd like to stress that this isn't
an added cost to things, it's ac
counting for the cost that we just
haven't been paying," Keiper
said. "When we drive some
where, we've just been deciding
not to pay for that."
The policy change is effective
immediately, Keiper said. Al
though the charge only affects
transactions involving ASWU
money, ASWU wants to set an
example so the university can be
more environmentally friendly.
"Hopefully [students] will fol
low suit," Keiper said.
Contact Katie Shaw at
kshawl 7@my. whitworth.edu

University of O regon and University of
Washington.
"My favorite part about being on the
team is how most of the events we do is
individual events so we are able to help
each other and have a cool team dynam
ic," Bri Anne Miller, a senior majoring in
communications said.
Miller participated in speech and
debate in high school and enjoyed it
enough that she wanted to continue
her experience when she came to Whitworth.
Freshman Phillip Allevato, a politi
cal science major, also enjoys the "cool
team dynamic." Allevato's favorite part
of being on the team is how everyone re
ally comes together and is supportive of
each other, he said.
Sophomore Kat D uarte, a computer
science major, also commented on the
support and love of her fellow team
mates, saying that she "absolutely loves
them."
The team competed in their last tour
nament of th e semester at Linfield Col
lege Nov. 14-16. They will re sume com
petitions in January.

Contact McKinley Powers at
mpowersl8@my. whitworth.edu
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Honoring Alex Sengoba
Katie Shaw and Rebekah Bresee
Editor-in-Chief and News Editor
Candlelight illuminated the chapel
Monday evening during a prayer vigilfor
Alexander Sengoba.
On Sunday, Nov. 9, a campus-wide
email informed students that Alexan
der Sengoba, a fellow Pirate, had passed
away. It appears that he committed sui
cide, although at the time of p rint, the
autopsy results had not been released.
Family, friends and acquaintances of
Sengoba gathered to pay their respects
during a prayer vigil on Monday night.
Soft music filled Seeley G. Mudd Chap
el while students and faculty prayed in
groups, individually or with AWAKE
ministry members. A table with pens
and paper was available for mourners to
write notes or prayers.
A memorial service was held on
Tuesday, Nov. 11, to honor Alex's life.
President Beck Taylor welcomed the

family and friends of Alex.
Friends of Alex shared personal re
flections and stories about their interac
tions with him. All th ree speakers—se
nior Jade Faletoi, alumnus Jack Dunbar
and sophomore Christian Sicairos—said
Alexwas a kind, caring friend.
"He just had a pureness and joy," Sic
airos said. "You could just feel his joy."
Sengoba could be found playing bas
ketball in the University Recreation Cen
ter, attending prime times or joking with
friends. Whatever he did, he was always
smiling, his friends s aid.
"Everybody needs a friend and Alex
knew that," Dunbar said.
Sengoba originally enrolled at Whitworth in 2009 with the class of 2013.
During his sophomore year, he moved
to the U.K. with his girlfriend.
The following year, he joined the U.S.
military. After his service, he returned to
Whitworth in the fall of 2014 to finish his
education.
Faletoi met Sengoba in one of her
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Photo courtesy of Stephy Nobles-Beans

Alex Sengoba in his U.S. AirForce uniform. He served for two years.
night classes this year. He wasa reserved
student but always polite, she said.
"When he was late to class he said
sorry and he meant it. He always took
responsibility for his stuff,"she said.

Sengoba was majoring in psycholo
gy. He loved to play basketball and met
many people through pick-up games
continued on p. 6
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2014 Cfjristmas j fcstiual Concert
•••
Sat., Dec. 6, at 7:30 p.m. • Sun., Dec. 7, at 2 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church of Seattle
1013 8th Ave.
$18 regular admission; $15. student/senior (62-plus)
Tickets may be purchased at www.whitworth.edu/musictickets or at the door.

•••

A..A1

Sat., Dec. 13, at 8 p.m. • Sun., Dec. 14, at 3 p.m.
Martin Woldson Theater at The Fox
1001 W. Sprague Ave.
$18 regular admission; $15 student/senior (62-plus)
Tickets may be purchased at the box office at Martin Woldson Theater at The Fox,
by phone at 509.624.1200 or at www.martinwoldsontheater.com.

•••
For more information, please contact the Whitworth Music-Office
at 509.777.3280 or music@whitworth.edu.
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The goal for the Honeybucs
fundraiser.
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Number of years Emily Moline has
been playing the guitar.
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1000 fl.D.
Year that coffee was discovered in the
Arabian Peninsula,
according to legend.
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Hannah Walker | Graphic Artist

Public Relations group works to engage
Whitworth with the Spokane community
Sasha Siclait
Staff Writer

v

Many students on Whitworth's cam
pus have heard a reference or two to
pinecone-related phrases, such as "the
Pinecone Curtain" or "catch a virgin
pinecone," but have you heard of Be
yond the Pines?
Beyond the Pines is a student-run
Public Relations firm on campus that
was established last year by a group
of s tudents along with professor Erica
Salkin of the communication studies de
partment.
Three students co-founded Beyond
the Pines: junior Madison Garner, se
nior Samantha Pridemore and senior
Bri Miller. The firm has eight members
involved this year.
"While it is student run, we still have
a safety net of Dr. Salkih who has tons of
knowledge and experience in PR," Gar
ner said. "You fe el comfortable trying
new projects you likely wouldn't feel

126
The number of welfare
programs in the U.S.
aimed at specific needs.
p. 11

comfortable trying in an internship or where you are going to have busy work
class because you have the support sys or do projects that don't relate to your
tem of Dr.Salkin and the other students." future career, Beyond the Pines allows
Beyond the Pines is broken up into you to have full control of w hat clients
three departments that focus on specific you work with, what projects you do,
tasks. The creative department focuses and how much time you spend," Garner
said. "It allowsyou
primarily on writto work with a va
ing and designing
"Beyond the Pines allows riety of clients in a
fliers, logos, etc.
variety of ways."
and any kind of
Last year, Be
print or electronic you to have full control of
materials that will what clients you work with, yond the Pines
worked
with
be
distributed.
The account man what projects you do, and how Generation Alive
and the Spokane
agement depart
much time you spend."
Humane
Soci
ment
connects
ety, both located
the
students,
—MADISON G ARNER
in the Spokane
the organization
area. This year, the
and the logisti
Beyond the Pines co-founder
number of clients
cal department,
has increased to
which is more refive—the
Peace
search-focused.
Students are able to serve on multiple Corp, Mead School District Orchestra,
departments and participate as much or Liberty Park Kids, Spokane Fire District
and Friends of Mimofra.
as little as they would like.
"[Our goal] is to engage with the Spo
"Unlike a class or an internship

50
The percentage of students surveyed
who feel Whitworth is "slightly pre
pared, but should do more" if an active
shooter situation did arise.
p. 12

kane community," junior Logan Shenkel
of the creative department said. "So of
ten we look at Whitworth and see how
we can benefit here and with Beyond the
Pines we are supposed to take that title
literally and look at how we can engage
with the greater-Spokane community."
Beyond the Pines meets every Tues
day at 7 p.m. in Weyerhaeuser room 102
and students of all majors can join.
"Students should become involved
because it's not only really fun, but a re
ally valuable experience," Garner said.
"I t hink the people in the group are
great and they are there because they
want to be," S henkel said.'T think stu
dents can learn a lot from it andnot only
about PR, but a lot about themselves as
well."
If students would like more informa
tion, they can contact Madison Garner
at mgarnerl6@my.whitworth.edu.
Contact Sasha Siclait at
ssiclaitl 6@my. whitworth.edu
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Place the women's cross country
team finished at the Western
regional meet on Saturday.
p. 13

Number of points scored by the
men's basketball team against
D'Youville on Saturday.
p. 14
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Linfield College student stabbed to
death, suspect killed at the scene
A Linfield College student died after being
stabbed multiple times near campus. The
suspect had apparently fled the scene before
police arrived but returned minutes later.
Police officers said he refused to put the knife
down and was shot after a confrontation.
The suspect was driven by ambulance to
Willamette Valley Medical Center where
he later died. Officers have found no
connection between the suspect and the
victim or motivation for the stabbing.
Carly Colby | G
raphic Artist

benefit among the com es chose the Honeybucs
munities, the money from group, led by s ophomore
Staff Writer
the fundraiser will also Chase Weholt.
"I went to the Domini
provide stable jobs in the
Students in the Trans
area. For every $100 do can Republic in 2011 for a
forming Leadership class
mission trip
nated over
are conducting a fundrais
the $3,000 "It requires you to and part of
er from Nov. 17-21. The
the mission
goal
one
goal of the fundraiser is to
invest in yourself was build
more latrine
raise sanitation awareness
ing latrines
will be built.
and in others if
and $3,000 for 12 latrines
with mem
T w o
for villages in Ethiopia.
bers of the
you want to be
H o n e y
Student volunteers will Bucket
communi
portsuccessful,"
work alongside. the New
ty," Weholt
a-potties are
Covenant Foundation to
"It
s t a t i o n e d —GRANT LIVINGSTON said.
provide three villages in
just so hap
in the loop.
senior
Ethiopia with Communi
pens that
Fundraiser
ty Health Evangelists. The
my sponsor
participants
CHEs will be sent to Ethio will use the port-a-potties child was there and I saw
pia to live among the com
him take a dump in the
until they raise $150.
munity and train church
Of three suggested street."
planners in local villages
Honeybucs will have a
fundraisers presented to
to construct latrines. Be
the Transforming Leader booth set up in the HUB
sides the obvious health
ship class, a panel of judg throughout the week

Robert Giffin

Honoring Alex Sengeba
and shooting baskets.
"He asked people 'How are you?'
and he meant it," Dunbar said. "He
was committed to being a friend to
people."
Reactions from friends, family
and peers clearly express how much
Alex will be m issed. When a mem
ber of the body suffers, we all suffer,
Reverend Mindy Smith said during
the memorial service. Smith lead
the homily and prayer of dedication.
A ex's father, Emmanuel Sengoba, flew up from his home in Irvine,
California to attend the service on
Tuesday. He expressed his appre
ciation for Whitworth's support,
saying he now had a good report to
relay to the rest of Alex's family.
"I can go and tell them I received
some very good words about Alex,"
he said. "I think that will help in the
grief; that they know he was loved."
A student success coach had
been working with Sengoba before
+
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where students can make
donations. Students can
use either flex dollars or
direct payment to donate.
Those not able to donate
money directly, a two-day
fasting campaign from
Sodexo is an option to
participate. Sodexo will
donate $2 for every meal
that students do not eat at
the cafeteria, senior Grant
Livingston said.
It is a great hands-on
experience,
Livingston
said.
"It requires you to in
vest in yourself and in oth
ers if you want to be suc
cessful," he said.
Contact Robert Giffin at
rgiffinl8@my. whitworth.
edu

continued from p. 4
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Katie Shaw | dEitor-in-Chief

Friends and peers honor Sengoba at his memorial service on Nov. 11.
he passed away.
"Things had been going well,"
Student Success Advocate Landon
Crecelius said of Sengoba's counsel
ing. "That's why this is so shocking."

Contact Katie Shaw at
kshawl 7@my.whitworth.edu
Contact Rebekah Bresee at
rbreseel 6@my. whitworth.edu

Army Ranger Peter Kassig killed
The Islamic State group released a video
Sunday of a militant standing over a severed
head it claimed is American aid worker
Peter Kassig, a former Army Ranger, as
well as the mass beheadings of a dozen
Syrian soldiers. Kassig, 26, was captured last
year while helping provide medical aid to
Syrians. This is the fifth Western hostage ISIS
has beheaded on video.

9-year-old shot by older brother
Sunday, Nov. 16—New Jersey police
responded to a call from a 12-year-old boy
who said he shot his younger sister with a
handgun he found unsecured. The girl is
in critical condition at University Hospital
in Newark. The gun was reported stolen
in Alabama days prior to the incident.
The children's mother, Catrease Thomas;
was arrested on charges of endangering
the welfare of a child and possession of a
weapon. Charges are also pending against
Thomas' boyfriend.
Sources | KOIN 6 an
d NY Dally News

ASWU UPDATE
• Operation Christmas Child shoebox drives
will occur throughout the week. Shoeboxes
are due on Sunday, Nov. 23. Ashoebox pack
ing party will be on Nov. 21 at 7 p.m., cacord
ing to Warren Senator Alicen Freeman.
• Kipos planted 1,500 crocus bulbs in the
ground outside of dorms.
• ASWU passed a requisition to replace the
90's poster printer with a new one. It will en
large an 8x11 piece of paper to make a post
er. ASWU decided it was necessary because
the print shop costs a lot more money.
• Director of Student Life Dick Mandeville
came to discuss the Shelter in Place-Active
Shooter Drill. ASWU members suggested
organizational and technical changes to
make the drill more effective,
• Mandeville also addressed the issue of late
RAVE m essages for some cell phone carri
ers during the drill. Part of the reason for the
test was for the certain carriers that haven't
worked because of the way the signals are
routed, he said.

ARTS & CULTURE
Artist Spotlight: Emily Moline Poetry and
decodes the world in her music Pie sweetens

a Friday night

Hannah Walker |Graphic Artist

Jacob Millay
Staff Writer

"When it comes to songwriting, you have a platform for your voice th
at gives you a chance to say things you might
not express to yourfriends." Sophomore Emily Moline has been playing the guitar for nine years.

Name: Emily Moline
Year: Sophomore
Major: Sociology
"I don't write a lot of happy songs
. If you never acknowl
edge that you're feeling low or unhappy you might not be
feeling anything," Moline said about her pledge to honest
songwriting.
For sophomore Emily Moline, music is not just some
Moline is most proud of a song she wrote called "Cas
thing you hear on the radio. Music has always been an im cading Words," which expresses hurt that she was feeling
portant part of the singer-songwriter's life, especially since in response to being knocked down.
she learned to play guitar at the age of 12, inspired by her
Because of her singing, Moline is a more confident indi
father's own musical tendencies.
vidual—able to speak in front of people without fear, she
"My family always played and sang songs together," said said.
Moline, who plays the guitar, piano and harmonica.
"[Giving a] presentation doesn't bother me anymore
Moline's involvement with music increased during her because I am used to performing," Moline said.
junior year of high school, when she began publishing her
Although she has not performed any gigs since she has
songs through a literary magazine she was a part of.
lived in Spokane, Moline has experience as a performer.
Although Moline is a sociology major with a minor in Throughout her high school years, Moline participated in
women's and gender studies, she uses music to express various talent shows, sang at open mic nights and was a
herself and causes that are important to her.
part of many musical theater performances, which gave
"When it comes to songwriting, you have a platform for her the confidence to perform in front of other people and
your voice that gives you a chance to say things you might "gave [her] a face in the community," Moline said.
not express to your friends," Moline said.
A few weeks ago, Moline performed a set on Whitworth
Moline describes her sound as a combination of folk FM as part of the Friend Jam series, something which she
and alternative, but isalso inspired by her love of R&B, de hopes to do more of in the future.
scribing that her music is like"if Beyonce and Ray LamonAlthough Moline will always be involved in music, she
tagne had a love child."
intends to pursue a separate career she said.
"My music taste is so diverse, I just hear something and
"I didn't want to pursue it as a career because it would
I go with it," Moline said.
take some of the fun out of it," Moline said, because of the
Backed by her unique sound, Moline writes honest and stress of having to produce music for people to buy.
simple lyrics that are generally reflective in nature.
"Because it's something I do on the side, it's a really
"A lot of my songs focus on how broken I am or have good outlet," Moline said.
been in the past, and then I reassert my value in a way,"
Moline said.
Her songs generally focus on themes such as how she
and other women are worth loving and how love is possi Contact Courtney Murphy at
cmurphyl 8@my.whitworth.edu
ble, Moline said.

Courtney Murphy
Staff Writer

If there is one thing that makes people
come together universally, it is pie.
But pie is only one of th e attention grab
bers for Poetry & Pie , an event hosted by
Westminster Round, the English Club.
The event allows for students, alumni and
faculty to come together and share poetry
that they have created with an audience,
while enjoying free pie. The event took place
in the Mind and Hearth and drew a crowd
that filled in the area and milled around the
coffee shop.
"One thing that is important about Poetry
and Pie is that it allows us to bring our love of
literature to the greater community. It is not
just English majors, but everyone can come
and share and listen to the poetry," junior
and Westminster Round president Luke Eldredge said.
"The feeling of th e crowd laughing when
I wanted them to when I read my first piece
was exhilarating and it certainly helped boost
my confidence as a writer and performer of
the written word," senior reader Kyler Lacey
said.
Many of the poetry performers were stu
dents, but there were a few exceptions. Cathy
Bobb, the wife of English professor Vic Bobb,
also shared poetry, as did a few Whitworth
alumni. English professor and Spokane poet
laureate Thom Caraway also shared some of
his work.
The content of the poetry varied for each
person, which allowed for myriad different
topics and emotions to be present at the
event. One poem was a tongue-in-cheek rep
resentation of se lling typewriters, while an
other was about parents fighting downstairs
while siblings hold each other in their bed
room. The mixed bag of top ics is one of the
important parts of Po etry and Pie, Eldredge
said.
"It was great to be a part of an event where
I was able to share something I had written
with the community as a whole," Laceysaid.
"There is such a diversity of ex periences
reflected in the people's poems, and so when
different majors come they can share their
own experiences through poetry," Eldredge
said.
Contact Jacob Millay at
jmillayl 6@my.whitworth.edu

Hope Barnes|Photograpl

(ABOVE) Students respond to Gordon Wilson's "Illustrationsand
"Spokane Town Musicians." Wilson stated the importance ofre-P
sponding to art and how response will differ from one another.
Hope Barnes | hotographer
P

Community members admire "Bergen, Norway" and "Trondheim, Norway" by Kirk Hirota.

Faculty art exhibit opens to students and community
Rachelle Robley
StaffWriter
On Nov. 11 at 5 p.m. in the Bryan Oliver Gallery of the
Lied Center for the Visual Arts, the 2014 Whitworth Faculty
Exhibition entitled "Parole," opened for students to walk
through.
"It's cool that professors can show their art and stu
dents can see it. We can get an understanding of who they
are outside of the classroom," senior Amanda Blankenship
said.
At 6:30 p.m., students and faculty gathered in the cen
ter of the gallery so each professor could explain their art
and students could ask questions or comment on them.
Professors strongly eilcouraged students to comment and
even critique their pieces, since professors are often the
ones who do the critiquing in the classroom. However,
the discussion was still mainly driven by conversation be
tween the professors.
A piece called "Nightie" by professor Katie Creyts was
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a night gown sewn out of handkerchiefs, in the form of a
straight jacket. She explained the piece as a possible rep
resentation of being in love with your own sorrow and the
soft material representing the ease of breaking free of that.
During the discussion, a student perceived the resem
blance of the piece to the stereotypical housewife and how
she may feel trapped in her duties and expectations as a
mother and wife. Another student recognized the contrast
between the cheerfulness of the patterns on the handker
chiefs and the sadness of its overall structure.
From the beginning of the discussion, professor Gor
don Wilson stated the importance of responding to art and
how each person's response will differ from one another.
Kirk Hirota said that when he took the photographs that
were being displayed, his perspective was to capture the
moment as best he could. In his piece, "Trondheim Cathe
dral, Norway',' Meredith Shimizu pointed out how one of
the architectural structures appeared to be looking down
on a woman in a robe. A student pointed out the contrast
in how all the architectural structures in robes were males
and the person being photographed was a female in a

robe.
Many students were drawn to three pieces of oil on can
vas, by professor Robert Fifleld, who is inthe middle of hisecond year at Whitworth. In the most basic terms, the
were paintings of circles in different positions with differ
ent colors. But the underlying message is much more ex
pansive. His inspiration included his grandma, composi
tion theory, bending the color spectrum of Newton's color
theory, Manifest Destiny, satellites, Thomas Jefferson, 1
Lewis and Clark expedition, and many more concepts,
said.
"If you want to look at where it all started, go on Goog
Earth and search the Ogallala aquifer in Nebraska or th
fields in Middle Eastern places such as Saudi Arabia. The;
have circular fields that produce food in places where ag
culture shouldn't exist because they are such arid region
The global homogeneity of agricultural land and food," F
field s aid.
Fifield has dedicated hours and hours to the piecei
since May and a few pieces in the series are not yet f
ished he said.

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

LECTURE: MEDIEVAL STUDIES LECTURE
4 p.m.
Weyerhaeuser Hall 20 3
Associate Professor Bendi BensonSchrambach presents her research
on the Renaissance King Francois I's
sister. Marguerite de Navarre.

MUSIC: DAVID BAZAN& PASSENGER
STRING QUARTET
6:30 p.m.
The Bartlett
228 W. Sprague Ave.
Singer/songwriter Bazan teams up
with experimental string quartet.

CM

CAMPUS: UNPLUGGED
7 p.m.
HUB Mu ltipurpose Room
ASWU p resents the last open-mic
student performance of the semester.

t/>

LECTURE: G.U. VISITING WRITERS SERIES
FEATURING JOANNA LULOFF
7:30 p.m.
Gonzaga University
502 E. Boon e Ave.
Assistant professor of English at the
University of Colorado, Denver speaks
to students and community about her
writing and experience.

CM

£=>

CULTURE: INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL
5 p.m.
Hub M ultipurpose Room
Whitworth's International Club hosts
an evening designed to celebrate
international cultures including
dinner and entertainment.

READING: THIS WHITWORTH LIFE
6 p.m.

Seeley G. Mudd Chapel Sanctuary
The English department hosts a
reading of Whitworth's untold stories
read by faculty and students.

CM
CM

THEATER: WHAT'S

ca

3 p.m. I $2
Cowles Auditoriui
Senior project by
Pallwitz presente
Department.

en

CAMPUS: DUVALL
9 p.m.
Duvall Hal l 4th Fl
Duvall Hall's anru
gives
students a,I
B,,"
enjoy some gooa
water pong with
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Hope Barnes | Phot
ographer

Robert Fifield and junior Hayley Niehaus converse
about art in the Leid Center Bryan Oliver Gallery.
"the most important part of these pieces is that they're
super pretty tolook at. I can talk until som
eone fallsasleep,
but they won't fall asleep while looking at them," Fifield
said.
Another interesting piece was a mixed-media piece,
entitled "Transitions',' created by Jeff Huston. There was a
background projection of uniform suburbs houses, figures
made of iron and standing on wooden carts, that were tied
with rope to a block of wood that held three blades. His fo
cus was on the concept of contemporary masculinity that
involves being different from the conformity implicated in
society, and connecting with others and the earth in the
presence of harsh figures that we are forced to be connect
ed to, he said.
The faculty exhibit will be showing until Jan. 30. For
more information, contact 509-777-3258.
Hope Barnes | Photographer

Contact Rachelle Robley at
m>bley@my.whitworth.edu

Y A DREAM?

CO
CM

i Stage II

or Lounge

alAth floor party
reakfrom school to
nusic, dancing, and
iends.

THEATER: A CHRISTMAS CAROL
2 p.m. I $2 2-$30
Spokane Civic Theatre
1020 N. Howard St.

lasmine
I by the Theater

rH FLOOR PARTY

Second-year lecturer Robert Fifield presents his pieces "Pivot I, IIand III" to curious students.

co

Keith Dixon directs the musical
version of this tale of Christmas
time redemption based on Charles
Dickens' classic novella.

THEATER: PHOENIX RISING
2 p.m.
Spokane Community College
1810 N. CreeneSt.
SCC theater students present this
play about predicting the future.

MUSIC: WHITWORTH VOICE RECITAL
>
°
<

^

COMMUNITY: CELEBRATING 30 YEARS OF
FAIR TRADE IN NEPAL

7:30 p.m.
Music Building Recital Hall
Whitworth voice students and majors
perform in recital.

MUSIC: THE COURTNEYS
8 p.m. I $10-$12
The Bartlett
228 W. Sprague Ave.
Vancouver-based indie-pop group
performs downtown.

ca

CO

7 p.m.
Auntie's Bookstore
402 W. Main Ave.
The Festival of Fair Trade presents on
the success of fair trade globally.

ART: MELISSA COLE SUMMEREVOLUTION

Gallery open by appt.
Kolva-Sullivan Gallery
115 S. Adams St.

Exhibit features characteristically
colorful mixed-media painting and
sculpture by this Spokane artist.

10 A&C
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Gearing up for This WViitwortBi Life
Speakers include basketball coach Helen Higgs and
Amanda Clark, director of t he Harriet Cheney Cowles
Staff Writer
Memorial Library.
"I expect it to be a time of growth and understanding
They are students. They are staff. They are faculty. as we share our stories with each other," Higgs said.
Part of sharing stories is inviting the audience to ex
They are alumni. These are the faces that create the
Whitworth University community. What is their story? perience the speaker's story as if it were their own.
"This event is very much about the process of bei ng
Who are these people? Through a storytelling event ti
tled This Whitworth Life, assistant professor of English an author and part of that is oral communication," Clark
Nicole Sheets is striving to awaken the Whitworth com said. "You have to think about how your audience will
engage with your personal
munity to various personalities
story so that it becomes per
and perspectives campus-wide.
This event is very much about the sonal to them in a way."
Sheets attended a similar
Two students from Sheets'
event at Gonzaga University a process of being an author and part
creative nonfiction class
few years ago and appreciated
will also share their stories.
of that is oral communication.
the idea of uniting a communi
Sheets 1 require d each stu
ty through the sharing of expe
—AMANDA CLARK
dent to write and share an
riences. She decided to pilot the
answer to the prompt and
event last year and is repeating
library director
then offer evaluations and
it with new speakers on Nov. 21
possible improvements to
at 6 p.m. in the Seeley G. Mudd
others. In the end, senior Katie Ferris and junior Henry
Chapel. Sheets hopes this will be an annual fall event.
The goal of This Whitworth Life is to illuminate some Stelter were chosen by the class to share their stories.
Ferris said she is writing about the experience of be
of the untold stories of Whitworth's faculty, staff and stu
ing a "prefrosh," or a high school senior looking at Whit
dents, she said.
"I'm calling it a storytelling event. I've asked several worth. Stelter said his story will be inspired by a some
people from different facets of the university to share a what traumatic experience in his childhood that helped
short nonfiction story," Sheets said. "Their prompt was shape his current self.
"I think it's very unique event, as it brings people from
to write about a significant moment in their personal or
different roles and disciplines together: professors, stu
professional lives."
By inviting speakers from different parts of Whitworth dents and other types of faculty,"Stelter said. "I think it's
life, Sheets said she may expose the audience to unfa a great way of illustrating how distinct and different the
individuals who make up the Whitworth community
miliar but valuable perspectives.
"I don't know a lot of people on the facilities, services are."
For more information on ThisWhitworth Life, contact
and custodial service side of things because they're of
ten working in other parts of campus, but I know I bene Sheets atnsheets@whitworth.edu.
fit so much from their work," Sheets said.
Each-speaker will share his/her. story, followed by a
short reflection by panelists Karin Heller and Fred John
son. Sheets said that short reflection is designed to let Contact Kyla Parkins at
kparkinsl 8@my. whitworth.edu
the audience catch a breath between performances.

Kyla Parkins

{I SAW 1}
Content in the "I Saw You" section comes
from student submissions and does not
necessarily reflect the opinion of The
Whitworthian.

Monkey Business
I saw you walking eating breakfast in a
monkey suit with a monkey around your
neck. Keep it up!

Raised Spirits
I saw the three of you bow your heads
together and put your arms around each
other, and then start praying in the middle
of the coffee shop. Thanks for reminding
me why I'm at the right school.

Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your "I Saw You"
( u p t o 7 5 words) onlin e b y sendin g a
private message to The Whitworthian's
Facebook page.

Spokane explores the magic of coffee aid chocolate
Sip and Savor is the first of many events recognized and the brew became a reli
that will be working with local business gious drink, allowing the monks to stay
Staff Writer
awake and focus
es to help them
on prayer.
promote
and
According to some cultures, choco network by cre
Decristoforo
late is a gift from the gods and coffee can ating a support
discussed some
give a person certain mental powers. system that will
chocolate back
Although these are different products allow businesses
ground
and
produced from different crops, they are to give each oth
specifics on the
quite similar in their history and the ad er tips and pro
South American
dictive qualities they possess.
chocolate sam
mote each other.
Anne of Austria refused to marry Lou
ples offered to the
Blom began
is XIII of Fra nce unless she was able to with an Arabi
audience.
bring along her chocolatier, and monks an poem about
"Chocolate is
relied on coffee for longer and more fo coffee. Histori
a full-body expe
cused prayer sessions.
rience using all
cal legends state
Karen Decristoforo from Chocolate that the coffee
the senses," De
Apothecary and Katie Blom, head baris- bean originated
cristoforo said.
ta at Revel 77 Coffee, spoke about the in Ethiopia and
"Chocolate has
history, importance and some surpris the Arabian Pen
a distinct texture
ing facts about chocolate and coffee, insula around
when it melts in
even passing out some samples at the 1000 A.D. Ac
your mouth, a
event, Sip and Savor.The event was host cording to the
crisp snap when
ed at Revel 77 Coffee in South Hill Spo legends, Kaldi,
you break it and
Hannah Walker|Graphic Artist
kane and organized by Aileen Luppert, a goat herder,
a smooth, shiny
librarian at the Moran Prairie library.
look to it."
noticed his goats
Luppert opened the event, welcom became rambunctious after they had
Chocolate was first used as a cur
ing about 30 audience members in the eaten a certain berry and would not rency and a bitter, spicy beverage. Theohomey and artistic environment of Rev sleep at night. Kaldi r eported his find broma cacao, meaning "gift of the gods,"
el 77.
ings to a local monastery, where monks was used during Mayan rituals of m ar
"We're trying to think outside of t he made a drink with the berries. The ener riage and sacrifice. During times of war,
book," Luppert said. She explained that gizing effects the berries contained were warriors would feast on the chocolate

Alyssa Saari

drink to nourish their bodies with the
blessing of the gods before battle. Over
the years chocolate transformed from a
bitter drink, to baked goods, and even
tually to sweet solid chocolate.
Death by chocolate is not only a des
sert, but holds truth to many cases, such
as the death of the bishop of Chiapas. It
is said that he and some women of the
church had a falling out when the bish
op banned chocolate from mass. The
ladies then settled this by apologizing
with a chocolate gift said to be poisoned,
ending his life, Decristoforo said.
"The more I learn about chocolate,
the more I love it."Decristoforo said.
"Chocolate was designed to be con
sumed by humans. The perfect melt
ing point for chocolate is about 94 de 
grees, the same temperature it melts at
on the tip of your tongue," Decristoforo
said.
For other events like Sip and Savor,
check out the Spokane County Library
District website, www.scld.org or a local
library for details.

Contact Alyssa Saari at
asaaril 8@my.whitworth.edu

+

OPINIONS
Negative incsme tax reduces both poverty and government
LINDSEY
HUBBART
COLUMNIST

-IMIOPiE THX |

— ——

Lyndon B. Johnson declared the War on Poverty 50
years ago, but as our social programs have expanded,
poverty levels have remained largely stagnant. Ac
cording to the U.S. Census Bureau, the poverty rate
started at 19 percent in 1964 and has since fallen to
15 percent, but the actual rate has changed very little
since the 1970s. The welfare program expansion has
come at a great cost. Robert Rector and Rachel Shef
field of the Heritage Foundation claim that the gov
ernment has spent over $22 trillion on anti-poverty
programs since 1964, but with little efficacy. It is time
for a re-examination of our welfare policy. Instead of
continuing to increase our spending, we ought to look
toward a smaller government solution. One potential Those who make above a predetermined income
alternative is to move toward a basic income guaran would pay taxes as normal, and those who fall below
tee.
the amount would receive a payment. Both the taxes
According to the U.S. Basic Income Guarantee Net paid and the amounts received would be graduated
work, it is a "government ensured guarantee that no like the current income tax system.
Friedman's proposal would eliminate the
one's income will
need for the 126 welfare programs we have
fall below the level
" Friedman's proposal would aimed at specific needs, such as food stamps
necessary to meet
and unemployment insurance. Instead, peo
their most basic
eliminate the need for the 126 ple who do not earn a livable income would
needs for any rea
receive money to spend as they need it.
son." Various pro
welfare programs we have
One advantage of the negative income tax
posals have arisen
is that it would significantly decrease the size
over the years on
aimed at specific needs...
of the government bureaucracies. According
how to achieve
Instead, people who do not
to Matt Zwolinski of the Cato Institute, "ev
this, but one that
ery one of the more than 126 federal welfare
stands out is the
earn a livable income would
programs comes with its own bureaucracy,
negative income
its
own set of arcane rules, regulations, and
tax, which was
receive money to spend as they
restrictions, and its own significant (and ris
proposed by No
ing) overhead costs." We could merge aid dis
need it."
bel Prize winning
tribution with the IRS, eliminating the need
economist Milton
for complicated bureaucracies. This would
Friedman. Under
Friedman's plan, everyone would file an annual in reduce the costs involved with administering funds, as
come statement with the Internal Revenue Service. well as reduce the time and energy required to apply

J" •J •• mn ggg
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Hannah Walker | G
raphic Artist

for aid.
The negative income tax would also allow people
to practice a greater degree of self-governance. Rath
er than applying to a specific program,, an individual
could determine how to spend the money as he or she
sees fit. For example, instead of receiving food stamps
that can only be applied toward food costs, the block
grant could be used for food as well as other costs.
Of course, a negative income tax is not a silver bullet
to eliminating poverty in the United States. Any gov
ernment program runs the risk of r educing the incen
tive to work, and they often have limited efficacy. As I
argued in my previous articles oh Christian libertarianism, I believe that the church has the responsibility of
stepping in to help those in need. However, where pri
vate aid falls short, the negative income tax seems to be
a smaller government and more efficient system than
our current methods for administering assistance, and
is a means of welfare that we ought to consider.
HUBBART is a senior majoring in English and
economics. Comments can be sent to lhubbartl5@
my.whitworth.edu

Adrian Peters©! scandal handled professionally
MAX
CARTER
COLUMNIST

Emerging horn a pile of controversy and difficulty for
his family, All-Pro running back Adrian Peterson may
return to the National Football League before the sea
son's end.
Peterson reached a plea deal on Nov. 4 penalizing
him only $4,000 and 80 hours of community service,
closing the domestic violence case that surfaced in
September. Since the charges arose, Peterson has been

Abby Nyberg | G
raphic Artist

very transparent about the situation, which is likely a ment dated September 18, 2014," states terms that
should allow Peterson to be removed from the list. It
big reason for his fairly soft plea deal.
What we can take away from this is the way that Pe will be interesting to see how this grievance plays out,
terson has handled the situation. In a time for the NFL but it seems very feasible that Peterson could be re
that seems to be lacking accountability and integrity, moved from the list and reinstated into the NFL within
the next week or two.
Peterson has scored the biggest touch
According to the NFL,
"In a time for the NFL
down of his career with this plea deal,
there is no timetable
for
affirming the professionalism and char
that seems to be lacking
determining Peterson's im
acter that Peterson has always exempli
mediate future in the NFL.
fied.
accountability and integrity, Regardless
of the outcome,
Amid the obvious evidence in the
Peterson has given all NFL
Ray Rice domestic violence case, I don't
Peterson has scored
fans a breath of fresh air in
think I was alone in hoping this was just
the biggest touchdown
a season polluted with vi
an unfortunate, exceptional scenario.
olence and poor decision
Peterson, who has professed nothing
of his career with this
making. He handled the
but love for his children since being ac
case like a professional, ma
cused, explained in multiple statements
plea deal, affirming the
ture adult, and unlike other
that he was punishing his son the same
violent Pro-Bowl running
professionalism and
way that he was punished as a child.
backs (not to name names),
There is always a question of truth in sit
character that Peterson has pleaded no contest to the
uations like this, but if you have followed
charges that they knew were
Adrian Peterson at all the past several
always exemplified."
true.
years, you would have no reason to as
I c ertainly hope that Pe
sume him a liar.
terson is able to return to
Not only has this situation been good
for the NFL's reputation, but it may be good for you the NFL soon, because he looks a lot better in my start
fantasy football managers too. Peterson has been on ing lineup than on my bench in fantasy football. But in
the Commissioner's exempt list since Sept. 17, missing all seriousness, this is a good man, with a good record,
eight games and nine weeks of the season. The NFL who made a bad decision based on how he was raised.
Player's Association filed a grievance with the NFL on Hopefully for everyone, this matter can be resolved so
Nov. 10 to have Peterson removed from the exempt list. Peterson can continue his Hall of Fame career.
According to a quote in an article on NBCSports.
com written by Michael David Smith, the NFLPA has CARTER is a junior majoring in journalism. Comments
a strong case. The NFLPA claims that "a signed agree can be sent to mcarterl6@my.whitworth.edu
+
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Marriage should notbe policed by government
MATTHEW
BOARDMAN
Marriage has existed in various forms in major and
minor religions and cultures across the world. The his
torical motives for marriage are a diverse and some
times atrociously depreciating account. But what exacdy makes two individuals married? Is it a religious
ceremony, personal feelings or a legal certificate?
Prior to the 1184 Council ofVerona, "marriage vows
did not have to be exchanged in a church, nor was a
priest's presence required," Shannon McSheffrey, as
sociate professor of h istory at Concordia University,
said. "A cou ple could exchange consent anywhere,
anytime."
People could marry simply by demonstration,
agreeing to be and acting as a married couple. The
religious ceremony serves to hold the couple to
gether, both in their own eyes, the eyes of G od
and the eyes of the public. The ceremony is im
portant, but that it should be the deciding at
testation is fundamentally wrong. To argue that
marriage—the affirmation of love—is legitimate
only after a religious ceremony has taken place
is to diminish the significance and gravity of love
on a personal level, which is the root of modern
marriage.
Conversely, the government does not legally rec
ognize marriage if th e civil element is omitted from
the religious ceremony. Some have argued that the
government has no right to regulate marriage because
they consider it to be an extension of religion. Howev
er, placing marriage universally under government or
religious regulation depreciates the importance of the
individual in the act of marriage. Neither the govern
ment nor religion should have the authority to regu
late the deepest emotions and relationships of private
persons. Marriage must be freed from regulations and
laws of the government in favor of acknowledging the
individual rights and personal sovereignty of the par
ties involved in the marriage.
David Boaz, executive president of th e Cato Insti
tute, is a supporter of the privatization of marriage. In
an article published in Slate Magazine, he ask
ed, "Why
should anyone have—or need to have—state sanction
for a private relationship?"
His question is key to the argument of th ose who
believe that marriage is, before all else, a private, per

sonal relationship. In place of government regulated
civil documents, he calls for privatizing marriage in
a similar way to private businesses. The civil element
would be replaced by a personalized contract, wherein
the couple would define their relationship and its im
plications. "Contract" is an ugly word, but it is merely
terminology. Marriage would remain marriage, both
in function and name.
In terms of functionality, marriage would retain
the financial and legal strength it currently holds. The
personalized contracts would possess the same legal
weight as contracts in the business world, any dis
putes of which could be brought before a court of law.
Marriage is a private

EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP

What we should learn
from Alex Sengoba

union between private persons, and should be treat
ed as such. Privatizing marriage would not devalue its
significance and beauty or its function—it would pro
mote both individual and religious freedom for all and
remain the ultimate public symbol of love. Let those
who desire a religious ceremony seek it out and those
who don't will have no need. Homosexuals will not be
reduced to a "civil union" in place of mar riage, with
out the government infringing on religious freedom
by requiring opposed churches to officiate same-sex
marriages—churches, synagogues and temples could
create their parameters for the marriage contracts
they would bless. Marriage has become the strongest
declaration of love and the right to make that demon
stration belongs to everyone.

The Whitworth community has been reeling since
learning of Alex Sengoba's apparent suicide. The last
suicide on campus occurred in 1990, and it's as shock
ing now as it was then.
One of the only things we as a community can do in
a time like this is toremember Alexfondly and to learn
to be more aware. As confused as we are right now, we
can and should learn from the tragedy.
Alex taught us that to be a friend is to listen. At his
memorial service, alumnus and friend Jack D unbar
shared about his friendship with Alex when he was
first at Whitworth. "I could sit down with Alex for
a whole breakfast and not hear a word about him,"
Dunbar said. "He was committed to being a friend to
people."
We are ever reminded of the wonderful communi
ty we are part of. Whitworth students who had never
been friends with Alex, who had never so much as met
him, cried at his memorial service. They wrote notes
to his family and prayed for his friends. It is not only
the people closest to him that grieve, but the Whit
worth community as a whole.
Alex reminded us that we never know the full sto
ry. Although Alex suffered internally, everyone who
spoke at the memorial service commented on Alex's
brilliant, ever-present smile.
As a community and as individuals, we need to be
aware of the people around us. Too often we become
caught up in our own problems and struggles that we
do not consider those of another.
Even the happiest, brightest person we know may
be suffering. Students gets six free sessions at the
counseling center. Please utilize this valuable re
source if you are struggling. If you or someone you
know is struggling with depression or having suicidal
thoughts, please take advantage of these resources:
Whitworth Health and Counseling Center
Phone: (509) 777-4450
Suicide Prevention Hotline
Local: (509) 838-4428
National: 1-800-273-TALK

BOARDMAN is a freshman majoring in English. Com
ments can be sent to mboardmanl8@my.whitworth.
edu

Editorials in the "Inthe Loop" section reflect the ma
jority opinion of the Editorial Board, comprised of five
editors.

Naomi Guidry | Graphic Artist

WHITWORTH I0UT
SLIGHTLY PREPARED, SHOULD DO MORE
PREPARED
COMPLETELY UNPREPARED
VERY WELL PREPARED

Survey of 274 Whitworth.students

After the Shelter-ln-Place Drill on Thursday,
how prepared do you think that Whitworth is
if an active shooter situation did arise?

On Wednesday, Nov. 12, Whitworth
hosted a town hall featuring head
of Whitworth security, Jacquelyn
McCord. The town hall's purpose
was to communicate to students
and community members strategies
on how to navigate the campus and
surrounding areas safely. Itwas in
response to events that have happened
on campus as well as the shelter-inplace drill that happened on Nov. 6.

+

SPORTS
Cross country and the Battle at Bush Park
Connor Soudani | Story and Photo
Sports Editor
Bush Pasture Park served as the location for yet anoth
er c ross country race this season with the NCAA Di ll West
Regional Meet on Saturday.
As b oth the men's and women's cross country teams
prepared to return to competition after their strong per
formances at the conference meet, many factors for both
teams would come into play.
For the women, they would be without one of their
captains, senior Christina Williams, and would have to
contend with the injuries of junior captain Amanda Blankenship, who was limited in practice leading up to the
regional meet. The women were ranked 32nd nationally
going into the meet and third in the region with NWC fo e
Willamette ranked first in the region and California pow
erhouse Claremont Mudd Scripps ranked second.
On th e men's side, the team would be looking to con
tinue what was the pinnacle of their season thus far at

the conference meet. With a ranking of sixth in the region
coming in, the men had their sights set on UPS and Whit
man as they tried to improve on their finish at conference
against those teams.
The men performed well through the first few miles
with junior Chris MacMurray and senior Taylor Steele tak
ing the early team leads and then shifting to Steele and
junior Colton Berry for the remainder of the race. MacMurray would finish third for the team with a 2 7:11.3 on
the 8K course. Steele and Berry would both take home
all-region honors with Steele's 26:15.4 finish in 20th
and Berry's 26:33.4 time for 34th.
Senior Trent Dudley, who finished in 27:15.8 and
fourth for the team, is concluding his cross country career
where it all began.
"I've been doing cross country since 4th grade. I just
realize that I started cross country at Bush Park and I ac
tually ended cross country at Bush Park so it's just really
weird," Dudley said. "I threw up training in that park and
had all my conference meets there and then this race. I

guess it's just right that I ended my season there and
my career."
The women were boxed out of front pack right from
the start; they were forced to let other teams take the
lead into the first hill. Junior Kellyn Roiko held the lead
for Whitworth runners with junior Amanda Blankenship
eventually passing her up.
As the race came down to the final stretch, Blankenship
was hitting her stride while Roiko was fighting to remain
competitive. In the end, the women would get four ath
letes on the all-region team with Blankenship finishing
21st with a t ime of 23:06.2 and Roiko finishing 28th in
23:1 5.2. Sophomore Kristen Schoenike and junior Jessica
Arnzen would fall in at 31st and 32nd, respectively.
"The women just fell down and still had a go od race,"
Head Coach T oby Schwarz said. "Kristen had a race like
she's always had. Amanda didn't get out fast enough.
Kellyn was sick. Katie [McKay] had the best race of her
life. Thais [Pedro Trujillo] ran well. Bailey ran well con
sidering she was sick. The women ran well; they just had
unfortunate circumstances for some of them."
The good overall team performance would prove to not
be enough for a second-place finish as the CMS w omen
unloaded on the field for 54 points to the Pirates' 147.
Willamette would finish first with 31 points.
"CMS was really good. They've been a top 1 5 national
team for the last couple of years and they just hadn't
been running that way this year," Schwarz said. "I think
Willamette could potentially win or be a top five team and
I think CMS w ill be somewhere between fifth and 10th at
nationals."
The Pirate women fell just short of their nationals
goal.
Afterwards, Roiko leaned on the shoulder of her
teammate sophomore Kendall Chin and got hit by the
emotions of the day.
"I was pretty upset because I had my goal for the race
to be in top 10 and I know that I could have been up there
but I just didn't have a very good race," Roiko said. "Get
ting third again is really tough and I was just upset over
my performance and just felt kind of bad about that."
With all the races at Bush Park behind them and both
teams now done for the season, athletes and coaches
prepare for indoor and outdoor track to begin in January.

Contact Connor Soudani at
csoiidanil6@iny.wlntwortli.edu

Senior Taylor Steele was handed a cup of water after collapsing to one knee following a 2 6:15.4 finish for the 8K c ourse at Bush Park.
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Volleyball fells m three
sets t® CU on the road
Leah Dassler
StaffWriter

Kari Johnson |Photographer

Senior Taylor Farnsworth puts up a shot over D'Youville's Julian Reed. Farnsworth and Reed both finished with six points in the Pirate blowout victory.

Basketball puts on a
show at homecourt
Josh Omdal
StaffWriter
The Whitworth men's and women's basketball teams took the court Saturday at
the Whitworth Fieldhouse for the opening night doubleheader.
Led by head coach Helen Higgs, the Whitworth women kicked off th e night
against nonconference opponent Eastern Oregon University. The Pirates started
off slow defensively against the high-powered Eastern Oregon offense. Eastern Or
egon scored 31 points in the first half shooting 54.5 percent from the field.
"The first half wewere trying to figure out how to attack their defense in the most
effective way. At halfdme we talked about what adjustments we needed to make
to our shooting percentage and on defense we needed to work on taking the ball
away," Higgs said.
Standout junior guard KC McCo nnell carried the Pirate offense in the second
half, helping the Pirates construct their late comeback. McConnell led the team in
scoring with 22 points.
"After ending the first half on a high note we really brought the energy to the
game in the second half," M cConnell said.
In the second half, the Whitworth offense overcame a 10-point deficit to eventu
ally take a 13-point lead with 4:20 left in the game. The Pirate defense was able to
hold on to the lead for a Whitworth win, 67-55.
In the second game of W hitworth's basketball home opener, the men's team
dominated D'Youville University in a high-scoring 103-49 win. In the first half of
play, Whitworth was strong on both sides of the ball scoring 54 points and holding
D'Youville to 13 points. Going into half, sophomore forward Christian Jurlina put
on a shooting clinic, scoring 20 points with three three-pointers.
Whitworth continued to prove dominance over its New York opponents in the
second half. Newcomer and junior guard Matt Staudacher had his first start at
home for the Pirates. Staudacher, a transfer student from Canada's NCAA DII Si
mon Fraser University scored eight points and dished out four assists.
"It has been a wonderful experience so far with this program," Staudacher said.
"Ever since I walked on campus I have had nonstop support from the fans, coach
ing staff and most importantly, my teammates."
At the end of regulation play, Whitworth put D'Youville away with a final score
of 103-49.
"I'm excited about the effort sofar from this team this season. I feltlike we moved
the basketball around really well tonight," Head Coach Matt Logie said. "Wehave to
continue to grow defensively. We have to work onour principles and understand
ing of the defense we run."
The men's and women's teams both play Thursday, Nov. 20, at home against Rutgers-Newark.
Contact Joshua Omdal at
jomdall7@my.whitworth.edu

After winning the conference title alongside Pacific Lutheran University, Whit
worth's volleyball team traveled to Thousand Oaks, California, to compete in this
year's NCAA Division III Tou rnament. Whitworth, matched up in the first round
against third-ranked California Lutheran University, lost in a 3-0 sweep on Friday
night. The Pirates finished the season with a 21-6 overall record.
Freshman Cassandra Mendoza led the team with 13 kills while junior Nicole
Leonard made 15 digs. Northwest Conference Player ofthe Year Maddye Dinsmore
added 28 assists and 11 digs for the Pirates. Whitworth's .097 hitting percentage,
however, could not overcome CLU's
aggressive team attacks and .231 hit
"The team focused on
ting average.
"[CLU] is an offensively powerful
playing our game and
team. They have more than one of
playing with all our heart,
fensive weapon. They also did a great
job of p assing well and playing great
We knew this would be
defense," Head Coach Kati Bodecker
said.
a challenging game. We
In the first set, CLU's h itters put
figured that we had nothing
down three subsequent kills t o gain
the advantage before Whitworth tied
to lose."
the game at 12-12 with a kill from
Mendoza. The Regals picked up their
—NICOLE LEONARD
offensive tempo and pushed killspast
Whitworth's blockers to pull ahead
junior
on an 8-3 run. CLU let two hits from
sophomore Haley Vick and Mendoza
get past its defense before blocking an attack from Vick, finishing the set.
"The team focused on playing our game and playing with all our heart. We knew
this [would be] a challenging game," Leonard said. "We figured that we had nothing
to lose. We had no pressure, so we decided to play free, pressure-less, and together
as a team."
The Pirates exchanged kills with the Regals until Leonard tied up the second set
at 9-9 with a service ace. The Regals then took the lead with nine kills. After a tim
eout, Whitworth rallied to break the Regals' streak with a kill from ju nior Shawna
Korshavn. Vick made two more kills, but two Pirate service errors gave the Regals
another win.
"[CLU] is very strong offensively.
They hit the bail straight down and
"My junior class had to step over our blocks. Our team's focus
was on defense. We really focused
up as leaders. We really
on digging the ball well and putting
up solid blocks," Korshavn said. "But
thought this would be a
then we also focused on our serve-re
ceives. We wanted to make sure our
growing year—a learning
first contact was always solid so we
year—with a whole new
could get a good set and a good hit."
During the third set, both teams
team and we ended up
improved their hitting percentage
but Whitworth's .130 hitting aver
winning conference."
age could not surmount CLU's .311
—SHAWNA KORSHAVN
average. The Regals quickly gained
a fo ur-point lead and did not let up
junior
offensively for the rest of the match.
Leonard and Mendoza broke the Re
gals' streak with two kills e ach but
Mendoza's final kill was blocked. Although Whitworth had one more team attack
than CLU in the final game, the Regals shut out the Pirates, 25-17.
"We are so proud of ourselves this season because we lost a lot of [seniors] last
year...We had a young team," Korshavn said. "My junior class had to step up as
leaders. We really thought this would be a growing year—a learning year—with a
whole new team and we ended up winning conference."
With this loss, the Pirates season comes to a close after winning conference
alongside the nationally-ranked PLU team. Bodecker completed her second sea
son as head coach of the team and will now face an offseason with a team that is
returning all of it s players. As a result, the team will have five seniors, including
Dinsmore.

Contact Leah Dassler at
Idasslerl 8@my.whitworth.edu
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Men s soccer shines in
opening two rounds
Jessica Razanadrakoto
Staff Writer

"We were successful, we did everything we
needed to do, the way we needed to play. We cre
ated space with patient passing and movement,"
Espinoza said.
Senior Micheal Ramos continued his sea
On Saturday evening, junior midfielder Sam
son-long shooting form on Friday night with his
Engle took advantage of a Viking defender's mis14th goal of the season in Whitworth's 1-0 victory
cue and scored an early leading header goal for
over Covenant College in the NCAA Tournament.
the Pirates in the 11th minute. Defenders, senior
The Pirates continued their winning streak on Colin Shockman and junior Spencer Wolfe, were
Saturday evening, outscoring Berry College 2-0 in credited for the assist.
the second round of the tournament.
At the beginning of the game, the opposing
"Mainly, for the team, it's not about the result, team did not perform their best, whereas, in the
it's about the process: getting better every week Second half, they showed that they wanted a goal.
and it's been a huge satisfaction, not only for me, The Pirates learned from their coaches that the
but for a lot of other players that have dedicated
Vikings score a lot of their
their life to soccer," Ramos
goals in the second half,
said. "[However,] now that
"We were successful, we did which displayed their deter
we're in postseason, we fo
mination in the second half,
everything we needed to do, Espinoza said.
cus more on the result be
cause we need to win to stay
Espinoza doubled the
the way we needed to play." score
in the tournament."
for the Pirates off of a
Friday's game proved
short pass from freshman
—ERIC ESPINOZA
more challenging for the
midfielder. Austin Cassity,
Pirates, as the Scots outshot
freshman
who beat his defender in the
the Pirates 8-6 while edging
67th minute.
the Pirates in corner kicks,
"It was one of the most
6-5. I n contrast, Saturday's match proved more complete performances we've had all year: to not
manageable, as the Pirates dominated the first give up goals in five straight games," Head Coach
half with a 21-4 shot advantage along with 6-0 on Morgan Cathey said.
corner kicks.
Sophomore goalkeeper Timmy Costa made
Ramos scored the first and only goal for the Pi two saves on Friday night and one save on the fol
rates with six minutes left to play in the game on lowing day, claiming the Pirates' eighth shutout
Friday night. Freshman midfielder Eric Espinoza with Costa's sixth shutout of the season.
was credited for the assist when Ramos received
Whitworth men's soccer continues their NCAA
the ball and dribbled it to the left side of the box. Tournament play in the o
r und of 16against Chris
He then kicked it with his left foot and the ball topher Newport University on Saturday.
ended up in the back of the lower-right corner of
the net.
A Covenant player tried to tie the game on a
corner kick with two minutes left, but the Pirate Contact Jessica Razanadrakoto at
jrazanadrakotol 7@my.whitworth.edu
defenders cleared the ball to secure the win.

Kari Johnson|File Photo

The men's team gathers on the Whitworth Soccer Field during
a game against University of Puget Sound on Oct. 5.

Swimmini wins in haphazard quadrangular meet
ovnprt to
tn race Whitman, we weren't 59.51.
expect
Moving from a dual meet to a quad
prepared for it, but we were able to rally
and win the meet, so I call it a success," meet was unexpected for the teams, se
junior Bridget Louis, the winner of t he nior Wes Tatum said.
"It was a weird meet, quad meets are
After spending more than 10 hours on 400-yard individual medley in a time of
scored differently. In a dual meet, depth
a bus, the Whitworth swim teams pulled 4:49.81, said.
off a win in a quadrangular swimming
Another win for the Pirate women can be used to win the meet, whereas in
meet against Whitman, Pacific and Lew came from sophomore Jerusha Dressel a quad meet having one or two all-star
is & Clark on Saturday afternoon.
in the 100-yard breaststroke with a time swimmers make the difference between
winning and losing," Tatum said.
Because of a
of 1:10.50.
The Pirate men edged Whitman, 100The Pirate wom
traffic
accident
"We came from a very non- en edged Whitman, 96, won against Pacific, 118-76 and over
on 1-84, a poten
108-88, won against come Lewis & Clark, 147-35.
tial six-hour drive
ideal circumstance after a
The Whitworth teams knew it was
Pacific, 106-90 and
turned into a 10hour drive that de long drive. We didn't expect defeated Lewis & going to be hard, especially competing
with the Whitman team, who has the
Clark, 133-61.
layed the Pirates,
to race Whitman,...but we
For the Pirate national champion in the 100-butterfly
forcing them to be
along with other skilled swimmers in
men, freshman
late for their meet
Smith other events, Tatum said.
against Pacific. On were able...to win the meet." Brandon
"Staying mentally strong and mental
took the 1,000-yard
top of that, Whit
—BRIDGET LOUIS
freestyle in a time of ly to ugh^helped]," Dressel said. "I was
man was also late
9:58.26 and the 500- pretty tired on Saturday, physically from
junior
to its own meet
yard freestyle
in the school, but still put my best into the
against Lewis &
4:54.78. In addition, race and to my events."
Clark because of
Whitworth swim teams continue
the traffic. Therefore, both meets were junior Wes Walton won the 400-yard
canceled and a quadrangular meet was individual medley in a time of 4:13.73. competition on Dec. 5 at the Husky InFreshman Jason Smith won the 100-yard
held instead.
act Jessica Razanadrakoto at
"We came from a very non-ideal cir backstroke in 53.37 while junior Kyle . Cont
cumstance after a long drive. We didn't Wicks won the 100-yard breaststroke in jrazanadrakotol7@my.whitworth.edu

. . n
i i ...
Jessica
Razanadrakoto
Staff Writer

MEN

WHITWORTH VS. WHITMAN
100-96

WHITWORTH VS. PACIFIC
118-76

WHITWORTH VS. LEWIS & CLARK
147-35

WOMEN

WHITWORTH VS. WHITMAN
108-88

WHITWORTH VS. PACIFIC
106-90

WHITWORTH VS. LEWIS & CLARK
133-61
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WHITPICS
W h i t w o r t h Wi n d Sy m p h o n y Fa l l C o n c e r t
Sophomore Michael Glioma plays
percussion during the concert Sunday,
Nov. 16, in Cowles Auditorium.

Staff accompanist Celeste Johnson accompanies the symphony.

Richard Staucli, in his 18th year as director
of the Whitworth Wind Symphony, leads
Sunday's concert including "Niagara Falls,"
a piece hy Michael Daugherty.

Photos byHannah Palmer
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Gospel choir performs
Community members and students including senior
music major Isaac Quezada (above) performed in the
18th annual Gospel Explosion.

Forensics Team places first
at Northwest Conference

Men's basketball trounces
NWC foes in the Fieldhouse

+

ABOUTUS

VOLUME 105, ISSUE 9
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
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15 Tennis

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the-faimess or accuracy of a story, send
an email to kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 250
words.
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04 DIVESTMENT

Students organize a petition encouraging
the university to divest from corporations,
funds and users supporting fossil fuels.
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08 SMITHSONIAN
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FEATURED

Multiple faculty members take on the
responsibilities of the Assistant Dean of OffCampus Students and Student Success.
Five Whitworth students interned at the
renowned Smithsonian Institute over JanTerm exploring independent research.

10 HAPPINESS LECTURE

Whitworth Alumnus Stephen T. Davis
presented the lecture "Happiness in Life:
Epictetus and Christianity."

11 OSSIFIED OSCARS
With a less-than-diverse pool of Oscars
candidates, Hollywood takes a step back in
the much needed march toward diversity.

12 EDUCATION ERRORS

While the education system in the United
States is faulted, the blame does not fall
solely on the standard curriculum.

14 FIELDHOUSE FANATICS
The women's basketball team made their
last regular season home games close as
they continue to fight for crucial wins.

15 SWIMMING STREAK

After 12 consecutive NWC titles, the men's
swim team loses their streak thanks to an
upstart Whitman Missionaries team.

Cover Photo: TannerScholten

NEWS
Forensics team dominates Northwest Conference

Jeanette Vazquez|Photographer

The forensics team after finishing the three-day long Northwest Forensics Conference at Western Washington University, qualifying them for nationals in March.
the points were tallied and Tweet was
declared victor.
StaffWriter
"Technically I got second place, but
it's a Whitworth win," Allevato said.
The Whitworth Forensics Team
It was the emphasis of teamwork and
placed first during the three-day long support that led the team to victory over
Northwest Forensics Conference tour the other 37 schools in the conference,
nament held at Western Washington Allevato said. The unity within the team
University. The tournament began Jan. and the respect that each team mem
30 and concluded Feb. 2.
ber displays for one another is import
The team trailed Boise State go ant. Everyone contributes; even if some
ing into the final tournament, but they team members do not advance, they
came out on top of
form groups and help
the competition,
out the ones still in
which consisted of "I'm proud of them as the competition, he
larger schools such speakers and debaters, but said.
as the University of
"With the diversity
Washington, Ore I am more proud of them of majors, each indi
gon State and Utah
vidual contributes to
as good human beings."
State.
the team with their
Freshman Phil
own knowledge," Alle
—MIKE INGRAM
lip Allevato and
vato said.
junior
Hannah
director of forensics
The team consists
Tweet were final
of 19 members, and
ists in the Junior
within those 19 members, 12 different
Division. Because the tournament rules majors are represented.
do not allow members from the same
The team's coach, Mike Ingram, also
school to compete against each other,

Lee Morgan
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discussed the importance of th e differ dents have contributed to the success of
the program."
ent majors on the team.
Allevato also showed nothing but ap
"We can leverage the breadth of
knowledge we have, leverage each oth preciation for the team's coach. Thefeel
ing was reciprocated by Ingram.
er's best strengths," Ingram said.
"I'm proud of them as speakers and
He acted as the coach for nine years
before the program was dismantled, and debaters, but I am more proud of them
as good human be
has been the sole
coach for the last "With the diversity of majors, ings," Ingram said.
The
members
four years since
the
program's each individual contributes compete individ
ually, but they can
resurrection.
to the team with their own receive help from
"I cannot be
their peers, either
gin to imagine to
knowledge."
while in the compe
work as hard as
tition or in prepara
—PHILLIP ALLEVATO
Mike does. Our
tion. Every individ
program is real
freshman
ual contributed to
ly unique; other
the team's success,
schools have one
or more assistant coaches, but we just and with the confidence the team has
have Coach Mike," senior Rebecca Korf earned as champions of the NFC, thei r
said, a biochemistry major and two-year projections are high for the national
veteran of th e team. "He puts in an in tournament coming up in March.
credible amount of work and dedication
to make sure we have everything we
need to succeed. I cannot overstate how Contact Lee Morgan at
much his hard work and care for his stu Imorganl 7@my.whitworth.edu

C a l l i n g A l l F r e s h m a n an d S e n ( Y A A R RR R ) S !
Take the 2015 National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE)
On Feb. 24, watch for your " WU Wants Your Feedback" email.
Enter to win a $25 Amazon Gift Card by completing the survey (Gift cards will be awarded to two freshman and two seniors.).

WffTWOKTH
AN EDUCATION OF MIND AND HEART

Your input makes a difference! "Chem Night" was established based on student responses
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Students seek to divest Whitworth from fossil fuels
Katie Shaw
Editor-in-Chief
A g roup of Whitworth students are
pushing the administration to rid Whitworth's investments of fossil fuels, part
of a national movement of s tudents at
universities across the country. Just be
fore January, senior Niko Aberle drafted
a petition, addressed to President Beck
Taylor and the Board of Trustees, en
couraging the university to divest from
the world's 200 worst fossil fuel produc
ing companies.
Members of the Whitworth Divest
ment Campaign have gathered 433 sig
natures on the petition as of Feb. 15,
according to the Facebook page of t he
same name. Because of the Campaign
members' presentation and the petition,
Chief of Staff Rhosetta Rhodes is currendy evaluating which those 200 worst
companies is on Whitworth's list of in
vestments, junior Joel Silvius said.
Aberle, Silvius, s enior Rebecca Korf
and senior Elon Roe led a student sym
posium on Jan. 14in which each of them
presented about divestment from their
own area of expertise.
In the case of ch emistry major Korf,
that was a scientific perspective.
Greenhouse gases such as carbon
dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide
absorb and hold the sun's energy, Korf
explained at the symposium. As a result,
temperatures rise, weather becomes
more drastic and sea levels and ocean
acidity rise.
"We're not asking for a return to hors
es and buggies," Korf said, "but for a re
alization of how our actions affect the
planet."
The companies providing oil are not
the problem and the products they pro bo.org), which is invested in a variety of
vide are needed, Korf said; but most fos places.
sil fuel companies have unsustainable,
"[Divestment] is an excellent tool to
harmful practices and do not invest in
put pressure on
trying to find recompanies and
newable sourc "[Divestment] is an excellent tool to pressure the
es of energy. So
government to
ciety needs fuel, to put pressureon companies and put regulations
but from a sus
to pressure the government to on companies,"
tainable source,
Aberle said.
Korf said.
put regulations on companies."
Divestment
Aberle ad
for
financial
—NIKO ABERLE
dressed
how
impact doesn't
the university
senior
produce much;
and individuals
even if all the
might respond
universities in the countries were to di
to this information. Whitworth has an vest from fossil fuels, itwould not signifi
endowment of $108 million (according cantly affect the large coal and oil corpo
to a 2013 endowment report from nacu- rations, Aberle said.

The number of companies
on the list of top global
fossil fuel companies.
p. 4
+

Hannah Walker | G
raphic Artist

Divestment as a political strategy,
however, has been used effectively in the
past as a method of protest. Aberle gave
the example of universities protesting
apartheid in South Africa being a "cata
lyst for social change."
Whitworth would be the first Protes
tant school in the country to divest from
fossil fuels, Silvius said.
Silvius brought a theological argu
ment to the symposium. "When God put
Adam in the Garden, He put him there
to work the land and to care for it," Silvi
us said, citing Genesis 2:15
"We want to make sure what we do
lines up with what we say we believe,"
Korf said.
Roe, a n economics major, discussed
the potential financial impacts of di

The number of Whitworth students
who interned at the Smithsonian
during Jan Term.
p. 8

vestment and alternative investments
for Whitworth's endowment, including
wind power, solar power and biofuels.
If approved, the university will divest
from any of the Carbon Underground
200 it is currently invested in. The Car
bon Underground 200 lists the top 100
public coal companies and the top 100
public oil and gas companies globally.
When asked by a Symposium attend
ee how students can participate, Korf
said to sign the petition. It can be signed
electronically by going to the Facebook
page called "Whitworth Divestment
Campaign" and following the link in the
"about" section.
Contact Katie Shaw at
kshawl 7@my. whitworth. edu

The age when Brooke Grissom
began dancing.
p. 7
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Whitman student-run divestment campaign fails

A group of Northwest colleges and universities is collaborating to feature some of each other's articles in online and print editions. Content found in the Around the
Northwest" section is written by non-Whitworth students and does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian. Content is used with permission from the
listed newspaper.
the students of Divest Whitman are con student referendum to be the convincing
fident that this upcoming referendum, factor to get the college to divest. Rather,
paired with the recendy-passed faculty he sees these pieces of legislation as a
Though the Whitman College Board opinions and concerns. The students resolution, will m ake a clear statement reaffirmation of the student and faculty
of Trustees stated the college will not then wrote the resolution with the aid and lead the. trustees to take more con opinion on the subject. As Smith sees it,
divest from the fossil fuel industry, stu of Associa te Professor of Poli tics Aaron crete actions.
Divest Whitman has
dents in the Divest Whitman movement Bobrow-Strain and Professor of Poli tics
"The idea is to hit "I think by pushing for already influenced the
Jeanne Morefield.
college to adopt some
are still trying to change then minds.
the trustees with these
Thirty-four professors agreed to sign two [pieces of l egisla
Students and faculty in favor of di
divestment, like I said, environmental prac
tices, so reaffirming
vestment hope the combination of t he the resolution, and the Faculty Senate tion] that state pretty
we've received these
their stance and con
faculty resolution passed last week, and passed the it almost unanimously.
firmly that [their] con
"In 15 years of te aching at Whitman stituents, so to speak,
tinuing the conversa
a victory in a student referendum being
collateral successes,
tion could likely yield
organized for the fall will encourage the I have never seen such a well-run cam the students and the
trustees to reconsider their position and paign," said Morefield of the divestment faculty, want this to and that makes me feel more positive results.
"I t hink, at the end
reinvigorate the divestment movement. campaign. "[The students] worked in happen," said Morecomfortable continu of the day, there's
While several movements have advocat credibly hard, they did all of their re field.
some benefit just to
ed for divestment from various sources search, they contacted and tracked
These two pieces of
ing to push even when bring these issues
over the last several decades, the college down as many faculty as they could, they legislation are contin
the focus of the
still lacks an overarching policy for how answered any questions ... The faculty uations of the philos
we've received one no." into
[was] impressed with them."
Investment Commit
ethics should impact investments.
ophy upon which the
Now that the faculty resolution has divestment campaign
tee because I do feel
Divest Whitman: the student cam
—COLLIN SMITH
passed, Divest Whitman is in the process has operated since
like it matters to the
paign
senior
long-term solvency of
Divest Whitman, a student-run cam of dra fting a student referendum about its inception in 2013.
the endowment," said
paign, urges the Whitman College Board divestment. Many students active in These strategies have
of T rustees to divest the endowment's the divestment campaign, including se not yet convinced the trustees to divest, Smith. "If they're looking at these things
exposure to the top 200 oil, gas and niors Collin Smith, Henry Allen and Ari but in Smith's opinion, the campaign and they're making decisions with that
in mind, I say that's a good thing for the
coal companies. The Divest Whitman Ronai-Durning, hope to bring the refer has not failed.
campaign is part of a nationwide move endum to the student body for a vote be
Smith pointed to the college's recent current moment."
fore spring break.
ment to encourage di
investment in a sustainably-oriented Divestment: The Financial Side
ASWC
already fund, the creation of a Climate Action
In February 2014, the Board of Trust
vestitures from funds "In 15 years of teaching
passed a resolution in Planning Task Force and the decision ees released a statement explaining
involving fossil fuels
the spring of 2013 call to set a date for the college to be car their decision not to divest from fossil
at Whitman I have
in order to combat
ing for the college to bon-neutral as steps that the college fuels, and they have made no public an
climate change and
never seen such a
limit new investments took in response to pressure from the nouncements on the subject since then.
damage the economic
in fossil fuels and form divestment campaign.
Divestment movements are not un
legitimacy of the fossil
well-run
campaign."
a committee with rep
fuel industry at large.
"It wasn't until we started pushing common; in the 1980s, a student cam
resentatives from all for divestment that the college finally paign urged the board to divest from
The student body
—JEANNE M OREFIELD
sections of th e college decided that it was worth working on a companies involved with South African
has not heard much
professor of politics
community to investi Carbon Action Plan and a carbon-neu companies during Apartheid, but they
from Divest Whitman
gate the effect divest trality date. I think by pushing for divest refused to do so. The board does not
this school year, but
their campaign is far from over.Students ment may have on the endowment. After ment, like I said, we've received these have a general policy to guide how they
from the Divest Whitman campaign a nine-month delay, the board decided collateral successes, and that makes respond to suggestions that they divest
were the primary authors of a resolu against formal divestment but formed me feel comfortable continuing to push endowments from various sources. In
tion passed by the Faculty Senate on a Climate Action Planning Task Force even when we've received one no," said recent memory, however, their response
comprised of trustees, staff members, Smith.
Wednesday, Jan. 28.
to requests has always been a firm "no."
Before writing the resolution, a team faculty and students.
Smith admits that he doesn't neces For the full story from Whitman's The
Though the ASWC resolution did not sarily expect the faculty resolution and
of 21 students met with many facul
Pioneer, go to the whitworthian.com
ty members to discuss the professors' bring about divestment, Morefield and

Divestment refuels for spring

93%
The percent of white people
in Academy who chose Oscar
nominations.
p. 11

2
The number of Oscar nominations
for people of color this year.
p. 11

39

12

Margin of victory for the men's
basketball team as they took on
Pacific on Valentine's Day.
p. 13

The streak of NWC Championships
won by the men's swim team before
their second-place finish in 2015.
p. 15
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Multiple faculty members fill
open Student Life position
the whitworthian
FEB. 18,2015

Four ex-military snipers arrested
for plans to murder federal agent
Former U.S. soldier Joseph Hunter pleaded
guilty to conspiring to kill an agent for the
U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration and
an informant in New York. Hunter faces
up to 10 years in prison for recruiting exmilitary snipers with the aim of carrying out
murders on behalf of drug organizations.
The drug traffickers Hunter believed he was
working for were actually working for the
U.S. anti-drugs agency. All were arrested
before the murders were carried out.

Alyssa Saari
StaffWriter
After almost 18 years
at Whitworth, Nicole Boymook, the Assistant Dean
of Off-Campus Students
and Student Success, fin
ished her time at Whit
worth last week. She was
offered a position at an
institution in San Diego to
continue her work with in
ternational students and
helping their transition
into American culture.
"I'm not sure of all the
details, but she was of
fered a really cool position
that fit her talents and de
sires. She also loved the
idea of a warmer climate,"
Leslie Watkins, program
coordinator, said.
Boymook played a ma
jor r ole in Student Life, a
role that took several cur
rent faculty members to
fill during the transition
period.
"Her position is diffi
cult to fill with just one
person," Watkins said.
The responsibilities left
by Boymook have been
accepted and divided be
tween five Student Life
faculty members: Dayna Coleman, Alan Jacob,
Landon Crecelius, Sarah
Washam and Jeff Podmayer.
Dayna Coleman, the
Assistant Dean of Stu
dent Activities, is now also
managing
Off-Campus
Student Activities.
Alan Jacob, the Asso
ciate Director of H ousing,
accepted the oversight
of student theme houses
and the housing selection
processes.
Landon Crecelius, In
ternational Senior Stu-

M|W§in BRIEF
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Jewish graves desecrated in France
Feb. 15—Hundreds of Jewish graves in
Sarre-Union, France were vandalized with
swastikas and Nazi slogans. According to
his Twitter feed, Prime Minister Manuel
Vails said every effort would be made to
catch the perpetrators of an "ignoble and
anti-Semitic act, an insult to memory." A
special investigative team is at the cemetery
in Sarre-Union.

Canadian police foil shooting plot
Hannah Walker | Graphic Artist

"Each faculty member
dent Success Advocate
and former member of the took on areas that made
Student Success Team, sense and coordinates
completely adopted the with what they are cur
position as the Director of rently doing. It's awesome
the Student Success De that they can step up and
have the personality to
partment.
Sarah Washam, Resi say, 'Yeah, I'll fill in the
gaps here,"'
dent Direc
tor for Stew "Her position IS W a t k i n s
said,
ex
art and the
Village, is difficult to fill with pressing her
admiration
filling Cre
just one person." for the hard
celius' old
work
the
position as
—LESLIE W ATKINS
faculty of
the Student
Student Life
program coordinator,
Success Ad
puts forth.
vocate.
student life
T h i s
W i t h
transition
the shifts of
Crecelius and Washam, period will remain for
Jeff Pod mayer will be tak the rest of s pring semes
ing over Washam's role as ter. The search for a per
resident director for Stew manent replacement for
Boymook continues. As
art and the Village.

The Whitworthian
like us on focebook

Watkins said before, it will
be hard to find one person
to take on all of those re
sponsibilities.
"Anytime you have
a person who leaves an
institution who was so
branched out in their du
ties and responsibilities,
it's a time to take a step
back to see how things
were and should be run,"
Watkins said.
By the fall semester, we
may see a new face within
the Student Life faculty or
current faculty taking on
completely new roles.

Contact Alyssa 1 at
asaaril 8@my. whitworth.
edu

Lindsay Kantha Souvannarath, 23, and
Randall Steven Shepherd, 20, have been
arrested and charged in connection with a
plot to carry out a mass shooting in Halifax,
Nova Scotia, Canadian police say. Police
received a tip-off from Crime Stoppers on
Friday—a day before the alleged shooting
spree in the Halifax Shopping Centre was to
take place. The third accomplice, 19-yearold James Gamble, was found dead at a
house in Timberlea outside Halifax after
they arrived and surrounded it. It is unclear
whether he shot himself.
Source | BBC News

ASWU UPDATE
• Campus Pastor Mindy Smith announced
the new dean of spiritual life is Forrest Buckner. He will start his position on July 1.
• Last spring, 75 students wrote a letter to the
dean of spiritual life expressing their desire
for the dean to be more evangelical, Smith
said. Campus ministry faculty plans to grow
in this area while remaining courteous to
the diverse student body, she said.
•Teachers of Tomorrow is anew club whose
mission is tobring together the school of ed
ucation. As a club, they plan to do projects
on campus and in Spokane.
• Basketball Club was approved as a char
tered club. Their mission is to create a com
munity where networking, teamwork and
camaraderie are present. The club is open
to all ages and genders.
•ASWU received approval from Student Life
to change eleven single stall bathrooms to
be gender-neutral.

ARTS&CULTURE
Artist Spotlight: Brooke Grissom
answers her artistic calling in dance

Hannah Palmer | Pho
tographer

Brooke Grissom directs dancers for her original chore
ography.

Emily Goodell
Staff Writer

Name: Brooke Grissom
Year: Senior
Major: Arl/Kinesio)ogy

The word hodgepodge is defined as a mixture of differ
ent things. For senior Brooke Grissom, hodgepodge is not
so much a word as it is a chosen way of life.
Grissom's hodgepodge refers to her unique mix of ma
jors. She is double-majoring in kinesiology and art with a
concentration in spatial design and is a theater-dance mi
nor. The tie between these different areas of study lies in
her passion for all, and ability to find connections between
them.
"Dance is the bridge between art and kinesiology,"
Grissom said.
Dance is Grissom's first passion. She has been dancing
since she was 3 years old and uses it as a way to process
and express her thoughts, feelings, struggles and expe
riences. The ability to process things through an artistic
process is integral to her life and, as with many artists, the
inspiration for expression is essential.
"I find inspiration through music," Grissom said. "The
posture of the song drives the movement."
For Grissom, dance involves a lot of art, but art itself be

came a passion for her during college. She had taken an
art class in high school and had enjoyed it, but it wasn't
until coming to Whitworth that she realized it was some
thing she wanted to pursue.
She was able to not only to find theonnection
c
between
all of he r passions, but to develop and hone her study of
art until it matched what she wanted to do. Her interest in
interior design and architecture prompted her concentra
tion of spatial design.
She isintrigued by the aspect ofhuman ecology involved

in spatial design. It interests her to see what spa
ce provides
for humans and what it does to human interaction.
Grissom believes that art is important to everyone be
cause it speaks to an unconscious side of ou rselves and
allows us to express "literally anything without regard for
holding back."
In her desire to express herself as an artist, she has faced
significant struggles.
"The art major in general is a constant identity crisis,"
Grissom said.
For people pursuing art and dance as well as other cre
ative avenues, an identity crisis is not the only concern.
Three years ago when she first began college, Grissom
sustained a back injury caused by doing cross country and
track. She was unable to participate in activities that in
volved large amounts of physical movement for a year.
"Having to be sedentary for a year showed me what a
gift dancing is," Grissom said.
Grissom is grateful for her ability to dance, but she is
also grateful for the people who have supported her art
istry. Her family has been a great support throughout her
dancing career, she said.
"A lot of parents sway children away from art of any
kind," Grissom said. "But my parents always vocalized that
I could pursue whatever I wanted to."
One way that Grissom pursues her art is through her
work with Partners Through Art, which is a non-prof
it organization started by Karla Parbon, the director of
dance minors at Whitworth. It aims to partner with other
non-profits to help them utilize art for their cause. Many of
the non-profits are a voice for social justice issues.
Working with Parbon helped her to develop as a danc
er and a choreographer. It also helped her to integrate her
faith into her dancing, which is one of the most important
aspects of her artistry. A large part of he r artistic journey
was the realization that faith and dance could go together
and become something powerful. Coming to Whitworth
was vital to that realization.
"Whitworth is a unique place," Grissom said. "Being
here has shown me that faith can be a foundation for every
part of my life."
In the future, Grissom wishes to keep dancing and cho
reographing and pursuing art through continuing her ed
ucation in the field. She also wants to continue working
with non-profits that are a voice for social justice.
To an yone who is pursuing art or dance or even just
looking to express themselves through a creative avenue,
Grissom gives this piece of advice:
"Let go of what you're not, embrace what you are, and
allow that to be a motivation in your work regardless of
what others might think."

Poets share
best of bad
love poetry
Kelli Hennessey
Staff Writer
On Friday the 13th, the eve of Valentine's
Day, the English department club Westmin
ster Round hosted Bad Love Poetry, an event
created to irreverendy celebrate the holiday
and the best of the worst love poetry that can
be culled from the Internet as well as past di
aries of Whitworth students.
Junior Molly Rupp is treasurer of West
minster Round. The event was fun because
of th e collective cynicism—Bad Love Poetry
is a non-traditional way to celebrate using a
familiar form, Rupp said.
Junior Nick Avery, vice president of
Westminster Round, served as the host. He
opened the event with a reading of Kfis ten
Stewart's "My Heart is a Wiffle Ball/Freedom
Pole" and encouraged audience members to
get up and read poems of their choosing. The
club also provided poems for volunteers to
read.
The lightness of the event was reflected in
the enthusiasm of both audience members
and participants, many of who laughed their
way through recitations.
The event was run open-mic style, allow
ing any willing participant to take the stage
and read. Of the 40 or so attendees, around 10
students volunteered to entertain the crowd
with poems mostly found on Google and
read off of smartphones.
Senior Hannah Cruze shared "The Social
ly Awkward Love Poem" found online, while
senior Kyler Lacey took to the stage between
poems to encourage audience participation
and tell jokes. He also read from his own
original work about two things he loves very
much—cars and girls.
Other poems read included "The Worst
Love Poem That Fails to Use the Word Lame"
by Aimee Salter, "The Worst Love Poem Us
ing the Word Lame" by Andrea Heinecke, "A
Twilight Saga Poem, For Twihards Only" and
"Nora, the Maid of Killarney" by William To
paz McGonagall.
Junior Dana Stull also shared original
work. Stull and junior Audrey Strohm read
excerpts from Stull's journal, written while
Stull was at Lutheran confirmation camp
during eighth grade. Stull's work included
both poetry and prose excerpts, including
this untitled piece:
Steven Potter
is wearing a
cute sweatshirt
without a shirt '
underneath.
Hallelujah!

Hannah Palmer | Pho
tographer

In March, Brooke Grissom, along with her dance troop,
will go to Colorado to perform with the American Col
lege Dance Association (ACDA).
Contact Emily Goodell at
egoodelll 8@my.whitworth.

An annual event, Bad Love Poetry is an
opportunity for students to meet, laugh, and
share in some great bad poetry.
For photos from this event, go to
www.thewhitworthian.com.
Contact Kelli Hennessey at
khennesseyl 7@my. whitworth.edu
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Students intern at eminent Smithsonian Institution
Kelli Hennessey
Staff Writer
While most Whitworth students
spent Jan Term on campus or enjoying
the break between long semesters, five
Whitworth Honors students traveled
to Washington, D.C., to intern for the
Smithsonian Institution.
Doug Sugano, Ph.D, who visited the
interns during the term, highlighted the
unique partnership between Whitworth
and the Smithsonian.
"It's really prestigious for Whitworth
to have a special internship agreement
with the Smithsonian in that only two
other universities in the U.S. have the
same sort of par tnership," Sugano said.
"...Any s tudent in the U.S. can apply
to do internships at the Smithsonian,
but they have to go through the larger
Smithsonian process which is fine and
works well, b ut there are probably tens
of thousands of students who apply for
hundreds of opportunities. With this
particular program we have with the
Smithsonian, we choose five interns
who automatically get the positions.
Even the best schools in the U.S. d on't
send five."
The internship program is facilitated
by a partnership between Whitworth
and the Smithsonian Institution that
was created through the work of Janet
Houk, Whitworth's archivist. Two years
ago Houk wrote a grant to go visit the
Smithsonian and during that time met
with administrators to set up this special
program for Whitworth students, Suga
no said.
To be considered for selection, stu
dents must provide two recommen
dations and write an essay. The essay
must illustrate how the experience will
enhance their career and educational
goals, as well as list which areas the stu
dent is interested in working in. These
interests are then used to help place
the students that are selected. During
the three-week internship, the students
stayed with Whitworth alumni currently
living in the Washington D.C. area.

EVENTS

Gretchen Van Lith |Graphic Artist

Each student was able to participate
This year, the five students from Whit
worth came from a variety of majors and in a project related to the interests fisted
years. Senior Spanish and cross-cultural in their application essay.
"The thing that surprised me most
studies major Hannah Norris and ju
was how much
nior English major
they trusted me
Katie Cunningham
"This is something on a
to choose my own
worked in the Cen
ter for Folklife & resume that every employer topic..." Cunning
ham said of the
Cultural Heritage.
Art history major
will notice and talk about." experience. "I real
ly felt like my proj
Stacey Moo worked
—DOUG SUGANO, PHD
ect was self-driv
with the Freer and
en, and because
Sackler Galleries of
professor of English
they respected me
the Asian Art Mu
enough to do that, I
seum, while senior
Thomas Hull worked with the Smithso gained a greater sense of confidence and
nian's Heirloom Garden. Junior Madi created something that helped me grow
son Garner worked with The Smithso academically and as a person."
Her project, a web-based exploration
nian Associates.
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Contact Kelli Hennessey at
khennesseyl 7@my.whitworth.edu
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of mixed race identity including oral his
tories taken from several interviews, will
be live on the website of the Center for
Folklife & Cultural Heritage next fall.
Norris, who worked in the same de
partment but on a different project, also
had a positive experience, and felt that
her connection to Whitworth helped her
to have a memorable experience.
"[My] unique education from Whit
worth let me be on the same page as [the
Smithsonian staff] on a lot of things,"
and added that her hosts, former Whit
worth students, were incredibly gener
ous, and "experiencing their hospitality
made me want to also give back in the
future, maybe also to Whitworth stu
dents," Norris said.
Four of the five participants (Garner is
currently studying abroad in Australia)
briefly presented on their experiences,
and all spoke highly of their experienc
es. All said that they felt that they were
put into situations where their talents
and interests were respected and en
couraged.
Hull, when asked if he would recom
mend that other Whitworth students
participate in the program, said, "Abso
lutely. I w ould, and the one important
thing I would add about that is that it
is not an internship for history majors
... the Smithsonian institution encom
passes museums, human and public
relations—it encompasses any field we
have studied, and this is an opportunity
for any major."
That focus on interdisciplinary work,
Hull said, has remained with him as one
of the most important aspects of this
program.
The program is currently open to stu
dents in Whitworth's Honors program,
and Sugano encouraged eligible stu
dents to apply.
"For a university student, this is
probably one of the best resume
builders you can have. This is something
on a resume that every employer will no
tice and talk about," Sugano said.

at

~

p.m.
Weyerhaeuser Hall ill
6

Fr. A ugustine Thompson, Ph.D, leads
a discussion on Medieval Christian
worship, emphasizing Dominican Rite.
Refreshments provided.

COMMUNITY: POTTERY CLASS
10 a.m.-9 p.m.

Pottery Place Plus
203 N. Washington St.
Local artists transform'wax, clay,
canvas and glaze into powerful mixed
media pieces.

CO

LECTURE: THE UNTOLD STORY OF THE
SYRIAN REFUGEE CRISIS

c=>
CNI

COMMUNITY: WRITER EMILY RAPP

CO

7:30 p.m.
RTT

7:30 p.m.
Auntie's Book Store
402 W. Main

Mark Kadel, director of World Relief
Spokane, lectures on the current state
of Syrian refugees.

EWU and Get Lit! pr ograms present
reading, Q&A and book signing with
bestselling author Emily Rapp.

MUSIC: GRANGER SMITH

ART: STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART

9 p.m. I $15
Palomino Club
6425 N. Lidgerwood
Dallas country singer performs songs
from his seven albums including his
latest, "Dirt Road Driveway."

Daily
Manic Moon Gallery
1007 W. Augusta Ave.

Artist and yogi Diane Sherman shows
spiritual collection.

CM

CAMPUS: FEED 1

7 p.m. dance le:
HUB Multipurpi

ac
CO

Blues singer Gr
an event put on
Union and the E
Club.

FILM: LEONARD!
7 p.m. and 10p
RTT

Watch a docum
the theme of fo
the Leonard A. <
The filmmaker v
O&A session aft
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Gospel choir explodes into a
new year of musical worship

Tanner Scholten|Photographer

Stephaine Nobles-Beans or "MamaBeans" kicks
off Gospel Explosion festivities in Seely G. Mudd
Chapel.
ter said. For Porter, gospel choir is a place she can feel
most comfortable, have fun, laugh and look forward to
tanner acnoiten| rno
iograpuer every week.
The gospel choir in the past has traveled to Washing
Junior Itunu Olanade (left), sophomore Sarah Jo Slater and sophomore Abi Avery perform with other
ton State University to sing, and periodically partners
members of the Exceptional Praise Gospel Choir at Gospel Explosion.
with local churches such as Holy Family and Calvary
Chapel. They also sometimes sing in chapel on Tues
Then,
Whitworth's
own
Exceptional
Praise
Gospel
Courtney Murphy
days
and Thursdays and attend other gospel events,
Choir sang "Soon and Very Soon" and "Wade," a gospel
Porter said.
StaffWriter
favorite.
The choir members come from a variety of back
The Exceptional Praise Gospel Choir is in its eighth
Students and community members alike filled the year, led by junior Elizabeth Porter. A speech and com grounds, and many have not had any previous musical
Seeley G. Mudd Chapel on Feb. 13 for a multicultural munications major, Porter has been involved in the training or experience. There is no musical require
celebration of singing, dancing and worshiping. Gospel choir since her freshman year, after hearing about it ment to join gospel choir, only a desire to worship.
"I'm b ig on working with people who don't have a
Explosion, now in its 18th year, was started by Coordi from a former Act Six Scholar.
nator for Ministry and Multicultural Affairs Stephaine
The choir was originally started by an Act SixScholar musical background; they're there for the right reason,"
Nobles-Beans.
who wanted connect with local congregations and ex Porter said.
Porter is unsure whether she will continue music af
Nobles-Beans, who is better known around campus pose the Whitworth campus to a new kind of worship,
ter she graduates, but she wants to pass leadership of
as "Mama Beans," started the event to "bring the local Porter said.
community and Whitworth community together for a
Porter was involved in choir prog
rams in high school, gospel choir down to a student who is dedicated and
time of fellowship, praise, and worship."
but for the most part her music experience comes from passionate about worship.
Gospel Explosion began with a prayer from. No gospel choir, which she has led for the last two years.
continued on p. 10
bles-Beans and several high-energy worship songs.
"For me, my freshman year, it was a safe haven," Por-

URSOUL

on, 8 p.m. concert
;e Room

CXI
CXI

MUSIC: G RIEVES

cd

8 p.m. I $2 0
The Bartlett
228 IV. SpragueAve.

ce Love perform in
by the Black Student
wing/Ballroom Dance
CO

IKLAND FILM FESTIVAL
n.
ntary dealing with
giveness as part of
akland Film Fes tival,
ill be available for a
:rwards.

CO
CXI

LECTURE: KATHRYN LOFTON

ca

7 p.m.
RTT

Instrumental hip-hop artist Grieves
performs downtown with musician
Mouse Powell.

Yale professor lectures on how
public affects, intimate desires and
corporate entities are influenced by
and can influence religious activity.

THEATER: CREEPS

FOOD: INLANDER RESTAURANT WEEK

2 p.m.
Stage Left Theater
108 IV. Third Ave.
Stage Left presents a contemporary,
romantic comedy set in a virtual
reality written by Sandra Hosking.

Daily / Prices vary
Spokane
Spokane restaurants offer special
Restaurant Week menus. Go to
inlanderrestaurantweek.com for
specific restaurants and prices.

CM

LECTURE: IN THE WRITER S STUDIO WITH
JESS WALTER
7 p.m.
RTT

a

CO

Jess Walter, Whitworth's spring
2015 writer-in-residence and award
winning author, speaks about writing.

ART: NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC LIVE!
7 p.m. I $41.50
INB Performing Arts Center
334 IV Spok ane Falls Blvd.
Photographer Joel Sartore shares
his experiences documenting
endangered species.
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Alumnus lectures en the philosophies of happiness
Feb. 18,2015

Emily Goodell
Staff Writer
Whitworth alumnus Stephen T. Da 
vis presented the lecture "Happiness
in Life: Epictetus and Christianity" last
Thursday night in the Robinson Teach
ing Theatre.
The audience of students, faculty and
community members listened close as
Davis said that the secret to happiness
lies not in ambition and achievement,
but in changing the way one's mind re
acts to the external world.
Junior Anneliese Immel was deep in
thought after the presentation.
"The philosophy of happiness that he

for happiness has to do with trying to agrees with Epictetus's approach to loss
fulfill as many wants and desires as pos and suffering.
Epictetus says that death along with
sible while trying to avoid as many un
desirable things as possible, in the hope everything else, isn't bad because it has
no moral and that you shouldn't mourn
that this will make bring happiness.
He says that the fallacy of this recipe is the death of a loved one, because it isout
that it assumes that people will be satis of your control. Consequently, Epictetus
fied when they achieve their wants and says that you should pretend to mourn
another's loss, but not actually mourn,
desires.
"Human desire is insatiable," Davis because another's sorrow is of n o con
cern to you. Davis disagrees and argues
said.
Davis says that as one achieves a goal that some things in the external world
that he or she thought would bring hap do have morals and are truly bad.
Davis said that Epictetus's philoso
piness, one instantly begins thinking of
the next goal that will bring happiness, phy of s toicism relates to Christianity,
but that they have basic differences.
but happiness never comes.
Davis gave a brief history of the phi Stoicism values self-sufficiency and per
losopher Epictetus and provided the sonal happiness, assumes that the exter
premise of hi s philosophy. He said that nal world is morally neutral, and doesn't
Epictetus believed that the internal require a social ethic.
On the contrary, Christianity values
world inside the mind can be moral or
immoral and that it is the only thing a doing things through God and com
person can control. He said that the ex munity and honoring God in one's life,
ternal world, the things that happen are believes that there are morally good and
fated, beyond control, and are neither morally bad occurrences, and requires a
social ethic.
moral nor immoral.
Davis said that even though the Bible
Davis iterated that the bulk of Ep ictetus's philosophy is stoicism. A sto has little to say about happiness, that the
ic trains oneself to live a life of r eason Christian value of joy, which is arguably
and accept the world as it is and as it more important, is presented often.
Despite these differences, Davis be
comes. Those' who think that stoicism
lieves that with ad
and achievement are
Gretchen Vail Lith|Graphic Artist
hering to Christianity
mutually exclusive are
Everybody wants to placed first, before
wrong, he said.
presented—as a shift in the way of think
stoicism, that stoicism
A s toic can work to
be happy."
ing—was not surprising to me," Im mel
can be a useful tool for
achieve an external
said. "What was surprising is that I know
Christians.
—STEPHEN T. DAVIS
goal, such as getting
and believe in the concept, but I d on't
President Beck Tay
into the Stanford MBA
live my life that way."
lor attended the lec
program, if three condi
"Everybody wants to be happy," Davis
tions are set. They must realize that in ture and was pleased with the results.
said.
"This was a good example of inte
ternal goals are more important than ex
Davis is a professor of ph ilosophy at
ternal goals, that external goals will not grating faith and learning," Taylor s aid.
Claremont McKenna College in Cali
make you happy, and that you should "It's great to see him (Davis) embodying
fornia, and a Whitworth alumnus. He
not allow failure to achieve an external Whitworth as an alum."
majored in philosophy and history at
In summation, Davis said, "So far as
goal to disturb your internal goal of tran
Whitworth, and later received both the
joy in lifeis concerned, stoic philosophy
quility.
distinguished alumnus award and an
Davis disagrees with Epictetus on is good, but Christianity is better."
honorary doctorate from Whitworth.
two levels. First, he believes that there
"If you follow the usual theory of how
should be more distinction between
to be happy, happiness runs through
how much people are in control or not Contact Emily Goodell at
your fingers like water," Davissaid.
in control of situations. Second, he dis egoodelll 8@my.whitworth.
Davis says that the modern equation

A Gospel Explosion
voices musical praise
continued from p. 9

"It brings people together," Porter
said.
After Whitworth's choir performed
several individuals danced, sang, and
recited poetry. Groups from around the
area, such as the Spokane Community
Gospel Choir and a worship band that
sang in both English and Spanish, also
performed.
Freshman Andrew Peacock-was one
of the many Whitworth students who
attended the event and had a positive
experience.
"It was really cool to see a communi
ty that I thought was underrepresented
come out and shine," Peacock said.

Peacock had been to a gospel worship
event before, and enjoyed the sense of
authenticity he felt during gospel wor
ship.
"There was nothing that people were
holding back," Peacock said.
Nobles-Beans is enthusiastic about
the event and is expecting it to be even
larger next year.
"It continues to grow; it's never been
small. The crowds get larger and larger,"
Nobles-Beans said.
The Exceptional Praise Gospel Choir
meets and rehearses Sunday nights from
6:30-8 in the chapel.
Contact Courtney Murphy at
cmurphyl 8@my.whitworth.edu

Tanner Scholten |Photographer
Spokane community members sang praise with students at Gospel Explosion.

OPINIONS
Diversity needs work in Hollywood EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP
WHITNEY
CARTER

What we should learn
from Brian Williams

The TVshow Blackish features African American leads
and a mostly African American cast. Broadcast comedy
and drama casts are much more racially diverse than
OPINIONS EDITOR
film casts according to 2014 diversity report created by
the Ralph J. Bunch Center for African American Studies
Honesty and the truth sometimes are not as ap
For the first time in nearly two decades, the Academy at UCLA. Empire has become a runaway hit featuring a
Award nominations for 2014 did not include a single act mosdy African American cast, proving that, contrary to pealing as making a great story and being the center
ing nominee that was a person of color. There were only popular belief, both white and black people will watch a of attention. This is exactly what happened to Brian
two people of co lor nominated, both for Selma in the show even if ithas mosdy black people in it. Also proving Williams, the now suspended anchor of NBC Nightly...
categories of Best Picture and Best Original Song.
that black people can carry a television show and it can News. He embellished stories of what had happened
• to him when he was on assignment reporting in Iraq,
This feels like an incredibly important time for Holly be profitable.
wood to emphasize its commit
At the same time, movies like Selma and stating that the helicopter he was riding in was hit by
ment to diversity and yet it falls
12 Years a Slave have proven to be box of a rocket-propelled grenade. In reality, the helicopter
"This feels like an
short on that effort. They have
fice successes but Hollywood still struggles was never hit by a rocket-propelled grenade.
Perhaps he thought by telling this story, he could
gone backward in their efforts.
to increase diversity both in front of and
.incredibly important
We live in a time that has been
behind the camera. "The idea that there is relate to America's military families better, draw
time for Hollywood
a necessary trade-off between diversity and them in and emotionally connect with them. Or
heralded as a "post-racial society."
excellence has enabled the status quo," ac maybe it was a case of P ost-Traumatic Stress Dis
However recent national political
to emphasize its
order (PTSD), as Yahoo! and other sites have spec
cording to the 2014 diversity report.
events and the current state of our
ulated. Perchance it was, as one New Yorker article
The
hashtag
#OscarsSoWhite
was
quickly
media have proven that we still
commitment to
trending after the Oscar nominations came hypothesized, a case of a God-complex. Williams
have significant strides to make
towards true equality. Hollywood diversity and yet it falls out and the incredibly dearth of diversity was a highly respected, renowned journalist who
was noted. The president of th e Academy rose to his helm at NBC Nightly News quickly. With
represents an area of c oncern as
short."
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, Cher Williams being a man of high stature and status in
well a s areas of o pportunity that
yl Boone Isaacs, was quick to highlight the the world of jour nalism, a God-complex essentially
could be used to further progress.
states that he would do anything to maintain that
Best Picture nod accorded to Selma.
"We, as black people, have
"What is important not to lose sight of is that Selma, status. He must have felt powerful with his high
been celebrated more for when we are subservient,
when we are not being leaders or kings or being at the which is a fantastic motion picture, was nominated for ly-inflated ego and impressive resume. In order to
center of our own narrative," David Oyelowo said during best picture this year, and the best picture category is keep his status as that top-tier journalist, he needed
an appearance at the Santa Barbara International Film voted on by theentire membership of around 7,000 peo a good story.
Regardless of the reasons for misleading millions
ple," Boone Isaacs said.
Festival.
It is important to note that these decisions are made about the truth of the story, a journalist needs to
I am not sure I would go as far as Oyelowo, who playe
d
maintain his or her integrity. The foundations of true
Martin Luther King Jr. in the recent box office hit Selma. by the academy, who are predominantly made up of
journalism are honesty and knowing when to apol
Although, looking at the recent trends, there appear to white men. In 2013, the L.A. Times discovered that the
ogize. For 12 years, Williams continued to tell the
be a lot more characters in those positions that have academy was 93 percent white and 76 percent male. This
story until someone took the time to fact check it.
nominations and wins; Octavia Spencer in 7he Help and begs the question, how much are member demograph
ics affecting what accolades are given during award sea Even if a journalist is telling a story he experienced
Lupita N'yongo in 12 Years a Slave as examples.
r such a lack himself, he should take the time to fact check. A for
Hollywood has a diversity problem. The recent 21st son? And how long are we willing to stand fo
merly revered journalist fell from grace because of a
of
recognition
for
talent
because
of
skin
color?
annual "Hollywood Issue" of Vanity Fair is known to
The Best Picture nomination is incredibly significant, misstep in telling the truth. Not only did his career
represent the big Hollywood actors and actresses of the
become tarnished from this incident, but his lack of
year; they often choose a diverse range of actors regard but for only two people of color to be nominated for honesty and integrity tainted the entire profession of
awards
seems
like
a
grave
misstep
in
a
time
where
the
less of n omination status. However, this year, they fea
area of race is turbulent in America. We would do well journalism and the media as a whole. For an indus
tured only two actors of color, including Oyelowo.
try already struggling to gain the trust of its viewers,
It is important to note that the television industry has to encourage more diversity within the academy as well readers and listeners, Williams took the industry
as
speak
with
our
dollars
and
watch
movies
that
uplift
made significant strides in the area of representation.
back several steps.
There are numerous examples of men and women of cultures that are not in the majority.
color on television in positions of power and influence. CARTER is a senior majoring in communications.
Editorials in the "Inthe Loop" section reflect the
People of color are being shown as lawyers, doctors and Comments can be sent to wcarterl6@my.whitworth.
majority opinion of the EditorialBoard, comprised of
five editors.
other professionals.
edu
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American education system needs work beyond standard curriculum
MATTHEW
BOARDMAN
One of the greatest critiques of American public
education is that it fails to adequately prepare Amer
ican students to compete on a global scale. However,
even as there are those who consider education reform
a pressing issue, others assert that the education sys
tem doesn't need any major reforms because the true
source of trouble lies elsewhere.
This brings us to the topic of educational standards,
or more specifically, the question: will changing stan
dards really help improve the American education sys
tem?
The answer is no. Some attribute the struggles of
current education to previous or new standards. They
are mistaken. These issues have existed for some time,
and the true solution lies not in nationalizing curricu
lum standards.
"American education needs to be fixed, but nation
al standards and testing are not the way to do it. The
problems that need fixing are too deeply ingrained in
the power and incentive structure of the public ed
ucation system, and the renewed focus on national
standards threatens to distract from the fundamental
issues," wrote Lindsey Burke and Jennifer Marshall in a
2010 article for the Heritage Foundation.
There are two key elements that need to be ad
dressed.
One of these fundamental issues is that knowing
the answer has become more important than learning
the processes that were used to find it. Learning has
become secondary to competition—between schools
for funding and students for becoming "successful."
Students need to understand what and, equally im
portant, why they're learning so that they can master
it. Because once mastered, they can innovate—they
can create new techniques, processes and ideas in that
area and develop as individuals as well as scholars.
An accompanying critique is that of lasting student
dependency. Learning relies heavily on the thoughts
and knowledge of others, that is inescapable fact. All
current academic knowledge is based on what our
predecessors have discovered. However, in the cur
rent system, students' thinking has become lastingly
dependent on others. Learning is suppose to prepare
individuals for independent thinking, so that they can
continue to problem solve, even in new scenarios. The
earlier innovative thinking is cultivated, the better.

Pasi Sahlberg, a well known Finnish education ex ed America to be below average in mathematics and
pert, said that the question the U.S. should be asking is close to average in reading and science, according to
not, "What will help students succeed in today's econ OECD.
This brings us to the second, and more significant
omy," but rather, "What will make them be lifelong
learners?" (as cited by Linda Borg of the Providence of the two, fundamental issue for improving American
education.
Journal).
State standards, teachers and students have all been
While this is certainly an area that needs to be ad
dressed, it may not be as widespread as one may fear. blamed as part of the apparently poor state of Ameri
A s urvey conducted by The' Whitworthian found that can education. Finland is often cited as an ideal model
of the 276 respondents, only 24 percent reported that for America to emulate, said scholastic writer Wayne
their high schools' learning methods emphasized D'Orio, as it consistently ranks at the top of the glob
al scoreboard. However, the cause of America's
memorization
global ranking'has been tied to another culprit,
over
compre
one that would also shed new light on the accura
hension of con
cy of the ranking.
cepts and their
David Berliner, the Regents' Professor Emer
out-of-class ap
itus of Education at Arizona State University, has
plications. The
authored and co-authored many studies and
small and isolat
books addressing various aspects of education.
ed pool may not
He argues that the reason America has scored
accurately rep
poorly on the PISA is because of the achieve
resent national
ment gap in U.S. schools. Poverty, not the quality
and state aver
of teachers or the curriculum, is the cause of low
ages, but one
global scores.
can hope that
"American schools with fewer than 10 percent
in most regions
of students in poverty score higher than any coun
the majority of
try in the world. It continues from there: Schools
students experi
under 24.9 percent rank third in the world and
ence a focus on
schools
from 25 percent to 49.9 percent rank
comprehension
Hannah Walker | Graphic Artist
tenth and still above the PISA and the U.S. aver
and application.
This problem is one that must be addressed in the ages. . . 50 to 74.9 percent of students in poverty score
classroom. It is connected to the teaching methods dis low; schools with over 75 percent of students in poverty
tricts and educators employ: how they teach, not what have reading scores so low they outrank only Mexico,"
curriculum they are required to teach. Standards can wrote Malcolm.Terence of the California Federation of
not dictate what aspects of learning teachers choose Teachers, citing data from Berliner's research.
The most significant factor to student achievement
to emphasize on a day to day basis, even if they try to,
because a level of teacher autonomy will always be re is poverty. If such data is accurate, standardizing ed
tained. What aspects of schooling are emphasized as ucation will not change how America scores globally
the most important is up to their efforts and methods. because it is not addressing the root of the problem.
Poverty is an eternal struggle, and is itself a conse
The solution to this problem, and something that Whitquence of other factors. It likely will never be erad
worth can supply, is more qualified educators.
So why all the fuss about fixing American education icated on this earth, but it can and should be fought,
al standards? One of the most consistently cited indi especially when concerning education. If America is
cators of the poor quality of American education is its to develop intellectually and humanitarianly as a so
ranking on the Programme for International Student ciety, improving the lives of impoverished students
Assessment (PISA), "a triennial international survey needs to be prioritized so that the bottom line of stu
which aims to evaluate education systems worldwide dent achievement can be raised. Education is a hand
by testing the skills and knowledge of 15-year-old stu up, not a hand out.
dents," according to the Organization for Economic
BOARDMAN is a freshman majoring in English. Com
Co-operation and Development (OECD).
The 2012 PISA (the most recently published) report ments can be sent to mboardmanl8@my.whitworth.edu
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MEMORIZATION WAS EMPHASIZED. UNDERSTANDING CONCEPTS WAS SECONDARY.
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UNDERSTANDING CONCEPTS AND THEIR OUT-OF-CLASS APPLICATIONS WAS EMPHASIZED.

MEMORIZATION AND COMPREHENSION OF CONCEPTS WERE BOTH EMPHASIZED.

Email survey of 276 Whitworth students

How would you describe the learning
methods (primarily) implemented in your
high school?
"Rote memorization and unthinking
regurgitation on a multiple choice
or fill in the blank quiz does not
encourage innovation and mastery
of thinking processes and mental
operations as well as open-ended
questions."

See above for Boardman's series on high
school education.
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SPORTS
Men's basketball shows no love for NWC teams
Connor So udani
Sports Editor
It may have been Valentine's Day weekend, but the
Pirates showed no love for Northwest Conference foes
George Fox and Pacific on the last home games of the
regular season. After defeating George Fox handily 9076, the Bucs blew out the Pacific University Boxers on
Saturday, 89-50, in what would be their second-largest
margin of victory this season.
The George Fox Bruins boasted a No. 2 r anked scoring
average in the NWC com ing into the matchup at 76 points
per game; however, they would be without the NWC lea d
ing scorer Jonny Howard (17.3 ppg) who was excused by
the coaching staff for the game.
From the first Whitworth possession, the Bruins fell
into a full-court press. The Pirates were not outwardly
phased by the high-intensity defense early on, and junior
forward George Valle set the offensive tone early with a
3-pointer.
"I think there were a couple times tonight when we
got a little flustered with their full-court pressure," Valle
said. "We started throwing the ball all over the court and

turning it over, but I think it takes someone to make a
play at that point and step up and calm the tide and I was
able to do that a c ouple times tonight."
In many ways, the first half proved to be a showcase of
patented Whitworth-style basketball. As such, aggressive
play on both sides of the ball as well as g ood ball move
ment on offense led to an early double-digit lead for the
Bucs. A la te first half run with 1:30 remaining by George
Fox would prove frustrating for head coach Matt Logie as
the Pirate lead was cut to 11 when the first half came
to an end. Logie was even called for a technical foul for
hitting the front of the scorer's table as t he team made
their way into the locker room.
"We were a little sloppy with our execution, a little
sloppy with the basketball so we just talked about the
things we do against the press and how to be better at
it," Logie said. "Guys just need to learn and grow from
it. Some of these guys haven't played against pressure
like that very frequently and within our system so we're
growing and sometimes that comes with growing pains."
The tight play characterizing the last few minutes of
the first half continued through the first five minutes of
the second. Logie began showcasing his frustration with
referees more openly after foul calls and before time

outs. It took time for the Pirates to return to an offensive
rhythm like the one they had during most of the first
half. However, a 3-point-play opportunity from senior
forward Adam Wilkes with 11:14 to go became the spark
that would put the Bruins away for good.
With 1:17 left to play and a 2 0-point Whitworth lead,
the last of the starters were subbed out en route to a
90-76 Pirate victory.
The Bucs finished the game shooting 50 percent from
the floor with Valle adding 18 points and five rebounds
to go along with sophomore forward Christian lurlina's
23 points, seven rebounds and seven assists. Sophomore
guard Kenny Love was noticeably quiet with his perfor
mance on Friday. In foul trouble early on, Love accounted
for six points on 1-5 shooting from the field.
Senior night on Valentine's Day a gainst Pacific began
emotionally for Wilkes and senior forward Taylor Farnsworth as they were recognized by the athletic depart
ment for their four-year participation on the basketball
team.
"I can't describe it, man," Wilkes said. "I mean, I've
been here for four years and to see four years of work
culminate in not only a good game for me personally but,
more importantly, a really, really solid team win against
a good opponent. It means everything."
While Valle started things off offensively with five of
Whitworth's first nine points as part of his 11 first-half
points, Wilkes provided a significant offensive spark with
eight points in the first half off the bench.
Pacific's star players in Mitch Wettig and Riley Grandinetti were held to just nine combined points in the
first half as t he Pirate defense stifled the Boxer offense
under the basket and beyond the arc. In the paint, the
Boxers were stymied with just 10 points and zero sec
ond-chance points as part of just seven field goals
made on 26 attempts.
The Pirates on the other hand were converting from
every spot on the floor by shooting 50 percent from the
field, 36.4 percent from beyond the arc and a perfect 100
percent from the stripe. Unlike the night before, Whit
worth held their significant lead at the half, 41-23.
Despite the already one-sided game through one half
of play, the Pirates continued their offensive and defen
sive onslaught and increased the lead to 66-32 with just
over nine minutes to play. The lead increased even more
to 39 points with six minutes to play before major sub
stitutions were made.
The 89-50 victory for the Pirates would prove their
largest margin of victory this season since their 103-49
victory over D'Youville on Nov. 15.
"Tonight was probably our best full effort on both
sides of the ball. We we re able to put a w hole game to
gether so that gives us a l ot of confidence moving for
ward that we've seen what that looks like on both sides,"
Logie said. "Hopefully we can continue to execute like
that moving forward."
The seniors, Wilkes and Farnsworth, combined for 18
points in their last regular season home game of their
college careers, lurlina added 16 and Valle came away
with 18 points for the Pirates as well.
With these two wins, the Bucs close in on becoming the
first NWC s chool since the 1965-70 Linfield Wildcats to
win six NWC cha mpionships in a ro w. The two home wins
also add to the over 150 home victories the Pirates have
accumulated since the 2001-02 season.
The men's regular season will conclude with games on
Friday and Saturday at Pacific Lutheran and Puget Sound
with the NWC To urnament to follow the week after.

Contact Connor Soudani at
csoudanil6@my.whitworth.edu

J ,L -.round a defender during the 89-50 blowout victory over Pacific University on Valentine's Day.
Sophomore forward Christian jurnna cun
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Senior Katara Belton-Sharp sizes up her opponent during the Pirates' game against George Fox last Friday. Belton-Sharp scored 17 points in the overtime loss.
baskets from the field as well as a 3-pointer.
"We definitely emphasized defense in practice. This
Staff Writer
week especially, if you missed the box-out, you had a
set of lines, or you were pulled from the drill," BeltonThe women's basketball team battled through some Sharp said.
close games last weekend. "Die Friday night match en
The Pirates' offense improved in the second half and
tered an intense overtime and ended with the George put up an additional 29 points for the Bucs. However,
the Bruins success on offense
Fox University Bruins' narrow win, 53-52. The next day,
continued as they scored 28
the Pirates achieved victory
points during the half and tied
against the Pacific University
the game at 51-51.
Boxers, 66-58, and ended the
The match on Friday night
weekend with a record of 11-3progressed into overtime due
0 in conference play.
to a last-second, crowd-elec
The Friday night game
demonstrated how evenly
trifying 3-pointer from Beltonmatched the Bruins and Pi
Sharp to tie the score. George
Katara Belton-Sharp scored
Fox scored a field goal 40 sec
rates were with each half end
17 points and pulled
ing with one team ahead by
onds into overtime. Whitworth
down 11 rebounds against
only one point.
was able to answer with a free
George Fox on Friday. She
The first half began with
throw, putting them within
followed that performance
both teams scrambling for a
one. With only a minute left,
with a 20 point, nine re
solid lead. Whitworth man
the Pirates attempted to take
bound night against Pacific
aged to pull ahead with the
the lead, but were unable to
on Saturday.
help of jun ior forward KC Mcconvert on their final play and
Connell and held a small lead
score a last-second 3-pointer.
for most of the first half. Howrnggggggg/gggm
The game ended with
ever, George Fox was able to
George Fox winning, 53-52. Af
make a comeback and end the
ter this weekend, George Fox's
half with 23 points and a one-point lead.
women's basketball team has a record of 13-0.
Head coach Helen Higgs trained the Pirates to avoid
The game on Saturday night against Pacific did not
a repeat of the last George Fox game, which resulted in start off in Wh itworth's favor. In the first two minutes,
a dramatic 70-39 defeat.
the Boxers started off s trong and scored six points.
"We attacked their zone a little bit smarter this game, While the ball seemed to stay on Whitworth's side of
so we got a littie bit better shot selection," Higgs said.
the court, Pacific's offense scored quickly on each of its
Whitworth's defense had a rocky start in the second possessions.
half, allowing George Foxto hold their lead with a score
Whitworth was able to score 22 p oints in the half,
of 31-24. But t he Pirates soon took charge with help but its defense was lacking. Despite McConnell's 3-8
from senior forward Katara Belton-Sharp, scoring six shooting, the Pirates were behind after allowing Pacific

Peter Houston-Hencken

'BIO BOX

to score 29 points in the first half.
"We got angry that we were down at half. We played
passive in the first half, so wejust buckled down on de
fense," McConnell said.
The Pirates turned the tables on the Boxers for the
second half by tying the score five minutes in. After se
nior guard Lexie Zappone hit a 3-pointer, putting Whit
worth ahead, the Pirates held onto their lead for the
rest of the game.
"Our focus was the first thing that changed [in the
second half], and then our energy together. We came
together as
a team, and
"We got angry that we were
we picked
down at half. We played
up our de
fense, which
passive in the first half, so
led to our of
fense," Zap
we just buckled down on
pone said.
defense."
Zappone
and McCon
—KC MCCONNELL
nell carried
the team in
junior
the second
half scoring
22 and 17 points, respectively, en route to a 66-58 vic
tory.
"We talked about being more focused, mentally. We
were playing hard, but we were running around with
out any direction. You have to think about what you're
doing," Higgs said.
Pacific University left Whitworth with a record of
5-8-0. Next w eekend the Pirates will face the Pacific
Lutheran Knights in Parkland, Washington, and the
Puget Sound Loggers in Tacoma.
Contact Peter Houston-Hencken at
phouston-henckenl 7@my. whitworth.edu
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NVVC home loss for tennis
Pirate women win two of nine matches at home
Connor Soudani

the other side of the net on any given day so in practice
we work a lot on constructing and winning a point rath
Sports Editor
er than banking on your opponent's error."
In No. 2 and No. 3 doubles, the team of sophomores
The women's tennis team began conference play
against the defending conference champion Whitman Annabelle Burns and Bella Hoyos fell in a close match,
Missionaries on Saturday. The Pirates pulled through 9-7, while the team of Morgan McDivitt and Saryn
on two singles matches, but fell in the remaining seven Mooneylost 8-5.
Singles proved to be the bright spot for Whitworth as
doubles and singles showdowns.
Saryn
Mooney defeated Jenna Dobrin at No. 2 si ngles
Despite the one-sided end result, the matches them
and Bella Hoyos defeated Morgan
selves proved close set to set. In No.
Lawless at the No. 3 spot.
1 doubles, junior Taylor Pena and
"Honestly, I feel like [we]
In the end, the Pirate women
freshman Jennifer Adams fought
came out even better than I were in a positive mood from the
a tight match with twins Courtney
competition.
and Morgan Lawless to an even
"We were happy just to get
expected."
tual 8-5 match loss. With such a
some games off of them, but we all
well-rounded set of o pponents in
—RACHEL ALDRIDGE
played really well and so we were
the Lawless twins, Pena said she
really happy we could all do our
head coach
had to focus on intricacies of h er
best," McDivitt said.
opponents' game in order to ex
The Whitman matchup is the
ploit what weaknesses she could.
first conference matchup for the Pirates under Aldridge.
"My strategy was to hit everything cross-court and Aldridge, who took over for longtime coach Jo Wagstaff
then wait for her to hit a weaker ball [so I could] come this season, was pleased with the team's performance
up to the net and put it away," Pena said. "She doesn't against the 29th-ranked Whitman squad.
miss but sometimes you can produce a weaker shot if
"Honesdy, I feel like [we] came out even better than I
you hit a good shot yourself."
expected," Aldridge said. "There's little things to tweak to
However, interim head coach Rachel Aldridge said maybe have a different end result the next time we play
the team focuses on other game aspects in practice.
them, but overall, I'm very pleased with how everybody
"Generally when we're trying to construct a point it's played."
good to be able to recognize your opponent's weakness
es. But in general, you don't know who's going to be on Contact Connor Soudani at
csoudanil 6@my. whitworth.edu

Men's tennis falls in second contest
The Pirates will begin Northwest Conference play
next weekend when they travel down to Oregon to face
Staff Writer
Pacific and George Fox.
The coaches and players are both positive about the
Whitworth fell t o Lewis-Clark State 7-2 Saturday in 2015 season, as they see high potential and talent on
Lewiston, Idaho, for their last team match before begin the team. Assistant coach Cameron Williams has high
ning conference play this weekend.
hopes for the upcoming season as well.
"We played hard and gave a lot of effort today, which
"In the start of our season we always play local teams
explains why all of our matches were so close," senior to warm up for conference play," Williams said. "Based
Chris Engelmann said. "The doubles matches were all on what us coaches have seen in the past few weeks, this
within one break, and the singles
is our greatest start ever."
matches were mostly close as well."
The team is hoping to improve
"Being in close matches is
Senior Matt Goebel won his
on their fifth-place finish in con
doubles match with junior Blake
a good confidence booster
ference last year, knowing their
Miller 8-6, and also won his singles
will be many challenges in a, tal
going into conference play." ented group of Northwest Confer
match in straight sets. Junior Drew
Brigham and Engelmann also had
ence teams. However, the coaches
—DREW BRIGHAM
good performances but lost in
have seen promising play from the
straight sets after starting at the No.
junior
teams' under and upperclassmen.
1 and 2 spots respectively.
"Tennis is a lifetime sport, so
Brigham said he felt he stepped
there are always things you can be
his game up compared to the week before, where he did working on everyday in practice," Williams said. "Our
not feel as sharp as he usually does. Brigham was con team chemistry is really good this year,so we are excited
tent with the fact that he was hitting difficult shots while to see what the season brings."
remaining accurate, he said.
"We have been playing really good teams at the start
of th is season to get us up for the oncoming games,
Brigham said. "Being in close matches is a good confi Contact Kyle Cacoyannis at
kcacoyannisl 8@my.whitworth.edu
dence booster going into conference play.'

Kyle Cacoyannis

Far Tickets Call 509.535.PUCK or 800.325.SEAT
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Men's swim team dynasty
ends, women third at NWC
Championships
After a dynasty of consecutive NWC
titles that spanned 12 seasons, the men's
team finally saw its streak come to an end
on Sunday. The Whitman team, which
finished with 697.5 points, edged out a
second-place Whitworth squad which
came in second with 647.5 points after
the three-day competition, The win for
the Missionaries marks the first for the
program in school history.
The women's team was unable
to surmount defending champion
Pacific Lutheran, which finished with
a dominant showing of 779 points. The
Whitman women grabbed the secondplace spot with 524 points to beat out
Whitworth with 486 points.
The Pirates will resume competition
in just over a month's time to compete
at NCAA Division III Championships in
Texas.
Connor Soudani | Spor
ts Editor

Track and Field looks toward
outdoor after UW Open meet
With a trip to Seattle, the Pirates
concluded their last indoor meet of t he
season before their intrasquad outdoor
meet on Feb. 27.
The Whitworth women were headlined
by junior Katie McKay who broke the
indoor school record for 800m with a
time of 2:17.74.
On the men's side, top-10 finishes from
junior Scott Mayfield in the weight throw
and the shotput proved notable.
Connor Soudani | Sports Editor

Baseball cracks open EWU
exhibition games at home
The baseball team kicked off its first
home competition of the season with a
pair of exhibition games against Eastern
Washington on Saturday.
Pitcher Dan Scheibe struck out 11
batters as part of the 9-1 victory for the
Pirates in the late morning game.
In the second matchup later that day,
the agreed-upon seven-inning game
resulted in five strikeouts for pitcher
Spencer Ansett and a 15-2 Pirate win.
Connor Soudani | Sports Editor
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TOP: Senior Seth Flanders enjoys
the snow at Tall Timber Ranch in
Leavenworth, Washington, during
Jonathan Moo's Ecology and the Bible Jan
Term class.
Lilly Davis |Junior

ABOVE LEFT: Junior Lauren Noonan
finishes her travel journal entry outside
a cafe near the Basilica of Santa Maria
Novella in Italy during on the Core 250 in
Europe trip.
Chase Weholt | ophomore
S

ABOVE: Junior Amelia Brown and
sophomore Eli Varner look over the Seine
River from the Orsay Museum clock tower
in Paris during the Core 250 trip.
Chase Weholt | ophomore
S

LEFT: The members of the Christianity in
Britain trip visit the top of the Necropolis
in Glasgow, Scotland.
,

Nikole Wyles | Se
nior

+
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BUMS

Wes Walton
The third-year swimmer prepares for nationals for the
second year in a row after almost leaving Whitworth for
good due to a personal crisis.

Private restroom installation
plans progress
p. S>
Soul event hosts band, feast
and swing dancing
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VOLUME 105, ISSUE 10
The Wliitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 250
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CLARIFICATIONS&CORRECTIONS
The Whitworthian apologizes for the misleading vocabulary in Issue 9: a
news story about changes in staffing in Student Life refer to Nicole Boymook
and other staff members as faculty, when they should have been called staff.

we know you're on twitter

07 ARTIST WALKER

03 LOWE LECTURE

FEATURED

The national spokesperson for Young
Evangelicals for Climate Actions discusses
how Christians can combat climate change.

05 SYRIAN REFUGEES

The director of World Relief Spokane reveals
the untold stories of Syrian refugees as they
flee their country and search for safety.

07 FILM FESTIVAL

The seventh year of the Leonard Oakland
Film Festival encourages viewers to
consider film as an art form.

10 FERGUSON LECTURE

follow @TheWhitworthian

Professor Tobin Miller Shearer of the
University of Montana encourages students
to develop new tools to work against racism.

11 CHARTER CHANGES

Charter schools, just coming to Washington,
are beneficial since they are freer and more
flexible than standard public schools.

12 HANDY HEALTH CARE

The free or cost-reduced health insurance
recently provided by the government should
be appreciated, especially by students.

13 TENNIS TOILS

In their first conference outings of the
season, men's tennis loses to Pacific and
George Fox on the road.

14 WES WALTON

The eight-time individual conference
champion left Whitworth his first year,
returned and turned his life around.

Cover Photo: Tanner Scholten
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Ben Lowe: Christians must protect God's creation
Freshman Rachel Olson, attended the lecture said subject of climate change. Lowe's approach was a good
urch can help, and with
she liked Lowes approach on climate change, which is way to see in which ways the ch
Staff Writer
the church's help, it does not have to be a strict
a hard subject to talk about.
ly political matter, Hillman said.
There is such a divide on if cli 
Ben Lowe, the national spokesperson for Young mate change is actually occur
Freshman Courtlyn Knowlton
Evangelicals for Climate Action, spoke in a lecture on ring or not, Olson said,
said she was also tired of th e in
Feb. 18 in the Robinson Teaching Theatre. In the lec believes people need to
action she has seen from our
ture, Lowe addressed issues such as caring for creation stand up and recog
political
leaders
and climate action.
concerning
cli
nize the issue and
In addition to speaking at various events, Lowe has find a way to solve
mate change.
published two books, Green Revolution and Doing it. Lowe had some
"I grew up in Ar
Good Without Giving Up. He is co-authoring a third good points on how
izona, where we are
book as well with Ron Sider, tentatively titled, "A Faith to do that.
forever in a drought.
for All Generations."
Everyone wants to
In the lecture,
A Faith for All Ge nerations is an intergenerational Lowe said individ
fight and argue about
dialogue between Lowe and Sider that informs about uals can combat
it. They want to argue
American Christianity. They each have four chapters, climate change
about how we are go
at the end of which they ask questions and interact with by
ing to fix it, instead of
mobilizing
each other's questions, Lowe said.
just coming together
this generation,
"A difficult question I am often asked is: 'How do e n c o u r a g i n g
and fixing it," Knowlton
you Christians fight so hard to claim your God made senior leaders
said.
the world, but then you treat it like it doesn't matter?"' in the Church
In his lecture, Lowe
Lowe said at the beginning of the lecture.
calls upon the Christian
and
holding
He then discussed the lack of support from the government officials re
Church to lead the fight
Christian Church when it comes to actively confro
nting sponsible.
against climate change.
the problems of climate change.
There are others who
Caring for the environment has long been a blind claim to have witnessed the ef
spot in the church, Lowe said. Christians must serve fects of climate change first hand.
and protect God's creations. If they come together and
"I grew up near the Great Salt
Hannah Walker|Graphic Artist
address climate change as a whole, as the Christian Lake, and every year I watched it
church, political leaders will follow suit. However, po drop more and more," freshman
litical leaders are not going to move until others move, Garrett Hillman said.
Contact Lee Morgan at
he said.
Imorganl 7@my. whitworth.edu
There is not a lot of Christian perspective on the

Lee Morgan

WSU professor
lectures on Black
Student Union
Rebekah Bresee
News Editor
For his dissertation, Wash
ington State University professor
Marc Robinson focused on the
history of student activism in the
Northwest and how it connects
to the Civil Rights Movement and
the Black Power Movement. He
was asked by Whitworth profes
sor Lawrence Burnley to share the
achievements of the Black Student
Union (BSU) on Feb. 19.
"Overall what I was trying to
do with the project was connect
Washington with this Civil Rights
Movement which we typically
think is in the South," Robinson
said. "We don't really talk about
connecting the Civil Rights Move
ment to Washington."
Being from Seattle, he wanted
to investigate how his hometown
and state connects to that history.
Part of the project was trying to
make sense of his own experience
and understand more of the past,
he said.

"The Civil Rights Movement
and the Black Power Movement
are two parts of history that don't
get covered a lot, particularly the
Black Power Movement. So there
was also this interest to explore
this part of history that was hidden
from me personally," he said.
The first Black S tudent Union
was organized at San Francisco
University in 1966. It spread to the
University of Wash ington in 1967
and was established at Washing
ton State University in 1968.
In short, the BSU was an orga
nization composed of college stu
dents. Their goals included hiring
diverse faculty and staff, making
marginalized voices heard and
demanding administration create
an Ethnic Studies program.
Robinson found that student
activists made impacts in the '50s
and '60s. In 1961, for example,
integrated groups took buses to
the southern states to challenge
segregation. During one "of th ose
continued on p. 4

Black Student Union:
continued from p. 3
"I learned about the Black Power
trips, students rallying in Mississippi
were arrested. In response, BSU activ Movement in Seattle, which I didn't
ists went down to Mississippi to be jailed know about, and I'm from there, which
with them. Robinson found that at least makes me mad," Wabula said. "And that
three of those people were from SeatUe. Whitworth had a Black Studies program
"Unearthing or recovering these blows my mind."
In his lecture, Robinson said students
stories where you have these valuable
reforms, some of which are still impact hear little of the Black Power Movement
ful today, help us feel connected to our and Civil Rights Movement. When those
movements are talked about, they are
past," he said.
In his lecture, Robinson told stories discussed in their simplistic form, he
about advancements made by the BSU said.
Additionally, the
at colleges in Wash
'60s
are not always
ington.
The WSU BSU got "The Civil Rights Move portrayed in a posi
tive light, he said. Part
the administration to
ment and the Black
of the purpose of his
establish Black Stud
project is to strip away
Power Movement are
ies and Ethnic Stud
some of that positive
ies. Due to the efforts
two parts of history that and negative nostal
of the BSU at the Uni
versity of Washington,
don't get covered a lot, gia and expose what
really happened.
enrollment of African
particularly the Black
Students' reactions
Americans increased
to the lecture affirmed
by almost 300 percent
Power Movement."
Robinson's assump
and faculty and staff
tions.
by 50 percent. Whit"What a lot of people think about the
worth had a Black Studies program for a
short time, but it does not exist anymore. Black Power Movement is the Black Pan
Ruth Wabula, a junior attending the ther and the violence and its kind of sad
lecture, asked Robinson why he thought that many people don't know what they
accomplished in this movement," pro
this sort of activism is not seen today.
"I think what has happened over the spective student Jacob Lionello said
Robinson's long-term goal is to in
last several decades is the context isn't
the same. In an era shaped by the Civil crease the awareness that will be a
Rights Movement, prominent assassi source of pride for Washington resi
nations, and the military draft into the dents.
He concluded the lecture saying, "It's
Vietnam War, all Americans including
students were more politically engaged not just a Whitworth problem. It's a na
tional problem we've seen over the de
in the late '60s and early '70s," he said.
Wabula is looking to pursue Black cades."
Studies and Ethnic Studies after she
graduates from Whitworth. Prior to the
lecture, she was unaware of the role the
Black Power Movement played in the Contact Rebekah Bresee at
history of the Northwest.
rbreseel 6@my. whitworth.edu

Hope Barnes | Photographer

Washington State University professor Marc Robinson discusses the prevalence
of Black Students Unions in the Northwest on Thursday, Feb. 19.

Take the 2015 National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE)
On Feb. 24, watch for your 'WU Wants Your Feedback" email.
Enter to win a $25 Amazon Gift Card by completing the survey (Gift cards will be awarded to two freshman and two seniors.).
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1966

80

The number of already private
restrooms planned to be coverted
from gendered to gender-neutral.
p. 5

The year Professor Leonard Oakland
came to teach at Whitworth.
p. 7

The approximate number
of students in attendance at
"Feed Your Soul."
p. 8
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Plans for non-gendered,
private restrooms to be
installed across campus

NEWS 05

RESTROOMS

Hayley O'Brien

wheelchair, and needed an assistant,
they have to go all the way through [SoStaffWriter
dexo], take the elevator to the Crow's
Nest, interrupt whatever might be going
Whitworth University is working to on in the Crow's Nest, just to use a bath
install private, gender-neutral bath room because they need assistance,"
rooms on campus to accommodate peo Jones said.
ple who are differently abled, have fami
There are tentative plans to convert
lies and/or are transgender.
11 currently private restrooms on cam
"There are a bunch of different needs pus from gendered to gender-neutral by
on campus and other campuses have the end of the summer, Jones said in an
found that having a private, lockable interview last week. Those bathrooms
bathroom has been the best situation," are located in Duvall Hall, Boppell Hall,
said Dayna Jones, the assistant dean of McMillan Hall, Dixon Hall, Cornerstone
Student Life.
Dance Studio and McEachran Hall.
Currently, existing bathrooms desig
"We know what needs to get done
nated for the change will be converted and now it's just a matter of setting these
by adding a locking outside door and a changes into motion," Skinner said.
sign that includes the male, female and
For those students who need a pri
handicap symbols, lones said.
vate bathroom, Whitworth currendy has
"It's not taking a toilet awayfrom any 15 private gender-neutral restrooms on
one else. It's providing a designated safe campus, specifically in the Crow's Nest,
space," Ashton Skinner, ASWU c ultural the Health Center, Ballard Hall, Warren
events coordinator, said.
Hall, Stewart Hall, Baldwin-Jenkins, East
The first restroom to be converted Hall, McEachran Hall and Hendrick Hall
from public and gendered to private and (ISC).
neutral is the men's room outside the
Dining Hall. Student Life funds the ren
ovation, Jones said.
Contact Hayley O'Brien at
"At this point, if someone is in a hobrienl 7@my. whitworth. edu

Carly Colby| Graphic Artist

Great decisions lecture: Syrian refugees
ion, Kadel said. A key part of the definition is that being subject to proving that they qualify for refugee status
and waiting, often for years or decades, to be consid
a refugee is not a choice.
Guest Writer
"Refugees are probably the most vetted immigrants ered for repatriation. Kadel played a video that showed
coming to the United States, particularly from the Mid the impact of improved technology on dealing with the
Syrian refugees face a long, complicated and often dle East," Kadel said. He opened his lecture by describ refugee crisis in Syria.
dangerous process when fleeing persecution from
The United Nations
ing the fifth Syrian refugee family who
their home countries, the director of World Relief Spo had settled in the United States and
updated its systems to
kane, Mark Kadel, said in a lecture in Robinson Teach the first in Spokane. He described the "Refugees are probably the most deal with the huge in
ing Theatre Thursday night.
persecution that they fafred as vetted immigrants coming to the flux of r efugees caused
Kadel described the
by crisis in Syria. The
they left their home country.
process to an audience
"At no fault of their own, They dealt with overcrowding United States, particularly from UN uses technology
of around 100 students
and persecution, both in their
such as biometrics in
and members of the
these people are suffering home country and in the refu
the Middle East."
refugee camps in Mid
community that all
gee camp they escaped to.
dle Eastern countries
untold
devastation
because
refugees face. Recent
The lengthy process to
including Turkey and
numbers put the total
they're on the wrong side move to another country as a refugee gen Lebanon to ensure accuracy, as well as updated regis
of Syrians that have
erally takes years to be completed, meaning tration files so that refugees can have access to aid that
fled their country at
of a political equation."
that some children will be born and raised in they desperately need, according to the video.
over 3 million, Kadel
a refugee camp, Kadel said. But, when that day
"At no fault of their own, these people are suffering
said. Those people
comes, it is worth it.
untold devastation because they're on the wrong side
are not considered refugees until they cross a border,
"One day, they were the lucky people," Kadel said. of a political equation," Kadel said.
which is a fraught process to get that far.
"They won the lottery."
Kadel mentioned that kidnappings and ransoms are
Refugees are forced to flee their home country be
The challenges that refugees face do not end when
cause of oppression due to race, religion, nationality or they escape their home country, Kadel said. They are
continued on p. 6
membership of cer tain social group of politi cal opin

Whitney Carter

37%
The percent of charter school
students who perform worse than
children in public schools, based
on a comprehensive study.
p. 11

54
The number of students who said
converting the men's restroom in
the HUB into a private restroom
will negatively affect them.
p. 12

8

2

Junior Wes Walton's total
number of individual NWC
Championships.
p. 14

The number of school records owned
by junior Wes Walton.
p. 14
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Syrian refugee crisis:
continued from p. 5

common in Syria. Torture as well as
human trafficking is an issue that
these refugees face, especially with
older, wealthy men coming in from
other countries and seeking young
girls, marrying them, abusing them
and divorcing them, leaving them
hopeless and desperate when they
are returned to the refugee camps,
Kadel said.
"Warfare in Syria has left many
displaced, leaving a traumatized
population," Kadel said.
World Relief d oes a lot of work
to help refugees once they enter
the United States. Kadel cited En

glish classes, job training, cultural
lessons and help to find housing
as examples. When asked about
what the average person could do
to help, Kadel mentioned that they
are always looking for volunteers to
help with a wide variety of things
from helping refugees move into to
homes to kicking around a soccer
ball with a refugee child.
He restated the length and com
plexity of the refugee repatriation
process. Approximately 1 percent
of the 17.9 million refugees in the
world today will be resettled each
year. As for the United States' contri

bution, this year's number is 70,000.
Kadel recognizes the challenges of
the current political climate, but
thinks the United States could do
more.
"I think we could settle more,"
Kadel said. "Obviously there's a
much greater need."

Contact Whitney Carter at
wcarterl 6@my.whitworth.edu

NEWS'NBRIEF
U.S. Security Chiefwarns Western
shoppers of terrorist threats
U.S. Homeland Security Secretary Jeh
Johnson is urging people to be vigilant after
terror threats from al-Shabab, a Somalibased group. The group released a video on
Saturday, Feb. 21 urging foEowers to carry
out attacks at Western shopping centres.
Coordinates for the various targets were
listed on the screen as they were described.
Johnson specifically mentions Minnesota's
MaU of America, Canada's West Edmonton
MaE, London's Oxford Street and two
Westfield shopping centres.

Bomb goes off during Ukraine rally
On Feb. 22, a bomb went off at a peaceful
rally in Ukraine's second city Kharkiv, kiEing
at least two people and injuring 10. Kharkiv
lies outside the conflict zone in eastern
Ukraine, where a ceasefire appears finaEy to
be taking hold. The raEy was held to mark a
year since the Kiev uprising that led to the
faE of pro-Russia leader Viktor Yanukovych.
Security forces have detained four suspects
in the attack.

Protesters block bridge in Pasco

A group of Northwest colleges and universities is collaborating to feature some of each other's articles in online
and print editions. Content found in the "Around the Northwest" section is written by non-Whitworth students
and does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian. Content is used with permission from the listed
newspaper.

Students, faculty hold vigil for shooting victims
While the vigil included a few mentions of Barakat
Whitman students and faculty held a vigil in the
Amphitheatre on Monday, Feb. 17th for the late Pas and the Abu-Salha sisters, it focused primarily on the
co, Washington resident and police shooting victim death of Zambrano-Montes and others at the hands of
Antonio Zambrano-Montes and for Chapel Hill shoot police.
Rough estimates place attendance for the vigil at
ing victims Deah Barakat, Yusor Abu-Salha and Razan
around 100. Attendees, which included students, facul
Abu-Salha.
Zambrano-Montes, a young farm worker and Mex ty and administrators, held candles and wrote messages
ican national, was shot and killed while fleeing police for the victims' families on index cards to be posted on
in Pasco on Tuesday, Feb. 10. Police had been called the event's Facebook page. The event featured a speech
by Visiting Assistant Proto a storefront where
Zambrano-Montes
"What's interesting is that after Ferguson, fessor of Rhetoric Stud
ies Andrew Culp, as well
was throwing rocks at
we no longer see police officers in the midst as speeches and poems
cars. Zambrano-Mon
by students.
tes threw rocks at the
The organizers of th e
officers when they ar of crises trying to defend their own behavior
vigil took inspiration
rived, hitting two. The
on behalf of the whole community."
from a protest march
officers tried to tase
which they attended in
him, whereupon he
—ANDREW CULP
Pasco earlier that week
turned and ran, putting
Whitman assistant professor of rhetoric studies
end. Junior Theo Ciszehis hands up. The of
wski, who attended the
ficers chased Zambrano across an intersection before shooting him several march and hosted the vigil, said that in the early stages
of planning the vigil was meant to serve as a sort of sur
times.
The shooting has drawn national scrutiny as a Latino rogate to the march.
"Originally I wasn't sure that I was going to able to go
parallel to the shooting of black teenager Michael Brown
in Ferguson, Missouri last year. Protests and vigils have to Pasco, and I knew that a lot of other students proba
sprung up around the country, and investigations are bly wouldn't make it either. So this was about providing
being undertaken by the Franklin County Coroner, the a forum for that event here, a way to acknowledge it,"
Tri-City Special Investigations Unit (an independent Ciszewski said. "Once I ended up going, it became a way
to share what happened there here."
unit from the Pasco police force) and the FBI.
The other three victims, all college students, were
The vigil featured speeches from Culp, Ciszewski, se
killed in an unrelated shooting that many have charac nior Marga dejong and senior Alisha Agard as well as a
terized as a hate crime related to their Muslim faith. The poem from sophomore Annie Want.
official police report states that the shooting was the re
sult of a parking dispute, but the FBI has opened an in For the full story from Whitman's The Pioneer, go to the
quiry to determine whether it merits hate crime status.
whitworthian.com

A group of more than 50 people blocked two
lanes of Highway 397 and marched toward
Kennewick, blocking a bridge crossing the
Columbia River. This is the second-largest
protest occurring in Pasco, Washington in
response to a video of three police officers
chasing and shooting Antonio ZambranoMontes on Feb. 10. Investigations are
underway of whether Zambrano-Montes
actuaEy threatened the officers enough to
justify deadly force.
Sources|Spokesman Review and BBC News

ASWU UPDATE
• Director of the Health Center Kristiana
Holmes gave an update about the Health
Center. Though they are stiE looking for a
permanent nurse practitioner, the health
center is running successfuEy. Holmes en
couraged students to get flu shots.
• ASWU passed a requisition for a trailer for
Outdoor Recreation. The traEer wEl be used
to safely carrying equipment on Outdoor
Recreation trips. The program found the
traEer necessary after equipment was being
damaged on excursions.
• Plans for Whitworth grounds was dis
cussed at the university councE meeting.
Possibifities include an event center, a new
facility for a basketball court and voEeybaE
court, expanding Johnston Science Center
to connect with Robinson Science HaE and
a new facility for the theater department.
• Whitworth tuition will increase by 3.9 per
cent next year. According to President Beck
Taylor, this is the lowest tuition increase for
the past several years.

ARTS&CULTURE
Artist Spotlight: Tanner Walker sees a musical future
Courtney Murphy
StaffWriter

Many people have hobbies that they
put a lot of time and effort into, wheth
er art, music or sports. But for junior
Tanner Walker, playing flute is notjust a
hobby—it shapes her identity.
"It runs my personal life...it's a big
part of my life and part of w ho I am,"
Walker said.
Walker, a flute performance major
with the hope of mastering in music,
has been playing flute since she was in
the sixth grade after being influenced by
family members.
"My mom played [flute] and I wanted
to be like [her] at the time," Walker said.
Walker has played other woodwind
instruments such as the oboe and picco
lo, and once ventured into the realm of
brass with the euphonium, Walker said.
However, she prefers flute because of its
sound and difficulty.
"I find [the flute] really soothing and
you get a lot of hard music. I like that a
lot; it's challenging," Walker said.

Jeanette Vazquez |Photographer

Junior Tanner Walker has been playing flute since she was in the sixth grade.
During her middle school and high
school years, Walker was a member of
the Spokane Youth Symphony for five
years, played with the Centtal Valley
Marching Band, and was part of her high
school's band and Wind Symphony. She
also performed in both solo and ensem
ble flute competitions every year.

Because of Walker's involvement with
multiple orchesttas and symphonies,
she has had the opportunity to play
many challenging and interesting music
pieces.
"The hardest thing I've played is prob
ably "Ihe Firebird' by Sttavinsky, with
the Youth and Spokane Symphony com

bined," Walker said.
Since coming to Whitworth, Walk
er has maintained her involvement in
music. She has played in both the Wind
Symphony and the OrchesUa for three
years and Chamber Winds for two years.
She has also provided musical accompa
niment for all of the choirs.
As a flute player at Whitworth, Walk
er has had several opportunities to tour
with musical groups.
"I've gotten to travel a lot. I went to
Utah with the Orchestra and California
with the Wind Symphony," Walker said.
This year, she is going with the Whit
worth Orchestra on a tour of the East
Coast.
Walker plans to continue her involve
ment in music after she graduates, and is
working on getting her masters creden
tials for music education.
"I'm hoping to play in asymphony lat
er in life and I'll probably teach private
lessons as well,"Walker said.
Playing the flute and performing has
helped Walker to be a more confident
person overall.
"The performance aspect has helped
me get out of my comfort zone. I'm more
outgoing since I've been a musician, I
was shy when I was younger and it's re
ally helped," Walker said.
Walker hopes to use her flute perfor
mance degree to stay involved in sym
phonies and teach others how to play
her instrument.
"I'm always going to be doing some
thing with music," Walker said.

Contact Courtney Murphy at
cmurphyl 8@my.whitworth.edu

Oakland's films return to Whitworth screens
Courtney Murphy
StaffWriter
Growing up, Professor Leon
ard Oakland was not allowed
to watch movies because of his
family's fundamentalist Chris
tian worldview. Throughout
high school and college, he
gave up going to films because
of these beliefs.
"[Going to movies] was
part of the code of forbidden
conduct: don't smoke, drink,
dance, gamble or go to movies,"
Oakland said, about his college
experience.
However, O akland gradually
began to lose faith that those
rules were relevant for Chris
tians to follow and started going
to the movies as a grad student
at UC Berkeley. He attended
movies at least three times a
week and became especially
interested in foreign, indepen
dent and classic films, Oakland
said.
"The great foreign films of
the late 1950s and the early

1960s were emerging, and we
were seeing them in Berkeley or
in other major cities," Oak land
said.
When Oakland came to
Whitworth in 1966,
the 4-1-4 schedule
that Whitworth uses
with two semesters
and Jan Term in the
middle, was in an
"experimental" stage,
Oakland said. Profes
sors were not allowed
to teach any require
ments for the first
Jan Term, so Oakland
created a class called
"The Art Film as Lit
erature," which com
bined his love of mov
ies with his discipline,
literature.
Oakland still teaches film
classes in Jan term, and occa
sionally offers an evening class
on the subject. His love of film
led him to some involvement
in filmmaking, such as his per
formance as "Jeopardy Con
testant #3" in the movie "White

behind me at Whitworth?"'
Oakland said.
After discussing several op
tions of things Oakland cared
passionately about with a com
mittee, they eventually
settled on film. After
raising some funds,
Oakland and Whit
worth decided that the
money could be used
for an annual film fes
tival, and the Leonard
A. Oakland Film Festi
val was bom.
The festival consists
of one American in
dependent film, one
documentary and one
foreign film, corre
Kelly Logie | G
raphic Artist
sponding to three film
classes he created, and
Seven years ago, when Oak then three more well-known or
land's teaching contract went older films later in the evening.
from 100 percent to 50 percent,
A committee of sev eral peo
he attended a celebration ac ple, including Oakland, meet
knowledging his years at Whit before the school year and de
cide on worthy films to show
worth.
"I was asked over some and determine whether or not
months before that, 'What kind each year's festival has a h
t eme.
of l egacy would I l ike to leave
"This year we have the theme
Men Can't Jump." He also as
sisted with the writing of "Bull
Durham," a successful baseball
movie directed by Oakland's
friend Ron Shelton.

of forgiveness that runs through
our movies," Oakland said.
The theme is centered
around the second movie in the
festival, a documentary titled
"Forgiveness," which played
on Feb. 21. The filmmaker,
Woodrow Wilson Scholar Hel
en Whitney, was on campus for
several days, where she spoke
in various classes and ran a
Q&A session after the film.
"Forgiveness" brings up
tough question such as, "When
is it right to forgive?" The film is
not directed from a Christian
perspective, but covers how
religion and personal belief af
fect in what capacity one can
forgive.
"The word 'forgiveness'
evokes mystery and power...
[it] goes way beyond the culture
you grew up in, or the religion
that shaped you," Whitney said
during the after-film Q&A ses-

continued on p. 9
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Grace Love & the True Loves performed Saturday, Feb. 21, in the HUB Multip
urpose Room in celebration of Black History month.

QJ

Kelli Hennessey
Staff Writer
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To commemorate Black History Month this
February, Cultural Events Coordinator senior
Ashton Skinner, worked with the Swing and Ball
room Dance Club and the Black Student Union
to hold a swing dance lesson followed by a Sodexo-catered dinner of soul food and a live con
cert featuring Grace Love & the True Loves held
Saturday, Feb. 21.
The event began at 7 p.m. in the Multipurpose
Room of the HUB with a lesson sponsored by the
Swing and Ballroom Dance Club and was attend

EVENTS
Lf>

CM

CO

ed by approximately 16 student dancers and sev
eral members of the band. After the dance lesson,
a meal of f ried chicken, macaroni and cheese,
greens and pie was served while students waited
for the concert to begin.
Tacoma native Grace Love blends soul and
funk into music that is described on her Facebook page as "a fusion of h uman nature mixed
in with sprinkles of heartache, and chocolate
velvet melodies." The soul singer is backed by a
five-piece band and played for an hour, adding
in an encore after an enthusiastic request from
the crowd. Love's s et included her new single,
"Fire," as well as a well-received blues-infused
cover of "NoDiggity." Love's enthusiasm, coupled

with the smell of soul food, brought in a crowd.
What started as 20 students quickly became 40,
then 80. Students kept the dance floor occupied
throughout most of the band's set.
Love also took some time to speak to the audi
ence about Black History Month and encouraged
others to speak with her about the connection
between soul music and Black Flistory Month.
"The best thing about celebrating something
that a lot of people don't understand is to educate
them. Not tell them what they should know, but
to educate them," Love said.
"It's nice to be a part of something educational
and not just, you know, ashow type of place... this
is fun because we get to bring something cultur-

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

MUSIC: BEN RECTOR

CO
CM

LECTURE: THE MAKING OF INDIA

8 p.m.
HUB Multipurpose Room

7:30 p.m.
RTT

Listen to Ben Rector perform songs
from his latest album, "The Walking in
Between" while he is on a break from
his tour with Needtobreathe.

Professor Vandana Asthana of EWU
has been a consultant for the Indian
government and will speak on the
challenges of development in India.

CO

MUSIC: JAYME STONES LOMAX PROJECT

FILM: LAST RUSH FOR THE WILD WEST

7:30 p.m. I $17
Bing Crosby Theater
901 W. Sprague Ave.

7 p.m.
Conzaga University
502 E. Boone Ave.

Award-winning banjoist and
composer, Jayme Stone makes music
inspired international folk, jazz, and
chamber music.

This film exposes the destruction of
Utah's landscape by shale mining. A
Q&A session with a member of the
Sierra Club will follow the film.

CM

CAMPUS: STEVENS PEAK TRIP

CO
CM

All D ay

p

oc

Take a trip to Stevens Peak this
faculty development day! For pricing
information, contact Outdoor Rec at
http://www.whitworthoutdoors.com/.

THEATER: IT'S A DATE!
8 p.m. I $7
Blue Door Theatre
815 W. Garland Ave.
The BLue D oor presents an improv
show inspired by television dating
games and shows.

THEATER: INTO T
7 p.m. I $10
Lewis and Clark
521 W. Fourth A

ea

CO

This classic Stef
musical re-imaj
fairy tales inclu
"Little Red Ridii

MUSIC: NORTHW
BOCCHERINI TO P
7:30 p.m. / $18
Barrister Winer)
1213 W. Railroc
Catalyst String
music of J.S. Ba
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here, that your culture doesn't belong here, so
diversity events like this especially make people
feel at home, and it kind of c reates a space for
more students to be here," Faletoi said.
Skinner organized the event with the goal of
exposing new cultures to Whitworth students
and hoped to create a fun, casual event.
"I think it is going to be a good time for some
people to come into Black History Month and
celebrate by what they already do, which is share
food, share music, have fun," he said. "I tried to
make an event that is right in the HUB so people
will just kind of wander in. I hope to get people
to come in whether they were planning on it or
not. L think it's important to have events that ar
en't so formal, and I think this will be one of thos
e
events. This is going to be the kind where people
can chill and hang out."
Grace Love & the True Love's single "Fire" will
be available in April, a nd can be streamed now
through links on the band's Facebook page.
Contact Kelli Hennessey at
khennesseyl 7@my.whitworth.edu

Hannah Palmer | h
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Hannah Palmer |Photographer

Jimmy James, lead guitarist of the True Loves,
solos using his teeth to pluck the strings.

ey backsup Love on trombone.

BELOW: Juniors Kristin Bennett and Adam
Blyckert dance to the soul/funk music played
by Grace Love and the True Loves.
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Film
Festival
continued from p. 7
Whitney described the film
as "searingly personal" to make,
as it follows the stories of many
people who have either been
wronged or have committed
wrongs.
Each person interviewed for
the documentary had a differ
ent definition of forgiveness
and atonement, which begged
audience members to analyze
their personal definitions of
these words.
"It made me think about
my own view [of f orgiveness].
It was good to see examples of
where other people come from,"
junior Lindsey Page said, in re
sponse to viewing the film.
The first film shown in the
festival was "Wildlike," a film
about being reconciled with
your past done in partnership
with the Spokane Internation
al Film Festival. The next film,
showing on March 7, is "Calva
ry," a powerful Irish film.
Each of t hese movies, along
with the 10 p.m. showings of
familiar classics "Unforgiven"
and "Princess Bride," deal with
themes of forgiveness in their
own way, and provide a sense of
unity for the festival.
One of Oakland's goals for
the festival is to expose students
to films they might not other
wise have seen, and promote
lesser-known films.
"These are powerful film ex
periences and they expand our
students' filmgoing experience
beyond the ordinary Hollywood
films," Oakland said.
Contact Courtney Murphy at
cmurphyl 8@my.whitworth.edu
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COMMUNITY: D R. SEUSS'S 111TH
BIRTHDAY PARTY

S
.

1

C3

p-m-

North Spokane Library
44 E. Hawthorne Road
Local guest readers will share their
favorite stories throughout the day, in
honor of Dr. Seuss.

:ST BACH FESTIVAL:
AZZOLLA TANGOS

MUSIC: SPOKANE YOUTH SYMPHONY
CONCERTO COMPETITION

student tickets

4 p.m.
Music Building Recital Hall
Local student musicians participate in
concerto competition.

i Ave.
luartet performs the
h in an annual event.

Hannah Palmer |Photographer

A&C 0 9

DANCE: ARGENTINE TANGO LESSONS

COMMUNITY: TAKE & GIVE SEED LIBRARY

6:30 p.m. / $ 10

10:30 a.m.
Otis Orchards Library
22324 E. Wellesley Ave.
SCLD p resents its seed library
kick-off event, seed swap and seed
propagation class with Master
Gardener Steve Nokes.

Spokane Tango
2117 E. 37th Ave.
No experience or partner needed!
Lessons last for 30 minutes, followed
by up to two hours of practice time.

THEATER: MY NAME IS RACHEL CORRIE
7 p.m.
Gonzaga University Magnuson Theatre
502 E. Boone Ave.
Based on true events, this play tells
the story of Rachel Corrie, who was
killed while protecting a Palestinian
family's home in the Gaza Strip.

oo

ART: ERICSMITH:PRACTISE
4 p.m.
The Bartlett
228 \N. Sprague Ave.
Local artist displays new collection of
modern art prints.

10 A&C
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Dominican Father speaks about the medieval church
Kelli Hennessey
Staff Writer
As part of the Medieval and Ear
ly Modern Lecture Series, Whitworth
hosted Father Augustine Thompson to
discuss aspects of Christian religious
practice during the medieval period on
Ash Wednesday, Feb, 18. Thompson is a
member of the Dominican Order and a
leading scholar on St. Francis of Assisi.
The event was attended by faculty from
several departments, Whitworth stu
dents, and several sisters visiting from a
local Dominican order.
Thompson, a history professor at the
Dominican School of Philosophy and
Theology, has been recently working
on research into the religious lives of
the laity of medieval Italy, including the
Dominican Rite, w hich is the liturgical
practice of the Dominican Order. He
spoke and took questions before attend
ing a dinner in his honor, attended by
several professors and four Whitworth
students. Thompson believes that the
contemporary idea of medieval Chris
tian worship is inaccurate, and posits
that the relationship between the clergy
and laity was one of complexity.
Despite modern assumptions that the
laity were separated from the clergy in
medieval churches, especially in their
ability to comprehend the language of
worship service, Thompson believes
that the laity were more involved than
previously understood and actually in

fluenced the way that Christian worship mate how much Bible knowledge peo
was shaped. There is a common mis ple have."
Anthony Clark, Ph.D and associate
conception that the decorative stained
glass windows seen in many churches professor of Ch inese history, was a co
both modern and medieval are usually ordinator of the event.
"One thing that people assume,
thought to be instruction tools for a
especially if they look at orthodox or
largely illiterate lay population,
Catholic liturgical traditions
Thompson said.
,
v
today is they see
"How many here
what they envision
have heard the
to be a very dis
story that
tinct hierar
images
chy between
in medieval
clergy and
churches are
lay, and what
the Bibles of
Father Augus
the illiterate?
tine is trying to
Yeah, it's a
argue is that
common
is a post-ref
thing,"
ormation
Thompson
Catholic
said.
reaction," Clark
Have you ever
said. "So what
gone into a
scholars today
medieval
realize, I think,
cathedral or
who think
even a modern
about liturgy,
Catholic church
is that first, it's
with these fancy
not what we
stained glass
thought it was
Rainier Emerick |Graphic Artist
windows? When
...we see that
you look at the
the clergy and the lay were more coop
windows, do you
erative before the reformation."
know what they're
Although Thompson's discussion fo
about? You have to know the
story in order to read it. The people who cused on the relationship between laity
look at them may be illiterate, but un and clergy, he also touched on several
less they know the story, the pictures are other aspects of life as a medieval Chris
worthless. We sh ould never underesti tian. Senior Joanna Szabo, who attend-

ed the event for her British Renaissance
class, found "The thing that was most
interesting was when [Thompson] was
talking about choir music of the period
when they found that a lot of the liturgy
wasn't handwritten, but was stenciled
so that the music would be exactly the
same... it was interesting that before the
printing press they found ways of mass
printing."
Bringing events like this to Whitworth
helps to expand the common ground of
a variety of religious traditions.
"Someone else said this after Father
Augustine's talk, Catholics and Protes
tants tend to forget that we have a com
mon heritage... [but] ifwe just walk back
in history, we Protestants and we Catho
lics, we're going to end up in the same
church with the same people. So in this
era where we're trying to be ecumenical,
speakers like him actually, I think, bring
us together if we're paying attention, less
than they demonstrate our differences,"
Clark said of the importance of these
events at Whitworth.
"[This event] had really interesting
information that I wouldn't have other
wise had access too ... that's what liberal
arts is, doing things outside of one track,"
Szabo said.
Thompson's books are available on
Amazon.com, and the recording of h is
speech will be made available on Whitworth's website.
Contact Kelli Hennessey at
khennesseyl 7@my.whitworth.edu

Shearer makes Ferguson concrete to students
Emily Goodell
Staff Writer
Tobin Miller Shearer, African-American Studies
director at the University of Montana, presented the
lecture, "Why Ferguson Matters to Whitworth: the Im
portance of Black History to Us All"last Tuesday in the
Robinson Teaching Theatre.
"The connection between Ferguson and Whitworth
is made by the problem of
kindness," Shearer said.
In the aftermath of Fer
guson and other racial
crises, Shearer said that
there is a need for white
Christians like himself
and a majority of the stu
dent body at Whitworth
to reexamine the ways
they deal with racial situ
ations.
Shearer began the lec
ture by presenting a long
list of unarmed black men
killed by police, including
Michael Brown, Eric Garner and Trayvon Martin.
"The long list represents the all-too-familiar history
of racial crisis in this country," Shearer said.
He contrasted the list with a very short list of the
criteria needed to be a Fresh Air Fund host. The Fresh
Air Fu nd program takes kids, mostly ethnic minori
ties, from the city and allows them to spend about two
weeks in the country with a host family. The criteria to
be a host is simply that they are kind.

Shearer said that although the program means well,
the kindness presents more problems than it solves.
"The short list represents the limited breadth of re
sponse to those crises," Shearer said.
Shearer said that the kindness white families show
toward those children only reinforces the power dy
namic. By taking the children out of a "harmful" envi
ronment and putting them into a "positive" environ
ment, they reinforce that the white hosts are superior
while
participants
are inferior. Their
kindness is also lim
ited. There is an age
limit and a time lim
it, as well as the fact
. that the program
is one way, not an
equal exchange.
He said that the
way Christians com
monly approach any
negative racial sit
uation is with "the
hammer of kind
Hannah Walker | Gr
aphic Artist
ness" as the only tool
in their toolkit. Shearer advocates that instead of just
focusing on kindness and relational diversity during
racial crises that individuals should focus of th e prob
lem while not in crisis.
Junior Ruth Wabula was pleased with the presenta
tion and the effect it had on her.
"I like the way he put the whole notion of kindness.
He presented it in such a way tha
t it didn't make people
defensive," Wabula said
Shearer said that the most common question he is

asked by Christians wanting to make a change is, "How
can our congregation or college become more racially
integrated?" He said that is the wrong question.
"I think that the question, 'How can a white con
gregation or college become integrated?' is ultimately
unproductive and leads to the same traps of kindness
and crisis that I have already described," Shearer said.
"Instead, I think the more appropriate question is to
ask, 'How can white congregations and colleges equip
their members to resist racism when crisis is not un
folding?"'
Shearer offered advice on how to make a difference.
"Open yourselves to deeper examination of how
Christians can be part of the solution rather than
part of the problem. Recognizing that we have a
history of b eing part of th e problem is the first step,"
Shearer said.
Junior Marianne Sfeir was also glad that Shearer
gave the presentation.
"This is something that we've been needing to hear.
It challenges our paradigm of what it means to be so
cially responsible and civically engaged Christians,"
Sfeir said.
Shearer ended his lecture by giving the audience
some more tools for their toolboxes.
"I long to see institutions like Whitworth become
places that equip their students and that are them
selves equipped to respond to racial crisis with the
pliers of racial analysis, the vice-grips of spiritual disci
pline, the rip saw of action and the ratchet set of Black
history," Shearer said.
Contact Emily Goodell at
egoodelll 8@my. whitworth.
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OPINIONS
Charter schools offer change to traditional education
MATTHEW
BOARDMAN
COLUMNIST

The introduction of c harter schools to Washington
has been accompanied by excitement, nervousness
and above all, curiosity. Charter schools have great po
tential to positively influence public education in the
state. However, some naysayers are less than optimis
tic.
Since charter schools were approved to be intro
duced to Washington as recently as 2012, many are un
sure of the differences between a charter school and a
traditional public school.
In most ways, the two are quite similar.
According to the Washington State Charter School
Commission (WSCSC), both are non-religious,
non-sectarian public schools that are funded by local,
state and federal taxes, the amount of wh ich is based
on student enrollment. They are open to all students
free of tuition.
The primary difference between a charter school
and a traditional public school is that charter schools
possess a greater flexibility in how they choose to teach
students.
"Charter schools commit to meeting specific ac
ademic goals set by the Commission, but are free to
make their own decisions about how to achieve those
goals...they are free to develop their own academic
program, choose staff, set educational goals, offer a
longer school day and school year and establish their
own standards for student behavior," according to the
WSCSC.
Although the thinking behind charter schools
sounds admirable, charter schools have produced dif
Hannah Walker | Gr
aphic Artist
ferent sentiments around the country.
One question that has been raised is that of indepen There are 10 charter schools in Washington. Spokane is one of the first cities to welcome them.
dence. Does greater autonomy result in innovation? Or
Education, charter schools can break away from tradi
erate to their full potential.
a lack of accountability?
Spokane is among one of the first cities in the state tional methods and structures of pu blic schools, and
It's a validquestion, but charter schools have a strong
incentive to perform well. If they do not perform at an to introduce a charter school into its community. Spo test new programs, frameworks and methods. If such
acceptable level over the next five years, Washington's kane International Academy will open its doors for the methods prove effective, they may one day be mainlegislature will not sanction additional charter schools first time this fall, and will cater to kindergarten, first streamed.
SIA has a longer school day than other schools in
to be built. These forerunners' long-term survival de grade and sixth grade students.
Dr. Stacy Hill, the board secretary of Spokane Inter the district, Hill said, and routine, dedicated time for
pends on their tactics' success.
There are also questions concerning quality. Some national Academy (SLA), sp oke with The Whitworthi- teacher collaboration each week. This allowsfor teach
ers to have a regular time
charter schools have been held up as some of the fin an about the school. Dr. Hill em
to discuss, how they can
est examples of American education while others have phasized that her comments were
"Charter schools have a strong
continue to improve
been labeled as false hopes, providing an education no based on Spokane International
teaching in the class
Academy—not
all
charter
schools
incentive to perform well. If they room.
better than traditional public schools.
In a testimony before the Senate Education Commit in Washington—because each
One hope for charter
do not perform at an acceptable
tee, Ted Kirsch, president of the American Teacher Fed charter school can have a different
schools is that their abil
framework.
eration in Pennsylvania, said, "The most comprehen
level over the next five years,
ity to test new methods
SIA's focus is on global compe
sive study of charter schools in the nation found that
will result in more effec
only 17percent of charter school students showed gains tency and expanding world views,
Washington's legislature will
tive learning environ
which
is
made
immediately
ap
that were significantly better than traditional public
ments for ELLs and oth
parent
by
its
location.
It
is
situat
not
sanction
additional
charter
schools, while 37percent of charter students performed
er students with unique
ed near a population of refugee
worse than comparable children in public schools.
needs. Effective teachers
schools to be built. These
families,
Hill
said,
and
will
The study was
at every school try to
be
catering
to
many
English
"Adopting public charter
conducted by
forerunners' long-term survival
adapt their strategies to
Language Learner (ELL) stu
the Center for
best meet the needs of
dents,
potentially
coming
schools
decades
after
other
depends
on
their
tactics'
success."
Research
on
their special need stu
from low-income homes (the
Educational
states allows Washington
dents. However, charter
exact demographics of stu
Outcomes
of
schools aim to adapt in a
dents are not known ahead
Stanford Uni
to learn from the flaws,
of time to prevent to prevent any discrimination). more cohesive manner to each student's needs to pro
versity, which
Although it is currently only able to offer ser vide the best education possible, instead of leaving it to
unforeseen or purposefully
evaluated char
vices for three grades, the academy hopes to a single teacher's industriousness.
ter schools in 16
Charter schools have the potential to do a lot of good
exploited, of its predecessors expand to accommodate grades K-8. One of the
states.
long term goals for SIA is to eventually create in local communities. More than that, they have the po
As damning
and ensure that Washington's an international study abroad program for its tential to significantly impact the state's education sys
as the findings
eighth grade students, as a final emphasis on the tem for the better. Given time, charter schools have the
charter schools operate to
seem, one must
capability to develop exciting improvements to teach
school's mission statement.
remember that
Such programs are practically unheard of in ing methods and school structure. The next five years
their full potential."
Washington is
traditional schools, yet SIA is able to consider will be filled with excitement as Washington education
the 42nd state to
this dream an attainable possibility because of its considers new directions.
approve charter
schools. Adopting public charter schools decades after independence as a charter school.
Herein lies the importance of charter schools to all of BOARDMAN is a freshman majoring in English. Com
other states allows Washington to learn from the flaws,
ments can be sent tomboardmanl8@my.whitworth.edu
unforeseen or purposefully exploited, of its predeces Washington education.
Because they are not governed by the State Board of
sors and ensure that Washington's charter schools op
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Free health care should be utilized by students EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP
Black history month
needs more substance

HEALTHCARE
DEADLINE

SHELBY
HARDING

Gretchen Van Lith | Graphic Artist

GUEST COLUMNIST

It's safe to assume that a majority of students at
Whitworth are between the ages of 18 and 24 and that
they are covered by their parents' health care plans
or their parents have set up health care coverage for
them for the duration of their college years. But what
about the rest of the students who are not covered by
their parents' plan or whose parents do not have the
resources to cover the cost of insurance?
Whitworth no longer provides insurance for stu
dents, nor makes it mandatory due to a host of rea
sons, such as the extravagant cost as well as forcing
students to pay, even those who could not afford it,
upwards of $2,000 dollars for coverage. While that is
beneficial in regard to costs and maintaining students
at Whitworth, not requiring health care coverage of
some kind puts many students at risk and can cost
them more money over the long run.
A broken arm, which is covered by virtually all
health insurance plans, can cost about $2,000 without
insurance. If a person get sick, which most people do,
and they need to see a doctor, a visit can cost upwards
of $500. Add the price of antibiotics, which can be any
where from $30 to $800 and you're nearly at the cost
of a year of health insurance without any government
grants or assistance.
Luckily, there are ways to reduce your cost of health
insurance so you don't end up saddled with more debt

beyond student loans. The Patient Protection and Af
fordable Care Act, signed in 2010, provides lower cost
insurance for all Americans and even free insurance
for those who qualify. While the PPACA has been
demonised and ridiculed, it has provided relief for
millions of Americans who could not have otherwise
afforded health insurance and have had their health
deteriorate because they did not have access to proper
health care.
Quite possibly the greatest thing about the PPACA
is that many college students qualify for free or very
low cost health insurance. Due to students' low or
virtually non-existent incomes, the PPACA allows for
college students and others with low incomes to have
health care coverage.
Having health care coverage and reducing the cost
of health care are not the only incentives to get in
sured, it also prevents you from getting penalized on
your tax return. The penalty is either 2 percent of your
total annual income or $325, whichever is higher. In
the long run, having health insurance either through
the Healthcare Marketplace, where you can find a
wide variety of health care plans, or through your own
research, saves you a great deal of money, time and
grief.
For more information about getting insured, visit
www.healthcare.gov.
HARDING is a senior majoring in journalism. Com
ments can be sent to shardingl5@my.whitworth.edu
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History is constandy evolving to be more inclusive
than it has traditionally been. In light of that, it feels like
the current status of Black History Month is outdated at
best, and paternalistic at worst.
Relegating "black history" to one month of the year
implies separate status, as if bl ack history is important
for February, but does nothing to impact the things that
we learn or, more importandy, teach for the rest of the
year. Rather than being seen as full contributors to the
whole host of American and global history as it has de
veloped, black history has been consigned to a single,
short, month.
An article from The Guardian argued that, in its cur
rent state, black history month amounts to little more
than hero-worship of a couple of figures. A few signif
icant figures are studied and idolized. Everyone knows
Martin Luther King Jr. and Rosa Parks, but there are
many other facets to black history that transcend the
Civil Rights Movement, like important, though con
troversial, contributions to science through Henrietta
Lacks or contributions to feminist theory through author
and social activist bell hooks.
Black history emerged from a conscious recognition
that the contribution of African Americans and black
people were being overlooked and blatandy ignored as
a part of history. It became an official month of celebra
tion thanks to President Gerald Ford who said citizens
should "seize the opportunity to honor the too-often
neglected accomplishments of black Americans in every
area of e ndeavor throughout our history," according to
the government website for African American history
month.
Black history month as an opportunity to raise aware
ness, to highlight black contributions to history that are
often overlooked, is a good thing. It is anessential thing.
We need it. However, its current status leaves much to
be desired.
An argument for black history month is that it allows
a platform for stories to be told that might be usually ig
nored. At least some stories are being told, people are
aware that black people have contributed to history.
But, in this day and age, why can't we hope and push for
more? We should push for black history to be included
and highlighted within American history curriculum,
rather than set apart, so that stories of the achievements
of the black community will not be overlooked.
Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect the majority
opinion of the Editorial Board, comprised of five editors.

See p. 5 for a story on the private bathrooms being added.

WERE YOU AWARE THAT STUDENT LIFE IS PROVIDING THE FUNDING TO CONVERT THE MEN'S RESTROOM OUTSIDE
THE CAFETERIA IN THE HUB TO A PRIVATE RESTROOM BY ADDING A LOCK ON THE INSIDE?
YES

89

NO

261

YES

[POSITIVELY!

YES

(NEGATIVELY]

WILL THIS AFFECT YOU IN DAY-TO-DAY LIFE?

36
54

NO
(SI EMAIL SURVEY OF 35D WHITWORTH STUDENTS
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Women's basketball drops to No. 3
-*)

Peter Houston-Hencken

and ended the game with a score of 75-52.
The Saturday night game against the Loggers began on a
Staff Writer
high note for the Pirates. McConnell and senior guard Kendra
Last weekend ended with the women's basketball team Knutsen were able give the Pirates a four-point lead less than
achieving a crushing victory over the Pacific Lutheran Univer five minutes in. By the first t imeout at 10:53, Whitworth held
sity Lutes, 75-52 and suffering a defeat from the Puget Sound the lead at 15-11.
However, once the Loggers scored seven points and took
University Loggers, 82-78.
The Friday night game against PLU started off with the Pi the lead at 7:39, it was a fight for the lead for the rest of the half.
rates gaining six points in the first two minutes. The Lutes were The first half ended with the Loggers in the lead, 36-30.
"The combination of their balance and actually hitting their
able to pick up two free throws but only at the expense of the
Pirates scoring another six points. By the first timeout at 14:03, shots was hard for us to defend," junior reserve Faith Emerson
the score was 12-2. Whitworth's lead would not drop below 10 said.
The Pirates struggled to keep up with Puget Sound in the
points for the rest of the game.
The Lutes had trouble handling the ball throughout the en second half, trailing by as many as 14 points at 8:17. Khu'tsen
tire first half. They were unable to shoot or pass effectively, and was able to bring the heat on offense and score 19 points in the
second half. A narrow victory seemed within the Pirates' grasp
ended up committing 19 turnovers by the end of the game.
after senior forward Katara Belton-Sharp drained a 3-pointer,
Whitworth's offense in the first half was led by junior guard
narrowing the gap to only five points with 21 seconds left on
KC McConnell with 14 points.
the
clock.
"Our offensive strategy was to move the ball around and to
"We wanted to use a quick trap to see if they1d turn it over. If
get as many hands on the ball as possible. When we got our
they got through that then we'd just foul them so they"d have to
defense moving, it seemed to work for our offense," senior for
come down and shoot free-throws and we would gain posses
ward Lexie Zappone said.
sion and score," Kramer said.
The first half ended with the score at 38-12, b ut the Lutes
The Pirates were unable to win or tie t he game after giving
buckled down on their accuracy and scored 40 points in the
the Loggers three points in free throws.
second half. Senior forward Jessica Kramer helped the Pirate
Whitworth lost their No. 2 seed in the NWC and finished the
offense by shooting back-to-back baskets from the field before weekend with a record of 12-4 in the conference. The Pirates
retiring from the game after her fourth personal foul.
will face the Loggers again on Feb. 26 for the NWC Tourna
"Our defense is what definitely got us going. We t ried to ment Semifinals.
make them take shots that they're not comfortable with,"
Contact Peter Houston-Hencken at
coach Helen Higgs said.
The Pirates were able to score 37 points in the second half phouston-henckenl 7@my.whitworth.edu

Men's tennis loses two more on road
Kyle Cacoyannis

Staff Writer
The men's tennis team lost both their
matches on their trip to Oregon where
they competed against Pacific University
on Saturday and George Fox University
on Sunday.
Whitworth fell by a final score of 8-1
against Pacific in Forest Grove, Oregon.
"I think what happened is that we
couldn't break through at really big
times," coach Mike Shanks said. "We
played a little bit 'not to lose' opposed to
aggressive at times."
The Pirates lost all their doubles
matches, and lost all but one singles
game, as senior Matt Goebel won in a
tiebreaker. However, the score was not
as one-sided as the box score made it
appear.
Junior Blake Miller and sophomore
Shane Sandlin both had extremely close
losses in three sets in their respective
singles matches, while senior Chris Engelmann and junior Drew Adams lost
their doubles match 9-7.
"We played hard today as a team, so

we need to work on playing with the
same intensity, but also hitting big shots
at big times," Engelmann said.
The Pirates are a team that Shanks
said without a doubt has great potential.
They need to keep working on playing
with the correct mindset and that if the
team starts playing with more confi
dence they are going to start winning
much more, Shanks said.
Goebel was one player that reflected
that potential, winning his singles match
and losing 8-5 in his doubles match.
"I have to say that Matt Goebel was
the standout performer of the day,"
Shanks said.
On Sunday, Whitworth fell in a heartbreaker to George Fox 5-4 in Newberg,
Oregon. The stakes were especially high
for this matchup, as the two teams only
meet once this season, unlike most oth
er matches where the scores are aggre
gated from the two home and away com
petitions.
"It's frustrating to lose 5-4, but it is
such an improvement from the way we
played against them last year," Sandlin
said.
The final results literally came down
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to a few points, which left players such
as Sandlin feeling disappointed. How
ever, the players and coaches saw major
positives to take away from the team's
performance.
Junior Drew Brigham and Sandlin
won their doubles match 9-8, and their
respective singles matches. Adams also
came up with a blowout win in two sets
in his singles match.
The team improved greatly from their
average performance against Pacific,
with a much better effort on Sunday.
"I don't know what happened last
night, but something happened and to
day we came out to play," Brigham said.
The team recognizes its progress as
the matches go by, a nd they are staying
focused on being positive and working
on their game every day, Brigham said.
Matches like these are reflecting the re
sults.
"We've never come that close to beat
ing George Fox," Brigha m said. "That is
proof we can be a contender this year in
conference."
Contact Kyle Cacoyannis at
kcacoyannisl 8@my.whitworth.edu
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SATURDAY 2 /2B vs. TRI-CITY AMER ICANS
Enter to win a Chiefs Breast Cancer Awareness Helmet. The Chiefs help raise
awareness and funds for the Susan G. Komen Eastern Washingon Affllate.
Sponsored By:

Far Tickets Call 50B.535.PUCK or a00.3Z5.SBKT
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Connor Soudani
Sports Editor
Junior Wes Walton is one of the most deco
r a t e d s w i m m e r s o n t h e W h i t w o r t h m e n ' s s w im
team. He has already won eight individual
Northwest Conference Championships during
h i s t h r e e y ea r s a t W h i t w o r t h a n d h o l d s t w o i n 
dividual school records in both the 200 back
s t r o k e a n d t h e 20 0 i n d i v i d u a l m e d l e y. H e i s n o w
h e a d i n g t o t h e N C AA D i l l C h a m p i o n s h i p s f o r t h e
s e c o n d y e ar i n a r o w . Ho w e v e r , d e s p i t e t he w a y s
i n w h i c h he i s t h r i v i n g n o w , W a l t o n a c t u a l l y l e f t
W h i t w o r t h a s a f r e s h m a n w i t h n oi n i t i a l t h o u g h t s
o f c o m i ng b a c k .
I n h i s f i r s t y e a r at W h i t w o r t h , W a l t o n sa i d h e
was having trouble academically and did not
k n o w wh e t h e r o r n ot h e w as g o i n g t o m a ke i t a t
Whitworth.
"Freshman year I really kind of sucked at
s c h o o l a n d ha d t o t a k e a y e a r o f f o f s w i m m i n .g I
t r a n s f e r r e d t o B o i s eS t a t e t h i n k i n g , 'I d o n ' t k n o w
i f I c a n do t h i s a t W h i t w o r t h' a n d s t u f f l i k e t h a t . '
S o I w e n t t o B o i s e S t a t e , d i d n 't s w i m f o r a y e a r
a n d t h at ' s h o w I g o t a n e xt r a y e a r o f e l i g i b il i t y , "
W a l t o n s a i d . " I j u s t t o o k a y e a r o f fa n d re a l i z e d I
w a s n ' t s u p po s e d t o b e i n e n g ni e e r i n g l i k e I w a s ,
s w i t c h e d t o k i n e s i o l o g y a t B o i s e , w a n t e d t o go

b a c k t o W h i t w o r t h a n d he r e I a m . "
Head Coach Steve Schadt ended up being a
g u i d i n g voice in h e l p i ng Walton g e t b a c k o n t h
e
r i g h t p a t h f o r h i s l i f e , b u t s a i d W a l t o n ' s p r o b le m s
were complex.
• " H e h a d t o f i g u r e ou t wh y h e wa s i n c o l l e g e
a n d w h y h e wa n t e d t o s w i m a n d i f h e w a s i n t h e
r i g h t m a j o r a n d he h a d t o f i g ur e o u t t h e a c a d em 
i c s i d e o f t h i n g s . H ew a s f i n d i n g h i m s e l f a s a l o t
of freshman do,"Schadt said.
D u e t o t h i s p e r i o d i nW a l t o n ' s l i f e, S c h a d t s a i d
W a l t o n h a s c h a n ge d f o r t h e b e t t e r .
" W h e n h e c a me b a c k t o u s , h e c a me b a c k t o u s
a s a m u c h m o r e m a t u re g u y b e ca u s e h e h a d g o ne
t h r o u g h a l ot o f t h o s e l i f e s t r u g g l e s t ha t e v e r y 
b o d y h a s t o go t h r o u g h , " S c h ad t s a i d . " T h e W e s
y o u se e to d a y a s a j u n i o r i s v e r y d i f f e r en t f r o m
t h e W e s a s a f r e s h m a n" .
W a l t o n t h r i v e d f r o m t h e s ta r t i n h i s r e t u r n t o
W h i t w o r t h . H e t o o k h o me N WC i n d i v i d u a l c h a m 
pionships in his first year and made it to nation
a l s i n h i s s o ph o m o r e a t h l et i c y e a r . W a l t o n, w h o
w a s c om p e t i t i v e f r o m t h e ou t s e t , s a i d p r a c t i c e s
a r e e v e n a n o p po r t u n i t y f o r h i m t o c o m p e t e.
" E v e n o n s t u f f t h a t ' s n o t s u p p os e d t o be r a c e p a c e , I a l w a y s f i n d m y s e l f r a c i n g e v e r y on e a n y 
w a y s . I d o n ' t k n o w w h y , i t ' sj u s t w h a t I d o , " W a l 
ton said.
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Freshman Jason Smith said Walton has been
very friendly toward other members of the team
and that Walton's attitude in practice is a good
one to be around.
"He always has a p ositive attitude about prac
tice and he doesn't complain when sets are hard.
He encourages others when they need encourag
ing," Jason Smith said.
Schadt said Walton's competitive attitude in
practice is something Walton has developed in
the last few years.
"He's always going to be ultra competitive, but
I think as a freshman it was about results and stuff
like that and as he's matured as an athlete. I think
he's still hypercompetitive but he's learning to
enjoy the process that goes along with that and
the day-to-day and the practices and the swim
ming," Schadt said.
After a m ultitude of struggles in Walton's first
few college years, Schadt said he saw what he
thought was Walton's highest point, last spring.
"He saw 180-degree turnaround from his
freshman year," Schadt said. "He ended up being
an NCAA q ualifier and an Academic All-American
and he was so excited about that. That Academic
All-American was important, if not more import
ant than being a national champion. He was just
stoked about that, and worked really hard to get
to that point. For him, I think that was vindication

of where he had been before because he had to
struggle to get there."
After 12 consecutive NWC Championship sea
sons for the men's team, Walton knew with the
loss of a fe w members of the team that this year,
things were going to be close.
"For me personally, I knewthat if it was going to
happen, it was going to happen this year," Walton
said.
Walton had a s pectacular meet by winning all
three of his individual events. He broke his own
NWC record in the 200 backstroke after previous
ly winning the 200 and 400 yd I.M. After Whit
man's team took the lead on Sunday and came
away with the overall victory, Walton said he felt
he could have gone a bit faster, even in record-setting 200 backstroke.
"I'm always super competitive and I'm always
trying to go faster and faster so if I feel like I
trained hard enough and the results don't show
it then I'm a little bit upset," Walton said. "I'm al
ways trying to go back to the races in my head and
think how I could have done something different
to go a bit faster."
Walton will finish his third season at the NCAA
Dill Championships in Shenandoah, Texas on
March 19-22.
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Contact Connor Soudani at
csoudanil6@my.whitworth.edu

Scholten | Photographer
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WHITPICS

THE 0 Ml S WHO CLEAN UP OUP ACT

Hannah Palmer | Photographer

John Olson, who has worked for the custodial department for 14 years, is the custodial lead for the graveyard shift. He supervises the nine staff members on the
night shift and is responsible for scheduling, supply inventory and dealing with equipment failures.

M e et a f e w of t h e ma n y incre dible Whitwort h custodians
Casey Armstrong began working in the custodial department shortly after
she graduated from Whitworth in 2012. She is responsible for filling in for
absentees when needed.
Hannah Palmer |Photographer
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Michael Burrows | Photographer

Debra Henson is the second-most senior custodian on staff, having worked at
Whitworth for 24 years. She works in Arend Hall and her favorite part about
working here is getting to know students. They "help me feel young," she said.
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CRIMSON CLUB I

Tournament Champs
The men's basketball team defeats Lewis & Clark in
The Fieldhouse to clinch their ninth consecutive NWC
Tournament championship.

Whitworth student interns
with Navy Research program
p. 3
Baseball sets school scoring
records vs. Whitman
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VOLUME 105, ISSUE 11
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu

509.777.3248

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 250
words.
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FEATURED
04 SHINING SCHOLARS
Whitworth is once again named one of tire
top producers of students who are currendy
serving in the Fulbright Scholar Program.

05 LGBT LECTURE

David Gushee makes a biblical case
for rethinking of the LGBTissue and
acceptance of mistreated gay Christians.

08 WRITER WALTER

Spokane local and award-winning author
Jess Walter arrives at Whitworth to take his
place as this semester's writer-in-residence.

09 FOLK FEATURE

Banjoist, composer and music historian
Jayme Stone performs songs from his new
album "The Lomax Project" in Spokane.

11 DEATH DECISION

Death with dignity, or physician-assisted
suicide, is a personal choice, but should be
made with great care and consideration.

12 GOING GLOBAL

Students currendy in the British Isles, New
Zealand and at sea respectively share how
their education has changed since traveling.

14 SOFTBALL SOARS

The Softball team wins three of four games
in their opening of the NWC team play on
Saturday and Sunday.

15 DIAMOND DANDIES

Baseball sets Whitworth record for most
runs in a game with 29 as Pirates take two of
three games against Whitman.

Cover Photo: Tanner Scholten

NEWS
Student spends summer interning with Armed Forces
Alyssa Saari
StaffWriter
Junior Alex H offmann had the
opportunity to intern with the Navy
Research Enterprise Internship
program last summer. Biology pro
fessor Frank Caccavo introduced
Hoffmann, who is majoring in bi
ology with a pre-med track, to the
program.
"I didn't think I would get it. It
was intimidating," Hoffmann said.
"Then Dr. Vijay Singh called and
said 'Are you fully committed to
AFRRI?'"
Singh is a principal investiga
tor at the Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute (AFRRI).
The AFRRI offered Hoffmann to
partake in a ten-week program to
research and apply molecular bi
ology techniques to study radiation
coitntermeasures for the protection
of soldiers and civilians who are ex- •
posed to acute radiation syndrome.
Hoffmann saw the immense oppor
tunity he was given and packed his
bags to see new sights—Bethesda,
Maryland.
The main purpose for those
studies is to research radiation cas

es such as Chernobyl in 1984 and
Fukushima in 2011 in order to treat
radiation exposure in the chances
that another disaster occurs.
Radiation poisoning is a tragic
and painful death, Hoffmann said.
An individual suffers for about a
week or so due to the loss of cells in
the blood and the intestines. Since
the white blood cells are attacked
and killed, the individual is more
prone to obtaining diseases and in
fections through bacteria.
"I was given a lot of freedom by
Dr. Singh, who gave me a structured
environment and all the resources I
needed to conduct my research,"
Hoffmann said.
Hoffmann was allowed to work
on his mentor's previous research
and work with information on a se
cret clearance.
The
experience
Hoffmann
gained from his internship affected
not only his mindset, but his pas
sion for helping others, he said.
"An MD/P hD opens up a lot of
opportunities," Hoffmann said, ex
plaining how he now has the ability
to put everyday medicine into prac
tice by treating patients, while also
having the ability to help further
scientific research to expand the
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world of medicine.
Hoffmann is interested in apply
ing to the University of Washington,
Columbia University of New York,
possibly Harvard and a list of ot h
er schools since the medical field
is highly competitive. Additionally,
the internship exposed Hoffmann
to the military world for the first
time, enticing him into studying at
the Uniformed Services University
of the Health Sciences and even
tually taking the role as a general
surgeon.
Hoffmann is grateful for the op
portunity he was given, because
without it he may not have expand
ed his mindset to stretch his calling
for new possibilities, he said. It is
important to highlight the amazing
qualities internships carry for stu
dents and the many opportunities
Whitworth has for its students, he
said.

Contact Alyssa Saari at
asaaril 8@my. whitworth.edu

Tanner Scholten | Photographer

Hoffmann is a biology major on the pre-med track.
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Fulbright students teach English abroad
Lee Morgan
Staff Writer
Whitworth was officially recognized as a top-pro
ducer of Fulbright students for 2014-15 on Feb. 12. Out
of th e 16 applicants for the prestigious award, six re
ceived the honor and are now acting as English Teach
ing Assistants around the world.
Megan Hershey, the Fulbright Program advisor for
Whitworth, continues to communicate with the stu
dents abroad via email, but once the students leave,
she said, they are under the Fulbright Scholar Program.
"My focus now is getting the next crop of applicants
ready," Hershey said. "It is a rigorous application pro
cess."
The next set of ap plicants will face difficulties and

i diversity
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Tir
with such
has onoKloH
enabled m
me
to Iparn
learn ahnnt
about tthe
hardships while in the application process, and if they
importance of class preparation. I try to plan dynamic
receive the award, will continue to be challenged, she
activities that involve all stu
said.
"Teaching with such diversity has dents."
Allana Feltner, a Fulbright
Feltner not only faces
student who graduated in
enabled me to learn about the
challenges in the classroom,
2014, is now living in Paimportance of class preparation. I but she also had to overcome
chuca, Hidalgo, Mexico. She
the initial shock of living in
teaches English to a broad
try to plan dynamic activities that another country.
range of students that vary in
"Culture shock is a natural
age as well as socioeconomic
involve all students."
part of traveling. I have faced
backgrounds.
culture shock in the work en
—ALLANA FELTNER
Feltner's students also
vironment and time orienta
show varying degrees of mo 
class of'14
tion," Feltner said. "However,
tivation.
"For some, learning En
glish is their biggest goal in life. For others, English is a
continued on p. 5
punishment," she said in an email interview. "Teaching

HEALTH AND COUNSELING CENTER: AT A GLANCE
The Health Center can refer students to a dietitian, through Sodexo, who will meet with the student and help with dietary issues. To
take advantage of this service stop by the health center for a referral or call 509.777.3259.

COUNSELING
Students are provided with six free counseling sessions a year. These sessions may be carried out in a group or as an individual visit.
Resources and information for sexual assault prevention, substance abuse and mental health are available online through the Whitworth website.

WELLNESS SERVICES
Whitworth offers students health exams for sports, employment etc.
Health consultations for travel and immunizations for trips abroad are also provided.

ILLNESS AND ACCIDENT SERVICES
Whitworth staffs a Nurse Practitioner who can diagnose and, if ne eded, write prescription medication, and order for X-rays, laboratory
testing and/or referrals according to the Whitworth website.
Immunizations are also available for students.

HEALTH SERVICES PLAN & STUDENT ACCIDENT INSURANCE CLAIMS
The Health Center staff offers to help students file necessary forms for Health Services Plan or Student Accident Insurance reimburse
ment as well as others. For this service students should come to the health center with copies of all bills, EOBs from any primary insur
ance and/or receipts. Claim forms are available at the health center or at: www.eiiastudent.org/whitworth.
Hayley O'Brien

Contact Hayley O'Brien at
hobrienl 7@my. whitworth. edu

Staff Writer
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The number of Whitworth
students who received a
Fullbright Scholar Award on Feb. 12.
p. 4

The number of groups of Christians
that arise during conflict, according
to David Gushee.
p. 5

The amount Jess Walter was offered
by a publisher for the manuscript of
his novel, "Ruby Ridge."
p. 8
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Theology professor makes case for transformative
rethinking of the [LGBT community by Christians
Shyanne Faulconer
Guest Writer
Thanks to evidence offered by the same sex attraction and the lesbian, gay, bisex
ual and transgender (LGBT) community, Christian understandings of sexuality and
acceptance are being reevaluated, David P. Gushee said Feb. 22 during a lecture at
the Robinson Teaching Theatre.
Gushee's lecture titled "Changing Our Mind: My Journey as a Christian Ethicist
toward full LGBT Acceptance" brought students, faculty and community members
alike together. The issue of sexuality and gender in the Christian community is one
that Whitworth University is currently evaluating while working toward deciding
whether or not to include sexual orientation in the informa
tion given by faculty and staff.
"There are a lot of LGBT or ally
Christians on the hinges,"
Gushee said.
There is growing
social
intoler
ance of intol
erance that
has been hap
pening over
the last 10 years
within society, he
said. When issues get
controversial, people tend to
lose their love for one another and are
left only with argument, Gushee said. This ar
gumentation is all too familiar among Christians, especially
when it comes to interpreting the Bible. TheBible does not say—we theorize, Gushee
said. The argument of deciding whether a person's interpretation of the Bible does or
does not support same sex attraction is just that—an interpretation.
According to Gushee, there are three main groups of Ch ristians when conflict
arises, including conflict of w hether to accept people of the LGBT community: 1.)
traditionalists that saysame sex attraction is never ok; 2.) revisionists who wa
nt to re
evaluate the situation, reinterpret the Bible and see if any changes need to be made;
and 3.) avoiders that do not want to talk about the conflict at all.
Due to long-standing traditional assumptions, Christians have often been seen as
anti-gay because of their continued participation in anti-gay rhetoric, activism and
legislation. LGBT Christians are everywhere, Gushee said, and because this is the

case, other Christians must share the community with them. Gushee, quoting the
late Lutheran Pastor Dietrich Bonhoeffer, said "we must respond to people in thenreality" not in ours. If Christians want to be fully accepting of and loving toward the
LGBT community, then it must be on their terms.
Christians need to start taking a position of hum ility when beginning to move
toward acceptance of the LGBT community, he said. Wanting to change who they
are or "love the sinner and hate the sin" as one audience member said is counter
productive and only leads to contempt of the person. In order to have full accep
tance of SSA and LGBT peopl e, Christians slurs and bullying, criminalization, civil
discrimination, violence, stigmatization and contempt and blaming all need to end.
Those things are what Gushee called the "mandatory minimums" that Christians
must meet.
According to
John 3:16, "for
God so loved
the world that
he gave his one
and only Son,
that
whoever
believes in him
shall not perish
but have eternal
life." The God
mentioned in
John 3:16 is the
God of .whoev
er believes in
Him—including
Kelly Logie | Graphic Artist SSA and LGBT
people, Gushee
said. To change
minds we must first change hearts, and a change in heart can only come from having
relationships with those being marginalized.
Whitworth is a part of the Council for Christian Colleges and Universities (CCCU)
and being active in pursuing to change how Christians view the acceptance of t he
LGBT community into the church.
"Whitworth may be in the best position in the Christian college world to make a
change," Gushee said.
Contact Shyanne Faulconer at
sfaulconerl 6@my.whitworth.edu

Fulbright students:

speak English, but are
afraid to do so because
they do not want to make
a mistake, Willmann said.
continued from p. 4
She continues to make progress with her students by
playing sports and games with them as well as inter
I try to appreciate the differences between the two cul acting with them inside and outside of the classroom.
tures rather than attempt to compare which culture is
"We have a motto at Fulbright Malaysia, 'Chuck your
better or worse."
dignity at the door,' which I try to live by because the
Sondra Willmann, another Fulbright award winner more wacky and crazy you are, the more the students
and 2014 graduate, is living and teaching in Kampung are willing to open up to you," she said.
Gajah, Perak, Malaysia.
Both Feltner and Will
"The main difficulty I have
mann
credit some of their
"The Education department at
faced as an ETA is the lan
perseverance to Whitworth
guage barrier between myself Whitworth helped me tremendously and its professors.
and the students," Willmann
The professors were in
to prepare for my job now."
said in an email interview.
credible mentors during
She has noticed that many
her time at Whitworth and
—SONDRA W ILLMANN
of her students are able to
have continued to mentor
class of'14

1928
The year that the Archive of
American Folk Song at the
Library of Congress was estab
lished.
p. 9

during her time abroad, Feltner said.
"The Education department at Whitworth helped
me tremendously to prepare for my job now. The pro
fessors care deeply for you and for the students you are
going to teach in the future," Willmann said.
Feltner and Willmann distinguished themselves at
home by receiving the Fulbright award, and are now
striving to conduct themselves professionally while
teaching abroad.
"They were exceptional students. They are all doing
great work as Fulbright ETA's and I think they represent
the best of Whitworth. They are globally-minded peo
ple who are serving humanity," Hershey said.

Contact Lee Morgan at
Imorganl 7@my.whitworth.edu

15

80

23

The number of musicians who
collaborated with Jayme Stone on
his Lomax project.
p. 9

The number of people surveyed
who attended no lectures this
last semester.
p. 12

The number of people surveyed who
attended more than five lectures
last semester.
p. 12
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NEWSmBRIEF

Manhunt for American sex abuse
suspect ended by police in Brazil

A group of Northwest colleges and universities is collaborating to feature some of each other s articles in online
and print editions. Content found in the "Around the Northwest" section is written by non-Whitworth students
and does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian. Content is used with permission from the listed
newspaper.

Symposium, WIDE Council discuss diversity
Questions about Whitman's diversity ideals are a
Diversity has dominated campus discussion recent
ly. This year's Power and Privilege Symposium occurred strong focus of t he WIDE Council. A com mittee com
on Feb. 19 and the new Whitman College Inclusion, Di posed of 18 members who meet once a month, the
versity and Equity Council held its second-ever meeting WIDE Council will ha ve subcommittees focus on top
ics such as access and success, climate and intergroup
on Feb. 23.
The Power and Privilege Symposium, established last relations, education and scholarship, and institutional
year in the wake ofstudent protests, once again received viability and leadership commitment. Although only
praise from many sources for its attendance numbers two meetings have occurred this year, the WIDE Coun
t they hope
and in-depth discussions of key issues of race, sex, gen cil already has a vision of two initial goalshat
der identity, sexuality and socioeconomic class, among to achieve.
"There are two very import
other topics.
ant charges that the_ commit
"I was pretty amazed. A lot
tee is initially engaged in. The
"If higher [education] is also a
ofpeople attended, so thatwas
first business will be to secure
really cool. There were a lot of
filter that's denying opportunity
an independent social scien
good [sessions] that sparked
to conduct what is called
good discussions," said soph
to people, then ... that filter needs tist
a
'climate
study' of experienc
omore Sean Hannah.
to be taken down, dismantled and es of various constituents on
Attendance over the four
campus ... Second, [the goal]
sessions of the symposium
thrown away so that — inasmuch is to design a strategic plan
totaled 2,876 participants, ac
that maps out where Whitman
cording to numbers provided
as it's possible — we have equality should be in five years in these
by the Office ofStudent Activi
areas of inclusion, diversity
ties, where individuals attend
of opportunity."
and equity," said Joshua, who
ing more than one session
is co-chair of t he WIDE Coun
—ALBERT S CHUELLER
were counted more than once.
cil.
While this total is a slight im
Whitman professor of mathematics
With regard to the first
provement in attendance over
goal, Dr. Sue Rankin is sched
last year, it was the content of
the 2015 Symposium that drew positive remarks from uled to come to Whitman in early April and conduct an
18-month social climate study that the WIDE Council
members of the community.
"In all [the] sessions that I went to, what I saw was hopes will give them information regarding campus
this seriousness, the commitment and the dedication to diversity. In terms of the second focus, members of the
critically engage the questions of what Whitman can be council are currendy at the stage of reading previous re
come and to try and narrow the gap between our ideals ports on campus and gathering information that applies
... and our lived reality. I think it was amazing. It tells to providing opportunities to those in higher education
us that these questions are important, that students of in general.
all races, types, classes, sexual orientation, religious
faith, region and nationality care deeply about these is
sues and that they're willing to work at it," said associate
dean for intercultural affairs and chief diversity officer For the full story from Whitman's The Pioneer, go to
Kazi Joshua.
thewhitworthian.com

Feb. 28—Police in Brazil arrested an
American man suspected of sexually
assaulting young women while running a
religious group in Minnesota. The 53-yearold founded his River Road Fellowship sect
in Minnesota and was the subject of an
international manhunt after disappearing
in 2010. He is accused of a series of assaults
between 2000 and 2012. U.S. authorities say
he used religious coercion and intimidation
to isolate and control women. He faces a
maximum sentence of 30 years in prison.

Bosnian immigrants tobe deported
U.S. immigration officials are moving to
deport at least 150 Bosnians living in the
U.S. Officials believe those immigrants took
part in war crimes in the former Yugoslavia
in the 1990s. Officials have identified about
300 immigrants who they believe concealed
their involvement in wartime atrocities
when they came to the U.S. with a plethora
of Bosnian war refugees fleeing the violence
there.

New plane-tracking method trial
Australia, Indonesia and Malaysia are
testing a new method of tracking planes
in order to avoid disappearances of fl ights
such as flight MH370. It uses technology
already installed on most long-haul jets to
be tracked every 15 minutes, an increase on
the current 30 to 40 minutes. The system is
expected to increase the tracking rate to five
minutes or less if there is any deviation from
a plane's expected route. The new system is
a "world first," Australian Transport Minister
Warren Truss said.
Sources| New York Times and BBC News

ASWU UPDATE
• Residence Life is proposing to change
some policies regarding search and seizure
in the dorms. One of those changes includes
giving residential assistances and residen
tial directors keys to every room to use as a
last resort in emergency situations.
• After hearing the proposed changes,
ASWU collected feedback and questions to
ask Residence Life regarding the application
of the policy and who it applies to.

The Whitworthian
like us on Facebook

• ASWU passed a requisition of $500 to be
used as scholarship money for students
wanting to attend the Washington Student
Leadership Conference.
• Threads Community is newly chartered
club the purpose of which is to create a wel
coming community through sewing, cro
cheting and other crafts. They plan to teach
people how and provide them the materials
necessary for sewing, crocheting, knitting
and other crafts.

+

ARTS&CULTURE
Artist Spotlight: Acting major cherishes spiritual joy
Emily Goodell

room with each other. Theater has given
her a new way to look at people and has
shown her the importance of empathy—
for characters and for people.
"I wish that I had a way to concisely
describe how important theater is to
me," Seideman said.
Name: Rebecca Seideman
She has lost count of how many shows
she has been in, but her involvement
with theater goes further than acting.
Year: Junior
She is involved in ma
ny of senior proj
ects, has participated in the Broadway
Major: Theater: Acting Track
Unbound dance showcase every year
she's attended Whitworth and had the
opportunity to collaborate with direc
tors and designers in New York. Sh e is
the stage carpenter, is in the mainstage
production, and is co-leading and star
ring in Cool Whip this spring. She some
Madeleine L'Engle, author of "A Wrin times has rehearsal for upwards of five
kle in Time," once said that there is noth hours a day.
ing so secular that it cannot be sacred.
"I have to keep my sanity and remem
Junior theater major Rebecca Seide ber what's important," Seideman said.
man exemplifies that ideal. She tries to
Something else that is very important
serve God in all things that she does, es to Seideman is her involvement with the
pecially within her major. She is inspired homeless.
by the ideaof ministry through theater.
Last summer, Seideman moved to
"I want to represent God in a good the Tenderloin District in San Fran
way in the professional acting commu cisco, which houses a large homeless
nity," Seideman said.
population. She said that although it's
Seideman has been involved in the a disadvantaged neighborhood, most
ater for seven years.
of the sadness and
She became interest
depravity is in the
"When you think about houses, not on the
ed in theater when
she moved to a new
She worked
how fragile life can be, streets.
state and became en
with the organization
robed in a huge high
City Impact and ran
suddenly nothing else
school. Her mother
a rescue mission in
was in charge of pick
matters but to pursue
the district. They co
ing her classes and
ordinated food and
passion."
put her in beginning
services, prayed with
drama.
people and distrib
—REBECCA SEIDEMAN
"I was absolutely
uted much-needed
terrified," Seideman
items such as clothes.
said.
Seideman has many homeless friends
Since then theater has been an inte and says that the homeless population
gral part of h er life. Seideman recently is misunderstood. She said that they are
experienced a death in her family and suffering from a "spiritual starvation."
theater helped her to process the trage
"The real problem is addiction and
dy and keep going.
lack of spiritual support," Seideman said.
"When you think about how fragile
Seideman has thought about com
life can be, suddenly nothing else mat pletely engrossing herself into the home
ters but to pursue passion," Seideman less population, but has decided that she
said.
can better serve them through art.
Seideman likes that theater brings
"There's something inherently spiritogether a whole group of people that tuau'bout\rt;'TeId7man said*
would otherwise never be in the same
StaffWriter

leanette Vazquez|Photographer

Junior Rebecca Seideman hopes to use theater to help disadvantaged youth.

Jeanette Vazquez | h
Potographer

Seideman finds her inspiration in
people and the quirky things they do.
She has a rule that she is aware when
she is anywhere. She watches people to
inspire characters.
This summer, Seideman plans to
temporarily move to San Francisco to
be trained and certified in InterPlay,
a technique using stories, movement
and voice to unlock wisdom. After her
certification, she would like' to use that
technique to help the disadvantaged
youth and homeless population in San
Francisco, using InterPlay as a sort of
therapy.
After she graduates, she plans to mar

ry her fiance, whom she met while in
San Francisco, and possibly moving to
New York to become an Equity actor.
Seideman's advice to other artists and
people is to live for right now, accept
help, not be afraid, and most important
ly: to laugh.
"Laugh. Just laugh at everything. It
makes life more bearable," Seideman
said.
Seideman will perform in the mainstage production, "These Shining Lives,"
opening March 6 in Cowles Auditorium!
Contact Emily Goodell at
egoodelll 8@my.whitworth.

08
Writer-in-residence focuses on local stories
Courtney Murphy
Staff Writer
Although many do, writers do not need to live in big
cities such as New York or San Francisco to be success
ful. On Thursday, Feb. 24, local author and Whitworth
Writer-in-Residence Jess Walter answered questions
about his literary beginnings, writing process and
childhood in Spokane. As Writer-in-Residence, Walter
held several free literary events on campus. The event
filled the Robinson Teaching Theatre with English ma
jors, community members and fans of Walter's work.
Each of Walter's books have been a "radical depar
ture from the last one," said senior lecturer Thorn Cara
way, who was facilitating the conversation with Walter.
Walter has written everything from nonfiction to
novels to short stories.
Instead of enrolling in a Masters of Fine Arts (MFA)
program like many writers do, Walter started his writ
ing career as a journalist for The Spokesman-Review.
"I took the service entrance into literature," Walter
said.
Walter spent much of his time as a journalist report
ing on crime stories, and looking for a story big enough
to write a book about, Walter said. During this time, he
wrote and attempted to publish many short stories, but
was often rejected by the institutions he sent them to.
After years as a journalist, Walter found inspiration
that manifested itself in "Ruby Ridge," a nonfiction
crime novel documenting a confrontation between the
Weaver family of n orthern Idaho and the federal gov
ernment.
The early manuscript of "Ruby Ridge" was reject
ed multiple times before Walter was contacted by a
publisher offering him $30,000 to finish the novel. He
agreed to write it without hiring an agent, Walter said.
Following his publishing debut, Walter had several
jobs ghostwriting nonfiction crime novels, including
one documenting the O.J. Simpson murder trial. How
ever, Walter soon entered the world of fiction novels in
2001 with Over Tumbled Graves.
"I'm usually writing to get the taste of the last thing
out of my mouth," Walter said, about his tendency to
genre-hop.
During the interview, Caraway asked about Walter's
decision to stay in Spokane as a writer, when many
people choose to leave, and his continual inclusion of
Spokane in his writing.
"There's an entire narrative about Spokane that runs
through [my] work," Walter said.
Several stories are set in Spokane; in others charac
ters travel to Spokane and in others it is mentioned.

EVENTS

Although he used to feel ambivalent toward the Spo
kane area in general, he now feels a "fierce love"toward
the city, and that is at the beginning of a cultural boom,
Walter said.
"There's just this great energy downtown," Walter
said. Art i s returning to the city in several ways, in
cluding the Spokane International Film Festival, vari
ous art gallery spaces and on a more humorous level,
non-ironic diners.
Walter believes that there is no "us and them" di
chotomy between good and bad people. Because of
this, his protagonists are flawed and not always likable,
yet relatable. He is interested in the gradation of ethics
and morals, and the idea that people imagine they are
more different from others than they really are, Walter

said.
Students and community members found Walter's
discussion thought-provoking, and many asked per
ceptive questions during the Q&Asession.
"I r eally liked how open he was about sharing his
process of writin g, he was down to earth and funny,"
said Elizabeth Merriam, a junior English major who at
tended the lecture.
Walter's newest novel, "Beautiful Ruins," was pub
lished in 2012 and won many awards/including New
York Times Notable Book of the Year. His books are
available at most bookstores around the area.
Contact Courtney Murphy at
cmurphyl 8@my.whitworth.edu

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

LECTURE: DIGITAL SEXUALITY
7 p.m.

ID

ac

C-3

As part of the Speakers and Artists
series, Wheaton College professor
William Struthers speaks about online
porn in Christian circles.

MUSIC: CANDY LEE
7:30 p.m.
Tones Radiator
120 E. Sprague Ave.

After a successful Kickstarter
campaign, folk singer Candy Lee visits
Spokane on her cross-country tour.

LECTURE: NOT A NEW COLD WAR
7:30 p.m.

RTT

RTT

go

Tanner Scholten | Pho
tographer

Senior lecturer Thorn Caraway (left) interviews Jess Walter, Whitworth's writer-in-residence this spring.
Walter writes in many prosaic styles including novels, short stories, and creative nonfiction.

>CO

Anthony Rodin, assistant professor
in'the Political Science department
speaks about his research on
challenges to international systems.

CO

MUSIC: AWADAGIN PRATT: PIANO
MASTERCLASS

The Leonard 5
0::
Iva
presents "Calv
forgiveness an<(
~ ' :ea
by "The Princes!

Acclaimed pianist and advocate of
music education Awadagin Pratt
teaches a masterclass on campus.

COMMUNITY: 3 MINUTE MIC

7:30 p.m. I $8-$12
Spokane Civic Theatre
1020 N. Howard St.

Auntie's Bookstore
402 W. Main Ave.

6 p.m.

Open mic participants have 3 minutes
to read their poetry following
featured reader Alison Collins.

FILM: LAO FILM Fl
7 p.m. and 10 p

RTT

4 p.m.
Music Building Recital Hall

THEATER: AMERICAN IDLE: MURDERING
THE MUSIC

SCT presents a murder-mystery
play parodying the popular singing
competition show, American Idol.

r-»

=c
CO

CO

COMMUNITY: SLl

2 p.m.
Deer Park Librat
208 S. Forest Av
Inland Empire D
experts talk abo
experiences wit
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Music* historian, composer, and banjoist explores
American folk traditiom in decades-old recordings
Kelli Hennessey

Lomax worked in the field for over 60
years
after beginning his work in 1933
Staff Writer
with his father, John Avery Lomax, a folk
lorist and musician. The father and son
Jayme Stone's Lomax Project seeks to
team spent years collecting thousands of
bring the work of noted folklorist and
recordings of music in order to "expand
ethnomusicologist Alan Lomax to a con
the holdings of recorded folk music at
temporary audience.
the Archive of American Folk Song at the
Stone has extensively researched
Library of Co ngress (established 1928),
Lomax's recordings and created a new
gathering thousands of field recordings
album of 19 songs, accompanied by ex
of folk musicians throughout the Amer
tended liner notes that explore the prov
ican South, Southwest, Midwest and
enance of each song. With this work,
Northeast, as well as in Haiti and the Ba
Stone is attempting to bring a piece of hamas," according to the Association for
early American music history to a new Cultural Equity.
audience, he says.
Lomax's work is extensive and in

cludes thousands of rec ordings, photo
graphs, manuscripts and videos, all in all
representing almost one "1,000 c ulture
groups from around the world," accord
ing to The American Folklife C enter at
the Library of Congress.
Stone, a Canadian native, is also inter
ested in musical traditions from around
the world and has spent two years re
searching Lomax's work. Stone worked
to collect a variety of s ongs and share
their provenance and importance in the
history of t he North American musical
tradition. Stone worked with 15 musi
cians on the project and has hailed it as
a collaborative effort.

jeanene Vazquez| rnoiograpner

"The work with these particular mu
sicians has been so joyful," Stone said.
"Everyone has been so generous... even
when it came to record, we were still re
arranging and writing new lyric ... the
whole thing has just felt very alive and
engaged."
The album includes sea shanties,
hymns and cowboy songs, each with
accompanying notes from Stone based
on the research of Lo max. Stone is at
tempting to reinvigorate those pieces of
post-war American history to illustrate
the influence the music has had on ev
erything that has come after it.
That is important to Stone now as he
explores the roots of the music that is
listened to now. Stone hopes to increase
appreciation of the provenance and his
tory of ea ch of th e songs in this collec
tion.
"A song carries with it the history
and story of the people who created it,"
Stone said. "When these songs were cre
ated, they would bring people together
... people were using songs to create
togetherness often while they did very
intensive manual labor, whether it was
aboard a fishing vessel or county road
gang, they used songs to keep their spir
its afloat."
With this project, contemporary lis
teners can experience a significant part
of American history. Stone played the
Bing Crosby Theater on Feb. 25 as part of
his tour in support of TheLomax Project.
Stone's album, officially titled "The
Lomax Project," will be released on
March 3. Information on the album, in
cluding a short documentary and videos
of selected songs, can be found at www.
jaymestone.com.

ContClCt Kclli Hennessey (it

Jayme Stone worked with 15 musicians on the Alan Lomax archival project and has hailed it as a collaborative effort.

oo

2 p.m. I $5 for Whitworth students
Cowles Auditorium

n.

The Whitworth mainstage theater
presents "These Shining Lives, based
on the struggles of women employed
in factories in the 1920s.

land Film Festival
y," an Irish film about
redemption followed
Bride."

D DOG MUSHING

THEATER: THESE SHINING LIVES

oo

THEATER: THE SPOON RIVER EXPERIENCE
2 p.m.
Spokane Community College
1810 N. Greene St.

>g Sled Association
Jt their personal

) sled dog racing.

SCC students bring the"Spoon River
Anthology" by Edgar Lee Masters
to life through songs, dance, oral
interpretations and movement.

an

IT

COMMUNITY: PULITZER PRIZE-WINNING
JOURNALIST CHRIS HEDGES

8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Chase Gallery
808 W. Spokane Falls Blvd.

^
s

7 p.m. I $10-$20
Bing Crosby Theater
901 W. Sprague Ave.

Spokane art students display
painting, drawing, sculpture, video
and various other visual media.

g

Award-winning journalist Chris
Hedges speaks about what it means
to be a rebel today.

ART: EXPLORATIONS XIV: STUDENT
INVITATIONAL

oo
iij

MUSIC: BOB CURNOW BIG BAND

MUSIC: THE DODOS

7p.m. I $10
The Big Dipper
171 S. Washington St.

8 p.m. I $i S-$15
The Bartlett
228 W. Sprague Ave.

Bob Curnow and his band perform
classic big band jazz and swing music.

Indie-rock duo performs downtown as
part of their recent recording spree.

i

m
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Nashville singer takes Whitworth audiences in stride
Denin Koch
Staff Writer
The sounds of shimmering guitar,
cascading piano and harmonized vocals
filled the HUB Muiti-Purpose Room last
Wednesday night as singer-songwriter
Ben Rector delivered an intimate perfor
mance of his original music to an enthu
siastic Whitworth audience.
The concert, sponsored by ASWU, was
a detour for Rector, who is currently on a
U.S. tour promoting his most recent al
bum, "The Walking in Between."
Rector, a ccompanied by the pianist/
guitarist from his full band, treated his
audience to a nine-song set spanning
just over an hour.
The song listing had something for
everyone, as the set ranged from the
gritty blues of "Follow You" to the Sunday-morning charm of "I Like You" to
the haunting loneliness of "Sailboat."
Captivating his audience, Rector elic
ited laughter, clapping, cheers and in
trospective silence from the assembled
students, fans and faculty.
Lasting impressions were left on the
minds of those who attended, even
those unfamiliar with the performer be
fore the live event.
"I love the energy of t his guy," fresh
man Abe Khieran said after the concert.
"He has a unique, unorthodox presence
when he is playing. His style is inspira
tional."
Performance and showmanship is
nothing new for the veteran musician.
Rector was born and raised in suburban
Oklahoma. After o btaining a university
degree, he immersed himself in his craft
by moving to the musical metropolis of
Nashville, Tennessee. His first album,
"Songs That Duke Wrote," was released
in 2008. Since, Rector has released five
more full-length studio albums, a live
album and an EP of Huey Lewis and the
News covers, titled "Newy Lewis and the
Hues."
Despite his seasoned career, the show
was Rector's first visit to Spokane. For
tunately, his maiden voyage to the city
unfurled much more pleasandy than he
had anticipated.
"Spokane is much more beautiful
than I thoug ht it would be," Rector said
after originally being skeptical about the
merits of t he cold, wintery region. For
the singer, the Whitworth show was just
one day removed from a stay in Malibu,
California.
Pleased by the event's attendance,
Rector further revealed that before the
show, he thought that "there were not
gonna be enough people to line the front
row." By the time the show began, the
MPR was filled, leaving standing room
only.
ASWU Activities Coordinator Laurel
Cornwell was thrilled by the event's suc
cess.
"I heard about Ben Rector through a
student request," Cornwell said. "Iadded
his name to a survey—containing about
20 artists—that went out to the students.
They voted for which performer to bring
to campus and Ben Rector won."
Cornwell was further impressed by
the students' overwhelming enthusiasm

Michael Burrows | Photo
grapher

Rector played with guitarist Cody Fry.
for the concert.
"The turnout for this event was great.
We had a line forming at the door of peo
ple waiting to get in by 7 p.m., an hour
before Rector took the stage," Cornwell
said. "The crowd was really responsive,
creating a great atmosphere."
While Rector has achieved and
thrived in such a public career, his true
charm lies in the sense that his celebrity
seems humble and reluctant.
In his song "Ordinary Love," Rector
sings that he "don't wanna be no star,"
and his autobiographical introduction
of his website claims that he doesn't
understand "Crazy dance clubs, private
jets, expensive alcohol and lots of mon
ey." By portraying himself simply as a
man who loves to play music, Rector
fascinated and endeared himself to the
crowd.
What truly set this performance apart
was the remarkable personality and flair
that Rector brought to the MPR stage.
On one of his tunes, Rector flawless
ly improvised a rhyming verse of lyrics
around the audience-suggested theme
of "pirates," much to the appreciation of
Michael Burrows | Photographer
the Whitworth crowd.
Ben Rector's album "The Walking in Between" is now available online.
When challenged with a song request
from the audience, Rector, while unable
to fulfil] t he request, invited the audi
ence member and his infant son onto
the stage for a photo op.
AFFORDABLE OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING
Rector's band-mate Cody Fry also
channeled charisma and presence,
Meyer Properties
stunning concert-goers with his impro
vised "mOuth trumpet" solo that tran
scended mere vocal noises to create an
exciting musical addition.
Now renting for 2014-2015 school year
These whimsical yet well-executed
"gems" gave Rector's performance the
Very nice, large duplexes in walking distance from Whitworth.
extra edge to render it truly remarkable
and memorable.
Each unit can house 4-5 students in large, private bedrooms.
Ben Rector's album "The W alking in
Lots of street parking. Washer and dryer provided.
Between" is available on iTunes and
Spotify.

www.whitworthhousing.com

$300-$330/month
per student

Contact Denin Koch at
dkochl 8@my.whitworth.edu

AVAILABLE
JUNE 1

CALL BILL for a s h o w i n g a t ( 5 0 9) 9 9 1 - 1 2 1 2

OPINIONS

End-of-life care stale! be left to individual choice

Hannah Walker |Graphic Artist

"There is not a cell in my body that is suicidal or that cure could reverse the illness.
All of these concerns are important, and that is why
wants to die. I want to live," Maynard said in an inter
view discussing her choice. "I wish there was a cure for the legislation restricting eligibility for physician-as
my disease but there's not... My glioblastoma is going sisted suicide is intended to address them.
The restrictive eligibility requirements also preserve
to kill me, and that's out of my control. I've discussed
Physician-assisted suicide is a controversial sub with many experts how I would die from it, and it's a the cumulative sense of the sanctity of life. Doctor-as
ject with a staggering amount of ethical, moral and terrible, terrible way to die. Being able to choose to go sisted suicide cannot be made freely available under
legal concerns revolving around it. Determining what with dignity is less terrifying...I believe this choice is the ideals of free c hoice because the value of life must
stance to take is made especially difficult considering ethical, and what makes it ethical is it is a choice. The be preserved for the well-being of soc iety. Life is s a
cred, and making doctor-assisted suicide readily avail
religious and secular arguments are made from both patient can change their mind up to the last minute."
Maynard stated the key to the ethica
l debate of physi able would be unethical and destructive to the mental
sides of the issue. Currently only three states—Oregon,
Washington and Vermont—have laws permitting phy cian-assisted suicide: it is ethical because it is a choice. health of the collective American psyche.
In the legal arena, physician-assisted suicide has
sician-assisted suicide, according to the Death With It will never be forced upon someone. Additionally,
hospitals and physicians cannot be required to provide been tested time and again since it first became active
Dignity National Center.
As Whitworth is a Christian university, perhaps it is end of life care, according to the Washington State Hos in Oregon in 1997. Thegreatest trial for Death with Dig
v.
wherein the U.S.
pital Association (WSHA). Choice is a vital element of nity was the case of Gonzales Oregon,
best to delve into the Christian perspectives first.
Supreme Court conclud
Christians opposed to physician-assisted suicide the ethics of physician-assisted
ed in 2006 that Oregon's
may cite verses as proof that the Bible condemns all suicide, however, it is equally
"According to Washington's
Death with Dignity Act is
suicide as sin. One such example is 1 Corinthians 3:16- true that the act itself is the end
constitutional, according
Department of Health, adults
17: "Don't you know that you yourselves are God's of all choices.
to the Death with Digni
A misconception about phy
temple and that God's Spirit dwells in your midst? If
seeking to end their lives through
ty National Center. The
anyone destroys God's temple, God will d estroy that sician-assisted suicide is that
court's decision provides
person; for God's temple is sacred, and you together it would increase suicide rates
the Death with Dignity Act must be a definitive answer to the
because
the
state
would
sud
are that temple."
The question for some Christians is in the interpre denly be making suicide more "terminally ill patients ... who have question of whether or
not physician-assisted
tation and application of suGh verses. The message that easily accessible.
less than six months to live." Other suicide is legal.
According to Washington's
ending one's life before its natural end is sacrilegious
Society must balance
seems clear. However, a person with a terminal illness Department of Health, adults
failsafes include mental health
freedom of choice with
or other condition that is guaranteed to end his or her seeking to end their lives
responsibility. It must
through the Death
life
prematurely
evaluations to ensure that a patient collectively
decide what
with Dignity Act must
is already facing a
be "terminally ill pa
interested in end of life care is of a actions belong to each
"However, a person with
natural death. Is it
individual and what ac
tients . . . who have
a sin then to fore
sound mind, according to WSHA's
a terminal illness or other
tions are taboo because
less than six months
go the painful last
their permittance is too
to live." Other failsafes
days in turn for a
End
of
Life
Care
Manual."
condition that is guaranteed include mental health
harmful to the well-being
death of peace and
of so ciety. Suicide is, by
evaluations
to
ensure
to end his or her life
dignity?
traditional western stan
that a patient interest
Answering
dards, taboo because of
prematurely is already facing ed in end of lif e care
questions
about
is
of
a
sound
mind,
according
to
WSHA's
End
the
toll
it
can
ta
ke
on
others
and
other cultural issues.
physician-assist a natural death. Is it a sin then
of Life Care Manual. Furthermore, patients
Physician-assisted suicide is different.
ed suicide from a
must request physician-assisted suicide three
Life is precious, but what makes it worth living is
Christian
stand
to forego the painful last days set
times
over
the
course
of
several
weeks
as
the
experiences—physical, spiritual or otherwise. I do
point is naturally
not advocate suicide as a solution for any situation,
part of the process.
in turn for a death of peace
very difficult be
As a final check, all eligibility requirements far from it, but I do believe that it is up to individual
cause so much de
and
dignity?"
must
be verified by two physicians.
choice—checked by personal beliefs, family, friends
pends on person
Following the same topic, one concern that and legislative guards—to decide if the final stages of
al interpretation.
involves ethical, moral and logistic consider a terminal illness are personally worth experiencing.
What, then, can be
ations is timing. What if a cure is discovered the day af There should always be choice.
said about the ethics of physician-assisted suicide?
The most recent and perhaps most publicized case ter a person chooses to end his or her life? The thought
of physician-assisted suicide occurred several months can make one pause. However, such an event is highly
ago in Oregon, when Brittany Maynard wrote an open improbable. Cures take time to develop, and more im
letter about why she was choosing to use physician-as portantly, a patient who is eligible for prescribed lethal BOARDMAN is a freshman majoring in English. Com
medication is, in all likelihood, past the point where a ments can be sent tomboardmanI8@my.whitworth.edu
sisted suicide.

MATTHEW
BOARDMAN
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Seep. 5for
a story on a
recent lecture.

How many lectures did you attend outside of
class last semester?

0 LECTURES
1-2 LECTURES
3-5 LECTURES

MORE
THAN

5 LECTURES

Email survey of 296 Whitworth students

EDITORIAL: I N T H E L O O P

Gender-neutral bathrooms
should not cause shame

Originally, Student Life was adding gender-neutral
bathrooms. It's now calling them private bathrooms.
The terms have the same meanings, but different impli
cations. It's a shame that the "gender-neutral" implica
tions have caused pause.
At Illinois State University, "all-gender" signs replaced
the "family" ones. No change at allwas made to the func
tions of the bathrooms, according to a July 2014 artic le
from videtteonline.com. The idea was that it wouldn't
make any difference to anyone but the people it affected
positively, like the transgender community. This is how
the Whitworth "private" bathroom situation should be
approached.
It makes sense because Whitworth is a private Chris
tian university. The problems the bathrooms (specifical
ly the vocabulary) could cause could outweigh the num
ber of people it would benefit. However, this is no reason
for Student Life an d anyone else involved to shy away
from the reason for implementing the changes.
It's important to remember that gender-neutral bath
rooms are not just for transgender students. Anyone can
use them. Since they function as private bathrooms,
they also benefit families and disabled people. Or, really,
anyone who wants a little more privacy.
The -safety of transgender students is also a factor.
Physical or emotional harassment is always a possible
danger for transgender people, especially in bathrooms
where confrontation is easy.
No matter what they'll be called, the fact remains that
Whitworth will soon have lockable bathrooms to ac
commodate anyone who was previously uncomfortable.
Hopefully, Student Life will follow through on this com
mitment to private bathrooms soon.
Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect the majority
opinion of the Editorial Board, comprised of five editors.
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Elise Stoner | Gu
est Graphic Artist

Three Pirates share their thoughts on how their education has been different since they started studying abroad.

ALYSSA
BROOKS

Location: British Isles

Studying on the Whitworth British Isles Semester
Program happens to be similar to a "choose your
own adventure" experience. My education in the
classroom varies drastically from myeducation while
abroad. Each day I explore a foreign place and inter
act with people I m ay never see again. I transition
between traipsing around
old ruins of a Norman cas
tle to roaming from room to
room of a modern art exhib
it. My education looks more
like a constant tour with
breaks where I am turned
loose upon the unknown
and told to choose what I
want to explore, to learn
about or whatever catches my eye. It is experiential
in the extreme. I spend every minute experiencing a
different culture than that of my origin andI must be
observant to fully appreciate it. It requires a different
discipline than typical classroom learning to expe
rience and observe and then effectively process my
experience and what it m eans to me. Lectures run
for no more 30 minutes at most on any given day, yet
education occurs constandy.

MAX
CARTER

Thus far, my educational
experience in New Zealand
has been highlighted not by
time in the classroom, but by
time with people and culture.
I have made countless friends
here in just two short weeks,
both Kiwisand fellowAmericans. The time that I have
spent with them has yielded so much growth for my
"self." It is hard to put into words the value of spend
ing time abroad. The culture here in NZ is similar to
the culture in the States in many ways. People here
are friendly, busy, educated. This trip has pushed
me to my limits, teaching me to have patience when
things don't necessarily go my way. As far as class
room education, it is quite different here. Most class
es are strongly lecture based, with a couple of papers
and one test per semester. Perhaps it is just due to
the larger size of Massey University, but classes are
also less personal and hands-on than at Whitworth. I
have only been in class for one week here, so I'm sure
I will learn more, but our requirements and assign
ments are also a bit less clear than at Whitworth. For
now, I'm just enjoying my experiences and drinking
it all in here in the land of the Kiwi.

Photos courtesy of Alyssa Brooks, Max Carter and Jessica Razanadrakoto
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Location: New Zealand

JESSICA
RAZANADRAKOTO

Location: Semester at Sea

It's been four years now that my education has
changed since leaving Madagascar for a better ed
ucation in the United States. My education started
in a classroom with small, hard wooden benches
with a black board and chalk. I used to write down
my lessons in my small colorful notebooks because
we didn't have the access or the means to buy books
or a TI-84 for each student. Now that I am study
ing abroad with Semester at Sea, my education has
changed even more from
having an inland campus to
studying on a ship in th
e mid
dle of the ocean and continu
ing my learning experience in
every country we visit. So far
we have visited Hawaii, Ja
pan, China, Hong Kong, Viet
nam and Singapore and still
have Burma or Myanmar, India, Mauritius, South Af
rica, Namibia, Morocco and England left to explore.
Every port we have visited has been a new learning
experience. I have come to educate myself t hrough
talking to the local people around me in each coun
try and embracing the culture through religion, food
and music rather than taking notes in my old note
book in my old classroom.

SPORTS
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Simon Puzankov | Photo
grapher

Sophomore Kenny Love maneuvers through a host of Lewis &Clark defenders on Saturday night in the Fieldhouse. Love finished with 20 points in the Pirate win.

Men's basketball cfactes NWC Tournament crown
with 20 points and 13 rebounds while scoring key bas
kets to keep Pioneers within striking distance through
Sports Editor
«
out that game.
"It's tough. [Appleton]'s a huge body and he knows
After battling a tough Willamette team on Thursday, how to use it," Farnsworth said. "It's just kind of about
the men's basketball team defeated an upstart Lewis & working early and trying to fight for position early be
Clark team on Saturday, 69-58, for the Northwest Con cause if he gets you buried, it's pretty tough. He can just
ference Tournament Championship. In a game with put you in the rim."
seven lead changes and only a five-point Pirate lead at
However, early foul trouble and the Pirates' effective
the half, the contest would come down to the last few full-court offensive push proved too much for the slow
minutes before a definitive result could be determined. er Lewis & Clark forwards.
With the student section clad in white and the Pi
"I thought it was important for
rate players sporting their white
us tonight against Lewis & Clark
home jerseys, the setting looked
to try to play with some tempo
"We wanted to establish
like a good vs. evil matchup out
and pace and get some things in
ourselves on the glass early transition because their defense
of a movie as Whitworth opposed
Lewis & C lark in their black and
is so good in the halfcourt," Logie
on and really set the tone on said.
"You go t to give your guys
orange.
Head coach Matt Logie made
some freedom to attack and make
the defensive side."
a change for the starting lineup
plays and fortunately our defense
—MATT LOGIE
by starting senior forward Adam
was able to create some opportu
Wilks and having freshman guard
nities."
head coach
Matt Staudacher come off the
Late scoring runs in the first
half along with a 3-point dagger
bench.
"We wanted to establish our
from sophomore guard Kenny Love at the buzzer gave
selves on the glass early on and really set the tone on the Pirates a 31-26 advantage after 20 minutes of play.
the defensive side," Logie said. "When we were able to
"We knew that their guards were really an area where
go in with Matt and play our traditional lineup, we were we could try and get into the paint and free up things
able to pick up the pace and the tempo and I thought it for others," Love said. "Some of o ur basic sets where
worked pretty well."
you throw it inside wouldn't work so we tried to get
Despite winning the tip, the Bucs could not get any some advantages there and that was one of them."
thing going early offensively. Both teams traded the
After putting up 13 and six points respectively in the
lead for the first 10 minutes of play with Lewis & Clark first half, Love and junior forward George Valle effe c
forwards Bradley Carter and Carl Appleton providing tively took over the Pirate offense for the rest of the
very physical presences in the paint. In the last Whit game.
worth outing against the Pioneers, Appleton finished
Connor Soudani

Lewis & Clark would end up tying the game at 48
and taking a slim advantage off of a 3-pointer from sec
ond-team all-NWC guard Jason Luhnow at 8:08 to take
a 51-50 lead. However, after a lay-in by Staudacher to
retake the Whitworth lead, 52-51, the lead would never
change again.
With the help of three 3-pointers from Luhnow in the
last nine minutes, the Pioneers stayed within striking
distance, but the performances of Valle and Love in the
final 10 minutes made the difference in the end.
As Valle a nd Love c ontinued to score, three steals
and five blocks in the last six and a half minutes for
Whitworth iced any chance of a Pioneer comeback.
The game ended with the "Hack-a-Pirate" strategy for
Lewis & Clark and the student section chanting, "I be
lieve that we will win."
Love led all scorers with 20 points while Valle, who
was Mr. Consistent for the entire game, ended with 19.
Valle said the multiple areas of ta lent from the guard
position allowed Love and himself to be successful.
"Since we have so many good shooters, they don't
really like to help off of the m if we put a good shooter
in each corner. They can only help so much," Valle said.
"With that in their heads, Kenny and I are coming in
with a full head of steam, attacking our defender and
being able to create some good things."
The Pirates clinched an automatic berth to the NCAA
Tournament with their ninth consecutive NWC Tour
nament crown. The Pirate matchup for the first round
was announced on Monday. Due to Whitworthian
press time, the first round matchup is not included in
this article. Check online at whitworthpirates.com for
matchup details.
Contact Connor Soudani at
csoudanil 6@my.whitworth.edu
-H-
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Simon Puzankov | Photogra
pher

Sophomore MaJkayla Lefever winds up for a pitch agains
t Willamette last weekend at Marks Field. Thewomen scored 24 runs over the four games.

Softball wins throe of feur against Willamette
reaching the board. Whitworth proceeded to get a total
of 21 outs to Willamette's 18 outs, and in spite of some
close calls in the fifth and sixth innings, the game end
ed at 3-0.
On Feb. 28, t he softball team pulled off a double
"We hit well today and played a really defensive
win against Willamette, shutting them out 3-0 in the game. We have a really solid defense," freshman UT
first game and achieving a 9-5 victory with the second.
Kelsey Downey said of the first
The following day, Whitworth lost
match.
a game 3-1 before finishing out
The Pirates followed up their
"We
hit
well
today
and
the weekend with an 11-0 victory,
first victory against Willamette
resulting in an overall series win
played a really defensive
with another one that began a
against Willamette..
half hour later. Gaining a 6-0
game.
We
have
a
really
solid
Whitworth's defense played a
lead early on, the Bucs continued
massive role in the first game, pre
their offensive strike by scoring
defense."
venting Willamette from scoring
three more in the latter half of the
throughout the game. After s uc
—KELSEY DOWNEY
game, but also let five get by.
cessfully preventing Willamette
The next day, the Bucs had
from scoring in the first inning,
freshman
their third game against Willa
senior outfielder Peyton McMamette. For the first four innings,
hon broke the ice and landed a hit
not a single rim was scored. The second and third in
that resulted in a Whitworth run. This trend cbntinued nings were particularly tense, with Whitworth barely
into the second and third innings with Willamette be
preventing the Bearcats from scoring. They first gained
ing held at bay until Whitworth's offense retaliated with
an out on a near home run in the second and then suc
two more runs.
cessfully stopped a Willamette player midway through
For t he rest of th e game, however, not a single
a steal. During the fifth inning, Willamette landed a
run against Willamette was scored. Inning after in
single rim before getting two more due to a home run
ning onwards, the game was entirely defensive, with
hit. Whitworth managed to get a run up on the board
both Whitworth and Willamette preventing runs from
Will Carsh

Staff Writer

/CRUNCHINGift

(NUMBERS/

* 9
Number of consecutive NWC
Tournament championships won
by men's basketball.

during the next inning, but didn't achieve a* comeback,
resulting in a 3-1 loss.
The fourth and final game off th e series kicked
off short ly afterward with the Bucs holding off Willa
mette defensively before hitting two runs within the
first inning. While the second inning saw no points
being scored either way, the third inning saw a major
change of pace for the game. After scoring twice again,
Whitworth hit three home runs, with sophomore Kayla
Batastini hitting the first and being shortly followed by
senior Peyton McMahon and sophomore Kelsey Stroshine. With no more runs made for the rest of the game,
the final tally came to be 11-0, resulting in Whitworth
winning the series against Wllamette.
"We out-hit and out-pitched them, with very min
imal earned runs given up," head coach Cristal Brown
said.
The wins against Willamette continues the team's
streak of no series losses.
"We have a team goal to not lose a single series,"
freshman outfielder Chelsea Hayes said.
The Whitworth softball team will be playing anoth
er four games next Saturday and Sunday against Pacific
Lutheran at home.
Contact Will Carsh at
hcarshl 8@my. whitworth.edu

*19
Number of points scored by junior
forward George Valle in the NWC
Tournament Final.

*20
Number of points scored by
sophomore guard Kenny Love
in the NWC Tournament Final.
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BasebaDD c©m®s out swoigimg, sets game record
John Ekberg

The Pirates' took the first game from the Missionar
ies, 8-1.
"The offense's job is easier when you have a guy
Whitworth's baseball team opened up conference competing on the mound," freshman infielder Joel
play with a bang. Rather, they came out swinging. And Condreay said.
As n ice as it is for an offense to compete when a
swinging. And swinging some more. The Pirates took
both ends of the Saturday doubleheader from Whit pitcher is dominating on the mound, it is just as simple
man, but failed to complete the sweep by lo sing the for a pitcher to compete when your offense is dominat
ing at the plate. That's exactly what happened in the
final game on Sunday afternoon.
Coming off a weekend where the Pirates put up 47 back-end of the doubleheader on Saturday afternoon,
and it was led by Condreay.
runs in four games in Kerrville,
Not 5. Not 10. Not 20. W hit
Texas, Whitworth continued its
The most impressive thing worth tallied 29 runs in this base
scoring ways against Northwest
ball game, a Whitworth Pirates
was that every time our
Conference opponent Whitman
baseball all-time record. The Pi
College in a big way.
defense allowed a few runs, rates racked up 11 extra-base hits
In the front-end of a Saturday
in the game, 10 of which were
doubleheader, Whitworth senior
our line-up punched back." of t he two-bag variety. Three of
Dan Scheibe stole the show from
those doubles belonged to Con
—NICK SCOUREY
the pitcher's mound, notching 10
dreay, who finished the game 6-6
strikeouts in seven innings of work
(with a walk as well) with 5 RBIs.
senior
while allowing a single rim, on a
Whitworth finished the game
solo home run, on five hits.
31-for-55 at the dish, a scorching
Senior Carson Blumenthal relieved Scheibe after .564 batting average. The game ended with the Pirates
seven innings, but continued the dominating perfor
winning 29-6.
mance, striking out three Missionaries while not allow
"The most impressive thing was that every time our
ing a hit over the final two innings.
defense allowed a few runs, our line-up punched back
Staff Writer

Tennis splits road contests
focused, and in my singles match I was able to play
consistently."
Staff Writer
Sunday's match against Whitman in Walla Walla
was also not very close, except this time Whitworth
The women's tennis team split their two matches was on the other side of the score, losing 7-2.
on their trip down to Salem, Oregon and Walla Walla,
"The major difference between Saturday and Sun
Washington last weekend, blowing out Willamette on day was the caliber of the team on the other side of the
Saturday, but losing on Sunday to Whitman.
net," head coach Rachel Aldridge said. "When we play
Whitworth added more to its recent success with our best tennis we are closely matched with Whitman,
an 8-1 win over Willamette in Salem, Oregon.
but we did not play our best tennis today."
"I definitely see the team getting better with every
Whitworth lost all three of
week. We have been working
their doubles matches, but Bel
hard in practice and are bring
la Hoyos and Morgan McDivitt
"I'm starting to get in my
ing what we learn to matches,"
came up with wins in their re
groove a little bit."
sophomore Bella Hoyos said.
spective singles matches. Hoyos
"In doubles Anabelle [Burns]
continued her winning form,
—JENNIFER
ADAMS
and I were super consistent and
doing so in straight sets, while
forced a lot of errors."
McDivitt had a grind-out win in
freshman
Hoyos won her doubles
three sets after losing the first
match with sophomore Anaone.
belle Burns 8-1, and also won
"I t ried to think of t he score as zero to zero after
her singles match in straight sets starting at the No. losing the first set, and focus on playing patient and
2 spot. Senior Saryn Mooney and senior Morgan Mc- just playing my game," McDivitt said. "The players we
Divitt also won their doubles match and both of their played against today were definitely harder and more
respective singles matches.
consistent than yesterday."
Whitworth capped off a sweep in doubles with a 5-1
Whitman finished first in the Northwest Confer
win in singles. Every match the teams won ended in ence last year, and currently remain tied in first place
straight sets.
with Linfield. With the loss on Sunday, Whitworth re
Freshman Jennifer Adams won her doubles match mains in fourth place in the conference, where they
with Taylor Pena 8-5, and also won her singles match have a 3-2 record.
in straight sets starting at the No. 3 spot.
"As a freshman, it's pretty nice to be doing well, but
I'm starting to get in my groove a little bit, Adams Contact Kyle Cacoyannis at
said. "In doubles we were able to hold serves and stay kcacoyannisl 8@my.whitworth.edu
Kyle Cacoyannis

\ 0
nf runs allowed bv
Number of runs al
y
the softball team m the fourth
Willamette weekend game.

V564
The baseball

batting average during
-setting 29-6 victory
their record setting za o victory
over Whitman.
their record

twice as hard," senior pitcher Nick Scourey, the starting
pitcher in the second game, said.
Whitworth committed four errors in the first two in
nings with Scourey on the mound, yet only allowed a
pair of runs in those innings.
"Our defense could have been better. Today was a
step in the right direction, but as a whole, we aren't
where we need to be yet," Condreay said.
The Pirates were unable to come away with the
sweep, falling to the Missionaries 5-2 in the final game
of the three-game set on Sunday afternoon. "We let one
slip today, but learned a lot of valuable lessons," senior
pitcher Cory Mack said.
"It says something about the expectations for our
program when you take two of three games in a week
end, and you're left wanting more," head coach Dan
Ramsay said. "Even if we win every game, an
d don't al
low any runs the entire weekend, we're always going to
find something we can improve on."
Whitworth heads to Ellensburg, Washington for
a double-header against Central Washington on
Wednesday this week before hosting George Fox at
Merkel Field for the first home Northwest Conference
games of the season this weekend.
Contact John Ekberg at
jekbergl 5@my.whitworth.edu

WOMEN'S TENNIS

^29
Record number of runs scored
by Whitworth in their second of
Loommo[,minctWt,i)nla„
three games against Whitman.

RANKINGS

LINFIELD 6-2
WHITMAN 6-2
LEWIS 8 CLARK 5-2
^WHITWORTH 3-3

ff 8
Matches of the women's tennis
contest with Willamette won by
whitworth
Whitworth.
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Freshman David Whitmore, a member of the
Whitworth Cheer Squad, performs a stunt.
Tanner' Scholten |Photographer

t pep

band play during Thursday's basketball

Whitworth basketball players link arms as they watch their teammates play.
Tanner Scholten |Photographer

Simon rniankov |Photographer
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Julie Rodgers discusses being
a celibate gay Christian

Radium Girls on Stage
The spring mainstage production "These Shining Lives"
closed on Saturday, March 14, after five shows. Look
inside for more photos from the show.

p. 10

p. 3
Rain washes away weekend
softball games at home
p. 15

ABOUTUS

VOLUME 105, ISSUE 12
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff .
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion.of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 250
words.
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CLARIFICATIONS & CORRECTIONS
The Whitworthian would like to clarify that general services, labs and x-rays
are covered by the student health fee, while medications, medical supplies,
immunizations and travel clinics are not, as implied by the informational
graph in Issue 11 of Hie Whitworthian, which came out March 4.

04 MAINSTREAM MEDIA

Capital punishment is an unjustified
punishment and should be outlawed in all
states for a variety of reasons.

05 IRISH INSTIGATORS

12 RESOLUTION RIGHT

The Whitworth Forensics Team debates with
forensics champions from Ireland on the
topic of nations having open borders,

07 KYLER CREATES

CONTACT KSHAW17PMY.WHITW0RTH.EDU TO DISCUSS PRICING

11 CAPITAL CRIMES

Author Andi Zeisler is coming March 31 for
a lecture and workshop regarding women's
role in mainstream media.

ASWU should pass the resolution calling
for the inclusion of sexual orientation in the
non-discrimination clause of the handbook.

14 HOME PLATE HEROES

Senior Kyler Lacey expresses his creativity
by restoring rare antique items and writing
about his experiences and imaginings.

The baseball team loses two, but wins the
last game of the weekend in a set of road
matchups with PLU on Friday and Saturday.

08 MUG MEALS

15 SOFTBALL STEAL

Staff writer Kelli Hennessey steps through
the creation of a three^course, Latininspired microwave meal in a mug.

^Softball sneaks in two wins against Pacific
before the Sunday competition is rained out
and moved to Monday.

Cover Photo: Tanner Scholten

NEWS
Rodgers: a "gay celibate Christian"

iBRIEF
Ferguson shooter suspect arrested
March 15—Jeffrey Williams, 20, is arrested
and charged with two counts of assault
and gun violations in connection with the
shooting of two Ferguson police officers.
Williams was part of a protest on March
12 following the resignation of Ferguson's
police chief. The police officers .were
wounded when shots were fired at them
during the protest. Williams claims he fired
the shots from a car in a dispute with other
unidentified individuals.

Brazilian
protesters
demand
President Rousseff's impeachment

Simon Puzankov | Photog
rapher

Julie Rodgers discusses her decision to not act on her same-sex desires because of her faith.

Katie Shaw

tempts to help young people shift into heterosexuality
after a series of steps. Many of these ministries are very
Editor-in-Chief
damaging, although Rodgers said the one she went to
"loved her well."
Julie Rodgers, ministry associate at Wheaton College,
"At first I was grateful because [the ministry] provid
is the first openly gay staff or faculty member to be hired ed a space forme to both accept my orientation and love
at the school. She is also celibate, because the way she Jesus. In that space both were welcome and celebrated
reads Scripture does not allow her to be any other way, to some degree," she said.
she said. She discussed her experiences and her beliefs
Needless to say, Rodgers' sexual preferences did not
about marriage to a packed Robinson Teaching Theater change as a result. She studied many theological ar
on March 9.
guments on both sides of the debate. It came down to
"I don't read Scripture that way [that homosexual whether or not Scripture affirmed the mortality of ho 
marriage is okay]," she said. "I wishI could because then mosexual marriage might be immoral, Rodgers said.
I could have a wife."
She found that it did not.
The policy at Wheaton says
From there, Rodgers started
as long as the gay staff or faculty
"No one person can meet all asking questions like, 'what is
members align with the beliefs
marriage?' and 'what is marriage
of celibacy for homosexuals and
your needs. We've got to have
for?' She had decided, because
no sex before marriage in any
of h er faith, to be celibate. She
relationship, they are protected
something more when it comes also, after spending ten years
from discrimination. However,
in an ex-gay ministry, knew her
Rodgers said she doesn't nec to people experiencing intimacy feelings wouldn't change.
essarily think this is the best
Because of that struggle, Rod
in the church."
option for all schools, as the
gers said she wants the church
decision should depend on its
to change how it treats gay peo
community and values.
ple. For many people, the path of celi bacy looks like a
Rodgers said there are redemptive movements in path to loneliness.
Scripture that put some Old Testament laws into con
"I can live without sex, but Ican't five without intima
text. For example, although slavery in the Old Testam
ent cy," Rodgers said.
is commonplace, a passage from the New Testament
Churches and society offer marriage as the ultimate
says, "There is... neither slave nor free," (Galatians 3:28). hope, coupled with the "American dream" mentality
However, Rodgers said laws against homosexual that an ideal life includes marriage, she said.
marriage and relations are only reinforced in the New
Rodgers posed the question, "What does it look like
Testament.
to flourish outside of a nuclear family relationship?"
Rodgers said procreation is key to marriage. She also
Loneliness affects not only single people and gay
said that the church should be consistent in the defini people, but married people as well, she said.
tion of marriage.
"No one person can meet all your needs," she said.
Rodgers grew up home schooled in a conservative "We've got to have something more when it comes to
Christian home until high school.
people experiencing intimacy in the church."
"I was drawn to Jesus from a young age. I wanted to
Rodgers said the church should take the call to hospi
know God," she said.
tality as seriously as the call to celibacy.
By mid dle school she had memorized Philippians,
"The gay debate is actually about human beings," she
but she was also starting to get butterflies around other
said. "We need to move away from debating issues and
girls, she said.
toward humans."
"[Being with high school mentors] was a safe space to
explore questions that I had shoved down growing up in
the church," she said.
. When she came out to her parents at 17,they sent her Contact Katie Shaw at
to an ex-gay ministry, which is an organization that at kshawl 7@my.whitworth.edu

Protests broke out across 22 Brazilian
states and the federal capital, Brasilia.
Over a million Brazilians are demanding
President Dilma Rousseff's impeachment.
The protesters say the president must have
known about a corruption scandal that
engulfed Brazil's state-owned oil company,
Petrobras. Political opposition says the
alleged bribery took place when she was
head of the company. President Rousseff is
being investigated by the attorney general
and denies involvement in the scandal.

WSU Spokane campus renovations
The warehouse that serves as headquarters
for General Amusement Co. will be torn
down and replaced with a pedestrian and
bicycle bridge linking Washington State
University's Spokane campus to the East
Sprague area. WSU's board of regents has
approved a plan that calls for an estimated
$300 million to be spent over the next decade
expanding academic, clinical and research
facilities.
Sources | Spok
esman Review and BBC News

ASWU UPDATE
• Kathy Goligoski, who works in student ac
counts, shared her experience about being
openly LGBTat Whitworth. Goligoski would
be grateful if this resolution was added to
the Whitworth faculty handbook, she said,
adding that Gonzaga has had protection of
LGBT faculty and staff in their clause for
years.
• ASWU h as conducted two surveys to get
as accurate a sample as possible concern
ing student opinion about the protection of
LGBT fa culty and staff at Whitworth. One
survey was open to anyone and the second
was a random sample survey.
• OnWednesday, March 18, ASWU will vote
to pass a resolution clause along to Presi
dent Taylor, the cabinet and the trustees.
If p assed, it will be presented to the Board
of Trustees in April, who will have the final
vote.
• ASWU passed the 2015-2016 Election
timeline that can be found on p. 4.

Lecture preview: Women's role on mainsftreaii media
A feminist author will be visiting Whitworth on March 31 for a lecture and

workshop addressing the issues of women representation in popular culture.
The Talking Back 101
workshop will include both
a slideshow and presenta
Staff Writer
tion that address the power
of media response. In the
Andi Zeisler, author of
workshop, Zeisler will also
Feminism and pop culture
share stories of su ccess from
and co-founder of Bitch
individuals who have taken
magazine will be provid
on demeaning or offensive
ing students and staff with
advertising campaigns and
a workshop and public
media messages.
lecture that identifies and
Whitworth is working in
discusses the offensive as
conjunction with Gonzaga
pects of mainstream media
and the Northwest Alliance
and how to actively par
for
Responsible Media to
ticipate in bringing those
bring Zeisler to campus on
offenses into the spotlight.
the final day of Women's His
Zeisler's workshop, ti
tory Month.
tled Talking Back 101, isset
"Zeisler is a prominent
to take place March 31from
scholar and public figure, so
noon to 1:15 p.m. at the
it is important that we get as
Crow's Nest in the Hixson
much support from the Spo
Union Building. The work
kane area as we can," English
shop will be followed by
professor LuElla D'Amico
a lecture from Zeisler lat
said. "We are hoping to draw
er that evening from 6 to
a big audience."
7:30 p.m . in the Robinson
Zeisler's lecture will be the
Teaching Theatre.
final event in a month full of
Rainier Emerick 1 Graphic Artist
Political science pro
activities both promoted and
fessor Kathy Lee had the
put on by Women's and Gen
opportunity to listen to
What kinds of roles do women usually playin television der Studies. Some of th ose activities include a Femi
Zeisler speak before in
nine Hygiene Drive, a lecture from the founder of the
Moscow, Idaho at the Northwest Women's Studies As today?"
Nichole Bogarosh, a lecturer in the continuing
sociation meeting three years ago. She anticipates the studies department, said she also supports the idea of non-profit organization Act4Accountability, Lola Oso
workshop and lecture will raise awareness in Whit- looking at mainstream media with a critical eye. She and Whitworth Celebrates 125 Years: Women at Whit
worth's student body about what they are watching on encourages students to actively challenge what they worth Past and Present.
"WGS at Whitworth is excited to have the opportu
mainstream media.
see as offensive stereotypes, messages, and ideologies
"I t hink Zeisler will make students more aware of in the media, but to also applaud when they see some nity to have such a dynamic figure come to campus to
herald the end of what promises to be one of the most
what they are taking in, and doing more critical think
thing of value, she said.
exciting celebrations of Women's History Month we've
ing about it; whether it's a song, ad or television show,
"I want the students to see they can have a voice-in
they should be able to separate from it," Lee s aid. I what happens. For e xample, in my Intro to Women s ever had," D'Amico said.
may like something, but I also recognize that it is prob Studies course, I encourage them to send tweets when
lematic at the same time. It is easy to ingest a TV show; they see something offensive on TV in films and other Contact Lee Morgan at
I get it. I do it. But think, what is actually being said?
Imorganl 7@my. whitworth.edu
media," Bogarosh said.

Lee Morgan

ASWU Student Leader Elections Timeline

Hannah Walker | G
raphic Artist
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The manufacture date of-Kyler
Lacey's first antique typewriter.
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The number of courses in the DIY
Microwave-Mug-Meal.
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6
The number of cast members in
"These Shining Lives."
p. 10
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Forensics team faces
Irish champions in
International Debate
Alyssa Saari
Staff Writer
Whitworth was the Irish champions' first stop on
their 2015United States Debate Tour last Thursday eve
ning. The Music Building room 101 was full ofstudents
and faculty members as the Whitworth debate team
and Irish champions presented their arguments on the
topic of open borders during the exhibition debate.
Senior Rebecca Korf ope ned the debate with Whitworth's first presentation of an affirmative case towards
nations having open borders. Along with Korf, seniors
Bri Anne Miller and Sarah Streyder made up the trio for

the debate.
Each member was allot
ted seven minutes to present
his or her case and to answer
any objections the opposing
team had made in their ar
guments. The first minute is
given to the presenter as an
Jeanette Vazquez | hotographer
P
uninterrupted introduction, Whitworth was the first stop for the Irish champions on their 2015 United
meaning that the opposing States Debate Tour.
team may not interrupt. The
Eoin Maclachlan and Ronan O'Conner, presented their
next five minutes allows the
opposing team to ask any and as many questions as arguments thoroughly against the Whitworth team—
they would like, but the presenter has the op even including an analogy about pine cones, which
tion to either accept of de ny the interruptions. humored the crowd.
The young men won the Irish Times. National De
The last minute is an uninterrupted closing.
This style of de bate was one that the Whit bating Championship, and were then rewarded with
worth team had to adjust to. Normally, the team a tour of th e United States. They have a total of eig ht
debates in individual competitions and this stops, Whitworth being the first, and places such as
was the first debate where they had to work as a Colorado, South Carolina, Georgia and Tennessee still
on their list, with afinal stop in, Miami, Florida.
team and rely on each other.
"I was nervous that we wouldn't necessar
ily do the style justice," Streyder said, explain
ing why she seemed nervous right before the
debate began. In the end, the Whitworth team
worked together and put on a strong front.
The three Irish competitors, Hugh Guidera,

Contact Alyssa Saari at
asaaril 8@my.whitworth.edu

Jeanette Vazquez | hPotographer

ABOVE: Streyder argues in the affirmative on the topic of
open borders during the debate on Thursday, March12.
RIGHT: Seniors Sarah Streyder, Rebecca Korf and Bri
Anne Miller represented Whitworth at the debate.
BELOW: The three Irish competitors, Hugh Guidera, Eoin
Maclachlan and Ronan O'Conner, represented a negative
case toward nations having open borders.
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The cost of a single McDonald's
McChicken in New Zealand.
p. 12

The number of inmates who have
been exonerated and freed from
death row.
- p. 13
-

The number of competitions
won by the women's tennis team
last weekend.
p. 13

The number of softball games
against Pacific pushed to Monday
due to rain.
p. 15 .
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Close + Affordable
= Convenient
Parking

On-Airport

Daily Rate
Tax Included

Parking
Gin age
Parking

Garage

Outside Parking

North Shuttle
Parking
$•1.00 Daily Rate

Spokane International Airport
SpokaneAirports.net

ARTS & CULTURE

^ARTIST SPOTLIGHT
Emily Goodell
Staff Writer
Senior English major Kyler Lacey finds beauty in what others seek to
throw away. He is passionate about writ
ing, and the art of antique restoration
and the many challenges and wonders
that arise from that process.
Lacey restores antique, collectable
and vintage items as an art form, taking
items that are "dirty, greasy and dam
aged" and making them "restored, shiny,
polished and beautiful," Lacey said.
"I'm interested in antiques and old
things because there's something spe
cial about them and their history," Lacey
said.
Lacey's fascination with restoring old
items as an art form comes from his
first typewriter purchase: a vintage 1971
Smith-Corona Galaxie Twelve.
He bought the typewriter to use for
his writing and still uses it to type im
portant projects. He likes using a type
writer instead of a computer because he
can't spell check, delete words or move
content. It's a more thorough process
because he has to think harder and be

"I'm interested in antiques
and old things because there's
something special about
them and their history"
—KYLER LACEY

more intentional with what he writes,
Lacey said.
Lacey restores, re-imagines and sells
old typewriters, televisions, radios and
other items. He redoes the paint, in
terior, exterior and any electric wiring
by himself. He enjoys modernizing the
things he works on to make them com
patible with modern technologies and
atmospheres.
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Jeanette Vazquez | hotographer
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Senior Kyler Lacey restores antique, collectable and vintage items including typewriters, televisions and radios.
"I love finding it: going into a packed
garage, climbing over things and finding
that one treasure," Lacey said.
Once he finds an item, he researches
it, learns about it and then fixes it. He
said that a big part of fixing it is that he
gets to use it.
"There's people who say what I'm do
ing is work, not art. It's different than
what most people would consider as
art," Lacey said.
One way that Lacey's restoration dis
tinguishes itself as an art form and not
just work isthat he isn't in it forthe mon
ey; he enjoys the process of taking some
thing broken and making it whole again.

Since his focus is on his artistry and not
about making lots of money, he charges
very little over the cost of what he pays
for the items he sells, just enough to buy
supplies for his next project.
Lacey's love of writing stems from
when he was seven years old. He was
unsatisfied with the lack of a third Toy
Story so he decided to write one himself.
The plot revolved around Andy and his
mom and sister flying somewhere with
Buzz Light Year and Woody, opening up
a window in the plane, and having the
toys fall out into the middle of nowhere
to be taken home by a family there.
His love of writing and "passion for

THE BARBER SHOP
9319 N Division

Tues-Fri 9-6

Sat 8-3

First time customers, bring this coupon for $2 off.

Walk-Ins Welcome! or Call for an appointment

restoration come together in his inspira
tion. When Lacey finds an antique, he is
often inspired by its past. He writes his
torical fiction based on items he's found,
placing his characters and his writing
back in a different time in the past.
Lacey said that one of the most special
things about antiques is that even after
100 years they can still be made to work
in some way that brings joy to the peo
ple who get to use them. He said that he
wonders if the products produced today
will work in 100 years.
Contact Emily Goodell at
egoodelll 8@my. whitworth.
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ent flavor profile could work, and I was pleased with the
result. I addqd cumin, which I usually put in my enchilada
Staff Writer
sauce, directly to the polenta before cooking to make sure
the flavor was noticeable. The black beans and corn help
I come from a family of cooks and eaters. We are always to add some mild flavor and texture to the recipe, while
passing around new recipes and trying out new things in the cheese helps to increase the creaminess of the polenta
the kitchen, so food experiments are a bit of a hobby of once it has been cooked.
mine. I have never lived on campus, but I wanted to see
The mugs I used in this recipe (which I found at the dol
if, using the limitations of on-campus living, I could cre lar store!) are pretty big—they hold about 20 ounces, so
ate food that is easy to make and tastes good—this is the this was quite a bit of food. Polenta is pretty heavy and fill
result. Using simple ingredients and four mugs, I made a ing, so next time I will cut the ingredients in half and make
three-course Mexican-inspired meal, and I a m going to it in a smaller mug. It tasted great though, and is someshow you how to do the same. I used a 700-watt micro
wave, so be aware that higher powered microwaves will
probably require less cooking time.
Enchilada Polenta with Black Beans and Corn
The latter two recipes were adapted from online sourc
es, but this first one I created on my own. I'm a big fan of
Ingredients:
polenta, a coarsely ground dried corn grit that is surpris
Vt cup coarsely ground polenta
ingly versatile and easy to make in the microwave. Polen
1 cup water
ta has a subtle nutty taste and can be made in different
Vt tsp. salt
degrees of firmness. This recipe creates very firm polenta,
% tsp. cumin
but if you prefer something softer and creamier, that can
pinch granulated garlic
easily be achieved by adding milk a tablespoon at a time
pinch fresh cracked pepper
until the desired consistency is reached.
1-3 tbs. shredded cheese
3/8 cup black beans, canned
1/4 cup sweet corn, canned

Kelli Hennessey

Kelli Hennessey | Photographer
This enchilada-style polenta is a versatile side-dish
that can be modified according to personal tastes.

Normally I make polenta with Italian flavors to accom
pany it, but I thought that doing something with a differ-
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thing that I amlikely to make again.
Combine ground polenta, water and spices in micro
wave-safe mug. Stir with a fork, then microwave for about
five minutes, stopping half way to stir. Cooking times will
change depending on the wattage of your microwave. It
took me about six minutes to cook the polenta.
As soon as the polenta is done, stir in the cheese, beans
and corn. The polenta will be very hot, so the beans and
corn will h eat up and help bring everything down to a
temperature that won't burn your tongue. If you want, add
a little extra cheese and enjoy!
If you want it to look fancy, heat up a tablespoon of
beans and a teaspoon of c orn. Put the beans on top in a
small pile and then layer the corn on top of the beans. Fin
ish it off with a pinch of cheese.
While doing my research for this article, I had a really
hard time finding savory microwave-in-a-mug recipes.
There are endless recipes for cakes and muffins, but I

Kelli Hennessey | Photograph
Chilaquiles are traditionally eggs served on a tortilla.

wanted to find something savory that could be-made i
the same manner. I wasn't sure, before trying this,'
chilaquiles are, and I think it is likely that these aren't (
pecially authentic, but they tasted pretty good. TraditionJ
ally, c hilaquiles are tortillas that have been lightly f '
then cooked with salsa or mole sauce and served '
eggs or refried beans. This recipe is egg-based and I w;
surprised how well the eggs cooked in the microwave, i
I was very skeptical about it. They turned out light <
fluffy, but could easily be overcooked if you aren't paying
attention.
This recipe would actually make a great breakfast. I'y
always been a big fan of breakfast burritos, and these chi
la guiles are like a breakfast burrito in a mug, with the ggs
e
cheese, salsa and tortilla chips. I added more chips thai
the recipe called for at the end for a little extra crunch
which I enjoyed. It would be a great thing to grab on thf
Microwave Chilaquiles
Ingredients:
2 eggs
2 Tbs. milk
2 Tbs. shredded cheese
2 Tbs. salsa
8-10 tortilla chips, divided
queso fresco
sour cream
salt and pepper to taste

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

ART: SOCIAL LANDSCAPE

8:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Spokane Falls Community College
3410 W. Fort George Wright Drive
Visiting Artist at SFCC, Wendy Red
Star, presents her exhibit founded in
her multicultural heritage.

CAMPUS: IMAGINE A WORLD WITHOUT
MILITARIES
4 p.m. reception
HUB Multipurpose Room
Students from the Nonviolent
Defense and Resolution class display
information about global militaries.
Display open until April 2.
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THEATER: FUNNY GIRL

CM

7:30 p.m. I $1 2-$15
Central Valley High School
821 S. Sullivan Road

U
a:

Central Valley High School's awardwinning theater department performs
"Funny Girl."

COMMUNITY: SOCIAL SKETCH
6 p.m.
The Bartlett
228 W. Sprague Ave.
Bring your own art supplies and
spend the night drawing, painting and
collaborating with creative locals.

MUSIC: SPOKANE SYMPHONY WITH A
SPLASH NO. 3

CM

FILM: SPOKANE J
FESTIVAL

4 p.m. I $25
Martin Woldson Theater at The Fox
1001 W. Sprague Ave.

Various Times /
Magic Lantern i
25 W. Main Ave.

From 5 to 6:45 p.m., enjoy dinner and
a performance by a local band. The
Symphony performs at 7 p.m.

Local screening
diversity of lew
http://sajfs.org
festival-sponso

THEATER: MAMMA MIA!
7:30 p.m. / $ 43-$83
INB Performing Arts Center
334 W. Spokane Falls Blvd.
Experience ABBA's hit musical about
love, laughter and friendship.

CO

THEATER: ZNATI
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Redeemer Luth(
3606 S. Schafei
Open castingf<
zombie showfi
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COURSE MEAL IN A MUG
way out the door on those mornings that are a little rush
ed.
Beat eg gs and milk together in mug. Stir in cheese.
Break up 6-8 tortilla chips into the mug and mix gently to
keep from crushing them. Add the salsa and microwave
until eggs are cooked. In my microwave, that took about 4
and a half minutes. Top with additional chips, queso fres
co and additional salsa, if d esired. [Recipe adapted from
www.stltoday.com]
The chocolate cake is what I was most skeptical about.
I have found, in my limited experience, that any sort of
batter or dough-based food tends to get dried out and
unpleasantly crunchy in the microwave. I watched this
closely and took it out to check often, ending the cooking
as soon as the ingredients no longer looked wet. Because
of the large size of t he mugs, I doubled this recipe and
it overflowed the mug and got all over the inside of th e
microwave, b ut if you stick with the directions here you
should be fine.
The addition of ca yenne pepper was interesting, but I
thought it complemented the dark chocolate flavor nicely.
The chocolate chips also made for a soft contrast in texture
and moistness to the cake that I think helped to counter
act the issue of microwave dryness.
I made two of these—one for me and one for my room
mate—and ran out of milk, so in one I substituted un
sweetened coconut milk, but I c ouldn't taste the differ
ence and the texture was consistent.
Spicy Chocolate Mug Cake
Ingredients:
2 Tbs. all-purpose flour
3 Tbs. white sugar
2 Tbs. unsweetened cocoa powder
2 Tbs. chocolate chips
Vt tsp. baking powder
1 pinch salt
1 pinch cayenne pepper
1 pinch ground cinnamon
3 Tbs. milk
1 Tbs. canola oil
1 egg/beaten
Vz tsp. vanilla extract

Combine dry ingredients in mug. In a separate mug,
beat egg, milk, canola oil and vanilla. Blend the egg mix
ture with the dry ingredients until thoroughly mixed, then
microwave in one-minute intervals until cooked through.
The cake will rise in the microwave, so if you don't have a
large mug like the ones pictured, place the mug on a plate
to catch anything that might overflow. [Recipe adapted
from www.Allrecipes.com]

I B

Kelli Hennessey | Photographer

This recipe for chocolate cake in a mug adds cayenne
pepper for an interesting kick.
These recipes are easy to follow and have ingredients
that are easy to find and inexpensive. Out of the three, the
chilaquiles were my favorite. The eggs and cheese are a
decent source of protein, and they were so simple to make
and very tasty. I've since added them to my breakfast rota
tion because they are portable and easy to make and take
with me on the go.
Even though I was skeptical about cooking a fullmeal in
the microwave, I am happy with the wayeverything turned
out. Nothing had the overcooked microwave texture I was
concerned about, and everything tasted like something I
would make and eat at home by cooking on the stove.

0

Contact Kelli Hennessey at
khennesseyl 7@my.whitworth.edu
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MUSIC: SPOKANE CHORAL ARTISTS
6:30 p.m. / $ 1 2 - $ 1 8
Spoltane Falls Community College
3410 W. Fort George Wright Drive

ART: LEE KROMSCHROEDER EXHIBIT

c*

Watch the Spokane Choral Artists and
Mid-Columbia Mastersingers perform
music by Vivaldi, Tavener and others.

Kromschroeder displays a collection
of his nature and wildlife paintings
for his first Spokane showing.

^

ART: THE ARTIST S PALETTE: THROUGH
THE LENS OF DEAN DAVIS

MUSIC: TYRONE WELLS, DOMINIC BALLI
AND EMILYHEARN IN CONCERT

t—

All D ay / $ 5-$10
Northwest Museum of Arts & Culture
2316 W. First Ave.

7 p.m. I $20-$23

Local photographer Dean Davis
photographs the workspaces and
palettes of regional painters at work.

The Bartlett
228 W. Sprague Ave.
Visit the Bartlett's website to buy
tickets in advance for this local talent.

COMMUNITY: COFFEE BREWING CLASS
7 p.m. I $2 0
Rocket Market
726 E. 43rd Ave.

1 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Pacific Flyway Gallery
409 S. Dishman Mica Road

5?

Learn how to brew better coffee at
home with the DOMA Coffee Roasting
Company. Register in advance at
http://www.rocketmarket.com/.

ART: RIC GENDRON: BATTLEBONE
8 p.m. I $1 3-$15
Jundt Art Museum
200 E. Desmet Ave.
Gendron's painting reflects his dual
Spokane and Umatilla heritage in a
contemporary style.
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Slam poet aids students
erful poems chronicling his lifewith a
difficult father, his love for his moth
Staff Writer
er and how the media uses people to
market products.
All people have natural storytelling
During the performance, Smego
skills as human beings, professional also performed several haikus and
spoken word artist Kane Smego said. a humorous poem about time trav
On Friday, March 14, Smego taught a el. Cruz, sophomore Nicholas Fuller
free slam poetry workshop and per and freshman Hannah Howell per
formed with students at Unplugged formed poems they had written be
in the Mind and Hearth.
fore the workshop and received over
Smego tried to avoid poetry whelmingly positive reactions from
throughout his adolescent years, but the crowd.
became involved in spoken word at
"This was my first poetry.slam and
age 19 after being invited to an In I w as really impressed," sophomore
ternational Poetry Slam by a former Annette Peppel said after the perfor
high school teacher.
mance.
"Poetry is seen as a thing that only
"I've recently gained interest in
exists in books...and is hard to under poetry, and this brought me in deep
stand," Smego said.
er to the poetry culture," Cruz said
Through his workshops, Smego about her performance.
erases that misconception and en
Many of Cruz's
courages people
poems
discuss
to tell their stories
"If you take two steps hardships she has
through words.
gone through.
Students
par
forward, God will lead
As a professional
ticipating in the
spoken word artist,
workshop
were you the rest of the way." Smego sometimes
asked to choose an
finds it hard to
—KANE SMEGO
important moment
create new mate
of their lives and
rial because of his
write vividly about it in exactly 30 frequent performances. To stay in
words. Many found that difficult, but spired, Smego tries to jot down a line
afterward Smego asked the students or concept whenever one crosses his
to cut their poems down to 20 words, mind, and to be prepared for anymofollowed by 10 words and finally ment of inspiration.
six. Through this exercise, students
Sometimes a writer must sit down
learned that poems can sometimes and break through that dam of writ
be most effective when they are con er's block, Smego said.
cise and the words are carefully cho
Smego . encourages students to
sen.
pursue spoken word, and hopes to
Junior Sarah Cruz found the exer aid them by teaching workshops and
cise to be one of t he most valuable traveling to schools, as well as pris
parts of the event.
ons and juvenile detention centers,
"[The workshop] showed me that where his workshops teach leader
poems can become more powerful ship roles as well as poetry and hip
the less you've said," Cruz said.
hop. He believes that if people love
Students were then asked to craft what they do, and ht ey are passionate
poems in the style of s poken word about it and do it very well, they can
artist G Yamazawa's piece "10 Things make their lives out of it.
You Should Know About Being an
"If you take two steps forward,
Asian in the South." Freshman Anni- God will lead you the rest of the way,"
ka Bratton performed the "10 Things" Smego said.
poem she wrote during the workshop
at Unplugged later that night.
Later that evening in the Mind & Contact Courtney Murphy at
Hearth, Smego shared several pow- cmurphyl 8@my.whitworth.edu

Courtney Murphy

The cast of "These Shining Lives,"(from left to right)Hayley O'Brien, Molly Daniels,
Bryan Peterson, Alanna Hamilton, Rebecca Seideman and (below right) Weston
Whitener performed the story of the Illinois "Radium Girls"for two weekends in
Cowles Auditorium. For more, see the article online at www.thewhitworthian.com.
Photos by Hannah Palmer.
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OPINIONS

Death penalty should be abolished in its current form .
MATTHEW
BOARDMAN
The death penalty—should it remain, undergo re
form or be abolished? Currently, 32 states, Washington
included, enforce the death penalty. The leading cause
of concern in regard to capital punishment is the petri
fying question: what if the person is innocent?
The risk of punishing an innocent is too great for the
death penalty to continue as it currently exists. There
are some cases in which guilt is known beyond all
doubt. Multiple witnesses, video evidence, victim tes
timonies—they all make for a strong case. Regrettably,
not all of t hose sentenced to death row have such in
contestable cases against them.
"Since 1973, 150 [inmates] have been exonerated
and freed from death row," according to the Death Pen
alty Information Center (DPIC).
New technology has exonerated people who were
sentenced to death row in seemingly airtight cases.
Ideally, this same technology and refined legislation
could eventually prevent any innocent individuals
from being mistakenly condemned.
Unfortunately, such a hope is not yet a reality. Man
kind's imperfection has resulted in past mistakes, and it
ensures that mistakes will occur again. Is it then ethical
to utilize the death penalty knowing that an error could
be made? Is the punishment of the worst of humanity
worth the minute risk of killing an innocent?
Ethically, the answer must be no, at least for the time
being. Evidence can be manufactured, witnesses can
lie or be mistaken and bias can misconstrue facts. It is
better for those who are known to be guilty to spend
life in prison without parole, and risk an innocent shar
ing that penalty, than risk an irreversible mistake. The
Carly Colby | raphic
G
Artist
chance of ta king the life of a n innocent morally out
weighs the desire for punishing those believed to be the heinous acts they commit, which are known to be possibility of sentences was limited to capital punish
theirs beyond all doubt due to the scale, must be pun ment or life without parole, so the cost comparison is
guilty.
There are some crimes when the death penalty ished for the sake of m ankind's collective well-being. not invalidated by including other, less expensive sen
seems to be the only justifiable punishment. It may be Genocide is a crime that affects.all of humanity social tences.
As a whole, the study shows that the death penalty
safe to say "a child rapist and murderer does not de ly, psychologically and morally.
The United States stands as one of 58 nations, the is not cost effective. Some have argued if the auxiliary
serve to live," is a statement most people would agree
costs of DPS cases were instead
with. However, in taking a murderer's life, what divides majority of which are in the Middle
directed to law enforcement
East
and
Asia,
that
continue
to
uti
the executioner's actions from those of the murderer?
"Is it then ethical to utilize agencies, police departments
The means and motivation are different, yet the end lize capital punishment, according
. . ,
, ,
.
could use the additional funding
results are the same: life is taken. Does the collective to the DPIC. Nearly all of E urope
the death penalty knowing t0 take preventative measures.
has
abolished
the
death
penalty
in
society's condemnation morally justify the taking of a
$1 million seems to
life? Is that a decision one human being can make for law or practice, as have Canada and that an error could be made? Although
be a notable figure, dispersing it
Australia.
another?
Is the punishment of the
among law enforcement agenThe U.S. is a sovereign nation
Perhaps. If th ere are absolute morals, unjustifiably
cies across the state would dilute
taking a life is surely a violation of them. Nevertheless, that is not required to align its laws
Worst of humanity worth
its potency. For the money to be
to
those
of
other
nations.
as stated earlier, the
.
. t
ri-11:
effectivelyy reallocated, it would
That said, the decision
shadow of doubt over
"Since 1991, states without of n ations similar to the the mmute risk of killing an haye tQ be distributed among
guilt prevents capital
innocent?"
the areas of greatest need.
the death penalty have had U.S. in cultural values
punishment from be
In practical terms, the death
and
customs
should
be
ing ethically practiced.
penalty
is simply not effective. It
cause
for
consideration.
consistently lower murder
One argument in
What of the costs of the death penalty? A has not been proven to act as a significant deterrent to
favor of capital pun
rates than states with the
study published by Seattle University on Jan. violent crimes and, surprisingly, life without parole is
ishment is that it pre
1, 2015, found, "it costs more than $1 million less expensive than the death penalty, at least in cases
serves appreciation for
death penalty, according to on average to seek the death penalty in a giv of aggravated first-degree murder.
the value of life. If the
Some criminals may deserve to die for their actions,
en case than to seek life withou
t possibility of
the DPIC."
most heinous crimes
parole." The total average costs of the death but the death penalty cannot be ethically practiced by
are condemned as be
penalty to the judicial system are about 1.4 to imperfect humans. In a moral and civilized society, the
ing unforgivable and
1.5 times more expensive than cases originally seeking risk of error must overrule the desire for revenge or jus
only punishable by death, then life will be respected.
tice. Ideally, the death penalty could be refined to per
Such is part of the argument that the death penalty is a life without parole sentences.
The difference in costs isshocking. One might expect fection, so only crimes against humanity wherein guilt
deterrent to violent crime.
is beyond any doubt would perpetrators receive capi
Since 1991, states without the death penalty have the reverse to be true, as inmates with life sentences tal punishment. New technology can and has improved
must be housed for far longer. Nevertheless, in the ex
had consistently lower murder rates than states with
amination of 147 cases of aggravated-first degree mur the credibility of evidence, and is leading towards a fu
the death penalty, according to the DPIC.
der, the study found that the cumulative costs of Death ture in which certainty of guilt may be a possibility. At
Correlation does not always signify causation, but
Penalty Sought cases exceed those of Death Penalty the moment, such is not yet the reality. Until that time,
the fact has led some to argue that the death penalty is
Not Sought cases. Factors used to calculate the figures the abolishment of the death penalty in civil cases is
not an effective deterrent.
included average jail costs, average defense costs, aver the most sensible and conscientious conclusion.
Be that as it may, the death penalty should be used
age trial level prosecution costs and court, police/sherin matters of crimes against humanity. People who are
iff and miscellaneous costs.
responsible Tor genocide cannot be allowed to live be
It is important to note that the study exclusively ex BOARDMAN is a freshman majoring in English. Com
cause they have a global impact. They influence what is
amined cases that were death-penalty eligible. The ments can be sent tomboardmanl8@my.whitworth.edu
deemed permittable across nations and time. As sue ,
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EDITORIALlN THE LOOP

Sexual orientation non-discrimination
policy resolution should be passed

ONLINE SURVEY • YES PERCENTAGES (OF VOTERS) - 069
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RANDOM SAMPLE SURVEY - YES PERCENTAGES? (17% OF EACH DORM POUEO)

70.00%

70.37%

70.37%

76.60%

76.90%

76.90%

Hannah Walker [ Graphic Artist

The information in the bottom graph represents a statistically sound random
sample survey, recommended and advised by professor of mathematics
Martha Gady, who did not know the topic of the survey. She said by selecting
and surveying random dorm members constituting 17% of the individual
community, ASWU would gain,an accurate representation of campus opin
ion. The online survey (top) reached 559 voters total, with varying participa
tion.

The editorial board believes ASWU theological opinion. We d o those things
should pass the resolution calling for sex chiefly by lo ving our neighbor and pro
ual orientation to be added to the list of viding a place to be accepted, regardless
protected identities in the staff and facul of identity.
As big a problem as the lack of imple
ty handbook.
ASWU took c areful measures to make mentation of a ny such resolution up to
sure the resolution would be in the best this point is, the fact that any enactment
interest of t he students. After m onths of of this resolution will likely not take place
trying to educate students on the issue, until almost three years from now re
ASWU conducted two surveys: one statis mains a cause of disbelief on the part of
tically-sound random sampling survey in this editorial board.
Aside from our position on the issue, a
the dorms, and one online poll available
to all students. From the random sam two-thirds majority of t he student body
pling, ASWU is 95 percent confident that says it should pass. Since it is supposed
between 66.79 percent and 79.32 percent to be representative of th e student body,
of the student body favors the resolution ASWU has a responsibility to pass this
resolution.
passing, according to Martha Gady.
The resolution depends oh the vote
For faculty and staff to be able to be
honest with their co-workers and stu of th e 15 voting members in ASWU and
dents without having to worry about if passed, will be taken to the Board of
discrimination or even termination of Trustees in April. The vote will take place
employment, would constitute a healthy at tonight's (March 18) meeting start
living environment of which members of ing at 5 p.m. It is open to the public. We
the Whitworth community are not cur hope ASWU will pass this resolution and
modernize a set of policies outdated and
rently apart.
The addition of this policy would sup alienating to a valuable population of ex
port the Whitworth mission, regardless of isting community members.
Editorials in the "In the Loop"section reflect the majority opinion of the EditorialBoard,
comprised of five editors.
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Three Pirates share their thoughts on the interestihgfood they've eaten since they started studying abroad.

ALYSSA
BROOKS

Location: British Isles

Inquirers never assume I a m
visiting the British Isles and Ireland for the food.
Maybe France or Italy, yes,- but for t he British Isles
and Ireland they only try to warn against the infa
mous haggis, which I have not yet had th
e opportuni
ty to try. The most distinctive food I have tried eating
while abroad came about a week into the trip.
We left Dublin and came to the smaller town of
Kilkenny. On our first night out, a friend ordered
black pudding. She had been trying to find it while
we were in Dublin and never succeeded. Her zealous
hunt for it piqued my inter
est, so I was fair game for try
ing a bite to see what all the
hype was about. One might
expect black pudding to sim
ply. be burnt to a crisp, but
black pudding means some
thing different in Ireland
and the rest of the United
Kingdom. The order arrived
at the table, and it looked like large slices of b urnt
sausage with a strange consistency. Authentic black
pudding is made with curdled blood and oats in the
cylindrical shape of sausage. It developed on farms
where people refused to waste any part of an animal
when they killed it. The most unusual feature of it,
besides knowing what it was made of, was the thick
and chewy texture. It looks black on the outside from
being cooked, but it has a deep red tint to it in the
center. Thankfully, t he taste was not overwhelming
or revolting. It was a mild, savory taste. Sometimes
I feel as th ough I am eating my way around the UK,
and it does not disappoint.

MAX
CARTER •

Location: New Zealand

Let's be honest,- the culture
here in New Zealand is not a big change from the
United States. They eat the. same things here but
there are some differences in how they name and
prepare some of our favorite foods.
One thing I learned quickly
in New Zealand is that ketch
up is not ketchup and they do
not have tartar sauce. When
you order fish and chips,
which is a favorite here, you
get tomato sauce and aioli
sauce. A cou ple of o ther dif
ferences to note: all kinds of
ham are called bacon, there are different cuts of ba
con (classic, side, shoulder, etc.) and fast food burg
ers are made with unprocessed meat. Speaking of
fast food, let me blow your mind.
Yes, t hey have McDonald's, but no, they do not
have a dollar menu. I know, right? It's an atrocity. At
this point I have been in New Zealand for four weeks,
and I have not encountered anything as unbelievable
as the price of a McC hicken. Six dollars will get you
a single McChicken sandwich. That is about $4.50 in
U.S. dollars. Fast food is more expensive in general
here, with a standard meal at "Mackers" as they call
it, r unning at around $11 NZD ($8 U.S.). I su ppose
that is not too different, but if you head over to Carl's
Jr. and get a meal, it is even more. That being said,
people are generally more fit here in the land of the
Kiwi than in the U.S., so I guess they are doing some
thing right.

JESS1CI

Location: Semester at Sea

RAZANADRAK0T0

On my second day spent in Japan my friend from
Hawaii and I took a four-hour bullet train from Tokyo
to Nara as her mother booked us at a traditional Jap
anese hotel, Mikasa Nara Ryokan, on top of a moun
tain. We arrived there around dinner time, when we
were welcomed with some green tea and Japanese
candies. A few minutes later, the bellhop took us to
choose a kimono to wear for dinner. We went in a
room with a table full of small dishes that could feed
at least five people.
Throughout the fourteen-course meal, the most
interesting foods I ate were green sponge cake made
with beans and topped with candied fresh-water
smelt (a type of dr ied fish), sea bream served with
a flower-shaped vegetable on the side paired with
some squid and sea urchin and finally a steamed
dish containing sea urchin
eggs with vegetables. I appre
ciated all of these foods and
I am glad I tr ied them, but I
do not think I would eat them
again.
However, some of the
dishes I w ould definitely eat
again would be the sushi,
tuna, salmon, shrimp and the Japanese mixed rice
with crab. This two-hour long dinner was closed with
tasty plum liqueur with soda, an orange pudding
with fruits, kudzu starch cake (soybean flour) and a
full stomach with a new cultural learning experience.
Photos courtesy of Alyssa Brooks, Max Carter and
fessica Razanadrakoto
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Head coach Rachel Aldridge speaks with sophomore Bella Hoyos (middle) and senior Morgan McDivitt (right) for the Saturday competition against Puget Sound.

Women's tennis restarts streak at Sc @tford Center
"I think we did not know what to expect going into
the singles matches, beside the fact that the other team
Staff Writer
didn't have a winning record," Mooney said. "We knew
it was important for us to stay mentally tough."
The women's tennis team got their winning streak
Whitworth not only won all of its singles matches in
back on track playing at home last weekend, defeating straight sets but had some convincing performances
the University of Puget Sound on Saturday and Pacific with sophomore Bella Hoyos and senior Morgan Mc
Lutheran University on Sunday.
Divitt both winning their singles
Whitworth started the week
matches in dominant fashion. Ju
"We played better singles
end off on Saturday with an 8-1
nior Taylor Pena also won her sin
win against UPS a t the Scotford
gles match 6-1 in the first set and
Tennis Center. UPS only had five today than we have in a long 6-2 in the second set.
players competing due to injury,
The match was Pena's first sin
time, and that wasn't even
and thus had to forfeit one of their
gles win of the season, as she has
doubles and one of their singles
had some challenging competi
the ceiling of our singles
tion starting at the number one
matches.
play."
"We played better singles to
spot all year.
"The nice part is just playing my
day than we have in a long time,
—RACHEL ALDRIDGE
game and feeling good while I'm
and that wasn't even the ceiling
playing. Being happy with how
of our singles play," Coach Ra
head coach
I played is a good feeling," P ena
chel Aldridge said. "We worked
said. "Keeping the ball deep, stay
a lot on aggressive singles play in
ing consistent, and using my legs to brace against [my
practice."
The Bucs started off th e day by splitting their two opponent's] ball were keys to my success."
doubles matches and then ended strong by sweeping
On Sunday, the Bucs had another dominant perfor
their singles matches 5-0. Senior Saryn Mooney started mance against PLU, coming out as 7-2 victors.
at the No. 2 spot and won her singles match in straight
"It felt pretty good to come back out after not playing
sets and also 'won her doubles match with Caylee very well in doubles yesterday," McDivitt said. "Today
Lamm 8-4.
Kyle Cacoyannis

mum
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we came out with more energy and confidence."
McDivitt won her doubles match with Hoyos 8-2,and
had a blowout singles match, winning 6-2 in both sets.
Whitworth won five of six singles matches and two out
of the three doubles matches against PLU.
Every Pirate player who won her respective singles
match did so in straight sets, and both of the doubles
wins were controlled by the Bucs.
"I'm pretty confident just because as a team we have
been working hard to improve," Hoyos said. "Being
able to play tough competitors on my team in practice
helps with my confidence in matches."
Hoyos kept her singles win streak alive Sunday, win
ning again in straight sets. Hoyos is the only Buc to re
main undefeated in singles in Northwest Conference
play and appears determined to keep rolling over op
ponents.
Pena and freshman Jennifer Adams also won their
doubles match together 8-3, and won both of their re
spective singles matches in straight sets. Aldridge said
she was pleased overall with her team's work over the
weekend.
"The players are fun, and I like that this is a collective
team. Tennis is such an in
dividual sport, but this is very
much a team," Aldridge said.
Contact Kyle Cacoyannis at
kcacoyannis!8@my. whitworth.edu
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Baseball closes out weekend with victory
John Ekberg
Staff Writer
Whitworth hit the road last weekend to Parkland,
Washington for a three-game set with conference op
ponent Pacific Lutheran. The Bucs lost both games of
the doubleheader on Friday before rebounding with a
beat-down of the Lutes on Saturday afternoon.
On Thursday morning, the games were moved up to
Friday and Saturday to avoid a rainy forecast for later in
the weekend.
Coming into the weekend, the Lutes were ranked
19th overall, according to d3baseball.com's rankings
with a 12-5 record. The Pirates entered the weekend
with a 10-6 record, having taken two of three games in
both of their conference matchups the past two week
ends.
The story for Whitworth to this point in the season
has been the offense and its ability to put runs on the
scoreboard, averaging just shy of nine runs per game.
Last weekend against the Lutes, the Pirates put up a
total of 12 runs in three games—including a game in
which they were shut out.
In the Friday doubleheader, the Pirates managed to
scratch across two runs in the first game—losing that
game 4-2—and none in the second game—losing 2-0.
"Our defense kept us in both games, but our inability
to capitalize and put up runs sealed our fate in those
two losses," senior infielder Nick Motsinger said.
The scoring drought appeared to be short-lived as
the Bucs bounced back on Saturday for the final game
of the series with 10 runs, propelling the Bucs to a 10-4
victory. Whitworth knocked the ball around the park

Simon Puzankov | File Photo

Senior Joshua Davis opens Ms glove to receive a
pitch against George Fox on March 8.
on Saturday with 13 hits, five of which were doubles.
Junior Jeremy Druffel clubbed a home run in the game:
a two-run shot in the top of th e first inning after the
leadoff hitter, sophomore Dalton Carter, reached base

on a walk.
Whitworth senior Cory Mack had his best outing of
the season on the mound in the Saturday game, go
ing for six and two-thirds innings while allowing four
runs—only one of w hich was earned—and recordingseven strikeouts.
"It's nice to get back to old form. I've struggled this
year so far, but I worked on my mechanics this week
and it paid off for me this weekend," Mack said.
The Whitworth pitching staff held the Lutes to only
10 runs over the course of the weekend, and only seven
of those were earned rims. Especially strong for Whit
worth were the efforts.they received in relief.
Senior Tyler VonDracek pitched two and a third
innings of relief i n the first game of the weekend and
didn't allow a single hit or run. In the second game of
the Friday doubleheader, senior Nick Scourey came
on in relief and allowed only one run and three hits in
three and two-thirds innings of work.
In the final game of the weekend, senior Carson Blumenthal earned his third save of the season after going
two and one-third innings of no-hit baseball, racking
up four strikeouts as well.
"We all threw really well this weekend. We haven't
thrown to our potential this year,but after this weekend
I think we are on the right path," Mack said.
The Pirates return to Merkel Field on Saturday and
Sunday for a three-game set against the University of
Puget Sound, with the first game set to start at noon on
Saturday.
Contact John Ekberg at
jekbergl 5@my.whitworth.edu

Golf wins before rain
celled due to poor weather conditions
on the second day, meaning that the
Staff Writer
first day's scores ended up being final.
"We were fortunate enough to come
The first day of the Lewis & ClarkIn
out strong and end the first day ahead,"
vitational ended with both the men's
Rudnicki said.
and women's teams in first place and
Indeed, the weather conditions
contained nota
were prevalent
ble performanc
even on the first
"I've
hit
in
the
70s
before,
es. Junior Oliver
day, testing the
Rudnicki led the
but doing it in a college
team's abilities
team with a score
greatly. Despite
of 69, while junior tournament means so much
the circumstanc
Andrew Dodge,
es, Whitworth ex
more."
junior Austin Bilcelled.
leter, sophomore
"We had a lot
—KATIE O CHOA
Jamie
Carroll
of fantastic per
and Junior Sam
freshman
formances
to
son Martinez all
day," h ead coach
contributed with
Warren
Friedscores of 76, 81, 82 and 84, w hich all
richs said in reflection upon the tour
led to a Whitworth lead of 304 over Pa
nament.
cific Lutheran University, Willamette
The Whitworth golf teams play April
University, Linfield College, George
3
in
Walla Walla for the Whitman Invi
Fox University, Pacific University and
tational.
Lewis & Clark College.
After the Whitman Invite, both
On the women's side, freshman Ka
tie Ochoa and junior Chelsea Bayley teams will gear up for the NWC Spring
held the first and second place with Classic as the men look to continue
scores of 79 and 80 respectively, with their championship form from the
NWC Fall Classic last semester.
senior Nicole Lomax's 83, sophomore
Michal Schuster's 86, and junior Cindy
Tapia's 94 also being of particular note
and contributing to Whitworth's 328 at
the end of the first day.
"I've hit in the 70s before, but-doing
it in a college tournament means so
much more," Ochoa said on her Victory
last weekend.
Contact Will Carsh at
However, t he tournament was can hcarshl 8@my.whitworth.edu
Will Carsh
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Workers prepare the softball field for the noon game on Saturday. Rain delayed the first Saturday game by two hours and forced the Sunday games to Monday.

Softball mm first ttw®, rained ©it
home, bringing the score up to 3-0.
Stroshine would later land a hit that
Staff Writer
resulted in sophomore utility play
er Shannon Wessel reaching home
Last Saturday, the Whitworth as well in the sixth inning, bringing
softball team played two games the score up to 4-0. Atthe top of the
against the Pacific University Box seventh inning, the Boxers scored
ers, winning the first game 4-2 two runs of their own, but were
and the second game 5-0. Ihe
unable
to
team played
surpass or tie
the
Boxers
"It was really awesome to
Whitworth's
again for two
score.
The
come out and win the first
more games
game end- •
on Monday.
ed with a 4-2
Those results two games against a team we win for the
can be found
lost to last year."
Bucs.
online at whit"Scoring
worthpirates.
—KAYLA BATASTINI
early on al
com.
lowed
our
sophomore
The Satur
pitchers to
day game .be
not be as
gan with the
stressed out," freshman outfielder
score tied 0-0 after the first inning; Chelsey Hayes said.
however, a home run by sopho
The second game kicked off with
more catcher Kayla Batastini result Whitworth scoring two runs in the
ed in bringing sophomore infielder first inning due to Matthews land
Kelsey Stroshine and sophomore ing a hit that allowed senior out
infielder Tessa Matthews through fielder Peyton McMahon and ju
Will Carsh

nior outfielder Alyssa Hall to make
it home. That was followed in the
second inning by Hayes landing a
hit that resulted in a Whitworth run
by Batastini. In the sixth inning,
junior catcher Megan John landed
a hit which allowed Stroshine to
add another run to the board. John
would eventually score by walking
to home due to a fielding error, re
sulting in a final score of 5-0.
"It was really awesome to come
out and win the first two games
against a team we lost to last year,"
Batastini said.
"Our team played united in ev,ery aspect of th e game. We gelled
with each other, which is our goalunity," Stroshine said.
Next week, the softball team
plays on Wednesday for a doubleheader against Eastern Oregon
University.
Simon Puzankov | hotographer
P

Freshman utility player Kelsey Downey prepares to
throw the ball in from the outfield on Saturday.

Contact Will Carsh at
hcarshl 8@my.whitworth.edu

SENIORS BEATING FRESHMEN IN TAKING SURVEY!
Take the 2015 National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE)
The "WU Wants Your Feedback" email is in your inbox now!
Enter to win a $25 Amazon Gift Card by completing the survey (Gift cards will be awarded to TWO freshmen and TWO seniors.).
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Students who took survey: Seniors (33.2%), Freshmen (26.2%), Overall (29.5%).

WHITPICS

CLUBS: A PLACE TO-COINECT

Members of the Longboard Club gather outside McMillan Hall on Saturday, March 8, to work
together on the longboards they are making as part of the club.
Hannah Palmer | h
Potographer

Sophomore Karina Dautenhahn, a member of the Longboard
Club, paints her longboard during a club gathering.
Hannah Palmer | h
Potographer

Here is
a quick sampling
a fewofof the 47 active
clubs at Whitworth and what they are up to.

Senior Daniel Rogalsky dances with junior Rachel Teo at the Swing and Ballroom
Dance Club's weekly dance in Graves Gym on Saturday, March 7.
Simon Puzankov |Photographer

Sophomore Karen Fierro braids sophomore Michelle Molina's hair with
colored thread during a Heritage of Latino Americans (HOLA) club
gathering in the Intercultural Student Center on Tuesday, March 3.
Jeanette Vazquez J Pho tographer

The board members of Pirate Pride, freshman Haldi Nielsen, sophomore Jessica
Bonduraunt, freshman Kai Eder and junior Maddie Rinehart, pose together.
Michatj Burrows | hPotographer

Jubilation hosts competition
S t u d e n t d a n c e r s c o m p e t e d i n S o Yo u T h i n k You
Can Dance, Whitworth edition, where threejudges
d e t e r m i ne d w h i c h o f t h e e i g h t a c t s t o o k t h etitle .

Forensics coach Mike Ingram
is named Coach of the Year
Track and field crew takes
on tough Northwest teams

+
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FEATURED

03 FORENSICS FIRST

11 RELIGION OVER RIGHTS

The Forensics Team finishes their season
by bringing home first and second place
trophies from National Tournaments.

"Religious freedom" laws encourage
discrimination and trample on rights of
marginalized groups.

04 FIRE FUNDED

12 EXPEL E-CIGARETTES

A Whitworth Trustee is funding the
construction for a fire pit to be built outside
the Hixson Union Building.

09 GOOLD GLOWS
Senior Linnea Goold prepared her unique
3D sculptures for the senior art show in the
Bryan Oliver Art Gallery opened on April 14.

10 TROMBONE TEACHER
Whitworth alumnus and Spokane local,
Ryan Keberle, shares his experience with
Whitworth jazz students.

E-cigarrettes should not be encouraged or
allowed on campus buildings because of the
possible health risks.

14 PIRATES ON PAR
After a first day in which there was no clear
favorite, the men's and women's teams
battled back to finish i n the top spots.

.15 BASEBALL ON BRINK
Baseball wins the series against Pacific to
push themselves ever closer to a playoff spot
with only one weekend of games left.
Cover Graphic: Hannah Walker
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Forensics team dominates at National Tournaments

The Forensics Team placed second at the International Public Debate Association National Tournament.

Lee Morgan
Staff Writer
Hie Whitworth Forensics Team
placed first at the National Christian
College Forensics Association National
Tournament at Colorado Christian Uni
versity March 20-22. Thefollowing week,
they concluded their season by placing
second at the International Public De
bate Association National Tournament
at Boise State University held March 2729.
Multiple Whitworth students were
awarded at each of the tournaments for
their performance at the individual tour
naments as wellas their performance for
the entire year.
Senior Sam Director, who has been
with the team since it was resurrected
in 2011, was named as the top compet
itor at the Christian nationals as well
as awarded National Runner-Up in the
tournament at Boise State.
"It was a really good way to end my
debate career and I would not have
changed anything about how it turned
out. As far as my own personal perfor
mance, I felt very satisfied," Director
said.
Mike Ingram, the coach of the Foren
sics Team, expressed his own thoughts
about Director's performance over the
last four years.
"Sam has been the heart of the team
and has put in more hours than anyone,"
Ingram said. "He works hard on his own
speeches and debate preparation, but
has also helped teammates in practice
settings, both formally and informally.
In many ways, it has been like having
another coach on the team because
Sam has performed well and is a sharp
student who understands the nuances

of speech and sees the strategies in ar
gument."
Out of the 19 team members, Direc
tor was not the only one to be recog
nized for his achievements.
Sophomore Liz Jacobs, a two-year
veteran of the team, was ranked seventh
among hundreds of other students for a
season long speaker award. It was based
on the number of victories and win per
centages she had accumulated over the
entire season, she said.
Although many members of t he Fo
rensics Team were recognized individ
ually, Director and Jacobs shared the
sentiment that the success at each of the
tournaments was a team effort.
"I think we have a lot of depth on our
team," Director said. "There are some
schools that are phenomenal in one
thing, but we are great at everything.
That depth makes it so that we can win
over a broad category of events. It's a
team effort; we always help each other."
"We are all good friends, both on the
team and off the team, and there is a lot
of ca maraderie. We can count on each,
other, and that for me is more rewarding
than winning," Jacobs said.
The Forensics Team entered the Na
tional Christian College Forensics Asso
ciation National Tournament as threepeat victors. Thisyear, the team has done
better in the year-long standings than
previous years.
"This has been the best season of my
professional career. We have won eight
out of ten tournaments. This season has
been a testament to the great skill of our
students. They work extremely hard and
effectively as a team," Ingram said.
Contact Lgg Morgan at
Imorganl 7@my.whitworth.edu

Photo Courtesy of Andie Ingram

Senior Sam Director in thefinal round of the IPDA National Tournament.
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Green Dot "We Will" campaign promotes campus safety
specific purpose; to make campus communities safer.
"Submissions allow students to take part in some
The exact location and time for the downtown dis
thing bigger than the campus community," said Pam
Staff Writer
Oswalt, the Whitworth coordinator of Green Dot. "The
"-rK" play are still not confirmed.
"The hope for the future is to change
idea is to use your gifts, your passions,
the culture one step at a time; me and
Whitworth's Green Dot club hosted the "We Will" your commitments, and make a public
my friend, me and my dorm, me and
campaign all day Wednesday, April 8 in the HUB's
statement."
my school, me and my community and
Multi-Purpose room to pro
Oswalt explained
so
on," Os walt said. "There are a lot of
mote ideas for campus safe
"There are a lot of things
how everyone can
things that are simply not talked about,
ty. A video played on the big
make a difference
especially when it comes to sexual asscreen and the windows were
that are simply not talked
with how accessi
sault."W
adorned with green strips of
ble the campaign is.
about, especially when it
She encourages open discussion and
paper covered with pledges by
Whitworth's
Green
supplied a lengthy list of resources for
numerous students, faculty,
Dot,
along
with
the
comes to sexual assault."
anyone in search of help or support, on
staff and community mem
Health Education Ac
bers.
PAM OSWALT
raphic Artist and off-campus.
tion Team, featured a Hannah Walker | G
"We will know where the resources
Pledges were made to raise
run/walk on Saturday,
awareness about sexual as Whitworth Green Dot coordinator April 4 in support of t his campaign lie, s o if an yone needs support we will know how to
sault, advocate for women's
that welcomed anyone who wanted support them," Oswalt said, finishing up a Green Dot
and transgender rights and to not pass judgment on to attend. The organization will also be present at River presentation.
anyone, just to name a few of many. Submissions ran Park Square on April 16beside numerous local colleges
until March 27 and were submitted by website, paper and universities as a part of the "We Will" campaign.
pledge and even selfies posted on social media web
Each school's campaign is catered to the specific Contact Alyssa Saari at
sites with the #wewill.
needs of their campus, but are joined together for one asaaril 8@my. whitworth. edu

Alyssa Saari

Fire pit being built
in front of the HUB
step is to put together the screen and
fire apparatus, Gemmill said.
Staff Writer
"It's coming together like a little or
chestra or little play," Gemmill said.
Whitworth Trustee, Gary Hopkins
A timer has been included into the
and his family are funding a fire pit to design that will cause the fire to turn
be built outside the HUB.
off a fter a certain amount of time so
Gerry Gemmill, vice president the fire isn't left on while no one is us
for finance and administration, said ing it.
the fire pit will be, "a g athering place
The fire
pit
where the stu
will be made of
dents, if they
concrete
and
want to have a
brick the same
little heat, will
color as the HUB.
sit outside in
"We
want
a pretty place,
to make sure it
and talk about
looks like it be
whatever they
longs
there,"
choose to."
Gemmill said.
It is esti
Total
con
mated to be
struction
cost
completed
with taxes is
by the end of
$54,921.
April, Gem"It will be a
mill said.
great thing for
"The fire
students now to
pit was shelf
students years
ready. We had
from now," Gem
Michael Burrows | Ph
otographer
the concepts
mill
said.
done," Gemmill said.

Hayley O'Brien

Now, with the funding provided
by the Hopkins family, the pit has be
come a reality.
As of April 9 the pad has been
poured, the gas is hooked up, and the
masons are being installed. The next

CRUNCHING!!

NUMBERS/

Contact Hayley O'Brien at
hobrienl 7@my. whitworth.edu

19

$54,921

12

The number of members on the
Forensics Team.
p. 3

The total cost of construction for the
fire pit in front of the HUB.
p. 4 _

The number of graduating seniors in
the Whitworth Choir.
p. 7
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ASWll ELECTIONS 2015 RESOLTS
PRESIDENT

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

FINANCIAL VICE PRESIDENT

JUSTIN BOTEJUE

CHASE WEHOLT

SKYLER LAMBERD

"There are many aspects of needs for Whitworth
students, but most of all, the need is for increas
ing the quality of student life across the boardfor
both on-campus students and off-campus stu
dents. This looks at a different perspective for all
students especially.There's need for mental
health awareness and there's need for sexual as
sault prevention. There's need for tools for
making us better students, because we are stu
dents first."

"I'm very excited that Whitworth is, that ASWU
is going to be a group of new faces. I thin
k that's
going to be very refreshing for ASWU and the
student body so, I have the past of knowing and
learning how to enter a very different environ
ment and diverse backgrounds as well. And being
able to learn and grow and have a common goal
we can work toward."

"A big need I see on campus.is a relay foinforma
tion to help students get more connected on
campus. This job really pushes that in the form of
. clubs. This information needs to get to these stu
dents because a big part of a student's career in
college is getting friends and getting those con
nections with faculty and students with similar
interests."

Hannah Walker | Graphic Artist

Quotes are from interviews conducted by The Whitworthian's editorial board. Full interviews with all the candidates can be found at thewhitworthian.com.

Coach of the Year awarded to Mike Ingram
meets with each of us individually for an hour a week. competitors and plana their travel itineraries. He inter
He cares about us as his team members but also as in acts with the other competitors and coaches on a pro
Staff Writer
fessional and personal level and
dividuals.! think this speaks vol
does not hesitate to offer advice
umes to the kind of person he is." "I like when Whitworth wins,
The Whitworth Forensics Team's coach Mike Ingram
that will help an opponent be
"Not enough can be said
but I think I can play a small come a better speaker.
received the Coach of the Year award on March 29 as about the influence Mike has
the International Public Debate Association National on the team," senior Sam Direc
At tournaments, Ingram goes
part in the students' lives
Tournament at Boise State University came to a close.
out of his way to help both his
tor said. "He helps us prep and
The Coach of the Yearaward is decided after a coach practice, does logistics and our
team members as well as his op
from other schools to help
has been nominated and the other coaches vote for success is a result of h im work
ponents.
the nominee they believe to be most deserving of the ing with the students. He has a them become better speakers.
"I see myself as a coach and
award.
phrase: 'Trophies mean that oth
I believe this strengthens the teacher. When I go to a tour
Ingram was both surprised and humbled to receive ers see what I already see in you.'
nament, I judge and fill ou t the
forensics community."
this award from his peers, he said.
ballot," Ingram said. "I like when
It's an important philosophical
Other members of th e Whitworth Forensics Team
Whitworth wins, but I think I can
point. We have
MIKE INGRAM
were not as surprised
play a small part in the students'
had a lot of suc
forensics coach
to find that Ingram had
lives from other schools to help
"He cares about us as his team cess, but that's
received the award.
them become better speakers. I
not really what
"The amount of members but also as individuals. it's about. It's not about how many believe this strengthens the forensics community."
time he puts into the
tournaments we win; it's not the point
I think this speaks volumes to
forensics program is
of what we do."
the kind of person he is."
daunting," sophomore
The fact that Ingram won the award
Liz Jacobs said. "He
means that people have noticed his
LIZ JACOBS
does the budget, the
devotion to the program, Jacobs said. Contact Lee Morgan at
sophomore
travel schedule and
He also helps at tournaments, judges Imorganl 7@my.whitworth.edu

Lee Morgan
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23%

97%

The number of dances performed
at Whitworth's "So You Think You
Can Dance."
p. 8

The percent of people who liked
the paper ballots during the ASWU
elections.
p. 12

The percent of climate scientists
that agree global warming is
real.
p. 12

215 7

ii

The distance thrown by senior Chase
Wright to win the men's javelin
throw at the World War 8 meet.
p. 13
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Aaron Leetch: A Remembrance

NEWS-BRIEF

Hillary Clinton announces she is
running in 2016 presidential race

April 12—The former secretary of state
officially announced her presidential
candidacy on Twitter. A debut campaign
video was released the same day with "the
slogan "Hillary For America." The video
indicates Clinton's campaign will be focused
on helping increase economic mobility and
equal rights for women.

Housing First build stable shelters
Sp okane isrevamping its housing programs
to individual needs of the homeless. Last fall,
a Housing First project opened 21 units at
the Collins Apartments. Catholic Charities
runs the program with an annual budget
of about $280,000. Along with Volunteers
of America, Catholic Charities plans to
build new projects on East Second Avenue
between Cowley and Spokane streets using
a federal tax-credit program. The project will
build 50 apartments for the homeless, each
costing about $10 million. Tenants will pay
rent with housing assistance vouchers to
fund services in the buildings.

Obama restores relations with Cuba

Ryan Richardson |File Photo

Sena Hughes
Guest Writer
On Monday night, April 6, 2015, W hitworth lost a
dear friend and key contributor.
While former athletic director Aaron Leetch's stint at
Whitworth lasted only two short years, the impact of last
week's tragedy still hits closer to home h
t an imaginable.
Leetch was serving as deputy athletic director for
external relations at Illinois State University; he and six
others were on a small private plane returning home
late on the night of the 6th from the NCAA Men's Bas
ketball Championship game in Indianapolis. The plane
took a wrong turn, purportedly to avoid poor weather,
when it crashed near Normal, Illinois, killing all seven
passengers.
I remember the first time I met Leetch. I had stum
bled into a Whitworthian staff meeting a couple weeks
beforehand thinking I was attending an informational
session and left with a deadline to get my first story in
by Saturday night. I had never interviewed anyone nor
written a journalistic piece of writing. I was bewildered,
overwhelmed and at that time, hated journalism.
In just my second week on the job, my sports editor
assigned me to write a feature on Whitworth's new ath
letic director, Aaron Leetch.
Leetch greeted me in his freshly unpacked office and
came out from around his desk to sit next to me during
the whole interview. As I nervously fidgeted with my
iPod and asked if I could record our conversation, he
replied with a calm and welcoming, "of course." I clum
sily flipped from page to page in my notebook trying to
remember each of my pre-scripted questions while also
trying to copiously take notes. Leetch loved to talk and

did so enthusiastically.
His enthusiasm was the very thing that made the
interview so successful. Over the course of a round 35
minutes—time that few university athletic directors at
whatever level will give to a novice reporter, to whom
35 minutes feels like an eternity—Leetch had not only
answered all of my questions thoroughly but had also
engaged me in conversation.
He assured me that we were rookies together. His
passion oozed out of him; it caused me to dream of one
day having his job. He was sure to point out the impor
tance of hi s family, his ultimate pride and joy; he had
a wife and two daughters, whose photographs were
framed and displayed in his otherwise scarce, new of
fice. He offered to help me in any way he could in my
years at Whitworth and I knew he meant it.
Leetch took the initial fear out of journalistic writing
for me. I stuck with my developing new skill and gained
confidence after my time with him; it's for this very rea
son I write this now. This week I dug through four years
worth of notes and writing and pulled up the story I had
written on Leetch, published Sept. 28, 2011.
While I never knew the man well, I read it and
deemed it timelessly Aaron. It was my desire to see at
least this excerpt resurfaced as a tribute to Leetch's com
mitment to this university. Though he moved on from
Whitworth by 2013, the same spirit is still felt.
I would hope it would be the desire of our commu
nity to deem Aaron Leetch, while we didn't know him
long, forever a Pirate. Here's to the man who truly gave it
everything he had.
Contact Sena Hughes at
shughes!5@my. whitworth.edu

One day before the Summit ofthe Americas,
President Obama told reporters that he
and Cuban president Raul Castro agreed to
mend relations between the US and Cuba. It
was the first time any Cuban representative
has attended the meetings. Obama told
nation leaders that the U.S. restoring normal
diplomatic relations with the communist
island's government will help all countries in
the region. Castro used his time to speak to
list a century of grievances against the U.S.,
and then praised Obama for his decision to
restore ties with the island nation.
Sources | Sp
okesman Review and Daily News

ASWU UPDATE
• View the winning candidates of the 2015
ASWU Elections on p. 5.
• Senior Sam Director spoke about the re
cent success of the Forensics Team.
• The PsyChi and Psych club are planning a
Mental Health Awareness Week. Proceeds
from events and fund-raisers will go to
Frontier Behavioral Health.
• Jordan Dale, the intramural coordinator,
attended an intramural conference in Texas.
He shared the techniques and systems other
universities use to engage students in intra
mural sports. Discussion about implement
ing some of these techniques at Whitworth
continues.
• Mayor of Spokane David Condon and
ASWU president Ian Robins are working to
encourage students to participate in service
learning projects as a part of the Spokane
Compassionate initiative.

+

ARTS & CULTURE

Whitworth Choir returns from tour triumphant
Courtne y Murphy
Staff Write r

Whitworth students and music enthusi
asts from around Spokane packed the Mar
tin Woldson Theater at the Fox downtown
to watch the final leg of the Whitworth
Choir's spring tour on Saturday, April 11.
The choir spent spring break on tour
across the state of Washington and part
of British Columbia. After starting in
Wenatchee at Saddlerock Evangelical Pres
byterian Church, the choir then traveled
the coast from Vancouver, B.C., to Van
couver, Washington. After a v /eek of rest,
the tour closed with Saturday's concert
dov/ntown.
While they were on tour, the choir also
had the opportunity to do several work
shops with high school choirs in addition
to performing.
To several choir members, this tour
stood out from tours in past years because
of the Mass they performed, composed by
Director Marc A. Hafso.
"The Mass has formed every form of

Christian worship," Hafso, who is in his
12th year at Whitworth, said. This is why
he decided to include it in the tour, along
with other spiritual songs. The Mass was
about 25 minutes long, and has five move
ments and is sung in both Greek and Latin.
Junior Katelyn Hunter, a Spanish and
secondary education major, also enjoyed
performing the Mass.
"It's really long, kind of exhausting,
but it's beautiful. It's very intricate, very
intentionally put together and it was real
ly cool to be able to put that together for
the choir because it was a ton of work,"
Hunter said.
For the Mass, the choir learned the
Nicene Creed in Latin. Singing in other
languages is sometimes easier than in
English, because i n English, singers bring
bad habits in from their speech, Hunter
said.
Hunter, who has been singing for eight
years and has been a part of both the
Women's Choir and the Whitworth Choir,
started in junior high and fell in love
with choir in high school. Her teacher
made singing relevant to her daily life,

and taught her to use singing as a to ol to
change her outlook each day.
Although Hunter found choir at Whit
worth to be harder and more intense than
choir in high school, she enjoys the com
mitment, talent and knowledge each choir
member displays.
"There's a lot more opportunities to
make real music because the bar is so
much higher," Hunter said.
Hunter enjoys working with Hafsa as a
director because of his creativity, sense of
humor and commitment to the choir.
"It's nice because he has a really good
balance of taking it seriously, but also
there's joyful moments that bubble up
and we just laugh at mistakes and things
like that, If your director is committed,
then you'll be a l ot more willing to give
a lot more and work harder," Hunter said.
Hafsa's sense of humor was evident
during the concert when he referred to
"The Ballad of Green Broom," part of the
Songs of Spring and Summer section, as
his favorite song about brooms ever com
posed.
Juniors Jennifer Rudsit and Elizabeth

Williams, who attend most of the Whit
worth Choir's bigger concerts and have
backgrounds in choir, enjoyed the perfor
mance.
Williams' favorite was the traditional
Zambian song "Bonse Aba", because she
had sung in before, Williams said. Rudsit
most enjoyed "Tomorrow Will Be My Danc
ing Day" and "No Time."
The Whitworth Choir finished their
2015 Spring Tour strongly, and showed
their support for each other by honoring
their 12 graduating seniors.
"We all like to say we've 'run the river'
together, meaning we've all gone through
crazy stuff together. We're a really tight
choir, extremely supportive," Hunter said.
Although the tour is over, the returning
Whitworth Choir members, like Hunter are
already looking forward to what next year
holds.

Contact Courtney Murphy at
cmurphyl 8@my.whitworth.edu
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So You Think You Can Dance Whitwrorth extends
Jubilation to student performers arid community
Emily Goodell
Staff Writer
Jubilation's take on the TV s how So
You Th ink You Can Dance celebrated
dance in the Whitworth community
Friday, April 13 in the Multi-Purpose
Room. This is the fifth year of Whitworth's SYTYCD.
"So You Th ink You Ca n Dance cele
brates dance in the community. It show
that dance has a presence .on cam
pus and shares the joy of dance with
the community," theatre dance minor,
SYTYCD competitor and director of this
year's competition Brooke Grissom.
The Multi-Purpose Room was filled to
the brim with non-competing dancers,
competing dancers and non-dancers
alike. There were so many people that
many had to stand in the back or sit on
the ground in the front to be able to see.
Sena Hughes and Bailey Kasler host
ed the performance, filling in transi
tions between pieces with a variety of
dance-related puns involving squares,
polka dots, salsa and merengue pie.
There were eight dances performed
through the night. After each dance, a
panel of three judges provided feedback
about the dancer's performance. The
judges were English Department's John
Pell, Dance Minor Faculty Karla Parbon
and Campus Event Coordinator Raleigh
Addington.
"I loved sitting with a panel of peo
ple who enjoyed being able to celebrate
dance," Parbon said.
The end of the night the audience,
judges included, voted via cell phone
for the winner of the 2015 SYTYCD, who
will be performing at Jubilation's end of
the year concert May 3.
Receiving first place was Bethy Mack
and Isaac Quezada performing "True
Image," a powerful piece that brought
to life the issue of eat ing disorders and
self-image, focusing on Jesus' role in the

EVENTS
LO

GO

Jeanette Vasquez| Photographer

Seniors Raleigh Addington and Kari Johnson compete at Jubilation's So YouThink You Can Dance Whitworth edition.
healing process.
Other dances included Kari J ohnson
and Raleigh Addington's "Uncertainty,"
Kaylen Blue's "Like Real People Do,"
Erika Boyd and Heidi Biermann's "Two
Girls in TapShoes," Emily Beloate, Chris
tine Drummond, Emily Gates, Olivia
Shaffer, Kolina Chitta and Emily Car
ney's "Eyes on Fire," Brooke Grissom's
"Worthy," Bailey Vallee and Brooke Gris
som's "Hipster Hip Hop" and an untitled
performance by Logan Shenkel and Jen

nifer Rudsit.
Grissom said she enjoyed watching
everyone's hard work pay off.
"It's really nerve-wracking perform
ing. You never know how it's going to be
received," Grissom said.
Many of th e performers are Parbon's
students or Jubilation members. Parbon
said that she enjoyed watching them
challenge themselves and continue their
work outside of the classroom.
At the end of the night, during voting,

the hosts opened up the dance floor to
the audience and performers to dance.
This was Parbon's favorite part.
"So You Think You C an Dance is im
portant because it makes dance acces
sible to the community, so anyone can
enjoy dance," Parbon said.

Contact Emily Goodell at
egoodelll 8@my.whitworth.edu

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

ART: DIALOGUE
All D ay
Bryan Oliver Art Gallery
Lied Art Center
Come see the art exhibition for senior
visual arts students, "Dialogue." The
exhibition runs until May 16.

LECTURE: VISITING ARTIST SAM DURANT
6:30 p.m.
Northwest Museum of Arts & Culture
2316 1N. First Av e.
LA-based multimedia artist Sam
Durant speaks on "Social Landscape:
Artists Who Redefine Cultural
Identities in America."

CO

CO

=3
=C

THEATER: DONALD MARGULIE'S
COLLECTED STORIES

MUSIC: ANDREW ISOM COMPOSITION
RECITAL

7:30 p.m. I $19-$25
The Modern Theater Spokane
174 S. Howard
Local theater chronicles the
friendship between a celebrated
author and her student.

8 p.m.
Music Building Recital Hall
Fill the. audience to show your
support for Andrew Isom, a music
major, as he gives his senior recital.

COMMUNITY: ORGANIC GARDENING

THEATER: SHERLOCK HOLMES: CURSE OF
THE SIGN OF FOUR

1 p.m.
Moran Prairie Library
6004 S. Regal St.
Learn the basics of organic gardening,
including zoning, soil preparation and
composting with Marilyn Lloyd.

7:30 p.m. / $ 18-$25
Spokane Civic Theatre
1020 N. Howard St.
Local theater plays Doyle's second
installment in the Holmes series.

oo

CAMPUS: WHI1

10 a.m.
The Loop and
Participate in
annual event,
play games, L
movies and m
CO

CAMPUS: SEMI

9 a.m. I $12-$
U-REC
Join the climt
spring festiva
between 9-9'T-shirts are al
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^ARTIST SPOTLIGHT';?
Kelli Hennessey
Staff Writer

Simon Puzankov | Photographer

Senior Linnea Goold prepares for the senior art show.

MUSIC; W HITWORTH WOMEN'S CHOIR
SPRING CONCERT

ton Hall

g club for their
Aake sure to check in
aim. to participate,
available.

to

"it's not all
about me."
—LINNEA GOOLD
"I also have become a lot more
interested in the past year in pre
vention and how art can be used
to help people handle emotions
in a different way or express them
selves in a more healthy way,"
Goold says.
Though she has largely worked
with organic materials such as
branches or tumbleweeds in her
other pieces, Goold experiments
with a variety of objects, such as
the car doors in her current work.
"I do like found objects; I l ike
things that have a history to them,"
Goold said.
Though now her preferred me
dia are sculpture and installation
work, Goold did not find her love
for it initially. It was not until half
way through her studies that she
became interested in the work.

3 p.m.

316 E. 24 Ave.

The finalists of this event will move
on to the National Poetry Slam.

Come watch women's choir as they
perform in their big spring concert.

THEATER: INNOCENTS LOST: THE GRIMM
TRIAL OF HANSEL AND GRETEL
2 p.m. I $12
Bethlehem Lutheran Church
2715 S.Ray St
Northwest Opera opens 2015 with an
original tale of courtroom drama set
to Humperdink's familiar music.

COMMUNITY: FOOD SORTING
All Day
Second Harvest Food Bank
1234 £ Front Ave.
Sort and pack food for delivery to
local emergency food outlets. Visit
inland.volunteerhub.com/events to
sign up for a shift.

Initially, Goold said, she was un
der the common misconception
that art majors should be painters
and illustrators. Taking a class in
three-dimensional design, how
ever, drew her to sculpture and
other forms of t hree-dimensional
design.
"Three-dimensional art just re
ally comes to life for me, and I love
taking something in my head and
seeing it turn into something big
and three-dimensional in the real
world," Goold said.
Her current installation, which
incorporates several car doors
borrowed from a local junkyard
and thousands of feet of string, has
been something that Goold has
been planning for two years. She
said that lecturer Rob Fifield has
told her that art is about posing
a problem and fixing it, and she
agrees. For this project, she faces
the challenge of broken string and
how to mount heavy metal doors,
temporarily, to gallery walls.
That is part of w hat draws her
to art—the ability to work through
challenges and grow from the pro
cess. By combining her passion of
art with love of psychology, Goold
hopes to help others work through
their personal challenges through
exploring the power art holds.
The senior art show featuring
Goold, as well as several other
graduating art majors, opens on
Tuesday, April 14 in the Bryan Ol
iver Gallery in the Lied Art Center
and will close on May 16.
Contact Kelli Hennessey at
khennesseyl 7@my. whitworth.edu

MUSIC: CONCERT BAND SPRING CONCERT

COMMUNITY: POETRY SLAM FINALS
8 p.m. I $5
The Bartlett
228 W. Sprague Ave.

St. Mark's Lutheran Church

litCon, Gaming Club's
WhitCon you can
P with friends, watch

ILIBERI

Senior Linnea Goold did not
come to Whitworth intending to
be an artist. Rather, it was some
thing that she fell into.
"I actually didn't do any art be
fore college," Goold said. "I started
as a psych major, and then I took
one art class my firstsemester here
... I'm still very involved in the psy
chology department; I would real
ly like to go into art therapy."
Goold said she believes that art
and psychology have strong ties
and sees art as an important re
source to use in the field of psy
chology. Her own pieces reflect
the way that art can influence the
feelings of both the artist and the
viewer. The piece she is working on
now, which will be featured in her
senior show this week, is a large in
stallation that involves using string
to web found car doors into a web
like structure, was inspired by re
curring dreams she had as a child.
"That's kind of where this all
stemmed from... I love seeing how
art can psychologically impact me,
and others, so I wanted to see what
it would be like to work through
those dreams in this way," Goold
said.
Although this particular work is
based on her dreams, Goold wants
viewers to be able to take th
eir own
impressions from the piece. Goold
wants her art to be accessible and
interpretive, so even when the
pieces have personal histories rel
evant to her life, she wants viewers
to take from the piece their own

interpretations, she said.
"It's not all about me," she said.
Goold plans on taking her pas
sions for art and psychology into
the community and working as an
art therapist, though she does also
want to explore participating in
gallery shows at some point. She
is interested primarily in working
with youth and adolescents. She
believes that art has the power to
help individuals overcome trauma
and wants to participate in that
process.

8 p.m.
Cowles Auditorium Main Stage

to

Support Concert Band in their spring
performance! Arrive early to get good
seats.

THEATER: FROM PAGE TO STAGE: WILLOW
SPRINGS
8:30 p.m.
Nyne Bar Ft Bistro
232 IV. Spra gue Ave.
Experience a literary performance
of Jeffrey Bean's "The Voyeur's
Gratitude" as part of Get-Lit week.

10 m
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Visiting trombonist
shares jazz expertise
Denin Koch
StaffWriter
Trombonist Ryan Keberle's career
has taken him to places far and wide,
but on Wednesday, April 8, it brought
him home to Spokane for a clinic in the
Whitworth Music Building and a concert
at the Bing Crosby Theater on Friday,
April 10.
Keberle and his five-piece band, Ca
tharsis, performed selections from their
newest album, "Into the Zone," in the
band room on Wednesday for a gath
ering of jazz students and music lovers.
Between tunes, the musicians also an
swered questions from audience mem
bers and spoke about their experiences
in the music industry.
On Friday night, Keberle and Cathar
sis performed a selection of jazz s tan
dards, original music and covers for a
full house in downtown Spokane. The
concert was opened by the local Brent
Edstrom Trio, which features three
Whitworth jazz faculty.
The son of Dan Keberle, Whitworth's
Director of Jazz Studies, Ryan Keberle is
a Spokane native and graduate of Mead

High School. He attended Whitworth for 'jazz' for so many people scares them
a year before transferring to the Man away, but I'm looking to make music
hattan School of M usic in New York to that everyone can enjoy."
Students who attended the clinic
finish his undergraduate degree. So far
and concert were
in his career, he has
inspired and moti
collaborated
with
"Jazz for some people is vated
by Keberle's
artists such as Sufjan
performance. Soph
a scary word. It's a word
Stevens, Alicia Keys
omore trombonist
and Justin Timberthat means you aren't go Jonathan Bumpus
lake. This was only
particularly ex
his second business
ing to understand what's was
cited to work with
trip back home, the
first being a guest going to happen.The term Keberle.
"I went to the con
feature with the Spo
'jazz' for so many people cert in 2008 when he
kane Jazz Orchestra
was the guest artist
two years ago.
scares them away, but I'm with the Whitworth
Keberle was en
Jazz Band and was
thusiastic
about
looking to make music
just blown away,"
performing for his
that everyone can enjoy." Bumpus said. "He's
hometown crowd.
always just been a
"Very
exciting,
—RYAN KEBERLE
big inspiration to
obviously," he said
me"
when asked about
Bumpus
ex
playing in Spokane.
"Maybe I can change Spokane's lack pressed gratitude and disbelief at the
of a ppreciation for jazz music. Jazz for opportunity to learn from one of his he
some people is a scary word. It's a word roes.
"It's kind of surreal. I've admired his
that means you aren't going to under
d to hear
stand what's going to happen. The term playing for a really long time, an
him and get his feedback on my playing

was really crazy. I'm still just process
ing everything that happened," Bumpus
said.
Keberle offered advice on a variety of
topics to those who attended his clinic.
While he spoke much about the impor
tance of practicing, his biggest advice
had nothing to do with playing.
"Basically, it comes down to listen
ing," he said. "There's so much more to
music than what you hear at this point in
your career. It's like learning a language
and the accent."
Even now, Keberle said, he is contin
ually surprised by the music he plays
every day. "Every so often I say wow,
I've never heard that before or I'm just
starting to notice how this player swings
differently from this player."
Despite its decline in popularity, Ke
berle remains optimistic about the fu
ture of jazz music.
"So many exciting options happening
right now where people are fusing differ
ent genres with jazz or fusing their own
musical culture with jazz," he said.
Contact Denin Koch at
dkochl 8@my. whitworth.edu

Whitworth Women's Choir
Deborah Hansen, director
Mary J. Trotter, piano

1 ihan k You G od for most t his amazing
day :far fiie leaping greenly spirits of frees
and o blue true dream of s ky; and for everything
which is n ol-hd which rsjffimje •vlnch.if ye--

greai happening diim'i'-• t -iy ea r

how should losting touching hearing seeing
breathing any-lifted from the no
of all noihing-huinan merely being

April 19, 2015

doubt unimaginoblo You?

3 p.m.

(now the ears of my ears awake end
now the eyes of my eyes are opened}

St. Mark's Lutheran Church
24th and Grand Blvd.

e. e. cummings

Admission is free

DRTH

For more information, please contact the
Whitworth Music Office at 509.777.3280
or music@whitworth.edu.

OPINIONS
"Religious freedom" flairs encourage discrimination

Carly Colby| Graphic Artist

scribe to any belief they wish and act upon such beliefs, God. With such a perception of marriage, it is clear why
so long as the actions do not directly harm others. A Stutzman could not service a same-sex wedding: they
man may harm another man and claim to have done do not view marriage as a union under God. At least,
so because his religious beliefs compelled him to, but not in the same way Stutzman does.
However, there is a flaw in such rationale. If Stutz
his religious freedom does not exempt him from pun
Indiana's "religious freedom" law allows business ishment for having harmed another person. Does that man could not cater a same-sex wedding because the
owners to refuse service based on their religious be same logic apply to religious business owners and re couple does not view marriage as a Christian ceremo
ny, then by the same logic, she should be unable to ca
liefs, a fact which many fear will result in widespread fusing service?
At first, th e refusal of se rvice may seem a trite con ter any non-Christian's wedding. There is no record of
discrimination.
The law is accompanied by a question long avoided cern. Possibly insulting, likely an inconvenience, but a Stutzman doing so.
"If a business provides a product or service to oppo
by the court: do private businesses possess the same violation of the law? Surely not.
Go back in time, a few short decades ago, to find a site-sex couples for their weddings, then it must pro
rights as individuals?
At first glance, a relatively recent decision by the U.S. parallel situation. African Americans were denied ser vide same-sex couples the same product or service,"
vice by businesses of all kinds, simply for the color of said Washington Attorney General Bob Ferguson.
Supreme Court would seem to suggest that they do.
Stutzman's refusal of se rvice came from genuinely
iably deleterious, even when
In 2012, Hobby Lobby went to court against a man their skin. Racism is unden
held religious beliefs, but it re
date of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) which requires it does not inflict bodily harm. Re
mains discriminatory. She did
businesses to provide access to contraceptives for their call, too, that some white suprem
"Private businesses may
not refuse service out of mal
female employees. Hobby Lobby's owners argued that acists cited their religious beliefs as
ice, and it is likely she wasn't
their religious beliefs did not support the use of certain justification for their racism.
possess many of the same
even aware of the flaw in her
History proves that refusal of ser
contraceptives, therefore, the ACA contraceptive man
rationale. Even so, the reason
vice
can
be
harmful.
It
cultivates
an
date violated their religious freedom.
rights as individuals, but
for her refusal of service can be
In June of 2014, the Supreme Court ruled in favor environment ripe for prejudice and
Indiana's 'religious freedom' isolated to the couple's sexual
of Ho bby Lobby in the case Burwell v. Hobb y Lobby discrimination.
orientation. Her case is one of
As
such,
the
right
to
refuse
ser
Stores, Inc. The decision created a precedent which
vice based on religious law and others like it are not many which proves a "religious
allowed certain busifreedom" law for business own
beliefs is far too peril
nesses to seek exemp
the solution to protecting
"History proves that refusal ous a law to risk. "Reli
ers
cannot be effectively or justly
tion from the ACA's
exercised.
those rights."
contraceptive
man
of service can be harmful. It gious beliefs" is a vastly
Such a law may come with the
open-ended term, which
date due to religious
best intentions, but in the end, it
makes
it
susceptible
to
cultivates
an
environment
beliefs.
misuse. Many people would be denied ser is impracticable and dangerous.
The court's decision
ripe for prejudice and
The fact of the matter is, when private citizens enter
vice under a false pretense of acting on one's
is by n o means all in
the
business world, they enter a very diverse world. It
religious
beliefs,
when
in
reality,
the
refus
clusive. Only closely
discrimination."
al of service is nothing more than personal is neither a spiritual nor secular realm; it is a thorough
held corporations—
blending of both. Refusing service remains an owner's
prejudice.
corporations
which
right,
but the reason for the refusal cannot be based on
What
of
th
e
cases
in
which
refusal
of
ser
tend to be owned by a
unalterable
personal characteristics. That makes it dis
vice
truly
comes
from
conflict
with
genuinely
held
re
small group of individuals and the shares of which are
crimination, and as history has proven time and again,
unlikely To b e traded—can file for exemption. Addi ligious beliefs?
systematic discrimination is anything but just.
Consider the case of Ingersoll v. Arlene's Flowers.
tionally, they must provide an alternative plan which
Private businesses may possess many of t he same
In
2013,
Washington
state
florist
and
owner
of
Ar
still supports the law's interest.
For that reason (and several others), the decision lene's Flowers and Gifts, Baronnelle Stutzman, refused rights as individuals, but Indiana's "religious freedom"
does not provide a clear answer to whether or not cor to cater a same-sex wedding. Stutzman had served both law and others like it are not the solution to protecting
porations possess first amendment rights. Such a ver men for years, fully aware of th eir sexual orientation, those rights. They are a step backward, inciting dis
criminatory practices and creating more conflict than
dict is slowin coming and will only be clarified piece by but she refused to provide services for their nuptials.
"I am sorry. I can't do your wedding because of my peace. The so called "religious freedom" law does not
piece as the court makes smaller rulings over a period
protect Americans; it jeopardizes individuals' right to
relationship with Jesus Christ," Stutzman said.
of time.
Given that Stutzman had served both men for years, live freely.
In regard to Indiana's so called "religious freedom
law, the question is: to what extent do businesses pos her refusal of service in this instance can logically be
attributed to how she views marriage.
sess religious freedom?
In traditional Christianity, marriage is a religious BOARDMAN is a freshman majoring in English. Com
Suppose businesses have the-same religious free
ments can be sent tomboardmanl8@my.whitworth.edu
dom rights as individuals. That being so, they can sub ceremony: it is a union between man, woman and

MATTHEW
BOARDMAN
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WHITWORTHIOUT
DID YOU VOTE?
87%

YES
NO

13%

These results are based on an email survey of 100 Whitworth
students. The primary elections took place on ThursdayApril
2 and used only paper ballots. The general elections took
place a week later on Thursday April 9. The general elections
used a mix of paper ballots and an online voting system, with
olf-campus voting online and on-campus using paper ballots.
On the email survey, respondents who chose "other"were
able to submit their own response for the second question.
Below are some of the responses:
"I'm off-campus so I'm not in the HUB a lot, online was much better for

EDITORIAL :IN THE LOOP
Unknown risk of electronic
cigarettes outweighs
possible benefits
Electronic cigarettes, also known as e-cigs, are be
coming fairly popular with smokers trying to quit, smok
ers seeking out different flavors and even with younger
people who aren't smokers looking to start smoking tra
ditional cigarettes but want the flavor that e-cigarettes
provide.
However, e-cigs are not as good as one may think.
Granted, they lack a good majority of the chemicals and
carcinogens that burning traditional tobacco has, but
the chemicals in the liquids that e-cigs use have not been
FDA tested. The $3 billion a year industry hawks itself as
being healthier, but we honestly don't know if what we
are inhaling is any healthier than traditional cigarettes.
Many e-cigarette smokers believe that because there
hasn't been a warning label placed on these products
that it is OK to smoke them in buildings and other pub
lic spaces. Many buildings and airlines have banned
e-cigs from being smoked in their facilities, due to the
unknown risk factors of the secondhand smoke and the
smoke itself. Many people who do not want to inhale
secondhand smoke from traditional cigarettes do not
want to inhale the smoke from e-cigs.
E-cigarettes should be banned from all campus build
ings and be treated like traditional cigarettes, at least
until the FDA tests e-cigarettes and determines if they
are a health risk for both the smokers and people who
potentially inhale the secondhand smoke.
Editorials in the "In the Loop"section reflect the majority
opinion of the Editorial Board, comprised of five editors.

the second round"
"I liked that off-campus voted online because that was more accessible
for them and that on-campus voted by paper ballots because we had a
higher voter turn out"
"I liked the paper ballots but I wish the results were able to be counted
faster"

For election results, see page 5.

LETTER TOTHEEDITOR:
Whitworth should divest
from fossil fuels because
of its Christian identity
Dear Whitworth Community,

WHICH STATEMENT IS CLOSEST TO
YOUR FEELINGS ON THE SWITCH TO PAPER BALLOTS?
I LIKED THE PAPER BALLOTS

23%
I DON'T HAVE AN OPINION

28%
I DIDN'T LIKE THE PAPER BALLOTS/ WOULD PREFER VOTING BY EMAIL

37%
OTHER

12%

This university has a Christian duty to divest its en
dowment from fossil fuel extracting companies. Ever
since God called humans to care for the landfrom which
we were formed in Genesis 3:23, our vocation has been
to steward the land. Paul says in Romans 8:21 that "The
creation itself will be liberated from its bondage to decay
and brought into the glorious freedom of the children of
God." And so Christian hope lies in the restoration of all
creation. Knowing where Christian hope lies and Chris
tian vocation lies, it makes no sense for a Christian uni
versity to profit from companies that hurt the earth.
And guess what? 97 percent of climate scientists agree
that global warming is real and it is caused by human
fossil fuel consumption. The ramifications are stagger
ing: continuing loss of biodiversity, increasing extreme
weather patterns, and increasingly vulnerable human
coastal populations. God's earth is being scarred by our
dependence on coal and oil.
Union Theological Seminary recognized this and
chose to divest from, as they said, the sin of fossil fue l
holdings. Michael Johnston, a former executive of fi
nancial giant Capital Group Companies and the chair of
Union's investment committee said: "I hope that people
see our actions as a beacon of hope, and recognize that
there are things we can do...to cut down on our green
house gas emissions." It is time for Whitworth to follow
suit. Let us put our money where our faith is.
Niko Aberle
niko.aberle@gmail.com

SPORTS
TOP WH1TWORTH World liar track meet a
FEMALE FINISHERS winiy challenge at SFCC
200 METER DASH
6TK • GABRIELLE GEVERS • WHITWORTH
400 METER DASH
6TH - KATHRYN JENTZ - WHITWORTH
8TH - CASSIANNA BUSCH - WHITWORTH

800 METER RUN
2ND-KATIE MCKAY-WHITWORTH
3RD - KAYLA LELAND - WHITWORTH

5000 METER RUN
5TH - KELLYN ROIKO - WHITWORTH

400 METER HURDLES
3RD - MAGGIE CALLAN - WHITWORTH

4X400 METER RELAY
2ND-WHITWORTH
KAYLA LELAND
KATHRYNJENTZ
MAGGIE CALLAN
KATIE MCKAY

POLE VAULT
4TH - KIERSTIE SHELLMflN - WHITWORTH

TRIPLE JUMP
7TH-RACHEL PALMQUIST-WHITWORTH

DISCUS THROW
2ND - COURTNEY FAIRHART - WHITWORTH
6TH- DANIELLE OPENIANO- WHITWORTH

HAMMER THROW
1ST- DAKOTA KLIAMOVICH - WHITWORTH

JAVELIN THROW
5TH - KELEE LAMBERT - WHITWORTH

Peter Houston-Hencken
Staff Writer

of guys from out of state and
my own teammates," senior
pole vaulter Joe Green said.
Senior Matthew Landon
finished half a second be
hind first place in the 100
meter dash with a time of
11.64. Junior Nicholas Gosselin took third place in the
400 meter dash. Gosselin's
time of 48.63 beat his previ
ous personal best of 48.75.
Whitworth's relay team
consisting of senior Wes
Sitser, Gosselin, junior Trent
Alsin and Landon, took first place in
the 4x100. Their time of 42.20 gave
them a lead of .60. In the 4x400,
Whitworth's teams took first and
third place with times of 3:24.04 and
3:27.09.
Runners were not the only ones af
fected by the wind on Satu
rday. Those
competing in field events felt the ef
fect on their performance as well.
"I would say mentally, I had to pre
pare for [the wind], because I knew
the conditions would not be as prime
as the last meet," Green said.
Green's preparation paid off when
he won first place in men's pole vault
with a height of 15'IT Each of the top
three pole vaulters achieved a height
of 15'1T
"That was my opening height So I
was thinking that if I don't make this I
don't place," Green said.
Sophomore Everett Kleven was
also one of the top three in men's pole
vault. The top three were able to hold
a 3.75" lead over fourth place.
In men's shot put, junior Scott
Mayfield took a narrow second place.
Mayfield's distance of 47'5.75" feet
beat third place by .75T
One of the most impressive per
formances was that of s enior Chase
Wright in the men's javelin throw.
Wright took first place with a distance
of 21 5'7" and beat out second place
by more than 16!
Wright said his throw boosted his
confidence as he enters conference,
but it was not necessarily easy.
"We had some really tough wind
that made it difficult to throw. There
was a lot of good competition there
and a good group of guys," Wright
said.
Whitworth took part in two com
petitions this week. On April 13-14,
the Pirates competed at the North
west Conference Combined Cham
pionships in Tacoma. On April 16, the
Pirates host their annual Whitworth
Twilight Invite at 2 p.m. in the Pine
Bowl.

TEAM RANKINGS
1) CENTRAL WASHINGTON
2) WHITWORTH
3) SPOKANE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
4) GONZAGA

Whitworth's track and field teams
travelled to Spokane Falls Commu
nity College on Saturday to compete
in the eighth annual World War meet
The meet brought together numerous
Inland Northwest schools of differ
ent divisions to compete in a massive
day-long event.
The men's team took second place
with 107 points, while the women's
team grabbed fourth place with 71
points. Both teams improved from
the meet last year in which the men
and women got third and seventh
place, respectively.
However, the 16 other schools
were not the only challenge the ath
letes faced on Saturday. The 15-23
mph winds affected runners' times
and added another obstacle to the al
ready stiff competition. The wind was
strong enough to add as much as 4.9
seconds to some runners' scores.
"Mentally, that's something you
can get over. We weren't taking into
account what the wind could do," ju
nior Katie McKaysaid.
McKay took second place in the
800 meter run with a time of 2:16.99.
It was a tight race where McKay was
only a tenth of a second behind the
first-place finisher. Freshman Kayla Leland came in third with a close
time of 2:17.21.
"There were people that were con
stantly pushing the race the whole
way. But gosh, if I had ten more me
ters, I know I could've gotten it," McK
ay said.
Even with the competitive teams
and the harsh wind, the women's
team still had a number of people
take top scores. Sophomore Maggie
Callan took third place in the 400 me
ter hurdles with a time of 65.10. The
women's 'A' team, consisting of fresh
man Kayla Leland, freshman Kathryn
Jentz, Callan and McKay, took second
place in the 4x400 meter relay. Whit
worth's 'B' team took seventh in the
event
Junior Kierstie Shellman took
fourth place for the women's pole
vault with a height of 9.5! Sec
ond place in the women's
discus throw went to senior
Courtney Fairhart with a dis
tance of 135.5 feet. Fairhart's
throw was less than three
meters away from first place.
The women's hammer
throw was a close compe
tition that ended with first
place going to junior Dako
ta Kliamovich. Khamovich's
throw of 164' gave her a lead
of only 3!
The men's team brought in
a lot ofpoints byhaving athletes in the Contact Peter Houston-Hencken at
phouston-henckenl 7@my.whitworth
top three of seven different events.
"Our biggest competition consisted .edu

TEAM RANKINGS
1) CENTRAL WASHINGTON
2) NORTHWEST NAZARENE
3) SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
4) WHITWORTH

TOP WHITWORTH
MALE FINISHERS

100 METER DASH
2ND - MATTHEW LANDON - WHITWORTH
8TH-B0ITUNK0NDE- WHITWORTH
400 METER DASH
3RD - NICHOLAS GOSSELIN - WHITWORTH
6TH-TRENT ALSIN-WHITWORTH
7TH- JACOB STURTEVANT- W HITWORTH
110 METER HURDLES
8TH - JOHN-ROBERT WOQLLEY - WHITWORTH
400 METER HURDLES
4TH - JOHN-ROBERT WOOLLEY - WHITWORTH
6TH-ALEX HARDLUND-WHITWORTH
4X100 METER RELAY
1ST-WHITWORTH
1) WESLEY SITSER
2) NICHOLAS GOSSELIN
31 TRENT ALSIN
4J MATTHEW LANDON
4X400 METER RELAY
1ST- WHITWORTH
1)JOHN-ROBERTWOOLLEY
2)ALEX HARDLUND
31 MATTHEW LANDON
4) NICHOLAS GOSSELIN
POLE VAULT
1ST-JOSEPH GREEN-WHITWORTH
1ST-EVERETT KLEVEN-WHITWORTH
LONG JUMP
5TH - MATTHEW LANDON - WHITWORTH
SHOT PUT
2ND-SCOTT MAYFIELD-WHITWORTH
DICUS THROW
4TH-COREY BURT-WHITWORTH
7TH-K0LT0N CARLSON-WHITWORTH
HAMMER THROW
5TH - KOLTON CARLSON - WHITWORTH
JAVELIN THROW
1ST-CHASE WRIGHT-WHITWORTH
3RD-ANDREW BLOOM-WHITWORTH
6TH-MAVERICK JOHNSTON-WHITWORTH

+
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Golf teams finish at the top Softball road split
The second day proved even better for
both teams, with the men finishing in first
Staff Writer
with an even more sizable lead, and the
women's team tying for first place. Though
The men's and women's golf teams com
Linfield ended up with the highest scoring
peted in the Northwest Conference Spring individual overall on the men's side, Whit
Classic tournaments this weekend, with worth ended up increasing their lead as a
the men's team playing in Olympia and the team, ending the day with a 300 and a ur
to
women's playing in Spanaway. The firstday nament total of 608, as opposed to Pacific
ended with the men's team in first place Lutheran's 310 and 625 and Willamette's
and the women's in second, but both end 316 and 626. The women's team jumped
ed in the top spot after the weekend ended. ahead of George Fox with a day score of
Of particular note was junior Samson 307. However, Whitman ended up playing
Martinez, who led the men's team to the a 306 that resulted in both the Missionaries
top during the first day after hitting a 73, and the Bucs getting a 629 total, tying for
putting himself ahead of Willamette's Ryan first above Fox's 631.
Kukula, who scored a 75. The difference
Martinez ended up finishing the tourna
actually led to Whitworth's lead as a whole, ment in second place, as did Bayley.
as Whitworth led with a 308 against Willa
"We did a really good job of staying in
mette's 310after the first day.
the moment and taking one shot at a time
"I owe my success to the support of God, instead of just thinking about the final
my family and frien
ds," Martinez said, add score," Bayleysaid in regard to Whitworth's
ing that his eagle on the par-five 14th hole comeback.
was the highlight of his whole weekend.
"We worked together and gave each oth
The women's team ended up in second er great advice during the round. We were
place after the first round, with three play also really positive, which helps out a ton,"
ers in the top ten. Junior Chelsea Bayley junior Tyler McQuillan said.
and sophomore Michal Schuster tied for
Both teams play again April 25-26 in
fourth place along with three others with Sunriver, Oregon for the NWC Tourna
a score of 79, while senior Nicole Lomax ment
landed in eighth with an 80. George Fox
led the first round overall with a score of
317, with Whitworth at 322 and Whitman Contact Will Carsh at
hcarshl 8@my.whitworth.edu
at 323.
Will Carsh

fO

sel drove in junior outfielder Alyssa
Hall, and senior outfielder Peyton
Staff Writer
McMahon drove in WesseL
The third game resulted in anoth
Last weekend, the Whitworth er Whitworth loss, albeit a close one.
softball team split four games Peyton McMahon landed a bit that
against Linfield College. The fir
st day led to Hayes coming in home in the
yielded mixed results for the Bucs as first inning and Matthews brought
they lost their first game 4-0 and win home Megan John and Hayes with a
the second one 8-3. The second day hit of her own in the fifth. However;
brought similar results, with a 3-4 the I-infield women came back in
loss followed by a 4-1 win.
the bottom of thefifth with four runs
I infield's pitcher threw well of their own, leading to their victory.
dining the first game, gaining 12
Whitworth came back from the
strikeouts and allowing veryfew hits loss with another win, however
for the Bucs.
"It can really kill the mood for a
"We may end up seeing that team after a loss, but we came bade
pitcher again in the conference stronger in the second games and
tournament, so now we know how got two wins out of it," Wessell said.
to hit her pitches and how to make
Despite the split in wins and
the adjustment at the plate," soph losses, the team remains optimistic
omore catcher Kayla Batastini said. toward future games and the confer
The second game resulted in a ence tournament
Whitworth win with sophomore UT
"Everyone was always cheering,
Shannon Wessel landing a three-run and no matter what our defense al
homer at the top of the first inning, ways stayed in the game and never
giving Whitworth an early lead. This gave up," Hayes said.
was shortly followed by Batastini
The Whitworth softball team plays
driving in sophomore infielder Tes at home again this weekend against
sa Matthews in the same inning. Lewis & Clark on the April 18-19.
Batastini landed an RBI d ouble in
the fourth inning, as did freshman
outfielder Chelsey Hayes. The sixth Contact Will Carsh at
inning yielded two more runs; Wes hcarshl 8@my.whitworth.edu
Will Carsh
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Men's tennis finishes weekend on a Willamette win
Kyle Cacoyannis

Hughes also started at the No. 6 spot in singles and
pulled off a win in three sets after
losing the first one.
"I feel like I am playingadaptable tennis, asI amable
The men's tennis team split their two matches this to play different opponents in different ways, and fig
weekend at home against PacificUniversity and Willa ure out how to beat them," Hughes said. "Todayit was
mette University, ultimately knocking die Bucs out of important for us tokeep the positive energygoing, and
continue to focus on one point at time."
a
playoff contention in the Northwest Conference.
Although Hughes was the only
Whitworth lost 6-3 Saturday
Buc to win in singles, the match
in a hard-fought match against
"In singles it was different es
were much closer than the fi
Pacific University inside the Scotnal team score suggested. Adams
playing outside with the
ford Tennis Center.
started at the number four spot
"Pacific played just a little bit
better than us today* Coach Mik
e wind, but I definitely got my and lost a heartbreaker in three
sets, while Brigham started at the
Shanks said. They have some
rhythm more in the second number one spot and lost a hard
real quality players, but we are
fought match to Giancarlo Batmaking progress, as we lost 8-1
set."
talgia, a senior who is undefeated
and did not win any of our dou
this
year, a nd who Shanks said,
—
B
LAKE
M
ILLER
bles matches when we played
"will probably win the Northwest
them away*
junior
Conference player ofthe year"
Whitworth started off th e day
On Sunday, Whitworth blew
winning two out of their three
out Willamette8-1 at the Scotford
doubles matches, but had a disappointing singles
Tennis Center.The Bucs started off the day bysweeping
performance, winning only one of six matches. Junior
Drew Brigham and sophomore Shane Sandlin won the Bearcats 3-0 in doubles, and then won 5-1 in sin
gles, with half of the matches playedoutside on a windy
their No.1 doubles match 8-6, whilesophomore Caleb
day.
Hughes and junior Drew Adams won their No. 3 dou
"In doubles, we were really aggressive. We saw our
bles match in a9-8 tiebreaker.
opponents weaknesses and took advantage of them,"
Staff Writer

junior Blake Miller said . "In singles it was different
playing outside with the wind, but I definitely got my
rhythm more in the second set
"
Miller started off the day with a dominant perfor
mance in doubles partnered with Matt Goebel, w in
ning 8-1. In singles, Miller dro pped the first set, but
came back to win 6-3 in the second set, and finished
the match off with a10-2 win in the tiebreaker.
After losing Saturday, Brigham came back with a
dominant winin straightsets on Sunday,while Hughes
continued his winning run by winning in straight sets
without dropping a game in the process. Sophomore
Jeffrey Vulis and freshman Ryan Adams got their first
starts of the season in singles, and both had assertive
performances winning instraight sets.
Vulis is a transfer student from Universityof the Pa
cific in Stockton, California, who was battling a back
injury in the firsthalf of the season.
"The support of my teammates and the fansdefinite
ly helped me during the match," Vulis said. "1did well
with being patiently aggressive, waiting for my proper
moment to come in and attack."
The Bucs play again at home on Wed
nesday, April 15
against Lewisand ClarkState.
Contact Kyle Cacoyannis at
kcacoyannisl 8@my.whitworth.edu

Baseball closes in on playoff berth with series win
to score on a single from senior Thomas
Wakem.
Staff Writer
The P irates got another dominating
performance from their starter in the
With o nly two weekends remaining second game on Saturday afternoon:
in the conference schedule, the Pirates Spencer Ansett.
traveled to Forest
Ansett earned
Grove, Oregon to
his fourth win on
"I felt dominant out there
take on the Pacific
the season after
Boxers for a threenotching seven
and
it
was
easy
to
set
the
game series. The
strikeouts through
Bucs came away
tone when the guys out up eight innings of
with a sweep of the
dominance. He
three runs in the top of the allowed only two
Saturday doubleheader before fall
runs in those
first inning."
ing to the Boxers
eight innings, with
in the final game of
only one being an
—DAN SCHEIBE
the series on Sun
earned run.
day afternoon.
senior
Alongside the
Whitworth got
pitching
dom
a pair of incredi
inance from Ansett, the Pirates' bats
ble starts on Saturday from seniors Dan emerged in this game, as evidenced by
Scheibe and Spencer Ansett Scheibe a seven-run fourth inning that put the
started the first game and dominated the game out of reach. Five different Pirates'
Boxers, racking up 11 strikeouts over six batters earned RBI's in the inning, with
innings of work.
a pair coming on a double from senior
"I got my changeup working well, Paul Miller, and another pair being
which is exciting. I felt dominant out brought around on a home run from
there and it was easy to set the tone senior Josh Davis, his ninth on the sea
when the guys put
son. Davis leads
up three runs in
the Pirates in hom
"We
couldn't
have
asked
for
the top of th e first
ers and is second
inning," Scheibe
better performances out of in the Northwest
said.
Conference.
Scheibe, Ansett and Mack
Those three runs
On Sunday, the
were all the Pirates
Pirates
sent senior
this weekend."
would need to take
Cory Mack to the
the first game on
mound for the start
—DAN RAMSAY
Saturday, as the
and he turned in
Pirates
pitching
head coach
another solid per
staff held Pacific to
formance. Mack
a single run. Pirate
struck out 12 Pa
junior Jeremy Druffel doubled down the cific batters in seven and two-thirds in
right field line in the firstinning to drive nings while allowing three runs on eight
in two runs. Druffel then came around hits.
John Ekberg

However, the Pirates offensewas only
able to muster a pair of runs on'the day,
as the Pirates dropped the third game of
the series 4-2.
"Our arms have really set the tone for
us," Bucs' coach Dan Ramsay said. "We
couldn't have asked for better perfor
mances out ofScheibe, Ansettand Mack
this weekend."
The Pirates fell just short of recording
their fourth conference sweep on the
season. "Obviously a bit disappointing
to not get the sweep, as it would have
clinched a playoff spot for us and also
built some momentum heading into the
final weekend," Ansett said.
Whitworth sits in third place in the
Northwest Conference with only one
weekend of games left on the schedule.
The Bucs trail first-place Pacific Luther
an by two games and second-place Linfield by one game.

Whitworth, witha 13-8conference re
cord, controls its own destinyfor getting
into the conference post-season tourna
ment If Whitworth winsone of the three
games nextweekend against Willamette,
it will clinch a spot in the postseason
tournament
"We need to focus on one game at a
time," Ramsay said. "We will need to ex
ecute offensively and continue to pitch
and play defense the waywe have in or
der for that to become a reality"
The Pirates and Boxers played a
fourth, non-conference game onSunday
afternoon after the completion of t he
three-game conference set The Boxers
came away withthe victoryin the fourth
game 6-5.
Contact John Ekbergat
jekbergl 5@my.whitworth.edu
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WHITPICS

ANNUAL TALENT SHOW DRAWS STUDENTS TO LOOP

Sophomore King Dawidalle performs a hip-hop dance.
Simon Puzankov | Photographer

Freshman Ryan Stewart performs a magic trick during the event put on by Warren leadership.
Simon Puzankov | Photographer

Sophomore Emily Moline performs a mix of several songs during Friday afternoon's event. In order to perform, students auditioned in the weeks prior.
Hannah Palmer |Photographer
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Senior art majors present
their final show at Whitworth
Eloise Cappellano builds
experience to better athletes

+

ABOUTUS

VOLUME 105, ISSUE 14
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 250
words.
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03 LEETCH MEMORIAL

11 BETTER BETROTHAL

Faculty, staff and students gather to
remember and honor the life of former
athletic director Aaron Leetch.

Despite the fact that people are getting
married later and later in their lives, there
are benefits to marrying young.

05 GREEN GOING
After 20 years as the executive assistant to
president Beck Taylor, Patti Green decides it
is time to leave Whitworth.

07 POETRY PERFORMANCE
Whitworth students and faculty venture
downtown for a public reading of original
poetry and prose.

08 ISOM INSPIRED
Senior music composition major Andrew
Isom pursues his calling to become a
composer, with absolute certainty.

12 GOING GLOBAL
Students currently in the British Isles, New
Zealand and at sea respectively share what
spring is like in their locations abroad.

13 TITLE TAKEN
After a series win against Lewis & Clark,
the softball team officially claimed the first
NWC title for the softball program.

14 JUMP TO JAVELIN
Javelin coach Eloise Cappellano took an
unconventional coaching route, but has
catapulted athletes in the right direction.
Cover Photo: Tanner Scholten
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Aaron Leetch remembered by faculty and students
Connor Soudani

preciated that
passion for vic
tory and I knew
that I could go
The outpouring of emotion during former Whit out with this
worth Athletic Director Aaron Leetch's memorial ser program and
vice illustrated the high level of impact Leetch had on achieve victo
the Whitworth community.
ry."
According to a campus-wide email from "president
That com
Beck Taylor, Le etch was killed Monday, April 6, i n a petitive
at
plane crash near Normal, Illinois. He was traveling with titude was a
donors from an ISU event on a private airplane which heavy talking
crashed during landing. There were no survivors.
point in both
Leetch had returned to work at Illinois State Univer Higgs'
and
sity after serving as Whitworth's athletic director from Ramsay's re
2011-2013.
marks about
With attendants ranging from Whitworth president Leetch
and
Beck Taylor to athletic coaches, athletes and profes each account
sors, there was a palpable feeling of loss among those brought forth a
in attendance Tuesday in the Seeley G. Mudd Chapel different angle
who called Leetch their friend.
highlighting
As Taylor gave his opening remarks and time was Leetch's
in
allowed for those who wished to say something about teraction with
their experience with Leetch, women's basketball the vast array
coach Helen Higgs a nd baseball coach Dan Ramsay of Whitworth
were keen on relating an anecdote or two of their expe athletics.
rience with Leetch.
"Whether
"There was something I teased Aaron about. It was he was pacing
Connor Soudani | Photogra
pher
that, 'you're in the Northwest, you don't need to wear the sidelines at Bonnie Robinson, Julie Taylor, President Taylor and Reverend Mindy Smith pay respects.
a suit to a football game. This isn't Texas. It's not the football games,
Higgs then went on to explain the significance of the
1950s,'" Higgs said amid laughter from the audience.
hiding behind the scoreboard at basketball games over
"He loved to win and hated to lose. On multiple oc in the Fieldhouse, or pacing the bleachers and rubbing Mcllroy-Lewis All-Sports trophy and how the fact that
casions, I recall him saying, 'I will not lose to my 3-year- his bald head at baseball games. There were times I Whitworth won the award regularly was a symbol of
old daughter in checkers. I loveto win,"' Ramsay said to feared he wanted to win more badly than I did myself," more than athletic success to Leetch.
"He was proud that we won the All-Sports trophy
reactions of laughs and nods from audience members. Ramsay said.
because it showed we were excellent in a lot of things
Higgs, as wellas Ramsay and men's basketball coach
However, Higgs chose to highlight how being a man
Matt Logie, spent most of their speaking time telling of action and competitiveness influenced Leetch's out if n ot all things," Higgs said. "I remember him sitting
and telling students, 'You n eed to be excellent in the
the audience not only what made Leetch great, but why look on his job as athletic director.
classroom. For some of you that's an 'A,'for some of you
they admired him so much.
"He was going to get things done. He was going to
"He was not afraid of [success]. He made no bones get out and be active, and one of th e places that was it might not be an 'A.' You need to be excellent in your
about his desire to compete and to win and as a young most important was getting out and building relation sport. You need to be the best you can be in your sport.
coach, also new to this institution, to the Division III ships," Higgs said. "He didn't expect people to come to You ne ed to be an excellent roommate...When you're
older, you need to be excellent at your job. You need to
landscape, I appreciated that vigor," Logie said. "I ap- him. He went out and reached out to people."
be an excellent husband, wife, father, mother. You need
to be an excellent friend.' It was in every part of his life."
Looking forward, Logie and Ramsay reflected on the
impact Leetch has had and continues to have on their
lives.
"To this day, he's the only person I see standing be
hind the scoreboard. I'll see him there for each game
that I coach from now on," Logie said.
Logie reflected upon his experience with the fre
quently heartbreaking way the basketball season ends
for him, and how Leetch was always there in success
and defeat.
"Aaron may not have had a lot of h air on his head,
but he wore many hats. He celebrated with you after
victory and he genuinely hurt with you after defeat,"
Logie said. "He listened when you needed to talk. He
mentored when you needed advice. Most of all, the hat
he wore was the hat of a friend."
On the other hand, Ramsay said he saw Leetch as
the epitome of the kind of person he wanted to be.
"I revered Aaron. I wanted to be like him. I wanted
to talk the way he talked, speak with the passion and
flair he had, wear cowboy boots, workout like he did,
love my wife likehe loved Lindsay and be a father to my
litde girl like he was to Avery and Emmersen," Ramsay
said. "He was a man's man. He exemplified in my eyes
what it meant to be a man of courage and faith, a friend,
a husband and a father. I'll be forever grateful that our
paths crossed and I was able to call him a friend. Al
though it was only for a short period of time , Aaron's
impact on my life was unspeakable. He made a differ
ence and created memories that will last a lifetime."

Sports Editor

Connor Soudani | Phot
ographer

Coach Logie becomes emotional while remembering his Mend, Aaron Leetch.

Contact Connor Soudani at
csoudanil 6@my.whitworth. edu

last Hall remaned to
honor fomeir feoarci chair

dorm. While it is not a perfect hall,
he said, those imperfections give th e
dorm personality.
News Editor
"My prayer moving forward is that
Students, faculty and trustee mem we honor Walter through the conduct
bers gathered on the sunny lawn out of Oliver Hall," Tietsort said.
side of East Hall on Thursday, April 16
It was under Oliver's leadership
for the last time. It's not the last time that Taylor became the university's
such a community will be in front of new president, the Whitworth 2021
the dormitory, but the last time the plan was launched and the campus re
building will be a gathering place un ceived major additions, including Rob
inson Science Hall, the Hixson Union
der the name East Hall.
The six-year-old dormitory has been Building expansion, the University
renamed Oliver Hall in honor of the Recreation Center and the Lied Center
former chair of t he Board of Tr ustees for the Visual Arts, a ccording to Whit
worth's website,
and '67 WhitIn fact, the Lied
worth alumnus
Center's
Bryan
Walt Oliver.
Oliver Gallery is
"This is a
one of many gifts
special
day
made by Oliver
in the life of
and is named in
Whitworth
honor of his late
University as
we honor our
son.
Additionally,
good
friend,
Oliver and his wife
Walt
Oliver,"
Kay pledged a gift
President Beck
Taylor said at
of $3 million to
the ceremony.
the Campaign for
The Board of
Whitworth in Oc
Trustees made
tober.
the
decision
"For your lead
earlier this year
ership, for yoilr
to dedicate the
generosity, and for
hall to Oliver.
the role model you
According to
are, I hereby dedi
Whitworth's
cate this building
website, Oliver
Oliver Hall," Tay
Tanner Scholten | Photographer lor said, reveal
joined Whit
worth's Board The renaming ceremony took place on ing a replica of the
of Trustees in Thursday, April 16.
naming plaque.
1996 and served
Oliver closed the
as its chair from
ceremony with words of thanks. The
2008 t o 2014. He stepped down from crowd laughed as Oliver explained he
that position last year.
simply wanted to walk by the building
Renaming the hall in Oliver's honor and made Taylor promise not to have a
took a bit of arm-twisting from Oliver large ceremony.
himself, Taylor said.
Because of their own financial
"This is the spirit of Walt—ever struggles, Oliver's parents were insis
humble and understated, and always tent that he would have a better life
generous and encouraging," Taylor that they did, he said. The cornerstone
said at the event. "Honoring you [Ol that they suggested would make the
iver] in this way will educate students difference was education, he said.
for decades of the man you are."
"Having had that clarity, my prayer
Oliver's story and legacy will be is that the students in this hall, in these
gin to be implemented in the script of rooms, on this campus can have the
campus tours as well as the resident freedom of learning, and that that free
orientation.
dom will give them the clarity to follow
Current residents of the formerly Christ, honor God and serve humani
named East Hall attended the cere ty," Oliver said.
mony wearing t-shirts with the dorm's
new name. The current resident direc
tor of Oliver Hall, Cris Tietsort used Contact Rebekah Bresee at
shared his experiences working in the rbreseel 6@my. whitworth. edu
Rebekah Bresee

Walt Oliver served as Board of Trustees chair from 2008 to 2014.
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The number of years Patti Green
worked as the executive assistant to President Taylor.
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The number of Andrew Isom's
original compositions.
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Executive assistant to the president retires
ered in beach towels, lawn chairs and the home of a ing at Whitworth because of the school's mission to
provide a mind and heart education, she said.
swimming pool, she said.
"I love that we have this mix of great students who
"The best one was [when] she came back and I bor
rowed Bill Robinson's motor bike and it was in her of some have faith and some don't and we're all on this
Patricia Green, executive assistant to president Beck fice with leathers and Hog Tails," Green said.
journey together and we find out how to work that
Taylor and board secretary, will be retiring on June 30
Green believes her sense of humor is one of the er a through together," Green said.
after working
Another reason Green loves Whitworth is the won
sons she was
at Whitworth
hired in 1996, derful faculty) she said.
"She's absolu tely been committed to making sure that she said.
for almost 20
"I have so many friends here. They've been dear
years.
When re friends and I've had so many connections with them,"
everything
that
comes
out
of
my
office—the
office
of
the
"It's been
telling
the she said.
my
family. president—represents the quality that Whitworth aspires story of her
"I've tried to, wherever I've been, make it feel likeit's
It's been my
i n t e r v i e w my ministry—like I'm contributing something," Green
c o m m u n i  to whether that be correspondence or communication."
Green
said, said. "I don't want to go to a place and just take from
ty. It's been
"One of the people. I want to contribute-1 want to make it better."
BECK
TAYLOR
my friends,"
She said she feels she has achieved that goal at
faculty on the
Green said,
president
hiring com Whitworth.
tearing
up.
"We're a very very close team an
d that's what's going
mittee asked
"But it's time."
me if I had a sense of humor and this is what I stud: 'I to be so hard to leave," Green said.
Ruth Pells, assistant to the dean of the school of ed am one of the funniest people I know.' And he laughed
ucation, will fill the position come June.
and I asked if he had a sense of humor and everybody Contact Hayley O'Brien at
Over the past Ave years, Green's role of ex ecutive laughed."
hobrienl 7@my. whitworth.edu
assistant to the president and board secretary entailed
Another reason Green
arranging the president's schedule, attending weekly landed the job may
cabinet and university council meetings as the min have been due to her
ute recorder, coordinating the three Board of Trustee experience working at
meetings that take place each year and sponsoring Seattle Pacific Univer
events in conjunction with Institutional Advancement sity and the other ad
Help the homeless youth of Spokane by
department such as the president's Leadership Forum. ministrative positions
"She's absolutely been committed to making sure she worked at while
donating your used clothing to Cup of Cool Water.
that everything that comes out of my office—the of her husband worked
Collection bins will be in t he main lobbies of the dorms
fice of the president—represents the quality that Whit as a pastor, she said.
from now until the end of the school year.
worth aspires to whether that be correspondence or
"I was a person that
communication," President Beck Taylor said.
wanted to try different
Green also has a reputation in the president's office things," Green said.
The mission of Cup of Cool Water is to empower youth who
as the life of the party.
"So my husband would
are homeless to become become whole-hearted followers
"They always say that if there's a party going on, Pat take a new church and
h's in the middle of it," Green said.
of Christ and exit street life.
I would say 'I think I'm
Green has that reputation because she can't hear going to go to work
people having fun outside her office w ithout joining and I want to work at
in, she said. She also has been known to prank her co a law firm' and pretty
All clothing items are helpful, but the following are especially useful: jeans,
workers every so often.
soon I'm working in
t-shirts, sweatshirts, sweatpants, gym shorts, coats, jackets, boots, etc.
"She's funny. She loves a party," Taylor said. "She a law firm. And then,
keeps the mood light in our office and frankly that's 'No I think I'm going
important because we're dealing with difficult stuff to work in a hospital'
sometimes."
and then pretty
She is no
soon I'm work
torious
for
ing for the ad
"I love working in an environ
redecorating
ministrator."
co-workers'
ment where people are always
Her favorite
offices while
jobs, however,
learning and there are always
they are away
have been in
at a confer
higher educa
wonderful
conversations."
ence or gone
tion, she said.
for vacation.
PATRICIA GREEN
"I
love
The person's
working in an
executive
assistant
to
president
office whom
environment
she pranked
where people
' th e most was Tammy Reid's who at the time was the are always learning
chief academic officer, Green said.
and there are always
In one instance Reid came back to a beauty parlor wonderful
conver
instead of an office.
sations," Green said.
"I had 50 bottles of fingernail polish, hair dryers, "You can walk into a
towels and shampoo all over her office, and a big ban conversation and feel
ner that said 'Welcome to BigBill's School of Cosmetol like you can partici
ogy,"' Green said. "I told her we sold the unive
rsity to an pate and learn some
Asian group and they changed the name to that."
thing."
Another time Reid came back to find her office cov
Green loves work

Hayley O'Brien

Staff Writer
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cup of cool water

27

17%

1ST

12

The average age at which women
are marrying.
p. 11

The percent of students surveyed
who said that they had gone to the
student success center.
p. 12

The conference title won by the
Softball team in the history of
the program.
p. 13

The number of javelin throwers
Eloise Capellano has coached to
Ail-American honors.
p. 14
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New School of Education employees
are juggling full-time jobs and families along with their
class schedule."
Staff Writer
Hill will miss the MIT Program, she said, but she is
looking forward to continuing at ETC.
"Coincidences mean you're on the right path," British
Keller acted as a visiting professor this year for MIT
author Simon Van Booy once said. For assistant profes and will continue with the program next year.
sors Stacy Hill and Doreen Keller, working at the same
"The more I continue to learn about the program and
the more I
school
am a part
districts
of it, the
seem to
more I am
be their
convinced
right path.
we
are
B o t h
as
good
Hill and
or better
K el l e r
than the
previously
best comworked in
parable
the Whitprograms
w o r t h
in
the
School of
country,"
Education
K e l l er
as visiting
said.
"I
professors
am proud
and will
to be part
resume
of
the
their roles
team that
as
edu
makes it
cators for
so great."
the next
Hannah Palmer | Photographer
E v e n
school
Stacy Hill will be an Evening Teacher Certification professor next year.
though
year.
both of the
H i l l
has been teaching in varying capacities for the last 17 professors are going to be assigned to a specific pro
years, and many of those years have been at Whitworth, gram, there may be possibilities where they can branch
she said, but it is not the first time she and Keller have out and teach in different settings.
worked together.
"For the most part, they will remain in their set pro
"We have been friends since we were both hired to gram, but there is some fluidity in terms of what courses
teach English at Mt. Spokane High School in 1998," Hill they teach and the terms they teach them in," said Scott
said. "After w e both left Mt. Spokane, Doreen went to D'Amico, the assistant director of the MIT Program.
teach at Gonzaga and I came here, but now we are back
A strength that each professor shares is the fact that
together at Whitworth as assistant professors."
they have experience teaching in the Spokane School
Keller also discussed in an e-mail the importance of District.
her friendship with Hill that began in 1998.
"Stacy and Doreen know the public school climate
"We quickly became good
in this area, so they have
friends along with another
numerous
connections,
colleague who was hired the
which are always benefi
same year," Keller said. "When
cial as they help to place
I advise teacher candidates
our students into the dis
about managing collegial re
tricts," D'Amico said.
lationships, I always share
Hill and Keller both
that they need to find trust
said they look forward to
ed and respected colleagues
continuing their careers at
with whom they can process
Whitworth, emphasizing
and confide in. This makes
the inviting environment
all the difference in getting
Whitworth has to offer.
careers off on the right start. I
"I had heard about how
am thankful every day for my
great the community was
friendship with Stacy."
from Stacy and others who
Hill was an educator for
are Whitworth alums,"
both the Masters in Teach
Keller said. "What I found
ing Program and the Evening
when I arrived was how
Teacher Certification Pro
open and supportive and
gram in the past, but next year
grace-filled the communi
she will be assigned full time
ty is."
to the ETC.
"I have a soft spot in my
heart for adults returning to
school," she said.
The ETC is designed for
working adults, Hill said.
"The evening classes are
Contact Lee Morgan at
nice because the students
Tanner Scholten | Photographer
Imorganl 7@my. whit
can continue to work while in Assistant director of the MIT program, Scott
worth.edu
school," she said. "Most people D'Amico.

Lee Morgan

*

N:WS"BRIEF
Boat capsizes in Mediterranean
April 19—Hundreds of people are feared
to have drowned after a boat carrying up to
700 migrants capsized in the Mediterranean
Sea. The ship reportedly capsized due to
migrants rushing to a side of the boat in
order to draw the attention of the passing
Portuguese merchant ship King Jacob. The
vessel, reportedly 70 feet long, capsized at
midnight local time in Libyan waters south
of the Italian island of Lampedusa. So far
only 28 people have been rescued and 24
bodies retrieved.

Thai toddler is cryogenically frozen
Matheryn Noavaratpong, a 2-year-old
girl from Thailand who died of cancer, has
become the youngest person in the world
to be cryogenically frozen.
Her parents
hope that medical advances will one day
be able to cure her type of brain cancer
and she can be revived. The Alcor Life
Extension Foundation in the U.S. carried
out a cryoprotective procedure on her body
before shipping Matheryn's body to Arizona.
The toddler's brain was extracted and is
being preserved in a stainless steel vacuum
container, filled with liquid nitrogen. Her
body will be held in cryofreeze until a cure
can be found.

Los Angeles high school football
coach arrested forsexual assault
A football coach at Franklin High in Los
Angeles, was arrested on Thursday, April
16, for sexual assault. Jaime Jimenez, 46,
has been working at the high school since
1998. Investigators are not sure how far back
the abuse goes or how many students they
believe have been assaulted. It is believed
alleged victims could be adults by now,
police said.
Sources | BBC News & New ork
Y Daily News

km UPDATE
• Ihe new Dean of Spiritual Life, Forrest
Buckner, introduced himself at ASWU's
Wednesday meeting. His current goal is to
listen, get to know students, the faculty and
staff and see what God is doing in the min
istries on campus, he said. He is staring this
summer.
• New club chartered: Off the Page, a spo
ken-word poetry club. The club officers
hope to form a competing slam poetry team
from the club.
• Sarah Sauter, the Arend Hall CDA, is
spear-heading an incentive-free challenge
for any student to go an entire week to only
use gender neutral bathrooms. The pur
pose of the challenge is to cultivate genuine
empathy for someone who has to structure
their schedule around where and when they
use the restroom and to create awareness of
changes that are happening on our campus,
Sauter said.

+

ARTS&CULTURE
Whitworth students host public reading
Courtney Murphy
Staff Writer
Words leapt from pages last Friday
night as English students and faculty
read poetry and prose at Boots Bakery &
Lounge.
The off-campus reading event hosted
by Westminster Round is in its second
year and attracted a large crowd that sat
on chairs, benches, booths and the floor.
The reading began with senior Kyler
Lacey and showcased close to twenty
students and professors.
The off-campus reading is a way for
Westminster Round to put on a more
serious, formal event than Bad Love Po
etry or Poetry & Pie, Westminster Round
President Katie Cunningham said.
With English department faculty
members Nicole Sheets, Fred Johnson
and Thorn Caraway reading, students
were encouraged to put their best work
forward.
"It's kind of a nice, more adult type of
reading, but it's also not super serious,"
Cunningham said.
Cunningham, whose responsibilities
include sifting through emails, running
Westminster Round meetings on Thurs
day mornings and attending both ASWU
and English department meetings,
thinks the club is good at connecting the
department, students and Whitworth
community.
Reading pieces aloud can be
nerve-wracking to many students, but
the off-campus reading provided a safe
environment to get over this fear and
become comfortable with performing
what they have written.
Sheets admitted that she still gets
nervous before she reads, even though

Junior Christopher Pieper meditates on student and faculty poetry at the Westminster Round-sponsored reading.

she performs her work regularly and
reads aloud when she revises pieces. To
her, the nervousness is not purely a bad
thing.
"It's constructive to see when people
laugh, and how the pauses sound in a

Hannah Palmer | Photographer

Junior and president of Westminster Round Katie Cunningham reads her origi
nal poetry for a group of peers, faculty and Boots patrons.

piece," Sheets said.
Sheets, who usually reads excerpts
from longer essays, was also inspired
by the variety of work performed at the
reading. It's a misconception that you
can only read poetry at a reading, Sheets
said.
Students performed a wide variety of
original work at the reading. One cre
ative performer was senior Josh Tuttle,
who presented a how-to guide-esque
description of how to go about entering
a graveyard in the middle of the night.
The off-campus reading was fresh
man Lauren Klepinger's first chance to
read her work in a formal setting.
Most of the time, Klepinger prefers to
write prose, but at the reading she per
formed two poems. Her prose narratives
require more planning, and poetry is
less planned, Klepinger said.
"I'm somewhat inspired because
there are people here who are better
than me, but I...can learn from them,"
Klepinger said, about reading with other
students and successful professors such
as Sheets, Johnson and Caraway.
"I feel like I know them well even
though there's this whole 'I would be
afraid of them if I had read their bio
before I h ad a class with them' type of
thing," Cunningham said.
Through events like the various read
ings put on throughout the year, West
minster Round hopes to foster a com
munity of fun in the English department
and across campus. It also aims to show
people that English teaches valuable
practical skills, such as analysis, oral
and written communication and per
sistence.
"[Westminster Round] makes the En

glish department not merely just an ac
ademic department but kind of a social
department—a department where you
make a lot of friends and you feel really
comfortable," Cunningham said.
If you are interested in being involved
in Westminster Round or learning more
about their events, you can attend their
meetings Thursdays at 8 a.m. at Le Petit
Chat.

Hannah Palmer | Photographer

Hannah Palmer | Photographer

The reading took place at Boots, a
Spokane coffee house and restaurant.

Contact Courtney Murphy at
cmurphyl 8@my.whitworth.edu
+
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Andrew Isom: pianist
Emily Goodell

hour and put something on the page and
not like it, or I'll put nothing at all," Isom
Staff Writer
said.
Isom said that his compositional phi
Senior Music Composition major An losophy—the way that he approaches
drew Isom views music as a God-given composing music—is somewhat differ
duty—one that he fully plans to fulfill.
ent from that of other composers.
Isom has been playing the piano since
"I value thinking of w hat I want my
he was seven at the request of hi s par philosophy to be before the piece. What
ents, but found his own desire to contin I usually think about most is the setting.
ue playing and composing music in the When I'm composing, I t ry to strive to
ninth grade when he learned jazz theo create a setting, an atmosphere. If m y
ry. Since then, he has struggled with de music doesn't do that, it's empty," Isom
termining why he continues to pursue said.
music as an art and a career.
Isom's focus on setting was inspired
"I've struggled with the question of by playing Legend of Zelda growing up.
why I do this until last week. I've had a He said he was fascinated with the char
hard time figuring out why I do this, but acters moving between worlds.
I've figured out that I do it because I'm
"God gives us the ability to create. We
good at it. It's hardfor me to believe that have the ability to create other worlds,"
God wants me to do this," Isom said.
Isom said.
Isom plays the piano because he's
Isom thinks about the relationship
been playing it the longest; it's the in between music and spirituality. He said
strument that he's best at. He has com that although God made music for peo
posed around 15 classical
ple to enjoy, people give it
pieces, and many other
too much spiritual value
"...God wants me and its purpose has much
jazz tunes on the piano.
"Composers are not ge
more to do with our expe
to do this."
niuses. We're just normal
rience of music.
people. Just because I'm
—ANDREW ISOM
"God gave us music to
a composer doesn't mean
like it. The existence of
senior
I'm more talented. Just
sin is proof of good things
because music is my vo
gone bad. Music goes bad
cation or calling, doesn't
all the time, but the en
mean it's not hard work. I'll compose joyment of m usic isn't inherently bad,"
and wonder if t his is what I want to do, Isom said.
because it's so frustrating. I'll spend an
Isom said that he believes that the

Q_
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Watch a screening of "Planetary," a
documentary examining the fragility
of our planet for Earth Day.

CO

ca

THEATER: THE DIARY OF ANNE FRANK
7 p.m. I $8-$10
Ferris High School
3020 E. 37th Ave.
Ferris students present a production
of Wendy Kesselman's adaptation of
the tragic Holocaust story.

main purpose of music is for enjoyment,
but also detailed that music does not
have just one purpose.
"Two other purposes of m usic that I
believe in, but don't always represent in
my compositions involve music's ability
to teach us about God in the way that an
artist may paint a picture of J esus and
music as anavenue in which we express
ourselves to God, the Psalms being an
example," Isom said.
Last Friday, Isom had his senior re
cital in which six of his pieces were
presented by himself and others. After
graduating, Isom's plans involve private

MUSIC: WHITWORTH JAZZ COMBOS

FILM: PLANETARY
7:30 p.m. I $8
Magic Lantern Theatre
25 W. Main Ave.

Michael Burrows | Photographer

Senior Andrew Isom has played the piano since he was seven years old and
believes that God has called him to pursue music.

8 p.m.
Music Building Recital Hall
Come support the Whitworth lazz
ensembles in their spring concert.
CO

COMMUNITY: Q&A WITH SHERMAN
ALEXIE

10:30 a.m.
Haga'n Foundation Center for the
Humanities
1810 N. GreeneSt.

Hear from successful Northwest
author Sherman Alexie in a one hour
Q&A with students.

music education and continuing playing
and composing jazz and possibly going
to graduate school.
Aside from plans for what he wants to
do after graduation, he has a more per
sonal goal he would like to achieve.
"I would like to reach a point in my life
where the effort i put into my music, that
I will compose with all of m y heart—for
God and not man," Isom said.

Contact Emily Goodell at
egoodelll 8@my.whitworth.edu

MUSIC: WHITWORTH MEN'S CHORUS
SPRING SING CONCERT
Q_

8 p.m.
Whitworth Presbyterian Quail Hall

Join the Men's Chorus for their
concert as they welcome spring.

COMMUNITY: POETRY SALON
9 p.m.
The Bartlett
228 W. Sprague Ave.

Bring some of your own work and
talk it through or perform it in the
company of knowledgeable poets at
this Get Lit! event.

CAMPUS: HAWAI

5 p.m. I $22
Fieldhouse Gyn

Join the Hawaii
Annual LuaulC
hula and Polyn
little bit of alol

COMMUNITY: Wl
CHARACTERS Af

9:30 a.m.J $20
Spokane Conve
334 W. Spokan
Part of Get Lit!
shares how toe
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Spokane gaming c§mniunity gathers at WhitCon
Denin Koch
Staff Writer
Fans of gam ing, movies and
fantasy came together on the
weekend of April 18 for WhitCon, Whitworth's annual gam
ing convention in Dixon Hall.
The event takes place ev
ery year on the third weekend
in April and is a celebration of
games and fantasy for the stu
dents of Whitworth and the
Spokane community. Both Sat
urday and Sunday, the event
ran all day.
Whitworth's
on-campus
Gaming Club is the event's
main sponsor.
WhitCon featured opportu
nities to play board games or
video games, watch movies,
and attend clinics and masterclasses on popular video games
or role-playing games such as
Dungeons and Dragons.
The highlight of the event
for most, however, was the live
action role playing, or LARPing, which involves competi
tors engaging in mock combat
in a tournament setting for a
chance to win prizes.
The LAW contest featured
one-on-one and two-on-two
style matches between com
petitors dressed in homemade
armor, whacking one another
with foam-padded sticks and
swords. Epic battle music ac
companied the spectacle to set
the mood.
Senior Ian Chivers, one of the
main event coordinators, said
that putting the event together
is ho small task.
"We coordinate with the
League of Pirates and the Anime Club and also on top of
that we use a lot of staff from
the Gaming Club and that is
like herding cats," he said. "A

an Club, for the 45th
>me for Hawaiian food,
!sian dance, and a

IITING WORKSHOP:
E PEOPLE, TOO

$30
ition Center Room 203
' Falls Blvd.

luthor Bruce Holbert
reate characters.

Simon 1'uzariKov | notograpner
e

Freshman Jacqueline Lee, sophomore August Peverly, freshman Derek Price and freshman Scott Price (left to right) charge into
mock battle at WhitCon. A highlight of WhitCon is the live action role playing competition. The two-day convention also included
online and board games, movies and role-playing-games.

lot of moving parts from a lot
of different places and getting
our ducks in a row can be a tall
order."
Freshman WhitCon staff
member Scott Price said the ef
fort was worth the rewards.
"I joined Gaming Club at the
beginning of the year. My older
brother told me about it. I've
been playing WGs [role-play
ing games] and board games
before that though," he said

MUSIC: W HITWORTH WIND SYMPHONY
SPRING CONCERT

ANCLUBLUAU

+
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3 p.m. I $5
Cowles Auditorium Main Stage
Come support Whitworth's Wind
Symphony as they present their
spring concert.

COMMUNITY: 47TH NORTHWEST
REGIONAL FIDDLE CONTEST
9 a.m. I $5
Trent Elementary School
3303 N. Pines Road
This annual, musical, community
event includes competitions for all
ages and player skill levels.

when asked about his gaming
background. "Gaming Club
was the first time I've been in a
community."
Price said that the fellowship
he feels with other gamers is
special to him.
"I suppose what draws me to
it is that I can be comfortable
just playing games with peo
ple," he said.
Senior staff member Daniel
Rogalsky agreed.

"Part of Gaming Club is
when you show up you just kind
of become friends with every
body," Rogalsky said.
Freshman Ian Trefry, a Whit
Con attendee, shared what
makes gaming culture so excit
ing for him.
"There's all kinds of great ar
guments about the canon and
different kinds of stuff and then
people start shipping [pairing
romantically) characters and

it gets way out of hand," Trefry
said.
The Whitworth Gaming Club
meets every Saturday night.
League of Pirates meets on
Fridays and the Anime Club
watches Anime every Friday
night, according to the Whit
worth Clubs website.

Contact Denin Koch at
dkochl 8@my. whitworth.edu

COMMUNITY: WASHINGTON TRAILS
ASSOCIATION AT ILLER CREEK

c%i

ART: GONZAGA SENIOR ART EXHIBITION

—
SF
^

10 a.m.-A p.m.
Jundt Art Museum
200 E. De smetAve.

>-[
a

The Senior Art Exhibition marks
the culmination of Gonzaga's
undergraduate art degree program.

Join in for a day of trail improvements
and maintenance. Register online.

COMMUNITY: BEGINNING MEDITATION

ART: KATHYLIEGGE EXHIBITION

6:30 p.m.
Spokane Valley Library
12004 E. Main
Explore your natural capacity for
focused relaxation in this meditation
class for beginners. Bring pillows or
blankets for comfort.

8:30 a.m-3:30 p.m.
Iller Creek Conservation Area
East Holman Road and Rockcrest Lane

11 a.m.-6 p.m.
Pottery Place Plus
203 N. Washington St.

"Old Objects, New Uses" showcases
Kathy Liegge's work re-purposing
vintage items into usable art.

10 A&C
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Senior art
Kelli Hennessey
Staff Writer

e*

For seniors, graduation means look
ing forward to the future and reflecting
on the past. For art majors, that process
culminates in the Senior Art S how, an
opportunity for Whitworth's graduat
ing art students to showcase the skills
and point of view they have developed
during their time in the program. The
2015 graduating class of Whitworth's art
program is comprised of nine students:
Jessica Banzet, Katie Bergmann, Linnea
Goold, Melissa Helgeson, Kelsey Her
man, Jasmine Pallwitz, Jorie Rehnberg,
Ashton Skinner and Tayler Wood.
The artists explore a variety of media
in the gallery show. Photographs, paint
ings, graphic designs, charcoal drawings
and sculptural installations by each se
nior artist can be seen.
The current senior class contains
students who began in other majors—
sociology, psychology, Spanish and
communication, to name a few—that
have found that art encompasses a wide
variety of ideas and disciplines. The stu
dents interviewed all discussed the ways
in which their art educations have chal
lenged and inspired them.
Skinner paints self-portraiture that
explores reflection and identity.

"I expected to learn technique, the
craft, the more face-value skills of mak
ing paintings and making drawings, but
I've had a few teachers and mentors here
that have taught me how to think differ
ently and taught me how to go on rabbit
trails when you are interested in some
thing and explore it, and that's been su
per exciting because I've really learned
how to follow my curiosity ... and we
have learned critical and analytical skills
here that I wouldn't have learned in any
other major here," Skinner said.
Other art students agree that Whit
worth offers a unique perspective in the
field.
"Whitworth emphasizes worldview
and I feel like ... the art department is
the best place I could have been to really
widen that [idea] or challenge me," Her

The Whitworth
Wind Symphony
Joseph Icfiwanter's

man said.
Herman's experimental 3D yarn
sculpture is meant to challenge viewers'
perceptions of the way common materi
als are viewed.
Apart from the traditional art class
es expected in this program, some stu
dents have also had the opportunity to
take their education into the real world
with community-based programs. This
semester, Jasmine Pallwitz worked at
Salem Lutheran Church in an internship
that allowed her to use her love of art to
help serve the Spokane community.
Pallwitz isa painter, focusing on works
that work to bring attention to the world
through reflecting cultural inequalities.
"For me, I'm a very faith-based per
son, and so that is very important to me
as well as my art, so I'm always thinking

about ways to integrate the two,"Pallwitz
said. "It's actually made me more pas
sionate in my desire to help people, to
serve in whatever way I can ... [art] can
be used a lot in community develop
ment and as a way to spread a message
of change."
After graduation, Whitworth's art
students have varied plans that include
-graduate study, volunteer work and
community building. Herman's, Skin
ner's and Pallwitz's work can be seen at
the show, now open in the Bryan Oliver
Gallery at the Lied Art Center.

Contact Kelli Hennessey at
khennesseyl 7@my.whitworth.edu

itworth Melt's Chorus
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New Morning
for the World
"Daybreak
of Freedom"
based on lexis o( M.ntin Lullier Kiinj. Ji.

April 24 • 8 p.i

Sunday, April 26,3 p.m.
Cowles Meraoritil Audiloiiiim
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YVhitworth Community Presbyterian
Quail Hall
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For more information, please contact the
Whitworth Music Office at 509.777.3280
or music@whitworth.edu.
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Hannah Walker | Graphic Artist

known to the other. The what, how and why a person
developed the way he did is known to his spouse be married—be they single or cohabiting—report more
cause his spouse was a first-hand witness to the events. drinking, more depression, and lower levels of life sat
Any young couple may experience these years of grow isfaction than do their married peers," according to the
ing up together, but only in fragments. Unless they National Marriage Project.
While couples who marry later develop their per
Marrying before the age of 25 is no longer the norm were to marry each other later, each partner's future
sonal foundations (education, career, savings, proper
in America. In fact, marrying in one's early 20s has be spouse will only have a secondhand account of develty, religion, sense of identity) independently from their
come somewhat stigmatized. This attitude is reflected opmentally impactful events. The shared experiences
spouse, young married couples have the opportunity to
from
a
n
early
age
can
strengthen
young
married
cou
by many college students, including students here at
develop their lives together, jointly constructing their
ples beyond measure.
Whitworth.
Growing up together also means that habits and be foundations. Like nearly all aspects of marrying young,
The average ages at which men and women are mar
building one's adult life
rying have reached historic heights: 27 for women and haviors have not yet solidified.
intertwined
with another
29 for men and it's still climbing, according to the Na A couple that marries young
"Marrying later, and by doing so
is one more example of
develops their behaviors in re
tional Marriage Project at the University of Virginia.
great risk/great reward.
having established an individual
Marriage should never be rushed into, but there is lation to their partner's. They
Constructing
one's adult
no set timeline for love. That is not to say that every build off one another and learn
foundation, can serve as a failsafe life inseparable from
one should marry earlier; it is only to say that the age to complement rather than
one's spouse can result
at which one marries is not indicative of the quality of conflict. People who don't meet
should the marriage devolve, but
in an incredibly strong
their
future
spouse
until
they"re
the marriage. Early marriage does not deserve the ig
but if the
older have already established
no one should ever marry with the relationship,
nominious reputation with which it has been given.
marriage fails, dividing
their
habits,
and
learning
to
Marrying young comes with many challenges. It may
mindset that they can just divorce into two separate, stable
be fairly described as a practice of great risk and great adapt them to work with their
lives can be extraordi
reward. Neither partner's future is certain and each spouse can be challenging.
should the marriage fail. Such an
narily difficult.
All
of
the
shared
memories,
person is still maturing, but these challenges are the
Marrying later, and
the
shared
trials
of
attitude fosters a weak marriage
exact reasons why
by doing so having es
becoming a mature
marrying
young
adult, the shared suc
from the start, so if that is the case, tablished an individual
"The years of adolescence
should be respect
foundation, can serve as
cesses and failures of
ed. The years of ad
marriage should be reconsidered or a failsafe should the mar
through
young
adulthood
youth—these are irre
olescence through
riage devolve, but no one
placeable benefits of
postponed."
young adulthood
are among the most
should ever marry with
marrying young.
are among the
the mindset that they
True, there are'bentransformational times of a
most transforma
can just divorce should
efits of marrying older,
tional times of a
the marriage fail. Such
most of which seem to
person's
life,
and
sharing
th
ose
person's life, and
revolve around a desire for individual stabil an attitude fosters a weak marriage from the start, so
sharing those years
years as a married couple
ity prior to marriage—completed education, if that is the case, marriage should be reconsidered or
as a married cou
stable career, some savings, perhaps even a postponed.
ple offers benefits
offers benefits unique to
Marrying young is not for everyone and that is per
house before marriage. The desire to enter
unique to young
married life from a stable foundation is by fectly all right. The point is, marrying at a young age
young
marriage."
marriage.
no means a bad plan. Research has shown should be respected. There are valid reasons to do so,
In the early years
that men and women who marry in their late just as there are valid reasons to wait. There is no time
of a dulthood, men
twenties tend to have a higher income than those who line for love, no age by which one must be married.
and women are still in the process of identity develop
married young. The rising generation may be fairly Marriage should be considered whenever it is deemed
ment. They are choosing interests to pursue in higher
characterized as emphasizing the importance of the in right by t he couple in question. Only they know the
education and careers, experimenting with new forms
dividual. A strong individual foundation prior to mar extent of their circumstances and their personal readi
of expression and assuming new responsibilities as
ness to commit to one another.
riage is a reflection of that attitude.
they live independently for the first time. Each person
Even so, marrying later rather than sooner is not free
is still figuring out who he or she will become.
BOARDMAN is a freshman majoring in English. Com
With marrying young, growing up is a shared expe of its own downsides.
"Twenty-something men and women who are un- ments can be sent tomboardmanl8@my.whitworth.edu
rience. Each person's struggles and achievements are

MATTHEW
BOARDMAN
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See next week's issue for a story on the Student Success Center

HAVE YOU EVER GONE TO THE STUDENT SUCCESS CENTER?

Email survey of 100 Whitworth students

EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP

Building a network more
important than ever

With graduation coming up for Whitwortfr's seniors,
and with other students looking for summer jobs and fu
ture internships, networking has become a very import
ant aspect to life both during and after college. Here are
three reasons why you should connect with everyone
from your favorite professors to that guest lecturer horn
Connecticut.
Communication skills: Millennials are often criti
cized for lack of communication skills, especially verbal
ones. Whitworthians already have an advantage by com
ing from a liberal arts education, where there are oral
and written communication requirements. But if you
can communicate and connect with someone you can
rely on as a reference or a source, you're not only gaining
a valuable resource when you're trying to find a job, but
also picking up skills in learning how to communicate
with other professionals.
Connect with peers and promote collaboration:
What's the skill every employer wants, right after com
munication skills? The ability to work in a team dynam
ic. Networking isn't only for you to gain that reference,
but learning how to work with someone to benefit each
other and reach a common goal. As m uch as you may
hate group projects, they're a reality for a good majority
of jobs out there.
It's isn't about what you know, it's who you know: get
ting a job in the economy today is a lot easier when you
have a lot of connections. By net working early on, you
have people you can talk to who can help you find a job,
be a reference or even a resource for a future project.
Editorials in the "In the Loop"section reflect the majority
opinion of the Editorial Board, comprised of five editors.

THE WHITWORTHIAlO^ES GLOBAL
ALYSSA
BROOKS

Three Pirates share their thoughts on what spring is like in their locations abroad.

Location: British Isles

Daffodils always spell spring to me. Ihey pop up,
and I am ready for spring time. Although parts of the
British Isles are still swathe
d in grey clouds and ain,
r I
noticed daffodils weeks ago. Residents of the UK can
often be seen sporting a small daffodil in the button
hole of their jacket as they walk around town, carry
ing a piece of spring with them wherever they go.
Spring came to the British Isles before it arrived in
Spokane. I walked by the Scott Monument and the
Scottish National Gallery in Edinburgh as workers
laid sod in preparation for
HBBHH the summer season.' The
weather is unseasonably
warm in Edinburgh with
bright and tolerably warm
days spent strolling along
the Royal Mile.
Over Spring Break, Ispent time in the Luxembourg
Gardens and the Tuileries of Paris, France.
I have visited places along many longitudes and
Spring looks differently in each place. Nice, France
sits on the Mediterranean Sea near the Italian bor
der, and therefore it is naturally warmer than any
where I have been so far. I was determined to swim
in the Mediterranean, and let me be frank, it is not
the same warm water some imagine it to be in March
compared to the summer months.
Spring in the UK and parts of France is not all that
different from the United States, and thank goodness
for that, since it would not be spring without daffo
dils.

MAX
CARTER

Location: New Zealand

The spring here in New Zealand surprisingly
seems a lot like autumn. Maybe that's because it ac
tually is autumn, with
the whole other side
of t he earth thing and
all. The first couple
of months here were
gorgeous and warm,
but the temperature
is beginning to drop.
While on the South
Island last week, tem
peratures were getting
down close to freezing,
and snow began to fall in some of the lower moun
tainous areas.
Back here in Palmerston North ("Palmy" as they
call it) we have continued to have some nice days,
but there have been some pretty wet ones too. The
area of New Zealand that I am spending most of my
time i n actually has a similar climate to Seattle, with
warm, blue skied summers and rainy, moderate win
ters. I h aven't seen any snow yet here in Palmy—I
doubf I will—but hopefully it'll come down a bit in
the mountains in time for me to take a run or two be
fore I head back home. Leaving this incredible place
isn't going to be easy, but switching from winter to
summer will de finitely ease the pain. See you in a
couple of months, Washington!
Photos courtesy of Alyssa Brooks, Max Carter and Jessica Razanadrakoto

JESSICA
RAZANADRAKOTO

Location: Semester at Sea

From the snow capped on top of m ount Fuji to
the warm sun of th e Namibia desert, you would be
amazed how living on a ship and traveling the world
let you experience a year worth of weather rotation in
just four months.
In January when we hit Hawaii, Japa
n and China, it
was wintertime. However, let's be real, winter in Ha
waii is like warm springtime in the Northwest. The
further we traveled east to Vietnam and Myanmar,
with a stop in Singapore in between with a hot and
humid weather as it is located closer to the equator,
Vietnam and Myanmar were hot during the day, but
chilly in the evening. In India and Mauritius, being
two of those tropical coun
tries with pretty much sum
mer all year round, we en
joyed the warmth of the sun
along with the coconut and
palm trees.
Because March is still included in the summer
in the Southern hemisphere, South Africa and Na
mibia were warm and sunny where the sun bronzed
my skin until it reached the color of th e Namibian
brown-sanded dunes. And for the first time in our
voyage, we had pouring rain last week on the ship on
our way to a fuel stop in the Canary Islands. As we
are making our way to our last two ports, Morocco
and England, is was a unique way to end the voyage
while experiencing a backward weather change from
summer to spring, since Morocco and England are
transitioning from winter to spring to their summer.
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Peter Houston-Hencken
Staff Writer
Many coac hes of college-level s ports have competed in
that specific sport in their past. It is not uncommon for them
to have p layed their sport in high school and college. How
ever, this is no t the case for Whitworth javelin coach E loise
Cappellano.
Finishing up her eighth year of coaching for Whitworth,
Cappellano has had some impressive achievements. Her
first major achievement while coaching at Whitworth was
the NCAA West Region Men's Assistant Coach of t he Year for
2011. In 2 012, Cappellano began a string of successes by
sending two javelin thr owers to th e NCAA Divisi on III Cham
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pionships, one of which earned an All-American Honor. Since
then, Cappellano has coached 12 throwers to earn Ail-American ho nors. In o ne of her most impressive years—2013—
Cappellano coached five of th e top 20 male throwers in th e
country as well as two of the top 20 female throwers.
"It was almost like a perfect storm of a year where everyone peaked at the time they were supposed to peak,"
Cappellano said. "They were throwing their b est throws of
the season right before we went to nationals."
What makes these achievements even greater is that Cappellano has never thrown in any sort of javelin competition.
After c ompeting as a runner for Glassboro State College's
track and field team, Cappellano graduated and took a job
at Deer Park High School teaching special education classes.
She was encouraged by th e Deer Park cross c ountry co ach
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to apply f or a job coaching t rack and field. Upon l earning
tha t she could only apply fo r a position coaching throwing
events, Cappellano attended a clinic t hat would teach he
how to coach the throws.
Unfortunately, Cappellano said the clinic was not helpful
so Cappellano began meeting with Head High School track
and field coach Gary Baskett.
"He is a great coach and he was and still is a great mentor
and I just le arned a ton from him," Cappellano said.
Cappellano began talking to as many javelin coaches and
professionals in the sp ort as she could in order to get better :
and learn every secret there was to know,
In 200 7, Cappellano took a position at Whitworth and be
gan coaching javelin at the college level.
"S he is someone who is competitive.... She loves to
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Tanner Scholten |Photographer

no, senior (Jtasc Wright, junior Cooper liutlilen, junior 1 yier C.oopman, freshman Anastasia Borselh.

earn. She learned the craft of the javelin. That's why I hired
ter to coach the javelin," head track coach Toby Sc hwarz
laid.
Cappellano's athletes said she gives specific instructions
egarding specific students' needs.
Sophomore K elee Lambert believes Cappellano's lack of
lersonal experience throwing allows her to look at each stulent differently.
'She doesn't really have the view of the thrower. So none
• I her opinions are biased in that way. She's focused on you
ind y our difference," Lambert said.
Cappellano is not only limited t o teaching throwers who
e neve r play ed a sport before. She h as also taught aths who have p icked up alternative ways of throwing from
'laying different sports.
>Kf

"I played baseball my w hole life. I had never to uched a
javelin until my junior year and she's the one that really
turned me around," junior Tyler Coopman said. "I wouldn't
have h ad t he success that I did w ithout her.
However, o ne thing t hat truly stands out to her athletes
and fellow coaches is how much time and effort she has put
into learning the sport of javelin.
"She's put in s o much w ork going to extra c linics," se
nior Chase Wright said. "She didn't throw, but she knows so
much about the event and has talked to so many pr ofession
als from all over the worl d."
During th e p ractices, Cappellano d oes not throw the jav
elin in ord er to show her athletes what a throw should look
like. Instead, she focuses o n detailed explanation and ex
amples from the upperdassmen on how to throw effectively.

"S he's so good a t explaining it in detail. A lot of times
she can push us and shove us and pull us in different di
rections to make us feel what i t's supposed to be like. We
don't really need to watch her throw in order to know what's
good," Coopman said.
Cappellano has said that she loves working with athletes
on the college level and would like to continue coaching jav
elin at Whitworth in the years to come.
"The young people that I g et the opportunity to work
with arc extraordinary. It is an absolute labor of love every
day," Cappellano said.

Contact Peter Houston-Mencken at
phouslon-hencken 17mrny. whitworth.
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WHITPICS

Natalie Nicoles, Jacob Montague and Tyler Madsen perform with their Southern California-based indie-folk-rock band, Branches, in the HUB dining hall Friday
night. The band, which formed at Azusa Pacific University, spent a week in the Pacific Northwest performing at six colleges, including Whitworth and Gonzaga.
Tanner Scholten |Photographer
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Teacher observes Baltimore
A W h i t w o r t h a l u mn u s i s n o w a h i g h s c h o o l E n g l i s h
t e a c h e r in B a l t i m o r e C i t y . S h e s h a r e s h e r e x p eire n c e s
a n d t h os e o f h e r s t u de n t s o n th e r ec e n t B a l t i m o r e r i ot s .
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Springfest 2015 provides
students with a study break

p, 1(
Softball coach Cristal Brown
wins Coach of the Year
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NEWS
Whitworth alumnus experiences Baltimore protests
Joy Bacon
Guest Writer
Riots make for great television.
Freddie Gray's death on April 19
sparked weeks of p eaceful demonstra
tion, protests and outcry across Balti
more. But after his funeral on Monday,
April 27, a confrontation between a
large group of young people and city
police, which ended in over 200 arrests,
caught the attention of the world media;
"thugs" looted and burned a CVS and
several stores in west Baltimore and oth
er communities, according to both the
mayor and the country's president.
"Before anyone classifies us as thugs,
well this iswhat happens when youth are
always placed on the back burner," said
Jazmine Brooks, who graduated from
a West Baltimore high school in 2012.
"The r iots are not acceptable, when no
one wants to help create a solution to is
sues that run back decades. You can't be
too surprised."
Outside of Baltimore, it might be logi
cal to watch this week's coverage and as
sume residents are only expressing their
anger through violence. The past week
has been filled with peaceful march
es, some organized and led entirely by
youth, and neighborhoods across the
city are cleaning up and coming togeth
er in support. But many news outlets
still seem to be watching and waiting
for the next brick to fly at an officer or
through a corner store window.
As residents, community leaders and
elected officials work for peace, Balti
more City y outh are raising their own
voices not just for justice, but for the real
Baltimore to surface in the midst of t he
television glare.
"Baltimore is like a diamond in the
rough, but with both parts. We've got
beautiful parts but also some really
tough problems," 17-year-old Denis
Bauerschmidt Sweeney said, who has
been active in the peaceful protests all
week. "People turn on television and say
'Oh, no, that city is on fire and there are
riots in the street,' and can't see past that
to the good things."
Sweeney said he thinks that although
protests had the potential for small vic
tories, the violence of a small group
is overshadowing the larger positive
movement
"We had probably 10,000 people
marching Saturday [April 25], but the
media treated us like a footnote," Swee
ney said.
Travoye Joyner, age 16, said he asked
his mom if h e could participate in the
peaceful protests last week. But because
of the potential clash with police, his
mother turned him down and he abid
ed by her decision. Joyner said his mom
felt he would stand out to police as more
potential trouble than white protesters
because he is African American.
"There's a difference between want
ing to protest and wanting to destroy,
but those kids were just in a pressure
cooker," Joyner said. "(Gray"s) killing just
made them explode but there are a lot of
other issues going on."
The mayor declared a state of eme r
gency, which came with an almost

week-long 10 p.m. curfew and 4,000
National Guard troops. (Note; As I sat
with students for this interview, a large
National Guard vehicle drove down the

Colson said.
Colson, Sweeney and Joyner all said
the protests are in response to Gray's
death, but also represent a call for

as less motivated were not given the
same chances to learn. Sweeney also
pointed to their current high school as
an outlier in an otherwise struggling
school system.
Sweeney said that as people in other
parts of the country watch the coverage
of Ba ltimore, he wants them to realize
that they should get involved in conver
sations and activism in their own com
munities.
"Not taking a side in a situation of
oppression is supporting the oppressor,"
Sweeney said.
As the justice system moves forward
with potential trials for officers, the city
has a long road ahead with possible con
flicts and continued protests. But Swee
ney and Joyner both said they represent
their city with pride.
"Baltimore will come back from this
strong," Joyner said. "And hopefully we
will be better for it in the long run."

Photo courtesy of Joy Bacon

Joy Bacon graduated from Whitworth
in 2009 with degrees in Journalism and
English and holds a Masters of Arts in
Teaching from Johns Hopkins Universi
ty. She is a high school Englis
h teacher in
Baltimore City. She interviewed current
•and former students for this commen
tary piece.

Baltimore protesters take to the streets on Friday, May1,
street and we encountered two other
guards on foot.)
On Friday, after the announcement
that Gray's death had been ruled a ho
micide and the Maryland State Attorney
filed charges against six police officers,
Joyner said he realized the event would
stand out in his mind as the exception
to his other experiences with police.
"I didn't think the system would
change because it's always been this
way," Joyner said. "It's sad that this will
stay in my mind as bre
aking a pattern of
injustice. It's progress, but I shouldn't
have to remember specific isolated in
stances of justice."
The hashtag #therealBaltimore cir
culated on social media all week as
well, though, from teachers and com
munity members trying to emphasize
the peaceful, cooperative mindset of
the city. While some pictures focused
on classrooms of youth engaged in sci
ence labs or food drives, others showed
people's positive interactions with law
enforcement, including casual conver
sations or deliveries of food and water
to both city police officers and the Na
tional Guard.
Brennan Colson, 18, lives in Halethorpe, Maryland, and commutes
into the city to attend a pre-professional performing arts school each day. He
tries to educate himself about police
interactions and his rights, but said
because he is white, he will not have to
interact with them as much as his black
classmates, he said.
But what happened in Baltimore
isn't simply a matter of individual rac
ism; three of the six officers involved
are African American, and the city's
mayor, police chief, and state attorney
are all black.
"People like to use black politicians
as an excuse and say, 'Well we have a .
black president so how could there still
be discrimination?' But we still see the
problems with prejudice happening,"

change to several problems facing the
city, including the education system.
Joyner said he was lucky to be in anhon
ors track at his middle school in west
Baltimore, but his classmates identified
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Launching Social Finance Club
Lee Morgan
Staff Writer
Whitworth has launched a new pro
gram "called the Social Finance Club
(SFC) w ith a $2,000 grant provided by
the Whitworth 2021 Strategic Initiatives
Fund to the Whitworth Rural Microfinance Initiate.
Although located within the School
of Busi ness, the SFC is a campus-wide
initiative that will provide financial sup
port to projects and organizations both
locally and worldwide.
At first glance, the SFC may appear to
function much the same as the already
existing School of Bu siness Investment
Club; however, the Investment Club is
limited in what it can invest in.
"The School of B usiness Investment

Club cannot invest in small-scale pri
vately held organizations, they can only
invest in publicly traded stocks, where
as the Social Finance Club can invest in
private entrepreneurial projects," said
Vange Ocasio, an assistant professor of
economics at Whitworth.
For this year, the main focus of the
club will be to utilize Kiva, a n on-profit
organization that works with microfinance institutions across the globe to
provide loan opportunities to people
who do not have access to traditional
banking systems.
According to the Kiva website, the
organization has lent over $700 million
since founded in 2005 and has a repay
ment rate of 98.72 percent.
Ocasio hopes the SFC will expose
students to other parts of the world, she
said. Through lending with Kiva, the

Gonzaga University
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students
will
learn
about
the
country
is going
to as well
as the
individ
ual. For
example,
some of
her stu
dents are
doing a
research
paper on a specific country and borrow
er of their choice.
Because the club is still relatively
new, it will use the already established
organization of Kiva. However, onc e the
club gains more financial support,
the members hope to expand.
"In the beginning, the club will fo
cus on investing abroad," said David
Sloan, a visiting assistant professor
in the School of Bu siness. "The goal
later on is to have the students cre
ate socially minded projects that they
can implement here in Spokane."
The newly appointed president of
the SFC Joel Silvius also voiced his
intention of expanding the club by fo
cusing on issues closer to home.
"Next year, we will explore ways
for the club to invest locally," Silvius
said. "We will look into what kind of
development Spokane needs and
how Whitworth can help."
Silvius' duties as president are still

Kelly Logie | Graphic Artist
tentative, but he imagines he will work
closely with Ocasio and Sloan on proj
ects including planning events to build
the investment fund and analyzing lend
ing practices and organizations, he said.
The SFC is a not-for-profit club, but
profit can be measured in other ways
besides monetarily.
"Percentage and dollars is how prof
it is normally calculated, but the social
impact is how you measure your profit,"
Sloan said. "It's a good dream and aligns
with Whitworth's mission. The idea I like
about the Social Finance Club is that it
can destigmatize the negative connota
tions people have with business because
there is a shadow and light side to any
kind of t ool that you use in the world,
and this program is the light side of busi-

Contact Lee Morgan at
Imorganl 7@my. whitworth. edii

"#3 Best Regional University in
the West"
- U.S. News S World Report,2015
"#l Best Value Among Private
Colleges and Universities in the
State of Washington"
- Money Magazine, 2014

REGISTRATION
IS GOING
ON NOW!

SEIZE THE SUMMER
AT GONZAGA UNIVERSITY
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The number of approximate
pages printed in a chapbook.
p. 7

The number of voice recitals held the
week of April 27.
p. 8

The number overflow theology
meetings this semester.
p. 9
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Selection of senior speakers controversial
the whitworthian
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Hayley O'Brien

Streyder and Ashton Skinner, a transgender male who
has declined to comment in this article.
Staff Writer
During spring break, President Beck Taylor received
complaints from several members of the Whitworth
. Questions are being raised about whether the com community, including students who had wanted the
mencement speaker selection process was redone to chance to speak at commencement, Taylor said. They
right a procedural irregularity or to keep a transgender felt the selection process was unfair because it didn't
person off the stage.
follow the original plan calling for a panel of peers.
"The committee took many factors into consider
They had "legitimate grounds to be disappointed,"
ation," said Richard Mandeville, vice president of Stu said Taylor, who asked Mandeville to intervene if nec
dent Life. "No one was removed from consideration by essary to ensure a fair process.
the committee based on their sexual identity."
Days later, Streyder and Skinner each received an
However, M andeville refused to disclose what cri email from Mandeville, saying the invitation to speak
teria was used to choose the commencement speakers at commencement was rescinded.
because the inner workings of the committee are confi
This is the first time in at least five years the admin
dential, he said. *
istration has intervened in
The end result is a transgen
the commencement speaker
"The
committee
took
many
der student is no longer the
selection process. Last year
choice to speak at commence factors into consideration. No one there was also controversy
ment.
about the selection process.
was removed from consideration Challenges were made in re
During the original speak
er selection in April, finalists
gard to the fairness of allow
by the committee based on their ing
were told via email they would
people to vote multiple
present their proposed speech
times.
sexual
identity."
es to a panel of peers. However,
"I was very sad because,
when they arrived, they instead
RICHARD MANDEVILLE
while I got to reapply, there
found a panel of one, Ashton
was this sneaking concern
vice president of student life
Lupton, senior class coordina
that whoever got the selec
tor.
tion process reversed must
"I asked four or five people to participate in the not have been happy with those of us who got picked,
process who replied back with 'maybes' but ultimately so, we are less likely to get picked the second time
everyone was busy and I was told I had to choose the around," Streyder said about this year's process.
speakers before Spring Break," Lupton said.
The week immediately following spring break, Man
Soon after hearing each finalist's speech, Lupton deville appointed a committee to re-select commence
consulted with assistant dean of students Dayna Cole ment speakers. The committee members included not
man and student activities graduate assistant Rachel only student peers as previously promised by Lupton
McKay.
but faculty and staff members as well.
Following Whitworth tradition, Lupton chose a fe
The committee consisted of Vice p resident of St u
male and a male to speak at commencement: Sarah

MARCH 11

SENIORS TOLD SELECTION PROCESS TO
INVOLVE PRESENTING IN FRONT OF GROUP
OF PEERS

WEEK OF
SPRING
BREAK

ALONE, LUPTON SELECTS
STREYDER AND SKINNER

WEEK
BEFORE
SPRING
BREAK

dent Life Richard Mandeville; two students, senior
class coordinator Ashton Lupton and senior Philhp Moore; two staff members, chief of staff Rosetta
Rhodes and campus pastor Mindy Smith; and two fac
ulty members: history professor Dale Soden and com
munications professor and speech and debate team
coach Mike Ingram.
As a result of t he new selection process, Streyder
was re-selected as the female speaker but Ashton Skin
ner was replaced as the male speaker by Sam Director.
Some seniors such as Alma Aguilar have challenged
the necessity and fairness of the second selection pro
cess. Aguilar sent a letter to Mandeville contesting the
way the selection process had been executed.
"I think from the bottom of my heart that if Ashton
[Skinner] wasn't a transgender male there wouldn't
have been an uproar about needing a panel number
two," Aguilar said.
Streyder also wrote a letter to the committee re
questing that Ashton Skinner replace her as a com
mencement speaker. She said she believed that would
be a more just outcome than what had been decided.
Mandeville responded that the selection of com
mencement speakers was the role of the committee
and by giving her spot to Skinner she would be select
ing one of the speakers.
Seniors have also questioned whether Skinner's
transgender identity played a role in the selection of
commencement speakers.
"We are not proposing that there was discrimina
tion done—we can't prove that, unfortunately, but if
there is any possibility or doubt that is what happened
we would like to see some action being taken," Aguilar
said.
Contact Hayley O'Brien at
hobrienl 7@my. whitworth.edu

MANDEVILLE TAKES OVER NEW
SELECTION PROCESS

TAYLOR RECEIVES COMPLAINTS
ABOUT PROCESS

MARCH 30

APRIL 6

NEW COMMENCEMENT SPEAKERS
CHOSEN: STREYDER AND DIRECTOR

if %

Rainier Emerick|Graphic Artist

32

17 MIL.

20

6

The number of U.S. states where
a person can be legally fired for
being transgender.
p. 12

The number of people who
watched Bruce lenner's interview
with Diane Sawyer.
p. 12

The number of games out of 22
the men's basketball team won
when Kenny Love started.
p. 14

The number of dance styles offered
by Jubilation Dance Ministry,
p. 16
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM
ASWU S 2014-15 EXECUTIVE TEAM
ASWU
RESOLUTION

The ASWU team created a
resolution to include sexual
orientation as a protected
identity for faculty and staff and
presented the resolution to the
Board of Trustees.

For each receipt that includes
travel expenses whether it be
from clubs or when artists are
brought in, a dollar or more is
charged and added to the
carbon offset account. The
money in the carbon offset
account will be used to plant
trees on campus.

PROGRAM

The Committee was created by
Kevin Gleim to make ASWU
meeting time more effective.
The committees go over
requisitions and club charters in
detail and then bring their
recommendations to ASWU.

IAN ROBINS
ASWU PRESIDENT

KEVIN GLEIM
FINANCIAL VICE PRESIDENT

ELI CASTEEL
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

"I want to be
remembered as
someone who
was super
relational, a great
resource and also
someone who
would step up for
the little guy."

"I hope they
would remember
me as someone
who is efficient
but also someone
who was fun to
be around and
work with."

"I want to be a
group that was
known for taking
bold steps and
trying new
things."

Contact Hayley O'Brien at hobrienl 7@my. whitworth.edu

Hannah Walker | raphic
G
Artist
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Baltimore post-riot curfew lifted
National Guard troops began pulling out of
Baltimore on Sunday, May 3,and the curfew
has been lifted. The curfew was put in place
on April28, after protests over Freddie Gray"s
death turned violent. The curfew required
residents to stay home from 10 p.m. until 5
a.m. Officials expected to keep the curfew in
place for another day, but on the morning
of May 3, Baltimore Mayor Stephanie
Rawlings-Blake said she did not want to
maintain it any longer than was necessary.

Costa Rica declares toxic spill alert
May 3—Costa Rica declared an emergency
zone along about 62 miles of t he country's
Pacific coastline, after a ship full of toxic
chemicals sank. The vessel went down in
heavy seas and was carrying almost 200
tons of ammonium nitrate, used in the
manufacture of fertilizers and explosives.
The government has asked people in the
area to avoid swimming and fishing until
tests have been completed.

Washington lawmakers work to
change mental health care system
OLYMPIA— Courts have ordered the state
to make vast improvements in many areas of
its mental health care system. Washington
is violating the constitutional rights of some
of its most vulnerable citizens, U.S. District
Court Judge Marsha Pechman said. Other
lawsuits include overcrowding at Eastern
and Western state psychiatric hospitals.
Legal rights advocates are raising concerns
about forcing more patients into an
overburdened system that is unable provide
proper care.
Sources| BBC News & The Spokesman-Review

ASWU UPDATE
• Senior Lana Ferris spoke to ASWU to start
a campus kitchen at Whitworth. The idea
is to partner with Sodexo and community
partners to gather food and serve it to those
in need through a local church. The pro
gram would be sponsored through Service
Learning. Ferris was looking to receive new
ASWU p resident Justin Botejue's signature
on a letter on intent before continuing the
planning.
• ASWUpassed a requisition from the Chap
el for $3,000in order to purchase a new key
board. The current keyboard is borrowed
and the owner will be leaving to Seattle. The
keyboard the Chapel plans to buy is top-ofthe market and will be Whitworth property.
• Officers from the In
ternational Justice Mis
sion shared their accomplishments over the
past year. Those include networking with
community members, hosting primetimes
and attending community events.

ARTS&DULTURE

^•ARTIST SPOTLIGHT^
Dana Stull
speaks
for
voiceless

From Stull's "the girl
who says nothing"

the girl who says nothing
needs to sit at the table
with everybody loud and stacking
cheese squares that are for snack
that need to be eaten or
at least given a no-thank-you
bite or no leaving the table no
moving on to blocks, if
Fuzzy eats it does not count
because he is pretend
and does not have a real throat

Kelli Hennessey
Staff Writer
"My first serious writing project was
a comic strip in third grade about my
hamster, Speedo. I've always liked writ
ing little stories and things," junior Dana
Stull said.
Although she has moved away from
comics, Stull still writes. She is the assis
tant poetry editor of Rock & Sling, Whitworth's national literary journal and ma
jors in English on the writing track. Her
chapbook—a small collection of poetry,
often with fewer than 40 pages— "the
girl who says nothing," won Whitworth's
chapbook competition this year and will
be published in a limited run.
It was after a creative writing class her
freshman year that Stull found herself
drawn to writing as a serious discipline.
Stull then began working with Rock &
Sling, which she credits with teaching
her how to write and discuss poetry.
"[There], it mattered that you looked
carefully at things and considered what
was happening and [put] personal pref
erence aside," Stull said. "That's when, I
think, it shifted from like, 'reading poet
ry is kind of fun and neat' and 'I took a
poetry class in high school' to it being a
serious field of study."
There have been opportunities at
Whitworth that she may not have en
countered at other schools, Stull said.
She comments that it is special to be in a
town with a thriving literary scene where
people are creating a community of
writers. She has worked with professors
here, especially Thorn Carawayand John
Pell, who have inspired her and shaped
her understanding of wha t it means to
be a poet.
"They're all great... I would say espe
cially Thom ... and I think John Pell too
[because] I think developing a rhetorical
foundation is actually really important
when you're looking at and writing po
etry, and critically that has helped and
influenced me," Stull said.
Stull isinvested in what poetry writing
means, noting common misconceptions

The girl who says nothing
cannot hit the ground with her fist,
because
it can mean all different things
it is not the way we use our hands
our hands are not our words

Hannah Palmer | Photographer

Junior Dana Stull is publishing an award-winning chapbook this year.
that students often have about the craft.
She says that the study of poetry is more
intellectually rigorous and applicable
to other areas of study than people may
generally believe.
"I think in general... poetry just has
this weird aura. [The perception is] you
can't talk about poetry because it's just
the way that people feel ... [but] just
looking at all ofthe things you should be
learning about writing in college, like,
the argument [and] the audience you're
writing to ... you learn all of those things
in a poetry class, and I think that's use
ful," Stull said.
Stull says that she does not necessar
ily have a preference for a genre of writ
ing or any particular subject that she
draws inspiration from.
"I just like writing things," Stull said.
"I think there are things I end up writ
ing about more than things I like writing
about."
In "the girl who says nothing," Stull

focuses on her experience working in
a childcare program with a 6-year-old
girl who was selectively mute. After the
program lost funding and closed, ending
Stull's relationship with the girl, Stull be
gan to write about her observations.
Stull has not decided on her definite
plans post-graduation, but hopes to in
corporate writing and editing into her
future work.
"I think I would really like doing the
things I am doing now," Stull said. "I re
ally enjoy the editorial process."
Stull's chapbook will be published in
a short run this semester, but selected
poems from the work can be read at the
right.

Contact Kelli Hennessey at
khennesseyl 7@my. whitworth.edu

incident report #3
child & Fluffy brought cardboard
fort and reading lamp into bathroom &
plugged lamp in & went (w/ lamp) into
fort & to ld to keep the fort & la mp in
the classroom & m ade a choice to not
listen & locked the door & the assistant
teacher says she listened for a while &
heard voices coming from the inside &
we want a safe space for her to talk but
not here & not alone
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Voice students perform jazz ami classical repertoire
Benin Koch
Staff Writer
Whitworth's vocal arts were in full
swing this week as the music program
hosted a classical voice area recital on

Monday, April 27. The jazz department
put on a vocal jazz concert on Thursday,
April 3 0. Both events were held in the
Music Building Recital Hall.
The classical voice area recital fea
tured students from all classes of the

voice studio performing solos while ac style," Keberle said. "With talented stu
companied by piano. Selections ranged dents like we have at Whitworth, they all
from Renaissance music to 20th centu improve."
Keberle said that the vocal jazz con
ry poems set to music. Even included
cert
has a special energy.
was a re-imagined show tune mocking
"I like all the enthusiasm," he said. "I
the exotic tendencies of contemporary
classical composers. The hour-long love having the professional rhythm sec
performance showcased a large va tion there. I love having the enthusiasm
riety of voc al talents from the music that is always there."
Senior voice major Sarah Nadreau
department.
Senior voice major Lise Hafso said she enjoyed the unique experience
found the recital to be an enjoyable of learning and singing the jazz style,
which varies from her classical back
departure from typical solo recitals.
ground.
"It's cool be
"I liked it a lot,"
cause you get
she said. "I think the
"We have some really
to hear so many
hardest part was not
voices," she said.
fantastic singers at Whit- thinking so much
"People are com
about
technique
ing from different
worth.... It's going to be
because in classical
studios and are
fun to see what they do in singing it's all about
doing such a wide
how you take your
range of sty le. It's
the next few years...."
breath and how you
really cool to see
release it and in jazz
what all of your
TRAVIS WIDMER
it's more about the
peers have been
feeling."
freshman
working on."
Nadreau elabo
Hafso is drawn
rated on commu
to voice perfor
nications between
mance because of
how easily she feels she can express musicians, a hallmark of jazz that is
less prevalent in classical voice perfor
herself, she says.
"It's just the best way that I can mance.
"I tried to make eye contact [with pia
express myself, through singing and
performing," she said. "It's just a pow nist Brent Edstrom] and we interacted a
lot more," she said. "In classical singing
erful experience for me."
The concert was the culmination your pianist is behind you so you can't
of director of jazz studies Dan Keber- typically interact that way, but that kind
le's vocal jazz class, which featured of interaction is a priority in jazz."
Freshman Travis Widmer, who at
classical singers and musicians who
chose to expand their schema. The tended both events, expressed excite
singers were accompanied by an all- ment about the future of Whitworth's
star combo of jazz faculty and profes vocal program.
"I t hought they were both fantastic,"
sional musicians from the Spokane
area. All of the music performed came he said. "We have some really fantastic
from standard jazz repertoire. In sev singers at Whitworth. It's very cool to
eral songs, the singers were joined by think that a lot of them are underclass
n to see what they
faculty trumpeter Keberle and saxo men. It's going to be fu
phone professor Chris Parkin for im do in the next few years at Whitworth."
provised call and response.
The class is all about "teaching
people who have a good voice and an Contact Denin Koch at
interest in jazz how to sing in a jazz dkochl 8@my. whitworth.edu

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN
MUSIC: NIGHT OF GUITAR

LECTURE: ANCIENT DMA & MODERN
PLAGUES
GO

6:30 p.m.
Northwest Museum of Arts & Culture
2316 W. First Ave.
A lecture on the origins of ancient
plague pandemics.

COMMUNITY: INTERNATIONAL &
ADVENTURE TRAVEL BASICS
7 p.m.
REI
1125 N. Monroe St.
Learn as REI ex perts talk about
planning, preparation and execution
of an international adventure trip.
+

ca

GO

A p.m.
The Campanile
Listen to students read their pieces
published in Script, a Whitworth
literary publication.

MUSIC: JAZZ ENSEMBLE I & II CONCERT

COMMUNITY: THE BEST OF SEATTLE
SHORTS FILM FESTIVAL

5 p.m.
HUB Multipurpose Room
Jazz Ensemble are performing a free
concert in the HUB Multipurpose
Room. The event is open to the
public.

CAMPUS: JIM f
OPEN HOUSE

CAMPUS: SCRIPT READING

8 p.m.
Music Building Recital Hall
Come support Whitworth guitar
students as they present their yearend music recital.

8 p.m. / $10-$15
Bing Crosby Theater
901 W. Sprague Ave.
The top 10 films from the annual
short film fest will be screened.

CD

3 p.m.
Seeley C. Mud
Join theTheo
an open hous
Professor Jirri

GO

COMMUNITY:!

11 a.m./$4-'
Spokane Valle
12114 F. Spro

Smithsonian 1
images captui
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Carly Colby|Graphic Artist

Students discuss tough theological topics
Courtney Murphy
StaffWriter
This semester, theological conversa
tions between students and faculty took
place outside of the classroom as part of
the Overflow theology project. The dis
cussion series, which culminated April
27 after two preceding meetings, covers
topics which are seen as too broad or too
difficult to tackle in most classes but are
still relevant for students to understand
and talk about.
The series was first conceptualized
last December when theology profes
sors determined that students wanted
them to be more involved in discussions
on campus, said theology professor Will
Kynes, wh o has been heavily involved
with Overflow.
Senior Heidi Biermann has been in
tegral to the success of the series. Al
though she is a political science major
and only a theology minor, she feels the
professors in the department deserve to
be listened to about different issues that
impact Whitworth students daily.
"When people have questions about
different issues and current issues, the
theology department isn't where they

MUSIC: C HAMBER ENSEMBLE CONCERT

WARDS RETIREMENT

Chapel
gy department for
pommemorating
Award's retirement.

RTHFROM SPACE
Heritage Museum
le /We.
iveling Exhibit of
d by hig h-tech
gthe globe.

tend to look for guidance and informa the following to meetings, which dis
tion and we wanted to change that," Bi cussed the questions, "What does it
mean to be a Christian university?" and
ermann said.
"The truth is we all love doing that "Do I have to sell everything? When is a
kind of thing," Kynes said. "We a ll love Christian radical enough?"
Ideas for discussion topics were dis
interacting with students, we all believe
that theology shouldn't be restricted to cussed by theology faculty and student
the classroom, that theology affects all leaders Biermann and Glover, collected
from other students
of life."
The first
discus
"We all love interacting in the department,
and generated by
sion dealt with the
with students, we all
Overflow attendees.
question,
"What
Because of the wide
does it mean to be a
believe that theology
variety of students
Christian in a secu
lar world?" Profes shouldn't be restricted to from differing majors
and professors from
sor-led, the meeting
departments other
the classroom."
was attended by 12
than theology, the
students and fea
WILL KYNES
ideas discussed were
tured six professors
diverse and applica
from the theology de
assistant professor
ble to many students.
partment.
Reactions to the
After the success of
the first discussion meeting, the faculty series has been positive and the de
decided that the following discussions partment plans to continue and expand
should be student-led, with professors Overflow meetings next fall.
"Students were definitely piping up,
acting more like guiding moderators
than lecturers. Biermann and fellow the sharing their' opinions, sharing their
ology minor senior Kevin Glover were ideas," Biermann said, about student
asked to take charge and facilitate con participation in the discussions.
Next year, the department plans to
versation in future meetings.
Attendance continued to grow during discuss some possibly controversial top

CO

8 p.m.
Music Building Recital Hall
Come watch various student Chamber
Ensembles in a free, end-of-the-year
concert.

COMMUNITY: LISTEN TO YOUR MOTHER

THEATER: THE MARTIAN CHRONICLES

7 p.m. I $17
Bing Crosby Theater
901 W. Sprague Ave.
Hear local writers read original work
on motherhood and mothering,
during this fifth annual event.
Reception to follow afterwards.

7:30 p.m. / $8-$ 10
Central Valley High School
821 S. Sullivan Road
Watch as the award-winning Central
Valley Theatre Department performs
its spring play.

Contact Courtney Murphy at
cmurphyl 8@my.whitworth.edu

COMMUNITY: CONTAINERGARDENING

CAMPUS: YEARBOOK DISTRIBUTION
5 p.m.-7 p.m.
HUB Multipurpose Room
Pick up your copy of the Natsihi
yearbook! It's free a collection of this
year's memories.

ics where students may need more guid
ance, such as sex and marriage, social
justice and what a Christian perspective
on environmental conservation might
be. They also want to expand the Over
flow leadership team so that students of
different majors will be represented.
Overflow also offers professors the
chance to converse with each other
and learn more about their colleagues'
views on certain topics in order to work
through them, which is a valuable thing
for students to see, Kynes said.
"We think there's a great value of u s
getting together, putting our heads to
gether and thinking about how we might
be called to pour into various issues that
we face in life," Kynes said.
Biermann hopes that through the
Overflow series, students will see that
the theology department is a place
where meaningful discussions are con
stantly unfolding and where students
can go for advice about the Christian
faith.

^
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6:30 p.m.
East Side Library
52 A S. Stone St.
Learn the art of gardening in
containers and which annuals,
perennials, and vegetables do best in
containers.

MUSIC: SPIRIT OF SPOKANE CHORUS
6:30 p.m.
Opportunity Presbyterian Church
202 N. Pines Road
Local women's chorus specializing in
four-part a capella harmony.
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Students flock to Springfest for a quick study break
Emily Goodell
Staff Writer
Springfest, Whitworth's annual pre-finals festival, is attended by hundreds of
people. The question is not whether it is
fun, but what the purpose of it is.
Many students have strong opinions
about what Springfest is and what it
means to them. Some emphasized re
laxation as the purpose.
"The importance of [Springfest] is to
relax at the end of the year and get ready
for summer," freshman Daniel Whitmore said.
Other students, as is the tradition
al Whitworth standard, reflected on
the value of community in Springfest.
Some said that they saw many friends
they usually didn't see and interacted
with people that usually don't come to
on-campus events.
"Its a good way to build communi
ty and come together at the end of th e
year," junior Mikaila Lenderman said.
Another purpose expressed by stu
dents was the importance of club recog
nition and interacting with the clubs on
campus. Some of t he clubs that attend
ed include the Heritage of Latino Amer
icans club (HOLA), I nternational club
and Swing and Ballroom Dance club.
"It is an awesome opportunity for the
campus to come together and also for
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Freshman Jonny Brattenjoys the festivities at Springfest, testing out his front-flip technique on the bungee-trampoline.
the campus to find out about the differ
ent clubs that are going on...and have
unbridled fun together," senior Becca
Seideman said.
The strongest purpose that came up

again and again was the value of
Springfest as a pre-finals stress reliev
er. Many colleges across the country
have pre-finals rituals, the most im
portant being Dead Week, a week
of si lence, lack of tests/quizzes and
sometimes lack of classes, that falls
just before finals to give students ad
equate time to study.
Dead Week is "a time of r educed
social and extracurricular activi
ty preceding final
examinations.
Its purpose is to permit students to
concentrate on academic work and
to prepare for final examinations,"
according to Stanford's official Dead

Week policy.
Dead Week is not a part of Whit
worth's academic schedule. Instead,
Whitworth has Springfest.
"I think around the time of finals,
you're stressed out and you need some
thing fun to get your mind off of it,"
sophomore Naomi Guidry said. "Most
colleges have a dead week and we don't
have that time to kind of get a break but
also have solid time to study. I think this
is our replacement for that."
Contact Emily Goodell at
egoodelll 8@my.whitworth.edu

Simon Puzankov | Photographer

Freshman losh Seideman, senior Matt Goebel and sophomore Braden
Magaoay play spikeball at Springfest on Satin-day, May2.
+

+

OPINIONS
Student Success Center helps struggling students
MATTHEW
BOARDMAN

with.
Even so, McDermott
came perilously close to
being suspended from
Whitworth. Due to his low
Two wee ks ago, the Whitworthian polled 100 stu grade point average, he was
dents asking them to rate the helpfulness of t he Stu brought before the Educa
dent Success center. Of the respondents, 47 percent tion Review Board to make
rated the Student Success center as helpful while 13 an appeal.
percent rated the center as unhelpful. Curious as to
"I called Landon before I
what strengths and weaknesses of the program may called my parents," McDer
have resulted in such figures, I investigated.
mott said. "The [SST] was
The Student Success Team (SST) is avastly underuti there for me. They fought
lized resource on campus. Whitworth does a phenom for me and helped make
enal job supporting its community and the Student sure I could stay."
SST ad vocated for him,
Success program is a major component in providing
that support, both in academic and personal arenas. It and with his Jan Term
fosters a supportive environment for students in need grades reflecting his progno matter the need and the success stories of the pro ress, McDermott was al
gram are many in number and kind. Even so, there are lowed to stay. Since then,
McDermott has success- '
important-improvements that need to be made.
Before delving into SSTfurther, we must first address fully utilized the habits SST
taught him, and he looks
a simple question: what is the SST?
In short, the SST is a peer-model program that helps forward to graduating this
students with academic or personal difficulties. Stu year.
Kiersten Signalness, a junior who utilized the pro
dents who utilize the program are assigned a fellow
student to work with, a student success coach, who will gram in the past, received similar support from the SST
help them with whatever struggle they are facing. Its for different reasons.
During her sophomore year, one of her professors
mission is to meet every student where they're at.
The SST should not be mistaken for a tutoring ser was unable to effectively teach his class due to medical
vice. Instead, student success coaches are trained to reasons which severely hindered his ability to commu
teach good study habits, from time management skill nicate with his class. Signalness made every effort to
to prioritizing one's activities. Coaches can connect compensate for the ineffective instruction.
"I had near perfect attendance, turned in all of my
students to helpful resources, such as specific tutor
programs, but their primary duties are to provide per homework, saw tutors and studied for every test," Sig
sonal support, guidance, counseling and accountabil nalness said.
Despite her efforts, Signalness and the majority of
ity.
Prior to the SST's creation, students who had GPAs her classmates (those who had not already withdrawn,
lower than a 2.0 had little structured support from the that is) failed the class. She went to the SST in search
of a cademic help, and although they were
university, Director of Student
unable to meet her needs as she had hoped,
Success Landon Crecelius said.
"This proactive
the SST worked with her.
Students were told they need to
They listened as she shared the details of
raise their grades, but then it was
arm of Whitworth
her case and agreed that the circumstanc
left entirely up to them to fig
es warranted action. The SST advocated for
is changing lives,
ure out how to do so. Naturally,
Signalness when she sought a repeal of her
many student struggled to raise
and expectations for grade, and, because of their support, the
their grades without much guid
grade was repealed.
ance.
further growth are
Signalness spoke highly of her experi
Whitworth already had plen
ence with the SST, citing three key strengths
high..."
ty of reac tive measures in place,
of th e program which make it exceedingly
such as academic warnings, pro
helpful: emotional support, provision of
bation and suspension. What it
crucial resources and different ideas. Each
needed was a proactive arm, a
of th ese strengths was present in the SST's
program that would work with
students and help them recover in the early stages of response to her situation.
In addition to meeting academic needs, the SST was
the struggle, rather than tiered consequences after the
also
created to confidentially support students' per
worst had already come to pass. The SST was the an
sonal needs. Prior to the SST's inception, students un
swer.
The program is still relatively young, on
ly now finish dergoing difficulties of a personal nature were assisted
ing its third year, but the success stories of the students by the vice president at the time.
A success story of that type can be found in sopho
who have utilized the program are impressive.
Seth McDermott, now a senior, is a prime example more Allison Pheasant.
Unlike McDermott, Pheasant sought help with stu
of how impactful SST can be in a student s life. McDer
dent
life instead of academics.
mott was a student athlete dining his first two years at
Pheasant's student success coach has helped her
Whitworth and the time and energy football demand
ed of h im detracted from the time he could commit tremendously, encouraging her to pursue extracurric
ular interests that she would have otherwise let slip by.
to academics. His grades suffered and he was put on
Pheasant has become more involved with the commu
probation at the end of fall semester his freshman year.
Spring semester came and went, and his grades stayed nity at Whitworth and attributes that being made pos
the same. McDermott was assigned a student success sible to the support of the SST.
Pheasant is aware of th e negative stigma that may
coach for fall semester of his sophomore year, and al
come from seeking outside help, but she says it is un
though his grades remained low during the time, by Jan
merited.
Term he was earning As and Bs.
"People don't want to have a coach because it seems
"My student success coach taught me study tech
gyourself," Pheasant
niques. I didn't have any good study techniques, I like you need a lot of help in guidin
said. "Really, your coach is learning too. It's a learning
didn't learn any during high school," McDermott said.
"They showed me how to study and gave me a sense process for both of you... I don't see them as coaches.
They're just really genuine people, they genuinely care.
that I could be successful in the classroom.
SST taught him how to adapt to new professors, strat They're here to help. They're more like friends—they
egies for good time management and how to prioritize support you."
The many stories of su ccess from SST come in all
his activities, all of wh ich he had previously struggled

Gretchen Van Lith | G
raphic Artist

shapes and sizes—academic assistance, student advo
cacy and personal support are just a few ways the SST
can benefit students. Ultimately, the SST is in place to
support students however it can. McDermott's, Signal
ness! and Pheasant's cases all demonstrate that fact.
The SST h as filled high needs areas that were once
largely unattended to, a nd it has done a truly praise
worthy job.
Even so, the SST still has an enormous amount of
untapped potential. The program is still maturing, and
there is much to be done before it reaches its full capa
bility.
Before all other needs, the SST must promote great
er publicity. The SST values students' well being above
all else, even before their affiliation to Whitworth. They
want what is best for the student as a unique individu
al. If a student is in need of academic or personal assis
tance, the SST is the place to go. They will put students
in connection with the resources they need.
Staff, faculty and other students can refer students
to the SST via t he online Student Concern Form, but
the majority of submissions currently come from pro
fessors. Landon Crecelius and the Student Success pro
gram can be found in the Lindaman Center.
"A lot of people have a misconception [about the
SST]. They think, 'Oh, I'm in trouble. I have to go see
Student Success.' Really, we're here to be a guide and
work with students," said senior Jaclyn Jordan, a stu
dent success coach for the past three semesters.
Unfortunately, the misconception is common. Few
students know of Student Success, and those who do
often have a cloudy understanding of it at best.
Other suggested and hoped for improvements relate
to interdepartmental coordination. If the SSTcan open
fines of c ommunication with other resources on cam
pus, it can become more effective in its assistance of
students. Communication between SST and tutor pro
grams, professors, coaches and other support services
on campus will make each more effective in helping
students.
Crecelius said that he would like to see the SST
continue to implement more proactive strategies. He
pointed out that the men's soccer coach and one of the
men's football coaches have received some compo
nents of Student Success training so that they may bet
ter help their players. They have also hired and trained
several athletes to become student success coaches,
enabling them to further help and support their team
and campus community.
The SST needs to publicize itself more on campus.
This proactive arm of Whitworth is changing lives, and
expectations for further growth are high, so long as it
gets the attention it needs and deserves.
BOARDMAN is a freshman majoring in English. Com

ments can be sent tomboardmanl8@my.whitworth.edu
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HOW HELPFUL WAS THE STUDENT SUCCESS PROGRAM TO YOU?
«-l

VERY HELPFUL

47%

SOMEWHAT HELPFUL

Year in review
The past year at Whitworth has seen a range of
highs and lows. Below are some of what the Edito
rial Board, composed of five editors, believes to be
the highest and lowest points of the 2014-15 year.

21%

NOT HELPFUL
WASTE OF TIME

17%
FORMEB SECRETARY OF STATE,
CONDOLEEZA RICE. VISITED WHITWORTH
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SEE STORY ON PAGE 11

Not who we are, but what we do:
Bruce Jenner, Laverne Cox and
trans actiwosm
ASHTON
SKINNER

GUEST COLUMNIST
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+

2015 has been a tipping point for transgender
visibility and media representation. With TV shows
like "Orange is the New Black," "Glee," "Tran spar
ent," "The T Word" and "Becoming Us," transgender
actors and characters are entering more American
homes than ever before. But arguably the two most
public figures of this new branch of me dia are ac
tress Laverne Cox and decathlon champion-turned
reality TVstar Bruce Jenner.
Both celebrities were assigned male at birth and
must face the spotlight every day while trying to
succeed in life a s the women they truly are. They
also represent the diversity within the transgender
community; they are famous in part because of
their shared identity, but the lives they lived before
the spotlight could not have been more different.
Cox came from
a traditionally
marginalized .
group—poor,
black,
gay
men—while
Jenner grew up
in the height of
privilege as a
white, healthy,
straight male.
It is easy to
think
about
privilege as a
one-dimen
sional
issue.
For instance,
we may claim
that "all trans
gender people
will face dis
crimination" or
that "all white
people have it
easy." However, these claims are false because of
the many nuanced layers of intersection that each
of us carries within our identity. These intersections
of identity could not be more crucial in distinguish
ing how the Jenner and Cox speak up about trans
gender.

Seventeen million people watched Bruce Jenner's interview with Diane Sawyer just on the day
that it aired, according to USA Today. Laverne Cox
has had an even greater impact this year and be
came a household name after she was featured on
the cover of TIME Magazine, awarded a daytime
Emmy and named one of TIME'S 100 Most Influen
tial P eople of 2015. Jenner and Cox carry an enor
mous degree of power and influence in improving
the lives of those in their community—a responsi
bility as enormous as the task itself.
Transgender Americans (an estimated 2 percent
of the population) have staggering disadvantages in
our country today. The average life expectancy of a
transgender American is 36—tiansge'nder women
of colo r are 16 times more likely than the average
American to be murdered, and transgender suicide
attempt rates are 20 times that of the overall pop
ulation. The poverty and unemployment rates for
transgender adults are double that of the national
average. You can le
gally be fired for be
ing transgender in
32 U.S. states and an
estimated 97 percent
of transgender peo
ple report experienc
ing discrimination or
harassment at work.
For the rights of t his
community, there is
nowhere to go but up.
Cox has used her
celebrity to increase
the visibility and
understanding
of
transgender people,
in part because of
her experience with
marginalization
in
the past. Jenner, on
the other hand, has
been fairly silent
Rainier Emerick|Graphic Artist about the important
work that needs to be
done—the potential product of a past full of priv
ilege. There is no doubt that the country is watch
ing these and other transgender public figures—we
must all hope that they will use their influence to
fix society and its mistreatment of transgender and
gender-nonconforming people.

MID-OCTOBER

WHITWORTH MOURNED THE DEATH OF
STUDENT ALEXANDER SENGOBA

JAN. 20

ASWU VOTED ID APPROVE THE ADDITION
OF U3BT TO PROTECTED CLASS

MARCH 30
WHITWORTH MOURNED FORMER
WHITWORTH ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
AARON LEETCH AFTER A FATAL PLANE
CRASH

THE WOMEN'S SOFTBALL TEAM WON
THEIR FIRST NORTHWEST CONFERENCE
TITLE IN THE HISTORY OF THE PROGRAM

APRIL 21

CONSTRUCTION OF THE COWLES MUSIC ,
CENTER WILL BEGIN

THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES APPROVED
THE SALE WHITWORTH'S CAMPUS IN
COSTARICA

NOV. 9

THE WHITWORTH SIGN WAS DESTROYED
AFTER A STUDENT CRASHED INTO IT

MARCH 18

THE CENTER FOR SERVICE-LEARNING
WAS RENAMED THE DORNSIFE CENTER
FOR COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AFTER A
DONATION FROM DANA AND DAVID
DORNSIFE.

APRIL 6

APRIL 19
DAN RAMSAY ANNOUNCES HIS
RESIGNATION Dt ORDER TO TAKE JOB AS
DIRECTOR OF BASEBAU. OPERATIONS AT
WSU

JULY1

COACH OF THE YEAR: 13
— CRISTAL BROWN

Tanner Scholten | Photographer
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Will Carsh
Staff Writer
Head coach Cristal Brown led the Whitworth Softball team to their first conference
title in the history of the program in the 2015
season. T he fifth head coach to take charge
of the team, Brown to ok up the role in 2 011
and has led the team to improvements every
season since.
Brown's previous Softball experience in
cludes lead-off batting in high school and
college, becoming th e Western Sta te Junior
College Player of th e year in 1998. From
2008 to 2011, she was the head coach at
the Kingsburg High Schoo l in C alifornia. She
held an impressive 101-29 record over her
four seasons of coaching. The team won four
Central Sequoia League Championships, a
Central Section crown in 2008 and were the
Central Sec tion runners-up in 2009. She was
a Central Sequoia League Coach of the year
honoree three times. She was also assistant
varsity coach at Valencia High Sc hool for two
years a nd assistant coached at The Master's
College.
"When I w as young, I gr ew up without a
whole lot of opportunity," Brown said. "Soft
ball gave me the opportunity to go to college
and get my life on the straight and narrow
path. I be lieve we have established a culture
and a tradition that will continue to exist and
that we can continue to achieve every year."
At the beginning of the season, Randy
Clark, long-time mentor from her time playing
at The Master's College and current softball
assistant coach, suffered from a heart attack
shortly before beginning the season. Brown
said this occurrence caused the Whitworth
women t o "pull together for him" and led to
the season being different than the others.
Indeed, th e road to the successful s eason
was m arred by m oments of discouragement;
however, Brown s erved as a c alming and in
spirational force for the tea m, all the while
providing the energy and confidence neces
sary to drive them along and make school
history in spite of Clark's health.

"During one of our games against
George Fox, w e w ere losing in the last
inning," junior catcher Megan John said.
"Coach brought us together and told us
that she trusted us to have her back. We
came out that inning, and we won the
game. "
The victory a t George Fox was a cru
cial point of th e season, as the victory
placed them in first place for the confer
ence tournament.
"S he just spoke with a kind of e nergy
that made us want to go out the re and
win," sophomore utility player Shannon
Wessel said. That game ended with Wessel hitting a grand slam that r esulted in
a Bucs victory.
The team ended up breaking t he sea
son record for wins and won a confer
ence title—put ting themselves on the
map for years to come. The team was
drawn tog ether by a strong sense of
both camaraderie and family, all d ue to
Brown an d h er emphasis on team-build
ing. During the season, Brown would
call play ers aside numerous times to not
only discuss strategy, but to inspire a
sense of self-confidence needed in order
to ensure victory.
"Jus t her saying those few words

helped us get our act together and win,"
freshman outfielder Chesley Hayes said.
The idea of family and holding
each other accountable for actions is a
strongly promoted ideal by Brown that
is echoed across the team.
"S he really has challenged us t o live
out being a family and supporting each
other through everything we're facing,
softball or not," John said.
The team notably donated a refrig
erator toward the alternative school in
Mead, as well as spent time with tlft stu
dents. Brown's commitment to the team
and the school is another factor that
plays into her leadership style.
"I love Whitworth's welcoming cul
ture; it's a great institution, and I feel
like I can coach without conflict t oward
it's academic mission," Brown said. The
team's season has come t o an end, as
they will n ot be advancing to the NCAA
tournament. For more information on
Brown, visit whitworthpirates.com.

Contact Will Carsh at
hcarshl 8@my.whitworth.edu

14 MALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR:
KENNY LOVE
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Peter Houston-Hencken
Staff Writer
Sophomore Kenny Love w as chosen as Northwest
Conference's Men's Basketball Player of t he Year after
a dramatic season. However, earning this award was
not an easy task. Love helped the Pirates make i t t o
the second round of the NCAA D ill Tournam ent before
losing by a single point to Emory University.
Due to starting t he season out on the bench, Love
had to prove his talents by ea rning his way into th e
starting lineup and into NWC recognit ion.
Before Love took the guard position, sophomore Kionte Brown was in th e starting lineup. However, when
Brown suffered a knee injury, Love had proven himself
worthy of stepping into the starting guard role.
Head c oach Matthew L ogie said Love's pl ay o n t he
defensive end of th e floor was what held him back
at the beginning of the year. However, Love too k his
coach's instructions to heart and improved his defen
sive skills.
"[Love] grew a tre mendous amount as the season
progressed and got to the point where we just needed
to have him on the floor all the time," Logie said.
Many of Love's teammates have noticed his de
termination to the sport and his w illingness to grow.
Love said that during the offseason, he would dedicate
10-15 hours a week to practicing basketball.
"Kenny is a really hard-working guy. He's always
in th e gym, before a nd after p ractice," jun ior George
Valle said. "I think it's really showed his improvement
from his freshman year to sophomore year."
On Jan. 2, Love sta rted as guard at an away game
against Willamette University. From then on, Love
played in the starting lineup. On top of that, Love
proved his value to th e team and helped the Pirates
progress to the Dill Tournament. Of the 22 games Love
j
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ling off t he bench," Love
at the beginning of the
. . game
. . . tfrom the
.
me and feeling the flow of the
game right
t. he
beginning."
Love helped lead the team to some of its most im. . .
.
„ , . ,
prcssive victories. On Ian. 9 during a match against

Linfield Universit y, Love made eight
shots from the field, t hree 3-pointers and seven free throws, resulting
in a total of 29 points. The Pirates
won that match—79-66.
"His co nfidence o n a whole went
up along with the playing time,"
sophomore Gabriel Carter, Love's
roommate and teammate, said. "I'm
glad he got the opportunity, because
obviouslyhe's really good at it."
By th e end of the year, Love ha d
made an i mpressive 42.6 percent of
shots from the field, 45.1 percent of
his t hree-pointers and 85.1 percent

of his free throws. On Feb. 2 4, Love
was announced as the 2015 NWC
Men's Basketball Player of the Year.
"I t's: nice to know tha t through
out th e school, you guys saw me as
someone who had a really successful
year," Love s aid. "I just hope that
moving forward I could keep up the
work ethic a nd standard for myself
as well as my t eammates and other
athletes here at school that people
would be proud of."
Love's teammates and coaches
are comforted in t he fact that he is
only a sophomore and has two more

years still ahead of him. Love's fe llow
athletes have also seen a sense of lead
ership in him that is expected to grow in
the coming years.
"He doe s a lot of stuff for us statis
tically," Carter said. "That type of lead
ership and work ethic a nd help that he
gives the team doesn't show up numer
ically, bu t it helps t he team a lot more
than people think."
Love said one of th e things that
helped him improve was the team's
motto for the year—"Bigger Than
Us"—and that his attitude and prepa
ration for his sport helped his perfor
mance.
"It doesn't matter if I'm starting or
not," Love said. "Just being able to
bring whatever I could, whether it be
from a vocal leadership standpoint or
being a ble to lead from example. Stay
ing focused, staying ready and staying
with a positive a ttit ude is p robably one
of t he most important things."
Love will co ntinue playing basketball
next season and hopes to play outside
of c ollege as well.
"The future is really bright f or Ken
ny," Logie said. "I think he' s very excit
ed about the challenge in front of him in
terms of continuing to take our program
to new heights. "
Contact Peter Houston-Hencken at
phouston-hencken17@my.whitworth.edu

Tanner Scholten | Photographer
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MADDYE DINSMORE
John Ek berg
Staff Writer

The Fieldhouse was taken by st orm last fall as the new
court was broken in by the volleyball team. Throughout the
team's success, there was one player who stood out: junior
and team captain Maddye Dinsmore.
After t he season the Pirates put together on the court,
taking a share of the Northwest Conference title and the
automatic bid to the NCAA National Tou rnament, Dinsmore
was awarded with personal accolades as well. Dinsmore
was c rowned as the NWC Player of the Year and named to
th e First Team All-West R egion.
"I was so proud of her [for winning NWC Player of the
Year] because I cou ldn't t hink of anyonejmore deserving,
and I was thrilled t hat al l of our opponents in t he|conference noticed it as well," coach Rati Bodccker said.
However, according t o her teammate, junior Izze Ginley,
Dinsmore doesn't like to talk about the awards she won.
"I'm not shooting for the accolades," Dinsmore said. "As
a setter, I wan t t o become more consistent. The accolades
I received this last year were not because of me, but rather
because of my team around m e."
Even though she has already been dubbed 'the best play

er in t he NWC,' Dinsmo re is still hungry
for more. It i s her work ethic that s ets
her apart from the rest of the compe
tition.
"All o f her accomplishments are ab
solutely because of her work ethic," Bodecker s aid. "All coaches say you can't
be successful without the right work
ethic, but with Maddye it's especially
true."
Not only has her coach noticed her
work drive, but her teammates have
as well. They frequently are pushed by
Dinsmore.
"She has a stronger w ork ethic than
anyone I've seen," sophomore Brenna
Bruil said.
Along with the determination, Dins
more has created a level of trust with
her tea mmates that i s irreplaceable. As

the setter for the team, everyone is r eliant on Dinsmore be ing a ble to
get the second touch and set up the hitters to put the ball away.
"We know that Maddye will get the ball, she' s so fast. We know she' s
going t o chase down every ball, e ven if t he pass i sn't th e greatest,"
Bruil said.
Dinsmore is quick to point out that even though she touches the ball
almost every play as a setter, that 's not where the play starts.
"I can't g ive my hitters a good set without a good first pass. It's
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truly a full tea m effort," Dinsmore said.
However, it i s n ot just on the court that D insmore is an inspiration
to her tea mmates. Over the past year, she has taken her leadership
abilities and applied them off t he court as well.
"When you're a captain, you kind of have that extra pressure to
reach out to people, and I see her reaching out to everyone on the team
to foster relationships," Ginley said.
Dinsmore, an elementary education major w ith hopes of becoming
a kindergarten teacher, will ret urn for her senior season next year and
will try to lead the Pirates back to the NCAA tournament.
"We want to get back to th e tournament t his next year and make
some noise," Dinsmore said.
With Dinsmore leading the Bucs, and most of the team returning, the
Pirates will aim to be even b etter next season.

Contact John Ekberg at
jekbergl 5@my.whitworth.edu
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Event showcase;
Jubilation Da
Ministry cian

Students rehearse for the Spring Showcase that took place Sunday, May 3, in Cowles Auditorium. The showcase included performances by the eight classes offered
by the ministry. Performances included ballet, hip hop, contemporary jazz, tap, hula, musical theater and gospel movement.

Simon Puzankov| Photographer
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